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PEDIGREE AND PERFORMANCES OF ARIEL,
IN FULL, AS FAR AS KNOWN,
Fifty-seven races—forty-two times a winner, and of seventeen four mile
heats—having run 345 miles—travelled near 3000
—
and won about j^25,000.
The portrait of Ariel represents her in the deplorable condition in
which she appeared last summer, on returning to the north, from her visit
to Sir Charles, with her foal at her foot, by Henry; her only produce be-
sides, is a filly by Eclipse, foaled 1832. To the connoisseur may appear
those fine racing points—admirable back and loin, clean and strong limbs.
1 V.6.
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good ear and presence, with a remnant of tliat spirit, for which she was so
distinguished. But, for our part, we should have preferred to represent
her in the fire and pride of youthful strength and beauty, when flushed with
victory; or, even at a later period, in that condition we conceive to be es-
sential to comeliness. In her youth, she is represented to have been of a
beautiful grey, about fifteen hands high, of good proportions, strong make,
and, in action, to have been strikingly handsome.
Ariel certainly ranks with the best racehorses of any age or clime. To
adopt the language of a valued correspondent, "we doubt whether any horse
of any 'region' ever did more good running, attended with such extensive and
constant travel." From reference to English works and to our own pages,
we find no account o? any horse that has either run or won as many races.
In her last campaign in "the racehorse region," she ran and won thirty-six
miles in fifteen days: the first race, four mile heats at Norfolk, beating
horses of high reputation, and winning the second heat in 7 m. 43s.; the
next a race of three mile heats, at Broad Rock, where at four heats, (the
last in 5m. 47s.) she beat the "crack nags" of Virginia; and the third,
another race of four mile heats, severely contested, again won in four heats
and in extraordinary time. On the eighth day thereafter, she was beaten,
the four mile heats, by a very superior three year old; an excellent race;
yet, in tiie two consecutive weeks, immediately succeeding, she won two
more races.
The English "patriarchs" Childers, Eclipse and Highflyer, probably had
more speed; and our Timoleon,* Gallatin, Sally Walker and Henry, have
run, one, two, three and four m\\QS, something quicker than Ariel, but neither
of them exhibited the same degree of bottom and durability; (few were put
to the same te^t,) nor, do we believe, as much money has been staked on
either. Others, in England, equally or more distinguished in some re-
spect, were not as much so in others.
If it were her fate sometimes to encounter a superior, she was never
beaten by that one in a second campaign; when Monsieur Tonson and
Sally Walker were her victors, during the short period of their glorious
triumphs, she may not have been in equal condition. Recovering readily
from the eflTects of a hard race, she started every season, at every meeting
within her reach, wearing down all opponents; she was never known to be
lame, even to the close of her long and brilliant career.
When beat by Flirtilia in their gxeat match, so admirably described by
"An Old Turfman," she yielded to a noble foe, who had borne off" every
laurel that season; and the next continued her triumphs, until she broke
down with the wreath of victoryf almost within her grasp. "It was con-
sidered marvellous, that a three year old should make such a contest with
* One, two, three and four miles have been run by them in Im. 47s.'
—
3m, 43s.—5m. 42s. and 7m. 38s.
f Flirtilia, in the Jockey Club race, four mile heats, at New Market,
having won the first heat, severely contested by Shakspeare, broke down
in the second; and the race was won by Gohanna, who had merely saved
his distance the first heat.
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sucli an adversary;" especially as .she must have been "Imrried in her
work," to have changed iier condition in the brier interval from her other
matcl).
In tlie aggregate, taking into view speed, bottom and durability; amount
of running, travel and of sums "lost and won" on her; we think Ariel
stands unrivalled. Her time, from one to four miles and more, is scarce
second, at any distance, to any on authentic record. At three years old,
she ran a mile on the Union Course, winning several lengths, well in hand,
in Im. 48s.; few weeks after she won a tliree mile heat, running the two
last miles in 3in. 473.; at eight years old, on the same course, she was beat
about two lengtlis, by Arietta, in two miles, run in 3ni. 44s.; at five years
old, siie ran a second heat of three miles, beat about a length, by Sally
Walker, in 5m. 423.; and at six years old, won readily, a second heat of
four miles in 7m. 43s. Such stoutness was never exemplified, as in her
sixteen mile race at Newmarket; where, after winning the second heat of
four miles, she closely contested the third, run in 7m. 57s., and won the
fourth four mile heat in 8m. 4s.'—the best third and fourth heats ever run.
Of the ffty-seven races she has run, she has been forty-two times a winner,
having actually won seventeen Jockey 'Club purses, offour mile heats, and
run in public more than 345 miles. For five years, from the spring she was
three, to the autumn of eight years old, she was the ornament and dread of
the turf, from New York to Georgia. She must have travelled at least
3000 miles—perhaps more. In her matches, and Jockey Club purses, she
has "lost and won" about $50,000.
PEDIGREE.
Ariel's pedigree is worthy of her performances. Her own brothers.
Lance, a year older than herself, a distinguished runner that beat the fa-
mous Trouble, a great match; O'Kelly, that beat Flying Dutchman, Mary
Randolph, and others, with such eclat, as to bring $5000; and St. Leger,
in the great sweepstake in Baltimore, where he was so unaccountably
becten, but has since beat Terror; her own sister Angeline, and half brother
Splendid, by Duroc, that was beat at three years old, in a produce match, by
Col. Johnson's Medley; are all well known to fame. Her grandam gray
mare Empress, has also been regarded one of the most renowned race nags
and brood mares of the north. October, 1804, at four years old, she very
unexpectedly beat the famous First Consul, for the Jockey Club purse, four
mile heats, at Harl6m, N.Y. The first race he lost.
Besides combining the three valued crosses of Herod, Matchem and
Eclipse, it will be observed Ariel's pedigree is "richly imbued with the best
English blood;" to which she traces almost directly, from Childers, Partner,
Crab, Snap, Cade, Spark, Othello, Gimcrack, Mambrino, Medley, PotSos,
Messenger, Baronet, Diomed, &c.; besides deriving her descent from the best
early importations. No other stock probably partakes as much of the
Messenger blood, no less than four crosses; with two, not very remote
from English Eclipse, two from Gimcrack, two from imported Pacolet, and
three from imported Spark. Her color sustains her valuable origin—run-
ning so much into the Arabian blood
.
To correct what may seem trifling errors in the pedigree of Ariel, be-
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fore published, we now fiirnisli it in full; as collated witli all the informa-
tion to be obtained, from the most authentic sources—especially Edgar's
"American Stud Book."
From the certificates, published in the second volume of the American
Turf Register, page 566, it appears Ariel was bred in 1822, by Mr. Gerrit
Vandervecr, of Flalbush, on Long Island, King's county. New York; and
that she was got by American Eclipse; her dam by Financier; grandam
Empress by imp. Baronet; great grandam by imp. Messenger; her dam by
Snap out of Jenny Duter, by True Briton; her dam Quaker Lass by im-
ported Juniper, out of the imported Molly Pacolet, by imported Pacolet;
Molly Pacolet's dam by imported Spark, out of Queen Mab, (also import-
ed,) by Musgrove's gray Arabian—Hampton Court Childers—chestnut
Arabian—Leedes—Barb mare, Slugey (dam of Croft's famous Greyhound)
imported into England, by Mr. Marshall, master of the horse, ia the reign of
William and Mary, of course, anterior to 1694.
American Eclipse, bred by Gen. Coles of L. L foaled 1814; was got by
Duroc, liis dam the famed race mare Miller's Damsel, by imported Messen-
ger, out of the imported PotSos mare; her dam by Gimcrack. Duroc, bred
by Wade Mosely, Esq. of Powhatan county, Virginia; foaled 1809; was
got by imported Diomed, out of Mr. Mosely's "extraordinary race mare
Amanda," by Col. Tayloe's famed gray Diomed, son of imported Medley.
Thus far Eclipse's pedigree is unquestioned; for the balance, see American
Turf Register, p. 50, vol. 4. Of Sir Charles Bunbury's Diomed, imported
into Virginia, 1799, having "filled the measure of his glory," nothing more
need be said. Messenger, foaled 1788, imported about 1800, into Pennsyl-
vania, was also a racehorse of repute at New Market; he won some good
races and lost but few.* He was a gray; of great substance; was got by
Mambrino (a very superior stallion) his dam by Turf, (son of Matchcm)
Regulus—Starling—Snap's dam. See English Stud Book; and American
Eclipse's pedigree in full, American Turf Register, p. 51, vol. 4.
Financier was got by Tippoo Saib; dam by imp. Messenger, grandam by
Bashaw; great grandam by Young Bulle Rock—the famed Selim—Hopper's
imported Pacolet. Tippoo Saib, a capital racer by imp. Messenger; his
dam imported, by Northumberland—Snap—Gypsey by Bay-Bolton—Diike
of Newcastle's Turk—Byerly Turk. Tippoo Saib was sire to the famous
Tippoo Sultan; that beat First Consul, 1807, and challenged Miller's Damsel;
and was out of Financier's grandam by Bashaw, (own brother to the famous
racemare Slammerkin; the ancestor to Ratler, Sumter, Childers, Flirtilla,
Polly Hopkins, Lady Relief, Jackson, tSz-c.) the son of imported Wildair, by
Cade, out of "the imported Cub mare.'' Young Bulle Rock, by Bulle Rock,
(son of imported Spark; dam by imp. Bulle Rock, imported 1730 into Vir-
ginia—imported Dabster—imported mare) out of the famed Britannia, (own
sister to True Briton,) by imported Othello; her dam Gant's imported Mil-
ley. Imp. Bulle Rock, by the Darley Arabian—Lister Turk—Natural Ara-
bian mare. Imported Dabster by Hobgoblin—Spanker—Hautboy. Selim,
* It has been erroneously stated that imp. Messenger never was beat.
He lost several races in 1785. See English Racing Calendar.
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foaled in MarylantI, 1759) was got by the famed imported Othella, out of
Col. Tasker's famous brood mare, imported Sclima, by the Godolphin Ara-
bian—said to be sister to Babraham, out of the large Hartley mare. Se-
lim the best racehorse of his day, was purchased of Col. Taskcr, at one
year old, for £1000 by Sam'l Galloway, Esq. who beat with him all com-
petitors, in the best time, until after nine years old. See American Turf
Register, vol. 1, pp. 17, 62 and 480.
Financier, a famous racer, was owned and probably bred by Isaac Duck-
ett, Esq. of Prince George's county, the land of his maternal ancestry. (J.
V. Bond, of Pennsylvania, also ran with success, 1812-13, a chestnut horse
called IMnancier.)
Baronet, bay, sixteen hands high, foaled 1785, bred by Sir W. Vivasour,
owned and run by the Prince of Wales, (George 4th) was imported into
New York. He was got by Vertumnus, out of Penultima, by Snap
—
Cade—Crab—Childers—Confederate 'filly by grey Grantham—Duke of
Rutland's Black Barb. Vertumnus by Eclipse, dam by Sweeper, (son of
Sloe) out of the Tartar mare, Mercury's dam. Baronet, a capital racer,
won, for the Prince of VVales,(winner on the occasion of 17000 guineas,)
the great Oatland stakes at Ascot, 1791-2, 100 subscribers, 100 guineas
each, beating the best horses of England, a handicap, for all ages.
Snap (Gen. Heard's) was got by imp. Figure, out of "Heard's thorough-
bred mare Nettle."* Hamilton's imp. Figure, ran with great celebrity in
Maryland; in 1768, he beat the famous Selim; four mile heats; was imp. in
Maryland, 1765, he was got by Figure, (son of Standard,) out of Mary
Ann, by Croft's Partner—Bald Galloway. He ran with celebrity in Mary-
land.
True Briton by imported Othello, out of Gant's imported Milley. Othel-
lo, (imported 1757, by Gov. Sharpe, of Maryland.) by Crab, out of Miss
Slampierkin, by Young True Blue. True Briton was a racer of celebrity;
he ran a great match distancing Old England at Harlem, New York; and
another near Philadelphia, in 1765-6, in great time, considering weight,
but v/as beat by the famous Selim, for 500 pistoles.
Juniper, imported into Virginia, 1761, was got by Babraham, out of
Aura, by Stamford Turk; grandara, sister to Conqueror, by Fox; g. gran-
dam, by Childejs, (the dam of Crab, Snip, Blacklegs, &c.)— Basto—Cur-
wen's Bay Barb—Curwen's Spot—Lowther Barb—Vintner mare. Juni-
per, a celebrated racer, won fourteen out of eighteen races, running second
in the four he lost.
Hopper's imported Pacolec, was got by Spark, (afterwards imported) out
of Queen Mab, also imported as above. It would appear Molly Pacolet,
was got by Pacolet, (son of Spark,) out of his own sister by imp. Spark,
son of Honeycomb Punch, out of Wilkes' old Hautboy mare, "he was a
present to Gov. Ogle, of Maryland, from Lord Baltimore,! to whom he
* 1772 Delancey's Nettle, by imported Granby, probably the same, as
Heard's beat Selim, thirteen years old, and other famed horses, the four
mile heats, at Annapolis, vol. 1, p. 97.
t Lord Baltimore, was about this period, the leader of the Prince's (the
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had been presented by His Royal Highness, Frederick, Prince of Wales,"
(father to George 3d.)
Further detail is wholly unnecessary, in regard to the residue of Ariel's
pedigree, that runs to the early horses of England—Arabians and Barbs.
PERFORMANCES.
Ariel having passed through many hands while on the turf; and, at a pe-
riod, until her last year of racing, when there was no general "Register" to
record her achievements; we have made this compilation from several credi-
table sources, for which we owe obligation; especially to "Numidian," for the
account of her career in the south; and to Godolphin, for that of one of her
splendid achievements at the north. The Old Turfman, to whom we must
be satisfied now to refer, has already received our thanks, and those of a
grateful community.
1. 18-25, April. Ariel, three years old, won a race of one hundred rods,
against an Eclipse filly, (Plying Dutchman's dam,) and a horse by
Duroc.
2. A fortnight after, she again won a race of one hundred rods, beat-
ing Fox by Duroc, Flying Dutchman's dam, and a Duroc colt. Fox,
a gelding yet on the turf, was for many years the crack mile horse
of the north,—almost invincible in a single mile—at which he beat
the famous Kentucky mile horse Snow Ball, by half a length, at
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in Im. 493. for $1000. Snow Ball, a
few weeks before, had beaten the famed Arietta—a match, one
thousand yards, for $1000.
3. Shortly after she won, mile heats, for a set of silver spoons, beating
Fox, Mr. Van Ranst's Eclipse colt. Flying Dutchman's dam, and Ag-
nes, by Sir Solomon. Fox being drawn, Ariel distanced the field,
the second heat.
4. Immediately after, she won a match against Mr. John Stevens' Flag-
gelator, then considered the fastest mile horse at the north.
5. May. Ariel won with great ease, for H. Lynch, Esq. a match against
a Bussorah colt—$1000 each—two miles.
6. October. The ensuing autumn, at the same course, Mr. Lynch won
with her a match, $5000 a side, against Col. W. R. Johnson's
Lafayette, also three years old, by Virginian—mile heats. A "Spec-
tator" differs from the Old Turfinan's account, (in American Turf
Register, vol. 2, p. 555,) and thinks Ariel won with ease, by four
lengths, each heat. Time, Im. 48s.—Im. 523.
7. Oct. 31. Three weeks thereafter, on the Union Course, backed by
other northern gentlemen, in union with Messrs. Lynch and Ver-
plank, she ran a match,* for $20,000 a side, three mile heats, against
opposition) party in Parliament. See Walpole's letters. The present of
a horse so famed as Spark, was to be regarded as a special favor.
* The match grew out of an extraordinary challenge to run Ariel, four
mile heats, against any nag to be named, for $1000 on each turn, (four to
a mile,) and $10,000, the main race. But for the mode of running the first
heat, and accident in the second, the time would have been better.
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Gen. Wynn's Flirtilla, then five years old, and deemed in the south
to be superior to any nag in the country—also backed by Col. John-
son and otiier Virginia gentlemen. A severe contest—and won in
three heats. Less than six inches decided the second iieat, and
the issue of as much as $50,000. See Old Turfman, American
Turf Register, vol. 2, p. 556, and Correction p. 613. Time, 5m.
54s. (two last miles, 3m. 47s.)—5m. 54s—5m. 54s.
She was now purchased by gentlemen of the south, and placed in
Gen. Wynn's stable.
8. 1826, April. At Belfield, Virginia, she was beaten by Col. Johnson's
Shakspeare, four years old, by Virginian, for the Jockey Club purse
$400, three mile heats. Was probably too high.
9. May. At Newmarket, she won the poststake $400, three mile heats,
beating Mr. Field's Mark Time, four years old, by Gallatin, (a very
superior three mile horse) in fine style and time; but we are unable
to furnish particulars. Next week Mark Time won the three mile
heat in the best time known at Tree Hill.
10. At Tree Hill, the next week, she won with ease, the Jockey Club
purse f 1000, beating Mr. Field's Gohanna, (the first race he lost)
Col. Johnson's Betsey Richards and Mr. Harrison's Frantic. Time,
8m. 7s.—8m. 2s. The preceding week at New Market, Gohanna
and Betsey Richards had been winners, both running severe races,
of twelve miles, beating Flirtilla, Shakspeare, Janet, and others.
11. At Nottoway, the following week, she won the Jockey Club purse,
$400, four mile heats, beating Gohanna again, with others.
12. September. At Nottoway, she won with ease, in one heat, the
Jockey Club purse $400, four mile heats, beating Col. Johnson's
Shakspeare.
13. At Broad Rock, she won with great ease, the Jockey Club purse,
$500, three mile heats.
14. October. At Newmarket, the next week, she won cleverly the
Jockey Club purse, $600, four mile heats, beating Mr. Botts' Phillis
(own sister to Gohanna,) and Col. Johnson's Betsey Archer.
15. At Tree Hill, the week following, she ran second to the famous Mon-
sieur Tonson, four years old, by Pacolet, for the Jockey Club purse,
won cleverly in two heats. Mr. Botts' Gohanna distanced. Mon-
sieur Tonson trailed Ariel, the first heat, until the last quarter,
when in passing, the saddle of Ariel having slipped, she had to give
up the contest; the second heat was run in the same way, and Mon-
sieur Tonson, to general astonishment, won by more than a clear
length. Time, 8m. 4s.—7m. 57s.—-(the best time at Tree Hill, ex-
cepting the second heat, won the preceding year, by Phillis, in 7m.
56s. closely contested by Betsey Robinson, winner of the race, and
the second heat, also in 7m. 56s. won by Virginia Lafayette beating
Flirtilla and Marion.
16. At Belfield, the succeeding fortnight, she was again beaten by Mon-
sieur Tonson, in a Jockey Club race, three mile heats, an extreme-
ly interesting race of three heats, (Sally Walker won the first heat,
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—Lafayette also in the race)—said to have been well contested and
run in fine time; but we regret being unable to givefurtherparticu-
lars.
17. November. At Halifax, N. C. the next w^eek, she was beaten by
Monsieur Tonson,for the Jockey Club purse $400, three mile heats.
(Two weeks after at Boydton, was run the memorable race between
Monsieur Tonson and Sally Walker, "the best four mile race," all
things considered, ever run in America—won cleverly by the former
(his last race but one) in 7m. 55s. and 7m. 54s.)
18. 1827. January. Ariel was next travelled to Augusta, Georgia,
where she won easily the Jockey Club purse $500, four mile heats.
19. February. She travelled thence to Charleston, S. C. where she re-
ceived the amount of the Jockey Club purse, $600, being withdrawn
in favor of Red Gauntlet, the ostensible winner.
120. Next day she won the $400 purse, three mile heats.
21. Two days after, the handicap purse $400, three mile heats.
(Thus running as a four year old, fifteen races, (two in one week) of
which she won eleven and lost but four—three to the famous Mon-
sieur Tonson, and one to Shakspeare, whom she afterwards beat.)
22. May. At New Market, Ariel now five years old, won the Jockey
Club purse, $600, four mile heats, beating with ease. Maid of Lodi,
Atalanta and Phillis. Time, 7m. 583.—8m. 8s.
(After this race $2000 was given by Mr. Wyche, for six weeks use of
Ariel.)
23. At Tree Hill, the next week, she won the Jockey Club purse, $1000,
with a poststake, $500 each, four subscribers, making the sum of
$3000; four mile heats, beating with ease Mr. Botts' Gohanna, the
famed Sally McGee and Maid of Lodi. (Monsieur Tonson, calcu-
lated upon in the race, had broken down, and Sally Walker had
gone to the Union Course, where, in three four mile heats, she beat
Lance, (own brother to Ariel,) and Janet, own sister to Sir
Charles.) Track excessively heavy—at places near knee deep with
mud and water.
24. At Broad Rock, the week following, she won the Jockey Club purse,
$500, beating Lafayette and others.
25. At Norfolk, the next week, she won the Jockey Club purse, $500,
four mile heats, beating Gohanna and the celebrated Sally Hope,
four years old, by Sir Archy—track also very deep. The defeat of
the latter has been ascribed to the state of the course. See her
memoir, American Turf Register.
26. June. At Nottoway, shortly thereafter, she won the Jockey Club
purse $400, three mile heats, beating Gohanna, Sally McGee, Red
Gauntlet and others. A capital race. Gohanna ran in reserve
the first heat, won in 5m. SOs. and closely contested the next, an
uncommonly severe heat, won in 5m. 46s.
(Thus Ariel in one campaign, won all her five Jockey Club races,
three of them four mile heats; beating most of the best horses
—
without taking into consideration the three races, won a few months
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before in Georoiu, and South Carolina. Having previously passed
through several hands, the veteran VVynn being dead, Ariel was
now bought for $IG00, by his nepiievi^, Col. Wni. VVynn.)
27. September. At Broadrock, for the Jockey Club purse, $500, three
mile heats, Ariel was beaten, in a severely contested race, by Sally
Walker, five years old, by Timoleon; but beat, in both heats, La-
fayette and another. (Sally Walker was comparatively fresh, hav-
ing run but one race in \he spring, which she won with ease, (though
in three heats) and was then declared to be the best nag from the
south that had ever been introduced on the Union Course. Ariel
was not in condition—too high; nor did she get exactly "in fix"
during the campaign.) The time of this race is the best on our
records, 5m. 44s.—5m. 423.
28. At New Market, the next week, she was beaten easily, by Sally
Walker, for the Jockey Club purse $600, four mile heats.
29. October. At Tree Hill, the following week, she won the post stakes
j|450, a single four miles, beating Col. Johnson's famed Trumpator,
four years old, by Sir Solomon, and others.
SO. At Nottoway, the next week, she won with ease, the Jockey Club
purse $400, three mile heats, beating Col. Johnson's famed Medley,
three years old, by Sir Hal, in one heat.
31. At Belfield, the week following, she was beaten by Sally Walker, for
the Jockey Club purse, $400, three mile heats. An uncommonly
severe race—scarce a shade of difference between them. Time,
5m. 46s.—5m. 48s.
82. November. At Halifax, N. C. she was again beaten, the succeeding
week, by Sally Walker, for the Jockey Club purse $400, four mile
heats.
33. At Scotland Neck, a few weeks after, she won the Jockey Club
purse.
34. 1828. January. She was then travelled to Augusta, Georgia,
where she won the Jockey Club purse, $500, four mile heats,
beating Col. Myers' Lady Deerpond and others.
33. February. Thence to Charleston, S. C. where she was beaten for
the Jockey Club purse, $600, (and a bet of $1000,) four mile heats,
by Mr. Singleton's Crusader, four years old by Sir Archy. A good
race—lost the second heat by scarce two feet. Time not known.
86. A few days thereafter, she won the handicap purse, $400, beating
Crusader, who broke down in the first heat, and another.
(Thus, as a five year old, Ariel ran again fifteen races in one year; of
which she lost only five.)
87. April. At Belfield, she w^on the Proprietor's purse, $200, two mile
heats, beating Peggy Madee, by Sir Hal, a famed two mile nag.
See American Turf Register, pp. 98, 204, 252, 514, and 560, vol. 2.
(Ariel, now appearing amiss, Col. Wynn was induced to sell her, for
$2000, giving a certificate that, while owned by him, "under a con-
tinuation of one training, she ran the astonishing distance of ninety-
nine miles, mostly under whip and spur—having been vanquished,
2 V-.6
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m several contests, perhaps from want of condition rather than
talents." See American Turf Register, vol. 4, p. 495.
38. May, At Newmarket, she was beaten, for tlie Proprietor's purse,
$300, three mile heats, (well contested) by Col. Johnson's Medley,
four years old. Each heat ran in 5m. 493.
89. At Tree Hill, the ne.xt week, she won the Jockey Club purse $1000,
four mils heats, beating Red Murdoch, (who had beat Medley, the
three year old sweepstakes at New Market,) and Sally McGee.
Medley, expected to have run in this race, had fallen lame and
never ran again.
40. At Broad Rock, the following week she won with ease the Jockey
Club purse $500, three mile heats.
41. At Norfolk, the next week, she won the Jockey Club purse, $600,
four mile heats.
42. Same meeting, she won a handicap race, for $300, "best three out of
five"—(mile iieats) "won in three or four heats, particulars not re-
collected."
43. June. At Boydton, the fortnight after, she won the Proprietor's
purse, $200, two mile heats.
44. September. At Norfolk, she won the Jockey Club purse, $500, four
mile heats—a good race, beating cleverly Col. Johnson's Trumpa-
tor and another.—8m. 2s.—7m. 43s. (the second heat.)
45. At Broad Rock, the next week, she won in four heats, the Jockey
Club purse, $500, three mile heats; beating Trumpator, Lafayette
and others—a good race and in good time
—
the fourlh heat in 5m.
47s!
46. October. At Newmarket, the week succeeding, she ivon the Jockey
Club purse $600, four mile heats, beating in four heats Trumpator,
Red Murdoch and Hypona. Time, 8m. 22s.—8m. 13s.—7m. 57s.—
8m. 4s.
"Red Murdoch won the first heat, in 8m. 22s; Ariel and Trumpator both
in reserve. Ariel took the second heat, with great ease in 8m. 13s.
Intense interest was excited, at the prospect of a severe struggle for
the third heat—that to an observant eye seemed inevitable. Trumpa-
tor, who in many a well disputed field, had earned distinguished honor,
and more than once excited the apprehensions of hig formidable adver-
sary, had yet made no effort in the race; and was in the hands of a
most skilful, deliberate and experienced turfite. It was obvious, he
alone attracted the notice of his fair adversary, and that the tug of
war could no longer be postponed. Never were anticipations more
fully realized: never was reputation more nobly sustained. From
the onset both pressed forward, with a desperate rush, and main-
tained a severe and ceaseless press throughout the entire heat.
For the four miles, the whip nor spur were idle; for three and a half
it was impossible to conjecture the result—when Trumpator gained
a slight, but precarious ascendency, which with great difficulty he
maintained to the close, coming in a few feet ahead—winning one of
the best heats ever done at New Market, and perhaps the very best
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third heat ever run in this hemisphere, or any where else. Time,
7m. 57s.
"The readiness with whicli hotii recovered nnd "cooled off," surprised
those most familiar with the turf. In a short while both were pre-
pared for the decisive engagement. At the sound of the trumpet
the ardent competitois appeared, for the fourtli time, at the goal
—
eager for the conflict. At the word they pressed forward with
desperate efforts—both conscious that the slightest advantage must
prove decisive, in a contest of such equal powers. For a mile and a
half their prospects were alike; Ariel now gained some advantage
Trumpator strained every nerve—they are again locked and all as
doubtful as ever. On they fly—urged by every persuasive—ever
and anon fiercely called upon, and at every call found worthy of
almost boundless confidence. In the third round victory inclined
to Trumpator—he gradually cleared his opponent—light appeared
between thorn. But the spirit of Ariel was unsubdued, and her ef-
forts unabated. She firmly maintained the arduous struggle—half
a mile more, they were again "side by side"—not content, she still
pressed forward and regained her lost place. On closing the mile
she had gained the track and swept around the turn 'nose and tail.'
Up the back stretch continued a tremendous struggle—Ariel still
maintaining the lead—but, in making the sweep of the last turn, the
prospects of Trumpator seemed to brighten—he closed in and enter-
ed the quarter stretch '"nose and nose." Intense interest was at its
height—when the fortunes of Ariel decided the conflict—having the
track and the firmest ground, Ariel beat him down the stretch, at
her utmost speed, by only a few feet—closing the race, and bearing
off her well earned laurels, in 8m. 4s.— after one of the most ardu-
ous contests ever known,—amid the acclamations of the multitude.
("I saw Henry* do the first heat, with Betsey Richards on his haunch-
es, in 7m. 54s. and repeated it in 7m. 58s— the best four mile heats
ever run at Newmarket."
(We regret our limits have compelled us to abridge the account fur-
nished by our valued correspondent "Numidi.'In."
Numidian, might also have said, that the last heat was (he besifourlh
heat "ever run," in any quarter of the world—8m. 4s!—20s. better
than Eclipse's third heat with Henry, when both were at their ut-
most speed; but the rale of their first and second heal ^Hold.")
47. At Tree Hill, the next week, for the Jockey Club purse $1000, four
mile heats, all her older competitors bemg beaten off or broke down,
Kate Kearney and Star, two extraordinary three year olds, only en-
tered the lists with her— it was "gold to copper" on Ariel, notwith-
standing her severe race of sixteen miles the preceding week. She
led off, in good style, trailed by the others. Star during the first
* This performance being compared with Henry's on the same course,
when run at his best speed, in the very zenith of his fame, leaves scarce a
doubt that Ariel was fully eq^ual to him or Eclipse, in their best days.
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three miles made unavailing efforts for the lead and then fell back
far in the rear. Kate Kearney still trailing—until, on entering the
quarter stretch, with an unexpected burst, she went ahead and won
the heat in 7m. 59s. Notwithstanding the loss of a heat, Ariel was
still the favorite; and led g;i]lantly in the second heat, as before
—
but near its close was past by both her competitors, Kate Kearney
agaiii winning in fine style; the others near at hand. A capital
race. The second heat, (only two seconds more than the first) 8m.
Is—the two heats two seconds quicker than Monsieur Tonson's
fine race at Tree Hill— and excellent time, for the course.
(Kate Kearney, (since so celebrated,) the preceding week, at New
Market, had won a great sweepstakes, in good time, beating Slen-
der and another; and two days before her race with Ariel, had won
another, two mile heats, in the best time at Tree Hill, 3m. 57s. and
Sm. 503.— (the second heat) beating Slender, Waxy and another.
Slender, the next day after her sweepstakes, won the Proprietor's
purse, two mile heats, beating Lafayette. Caswell, Susan Robinson,
Sally Drake and another, in 3m. 56s. and 3m. 52s. Star, a few
weeks before, at Norfolk, had run a severe second heat of two
miles, with Polly Hopkins, in 3m. 42s.—the best time over that
course, twenty-nine yards short of a mile.)
48. At Belfield, the week after her Tree Hill race, Ariel won the Pro-
prietor's purse, $200, two mile heats; Polly Hopkins, three years
old, won the Jockey Club purse $400, three mile heats, the preced-
ing day, and the next week at New Hope, the Proprietor's purse,
$250.
49. November. At New Hope. Halifax county, N. C. Ariel closed her
career in the "racehorse region," by winning the Jockey Club purse,
$400, three mile heats.
(March 1829, she was purchased of David Branch, Esq. and passed
into the hands of Hamilton Wilkos, Esq. who travelled her the en-
tire distance to New York by land, about 400 miles, and renewed
her exploits in the land of her birth—leaving the late scenes of her
glory to her successors in fame—Kate Kearney, Polly Hopkins,
Slender and Star. Of the twelve races she ran as a six year old,
Ariel won ten; and was obviously out of condition in the two she
lost, won by Medley and Kate Kearney.)
50. May 12. At the Union Course, Long Island, N. Y.the first spring
meeting, Ariel, now seven years old, was beat by the famed g. m.
Betsey Ransom, five years old, by Virginian, in a well contested race,
for the Jockey Club purse, four mile heats. Time, 7m. 57s.—8m. 73.
51. May 26. At the same place, at the second meeting, a fortnight af-
ter, she was in like manner again beat by Betsey Ransom, for the
Jockey Club purse, four mile heats. Time, 7m. 52s.—8m. Is.
52. June. At Poughkeepsie, N.Y. the next week, Ariel beat Betsey
Ransom, for the Jockey Club purse, $500, four mile heats, in 7m.
32s.—8m. Is.—but of the third heat, the time is wanting. We are
happy to annex the following animated account of this interesting
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Tace, from the pen of a valued correspondent, who both writes and
runs his horses, "con amore."
**Since the contest between Eclipse and Henry, in 1823, no race (at
the north) has excited so intense an interest in tlie spectators, as
the one run by Ariel and Betsey Ransom, on the Dutchess Course,
on Tuesday last. In two prior trials at Long Island, on the 12th
and 26th of May, Betsey Ransom (contrary to the expectations of
many) had proved victorious. The friends of Ariel, though some-
what consoled by her gallant performance on the 26th, had been
again disappointed. (Mem. Saw her entered for this last encounter,
with reluctance, from feeling how little chance there was of regain-
ing her lost laurels.) The earnest solicitation of a friend, joined
to an anxious wish to gratify the inhabitants of his own county,
decided her owner to start her, on this occasion.
*'When they were led upon the ground, the appearance of the two
differed as widely as their prospects—the firm, elastic reaching step,
the fiery eye and lofty bearing of Betsey, gave assurance of condi-
tion, and shewed her conscious of her powers and confident of vic-
tory—while the short and stiffened gait, the quiet and determined
countenance of Ariel (reversing (he quondam appearance, together
with the fate of herself and Flirtilla) seemed plainly to say, "I have
lost my station as first among the fleet ones of my race, but I will
regain it or die." They started— Betsey Ransom, went off on the
lead, at a moderate pace, appearing resolved to do no more than Vi^as
necessary— when, at the end of the two miles she broke away, as
from mere whim, at such a gate and at such a stride, as would have
rendered useless to Ariel the wings of her gallant namesake. Her
ultimate exertions could only bring her within three or four lengths
of this kill devil, at the winning post. The heat was run in 7m.
52s., the last two miles in 3m. 52s.
"The loss of the heat rendered the prospects of Ariel still more
gloomy, and the chance of winning so desperate, that it was deter-
mined to withdraw her—this was on the point of being announced,
when as the groom was leading up Betsey to receive the award of
victory, the experienced eye of Ariel's trainer, detected in Betsey
Ransom some indication of sorrow—there were three or four mi-
nutes to spare—he hastily threw on his saddle and started her.
Betsey again took the lead, at a pace so rapid, that it gave her
long and silvery tail the appearance of a meteor streaming in the
wind; for three miles she kept frolicking on—sometimes breaking
away and making a gap, that seemed to say "I will punish you,
dainty spirit of the air, for your presumption, by leaving you without
the distance"—and again waiting for her, as if repenting so harsh a
purpose—in the mean time, Ariel went steadily on, at a gait that
did not vary, except once in the second mile (when in changing her
feet she threw her rider forward and lost eight or ten yards, by the
faulter;) at the end of three miles and a quarter, Betsey found
Ariel within a yard of her—in another instant alongside—now came
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a stnig;gle for the track, desperate and determined. It created an
interest so deep, and a silence so profound, that one miglit almost
hear the hearts of the multitude beat— it could not last long—at the
end of a straight quarter, Ariel has the track. "Ariel is ahead,"
was thundered out with a shout, that would have waked the sound-
est sleeper of the seven. There was a half a mile yet to go.
Ariel keeps the track—no lime to lose—one short half mile, one
short minute more, Ariel may i)luck a laurel from her wreath, that
she must regain, or unbind her brows—they turned down the straight
side of the last quarter, x\riel half her length ahead—neither rider
had a whip, from an idea of its uselessness—they are at the distance
post, side by side—what would not have been given for a whip—
a
whip—a whip—the result upon a whip—a single stroke might de-
cide upon it. Betsey's rider uses his hand, but it will not do—Ariel
wins the heat by half a neck, in 8m. Is. amidst the cheers of thou-
sands.
'In half an hour they again started to determine the third and last heat.
Betsey had lost her taste for frolicking, and went steadily but rapid-
ly on, with Ariel only a length behind, for three miles and a quarter;
here Ariel made a run and passed her—taking and keeping the lead
by two or three lengths, to the winning post—thus regaining her
lost laurels, and proving herself to this 'out and outer,' what the
best judge in the Union pronounced her—'a truly formidable race-
horse.'
"* "GODOLPHIN."
(Grey filly Betsey Ransom, by Virginian, October, 1827, on the
Union Course, at three years old, won the .Jockey Club purse,
four mile heats, distancing Sir Lovell, Count Piper, Lady Flirtf
and Valentine, (Stevens' Janet drawn after the first heat,) in a
most extraordinary manner, the second heat. Ne.xt week she won
the four mile heats purse, near Baltimore, with great ease; and the
week succeeding the same at Norfolk, at three heats, contending
for each, that were won in 7m. 503.—7m. 45s, and 7m. 503.—253.
better than the Eclipse match, but with a difference of the course,
(twenty-nine yards short of a mile.) She gathered laurels in Vir-
ginia, the Carolinas, Georgia, Maryland and New York—but never
won a race after her defeat by Ariel—she ran but once more, the
succeeding spring, in the sweepstakes won by Col. Johnson's Slen-
der, four miles, beating also Black Maria—$1000 each.
The next day Ariel's half brother, gray horse Splendid, won with ease
the three mile heats, beating Lady Hunter and another in 5m. 583.
and 6m. 2s. At three years old, Splendid had been beat in a match
by Col. Johnson's Medley.
It is somewhat surprising that at this era so many of the first rate
» The time, in three contests with Betsey Ransom, on courses better
adapted to speed than those at the south, shews that Ariel was "below her
mark"—probably considerably "ofT her foot."
j Lady Flirt won the first heat, contested by Janet and Count Piper.
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horses should have been gray, and that they should have so fre-
quently contended exclusively with each other, as Ariel, Betsey
Ransom, Medley, Splendid, Mark Time, Peggy Madee, and others
—
also in the south and west.)
53. October. At Poughkeepsie, Ariel won with ease the Jockey Club
purse, $500, four mile heats, beating Light Infantry.
54. At the Union Course, the next week, she won the Jockey Club pur?e,
$500, four mile heats, beating her only competitor Lady Flirt, with
Eucli ease the first heat, that she was drawn. Lady Flirt had won
the three mile heats, with eclat at Poughkeepsie, where she sub-
sequently beat Black Maria and others, three mile heats.
55. 1830. May 8. Ariel, now eight years old, had been matched by the
gentlemen of the north, to run on the Union Course, against Col.
Johnson's Arietta, four years old, by Virginian, backed by him and
others of the south—Ariel to carry lOOlbs. against 871bs. two miles,
for $5000 aside—and was beat by Arietta, rather more than a
length—a good race—sixty yards more would probably have given
it to Ariel. The first mile was run in Im. 47s.—the two in 3m.
44s. See "Old Turfman" p. 45, vol. 3. American Turf Register.
56. May 12. Ariel was beat the three mile heats, by Sir Lovel, six years
old, by Duroc, a good race, in which she was second—beating
Bachelor and Yankee Maid. Time, 5m. 47s.—5m. 53s.
57. May 18. In less than a week, Ariel again entered the lists with Sir
Lovell, at Poughkeepsie, destined to replace the laurels she loses on
the Union Course. This was in other respects a second edition of
her race with Betsey Ransom on the same course. Sir Lovell,
the favorite, at one hundred to thirty, led off in gallant style,
and took the first heat in 7m. 54s. There was now scarce a
doubt as to the result. In the second heat, he took the lead as
before—Ariel pressing him more closely on every mile, the first
run in Im. 57s.—the second in Im. 59s.—the third in Im. 54s.
(the three miles in 5m. 50s.)—in a half mile more, Ariel is ahead
as in the former race—but Sir Lovell gives up, and Ariel wins
it, at her ease, in 8m. Sir Lovell being then drawn, Ariel again
took the purse.
(This was Ariel's last race; and with the fame Sir Lovell subsequently
dfcquired, was of itself sufficient to establish her fame. Two days
thereafter, he won the two mile heats, beating Maryland Eclipse
and Lady Hunter, in 3m. 503. and 3m. 46s.—a severely contested
race. The next week on the Union Course, he beat Arietta, a
match, $5000 a side, two mile heats, in 3m. 45s. and 3m. 48s.)
In the autumn Ariel was in training, and brought to the Poughkeepsie
course; but it does not appear why she did not run—probably she was in
the stable with Black Maria, Celeste and others—the former now running
her brilliant career, won the four mile heats at this meeting, in 7m. 56s.
—7m. 53s.
"The veteran Ariel was led on the course for the last time, on her
'*hdrawal from the turf." "She appeared the picture, the beau ideal of
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a racehorse, and hundreds of amateurs thronged around lier to take a part-
ing look at an old and deserved favorite. When stripped and saddled by
her trainer, she exhibited all the tire of youth, with the vigor of maturity,
manifesting the most animated impatience till a lad moiinted and galloped
her around the course, for the gratification of the admiring crowd. She
brushed up the last quarter with that inevitable fairy stride, which we have
so often viewed with delight—tiien taking leave of the arena of her
triumphs, she went leisurely into a retirement, from which no friend could
wish to recal her, covered with imperishable laurels—the prize of many a
hard fought field."
Thus it appears Ariel has run more than 345 miles in 57 races, of which
she has won 42,* 17 o/" themfour mile heats. She has run every distance,
in nearly the best time of the present century, and we believe the very
best third and fourth heat that has ever been run. She has vanquished
almost every horse of fame from New York to Georgia, during the f five
years she was on the turf; never laying by nor lame; and when beat,
always making good races, conquered only by the best horses and at their
respective distances; all of whom she beat on a second trial, excepting
only Monsieur Tonson, Sally Walker, Flirtilla, Kate Kearney and Arietta;
(the three last she ran with but once;) and whenever beaten; it may be ques-
tionable whether she was run in proper condition. Excepting her tnatch
at three years old, of three mile heats, with the very best racehorse then
known on the turf, she has never lost a race in which she won a heat.
She has won in matches and Jockey Club purses, exclusive of bets,
$25,000 for her several owners; who, with scarce an exception, if any, have
all derived profit from her generous exertions.
Her winnings, (in number of races and distances,) greatly surpass any
of which we have any account, either in England or America. Rocking-
ham, who heads the list of English winners, (Am. Turf Reg. vol. 3, p.
390,) was winner 33 times; her ancestor PotSos 31 times; another an-
cestor Gimcrack, (the severest runner ever known in England,) 28 times
out of 37 races; Woodpecker 28 and imp. Buzzard 28; Eleanor,+ (grandam
of Luzborough,) winner of the Derby and Oaks, (consecutive days—a feat
performed by no other,) comes nearer to Ariel in her performances than
any besides, having won 28 out of 43 races; Peggy, the mare of most fame
ever imported into America, (and g. g. grandam of Tyehicus, and of the
famed Vespa, winner last year of the Oaks, and this of King's plates and
other distinguished races in England.)—(See New Sporting Magazine,
for May and June, 1834,) won 22 out of 35 races; (see American
Turf Register, vol. 4, p. 557,) imp. Shark 19; Sir Peter Teazle 17; Flori-
*"Imported Citizen won 19 races in England— 14 of them four mile
heats—6 of them at three heats."
fSee Turf Reg. vol. 1, pp. 159, 219, 283, 485, 486, 489, 491,518,
519, 520, 530 to 536, 566, 588. Vol. 2, pp. 555-6, Vol. 3, pp. 42,
45, 335-6, 378.
J Imported Luzborough won 24 out of 32 races, but never ran four
miles. He was five years on the turf.
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zel 16; Highflyer 14; Orville, (one of the severest and best runners of
modern days,) won about 14 races but lost as many; Dick Andrews, (also
grandsire to Luzborough,) won 20 out of 27; Diomed 12; Eclipse 11;
Matchem 10; Herod 10; Trumpator 10; Childers 6 or 8; &,c. &c. Of
our horses of most celebrity few of them have won many races; Sir
Charles won 20, (sometimes shamefully beaten—distanced both by Sir
William and Eclipse,) Timoleon won 6; Virginian 10; Am. Eclipse, so
famed at the north, ran only 8 races, from four to nine years old, inclusive,
and made but one very good race, (having beaten second rate competitors
or those that had been worn or broken down, until he encountered Henry;
whose defeat may be ascribable to mismanagement;) and otlier distinguished
horses, Virago, Gallatin, Sir Archy, Florizel, Pacolet, Bertrand, Monsieur
Tonson, Sally Walker, Mercury, &c. &c. have run about the same num-
ber. We have no recollection of any other besides the famed gelding Levia-
than; Black Maria, winner at twenty miles, and whose achievements have
subsequently been so splendid, (yet on the turf,) her dam Lady Lightfoot, (per-
Aa;?5grandam Black Maria, by Shark,) Polly Hopkins, Sally Hope and Collier,
that in the excellence and extent of their running, can bear any comparison
to Ariel—certainly their superior in the latter respect. Of Lady Light-
foot the memoir is incomplete—she won three races in one week at Char-
leston, S. C.—beat the best horses in excellent time—was on the turf from
three to eleven years old; but a great portion of the time running with
second rate or broken down horses—she may have won 30 races; Polly
Hopkins, from three to six years old, won 23 out 30 races; winning all her
seven races the fall she was three years old, and beating the best horses,
in the best time, Sally Hope from three to seven won 22 out of 27 races;
18 or 19 of them in succession to the close of her career, beating the best
horses, also in the best time. See Am. Turf Reg. vol. 3, p. 452.
In taking leave of the famed Ariel, with this exposition, we conceive
ourselves justified in admitting her claims to an illustrious lineage, and to
our admiration, for performances that we think unparalleled on the pages
of racing annals.
TURF WARFARE BETWEEN THE NORTH AND SOUTH.
Account Current.
Mr. Editor:
The recent conflicts on Long Island, suggest a review of the state of
war between the two belligerents.
Eleven years have now elapsed since "the great match race," between
Eclipse and Henry; and six months more from the commencement of the
racing controversy between "north and south;'''—which arose, it will be re-
collected, from Eclipse's being without a rival at the north, while Sir
Charles was nearly in as high esteem at the south.
It may not be amiss to recur to the origin of conflicts more protracted
than the Trojan war; that have been conducted in a manner highly honora-
ble to all parties—emulous not only to excel on the turf, but in the promo-
3 V.6
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tion of that good feeling best calculated to cement, more strongly, the bonds
of our glorious Union—and worthy of the name of their arena—literally
"the Union Course.'^
In the autumnal campaign of 1823, Sir Charles, six years old, having
beaten all competitors, in several races, a challenge was injudiciously made,
in the public papers, to run him against Eclipse, the 25th of November
following, on the Washington City Course, four mile heats, for $5000 or
jJ10,000, as preferred; Eclipse, eight years old, being in fine condition, (af-
ter but one race that autumn,) the challenge was promptly accepted; and
for the larger sum, as most consonant v/ith the fame of the two champions.
Sir Charles proving amiss, half forfeit was paid; but, in his unpromising
situation, a match was made on the spot, to run them forthwith for $1,500.
At the end of two miles Sir Charles broke down, and Eclipse won, almost
without a contest.* Confidence to the fullest extent being now reposed in
him, a match was made by John Stevens, Esq. of New York, with Col.
Wm. R. Johnson of Virginia, to run Eclipse, four mile heats, the following
May, on the Union Course, L. I. against any competitor to be produced at
the starting post, for $20,000 aside; the rules of the Union course to govern,
which, from the relative weights, were known to be more unfavorable to
young horses than at the south. All others had then trained off in Vir-
ginia, partly from the severe mode of running three year olds, but in some
measure as characteristic of her fashionable stock.
To shew the state of the account, according to profit and loss, an ac-
count-current is hereto annexed, with the number of matches and sweep-
stakes and the sums won, from the Eclipse and Sir Charles match, in 1822,
to the present time. If there be no mistake in the sums, it will appear
somewhat singular, that in thirty races given, where about $120,000 have
been at issue, there should be only $6000 difference, as a balance against
either party. This, however, is independent of other bets and Jockey
Club purses. The latter, in which the south have been generally victo-
rious, would increase the amount from $12,000 to $15,000 more. With
Betsey Richards, Childers, Henry, Flirtilla, Sally Walker, Betsy Ransom,
Arietta, James Cropper, Malcolm, Bonnets o'Blue, Trifle, Ripley, Tobac-
conist, &c. the south has won in New York—Jockey Club purses, about
$10,000; but in similar contests has been defeated by Count Piper, Sir
Lovel, O'Kelly, Medoc, Black Maria, Shark, Monmouth, &c. From the
commencement of this turf war, it is not recollected, that a single
Jockey Club purse has been taken by a northern competitor, on any south-
ern course, where they have more rarely appeared.
• The two miles were run in 3m. 50s. each mile in Im. 55s. apparently
at the top of Eclipse's speed, he being occasionally urged by the "persua-
sives," while Sir Charles was at his heels, seemingly well in hand. Had
that rate been kept up the two remaining miles, the heat v/ould have been
run in 7m. 40s. which, considering the difference of the two courses, would
have been a more brilliant achievement, than even Henry's unparalleled
heat, in 7m. 37s. upon the Union Course. A Spectator.
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When stakes were divided, Col. Johnson and Mr. Stevens have been
considered the largest stocidjoldcrs, though the horses may not always have
belonged to them, nor have run in their names.
Races and Sums Won by the North.
1. 1822. November 25. Mr. Van Ranst's cli. h. Eclipse, eight
years old, by Duroc, received from Mr. Harrison's ch. h. Sir
Charles, six years old, by Sir Archy, half forfeit of match,
four mile heats, . . - - |5,000
Won a match, four miles, (not much betting,) 1,500
$6,500
2. 1823. May. Eclipse, aged, beat Col. Johnson's ch. c. Henry,
four years old, by Sir Archy, four mile heats, - 20,000
Immense betting. A race of unparalleled interest and severity;
capital time, three heats.
3. 1825. May. Dr. A. Hossack's ch. c. Count Piper, four years
old, by Marshal Duroc, in a match two mile heats, beat Gen.
Wynn's br. m. Vanity, five years old, by Harwood, - 2,000
Both amiss—especially Vanity, the favorite; one of the Count's
legs being bandaged. No contest.
4. 1825. October. Mr. H. Lynch's gr. f. Ariel, three years old,
by Eclipse, beat Col. Johnson's b. c. Lafayette, three years
old, by Virginian, ----- 5,000
The colt rather the favorite—heavy betting. Won easy, in good time.
5. 1829. October. Mr. Stevens' bl. f. Black Maria, three years
old, by Eclipse, beat Col. Johnson's b. c. Brilliant, three years
old, by Sir Archy—a produce match, two mile heats, 5.000
No contest—the colt rather the favorite.
6. 1830. June. Mr. Stevens' b. h. Sir Lovell, six years old, by
Duroc, beat Col. Johnson's b. f. Arietta, four years old, by
Virginian, a match two mile heat?, - - - 5,000
Arietta decidedly the favorite—had most speed, but tired, time
excellent. Considerable betting.
7. 1831. October. Mr. Stevens' Black Maria, five years old, won
the first poslstake on the Central Course, beating Collier,
James Cropper, and others, four mile heats, - - 3,500
The horses named the two leading favorites. Collier restifF,
and James Cropper broke down. Won with ease—tolerable
time. Bonnets o'Blue, the favorite for this race was amiss,
and Virginia Taylor, winner the preceding day was substitut-
ed.
8. 1832. October. Mr. Stevens' ch. c. Medoc, three years old,
by Eclipse, won a sweepstake, $500 each, two mile heats,
on the Central Course, beating Col. Johnson's Herr Cline
and another, .-.._- 1,000
No contest—track heavy.
9. 1833. May. Mr. Stevens' ch. c. Medoc, four years old, won a
sweepstake, $500 each, four mile heats, on the Central
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Course, beating Col. Wynn's Anvil, Mr. Selden's Florida and
Mr. Botts' Tobacconist, all four year olds, - - 1,5U0
A severe race of four heats—track heavy. Medoc and Anvil
equal favorites.
10. 1833. October. Mr. Livingston's b. c. Niagara, by Eclipse,
beat Col. Johnson's gr. c. Cadet, by Medley, both three years
old, a match, a single four miles, - - - 5,000
No favorite—rather an indifferent race.
11. 18.^3. Capt Stockton's bl. c. Shark, by Eclipse, on the Union
Course, won a three year old sweepstakes, $500 each, beat-
ing Col. Johnson's Jessup, by Medley, and Mr. Jones' Sidi
Hamet, by Eclipse, two mile heats, ... 1,000
Won easy, but in capital time. Even betting on Shark and
Jessup.
12. 1834. May. Capt. Stockton's b. c Monmouth, four years
old, by John Richards, beat Mr. Craig's Fanny Richards, by
Eclipse, a match two mile heats, ... 2,000
13. 1834. June. Gr. c. Lexington, four years old, by Medley,
paid half forfeit to Robin Hood, six years old, by Henry, 1,000
58,000
17 races won by the south.
13 " " <' " north.
4 races in favor of the south. Balance in favor of the south, 6,000
64,000
CONTRA.
Races and Sums Won by the South.
1. 1825. October 31. On the Union Course, Gen. Wynn's b. m.
Flirlilla, five years old, by Sir Archy, beat Mr. Lynch's gr.
f. Ariel, three years old by Eclipse, a match, three mile
heats, -...-- 20,000
A betting and capital race, of three heats.
2. 1827. May. On the same course. Col. Johnson's gr. c. Med-
ley, three years old, by Sir Hal, beat Mr. Stevens' gr. c.
Splendid, three years old, by Duroc, a produce match, mile
heats, for ----- - 5,000
3. 1827. May. Same meeting. Medley won a sweepstake, 1,000
4. 1829. October 6. On the Union Course, Col. Johnson's b. f.
Arietta, three years old, by Virginian, beat Mr. Wiggin's c.
by Eclipse, a match, half a mile, - - - 1,000
Won with ease.
5. 1830. May. Same place. Arietta, four years old, beat Mr,
Wilkes' gr. m. Ariel, aged, by Eclipse, a match, two miles, 6,000
A very betting and good race.
6. 1830. May. Same meeting. Col. Johnson's b.m. Slender, five
years old, by Sir Charles, beat Mr. Stevens' Black Maria,
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four years old, by Eclipse, and Mr. Livingston's gr. m. Bet-
sey Ransom, six years old, by Virginian, a sweepstakes,
$1000 each, a single four miles, - - 2,000
No contest.
7. 1830. May. Same meeting, Col. Johnson's gr. f. Bonnets
o'Blue, by Sir Charles, won a three year old sweepstakes,
mile heats, ...--- 4,000
Capital race and time—but the contest entirely with another
southern colt—Pilot—the two favorites, three heats.
8. 1831. May. On the Union Course, Bonnets o'Blue, four
years old, beat Gohah, four years old, by Eclipse, a match,
four mile heats, - - - - - 5,000
No contest.
9. 1831. October. On the Central Course, Col. Johnson's ch. f.
Trifle, three years old, by Sir Charles, beat Mr. Stevens' ch.
f. Screamer, three years old, by Henry, a match, two mile
heats, ..-->-- 1,000
A capital race—Screamer the favorite.
10. 1832. May. Same place. Col. Johnson's ch. h. Andrew, five
years old, by Sir Charles, won the poststake, $1000 purse,
and $500 entrance, four mile heats, - - - 2,000
No contest.
11. 1832. October. Same place, Andrew won the poststakes,
beating Black Maria and Jackson, four mile heats, - 2,000
Andrew the favorite—no contest.
12. 1833. May. On the Union Course, Col. Johnson's gr. f. Blue
Bird, four years old, by Medley, beat Mr. Stevens' b. c. Ter-
ror, four years old, by Eclipse, a match, four miles, - 5,000
An indifferent race—no contest.
13. 1833. October. Same place, Col. Johnson's b. f. Fanny
Cline, three years old, by Sir Archy, beat Capt. Stockton's
b. c. Monmouth, three years old, by John Richards, a match,
two miles, - - - - - . 0,000
A betting and capital race.
14. 1833. October. Same place, second meeting. Trifle, five
years old, won the Jockey Club purse, $1000, and an inside
stake $500 each, beating Mr. Livingston's Alice Grey and
Mr. Stevens' Black Maria, four mile heats, - - 2,000
A betting and good race, but won with ease by Trifle; Alice
Grey the favorite.
15. 1833. October. *0n the Central Course, Mr. Ch. S.W. Dor-
sey's ch. f. Ann Page, won the great three year old sweep-
* Maryland may be regarded as a neutral between the New Yorkers
and Virginians—but this sweepstake being the only race won by her of
late years, when entering the lists with such dread competitors, it has been
entered to the credit of the south, partly to balance the aid New York has
had from New Jersey.
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Stakes, $500 each, beating Drone, Fanny Cline, St. Leger
and others, two mile heats, .... 3,000
A good race—St. Leger, the favorite, distanced. Ann Page
the least so.
16. 1834. June. On the Union Course, second meeting. Col.
Johnson's ch. m. Trifle, six years old, won the Jockey Club
purse, $1000, and an inside stake, $500 each, beating Capt.
Stockton's bl. c. Shark, four years old, by Eclipse, and Mr.
Livingston's gr. m. Alice Grey, five years old, by Henry, 2,000
A betting race, but no contest. Shark rather the favorite.
17. 1834. June. Same place, Mr. Botts' Rosalie Somers, by Sir
Charles, won a three year old sweepstakes, $500 each, beat-
ing sister to Goliah and others, mile heats, - - 2,000
64,000
It appears the get of Sir Charles have been the most successful, and
that his daughter Trifle is now the champion of the turf. At the time of
Sir Charles' death, he was our most popular stallion—$15,000 had been
refused for him; $10,000 was given for Eclipse to supply his place. He is
perhaps next in estimation; and at this time may rank higlier than any
native stallion. Last year his get headed the list of winners. It is some-
what singular, the best of his progeny have met frequent and signal defeats
from that of Sir Charles. A few examples may suffice.
Lance, the first renowned son of Eclipse, had run his career before the
Sir Charles' appeared at the north; but had to cower before the successful
Star of Janet, (Sir Charles' own sister,) and of Sally Walker, Timoleon's
best daughter.
Ariel, a year younger, shared a similar fate from Sally Walker, and
durst not meet Slender, the earliest daughter of Sir Charles, when running
her brilliant career at the north, beating all competitors—Black Maria,
O'Kelly, &c.
O'Kelly, own brother to Lance and Ariel, was beaten first by Slender,
next by Malcolm and twice by Annette—all by Sir Charles.
Black Maria, one of Eclipse's most favorite daughters, met her first
defeat from Slender, next from the Bonnets o'Blue—then from James
Cropper—from Andrew, and twice from Trifle;— all by Sir Charles.
Shark, own brother to Black Maria, was believed at the north invinci-
ble, until his late defeat by Trifle.
Goliah met his first reverse from the Bonnets o'Blue, and afterwards
from Andrew, Collier, Malcolm and Sidney, sons of Sir Charles. He lost
but one or two races besides.
Goliah's own sister had lately to follow the fortunes of Rosalie Somers,
by Sir Charles.
Collier, Ripley and others of the progeny of Sir Charles, in their ren-
counters, have also most frequently run ahead of the Eclipses.
However, Black Maria once gained a signal victory over two favorite
sons of Sir Charles, Collier and James Cropper, beating them and others.
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in the first great poststakes over the Central course. Collier was restifl",
and James Cropper broke down.
If Sir Charles and his stock with equal share of bottom, may have had
more speed than Eclipse and his get; yet the latter may have more endu-
rance,* with perhaps greater ability to carry weight. The one is perliaps
more precocious; the other less likely to train off or break down. The
union of their blood may prove beneficial.
From the controversy with the north, and especially, Mr. Editor, from
the commencement of your own labors in its behalf, may be dated the re-
vival of the turf, when about to fall to decay;—a favorite pastime of our
ancestors, even beyond 1751, the date of tlie Selima and Tryall match,
whence originated the competition between Virginia and Maryland, in the
"olden times," by which our horses attained great excellence, before the
war of Revolution. Time was required to recover of its effects; and at
the close of the last century, when Virginia had gained that ascendency
she has since maintained, our horses reached as high perfection as at any
other period. Maryland, however, occasionally bore away the palm, as
has been transmitted with the fame of Lee Boo, Post Boy, Oscar, Floretta,
Maria and others. Let not the gentlemen of this state forget her ancient as-
cendency, in the chivalrous days of the Taskers, Ogles, Edens, Lloyds,
Platers, Galloways, &c. and that from Tasker's Selima has descended a long
catalogue of conquerors: that Prince George's county, then "the racehorse
region,'" not only gave birth to those above mentioned, but among others
to the almost unrivalled Selim; in these latter days to the famed Lady
Lightfoot, to whom the north is indebted for the victories now won with
her produce. Shark and Black Maria; and more recently to the famed
Argyle, that acquired such renown the last winter in Georgia, as to give
him the veryfirst rank on her turf, if not also in the Carolinas;—the three
were foaled within three miles of each other—the two former at Bel Air,
the seat of Benj . Ogle, Esq. the latter at Marietta, the seat of Judge Duvall.
From the new born zeal for breeding and all other concerns of the turf,
as manifested at the late race meetings, may we'not anticipate, Mr. Editor,
a revival in Maryland of ''the golden age," sometimes referred to by your
aged correspondents, when were seen in the lists at Washington those
celebrated coursers—the Maid of the Oaks, Post Boy, Hickory, Oscar,
First Consul, Floretta, Peace Maker, Topgallant, Miller's Damsel, Duroc,
Hampton, Democrat, Dolon, Vingtun, Volunteer, Schedoni, Snap Dragon,
Lavinia, Sting, Defiance, Tuckahoe, Sir Hal, Columbia, Lady Lightfoot,
the two Vanitys, &c. &c. which awakens the recollection of the names of
Willis, Ridgely, Ogle, Bond, Edelin, Tayloe, Duckett, Lloyd, Hampton,
Selden, Hooraes, Lufborough, Johnson, Wynn, &c. &c., the patrons
of the turf in that quarter, in those days;—when they trained and ran
their own horses, groomed and rode generally by their own servants.
Under the present auspices of our Jockey Clubs, may we not, Mr. Editor,
expect the return of those halcyon days, especially a few years hence, when
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from Eclipse, Monsieur Tonson, tlie various descendants of Sir Archy, and
of other distinguished stallions now standing in Maryland, or not too re-
mote for her benefit?
Horses are already sought for in Maryland from abroad. Only a few
years ago we had not only to seek elsewhere for ''blood," but for carriage
and saddle horses, if we wished such of superior qualifications.
Judicious breeding and horses trained in Maryland, by such gentlemen
as have been named, in my opinion, Mr. Editor, will shortly produce for us
all those objects we now so earnestly desire.
A Native Born Marylandkr.
OSCAR AND PRECIPITATE.
Pedigrees and performances of Oscar, by Saltram* and of Precipitate, by
Mercury, both imported by TFilliam Lightfoot, Esq. James city county,
Virginia; communicated for the American Turf Register, by Jas. P.
Core IN, Etq.
Oscar's Pedigree and Races.
Oscar, br. was by Saltram, his dam by Highflyer, g. dam by Herod.
RetTulus, a son of Bay Bolton; Bartlett's Childers; Honeywood's Arabian,
the Byerly Turk, the dam of True Blues.
In 1798, at New Market, at three years old, he won a handicap sweep-
stakes of 15 guineas each. Two year old course, beating Lord Clermont's b.
c by Drumator, Mr. Howarth's b. c. Mouse, Mr. Adam"s b. f. Cypress,
Mr. Watson's f. Duplicity.
At Lambourn, he was second best, four mile heats, against Heart of Oak
and others, running three heats.
In 1799, he won the Oatland stakes of 50 guineas each, h. f. Ditch In,
(ten subscribers) beating Lord Grosvenor's ch. f. Lady Bull, Mr. Heath-
cote's b. c. Warter, Sir F. Standish's br. c. Stamford, Mr. Durand's Play
or Pay, Mr. Cookson's b. h. Ambrosio, Lord Clermont's b. h. Aimator, Lord
G. Cavendish's b. h. by Jupiter. The Judge could only place the first five.t
May 2d, same year, he won at Bracket Hall, j£50, for all ages, heats
about one mile and a quarter, beating Sir Charles Bunbury's Combatant,
four years old, Mr. Bowis's Saddler, five years old.
In October, he won the Oatland stakes, of 30 guineas each, (eighteen
subscribers,) beating Mr. Tiiarpe's b, c. Chippenham, Mr. Wilson's b. c.
by Buzzard, out of Rachel, Lord Clermont's Aimator, Lord Grosvenor's
ch. f. Lady Bull, Sir C. Bunbury's Wrangler, Sir F. Poole's b. f. by Dragon,
•Saltram, second only to Shark in celebrity, among all the celebrated
horses ever imported, has ever been considered one of the best sons of
Eclipse; he was one of the few that beat the famed Dungannon. He was
sire both to imp. Oscar and imp. Whip, (Hickory's sire,) and to the dams
of Timoleon, Oscar, (of Tenn.,) &.c. &c.
t Horses of the first celebrity.
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Mr. Howard's Speculator, Mr. Ladbroke's Humbug. The Judge could
only place the first three.
In 1800, at Newmarket, April 14th, he won the Craven stakes, of ten
guineas each, across tlie Flat, at four years old, carrying 8 stone 91bs. free
for all ages, beating the Duke of Grafton's b. c. First Fruits, Lord Cler-
mont's b. c. by Meteor, Mr. Cookson's br. h. Diamond, Mr. Coventry's b. c.
Voltaire, Mr. O'Kelly's Gray Pilot, Mr. Durand's Ramschoondra, (late
Princess,) Mr. Dashwood's Play or Pay, and Sir F. Standish's br. c. by Sir
Peter, out of Storage; The judge could only place the first five. Even
betting, Oscar against the field.
In the same month and place, he won a subscription plate of £50, beat-
ing Mr. R. Heathcote's ch. f. Georgianna, Mr. Hallett's bl. f. Quiz, Mr.
O'Kelley's Antrim, Lord Clermont's ch. c. Vernator, Mr. Golding's b. c.
by Balloon, Mr. Travis' Ballarina, Mr. Perrin's Pizarro, and Lord Grosve-
nor's ch. c. by Buzzard. The judge could only place the first three.
He was second best for the king's plate of 100 guineas, for four year
olds, carrying 11 stone, running against Sir F. Pool's Worthy, by PotSos,
and Sir F. Standish's br. h. Stamford, five years old.
In October, at Newmarket, he received forfeit of Mr. Heathcote's Wai-
ter, for 500 guineas, across the Flat, h. f.
Refer to Racing Calendars of 1798-99—1800.
Precipitate's Pedigree and Races.
Precipitate, was bred by Lord Egremont, foaled in 1787, got by Mer-
cury, (a son of Eclipse,) dam by Herod, his grandam Maiden, by Match-
em, out of Mr. Pratt's old Squirt mare, her dam by Mogul; Camilla, by
Bay Bolton; Old Lady, dam of Stirling, by Pulleine's ch. Arabian; Rock-
wood; Bustler. Thomas Goode.
March, 1805.
1790. In the first spring meeting at Newmarket, when three years old,
he won the first class of the Prince's stakes, of 100 guineas each, beating
Thunderbolt, Chanticleer, and Sir Pepper, four having paid forfeit.
In the same week he won the Bolton stakes of 50 guineas each, beating
Chambooc, Dragon and Palafox—seven paid forfeit.
Second spring meeting, he won the third class of the Prince's stakes, of
100 guineas, beating Thunderbolt—seven paid forfeit.
In the same week he received 100 guineas forfeit, from Lord Grosvenor's
Radamanthus.
In 1792, he won £50, at Guilfield, beating Dodge, Thunderbolt, Serin-
gapatam and Stout.
The next day £50 at the same place, beating Cardoch and Griffin.
He also won the king's 100 guineas, at Lewes, beating Skyscraper, at
three heats, the first being deemed a dead heat.
After which, he was so highly esteemed, that he became a stallion in his
Lordship's stud, at 12 guineas a mare. For character and performances,
see Racing Calendar, from 1790 to 1792 inclusive; Sporting Dictionary^,
page 188, vol. 2, printed 1803—Wm. Taplin, author.
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The English Turf for more than Twenty Years from 1811.
Having furnished an "history of the American turf for the last forty
years," we commence that of England in a more compendious manner,
(lest it occupy too much room,) for more than twenty years, beginning with
1811; a year memorable for the distinguished performances of Whalebone,
Phantom, Soothsayer, Truffle, Sorcery, Grimalkin and of others, whose
fame is cherished abroad as well as in England.
1811. The get of the following stallions were this year winners. By
Alexander, five; by Ambrosio, four; by Arch Duke, (imp.) one; by Ben-
ningbrough, eleven; (Trophonius and Wellington) by Buzzard, (imp.) two;
(Bustard, ten years old, six times) by Cesario, four; (Lord Cavendish's
Eccleston, four years old, nine times, of 2225gs. at New Market) by Ca-
millus, one; by Chance, (imp.) two; (Grimalkin, three years old, own
brother to Sally Hope's dam, three times) by Cockfighter, five; (imp,
Merryfield, tliree years old, 140gs. at Richmond) by Coriolanus, one; by
Delpini, fifteen; by Diomed, four; by Dick Andrews, two; by Don Quixote,
four; (Amadis, four times; 1150gs. at York, 650gs, at Doncaster, &.c.) by
Eagle, imp., (own brother to imp. Spread Eagle, seven) (Asraodeus, four
years old, Lord Jersey's, seven times, at New Market) by Gohanna,
twenty-two; (Election, seven years old. Lord Egremont's, once) by Go-
lumpus, two; by Hambletonian, fourteen; by Hap Hazard, three; (X. Y. Z.,
three years old, Mr. Riddle's the gold cup at New Castle) by Hyacin-
tiius, five; by John Bull, six; by Meteor, three; by Paynater, four; by
Quiz, one; (Momus, three years old, Duke of Rutland's 200gs. and lOOgs,
at New Market,) by Remembrancer, nine; by Sancho, three; by Shuttle,
eight; (Cambric, four years old, thirteen times, of 1060gs. and Engraver,
four years old, eleven times) by Sir Peter Teazle, five; (Chester, eight
times; Eaton, seven years old. Lord Grosvenor's, twice; Poulton, six years
old, Lord Oxford's, five times) by Sir Solomon, four; by Sorcerer, nine-
teen; (Soothsayer, three years old, Mr. Gascoigne's, the great St, Leger
and the Doncaster stakes; Sorcery, three years old, the Duke of Rutland's,
the Oaks at Epsom, and seven large stakes, 400gs. 300gs, at New Mar
ket, &c.; Trophonius, three years old, Mr. Andrews', 2000gs. and other
large stakes at New Market; Truffle, three years old. Col. Udney's, five
times, 700gs. 200gs. and other stakes at New Market; Bethlehem Gaber;
Morel; Riddle; &c. &c.; by Stamford, (own brother to imp. Arch Duke,
by Sir Peter,) nine; by Trumpator, eight; (Dimity, Tumbler, Merry-go-
Round, Wellington, &c.) by Walton, seven; (Phantom one, Nimrod,
Bolter, Vandyke Jr. &c., in all twenty-seven prizes) by Washington,
Philadelphia, imp. lOOgs. at New Market, and two other prizes; by Waxy,
fourteen; (Whalebone, four years old, Duke of Grafton's, four at New Mar-
ket, King's plate, 140gs. &c.; Web, three years old, (sister to Whalebone,)
the Duke of Grafton's, (in all thirty-three prizes) by Whiskey, twelve;
&c. &c.
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Pedigree and Performances of Phantom, the best colt of his year
and the most popular stallion in England in 1826, where he* covered without
limit at 52gs.
Phantom, bay, owned by Sir John Shelly, foaled 1808, got by Walton,
out of Julia, (sister to Eleanor,) by Whiskey; grandam, (the dam of Sor-
cerer,) Young Giantess, by Diomed, great grandam Giantess, by Matchem,
out of Molly Long Legs, by Babraham. Walton, bay, foaled 1799, by Sir
Peter, dam by Dungannon, grandam by Prophet, out of Virago, (dam of
imp. Saltram,) by Snap. Besides Phantom, he was sire of Partisan, (a
popular stallion,) Waterloo, winner of the St. Leger; Prince Paul, the
best colt of his year; Harmodius, winner of the Gascoigne stakes; Pisca-
tor, nine times a winner, at four years old; and of various other celebrated
winners.
1. 1811. Phantom, at three years old, ran his first race second to Barro-
SB, by Vermin, in April, at the Craven meeting at New Market,
for the produce stakes, lOOgs. each; Sst. 51bs. fillies allowed 3lbs.
—
beating two others. Three to one on Phantom.
2. May. At Epsom he won the Derby stakes of 50gs. each; half forfeit,
for three year old colts, 8st. 71bs. fillies 8st. 21b3. the last mile and
a half. Forty-eight subscribers. Sixteen started. Three to one
against Trophonius, by Sorcerer; five to one against Phantom;
seven to one against Magic, (the second horse,) by Sorcerer; twelve
to one against Merry-go-Kound, by Trumpator; and twelve to one
against Wellington, by Trumpator.
3. June 11. At Ascot Heath, he won a sweepstakes of lOOgs. each;
half forfeit. New Mile. Twelve subscribers. Seven to four on
Phantom.
4. June 14. At Ascot Heath, received forfeit from Mr. Lake's colt, by
Giles, 8st. each; New Mile, 200gs. half forfeit.
5. Oct. Paid forfeit to Tumbler, by Trumpator, Two year old course,
6. Same meeting at New Market, beat b. c. TrufHe, by Sorcerer, 8st.
4lb3. each; A. F. 200g3. half forfeit. Five to two on Phantom.
7. Oct. 23. At the Houghton meeting paid forfeit in the Garden stakes,
lOOgs. each. Won by Truffle.
8. Two days after, carrying Sst. he beat Morel, six years old, 8st. lOlbs.
Ab. M. 200gs. Seven to four on Phantom.
9. Same day received lOOgs. from Jolter; Sst. Slbs. each. A. F.
10. Three days after, with Sst. 7lbs. he beat Oporto, four years old, 7st.
lllbs. A. F. 500gs. Three to one on Phantom.
11. 1812, April 2. At New Market, received SOgs. from Sir Charles
Banbury's Sorcerer colt; Sst. 41b3. each. D. I. SOOgs.
12. April 14. Ran second in the Claret stakes, (the owner of the second
*No horse in 1826, excepting Orville, twenty-seven years old, "limit-
ed to ten mares only, besides those of his owner," covered at such an high
price. Whalebone, Wliisker, and the next most popular stallions covered
at ISffs.
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horse withdrew his stake,) to Rainbow, by Walton, Eight subscri-
bers. 200gs. each; half forfeit; 8st. 71bs. Five to two on Phan-
tom; twenty to one against Rainbow.
13. April 2S. With 8st. lib. he beat Crispin, five years old, 8st. 9lbs.
A. F. 200gs. Si.K to four on Phantom.
14. May 1. Received SOOgs. from Beverley, Sst. 71bs. each; Beacon
course, 500gs.
15. At first October meeting. New Market, paid forfeit to Grimalkin,*
by Chance, four years old,—giving him 1st. A. F. 200gs.
16. At second October meeting, paid forfeit to Sorcery, giving her 7lbs.
A. F. 300gs. half forfeit.
17. At third October meeting, 9st. paid 125gs. to Elizabeth, 7st. 71bs.
A. F. 500gs.
18. Same meeting, carrying Sst. 91bs. beat Eccleston, five years old, Sst.
2lbs. R. M. 300gs. Two to one on Phantom.
19. 1813, April. Was beat a match, A. F. 500gs. Sst. 71bs. each; by
Lord Foley's Soothsayer. Five to two on Phantom.
20. October. Paid forfeit, Sst. 12lbs. Ab. M. 200g6. to Lord Sock-
ville's Lady of the Lake, by Sorcerer, 7st. 71bs.
Sir Isaac Cofiin's Serab, and a brood mare of Gov. Barbour's are the
only two of Phantom's get, remembered to have been imported into the
United States. He was sire of Spectre, winner thirteen times; Cedric,
winner of the Derby and seven more stakes at three years old; Cobweb,
winner of the Oaks; Middleton, winner of the Derby; Shadow; Trance;
Sprite; Fay; and of many more distinguished winners.
Pedigree and Performances of Soothsayer, a celebrated racer and
stallion, (stood nine succcessive years at New Market, from 1814 to 1822
inclusive.) He covered at 25gs. and was sold 18-23, to Russia.
Soothsayer, ch. owned by Mr. Gascoigne, afterwards by Lord Foley,
foaled 1808, got by Sorcerer, out of Golden Locks, by Delpiiii, grandam
Violet, by Shark, Sorcerer, by Trumpator, out of Young Giantess, by
Diomed. See Phantom. S.ircerer, tiie best horse of his day, covered at
30gs. and was sire also of Smolensko, Truffle, Bourbon, Sorcery, Comus,
Scout, &c.
1. 1811, Aug. Mr. Gascoigne's ch. c. Soothsayer, by Sorcerer, at York,
ran second to Mr. Garforth's b. c. by Hambletonian, the Peregrine
stakes, Sst. 21bs. one mile and three quarters. Two to one on
Soothsayer.
2. Sept. He won the great St. Lcgcr stakes, 8st. 2lbs. Si.xty-three sub-
scribers. Two to one against Magic; si.x to one against Sooth-
sayer; seven to one against Legerdemain, &c.
S. Three days after he won the Doncaster slakes, lOgs. each; for all
Grimalkin, by Chance, (imported.) own brother to Sally Hope's dam,
(imported,) ran with signal success, on being taken from the turf he was
sold to the Emperor of Austria, for 1700gs.—$7933. See Am. Turf. Reg.
vol. 3, p. 487.
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ages, four miles—fourteen subscribers—three years old, Gst.; beat-
ing Pigeon, Mr. Garforth's Hambletonian colt, and Bacchus. Thir-
teen to eight on the winner; four to one against Bacchus.
4. 1812, April. At New Market, first spring meeting, he won a sweep-
stakes of lOOgs. each; A. F. carrying Qst. 4lbs. beating Grimalkin,
8st. 9Ibs. (who ran second,) and five more. Five to four against
Soothsayer; three to one against Grimalkin.
5. At the Houghton meeting, 9st. 21bs. paid forfeit in the Garden stakes,
won by Grimalkin, lOOgs. each, T. M. M. Five to two on Grim-
alkin.
6. Three days after paid forfeit, 8st. lOlbs. R. M. 200gs, to the Duke of
Rutland's Elizabeth, by Orville, three years old, 7st. 4lbs.
7. Three days after, carrying 8st. 91bs. he ran third to the Duke of Rut-
land's Sorcery, by Sorcerer, 8st. 3lbs, and Gaber, Bst. lib. Ab. M.
SOOgs. each. Six and seven to four on Gaber; two to one against
Soothsayer; seven to one against Sorcery.
8. 1813, April. At New Market, he beat Phantom, a match, 8st. Tibs.
each, A. F. 500gs. Five to two on Phantom.
9. Oct. Paid forfeit, the Garden stakes, lOOgs. each; T. M. M. 8st. 71bs.
won by Lord Cavendish's Eccleston, six years old, 8st. 7lbs.
Soothsayer was sire of Tiresias, (winner nine times at three years old
and of both the St. Leger and the Derby stakes,) of Rigmarole, eleven times
a winner at four years old, Fillagree, Interpreter, Miracle, Philharmonus,
Oracle, Prophet, Ontario, Warlock, Fanatic, Fortune Teller, Helenus,
Joseph, Katharine, Mendax, Talisman, Adeliza, Witch, Dream, and of
many more winners.
It will be perceived that both Phantom and Soothsayer, the two best
colts of their years, were nearly allied to imported Diomed—and that both
were sometimes beaten. But no horse of fame in modern days, has run
many races in England, with invariable success, as Childers, Eclipse and
Highftyer.
[We shall shortly present a compendious view of American races for the
last eighty yeais, from a period anterior to the fame of Regulus, Matchem,
Gimcrack, Herod, Eclipse, Highflyer, «Sic.]
LEATHERSTOCKING'S JOURNAL—CORRECTION.
Mr. Editor: Prince George's County, Md. August, 1834.
There is an anachronism as to date^ in Leatherstocking's Journal, how-
ever correct it may be in other particulars, in regard to Leviathan's match
at Tappahannock. I simply refer to his memoir, which of itself makes it
obvious. Another race there, has been in some respects stated erroneously.
Col. Tayloe's Quicksilver, in the severe race he ran against Columbus and
Virago, won the Jockey Club Purse, four mile heats, and ran four heats.
That race was ran May 12, 1795, and on "a very warm day"—the ther-
mometer between 85 and 90°.
I will state another fact that may be interesting to some breeders. I
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measured the famed Grey Diomed myself. He was exactly fourteen hands
three inches hig'h (technically 14S hands)—but of great strength, beauty
and proportions. Ho carried full weight, 1261bs. with perfect ease.
The purity of the blood of Sir Charles and of the Maid of the Oaks, I
conceive to be established—not so much by their own brilliant exploits, as
hy those of their numerous distinguished progeny.
That Oscar was not only thoroughbred, but of the very best blood, I have
never doubted. It was sufficient for me to know that he was descended
in his most remote cross from a thorough bred mare of Col. Tayloe, the
father of the late Col. John Tayloe. He would not have bred from any
that he did not esteem first rate, both in blood and attributes. Such he
could always command. That Diomed was the sire of Sir Archy I no
more doubt, than that Highflyer was the son of Herod or sire of Sir Peter.
Another Old Man.
OSAGE STALLIONS PROCURED.
[We feel much gratified that the experiment proposed by our corres-
pondent with the wild stalhon of the prairies, is in a fair way of being
tried. In respect of our oi^cers on the frontiers, we were sure that it
was necessary only to shew them a field in which they could display their
enterprise and patriotism—men's names have been immortalized by deeds
far less useful than that of introducing in a country, a more valuable race
of horses.]
Fort Gibson, July 8, 1834.
After closing my official letter of yesterday's date, I opened it, for
the purpose of enclosing this; believing it would be acceptable to
Gen. Gibson and Major Hook, as they are lovers of the turf, to in-
form them that Lieut. S. W. Moore, has just returned to this post
from cutting a road to the mouth of Faux OiucJutta, and he has suc-
ceeded in purchasing from a party of Osage Indians hunting on the
L'eau Blue, a couple of prairie studs. One of them he has brought
in with him, he has fine hard hoofs, pretty good legs and muscle, his
color is white and he is about 14| hands high; Mr. Moore has
named him Washita, the river on which he was caught. The other
stud from an accident in one of his legs, he was obliged to leave with
Lieut. Gatlin at Little river on the Canadian. He is also white, and
about the same size as Washita. Mr. Moore describes him as far
superior in bone, muscle and appearance to the horse he brought in;
he has named him Blue Water, being the river he was caught on, and
intends presenting him before the public.
You will see shortly an accurate description of these horses in the
American Turf Register. They are both I believe eight or nine years
old, and show the marks of many a well contested battle, and as
they are uninjured from it, is an evidence I think of their superior
strengtii.
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Major Mason when the dragoons left this, took with him his
blooded stallion, that he purchased I believe of Major Donelson at
Washington, and a mare and colt, for the purpose as I understand of
catching wild colts, but in this I fear he may be deceived in one par-
ticular, and destroy the value of the prairie horse. For if he should
succeed in bringing in the finest colt of the prairies, he will, by rais-
ing him on other food than grass, destroy his patient endurance for
hard service without food, and running on soft ground, destroy the
muscle, bone and sinew, and the hard flinty hoof of the prairie horse,
which is developed by their running in a state of nature, and being in
continual alarm from enemies.
Besides we know that horses running wild in the prairie, have to
fight many a hard battle before they are left in the undisturbed en-
joyment of their flock, and a horse not possessing great activity and
strength never can reach maturity.* This being the case I believe
that Major Mason would do better to employ Indians to catch a
stallion, than endeavor to raise a colt.




Mr. Editor: Frederick, June 5, 1834.
I have never heard of any cure for Ringbone in horses; ifany of the read-
ers or subscribers of your useful Register, could give some information on
this subject, it would be thankfully received by one of your
Subscribers.
Mr. Editor: Baltimore, June 13, 1SS4.
One of your Frederick subscribers is desirous of knowing whether there
is a cure for ringbone. And as you have referred the question to me, I
answer, that as a specific, (if the question applies to the term,) I know of
none, and in the term when applied to medicine, I am wanting of faith.
As the answer to this question, will meet the eye of the public, I think
proper to state what ringbone is, and what are its causes; as in so doing
your readers may better judge what probability there is of a cure.
The cause of ringbone is fourfold: 1st. It is hereditary. 2d. Strains.
3d. Bruises. 4th. Wounds. Before I proceed farther, I will notice that
ringbone and spavin are one and the same disease, and that their situations
first gave rise to the two names, their causes and treatment are the same.
Which ever of the four causes may produce the disease, the first effect is
[* What better guarantee could there be for the propagation of the
qualities most desirable in the horse']
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inflammation, which extends to cither the periosteum, which is the mem-
brane covering the bone, or to the cartilages of the joiut. While the disease
is only inflammation and confined to the periosteum, a cure is not certain
but may be expected; when it extends to the cartilage, it is doubtful if a
cure can be effected.
Inflammation of the periosteum excites the lymphatic vessels to increased
action, so as to take up a portion of this membrane by absorption, and in
its place, and by the arteries, ossific matter is deposited, which in time
becomes bone, and in length of time, and continued deposites, form th« en-
largement, constituting either ringbone or spavin. At the end of bones form-
incp a joint are placed glanJulous cartilages, which secretes the synovia or
joint oil; these cartilages when inflamed, secrete less synovia than is usual
in a healthy joint, consequently more or less friction is given to parts
which ought to have none, and this friction as it becomes an additional
cause of a diminished quantity of secretion, becomes the source of greater
irritation; as this state of things goes on, the cartilage either becomes ab-
sorbed, and in its place ossific matter thrown out, or by the action of its
vessels, what was cartilage in a healthy state, is become bone, and an-
chylosis (a stiff joint) is the result.
Without further detailing on the progress of ringbone, 1 think I have
said enough to shew that if a cure is to be made, the best time is while
the disease is in its recent state. And therefore, if on the seat of ringbone,
and in the early stage of lameness, inflammation is discovered, it is advisa-
ble to poultice the part with a common Indian meal poultice, applied once
a day for about two weeks, after which, blistering, a first, second, or even a
third time may prove beneficial; should this course fail, firing may with
propriety be tried. Yours, respectfully, John Haslam,
Veterinary Surgeon.
Big Head in Horses.
Mr. Editor: Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, April 16, 1834.
In a letter I sent you, a short time ago, I stated in a postscript, that the
"Big Head" in horses, proceeded from the growth of the roots of the
teeth. I have this fact from a gentleman in this county, who informed me
that he had carefully examined the head of two horses after death, and
satisfied himself of the truth. He could give no reason for the growth of
the roots of the teeth. T. P. A.
Locked Jaw cured by Exposure to extreme Cold.
Mr. Blanchard, veterinary surgeon of the third [British] dragoons,
had a horse attacked with complete locked jaw. It was in the winter
season, and the weather was extremely cold and stormy. At night he waa
turned into the barrack yard; and the next morning, found perfectly free
from the complaint.
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THE COCKER.
(Canis exlrarius. Var. B.—Linn.)
This dog is much smaller than the springing spaniel, and is gene-
rally used for woodcock and snipe shooting. His diminutive size
peculiarly fits him for ranging in low and thick coverts, for which
purpose nature seems peculiarly to have adapted him.
The cocker differs from the springer in having a shorter and more
compact form, a rounder head, and a shorter muzzle; the ears are very
long, the limbs are short and strong; the tail is generally truncated
and more bushy; and the hair of the cocker, over his whole body, is
more curled than that of the springer. He varies in color from liver
and white, red, red and white, black and white, all liver-colored, and
not unfrequently black, with tanned legs and muzzle.
This beautiful and lively dog seems to have been produced, origi-
nally, by a cross between the small water spaniel and the springer, for
he not only resembles the figure of the latter, but also has many of
his habits, combined with the lively and active disposition of both.
From the beauty and temper of the cocker, the breed has become very
generally diffused throughout the kingdom, and he is more frequently
a companion in the parlor than used in the sports of the field. He is
extremely common in many parts of Sussex, from which, in the south,
he has obtained the name of Sussex Spaniel. There has long been a
beautiful breed of this dog in the possession of the Duke of Marlbo-
rough and his friends, which is preserved in great purity; these are
invariably red and white, with very long ears, short noses, and black
and sparkling eyes; they are active and indefatigable in the chase, and
are consequently held in great estimation among sportsmen.
General Maxwell, of Edinburgh, has long had an extremely beau-
tiful breed of cockers; most of them have been black, Avith tanned
cheeks and legs, and ears nearly seven inches in length; they are of a
small size, but they are lively and handsome little creatures.
In his general qualifications the cocker differs but little from the
springer, except that he is decidedly more active: he appears also to
have a more acute sense of smelling, and pursues game with an en-
thusiasm amounting to ecstacy. From his lively temperament, he
does not tire so soon as the springer, however long the labor of the
day may be.
From an innate principle of this industrious little animal, he gives
the loudest proofs of his ecstatic delight upon finding, or even coming
upon the scent, foot, or haunt of game; it is also his determined reso-
lution to persevere until he has fairly driven them from covert. Con-
sequently all sportsmen who take the field with cockers, are compelled
5 V.6
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to be on the alert, and to keep pace with the progress which the dogs
make in the wood, otherwise they are sure to lose the greater part of
the game. They may even travel many a weary mile without obtain-
ing a successful shot, as it is the unalterable nature of these dogs to
spring, flush, or start all the game before them; and they pursue,
without distinction, hare, pheasant, partridge, woodcock, snipe, quail,
and plover. It thus becomes necessary to hunt them within gun-shot
of covert, and bells or gingles should be placed inside the collars, if
the wood is extensive, to prevent them from beating too wide, and to
keep them within call of the whistle.
The springer and cocker are more particularly appropriated to
pheasant and woodcock shooting. The former may be considered the
most laborious, and the least entertaining of all field sports, if we ex-
cept the mode in which it is practised in the extensive preserves of
Norfolk and Suffolk, and some few districts in other counties, where
the large tracts of lofty wood-lands with thick and low underwood,
contribute so materially to the safety and increase of the game.
Spaniels of both descriptions are brought into general use and do-
mestic estimation, from their handsome shape, their beautiful sleek
coats, their cleanly habits, insinuating manner, incessant attendance,
and faithful obedience to their masters, qualities in which they sur-
pass all the other members of the canine race.
Cockers are said to be more subject to certain diseases than other
dogs, as loss of smell, and swelling of the glands in the neck, which
sometimes prevents their taking any assistance till they die; a disease
of the ears, like the mange, called formica;; and lastly, to the mange
itself, which is most destructive of all to their beauty, health, and
quiet.— TJiornhilL
HONOR TO MERIT.
[Who has not owned and loved, and had the misfortune to lose, a favorite
dog—a LuBiN or a Leader—
" in life the warmest friend.
The first to welcome, foremost to defend,"
—
that he would gladly have preserved the form of, as is here stated?]
We have attended a private view of what may be considered a great
curiosity in art. The late Lord Dudley was possessed of the beau
ideal of a dog. It was a Newfoundland, and of more than ordinary
size, and of most amazing beauty. His Lordship loved the animal—
and determined that his memory should, if possible, be perpetuated.
As to the manner in which this was to be achieved, he entertained a
peculiar notion, which was, that in all respects a model should be
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made of him, which should not, like the generality of sculpture,
merely give the full form as in a statue, or the outline as in bas-relief,
but that an accurate representation of the figure should be given, even
to the color of the coat and the expression of the eye. This was to
be done in marble, and to Mr. M. C. Wyatt, the difficult commission
was given. To say that he has succeeded is the highest and best
praise that can be bestowed on a work replete with so many obstacles.
The statue of the beautiful beast is placed on a jasper pedestal, the
base of which is surrounded by fruit and flowers in alto relievo^ cu-
riously formed by precious stones. On the pedestal is a cushion of
Sienna colored marble, looking as soft as if the lightest foot would
make a print mark. On this cushion stands the dog. A bronze figure
of a serpent is beneath him, which the powerful animal had crushed
with his paw, the introduction of which at once adds to the interest
of this curious piece of statuary, and ingeniously serves as a support
to the ponderous weight of the dog. Some method must have been
adopted for the sustaining so cumbrous a load beyond the mere sup-
port afforded by the legs, and nothing of a more effectual nature
could in our opinion have been introduced. But the ingenuity, and,
in our estimation, the great merit of the work, consists in the singu-
larly felicitous manner in which the artists has represented the shaggy
coat in the different colored marble, making the black so beautifully
overlay and intermix with the white. The head is also truly beau-
tiful, for not only the introduction of gems of an exact color fill up
the sockets of the eyes, but the fleshy tint which is observable at the
extremity of the white part of the eye is managed with the same ex-
traordinary kind of fidelity". The nose, by the insertion of porous
looking black marble, is made to bear the appearance of dewy moist-
ure, so commonly observable; and it requires no exercise of the fancy
to suppose, that if touched a sensation of moisture would be experi-
enced from the contact. . [English paper.
BACKGAMMON.
A variety of instructions with regard to this curious game are given
by Mr. Hoyle, who calculates the odds of the game with great accu-
racy. The following particulars, however, may be of use to the ge-
nerality of players. If a player has taken up two of the adversary's
men, and happens to have two, three, or more points made in his own
tables, he should spread his own men, that he may either take a new
point in his tables, or be ready to hit the man which the adversary
may happen to enter. If he finds upon the adversary's entering, that
the game is upon a par, or that the advantage is on his own side, he
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should take the adversary's man up whenever he can, it being twenty-
five to eleven that he is not hit, except when he is playing for a sin-
gle hit only, then, if playing, the throw otherwise gives him a better
chance for it, he ought to do it. As it is five to one against his being
hit with double dice, he should never be deterred from taking up any
one man of the adversary's. If he has taken up one of the adversa-
ry's men, and should happen to have five points in his own tables,
and forced to leave a blot out of his tables, he should endeavor to
leave it upon doublets, preferable to any other chance; because the
odds are thirty-five to one that he is not hit; whereas it is only
seventeen to one but he is hit upon another chance. When the
adversary is very forward, a player should never move a man
from his own quatre, trois, or deuce points, thinking to bear that
man from the point where he put it, as nothing but high doublets can
give him any chance for the hit. Instead of playing an ace or a deuce
from any of these points, he should play them from his own size or
highest points-, so that throwing two fives or two fours, his size and
cinque points being eased, would be a considerable advantage to him,
whereas, had they been loaded, he must have been obliged to play
otherwise. It is the interest of the adversary to take up the player
as soon as he enters. The blot should be left on the adversary's
lowest point, that is to say, upon his deuce point, rather than upon his
trois point, or upon his trois point rather than upon quatre point, or
upon his quatre point preferable to his cinque point, for a reason be-
fore mentioned; all the men the adversary plays upon his trois or his
deuce points are deemed lost, being greatly out of play, so that those
men not having it in their power to make his cinque point, and his
game being crowded in on one point, and open in another, the adver-
sary must be gi'eatly annoyed by the player. If the player has two
of his adversary's men in his tables, he has a better chance for a hit
than if he had more, provided his game is forwarder than that of his
antagonist, for if he had three or more of his adversary's men in his
tables, he would stand a worse chance to be hit. When a player is
running to save the gammon, if he should have two men upon his ace
point, and several men abroad, although he should lose one point or
two in his putting his men into his tables, it is his interest to leave a
man upon his adversary's ace point, because it will prevent his adver-
sary from bearing his men to the best advantage, and at the same time
the player will have a chance of the adversary's making a blot which
he may chance to hit. However, if a player finds upon a throAv,
that he has a probability of saving his gammon, he should never wait
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KING OF ENGLAND'S HOUNDS.
His majesty's staghounds pass under this denomination, as a part
of the royal establishment continued in every successive reign with-
out variation. The kennel in which they are kept is situate near the
race course upon Ascot Heath; at the distance of two short miles from
which is Swinley lodge, the official residence of the master of the
staghounds, an appointment seldom conferred but upon one of the
peerage, and is considered an office of honor, with a salary of 2,000?.
per annum. The presence of the master of the staghounds in the
field is not a matter of necessity, but choice, except when his majesty
hunts, and then his personal attendance is indispensable; his badge of
office is a pair of gold dog couples, which hang suspended from a
belt on his left side. The huntsman has a handsome residence at the
kennel, with a salaiy of 125Z. a year; to whom there are six assist-
ants, (called yeoman prickers) each having a salary of 104?. with the
royal livery richly ornamented, and an annual supply of saddles,
bridles, horse-clothes, and the necessary stable appendages; but they
find their own horses.
The hunting season commences on Holyrood day, the 25th of Sep-
tember, and continues every Tuesday and Saturday till the first week
in May; with the exception of Christmas and Easter weeks, when
they hunt three times in each. Holyrood day and Easter Monday,
are two grand days of the year for company, when the field is ex-
tremely numerous. His majesty has also a pack of harriers, which
are kept at the Little Park lodge, near Windsor, and these he hunts
constantly in Windsor Great Park, and the surrounding neighborhood;
they are, however, a private concern of his majesty's, and not included




There is a very fine horse in the possession of Sir Henry Meaux & Co.
the eminent brewers, which is used as a dray horse, but is so tractable that
he is left sometimes without any restraint to walk about tlie yard, and re-
turn to the stable according to his fancy. In the yard there are also a few
pigs of a peculiar breed, which are fed on grain and corn, and to these
pigs the horse has evidently an insuperable objection, which is illustrated
by the following fact: There is a long deep trough in the yard, holding wa-
ter for the horse, to which this horse goes alone with his mouth full of
corn, which he saves from his supply. When he reaches the trough, he
lets the corn fall near it on the ground, and when the young swine approach
to eat it, (for the old ones keep aloof,) he suddenly seizes one of them by
the tail, pops him into the trough, and then capers about the yard, seeming-
ly delighted with the frolic. The noise of the pig soon brings the men to
his assistance, who know from experience what is the matter, while the
horse indulges in all sorts of antics, by way of horse-laugh, and then re-
turns quickly to the stable. [London paper.
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
Liberality of the Owners of Public Stallions.—Jldvance in the
price of thoroughbred horses—effects of the Turf Register, t^-c.
—
Extract to
the Editor of the American Turf Register and Sporting JTagazine.
"I will take great pleasure in giving 3'ou a season to Fylde, and am only
sorry you liave not two mares instead of one. I should consider it sacri-
lege to receive your money for a thing of that sort, for without flattery I
can safely aver, according to my best judgment, that you have done more
to raise the price of the blooded stock of the United States, than all the
other people in it collectively, and except for the great exertions you have
made, and the influence of the Turf Register, the owners of stallions
could not stand their horses at the present prices."
Disclaiming sincerely, all title to the praise bestowed on our labors in
the above extract, except as far as the good effects specified, have resulted
from the communications of our correspondents, we yet hope to be ex-
cused for registering the compliment, not as due to the editor, but as an
evidence of the effect of a Turf Register. Tiie same opinion of its ten-
dency and value, in improving the quality and raising the price of horses, has
been expressed by otherjudicious observers in many states, as might be shown
were it convenient or proper to make similar extracts. The same liberality
too, in volunteering to the editor the use of their horses, has been evinced by
Mr. Livingston, Col. Johnson, the Messrs. Tayloes, Mr. Craig, Col. Selden
and others, at more distant points. The way in which this work has ad-
vanced the price of horses is obvious. By means of its pages, every
thoroughbred horse becomes as well known at the farthest extreme of the
union, as he can be in his immediate vicinity. His age, parentage, color,
and his capacity, as tested by unerring and invariable rules, are all to be
found there recorded. Hence sales to the amount of thousands of dollars are
made without the horses having ever been seen by the purchaser. He has
already seen every thing which it was material to know. It was the
record of his performances, by which Medoc was sold in Kentcky for
ten thousand dollars, to persons who had never seen him run a stroke.
His blood, as well as what he could do, had been made known through the
Turf Register, to every lover of the blood horse in the union. His sire.
Eclipse, had been offered when eight years old, at two thousand five hun-
dred dollars—now that he is twenty, seven thousand have been refused for
one half of him, and he probably cleared more than five thonsand last
season. The dam of Medoc and a foal at her foot, were purchased
by her late "owner, when she was six years old for three hundred dollars
—
lately at seventeen years old, she was sold, and cheaply too, in foal to
Henry, for two thonsand dollars. The colt, a very fine one, now at her
foot, is worth half the purchase money. Hundreds of instances, similar to
these might be given to shew the effect of a common and faithful record
or register, of tlie age, blood, color and performances of all thoroughbreds.
It is then for all who are concerned in race courses and race horses to say,
whether they will exert them.selves to maintain the Turf Register. We do
not dazardany thing in saying, that were it to go down, their property would
go down to much less than halfofwhat is now worth. We are far from assert-
ino-, and assuredly as far from believing, that others are not far better qualified
to conduct such a repository. Yet we do venture the prediction for what
it is worth, but confidmthj, that if this, with the facilities it enjoys, were
permitted to expire, for the want of adequate support, it will be many
years (if ever) before another could be established, with any certainty of
continued success. The ruin of every periodical in this country, is the
want of punctualily in paying, on the part of nominal subscribers.
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One new subscriber at each post office to which it is sent, and punctual
payments, would guarantee its continuance and prosperity. We solicit
the aid and good offices of its friends, and especially of the owners of tho-
roughbred stock and of race courses.
Revival of the Washington Course.
The clubs of Col. M'Carty and of Mr. Y. N. Oliver, have been amalga-
mated, and the first meeting, under circumstances that would seem to
ensure success to the proprietors, and the finest sport for the public, will
take place in October, as advertised on the cover of this number of the
Turf Register and Sporting Magazine.
From the scale of Mr. Oliver's improvements, now in rapid progress,
upon the model of the most fashionable courses—the liberality of his own
views, almost regardless of expense—the unusual size and respectability
of his subscription paper—the larger amount of his purses, and the'greater
facilities of travel from north to south, by the generous offer of the best
steam boat on the Potomac to bring the horses and suite almost gratuit-
ously—charging nothing for grooms and boys, and only one dollar for each
horse—the beauty of the course itself, so famed in the days of the Lloyds,
Ridgelys, Tayloes, Duckets, Lyles, EdeUns, Wrights, &c.—we may hope
to see those glorious days of the turf more than revived.
Every thing the proprietor trusts, will be now put on a permanent basis.
Besides the amateur of the turf, every man of social feeling, may expect to
meet more than usual attraction, in the excellence of the society, from every
part of the country, who we may expect to see assembled around the festive
board; where the epicurean may expect the dainties of the season— fish, flesh
and fowl, turtle, duck and venison, served up in Snow's best manner—known
to be scarce inferior in the grand art, to the incomparable Veri himself.
His wines and liquors are to be of the best kind, as selected by judges
having no interest, but that of expecting to share it with friends from a
distance .
Mr. Oliver will be prepared to afford excellent stabling on the ground,
with straw gratis, and hopes to have on the premises at the next meeting,
either Trifle or Ironette, Ohio, Eliza Drake, Robin Brown and Robin
Hood, Young Flirtilla, Florida, Duke of Orleans, Charles Kemble and
Tyrant, with many others from the stables of Messrs. Johnson, Selden,
Tayloe, Garrison, Crowel, Duvall, Potter and others, and would be happy
to greet the northern gents, with Shark, Black Maria, Alice Gray, Mon-
mouth, &,c. &c. The history of the old Washington Course, and its
associations, are well calculated to give higher value to the laurels, and'^a
wider eclat to the victories that may be won upon it. It was laid out by
that eminent surporter of the turf. Col. Tayloe and his father in law Gov-
ernor Ogle, and was in those palmy days the theatre of the exploits of
Leviathan, Peacemaker, Schedoni, Snap Dragon, Sir Archy, Oscar, Top-
gallant, Maid of the Oaks, Floretta, Hickory, Duroc, Miller's Damsel, (and
more recently, of their famed son American Eclipse,) Hampton, Defiance,
Tuckahoe, Sir Hal, Lady Lightfoot, Vanity, (both Allen and Wynns,)
of Sir Charles, Betsey Richards, Ratler, Sumpter, and let him not be for-
gotten, it was there the gallant Post Boy fell and died on the field of his glory.
It may be doubted, whether any course in the union, has had equal
celebrity of man and horse. The largest purses, the best accommo-
dations, the most decorous government, with the rapid revival of the taste
for the sport, and a consequent increase of thoroughbred horses—must
restore the Washington Course at once, to its former and its highest de-
gree of enjoyment and renown.
Suffice it for the present to say, that the purses will be as large as at
any course in the Union, to wit: SIOOO, $500, and plate of the value of
$500.
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NEW RACE COURSES.
Mr. Editor: Alton, Greene county, Illinois, July 17, 1834.
I reside about twenty miles north of this town—(which is as rapidly
growing, perliaps, as any in the west.) We have met this evening to form
an association for the improvement of tlie breed of horses, to be known as
the ''Madison County Racing Association, for the improvement of the breed
of horses.''' The first meeting for the trial of speed, will take place on the
1st day of October next. I shall advocate the weights, distances and re-
gulationSj &.c. of the Central Course. Yours, i-espectfully,
E. A. Darcy.
At Danville, Pittsylvania county, Virginia.—First meeting to take
place 7th of October, and continue four days. Jockey Club purse, $400.
The following are the officers.
W. Lynn, President.
N. T. Green, Vice President.
Jos. Bibb Terry, Cor. and Rec. Secretary and Treasurer.
The Chilltcothe Association for the improvement of the brked
OF Horses, was organized on the 20th day of September, 1833, by the ap-
pointment of the following officers:
Gen. Duncan McArthur, President.
Thomas James, Esq. \st Vice President.
Maj. Richard Doxsgi^ass, 'id Vice President.
Col. John Tarlton, Treasurer.
J. F. WooDsiDE, Recording Secretary.
Allen Latham, Corresponding Secretary.
Stewards.—Tilghman Rittcnhouse, Benjamin Kerns, John E. Vanme-
ter, Allen C. McArthur, Arthur Watts.
Their first races took place on the 24th of May last—for account
whereof, see Racing Calendar of this number. Of the effect of the first
meeting and the prospect of the progress of the good spirit even in Ohio,
the Secretary remarks
—
"This being the first meeting of the Association under the constitution,
it was looked to with great solicitude by the friends of the turf in Ohio.
The expensive and splendid preparations made by James Ryan, Esq. the
spirited proprietor of the course, for the accommodation of the Associa-
tion, and the public generally; had not failed to attract the attention of a
large portion of the sporting community. The arena destined for the dis-
play of speed and bottom, was crowded with an immense concourse of ea-
ger spectators. The flag of the Union floated proudly over the stand of
the judges, lending the magic influence of its stripes and stars, to the
spirit stirring scene. The track was in excellent order—the horses on
each day made their appearance at the stand in fine plight, and'although
there has been on many occasions, a greater display of speed, the annals
of the turf can present but few instances of fiercer struggles or closer con-
tests for the honors of conquest than those which took place between the
competitors for victory. On the three first days of the meeting, indeed,
all were higlily pleased with the characters of the sport, and ihe conclu-
sion of the meeting was such, as could not fail to afford to the friends of
the turf the most satisfactory assurances that Ohio, is destined at no dis-
tant period to maintain a distinguished notoriety in the sporting calendars
of the nation.
The Association Course, is one mile in circumference, measured three
feet from the inside edge."
[That's good, but better if a certificate had been sent to be recorded.]
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Valentine.—Of the well bred horses imported, of late years, few have
had so bad a chance of justice being done to thcin as Valentine—of the
seven years he has been in America, lie probably did not cover a tiioronerh-
bred marn until ho stood in Marvland, and then not half a dozen. The
dam of Valentine produced Miss Forrester, (aflerwards Forrester Lass,) a
very good runner. She won but two races before she was five years old;
but after that age she won twenty-seven races, and among them several
king's plates, four mile heats. At five years old she was beaten by Auto-
crat, four mile heats, for the king's guineas at Litchfield.
Paul Pry—Property of Mr. M'Leod, of JVew York.—We had the
pleasure to see this noble animal a few weeks since, at Mr. Bathgate's, at
West Farms, near New York. He is a large boned rough looking critter,
as Jack Downing would say, with a short tail and little hair on it. His
sire, Mount Holly, is said to be the only living son of the celebrated Mes-
senger. The reader of the last number of the Sporting Magazine, will
remember, that Paul Pry trotted under the saddle, over the Union Course,
eighteen miles and thirty-six feet in 58m. 52s.
Ironette—is in the stable of Col. Johnson along with Trifle, Jessup,
Cadet, Sidi Hamet, Kirby's Medley colt, and two or three untrained but
promising three year olds.
Lance and O'Kelly.—Highly and deservedly as are these full brothers
of Ariel esteemed, their claim on public attention and patronage, must
be much advanced, by the connected view of the performances of that
extraordinary campaigner— being as they are, bone of the bone and flesh
of the flesh, of her dam, and of her sire. Eclipse.
Plenipotentiary—winner of the late Derby, and of so many thousand
dollars, against so large a field, is from the loins of Emilius—sire to the
famed Priam and to Sarpedon.
Mr. Editor:
In your back number, you ask for the age of Coutre Snapper. By re-
ference to vol. 1, p. 419, you will find, under the produce of Lady Burton,
he was foaled in 1817.
Sales of Thoroughbreds.—Half of Ironette to Col. W. R. Johnson,
for $2500.
Major Donelson's b. f Lady Nashville, for $1000, and his three year old
g. f Bolivia, for |1500, to Col. Crowell, of Georgia.
Robin Hood, to the same gentleman, for $2000.
Inquiry—About twenty-five years ago, a gray or rather a white horse,
called Quicksilver, stood in some of the western districts of South Caro-
lina, perhaps in Abbeville. He wp.s then an old horse, and had an exces-
sive elevation of crest, which finally broke down and lay on one side.
Was he the old Quicksilver, run by Co). Tayloe, and got by imp. Medley.''
6 V.6
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RACING CALENDAR.
Marianna (Flo.) Races.
Commenced January 1, 1834.
First day, proprietor's purse, |200, two mile heats.
R. G. Rick's eh. f. Rachel Jacks, by Conqueror, dam by Sir Ar-
thur, four years old, - - - - - 11
Jas. J. Pittraan's b. m. Delila, five years old, by Sir Archy, dam
by Harwood, - - - - - - 2 2
Time, 4m.—4m.
Second day. Jockey Club purse, $300, three mile heats.
Robt. Smith's b. f. Mary Smith, three years old, by Richard,
dam by Oscar, - - - - - . 3 11
R. G. Rick's ch. f. Antelope, by Stockholder, dam by Timo-
leon, three years old, - - - - - 122
Jas. J. Pittman's ch. f. Amy Hampton, by Crusader, dam by
Gallatin, three years old, - - - - 2 dr.
Time, 6ni. 10s—6m. 7s.— 6ra. 15s.
Third day. mile heats, best three in five, balance Jockey Club, ^150.
Jas. J. Pittman's ch. f. Amy Hampton, - - 111
Crawford Sprowl's ch. g. John Sykes, five years old, - 2 2 2
R. G. Rick's gr. f Lucilla, by Pacific, dam by Pacolet, four
years old, - - - . - - 3r. o.




Spring meeting, 1834, commenced Thursday, May 8.
First day, produce stakes, mile heats, $100 entrance, four entries, two
started.
Henry Smith's gr. c. by Stockholder, dam by Pacolet, - I
W. H. Boddie's b. f. Sally Cotton, by Stockholder, dam by Phe-
nomenon, --.-..- dis.
Time, Im, 38s.
Second day, a sweepstakes, mile heats, $50 entrance, h. f.; four entries,
two started.
W. H. Boddie's ch. c. by Stockholder, dam by Pacolet, 1 1
Nimrod Porter's b. c. by Sir William, dam by Oscar, - 2 dr.
First heat a dead one. Time, Im. 58s.—2m. 2s.—2m. 2s.
Third day, a single mile out, $30 entrance, h. f.
W. H. Boddie's ch. f. by Timoleon, dam by Truxton, - 1
Nimrod Porter's b. c. by Stockholder, dam by Oscar, - - 2
John S. Willis' gr. g. by Copperhead, . - . 3
Time, Im. 55s.— Weights carried—colts 861bs.—fillies 75lbs.
Henry A. Miller, Secretary.
Lynchburg (Va.) Races.
Spring meeting, 1834, commenced Tuesday, May 20.
First day, mile heats.
Thomas Hale's ch. c. Bowling Green, four years old, by White's
Timoleon, dam by Americus, - - - - 11
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Wm. Cassell's b. f. Mermaid, four years old, by Shakspeare,
dam by Madison, - • - - - - 2 2
John M. Williams' b. g. Bob, six years old, - - - 3 3
Time, Im. 51s.— Ini. 50s.
Second day, proprietor's purse, $200, two mile heats.
Wm. McCargo's b. c. Tiiskeno, four years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam Creeping Kate, by Sir Archy, - - 11
Wm, Casscl's ch. m. Clar de Kitchen, five years old, by Shaks-
peare, dam Kitty Madison, - - - - 3 2
Thomas Hale's b. c. Tristram Shandy, four years old, by Shaks-
peare, dam by Madison, - - - - - 4 3
P. B. Stark's gr. c. Patrick Henry, four years old, by Medley,
dam by Remus, - - - - - - 24
Time, 3m. 50s.—3m. 50.
Before the start, Patrick Henry was the favorite against the field.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $700, three mile heats.
Wm. McCargo's b. c. Prophet, four years old, by Gohanna,
dam by Bagdad, - - - - - 311
Richard Adam's ch. h. Ace of Diamonds, six years old, by
Rob Roy, dam by Florizel, - - - - 2 3 2
P. B. Stark's ch. m. Tuberose, six years old, by Arab, dam
by Bellair, - - - - - - 4 2 3
John P. White's ch. m. Amanda, six years old, by Henry,
dam by Duroc, - - - - - - 154
Thomas Hale's b. f. Francis Perritt, four years old, by
Shakspeare, dam by Potomac, - - - 5 *
Wm. Cassell's b. c. Billy Wallace, four years old, by Shaks-
peare, dam by Buzzard, - - - - 6 4 dis.
Time, 5m. 52s.—5m. 52s.—5m. 50.
Fourth day, proprietor's purse, ^200, two mile heats.
John P. White's ch. m. Ann Maria, five years old, by Truffle,
dam by Phantom, . . - . . 3
Richard Adams' ch. c. John Minor, four years old, dam by
Independence, - - - . - 4
Wm. Cassel's b. f Mermaid, four years old, by Shakspeare,
dam Kitty Madison, ----- 2
Wm. McCargo's ch. f. Lucy Ashton, four years old, by Go-
hanna, dam not known, - - - - . 1
Thomas Hale's ch. c Charles Carroll, four years old, by Con-
tention, dam by Sir Archy, - - - - 5
Time, 3m. 53s.—3m. 5'ls.—3m. 51s.
The first heat the Gohanna filly beat Mr. Cassell's marc only eighteen
inches, notwithstanding the saddle was on the mare's neck for a mile and
a half.
Cincinnati (Ohio,) Races.
Spring meeting, 1234, commenced Wednesday, June 11.
First day, a sweepstakes for three year old colts and fillies, mile heats,
entrance $10, with $50 added by the Association.
T. B. Scrugg's b. f. Atalanta, by Cherokee, dam by Tiger, I 1
Col. A. Botkin's b. c. Master Burton, by Bertrand, dam by
Whip, - - - - - - - 22
Col. C. Forden's ch. f. Angeline, by Bertrand, dam by Whale-
bone, ------- 8 dis.
Time, 2m. 2s.—Im. 56s.
*Mr. Hale's mare let down in both fore legs, in the third mile of the
second heat. Amanda received accidently a cut in the first, which might
have injured her.
1
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Second day, purse $300, mile heats.
Col. W. Buford's b. m. Elborak, by Sumter, dam Mary Bedford,
by Duke of Bedford, five years old, - - - 11
R. Burbridgc's b. c. Alroy, by Bertrand, dam by Duke of Bed-
ford, three years old, - - - - - 4 2
VV. L. Thompson's oh. m. Isora, by Bertrand, dam by Bonaven-
tura, five years old, - - - - - 3 3
T. B. Scrugg's ch. c. March, by Sumter, dam by Potomac, three
years old, - .--.-2 dis.
Time, 5m. 55s.—5m. 52s.
Third day, mile heats, best three in five, purse $100.
R. Burbridge's b. c three years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Gofer, • - - - 2 2 2 111
T. B. Scrugg's b. f. three years old, by Cherokee,
dam by Tiger, - - - - 113 3 2 2
Col. W. Buford's b. c. Charlemagne, by Sumter,
dam Grecian Princess, by Whip, four years old, 3 3 12 3 3
Tune, Im. 53s.— Im. 51s.— lin. 52s.—Im. 59s.—-Im. 59s.~2m.
Fourth day, two mile heats, purse $150.
R. Burbridge's gr. c. three years old, by Hephestion, dam by
Mendoza, - - - - - - - 11
W. L. Thompson's ch. m. Isora, five years old, - - 2 2
Time, 4ni.—3m. 52s. A. Botkin, Secretary.
The Cincinnati Race Course is situated at Columbia, four miles above
the city, it is a full mile, and pronounced by experienced racers to be one
of the best courses in the Union. Its form is oblong, with two stretches
and two turns; the stretches are each six hundred yards long, giving the
balance of the mile on the turns. It is well enclosed with a tight board
fence, eight feet high, with every other improvement to make it both gen-
teel and agreeable.
Chillicothe (Ohio,) Races.
Spring meeting, 1834, commenced Tuesday, May 24.
First day, mile heats, for three year olds, purse $100.
Thos. Scrugg's b. f. Atalanta, by Cherokee, darn by Tiger, 1 1
Thos. Eady's b. c. Interest, by Buck Elk, dam by imp. Dragon, 2
Jacob May's b. c Moreau, by Bertrand, dam by Dragon, - 3
James Prior's b. c. Vulcan, by Traveller, dam Blackeyed Susan, dis.
Time, Im. 57s.—2m.—Second heat a dead one, between Interest and
Moreau.
Second day, two mile heats, purse $100,
James Prior's ch. m. Polly Washington, by Regulus, five years
old, - - - - - - - 11
G. H. Sinclair's br. f. Mary Thornton, by Sumter, dam by Cook's
Whip, three years old, - - - - - 2 2
Lewis Jones' b. f. Welshman's filly, four years old, - - 3 dis.
Time, 3m. 59s.—4m. 6s.
Third day, three mile heats, purse $100,
Thos. B. Scrugg's ch. c. March, by Sumter, dam by Potomac, 1 1
John L, Minor's b, m. Iris, by Flag of Truce, dam by imp,
Knowsley, five years old, - - - - - 2 2
J. E. Pitcher's b. g. Hyena, by old Consul, dam by St. Tammany, dis.
Time, 6m. 12s.—6m. 32s.
FouWAcZay, purse $100.
G. H. Sinclair's br. h. Chifney, by John Richards, dam by Defiance,
walked over. J. J. Woodside, Rec. Sec.
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Stud of John C. Craig, Esq. at Rox-
borough, near Germanlown, Pa.,
July 26, 1834.
Coquette, b. m. by Sir Archy,
her dam Bel Bounce, (the dam of
Arab, Barsheba, Tariff, Brilliant,
&.C.) by imp. Sir Harry g. dam byold
Medley. See Turf Reg. vol. 2, p.
413. Coquette is tlie dam of Byron
whicli sold for $4000, and of the
celebrated running- mare Janetto,
afterwards called Virginia Lafayette
—she was put this spring to Ameri-
can Eclipse.
Her produce, now the property of
John C. Craig:
1. Virginia Taylor, b. m. by Sir
Archy, now seven years old: she has
run eighteen races, two, three and
four mile heats, ten of which she
won against the best horses in the
country. Put this spring to Ameri-
can Eclipse.
2. Blue Bird, gr. m. by Medley,
now five years old: at four years old
she won the large sweepstake on
Long Island, $4000 ent. h. f. a sin-
gle four mile. Put this spring to
American Eclipse.
3. Ned Byrne, b. c. by John
Richards, now three years old.
4. Br. f. by Sir Hal, dropped
May, 1832.
5. Gr. c. by Medley, dropped
spring 1833.
Betty Archer, b. m. got by Sir
Archy, out of Weazle, she by Shy-
lock, out of Edward Irby, Esq's
Dare Devil mare. See Turf Reg.
vol. 2, p. 461. Now in foal to
Medley.
Her produce:
1. B. f. by Sir Charles, dropped
spring 1832.
2. Ch. c. by American Eclipse,
dropped spring 1833.
3. B. f. by Sir Charles, dropped
spring 1834.
Fairy, ch. m. by Herod, dam by
Diomed—Gimcrack (Randolph's
Roan)—old Flag of Truce—Squaw,
by Scott, (son of imp. old Janus)
—
Butterfly, by imp. h. Silver Eye-
imp, h. Othello—imp. h. Juniper
—
imp. h. Cliiiders—imp. h. Dabster.
See General Stud Book, p. 200.— In
foal to Medley.
Her produce:
Ch. f. by Nullifier, dropped spring
1834.
Fair Rachel, gr. m. by Dolon,
dam by Goldfinder, g. dam by Quick
Silver, Dolon, by old Diomed. In
ibal to Medley.
Her produce:
Gr. c by Medley, dropped spring
1833.
Betsy, ch. m. by Am. Eclipse,
dam by Duroc,g. dam by First Con-
sul. In foal to Medlej'.
Her produce:
B. f. by Cock of the Rock,
dropped spring 1833.
Old Reality, gr. m. by Sir
Archy, (dam of Slender, Bonnets
o'Blue and Medley,) dam Marma-
duke Johnson's old Medley mare.
Old Reality is the property of
Messrs. Johnson and Craig, and was
put this spring to American Eclipse.
Her produce, the property of John
C. Craig:
Gr. m. Bonnets o'Blue, by Sir
Charles, now seven years old, and
in foal to American Eclinse.
Gr. h. Medley, by Sir Hal, ten
years old this spring.
Arietta, br. m. by Virginian, dam
by Shylock, the property of Messrs.
Ringgold and Craig. Put to Eclipse.
Her produce:
Br. c. by Medley, dropped spring
1833, property of Messrs, Ringgold
and Craig.
Invalid, (imp.) by Whisker, dam
by Hambletonian. See Turf Reg.
vol. 3, p. 540. Property of Messrs.
Corbin and Craig. In foal to Med-
ley.
Her produce.
B. f. by Eng. h. Teniers, dropped
spring 1832. Property of Messrs.
Corbin and Craig.
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Pirouette, ch. m. (imp.) by Eng.
h. Teniers, out of Mercandotti, by
Muley. Property of Messrs. Cor-
bin and Craijr.
C. f. by Sir Charles, dam by
Whip. g. (lam by Pacolet, dropped
spriiiii 1832.
B.V. by imp. h. Valentine, dam
by Hickory, dropped spring 1882.
Eclipse Lightfoot. bl. h. (full
brother to Shark and Black Maria,)
by Eclipse, out of Lady Lightfoot.
See Turf Reg. vol. 3, p. 176. Nine
years old.
Ripley, ch. h. by Sir Charles, dam
Betsey Robinson, by Thaddeus—
six years old.
Blue Skin, gr. c. four years old,
by Medley, out of the dam of In-
dustry.
Stud of L. H. vV H. A. B. A.
Smith, Wood Mount, Scott county,
Kentucky.
Penelope, b. m. bred by John C
Richardson, by imp.5terling,dam by
Columbus, (by imp. Pantaloon,)—
Tippoo Saib, (by imp. Lath,) Nancy
Dawson, by imp. Medley—imp. Fear-
nought, dam of Spotwood's x\pollo—
imp. Cullen Arabian mare— Gris-








1825; f Bald Susan, by Double
Head.
1826; b. c. Jackson, by Sumpter.
1829; b. c. by , dead.
BAf.D Susan, by Double Head,
dam Penelope.
Her produce:
1829; b. f. Lady Donaldson, by
To pksoii*
1830; b. f. Julia Whitelock, by
Deonas.
1831; b. c. Hustlecap, by Hephes-
tion.
Cherokee, ch. m. foaled 1827, by
Cherokee, dam by Cook's Whip,
Sander's Albert, (by Americus,)—
Melzar—a mare of Col. Hoskins,
of Virginia.
Her iiroduce:
1832; f. Red Margaret, by He-
phestion.
1833; f. by Palmer's Randolph,
sold to B. Sliropshire.
Deonas, by Cook's Whip, dam
Sophia West, by Lamplighter—
Beeder—Bowie, (he by imp. Janus,)
Boeder, by old Union, dam by Non-
pai-iel—Bird's imp. Pocahontas.
Water Witch, m. five years
old, by Bertrand, dam sister to Black
Elk, by Doublehead—Duke of Bed-
ford—imp. Buzzard—Paragon—imp.
Obscurity imp. Figure Maria
Slamerkin, by imp. Wildair—imp.
Cub mare.
Billy Medley, gr. h. five years
old, by Bertrand, dam Smith's gray
mare, by Young Cashier—Quick-
silver—Krigler's race mare, by
Young Medley—Old Medley. Sold
to Ohio.
LiGNUMviTAK, by Americus, dam
Butlers Camilla, by imp. Mexican;






Was run at Fredericksburg, Va.
1803, and taken to Ken. in 1806.
William Markham.
John Porter.
Bernaootte, foaled 1820, by
Gallatin, dam Maria, by imp. Shark;
]V[edley—a thoroughbred mare.—
The Medlev mare purchased in Va.
at a large price by Col. Poythress.
Bernadotte is full brother to Lafay-
ette. J. W. M. Berrien.
Stud of G. P. Tayloe, of Clover-
dale, Va.
Pocahontas, b. m. foaled
1829, by Mason's Ratler, dam by
Gracchus—Minikin, by President,
(son of Celer)—Tristram Shandy-
Janus—imp. mare. In foal to Timo-
leon. For sale—price $500.
Lady Johnson, (property of G.
P. Tayloe and A. Burwell,) bred by
Rob. B. Corbin, foaled 1829, by Tra-
falgar, dam Sally Slouch, by Virgm-
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ian—Roxana, by imp. Sir Harry
—
Saltram, (dam of Timoleon)—Wil-
dair—Fallow—Vampire.
Raven, foaled 1833, by Ravens-
wood, dam Mary of Cloverdale.
For sale—price $300.
Whipcord, foaled 1832, by
Whip, (he by Blackburn's Whip,)
dam Miss Chance, the dam of Ty-
chicus. For sale. G. P.Tayloe.
Lancer, (Robert's) owned by Z.
M. Beall, of Logan co., Ken., by
Pacific, dam by Young Rufus; Duke
of Bedford; imp. Janus.
Z. M. Beall.
Rufus, by Buckskin, dam a tho-
roughbred mare, owned by Col. H.
Hunter, of North Carolina.
Young Rufus, by Rufus, dam by
Celer— Lottery, (son of Janus)
—
Fearnought—imp. Eclipse.
Buckskin, by Mark Antony, dam
by Brandon, (son of Aristotle.)
Jenny Slamerkin, foaled 1823,
by Tiger, dam Paragon, by imp.
Buzzard—Columbia—Paragon; (he
by Flimnap;) Figure—Maria Slam-
erkin, by imp. Wildair—imp. Cub
mare. J. Harris,
Her produce:
1829; br. f. by Sumter.
1830; b. c. by Kosciusko, dead.
1831; b. c. by Ratler.
1832; b. c. by Seagull.
1833; b. c. by Trumpator.
Now in foal to Kosciusko.
A W.mare the property of C.
Barksdale, Halifax, Va.
Cripple Tail, a gr. m. sixteen
years old, bred by Byrd Moore, of
Halifax county, Virginia. By Far-
mer's Florizel—dam, Moore's Weep-
ing Willow, by old Quicksilver;
Buchanan's Medley—Flag of Truce.
Farmer's Florizel, by Ball's Flori-
zel—dam, by imp. Clockfast—Mark
Antony—imp. Jolly Roger.
Buchanan's Medley, by Hyder
Ally, dam by imp. Medley, grandam
by imp. Medley.
The above mare Cripple Tail,
has 7-32 or a little less than one
quarter of Medley blood proper.
and in case the Clockfast blood is
to be regarded as Medley blood she
has 9-32 or a little more than one
quarter. There was a Hyder Ally
by imp. Medley. If the Hyder
Ally in this pedigree be the one,
then she has 11-32 or nearly three
eighths. C. W Barksdale.
J^orfoik, July 1, 1834.
Pandora, ch.m. fifteen hands three
inches high, (purchased of Jas. S.
Garrison, Esq. in 1833,) got by
Napoleon, her dam by Ball's Florizel,
grandam imp. Symmetry.
Her produce:
1833, Feb. 17; b. c. by Zinganee,
of very fine size; no\7 in foal by imp.
Lusborough. John P. R. Stone.
Bl. m. Chloe, fourteen years old,
by Windflower, dam Lady Ducket,
(as taken from the stud book of Bela
Badger, Esq.) by Gabriel—Lindsay's
Arabian—Thistle, by Dove—Stella,
by Othello—imp. Selima.
B. m. five years old, by John
Richards, out of Chloe.
Ch. f. Cerulia, three years old, by
Marksman, out of Chloe.
The above three for sale—en-
quire of the Editor.
Imp. Trumpetta, dam of Trum-
pator and Fertility.
Columbia, Ohio, July 26, 1834.
I hereby certify that my old black
mare, (the dam of Trumpator,) was
got by my horse Hickory, her dam
(the imported mare Trumpetta,)
was got by Trumpator, in England,
grandam bred by Mr. Tattersall and
got by Highflyer, g. grandam by
Eclipse, g. g. grandam by Young
Cade, g. g, g. grandam by the Bol-
ton Littlejohn, g. g. g. g. grandam
Mr. Durham's Favorite, by a son of
the Bald Galloway, g. g. g. g. g.
grandam (the dam of Lord Port-
more's Daifodil,) by a foreign horse
of Sir T. Gascoigne's.
Bela Badger.
The above mare then two years
old, was sold at the sale of the late
Thomas Allen deceased, to Thomas
Hughes, Esq., by him to R, Kenne-
dy, and by him to Josepli Thorn-
ton.—Kennedy bred from her Bay
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Bolton, of high form and reputation,
by Tippoo Saib,antl another colt by
Tippoo Sultan. Mr. Tliovntonbred
from lier two fillies, one by Cox's
Arab, the other
Fkrtility, by Boxer, a foal at
her foot when she was bought by
Mr. Badger, who bred from her the
celebrated racehorse Trumpator.
Boxer, the sire of Fertility, was
by imp. Expedition, (so was the dam
of Medoc,) his dam was by imp.
Royalist, grandam by imp. Bay
Richmond, &c., &c., &.c.
Fertilily, to be seen at Baltimore,
is of good size and stylish race-like
form—and is for sale on terms af-
fording a good opportunity to young
breeders to commence with fine
stock—enquire of the Editor.
CocKFiGHTER, by imp. Gray
Highlander, out of Daniel Hunt's
mare, by old Figure, out of Slam-
merkin, she out of the imp. Cub
marc, by imp. Wildair, who was
sent for, purchased of Delancy, and
taken back to England to cover at
50gs.
Gray Highlander, (imp.) bred
by Mr. Douglas, foaled according
to Edgar in 1784, according to W.
W. page 206, vol. 3, of Am. Sport.
Mag. in 178S, got by Bordeaux
—
Teetotum, by Matchem—Lady Bo-
lingbroke, by Squirrel—Cypron, by
Blaze, (King Herod's dam,) Selima,
by Bethel's Arabian—Merlin.—He
was once owned by Col. 'Wilkinson,
of Bucks county. Pa., who describes
him as being rather under size, but
"all horse," of great spirit, power
and speed. His stock are in high
repute in New Jersey.
Marksman, property of Mr.
Thomas Beans, of Bucks county,
Pa., was by Gabriel Oscar, he by
old Oscar, (by imp. Gabriel,) out of
Spiletta, by Sir Solomon, his gran-
dam Aurora, by imp. Honest John,
his g. grandam Zelippa, by old imp.
Messenger, g. g. grandam Dido, by
imp. Bay Richmond, g. g. g. gran-
dam old Slamerkin,by imp. Wildair,
out of the imp. Cub mare.
Marksman's dam was Nettletop,
by old Duroc, (sire of Eclipse,) his
grandam old Nettletop, (the dam of
Sir Walter,) she by imp. Diomed,
out of Betsey Lewis, by imp. Shark,
his g. grandam Atalanta, by Lind-
say's Arabian, his g. g. grandam by
Mark Antony, his g. g. g. grandam
by Silvereye, his g. g. g. g. grandam
by Crawford, his g. g. g. g. g. gran-
dam by old imp. Janus, his g. g. g.
g. g. g. grandam out of a mare imp.
by Gen. Spotswood. Received the
above from Dr. J. H. Hill, of Hat-
boro'. Pa.
Wind Flower, was by Florizel,
his dam by imp. Bedford, grandam
by Quicksilver, he by Medley, g.
grandam by Victorious, lie by Fear-
nought, g. g. grandam by Cleves,he
also by Fearnought, g. g. g. gran-
dam by Hunting Squirrel, imp. by
Gov. Nelson. Certified by
Nathan Anderson.
Richmond, Va., Jan. 18, 1830.
1827; B. c. Jackson, by John
Richards, out of "the noted mare"
Honesty, (Flagellator's dam,) by
imp. Expedition; her dam by imp.
Messenger—imp. Bay Richmond
—
imp. Wildair—the old imp. Cub
mare, maternal ancestor to Ratler,
Sumter, Cliilders, Flirtilla, Polly
Hopkins, Lady Relief, &c. (See
Ratler's pedigree in full, vol. 2, p.
422.) Jackson was a capital run-
ner. He began his career in the
great sweepstakes won by the Bon-
nets o'Blue, and closed it in the fa-
mous race won by Alice Gray. He
acquired especial fame by beating
O'Kelly in three four mile heats.
Pigeon, by Sir Archy, dam Citi-
zena, by imp. Citizen—Cock's Lavi-
nia, by Wildair—Junius—Bland's
imp. Duchess. Cad. Jones.
Her produce:
1830; b. c. by Marion.
1831; b. c. by Marion.
1832; ch. f. by Marion.
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BUSIRIS.
There are (e\v horses of our day, vvhicli in the opinion of the
writer of this article, are equal to Busiris, the property of General
Irvine of Philadelphia. Of fine color, being a dark chestnut; of fine
blood, being out of Grand Duchess, by New York Eclipse; of great
bone and sincAv, being over sixteen hands high, and poney built; of
great foot and the most unyielding bottom.
With these properties then Busiris may be placed as a stock horse,
equal to any of his day. But the question may be asked, has he
these properties, and upon the answer undoubtedly depends hio fame.
7 v.G
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His color, figure, size, bone and sinew, are observable to the eye,
—
of these every horseman can judge. His blood is without question,
being sustained by the customary and imdoubted testimony. It is
then upon his speed and bottom that it may be necessary to treat.
He was always a colt of great size and had a slight training by his
owner, during the spring of his coming three, but was never regularly
trained until the succeeding fall. He was then put under the care of
General Gibson of the army, and trained by Mr. Brightwell of the
District of Columbia, throughout this training he exhibited great foot
and the most unyielding bottom, and gave great promise of success in
the sweepstakes of untried colts of which he was one, and Avhich was
to come off in the October races over the Washington course.
On the day of the race he was in good condition and rather the
favorite of a field of seven very promising colts and fillies. The race
was two mile heats. Busiris' rider was ordered not to run for the
first heat, which was taken by a bay filly belonging to Mr. Burwell
of Virginia. The time, 4m. 3s. and the nags all well together
throughout the heat. The course was somewhat heavy, there having
been a fall of rain the day before.
All came well to the score on the second heat, in which it was ex-
pected that Busiris would make play. But to the astonishment of his
friends and the dismay of his backers, he was observed in the first
quarter of the second round to come down to a common training lope^
and to leave a gap of full one hundred and fifty yards between him-
self and the leading nag, BurwelPs mare. This was probably from the
alarm of the rider, as he was a timid boy and evidently much bewildered.
Fortunately the trainer was at that part of the course, and rousing
the boy by a well timed reproof, the whip and spurs were freely ap-
plied, and the colt made up this enormous gap and had his nose near-
ly to the flank of the mare when just about making the turn to enter
the last quarter stretch; here he had to pass through a splash of wa-
ter and being badly held, made a slip and thereby got off" his stroke.
But a friend of the horse again rallied the boy by a rude blessing, he
gathered up his horse, applied the persuaders, and ran out the heat
within fifteen feet of the mare—time of this heat 4m. The entire
field except these two were distanced. The extraordinary efforts of
the colt and his great rating in making up this gap, induced a friend
to measure his leaps when down to his work, and they were found to
be from twenty-three to twenty-four feet. He cooled off well and
was ready for another heat, but the race was over and lost, and he
was taken to his stable.
The track was heavy from a rain the day before, it is also nearly
one second over a mile at a rate of two minutes to the mile. In order
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to ascertain the foot of Bnsiris in tlie conflict, we will suppo.se tlie
last round to have been run by the mare in two minutes, (the two
rounds were run in four minutes,) and from this supposition determine
approximately the speed of Busiris in makini^ up the gap.
A mile ran at the rate of two minutes is equal to forty-four feet
the second. The gap in the estimation of numerous disinterested by-
standers was not less than one hundred yards, my estimate of the gap
was greater, but we will take the least; three hundred feet at the rate
of one mile in two minutes is equal to six and three quarter seconds,
which after all the disadvantageous circumstances of this last round, of
the stop in the first quarter and the slip towards the last, gives for
the time of Busiris in the last round about Im. 53s.
He was also known to be fully equal to this from his trial run in
his training shoes, his friends were therefore not surprised at his per-
formance in the race, but were justly chagrined at his bad riding.
But so great was their confidence in him tliat he was entered in the
post stake at the Central course, for the fall following at $500 a side
entrance, four mile heats..
He was placed in the hands of a celebrated trainer to be prepared
for this race, but unfortunately was brought to the score entirely out
of order.
Such was the condition of his bowels, that he soiled the track
througliout his run, as hundreds of living witnesses can testify, and
yet was able to maintain a place in the heat. He ought then to have
been withdrawn, but an over confidence in his iron constitution in-
duced the trainer to start him in the second heat, when after scouring
throughout the run, he was distanced as might have been expected,
and in fact as ought to have been expected, during the first heat, from
his order.
He was not trained the following spring, but w<Vs allowed to cover
a few mares, and at the end of the season was placed for the purpose
of preparing him for the fall races, in the hands of Mr. L. K. Van
Mater of New Jersey, by whom he was brought on the Long Island
course, where he encountered O'Kelly and Celeste, on the three mile
day. The first heat was taken by Celeste, the second by O'Kelly,
for neither of which did Busiris contend. In the third heat he made
play, and in the third round on the back stretch, passed Celeste then
O'Kelly, all under whip and spur. On making the last turn, Busiris
being of great stride, and his rider unacquainted witli his movements
and disposition, (having mounted him for the first time in that race,)
O'Kelly gained an advantage over him of a length or more, which,
however, Busiris reduced to a few inches on coming in.
His rider at the short turn alluded to, fearing his horse from his
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ffreat strides took a large sweep at this turn, O'Kelly turned short,
siezed tlie inside track and gained the advantage stated. The distance
to the coming in was now too short to recover the lost ground from
this false step, although it was reduced in the opinion of judges to a
few inches.
Though high in flesh, (owing to loss of exercise from being pricked
in shoeing several days before the race,) he shewed no symptoms of
distress, but was apparently fresh for a fourth heat and soon cooled ofl'.
On the ensuing spring, (still under the care of Van Mater,) he again
appeared at the Central course, and was entered for the four mile day.
The trainer not being able to obtain a suitable rider, he had to take
one Gilbs. over weight.
The first heat was won in 8m. 4s. but for this he did not contend.
The second Busiris made his run opposed to the famous O'Kelly, and
was evidently a winning horse in the quarter stretch of the last round,
when he made a false step and lost ground, but rallied and ran O'Kelly
so close that he was pronounced a winner only by about fifteen inches.
The time of this heat was 7m. 59s.* After the heat it was found
that Busiris had cut one of his fore legs to the bone, and had bruised
the back sinew, and was evidently lamed by the accident. It occurred
at the time of tlie false step i'rom an overreach of the hind leg.
The trainer, Mr. Van Mater of New Jersey, and who has frequent-
ly said that he has never had so untiring a nag in his hands, wished
to run him the next heat notwithstanding the accident, but many of
the friends of General Irvine, who was not himself there, interfered
and prevailed upon Mr. Van Mater to withdraw him, for fear that the
violent exercise of another heat, might occasion a lasting defect in
the injured leg.
The opinion which tliis horse had established in his favor, in the
minds of those who liad given any attention to his cai-ccr, induced
Messrs. Donnelson and Andrews to obtain him from General Irvine
and attach him to their stable for the sjiring races of 183 I.
The first clibrt tliey made with him was on the Wasliington course
in May. The longest race for that season on that course was three
mile lieats. Me was entered with Tyrant, Sir Wliitcfoot, Patty Snaggs
and Tariff.
Tariff could not be made to start and the race was therefore with
the otlier three.
The 1st heat was won l)y Busiris in .5m. 4Ss. The '2nd in 5m. 56s.
He made play only on the second round of each lieat, and as the
* The quickest heat by several seconds, and believed to have been tlic
quickest four mile beat tbnt year over the Ccntrnl cotirpc.
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time ol' oaoli round was kept independent of tlie time of each heat, it
may gratify curiosity to give the time of each round, as follows:
First Heat— 1st round Im. GSs. Second Heat— 1st round Im. 59s.
2iid " Im. 575. and " Im. 533.
3d " Im. 583. 3d " 2in. 043-
Total 5m. 48s. Total 5m. 5Gs.
Busiris' fore leg, the one injured in the race at Baltimore, with
O'Kelly, was evidently rather out of fix, and after the race it swelled
a little and made him somewhat lame, and yet he made his run and
won the race in the time above stated, over a course not favorable to
quick time. We believe these two heats are the best on record over
this course.
After this race he was taken to Baltimore for the four mile day over
the Central course, but his lameness increasing with his exercise, he
was not run.
The facts which we have now stated, we think very satisfactorily
prove the assertion made by us, that Busiris possesses both foot and
bottom in an eminent degree, which united to his other properties, and
the fact that he is only in his eighth year, fully sustain us in the opin-
ion that he may with justice be classed among the best stock horses
of his day.
His owner has refused several very flattering offers for him, being
determined to keep him as a standing horse. And if wc may judge
of his qualities in this way, by the colts from the few marcs to which
lie has been allowed to go, we say without fear of contradiction, that
they will compare in every desirable point, with those of any horse
in our country. A Friend to the Turf.
P. S. In a note in the Turf Register for June, to an account" of Bu-
siris's race at Washington, an opinion is hazarded, upon the recollec-
tion of Col. Johnson, that a race by Sir Hal, about eighteen years
since, was in less time than the one by Busiris. As the true repu-
tation of a turf horse, is public property, we hope to be excused in
correcting this error of recollection in Col. Johnson, by the folloAving
letter from N. Lufborough, Esq. who was secretary to the Wash-
ington club, at the time of the race alluded to by Sir Hal.
Dear General: Grassland, June 16, IC34.
On ray return home from Virginia, the evening before the last, I
found your letter of the 1 3th inst. I saw the last, and the only race
that Hal run over the Washington course. It was in the fall of 1816.
Gen. Ridgely's Tuckahoe was the contending horse. He had run the
day before in the four mile race against Vanity—he was drawn after
the first heat. The race between him and Sir Hal was well contested.
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No entry was made iu the Jockey Club books at the time in which
the race was run. 1 knew this, because I kept the books. The race
was a quick one; but I feel quite sure that neither heat was done in
5m. 43s. or in any thing like that time. It was spoken of at the time
as a quick race; but notliing very remarkable. Lavinia, Post Boy and
Miller's Damsel, had, I think done it in quicker time over our course.
With great respect, Ste. Nathan Lufborough.
To Gen. Gibson.
History of the American Turf, from Eighty Years since—
Best Horses, 8tc.
[The contents of the following article, furnishing a brief history of our
turf, from the earliest period of which the editor has any account, have
been diffused through the preceding volumes of the American Turf Regis-
ter; and are now condensed for the purpose of being presented in one
view, for general convenience and reference, correcting previous errors,
and in some few respects entering more into detail
]
At an early period of their colonial government, thoroughbred horses
were introduced into the North American states; but of the precise period
of the introduction of the amusements of the turf, or of the first establish-
ment of a Jockey club in America, we are uninformed. In fact we should
now know nothing of the racing, in any of the States, earlier than 1790,
but for the valued correspondence of our venerable friend of "Cincinnati."
From him we learn that racing in Maryland was frequent in most of the
principal towns of the Province, many years prior to the American Revo-
lution; and that it was patronized by the most respectable characters of
those times. "That governors, counsellors, legislators and gentlemen were
engaged in the laudable and fascinating sports of the turf." Gov. Sharpe,
encouraged it by giving small purses, and running his horses matches, as
long ago as the French war, when the great Washington, then a youth,
"first fleshed his maiden sword," anterior to Braddock's defeat.* Gov.
Sharpe imported the fiimous stallion Othello, son of Crab, dam by the
Hampton Court Childcrs, &c. Gov. Ogle, during his administration
(1732 to 1742, and 1747 to 1752) had imported the famous Spark,f
presented to him by Lord Baltimore, then at the head of the Prince of
Wales'J party in Parliament, by whom he had been given to him. Of the
gentlemen in Maryland, who encouraged the turf, Col. Tasker, of Bel Air,
Prince George's county, became the most distinguished. lie imported the
famous daughter of the Godolphin Arabian, known asTaskcr's Selima, that
* 1755.
•j- Spark and Othello were the earliest stallions of renown in Maryland.
The latter got Selim—the best horse of his time; his competitor True
Briton; the dam of Lee's Mark Anthony, &c. &c.
\ Frederick, Prince of Wales, the father of George 3d. See Lord Wal-
pole's letters.
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was invincible on tlic turf, and became equally distinguishcil as a breeder.
As with her sire in England, her blood flows in the veins of almost every
racehorse of dislincliou that has run in this country from her day to the
present.* She is supposed to have been own sister to Babraham. She vvaa
the dam of the inatchless Selim; Brent's Ebony, "remarkable for speed and
bottom"—(the dam of Chatiiara and Nnntoaki) her own sister Stella,
never trained, but the best brood mare of her time—(the dam of Primrose
and Thistle, by imp. Dove, both famed winners, and of Harmony, by imp.
Figure, the fleetest animal of her day) and the g. g. grandam of the famed
Cincinnatus, Tulip and Tippoo Saib, by Lindsay's Arabian, &c. Of Selima's
produce, Selim, Ebony and Stella were got by imp. Othello, (son of Crab,)
Black Selima (Bellair's grandam) by imp. Fearnought, (son of Regulus)
Ariel, Partner, (Mark Antony's sire,) and a brood mare by imp. Traveller,
(son of Croft's Partner) and of Babraham by imp. Juniper, (son of Babra-
ham.) From Selima are descended: by Selim, Ogle's Badger, and among
others his more remote descendant Ariel, by American Eclipse:—from
Partner, Lee's Mark Antony, (ancestor to Leviathan and sire of Collector,
Snap Dragon's sire,) and Rockingham, (grandsire to Annette, (by imported
Shark,) the dam of the Maid of the Oaks and Nancy Air; from which
have sprung Marshal Dnroc, (sire to Count Piper,) Cinderella, (Celeste's
dam,) Goliah, Medoc, Midas, Transport, Little Venus, Bertrand Junior,
Julia and others of renown; (the famed gelding Cumberland,! also by
Partner; more remotely Virginia Cade, grandsire to Amanda, dam of Du-
roc, (sire to American Eclipse and Sir Lovell,) ancestor to Gohanna,
Annette, Mary Randolph, &c.—from Black Selima, Bellair and his famed
descendants, Minerva, Surprise, Haynie's Maria, Cup Bearer, Timoleon,
Sally Walker, Sir William, Muckle John, Henry, Alice Grey, Trifle, &c.
from the Traveller mare, the famed Tulip, (an extraordinary runner, by
Lindsay's Arabian, her dam by imp. Othello,) Edelin's Floretta, &c. be-
sides others of fame, unnecessary to recapitulate.
It has been stated, Col. Tasker had such uninterrupted career of success,
both in Maryland and Virginia, that Maryland bred horses were excluded
from the Jockey Club purses in the latter colony, wherefore he sent his
mares to foal in Virginia; and in the course of a few years, renewed his
conquests with Virginia bred horses. About the latter period, Alexandria
became the arena for their contests, of which course the illustrious
George Washington was steward: he may have occasionally started his
* If Selima was own sister to Babraham she was foaled 1746, conse-
quently must have been six years old, and not four as stated, when she ran
in 1752. It is evident she could not have been brought into this country,
with Othello, in 1767.
f Gen. Spotwood's Cumberland, by Partner, was one of his plough nags,
before coming on the turf, of which he was several years the chief orna-
ment,—but having shewn groat activity in running off with a plough and
leaping a fence, he was put in training, being unfit for his original purpose,
and to his owner's astonishment, beat every horoC in his stable—one of
them of some repute.
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own horses. This competition probably led to tlic importation of more
valuable stallions into Virgfinia; but not until the get of her imp. Traveller
and imp. Fearnought appeared upon the turf, were her horses able to com-
pete with those of Maryland, in races of four mile heats. Tlieir most
famed predecessors, the get of Janus, were speedy and handsome, but
quarter racing was their /oWe. However, Fearnought, imp. 1765, had the
advantage of improving upon the progeny of Janus, Jolly Roger, Travel-
ler and others, imported from ten to fifteen years earlier. Of the perform-
ances of the celebrated Virginia horses of the earlier dates, as Celer,* best
son of Janus, those capital sons of Traveller:—Yorick,t Tryall, Burwell and
Lloyd's Travellers, Ariel and Partner, (the three last may have belonged to
Maryland,) Tristram Shandy, Fitzpartner, &c.—Partner's best son "Lee's
celebrated running horse Mark Antony;" and of imported Fearnought's
famed sons, Wildair,| (Chanticleer's^ sire,) Rcgulus, Godolphin, Specimen.
[j
Apollo, Harris' Eclipse, Dandridge's Fearnought, Hickman's Independence,
the two Shakspeares, Gallant and Goldfinder—and of imp. Calista,!! (Col.
Bird's,) a celebrated runner beyond the revolution; of the Flag of Truce,**
Oracle,tt Brimmer,t| Tippoo Saib,^^ Maria,
||||
&c.—of more recent date, wo
have but little or no information. Their names would doubtless have been
* Mr. Meade's Celer, foaled 1774, died 1802, was by imp. Janus—imp.
Aristotle—Hobgoblin—Crab—Godolphin Arabian—White Cheeks. See
Annals of the Turf, vol. 2, p. 572.
f Col. Tayloe's Yorick, by imp. Traveller, out of imported Blazella, by
Blaze—imp. Jenny Cameron. Col. Burwell's Tryall and Mr. D. McCar-
ty's Silverlegs, were own brothers to Yorick. Tayloe's or Lloyd's Trav-
eller, by imp. Traveller, out of imp. Jenny Cameron. Burwell's Traveller,
by imp. Traveller, out of imp. Calista. Ariel and Partner—see Selima.
Tristram Sliandy and Fitzpartner, Mark Antony, Cumberland and Rock-
ingham, sons of Partner.
\ Wildair, best son of imp. Fearnought, dam by imp. Jolly Roger, out
of imp. Kitty Fisher—known as Symmes' Wildair, was foaled 1770.
§ Chanticleer, best son of Wildair, out of Pill Box, by imp. Pantaloon.
l|Rcgukis,,Godolpliin and Specimen, by imp. Fearnonglit,out ofimp. Jenny
Dismal, dam also of Spanking Roger, by Jolly Roger. For Dandridge's
Fearnought, out of imp. Calista; Hickman's Independence, out of Dolly
Fine, by imp. Silver Eye, Shakspeare, Gallant, Nonpareil, and other dis-
tinguished sons of imp. Fearnought, see vol. 4, p. 42.
IT Calista won the Jockey Club purse, at Petersburg, in 1773.
** Goode's Flag of Truce. See memoir of Leviathan,
ff Meade's Oracle, by imp. Obscurity—Celer—Partner, &c.
\\ Goode's Brinnncr, the best racehorse of his day, was by Harris'
Eclipse, (son of imp. Fearnought, out of imp. Stella) out of Polly Flaxen,
by imp. Jolly Roger—imp. Mary Gray. Supposed to have been foaled
1779.
^5 Tippoo Saib, foaled 1769, by Mark Antony, dam by imp. Aristotle.
III!
The pedigree of Burwell's "noted running mare Maria,'' grandum of
Jjldck Maria, by Shark, ij ou[»poscd to be luiit.
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Jong' since consigned to oblivion, were tlicy not coupled with our most favor-
ite pedigrees. Riicing was probably introduced into New York at an early
period; as the celebrated VVildair, (son of Cade,) was imported into that
colony in 17G2-3; rc-shipped to Eno;land, 1772; leaving Basliaw and Slam-
merkin, out of the imp. Cub mare, with other excellent progeny, as a basis
for the pure blood of the north. Slammerkin had great fame in a long ca-
reer on the turf, and was never beaten. From her are descended the Rat-
ler family, Polly Hopkins, Lady Relief, Jackson, Tormentor, &c.
1752. * The first race of note, of which we have any account, was won by
Col. Tasker's imp. Selima, by the Godolphin Arabian, when four years old,
at Annapolis, in May, 1752;f and on the 5th of the ensuing December, at
Gloucester, in Virginia, she beat Col. Bird's| Trial, (or Tryall,) own brother
to Yorick and Silverlegs, by imp. Traveller, (on which a challenge had
been offered against any horse that could be brought against him,) Col.
Tayloe's^ imp. Jenny Cameron, (by Blaze,) dam of Lloyd's Traveller, and
Yorick's dam;) his horse imp. Childers and a mare of Col. Thornton's;|| a
sweepstakes, 500 pistoles, four miles.
We have no further account of Col. Tasker, nor of Selima, while on the
turf In 1764, was advertised, to take place at his late residence, Bel Air
in Prince George's county, Maryland, a sale of thirty of his blooded stock,
"many of them descendants of Selima."
1763. IF Mr. Galloway's Selim, by imp. Othello, out of Tasker's Selima,
four years old, won the purse at Annapolis, beating Dr. Hamilton's imp.
Dove and others.
1764-5.*=* He won the 100 gs. purse near Philadelphia, beating the best
horses of that region, True Briton, Old England and Northumberland (the
Irish Gray,) at 16 libs, he ran the first heat, four miles, in 8m. 2s. Trial,
* For racing memoranda of the olden time, from 1747, to 1774, see vol.
4, pp. 95, 96, 97—251,252.
t Selima was rather anterior to the famed English Matchem, foaled 1748;
to Snap, foaled 1750; and his cotemporary Marske, the sire of Eclipse.
J Of Col. Bird, of Westover, on James river, a gentleman of princely
fortune, an anecdote is told, that when in England, at an early age, he met
at a famed club house, a party of the most opulent nobles of the kino-dom
his grace the Duke of -i^ offered an immense stake on a card—six or
ten thousand guineas— it was not taken until after the lapse of some little
time young Bird, an entire stranger, took it and won. He played no more;
and this covered his expenses while abroad.
5 Col. Tayloe, (the father of the late Col. John Tayloe,) of Mount Airy,
Richmond county, Virginia, a distinguished patron of the turf, anterior to
the revolution, was continued as a member of the council in Virginia, upon
the change of government, being in the first republican council, durino-
Patrick Henry's administration.
II
Col. Francis Thornton, of Society Hill, in King George county, also a
gentleman of great respectability, and proverbial for his exact knowledge
of pedigrees.
Uln 1763, Herod, five years old, acquired his celebrity in England.
**In 1764 the famed Eclipse was foaled in England.
8 V.6
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imp. Lath and Strumpet, were renowned at the north about this period. True
Briton, by imp. Othello, out of Gant's imp.Milley,the preceding year, (1763,
in April,) at Harlem, N. Y. had won a great match and distanced his north-
ern competitor, Old England. About this time Selim gained such celeb-
rity, as to be frequently excluded from the race, as no competitor would
start with him. Mr. Taylor's Driver, by imp. Othello, dam by imp. Spark;
Dr. Hamilton's imp. Figure; Gov. Sharpe's Britannia, own sister to True
Briton, by imp. Othello; Mr. Hall's Trial and Mr. Calvert's Regulus were
the next in celebrity.
17G5-6. Near Philadelphia, Selim* beat True Briton, a match four mile
heats, for 500 pistoles, running one heat, on an unusually heavy course, "it
having rained all the preceding day," in 7m. 5Gs. He is supposed to have
carried as much, if not more Vv^eight than before; that of the king's plates,
at that period, being 12 or 14 stone, or 1681bs. for horses, six years old.
The same year at Chestertown, he- beat Col Tayloe's Yorick,f six years
old, by imp. Traveller—of equal fame in Virginia with himself, and another
horse of celebrity.
1767. Selim, eight years old, carrying 1401bs. won at Philadelphia, the
100 gs. purse, distancing the field. Col. Tayloe's (afterwards Lloyd's)
Traveller, by imp. Traveller, out of imp. Jenny Cameron, nt Annapolis, beat
Trial, Kegulus and Ranger, for the J. C. purse, 100 gs. four mile heats.
1768. Dr. Hamilton's imp. Figure, at Marlborough, beat the famed
Sehm (out of condition) the first race he lost. McGill's Nonpareil,f by
imp. Dove, became also a successful horse in Maryland, beating Selim,
Ranger and others.
1769. At Annapolis, for the 100 gs. purse, Mr. Daniel McCarty'sJ
gelding Volunteer, beat Mr. Galloway's Selim; Governor Sharpe's Bri-
tannia; McGill's Nonpareil; Bland's Brunswick, Tayloe's Juniper and
Dulany's Paoli. First heat won by Britannia, closely contested by Non-
pareil, second and third heats contested by Selim, the second closely.
The next day Mr. McCarty, won with Silverlegs, six years old, (own
brother to Yorick) beating Nonpareil. Dr. Hamilton's famed Primrose,
by imp. Dove, won third day, two mile heats, beating Fearnought, Bruns-
wick, Little Driver, Cato, Grey John and Governor Sir Robert Eden's
Regulus, distanced by throwing his rider in the first heat.
At Marlborough, Dr. Hamilton's imp. Figure, at lOst.— 140 lbs. won the
£100 purse, beating Col. Francis Thornton's Merryman; Mr. Galloway's
Selim and Mr. Thomas' Buckskin. Next day. Nonpareil beat Ariel,
Primrose and another.
* See vol. 1, pp. 62, 63 and 480.
f Yorick's blood has descended to m?.ny of our horses of most celebrity
as Bellair, Sir Charles, Henry, &c.
I
"Nonpareil was the best four mile horse of Dove's get. He was never
beat until he met imp. Lath near Philadelphia." Dove when four years old,
ran at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Eng. beating Duke of Cleaveland's Roxana,
and four others.
5 Daniel McCarty, Esq. of Pope's creek, Westmoreland co. Va. another
opulent gentleman of the old school, was a distinguished patron of the turf.
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(Under tho auspices of Sir Robt. Eden, governor from 1705 to 1775, the
turf in Maryland, became more fashionable tlian at any other period; and
Annapolis, the abode of elegance and refmemcnt, was resorted to from all
quarters at its regular race meetings. About the same time racing was
conducted with spirit at the north, where the famed Slammcrkin, (offspring
of imp. Wildair and tho imp. Cub mare,) was invincible; and is now re-
membered for her progeny, whence have descended Ratlcr, Childers, Flir-
tilla, Sumter, Lady Relief, Honesty, Jackson, &c. &c.)
1770. At Annapolis, Mr. McCarty of Virginia, with Silverlcgs, by imp.
Traveller, won the Jockey Club purse, 100 gs. four mile heats; Governor
Sharpe's Britannia, having thrown her rider "when winning hollow;" and
the famed Miss Nancy Bywell, (Col. Lloyd's) having bolted—beating also
Dr. Sim's Wildair, by imp. Wildair,* winner of the first heat, Blacklegs and
others.
Tlie next day's purse, three mile heats, was won by Mr. Fitzhugh's b. Ii.
Regulus,f by imp. Fearnought, out of imp. Jenny Dismal, by the Prince
of Wales' Spark, (afterwards Gov. Ogle's,) distancing the field, four com-
petitors. Next day Col. Lloyd's imp. Nancy Bywell, by Matchem, won
the purse, two mile heats, beating three competitors.
At Marlborough, Regulus had won with ease the Jockey Club purse,
where the next day's race was won by Silverlegs.
1771.]: Col. Lloyd's imj). Nancy Bywell, in three heats won the Jockey
Club purse, four mile heats, at Annapolis, beating Fitzhugh's Regulus,
winner of the second heat, and second in the two others: Galloway's Se-
lim. Gen. Spotsvvood's Apollo, by imp, Feajnought, dam imp. by the Cul-
len Arabian, Delancey's Nonpareil and Master's Blacklegs. (It is not
known that Apollo lost any other race—he twice beat Nancy Bywell in
Virginia.)
1772. Col. Lloyd's Nancy Bywell, again won at Annapolis, the Jockey
Club purse, lOOgs. four mile heats, won in three heats, also beating Reg-
ulus and Apollo, besides Mr. Benj. Ogle's, (Gov. Sharpe's) gr. m. Britannia,
Wildair, and two more. Next day Blackleg^ won the three mile heats,
and the day after Mr. Fitzhugh's Brilliant, by Fearnought.
Mr. Delancey's Nettle, by imp. Granby, won a race, four mile heats,
beating Selim, thirteen years old, (her next competitor,) Silverlegs, nine
years old, Sim's Wildair, and another. See vol. 1. p. 97.
1773. Col. Lloyd's Nancy Bywell a^-am won at Annapolis, the Jockey
Club purse, 100 gs. four mile heats, beating Regulus, Nettle, Lady Legs,
and two more. Dr. Hamilton's Primrose, by imp. Dove, won the three
mile heats, and Mr. Fitzhugh's Kitty Fisher, (few days before winner of a
sweepstake) won the two mile heats. The last day Regulus, in four heats,
beat Sir Robert Eden's famous Whynot, by imp. Fearnought, Delancey's
Nettle and Nicholson's Pacolet. Whynot had acquired great fame by
* Dr. SiirCn Wildair by imp. Wildair—Ariel-^imp. Othello—imp. marc.
t This Regulus was sire to Burwell's famed race mare Maria, the gran-
dam of Black Maria, Lady Lightfoat's dam. Regulus was beat only in his
races with Nancy Bywell.
t For the Annapolis races, 1771, 1772, and 1773, see vol. 1. p. 4G(J.
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three very hard four mile heats near Philadelphia, and by winning easy, at
Nottingham, a fortnight after, beating Dr. Hamilton's Harmony and Bland's
Rcgiilus.
1774.* May lltli, at Nottingham, Sir Robert Eden's Whynot, in four
heats, won the throe mile heats, beating Primrose, Young Farmer, and
two more. Next day a great sweepstakes, four mile heats, was won by
Sir Robert Eden's imp. Slim, by Babraham six years old, beating Sim's
Wildair—two drawn. May 17th, at Baltimore, Whynot won, beating Gar-
rick, (a celebrated winner,) and another.
When the fall races, at Annapolis, were about to be run, and expecta-
tion was greatly excited, especially by the fame of a race nag, known as
the "Overseer's mare," they were postponed by recommendation of Con-
gress, in consequence of a report upon the state of the country. All
quietly returned to their homes.—Racing in Maryland was not revived with
the same spirit, until many years after the war.
For the account of racing in Maryland, from 1783 f to 1788,:!: see vol. 5,
p. 49, and 323, Spry ,5 Buckskin, Bajazet, Mowich Ball, Brilliant, Little
Davy, Hotspur, Tulip, Jack Diddle, Shakspcare, Cincinnatiis, Badger ,[1
Romulus, and Silver Tail, were of the most celebrity; but not having had
the fame of their predecessors, their pedigrees are unknown to us, except-
ing only the famous Tulip, by Lindsay's Arabian, and a descendant of
Tasker's Selima. .
But of the racing during the same period, and before the war, in her sis-
ter colony, Virginia, that has since been for so many years at the head of
the American Turf, we scarce know any thing, except what is gathered
by the pedigrees uf her noted Lorses. It is seen that Yorick, Traveller,
*In 1771 the famed Highflyer, best son of Herod, was foaled,
t On the renewal of peace, with the revival of its amusements, the Ma-
ryland Jockey Club, at Annapolis, was placed on its former respectable
footing, when it was considered a distinguished honor to be a member of
it,—composed only of such gentlemen as his excellency. Gov. Paca, Rich-
ard Sprigg, Esq. (Stewards,) Hon. Ed. Lloyd, (father of the late Govern-
or,) Hon. Benj. C. Stoddert, (the first Secretary of the Navy,) Col. Stone,
(afterwards Governor,) Hon. CI). Carroll of Carrollton, Col. John Eager
Howard, (afterwards Governor,) Benj. Ogle, Esq. (afterwards Governor,)
Hon. Geo. Plater, (afterwards Governor,) Gen. Cadwallader, Messrs.
Tilghmans, Steuarts, &c. &c. The turf in England was at this time at
its highest fashion, under the special patronage of the Prince of Wales,
(since George the 4th,) and when the Highflyer stock, crossed upon the
Eclipse's, was in the first repute:
I In 1778, Highflyer's best son the famed Sir Peter, four years old, was
running with the first distinction in England.
} In 1787, Spry was at the head of the turf in Maryland. Few horses of
his day were superior to Spry. He was by Cub out of a Figure mare.
Not sufiiciently stout to carry weight, he was beat by Fayette, at 10 st. at
Hanover, in Virginia.
II
Badger, Ronnilus and Silver Tail, three greys, won the three successive
purses at Marlborough, in 1784.
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Silverlegs, Regulus, Apollo, Volunteer, and others of celebrity were
brought from Virginia to run in Maryland, before the revolution. Of the
two hundred and sixty-nine imported stallions, enumerated by Edgar, a
large proportion were imported before that era. Bullc Rock, by the Darley
Arabian, (sire to Flying Childers,) dam by Byerly Turk, (grandsirc to Part-
ner, the grandsire to Matchem and Ilerod,) imp. in 1730; Monkey, foaled
1725, by the Lansdale Arabian, dam by Curwen's Bay Barb—Byerly Turk-
Natural Barb mare; Silvereye, by theCullen Arabian—Curwen's Bay Barb
—Byerly Turk; Traveller, by Partner—Bloody Buttock's an Arabian liorse;
Jolly Roger, by Round Head, (son of Childers)— Partner; Janus, son of
the famed English Janus and Fearnought, son of Regulus, the best son of
the Godolphin Arabian, were probably the most celebrated.
(To be continued.)
On the Origin and (Qualities of the Wild Horse of the
Prairies of the South-West.
No. I.
Mr. Editor: Fort Gibson, July 18, 1834.
It is, I believe, the generally received opinion, that the horse was un-
known on this continent, previous to its discovery; and that the immense
numbers now roaming the prairies, south-west of this place, derive their
origin, from a fev! estrays, of the horses imported by the Spaniards upon
their conquest. That the horse was unknown to the Indians of the sea-
coast, is no proof that he was unknown in the interior, where the invaders
did not penetrate; and where, if Indian tribes existed, he may not have
been subjected to human control. The hostilities which existed among
neighboring tribes, would prevent the natives of the sea-coast from know-
ing that an animal existed among nations, the enemies of the enemies, of
their enemies. It is even probable, that the existence of the Pawnees and
Osages, was unknown to them. That the imported horses were, from their
usefulness, and the fact that their enemies did not possess any, of the
greatest value to the Spaniards, must be acknowledged: and under the cir-
cumstances, it is difficult to conceive, how they should have suffered any to
escape beyond recovery, as they were too important to their safety and su-
periority to allow any negligence of them. This supposition requires, that
some of both eexes should have escaped, and eluded the pursuit, which
doubtless, was instituted after them. How rare a circumstance is it, for a
stallion to escape from the frontier settlers, (to say nothing of its impracti-
cability, in a well settled country,) when no reasons exist to make them
particularly careful!
This theory presents difficulties, which Robertson and others, did not
hesitate to overleap; as it but confirmed the precious idea they entertain-
ed, but which I imagine, has no advocates at this day, that nature had
been less liberal to this hemisphere; and that animals which are peculiar to
the other, even degenerate upon it. I question whether any individual,
who has seen the vast prairies of this section, affi^rding herbage superior
to any other portion of the globe, adopted both to his summer and winter
subsistence, and bountifully supplied with salt licks; but must believe, that
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it is a reg')on pecuUarhj adapted to the horse: and that if ho is not, as well
as the bufl'alo, a native of it; that nature committed a mistake, and for
once, has created without a design. I have elsewhere said, that the horse
was indigenous to these grassy plains; and I have arrived at this convic-
tion, rather from the belief, that nature creates nothing without a design,
than from any thorough examination of the subject. But whether we ad-
mit this supposition, or ascribe his origin to the Andalusian horse; the va-
lue of our wild horses, can easily be demonstrated: for, if of the Andalu-
sian, that is, Arabian stock; I ask, (as I have before asked,) what advan-
tage in soil, climate or food, does the Arabian horse possess over them; and
if none, why should not these horses be as highly prized? Their food is
doubtless, more abundant, and more varied, than the wild Arab possesses;
the climate is sufficiently warm for their constitution, and the rocky, roll-
ing country between the Blue Water, and Washita rivers, must impart
flintiness of hoof and limb, to those found there. To convince your rea-
ders, that the Andalusian horse of the present day, is of great value; I
will make a few extracts from "A Year in Spain, by a Young American."
"The horses raised here are the finest in Spain. They have been famous
ever since the time of the Arabs, who brought the original stock with them
at the conquest. Spain has however, always been famous for the excel-
lence of its horses, which are supposed to have been derived from the Af-
rican Arab. The Roman poets used to say of them that they were engen-
dered by the wind. But the most esteemed horses of the present day, such
as those of Baylen, Xcrez and Cordova, and the famous coast of Aranjuez,
from which the Spanish kings mount their domestics, and body-guard, and
which they send as presents to their royal cousins abroad; are evidently of
the stock of Arabia. They have lost nothing of their native beauty, grace
and docility, by emigrating to the banks of the Tagus and Guadalquiver*
I saw a greater number of truly beautiful horses in my short stay in Spain,
than I had before seen during my whole life."
That the ill success which has attended modern Arabians, has induced a
belief among many modern sportsmen, that the Arab horse is inferior to the
bred horse of the present day. is apparent; but inferiority should be ascribed
to particular horses, and not to the stock of Arabia. The difficulty, to a
European, of traversing Arabia, and of judging of excellence of pedigree
in that country, are the causes of inferior horses having of late years been
introduced into England; where a prejudice now exists against them. But,
as one of your correspondents, has well observed: "He who wants to breed
a Flying Childers, must breed from an Arabian;" for all turf history estab-*
lishes, that the near descendants of the Godolphin and Darley Arabians,
have excelled all late racers. That, at this day, the Arabian horse is un*
degenerate; the following extracts form the "Memoirs of Sir James Camp-
bell," whose long residence in the east, and acquaintance with Arabia and
its inhabilants, entitle him to great confidence, will place 'beyond contro-
versy. "The route of the caravan lay at first, through the great desert of
Syria, and then through the country of Hamah, the most celebrated in the
world for its breed of horses; and tliis was a circumstance peculiarly agree-
able to me, as I was desirous of all things to carry home with me a horse
pf that unequalled race. The purity of the breed is ascertained and pre-
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served in this country with greater precision and facility, in consequence
of the horses and mares, to the number of one Imndred and upwards, being
uniformly held in common property by a particular family or tribe. The
line of succession is preserved with all the care, and all the accuracy per-
haps, of a Welsh pedigree; and in the genealogical tree of the horse which
I ultimately purchased, its descent was professedly traced to the famous
black mare of Mahomed; and I had a certificate of the fact, subscribed by
five or six sheiks, who have an obvious interest in keeping up the value of
their breed of horses, by this exactness in their pedigree. It is on the
mares however, that the chief value is placed, and through them it is, that
purity of blood is most depended on. The sister of the horse which I pur-
chased was for sale at the time I made the purchase. I examined her with
the greatest care, and could not detect the semblance of a fault in any one
of her points. Like all the others of the race she was under fifteen hands
high; and the price put upon her by the tribe to which she belonged was
10,000 piastres, equal to £2500 of our money. The value of a mare is
always much greater than that of a horse of equal symmetry, from the idea
of her greater influence in preserving the purity of the race. The price I
paid for the horse was £400 sterling, and it was not out of proportion ac-
cording to their ideas, to the price of the other. While I was yet in the
district where these horses are bred, an agent arrived from the King of
Prussia, commissioned to make purchases for his majesty. He agreed with
me in admiring the mare, and declared she was the handsomest animal he
had ever seen. He was even willing to give the 10,000 piastres for her,
but the tribe had come to the resolution of preserving her as a brood mare,
and refused that sum when offered. It is to be observed, however, that
there are two distinct races in the country, the noble and the common.
Among the latter, many beautiful horses are often to be found, but they
never possess those qualities in perfection, for which the noble race of Ara-
bia is so peculiarly distinguished—fleetness, wind and bottom. I shall here
mention a circumstance on the authority of persons in that country whose
good faith and respectability I had no reason to doubt, as illustrating in
rather a striking point of view the marked distinction between the differ-
ent races of this noble animal, which are reared in the same district. An
Arab who had pitched his tent in a solitary part of the desert, had occa-
sion to leave his family, with his stock of the common breed of horses and
mares for a single night. On his return to the place in the morning, he
found that his family and whole property had been carried off in the night.
He was mounted on a horse of the noble breed and of the highest quali-
ties, and having a rifle with him, he set out alone in pursuit of the robbers.
On coming up with them, he found that their numbers were considerable,
but he had reason to believe that they were not possessed of fire-arms,
which proved to be the fact. Approaching near enough to bring them
within the range of his gun, he fired, and wounded one of them, and
waving his hand, he dared them to follow him. This they attempted, and
found it fruitless. He then raturned to the attack, and succeeded in sin-
gling out another with his rifle. Once more they pursued him with the
fleetest of their horses, but to overtake him was impossible. Thus he hung
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upon their rear, woundingf and killing several of them, initil he compelled
them to restore tlie booty. The numerous diseases to whicli our horses
are subject, arc scarcely known in these countries.—The distance we had
completed on the first day of our journey, was at least seventy miles, and
such are the habits of the horses of the country, that they effected it with
apparent ease, and without either eating or drinking."
From the fact of the King of Prussia sending an agent to Arabia, to
make purchases, one would suppose, that he possesses some of the finest
horses in the world in his studs; and accordingly we find it so, for in Nim-
rod's German Tour, (that Nimrod introduced to your readers as the ablest
writer of the English Sporting Magazine,) are the following observations.
Of the stud at Neustadt, which contained five hundred horses, he says,
"Of the country stallions as they are called, I have only to observe, that
most of them come under the appellation of useful, or such as may be ap-
plied to general useful purposes. Amongst them however, were some that
would have made good hunters, had they been trained to the field in early
life. There are in this stud about eight or ten head stallions as they are
called, which serve none but the king's own mares, and amongst them the
following attracted my notice. First. Koylan, a thoroughbred bay Ara-
bian. This horse is by far the best Arabian I ever met with, and said to be
of quite pure blood. When I first saw him in his box, he struck me as
being like most of his breed—small, and consequently not posssssing that
power which horses for all purposes ought to have; but when I saw him
gallop round his paddock, my opinion of hirn was immediately altered. He
displayed immense muscular powers; and when in action, appeared to be
half as big again as when in his box—a sure criterion of possessing the
essential points for carrying weight. I have reason to believe that from his
high pedigree, fine form, and the excellence of his stock, the name and
fame of Koylan have traversed great part of the continent, and the high
estimation in which he is held may be proved by the following anecdote:
—
A Prussian nobleman was engaged to dine with Prince Hardenburgh, Chan-
cellor of state, whom he had never seen, therefore, etiquette in such mat-
ters must have been considered indispensable. The nobleman, however,
found that if he kept his engagement with the prince, he must lose the
sight of Koylan, and Koylan won the day! I rode a very delightful horse
got by him out of a mare of the Turcmain-Atti blond. (Turcniain-Atti
was an Arabian, and his stock rank very high in Prussia.) I must say, I
never was on the back of a more clever animal, and Mr. Tattersall and
myself agreed in thinking, that any good performer, not weighing more
than fourteen stone (196 lbs.) would be quite satisfied with him, to carry
him and go the best paces over Leicestershire. (The county in which the
finest and speediest hunters, many being thoroughbred are owned.) There
was also a seven year old entire horse, got by Koylan, that did not appear
to be in health, but had he been in condition, he would have been a good
hunter to carry fourteen stone, possessing the fine powerful action of his
sire. His dam a very high bred mare of the Turcmain-Atti blood, was
shown to us and called forth general admiration. We likewise saw a par-
ticularly clover little horse culled Swift, also of the Turcmain-Atti bloodj
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and quite thoroughbred. Amongst the horses in the stables—for there was
no time to take notes—I only recollect being forcibly struck with Dorilas,
a liorse of liigli Eastern blood, and a remarkably active, though strong
grey horse, which appeared to nie the most powerful tvdl-hred horse I had
met with on my tour. (lie had previously visited the studs of Count
Hahn and other noblemen, who were breeding from English stock, and
possessed many thoroughbred stallions and mares.) He was also of the
Turcmain-Atti blood. To return to the paddocks.—There was a four year
old colt by Koylan, out of a Teddy, the Giender mare, (English,) that I
much wish had made his appearance in England, as a Derby horse, as his
action was good, and suited to that course. It would also have been a
good test of the blood of his very celebrated sire. One of the lions at
Neustadt is a chesnut Arabian, called Dgiedran, which was purchased for
the large sum of 1400 ducats. He was led out for our inspection, but I
cannot say he met with my approbation at all. In the essential points of
a race horse, he is no more to be compared to Koylan, than can Koylan be
compared to a dray horse. In short, in a very fevf words, we pronounced
him a brute; nor indeed, have I met with more than three or four Arabian
horses in all my travels, which might not be placed in the same class with
himself. The brood mares consisted of eighty, seventy of which are cal-
led thorough or full bred—that is to say, not of English, but of Eastern
blood. There are, however, some clever full bred English mares amongst
them. Here we had an opportunity of seeing a specimen of the sort of
horse it is the chief aim of this establishment to breed, viz: the coach or
saddle horse. There was a pair of horses of this description in Mr. Strub-
berg's carriage which we considered an excellent sample. They were
about fifteen and a half hands high—the best size for any description of
work—abounding in action, possessing considerable substance, and though
by no means deficient in spirit, sufficiently docile to be driven in snafile
bridles. I considered them very quick in their work, and admirably adapt-
ed to our fast coaches in this country, having, I thought suSicient breed-
ing for the pace, with strength quite equal to the draught. The mares in
these paddocks were shown to us first. Amongst them were a fev! Eng-
lish thoroughbred ones; but by far the greater portion were of the native
breed, although several were crossed with Eastern, as well as English
blood, and there were some Eastern mares. The foals were running by
their sides; and next to Koylan's get, those I like best were by Rufus, by
Othello, (English I believe,) out of an Eastern mare. There were also
some got by that elegant Arabian Borak or Pe^, as he was called when in
•^.his country. They were in good form and showed high breeding, but ap-
^jeared as if they would be small. I was one of the number who thought
Borak should not have left the English soil without having been put to a
few good mares. The Duke of Grafton and others couldj and ought to have
afforded him a trial, because he was himself a runner at high weights, and
of his pedigree there was no doubt. The colts run loose, summer
and winter, until the autumn following their third year, when they are
taken into the house and broke. This operation is easily performed as
there is a docility belonging to the horses of Germany, which on a largo
9 V.5
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scale, is rarely met with here. I have already stated that the stud of the
King of Pru^•sin, at Neustadt, consists of five hundred head. Perhaps my
readers will be surprised to find that is not quite a third part of the entire
stud, as the sum total exceeds 2,000. There is not only something ex-
tremely gratifying to persons like myself, who are great admirers of horses,
in seeing such a stud as thif^; but tlierc is an increased satisfaction in con-
templating the immense benefits the inhabitants of the respective coun-
tries of these continental monarchs must derive, not only in the certain and
cheap means afforded them of procuring the use of stallions in their dis-
tricts, but stallions that have been approved of by competent judges—a point
of very great consideration.
(To be continued.)
HISTORICAL—DEATH OF GABRIEL.
Copy of a letter from J\Ir. John Baird, Jr. to Col. Tuyloe, dated August
12, 1800, at Greencroft, post marked Tappahannoc, August, 21 received
by Col. T. August <2.2d, 1800.
Sir,—The other day Gabriel was taken very unwell, passing a
quantity of slime, attended by fever. Yesterday I gave him a purge,
agreeably to Tapliu's direction; this morning it began to work him,
he continued to pass much filth, and I supposed that he had received
great relief from what he had voided. I had not been long from the
stable, when his groom sent for me, saying he was dying, before I got
to the stable, his words turned out to be true; could you have seen
his liver, you would have been surprised how he stood it so long, it
was like a rotten pear, and one of his kidneys entirely gone. You
cannot conceive the uneasiness his death occasioned me—people who
are not present, frequently suppose that there is neglect in those cases.
I hope Mr. Rives has him insured—if he had belonged to me I should
feel great relief. I am sir, your ob't serv't,
J. Baird, Jr.
The Avriter recollects to have heard the lato John Randolph, of
Roanoke, narrate the anecdote referred to by Mr. Selden, to which he
gave entire credence, assigning as a further reason of his belief, the
great superiority of Sir Archy, to all others of Diomed's get, especially
as a stallion, and also their difference of color, Sir Archy resembling
that of his putative sire Gabriel.
In truth, Sir Archy derived his color and probably his superior
qualifications from his dam. But he has chiefly transmitted Diomed's
color to his stock, and that from bay marcs.
The Hon. J. Randolph, also expressed his belief, from strong tes-
timony, that Greenfield was the author of the Waverly novels.
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Hermaphrodites or Hereditary Deformitv.
Mr. Editor. Ballimore, Aug. 26, 1834.
Having seen a brief notice of Brown Hermaphrodite in one of the
early numbers of your valuable Ilogist.er, relative to his last race,
death, &c.—without comment on the peculiarity of Irimself, kindred
and performances, I have thought fit to send you a brief notice of the
above, as it may gratify some of your readers, to hear of the horse
that attracted so much notice throughout the northern and middle
states from IS 1 1 to 1819—as well for his performances as a racehorse
at all distances, as the peculiarity of himself and family. Should you
think it worth a place in your Register, it may satisfy the doubts and
inquiry as to the thorough blood of that remarkable animal. Brown
Hermaphrodite was one of three foals from the same horse, two of
which were hermaphrodites, the third a filly, which was early put to
breeding, and has produced five hermaphrodites from nine foals pro-
miscuously. Hence proving that this, as well as all other deformities
are frequently hereditary, as well as many diseases common to the
horse, viz:—stringhalt, ringbone and spavin, for which the most in-
contestiblc proof can be given. These three diseases have been con-
sidered as circumstantial in all cases, which I deny as being more fre-
quent from circumstances, than from hereditary parentage. And as a
hint to breeders to avoid all diseases that are hereditary in this species
of animals. The seven hermaphrodites above mentioned, were entire-
ly uniform in their formation. Strictly both male and female, many
of which were emasculated at an early age, for the better subjugation
in their discipline.
Brovm Hermaphrodite was bred on the east side of the Hudson
river, foaled in the spring of 1808 or 1809, the property of Mr. J.
Lapham. He was got by the celebrated racehorse King Herod, that
was got by the old imported horse Express, out of the Sandford mare,
a race nag at all distances; his dam was got by old Messenger, the
sire of old Miller's Damsel, the dam of American Eclipse; his gran-
dam was the imported mare Bet. Showing that Hermaphrodite was a
thoroughbred horse, coming from the loins of that race of horses that
are now most successful upon the turf at the present day. Her-
maphrodite commenced his racing campaigns at three years old,
travelling from Canada to the Potomac, beating at all distances from
sixty rods to four miles, finding but three competitors on his way, in
eight years, two of which were at short distances. Such were the
powers of this extraordinary animal, that his owner gave the choice
of distance to the fleetest horses then running. His last race was at
Hagerstown, Md. where he beat at four mile heats, the dam of Black
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Maria, and by her was beaten some days afterwards, tlie same distance
at twelve or lliirteen years old. Thus ended the racing career of one
of these peculiar species of horses, proving himself the best race nag
at all distances, that ever raced before, or since in America.
B.B.S.
P. S.—There were many importations of valuable horses previous
to 1800, into the state of New York, that have never appeared in
your Register, such as Express, Figure, Drone, Paymaster, Phoenix,
Blaze, and Highlander. Some of which produced many fleet and bot-
tomed nags, such as Smith's Drone, a competitor of Miller's Damsel,
and perhaps the best she ever met. Young Paymaster, Othello,
Eclipsesaw, Dread, King Ilerod, and Wicked Will, as Avell as many
others, from which have desceirded many now extant, and from which
a stock is now rearing. Could any of your correspondents give an
authentic account of their strain, or many of their descendants, they
would confer a favor on many who are breeding from the above named
horses.
[Mr. W. Philips near Princeton, could probably give more information as
to these and oilier importations to the east, than any other person. It is but
recently that we became, whilst in New Jersey, aware of the great many
valuable horses which haVe been imported into that state and New York.
No wonder now that ^'Jersey'' horses should be in such high repute!—We
would be glad to call on the writer of the above, if we knew his address.]
VALUABLE PURCHASES—ABFxOAD.
Our opulent and liberal fellow-citizen, R. D. Shepherd, Esq. has
judiciously invested a small portion of his loose cash in some of the
hio-hest bred horses of England—three mares, two colts and a filly.
We shall give a full account of them hereafter—the great grandam of
one of them, got by Coriander, was the dam of Blacklock, (sire of
Tranby) and of Theodore, winner of the St. Leger, Blacklock, "was
a capital four mile horse," the winner of the York gold cup, the Gas-
coio'ne, Doncaster and Constitution stakes; &c.;—of nine races, when
four years old; (1818.) In 1820, his first season, he covered at 15gs.
The following account of Coriander becomes now, the more in-
teresting, as connected with horses—some of which, and the progeny
of all of them, are destined to figure in the future annals of the Ameri-
can Turf.
"CoRTAM)ER, (and from which the others are descended,) acquired much
celebrity by his performances upon the turf for six years in succession.
He was bred by Mr. Dawson, and was got by PotSos, out of Lavender,
who was got by Ilorod; her dam by Snap, out of Sweet William's dam by
Cade.—He was foaled in 1786.
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1. In 1789, when three years old, he beat Jericho, over the Ditch-in, for
200gs.
2. He beat Sir W. Aston's Marcia, two year old course, lOOgs.
3. First spring meeting, 1790, he beat Buzzard, 7st. each, lOOgs.
4. Second spring meeting he beat hiin again for the same sum.
5. He beat Egbert and Isabel, a sweepstakes of lOOgs. each.
6. He beat Shovel, Glaucus, Alexander and Sir Thomas, a sweepstalies
of 50gs. each; Baronet, Nimble, Egbert and Sir Pepper, paying forfeit.
7. He walked over for the King's hundred at Ipswich.
8. He beat Lord Barrymore's Pellegrine the two middle miles of the
Beacon for 200gs.
9. In 1791 he won a subscription purse, beating Spear, Isabel, RufEan,
Black Duce and Mouse.
10. He also won the plate at Swaffham, beating Isabel and the sister to
Impcrator.
11. The next day he won the other plate, beating Clayhall.
12. At New Market, in October, he beat Highlander, Serpent, Halkin
and Espersykes.
13. After which, over the Ditch-in, he beat Escape, Skylark and Pipator.
14. In 1792, when rising six years old, he received forfeit from Sir C.
Turner's Weathercock.
15. He won the King's plate at Guilford, beating Enchanter and Brag-
gadocio.
16. Also the King's plate at Nottingham, beating Young Cicero.
17. In 1793 he won the aged plate at New Market, beating Dragon,
Halbert and Halkin.
18. He won the King's plate also, beating the Duke of Bedford's Sky-
scraper.
19. Second spring meeting, he won the Jockey Club plate, beating Sky-
scraper, Bustler, Cardock and Pipator.
20. And on the same day won the weight for aged plate, beating Huby,
Volante and Eager.
21. In the same meeting he beat Buzzard, the Beacon course, for 200gs.
22. In 1794, when aged, he won the whip and 200gs. beating Creeper>
lOst. each, over the Beacon.
23. He won £50 at Chelmsford, beating Sweeper and Portland.
24. He won likewise, £50 at Northampton, beating Triumvirate, and a
son of Faggergill.
25. At New Market, in October, he won the aged plate, beating Quet-
lavaca, Exciseman and Halkin.
26. And in the same week he beat Lord Egremont's Gohanna, ("giving
him 24lbs.) and Lord Strathmore's Hermes.
27. In the second October meeting, being the last time of his running,
he won a subscription purse, (paying 50gs. entrance,) beating Lord Gros-
venor's Exciseman, and Lord Sackvill's Silver.
This extraordinary horse was one of the very few who stood so many
years' training, and so much severe running, without an accident. He
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covered aflerwards in the north at seven guineas, and has produced some
good runners."
It will be observed he beat several of our distinguished imported
horses, Buzzard, Baronet and Dragon; Escape, Clayhall, Cardock, Sky-
lark, Skyscraper, Pipator, Creeper, Gohanna, Stc, were also among
the most famous horses of their day in England. Escape, in 1790,
Avas regarded as at the head of the turf. In 1791, he was the means
of bringing disgrace upon the Prince of Wales' rider, the famed Chif-
ney, and of causing reflections upon the character of his Royal High-
ness, (as we think unjustly,) because he was beat easily one day by
Skylark, and beat him the next. This matter has been explained in
Chifney's amusing book "Genius Genuine."
HOW TO MANAGE THOROUGHBRED COLTS.
Mr. Editor:
K. L. M. N. 0. P. Q,. in your August number, page 599, states he
turned his yearlings "on the marsh, with other stock." He was
wrong; I turn my colts on sedgy fields, or to pick poverty grass out
of fenc& corners^ about the highways—they never get big bellied nor
over size, but are all bone and hide—when young they run the
quarter very fast with light weights; and aged, go "the chase" out
with the heaviest weights, ahead of better fed nags.
I calculate your seven lettered correspondent will have colts big
enough for "wheelers," if not fast enough for "The Tasker," in a few
years. Since he was laughed at about his "half starved" blooded
colts, (even then valued at ^500) he has made good grass lots, Avhich
are well watered, with shelters where mares and colts are grain fed
night and morning. The colts are weaned early in September, by
turning them in the corn field, and the mares are stabled until their
milk is dried up, being regularly exercised. About Christmas the
colts are moved to the lots again, and are regularly fed with oats,
hominy, &c. The second summer they are kept in growing order,
not fat enough to become sluggish, or poor enough to be called
starved; that winter they are treated as the first, and are strong
enough to bear a light training, at two. and a half years old; after
which they are again turned out. He is opposed to stabling colts
except when trained; indeed is opposed to stabling any horse when
to be avoided.
The cheapest shelters, such as any lad can erect, are made of fence
rails or logs, the corners secured by stakes and caps, the top or cover
after the fashion of the Maryland and Virginia cattle shelters.
The knife should be applied freely at two years of age. No man
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should keep a colt entire^ who can't certify to his being thoroughired.
If the kiiifo* was oftencr used, our stock would improve much more
rapidly than ever at jfrcscnt. R.S.T. U. V.
VETERINARY.
On Bots in Horses.
Mr. Editor: Baltimore, September A, IS'^ A..
It is almost an universal opinion that bots are more "destructive to
horses than any disease to which they are subject." And you having late-
ly put into my hands No. 1, vol. 5, of the Turf Register, T was much
pleased with the able and scientific essay on bots over the signature of S.
of Glencairn. As in it he has given a correct history of the bot and its
parent, the fly, I should not have troubled myself with writing this scrawl,
nor your subscribers with reading it, but to assist him in correcting a gene-
ral error in opinion, and preventing the tortures to which so noble and
useful an animal as the horse is, by having administered to him such nox-
ious remedies as are often worse than the supposed disease. By what I
shall here say I may be condemned as a heretic against common opinion,
and particularly so by many who may be esteemed as possesing an exten-
sive knowledge of the horse; but this does not deter me from doing what
I believe to be justice to the public. If a man suppresses what his experi-
ence has proved to be true, because that truth is not orthodox, he in order to
gain favor acts the part of a hypocrite, and in so doing is an enemy to
truth and to the public; for it is by a knowledge of facts and the spreading
of those facts that truth can predominate. With an extensive experience
of thirty-five years bearing me through with the fact, I fearlessly combat
the opprobrious term heretic and throw it back on those who possess the
common opinion against truth.
It is becoming to show respect to common opinion, but when it is in error
and that leads to error in practice, it is equally becoming in us to endeavor
to correct such opinion in order that truth may prevail.
As regards the connection between man and horse, there are few opin-
ions having in their tendency so much evil as that of bots being destructive.
Therefore, against this I shall contend by taking four positions. And 1st.
* We entirely concur with R.S.T.U.V. as to the use of the knife in
such cases. No one who at all values his mare should breed from any
other than a horse of figure, character and blood. To our knowledge the
produce of mares from thoroughbred horses that bring hundreds, nay thou-
sands, are almost valueless, when from stallions of unknown pedigrees or
character. If there be more cost at first, even for a horse's services at $30
in preference to one at $10, the interest made, with ordinary care and suc-
cess, is more Vaim ten fold. Hundreds of examples are almost daily fur-
nished in support of this opinion
—
Ed.
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If bots were as destructive as it is said they are, we should not see a horse
raised to an age capable of doing work, for while they are yet colts, and
in the breeder's possession, they are particularly liable while running in the
field to the influence of the fly and its deposits, 2nd. The fact is as stated
by your correspondent, that bots live on the chyle only. 3rd. The remedies
made use of under the supposition of the disease being bots, are usually
of the most exciting quality, which are in many cases destructive to the
horse. 4th. All the internal remedies made use of on such occasions, are
given in drenches, whereby numbers of horses are innocently and unknow-
ingly killed.
My 1st position is a fact so self-evident that when taken into con-
sideration it requires no illustration. In support of my 2nd position I will
add, that it is not because they are attached to the stomach by their tenta-
cula that they of necessity live on the solids; for those hooks by which they
are attached have nothing to do with taking in nourishment, the only use
of those hooks .is to keep them supported in their natural situation until
they shall have arrived at maturity, and then to be thrown off with the
fffices; for had they not this hold their bulk would cause them to be passed
ofi" before they could be matured. Their letting go that hold is not volun-
tary; they are 1 may say of necessity compelled to remain in that state
their allotted time, in order that the design of nature should be perfected.
When this time arrives, which is partially in the month of May, but more
numerously in June, July and August, and again partially in September, they
are in those months past off to enter on their chrysalis stage preparatory to a
reproduction of the fly. 3rd. The disease to which the horse is most subject
are spasms and inflammation of the intestines, and as either of them at
times cause raging symptoms, such as laying down and rolling, rising up
and looking to his side, pawing the ground with his front feet, and kicking
his belly with his hind legs, in some cases he raises up his head and turns
up his upper lip; all these are taken for symptoms of bots: we notice some
persons who will turn out the inside of the upper lip, and because they can
see small lumps (which are glands,) they say he has as many bots, and in
this they are positive. On the presentation of the above symptoms the
common practice is to give medicines of the most exciting quality; and
should the disease be inflammation, what from such treatment can be ex-
pected but the horse's death? If it be spasm with no disposition to termi-
nate in inflammation, the result will be favorable. In a communication of
mine on thumps, in your August number, my treatment of inflamed bowels
and of spasms are stated; which, if followed will in general be found to give
satisfaction. 4th. Although giving of drenches is so common, it is never-
theless a fact that num.bers of horses are killed by the practice; and this
may happen by the hands of the most experienced person, with this differ-
ence, that the experienced man will know the instant when the evil is pro-
duced; but it is more than probable that the inexperienced person will not
know. To give a drench it is necessary to raise the horse's head at least
so high as that his mouth shall be more than on a level with his throat; which
position for the act of swallowing is unnatural, and being so there will be
more or less difficulty in swallowing, by which a portion of the drench may
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as it often does pass into the trachea, (wind-pipe,) and induces a disposition
to strangulation and coughinnr, and thus infl imniation of the lungs is often
produced and often terminates in death. To. the above cause in the difH-
culty of swallowing is often added that of striking and squeezing the
throat, whicii is much more likely to irritate and cause strangulation, than
it is to make tlie horse swallow: to prove the truth of this assertion, let a
person throw his head back; and wiiile in that position slightly strike iiis
throat, such an experiment will teach him the impropriety of doing or suf-
fering it to be done to the horse. Seeing, as I have, the evil there is in
drenching I have not for fifteen years or more given a drench: but all the
medicine which I administer internally I put up in balls or powders.
If a ball is to be given, I recommend those who are not in the practice
of giving them, to hold up the horse's head as when a drench is given, and
putting (he ball into his mouth, push it far back about his teeth with a stick;
holding up his head until he chews and swallows it. In giving a ball this
way there is no risk of strangling, as by chewing he at one time prepares
only a small portion for swallowing. The correctness of this practice will
be fully proved on trial.
I always have, as I conceive justly, rejected the ideaof bots killing horses,
and if I shall not weary you and your readers' patience by too long an
essay, I will now more fully illustrate the erroneousness of so common an
opinion by the following facts:
Every horse that dies at the Veterinary College in London, is there
opened before the pupils; while I was a student there, I never saw one
opened which died of the bots, although I saw in some great numbers of
them. And again, for many years on my first entering into practice, I
made it a point to open every horse that died under my notice; since that
time I have opened many, and all I have dissected and seen dissected
would amount to many hundreds, and I never yet saw one that was killed
by bots; but I have, when opening one horse, that was, while sick, said by
all who saw him, except myself, that his disease was bots, been pointed to
one of the natural openings of the stomach, as .a hole that was eaten by
them. I now forget whether it was the cardiac or pyloric orifice. This
fact I have related to show how imperfect men may be, and at the same
time believe themselves to be fully competent on opening a horse to dis-
cover his malady. Another similar case of imperfect knowledge I will
relate. A horse which was afflicted with inflammation of his bowels, I
was requested to attend, on my first visit the owner, as is customary, must
know what was his complaint, I told him it was inflammation of the bow-
els; to that he would not assent, but persisted in his opinion of its being
bots, the horse died and was opened by the owner, who had much confi-
dence in his own knowledge. The next time I saw him, he was in a rage
against me for what he thought was in me a lack of professional skill.
Baying, "I told you that his complaint was hot?;" and how do you know it,
was my reply; his answer was, "he died and I opened him, and saw that the
bots had eaten one part of the inside skin of the stomach:" I told him that
he saw one part of the stomach very white, and the other, a darker color,
10 V.6
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"yes," now, sir, you have displayed to me your ignorance, I replied, for the
stomach in its most healthy state presents that difference.
I have in some cases stood by to see how in opening a horse, the exami-
nation would be conducted, and in one case the persons held up the omen-
tum (which is the fine net-like membrane, covering the stomach) saying,
see what a riddle the bots have made of the maw, see how they have
eaten it. In this case I was strenuous to ascertain whether they believed
they were then showing the stomach, and after fixing their attention to it,
and their persisting that it was, I then to their disappointment pointed them
to that organ. In this case, on first opening the abdomen, food was laying
outside of the bowels; it having escaped through a small rupture of the
stomach. There were not in this horse more bots than about half a dozen.
The owner was present, and as we were returning, he told me, that if I
had not been there, he should ever have believed that his horse died of the
bots, but he was fully satisfied it was not so. The disease was inflamed
bowels with rupture of the stomach.
I will relate one more case to which I was called, but before I saw the
horse, a man told the owner, that if he would do what he would prescribe,
his ears should be the forfeit, if in fifteen minutes it did not cure the horse.
To hear a man thus speak, what owner would resist? for before my arrival,
the man, with one of the owner's men, were sent to get the potion; while
I was examining the horse, the owner related to me what had passed; on
my asking what the medicine was, he answered, whiskey and indigo. I
saw the disease was of such an inflammatory character, that the horse could
not recover, and reflecting on the man's positive assertion, prudence dictated
that I should say nothing, until the medicine was given; when this was done,
I told the owner that I had not given my opinion, but now I would, which
was, that his disease was inflammation of the bowels, and that the medi-
cine then given was in such a case poison. This being my opinion, and
for suffering the medicine to be given, the owner was disposed to blame
me, but on the positive assertion of the man, and knowing that I could not
have cured him, I persisted in the correctness of my conduct. He was
dead next morning. Numbers saw this horse in his sickness, and all ex-
cept myself said his disease was bots.
On opening the abdomen, food was found squandered on the outside of
the bowels, which caused the spectators (of whom there were about a
dozen) more fully to believe it was the bots. On my looking for the
stomach, and finding it in detached pieces, what was before with them be-
lief, was (low with them become fact, but on looking for bots and finding
none, after having cut open the intestines their whole lenglh, they were
fully convinced of their error. The intestines and parts of the stomach
were highly inflamed. To account for the stomach bursting into rags, I
believe theory is put at defiance, yet such was the fact. In this case there
was an unusual quantity of water in the belly, the cause of which was ex-
plained by the owner, but which cause he had no knowledge of while the
horse was sick. This person's rule was for each cart while at work to have
a bucket for watering the horses at any time of the day, the weather was
very warm, and when this horse stopped work for the day, the driver gave
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him three half bushel buckets of water, in as quick succession as he could
draw them from the pump, and as the horse could drink them. In about fif-
teen minutes after drinking, the horse was taken with pain, which produced
the most raging symptoms, such as pawing the ground, kicking his belly, look-
ing at his sides, laying down and rolling; these symptoms continued in the
greatest violence, until death put an end to his suffering. All the spectators
said, if I had not been at the opening of the horse, they would always have
believed that bots had killed him. In detailing facts like the above cases,
showing the absurdity of the vulgar opinion, I could fill more than two of
your periodical numbers.
I will here ask the question, how a person who is neither acquainted with
anatomy or pathology, can tell on opening one, or even four or five
horses, (which are as many as any such person will open in his lifetime,)
what part is right, or what is wrong? And again as regards the destruc-
tiveness of bots, are not the prejudices of the community strongly operated
on by the notions of former agets? and from this cause the mind being ope-
rated on wiiile the horse is sick, with the firm belief of his disease being
bots, that they on opening a horse must almost of necessity be deprived of
seeing or examining for any other disease than those insects; for almost as
sure as they open a horse, they ascribe his death to them.
Having been taught the anatomy and pathology of the horse, and for
thirty -five- years had an extensive practice, and having opened hundreds of
dead horses, would it not be sometliing most singular, that I should never
have met with one that was killed by bots, if horses were as often destroy-
ed by them, as common opinion represents.
It is my decided opinion that they never destroy life.
The following will, to many practitioners of human medicine, appear in-
credible. But it appears to me that there is very little analogy between
inflamed bowels of the human subject, and of the horse. In him inflam-
mation comes to a termination in much shorter time than in man. Several
cases have come within my notice where horses to all appearance were en-
joying the most perfect health, when in an hour, and even in some few
cases, in a quarter of an hour, was dead, with inflammation so diff'used, as
not a viscera, either thoracic or abdominal, had escaped the disease.
Such rapid termination of inflammation, I believe, is never found to be the
case in nrian.
Blaine, than whom there is no better veterinary authority, ascribes this
quick progress of inflammation, to the great portion of muscular coat
which there is to the arterial system of the horse,
I have often met with rupture of the stomach and of the colon, with-
out being able to find one hot in the horse.
With considerations for better treatment to the horse, than unnecessary
tortures, I remain, yours, John Haslaivi,
Veterinary Sxirgcon.
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THOUGHTS ON HUNTING.
The cheerful morn
Beams o'er the hills; go, mount tii' exulting steed,
Already do the deep-niouth'd beagles catch
The tainted mazes; and, on eager sport
Intent, with emulous impatience try
Each doubtful trace. Or, if a nobler prey
Delight you more, go chase the desperate deer.
And through its deepest solitudes awake
The vocal forest with the jovial horn."
Such, reader, is the philosophic exhortation of Armstrong in his fine
poem on the art of health—we wish there was room for the entire
chapter on the benefits of exercise; as it recommends other field sports
besides lumting
—
"But if the breathless chase o'er hill and dale
Exceed your strength, a sport, of less fatigue,
Not less delightful, the prolific stream
Affords.
"But if through genuine tenderness of heart
Or secret want of relish for tlie game
You shun the glories of the chase, nor care
To haunt (lie peopled stream; the garden yields
A soft amusement, an humane delight."
Tlie whole chapter would be appropriate, and is fidl of the sound-
est maxims for those, who since life must be endured to its end, come
that when it may, would wisely endeavor to augment the capacity
for, and the means of its enjoyments.
The season for hunting has recurred, and a correspondent has re-
minded us that attention is due to the lovers of the chase as well as
to those of the turf.
Anxious to discharge our duty to a class of patrons in whose pre-
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ference for the chase over all other amusements, we most cordially
imite, we do not know how we can better meet their wishes than by
extracts from Beckford and Johnson—the best works on hunting.
We shall select such as may appear most applicable to the circum-
stances of our country, and best calculated to convey instruction or
amusement. The substance of the extracts will be indicated by a
brief heading.
Qualities necessary for a Huntsman—Hunting Practised
AND Recommended by the Ancients—Recommended by the
Spectator—Characterized by Cervantes—Kennels.
"It may be objected, that the hunting of a pack of hounds depends
on the huntsman; and that the huntsman, generally speaking, is an il-
literate fellow, who seldom can either read or write—this cannot Avell
be denied. I must therefore observe, that it is impossible the business
of a kennel should go on as it ought, unless the master himself knows
something of it; for there must be an understanding somewhere; nor
can any gentleman enjoy this noble diversion in perfection without it.
"It is the opinion of a great sportsman, that it is as difficult to find
a perfect huntsman as a good prime minister. Without taking upon me
to determine what requisites may be necessary to form a good prime
minister, I will describe some of those which are essentially necessa-
ry towards making a perfect huntsman; qualities which, I will venture
to say, would not disgrace more brilliant situations:—such as a clear
head, nice observation, quick apprehension, undaunted courage,
strength of constitution, activity of body, a good ear, and a good
voice."
"I find it will not be necessary to say much to recommend a diver-
sion to you, which you so professedly admire; it would be needless
therefore to enumerate the heroes of antiquity who were taught the
art of hunting, or the many great men, among whom was the famous
Galen, who join in recommending it. I shall, however, remind you
that your beloved hero, Henry the Fourth of France, made it his
chief amusement, and his very love letters, strange as it may appear,
are full of little else; and that one of the greatest ministers this coun-
try ever produced was so fond of this diversion, that the first letter
he opened, as I have been told, was generally that of his huntsman.
In most countries, from the earliest times, hunting has been a princi-
pal occupation of the people, either for use or amusement, and many
princes have made it their chief delight—a circumstance which occa-
sioned the following hon mot. Louis the Fifteenth was so passionate-
ly fond of this diversion, that it occupied him entirely; the King of
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Prussia, who never hunts, gives up a great deal of his time to music,
and plays himself on the flute: a German, last war, meeting a French-
man, asked him very impertinently, ^'si son maitre chassoit toujoursP^
"Oi</, 0M<," replied the other—"iZ ne joue jamais de la jluteP The
reply was excellent, but it would have been as well, perhaps, for man-
kind, if that great man had never been otherwise employed. Hunting
is the soul of a country life: it gives health to the body, and content
to the mind; and is one of the few pleasures we can enjoy in society,
without prejudice either to ourselves or friends."
"The Spectator has drawn Avith infinite humor the character of a
man who passes his whole life in pursuit of trifles; and I have no
doubt other Will Wimbles might still be found. I hope, however, he
did not think they were confined to the country only. Triflers there
are of every denomination—Are we not all triflers? and are Ave not
told that all is vanity? The Spectator without doubt felt great com-
passion for Mr. Winible; yet Mr. Wimble might not have been a
proper object of it; since it is more than probable he was a happy
man, if the employing of his time and obliging others and pleasing
himself can be thought to have made him so. Whether vanity mis-
leads us or not in the choice of our pursuits, the pleasures or advan-
tages which result from them will best determine. I fear the occupa-
tion of few gentlemen will allow of nice scrutiny; occupations there-
fore that amuse, and are at the same time innocent, that promote exer-
cise and conduce to health, though they may appear trifles in the
eyes of others, certainly are not so to those who enjoy them: of this
number I think I may reckon hunting; and I am particularly glad the
same author furnishes a quotation in support of it: 'For my own
part,' says this elegant writer, 'I intend to hunt twice a week during
my stay with Sir Roger; and shall prescribe the moderate use of this
exercise to all my country friends, as the best physic for mending a
bad constitution, and preserving a good one.' "
"The inimitable Cervantes also makes honorable mention of this
diversion: he makes Sancho say—'mercy on me, Avhat pleasure can
you find, any of ye all, in killing a poor beast that never meant ye
any harm?' that the Duke may reply,—'You are mistaken Sancho;
hunting wild beasts is the most proper exercise for knights and
princes; for in the chase of a stout noble beast may be represented
the whole art of war, stratagems, policy and ambuscades, with all
other devices usually practised to overcome an enemy with safety.
Here we are exposed to the extremities of heat and cold; ease and
laziness can have no room in this diversion: by this we are invired to
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toil and hardship; our limbs are strengthened, our joints made sup-
ple, and our whole body hale and active: in short, it is an exercise
that may be beneficial to many, and can be prejudicial to none."
Small indeed is the number of those, who in the course of five thou-
sand years, have employed themselves in the advancement of useful
knowledge. Mankind has been blessed with but one Titus, that we
know of; and it is to be feared he has had but few imitators. Days
and years fly away, without any account taken of them; and how
many may reasonably be supposed to pass without affording even
amusement to others, or satisfaction to ourselves? Much more, I
think, may be said in favor of the Wimbles; but it must be confessed,
that the man Avho spends his whole time in trifles, passes it contemp-
tibly, compared with those who are employed in researches after
knowledge useful to mankind, or in professions useful to the state."
The next chapter in Beckford's Thoughts on Hunting is on the
structure of kennels, which we omit as altogether unsuited to the
means of American farmers and sportsmen. Some of the kennels
in England cost as much to build them as would be sufficient to pur-
chase the best farm in Virginia, and their huntsmen get salaries, such
as if advertised as vacant, a nation of office hunters would cause can-
didates to spring from the earth like mushrooms after an autumnal rain.
In respect to kennels—any gentleman may make his own servants
build one in half a day that would sufficiently well accommodate six or
seven couple—which is as many as any one will be disposed to keep;
nor is there any occasion to keep more, since, when desired, small
packs in the same neighborhood may be quickly united by a single
blast of the horn—and this system is strongly recommended for the
sociability and good neighborhood it bespeaks, as well as for its con-
venience. A simple kennel that will admit air, and at the same time
keep your dogs warm, dry and clean, is sufficient.
The following general observations from Beckford are worthy of
insertion, as applicable under all circumstances.
"Cleanliness is not only absolutely necessary to the nose of the
hound, but also to the preservation of his health. Dogs are naturally
cleanly animals: they seldom, when they can help it, dung where
they lie: air and fresh straw are necessary to keep them healthy.
They are subject to the mange; a disorder to which poverty and nas-
tiness will very much contribute. This, though easily stopped at its
first appearance, if suffered to continue long, greatly lessens the pow-
ers of the animal; and the remedies which must then be used, being
in themselves violent, often injure his constitution: it had better be
prevented. Let the kennel therefore be your particular care."
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It will be convenient and useful to have a small yard attached to
the kennel, and it would be well to have a convenient place in which
dogs which may be invalid, with infectious or other disorders—and
hot bitches may be kept confined. It will be observed that we shall
recommend nothing that need involve the expense of employing a
mechanic, or using materials that are not to be found on eveiy
farm or plantation. Trees are useful every where—as one advised by
the gallant Commodore Porter, in some humorous and excellent pa-
pers in the American Farmer, a man should visit a good tree three
times before he decides to cut it down, and then go away without do-
ing it. A good shady tree in the kennel yard may be as useful as in
that of the stable, and there should be two or three posts planted in it.
If the reader cannot guess the use of them, Beckford says, "there is
scarcely an inn window on the road that will not let you into the
secret
—
"So dogs will p— where dogs have p—'d before."
If they are at first backward in coming to them, bind some straw
round the bottom and rub it with galbanum.
IMPORTANT ARRIVALS.
In his beautifid poem on the pleasures of the chase, Somervile,
with patriotic enthusiasm, thus exclaims in regard to the superiority
of English horses and hounds!
"Hail, happy Britain! highly favor'd isle,
And Heav'n's peculiar care! to thee 'tis given
To train the sprightly steed, more fleet thaa those
Begot by winds, or the celestial breed
That bore the great Pelides through the press
Of heroes arni'd, and broke their crowded ranks,
Which, proudly neighing, with the sun begins
Cheerful his course, and, ere his beams decline,
Has measur'd half thy surface unfatigu'd.
In thee alone, fair land of liberty!
Is bred the perfect hound, in scent and speed
As yet unrivall'd; whUe, in other climes.
Their virtue fails, a weak degenerate race.
In vain malignant steams and winter fogs
Load the dull air, and hover round our coasts.
The huntsman, ever gay, robust and bold,
Defies the noxious vapor, and confides
In this delightful exercise to raise
His drooping head, and cheer his heart with joy."
If mother England was the school in which our ancestors learned
to understand and appreciate the true principles of liberty, it was from
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her also tliat we derived our fleet and long-winded horses and hounds;
and truly do they deserve to be esteemed three of the cardinal bles-
sings vouchsafed by Providence to man. The power to make and
unmake our own laws, with a good pack of hounds and a good hun-
ter whereon to ride up to their tails—what more can mortal man in
reason covet.? and then
—
•'When evening sheds the pleasing gloom
To calmer scenes restor'd,
We greet with songs the genial room.
And hail the festive board-
By wine, and wine's free joys engross'd,
The happy minutes roll;
Here love and wit inspire the toast,
And friendship guards the bowl."
If in the race of political melioration, we have, on some tacks, shot
ahead of our English preceptors; on others we have overrun the
scent and may have to "try back." In respect of horses, some
think, if they can carry higher weights in a short run, we can beat
them in repeating long distances—be that as it may, in the chase we
are supposed to be at an immeasurable distance behind them—nor can
we ever expect, even were it desirable, to rival them in the splendor of
their hunting appointments!
There are, however, now, within our knowledge, English bred
hounds enough to afford a fair comparative test of their qualities in
the chase, and stock enough to cross upon our best dogs.
Two years since, Mr. Adair had an Irish slut, warded to one of
their best dogs, imported to Baltimore—she whelped on the way,
but had not a male pup in the litter. Two females were presented to
the Editor of the Sporting Magazine, and by him to Mr. Woolf, of
Baltimore—as active and true hearted a sportsman as ever rode to
hounds or took a brush. These bitches, dark blue-grey and Avhite,
are uncommonly good, and their stock by Mr. Parker's Ruler, to be
entered next season, must be first rate. This summer, however,
fortunately for us, Messrs. Adams and Buchanan, of the British Le-
gation, members of the Washington hunt, have received from their
friends in England, two dogs and two bitches, black and white; for
their kennel in Washington—and more recently Capt. Stockton of the
navy, being in England, on affairs of magnitude, as connected with
the progress of great public works, did not forget to bring home two
couple from the crack kennels of England, one for himself, and with
gratitude be it recorded, one couple for the Turf Register. In a
subsequent number, if not in this, we shall register names and pedi-
grees.
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A WOLF CHASE IN WEST FLORIDA.
Ma. Editor: Greenville, S. C. Sept. 1834.
A few months since business called me to a beautiful section of
West Florida; interesting alike for the variety and richness of nature's
garniture, as for the manly and vigorous sports of the chase, Avhich
call into requisition the dexterity and prowess of the citizen. They
stand to each other as cause and effect, for the juxtaposition of fertile
and barren lands enables man, on the one hand, and abundant game
and ravenous wild beasts on the other, to "live, move and have their
being" in the same neighborhood. Thousands of acres there are un-
cleared and will continue subject to the same destiny. This geologi-
cal condition results from causes which have been visibly at work;
for, at no distant period anterior to the present, that entire southern
section was covered by the ocean; which having retired to its present
channel, has left the lands on the rivers an alluvial deposit, and the
formation immediately connecting them with the pine barrens, of a
consistence partaking of both. These bottom and hammock lands
generally reach in width, only a few miles from the water courses,
where commence the solemn, monotonous and "everlasting" pine
woods, Avhich fill up nature's map in that country. The hammock is
the hunter's ground; its timber is oak, hickory and magnolia, with a
great quantity ofundergrowth and evergreen; and being intersected with
many roads leading from habitation to habitation, as well as to the
plantations, great facility is thereby afforded to the sportsman to pur-
sue the chase. The plantations, too, with swamps, in, around and
about them—with a number of cattle for carniverous wild animals to
prey upon, naturally create a full and ample collection of said objects
of the hunter's ambition. In that country, thus briefly and imper-
fectly sketched, where I have occasionally met your Turf Register,
in no obscure corner of the dwellings of the planters, I have been,
and may hereafter be, a guest; with a view therefore of enabling you
to chronicle, if you think proper, an unworthy specimen of the chase
as enjoyed in West Florida, I herewith send you an outline of a wolf
chase, which, in part, I had the pleasure of witnessing in Jackson
county.
In the latter part of last October, when a frost or two had gently
scattered its fairy net work through the upper parts of the territory, and
the foliage of the forest began to mellow, like the changeable silk, into
its rainbow hues, somehow or other a desire to hunt became instantly
a strong feelLiig Avith several of us, as if there was some necessary con-
nexion between these first chilling winds of autumn and that state of the
mind. Perhaps, tired of the lassitude of summer's heat, we antici-
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pate the cold spell of the fall with tlie anxiety of hope deferred. Be
this as it may, several gentlemen, for the first time in the season,
turned out to a celehrated hammock near MandePs field, on a deer
drive. After liaving gone through the sports of the day, and rioting
largely in having triumphed over an "antlered monarch" of the forest
and two small bucks, we came to our common road, and halted to rest.
It was then and there that the wolf chase was projected:—to wit:
An individual rode up quite unexpectedly to us, and gave information
that a very large wolf was entrapped in a pen some several miles off,
at a place known by the name of the Mulberry:—We all agreed to
meet there by eight next morning. The place was about five miles
from the hammock, in the piny woods, where these solitary animals
retire, as if to avoid the haunts of men by day and to lie in the tran-
quility of a southern sun. Several of the company lived as many as
ten miles apart: and some Avere enabled to go direct to the place of
appointment by road; but as for my part and those with whom I was
that morning, no such good fortune was experienced, but we Avere
forced to traverse the pine barrens a full seven miles without even a
trail to point our Avay. Our course, however, was enlivened by the
occasional flight of deer starting before us from their sunny couch, as
well as now and then by the appearance of reynard calling to mind
his many fabled and historical traits. The dogs were under command,
and heeded only with temporary anxiety, their natural objects of pur-
suit. We hurried on impatiently, but could see no mulberry nor ex-
pected company, and, of course, began to think our trip a failure. A con-
sultation Avas thereon called, whether to proceed, form a circular route,
or return. But our deliberation had scarcely commenced than it Avas
interrupted by a full cry from our pack. They had Avandered off about
an hundred paces, and Avhen Ave turned to survey the ground the
question arose Avhat had they started? a deer? a Avolf? or the devil?
A moment—and Ave discovered before them a large gray fox, exerting
all his physical poAvers to escape, for his cunning could not avail him
in an open country. Scarce had they got under Avay than several
hounds came full tilt by us to join the cry: they Avere recognized as
belonging to the company Ave Avere to meet: so turning to the point
from Avhence they came, Ave were gratified to see that our entire as-
sembly had convened.
Having thus met at the Mulberry, the question Avas to get the dogs
back; to this purpose, conjecturing from the cry that the fox Avas
bending his course around a rising ground, by which it would come
to pass that he would soon approach near us, one of our assembly
Avas despatched, who successfully intercepted the pack and brought
them to us—not tired—but only animated by the exercise.
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Thus, contrary to what might be expected from experience, and
almost against hope, the two packs, then consolidated into one, were
reclaimed from a hot pursuit in the height of their eagerness, and in
the full development of their canine prowess when contending for
mastery, and were brought to the pen where a large and full grown
wolf was destined to aAvait what we relatively denominate—sport.
The pro. tem. popular individual on that occasion was no green
horn at the business. He was tall, lean, lank and sunburnt; and for all
the world looked looljish. Whence his resemblance to that animal I
know not; perhaps it may be upon some principle of sympathy and
imitation; as it is asserted that the Caucasian family will assimilate to
the Indian race in a frontier country, if long accustomed to live among
them. He surveyed the victim with evident self-complacency: he
would kneel down by the pen and direct his jibes at the animal that
wanted "discourse of reason," and occasionally would be more pointed
in his thrusts, at least less metaphysical, if we may be permitted to
judge from the manifestation of her feeling on those occasions. He
seemed to exult in her destruction, not, however, without some serious
apprehension of her escape; as on the one hand he beheld the listen-
ing pack, backed by one of old Sir Archy's grandsons and others of
fine mettle, and on the other the unforeseen contingencies of the chase.
He finally ventured the revolting proposition of mangling her ham-
string, insisting that one less in size had triumphantly beaten his pack
after several hours hard running. But no—it was urged to be un-
sportsmanlike, and that fourteen hounds, fresh and ambitious, with
Waxy and Henry to lead them—two that never had any part in losing
a wolf—would cope successfully with her.
All thereon mounted, when an upstart, always conspicuous in small
matters, blew the horn, I may say, unnecessarily, which brought the
pack so densely around the pen, as threatened to preclude the wolf an
opportunity of an exit from her place of confinement;—the fall-door A
was raised—she made a spring and gained about thirty paces before ^
the pack, one and all, could get a start; they then set off" as do so
many horses at the tap of the drum;—the cry was universal;—and
what though there was no hill or valley sufficient to re-echo and pro-
long the roar of their continued artillery's thunder, yet it was kept
up as if every pine had a tongue. A road led by the Mulberry—the
wolf to our surprise and joy took it. We then reined our horses
tightly up; it was enough; they knew their business. Wolf, hounds
and horsemen stretched forward in the road for a hundred yards in
length. The pursued animal, as if conscious of her strength and in
the pride of endurance, coursed her route into the endless piny woods
in the road she commenced in. Thus the chase was enlivened and
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high excitement unchecked for the space of a few miles, as we were
ranged in single fde—the wolf our leader, but our line lengthened
Not the antelope that rushes down the mountain in wild fleetness
before his pursuers could seem to career with greater safety to him-
self, tlian did this large, thin, bony animal of our chase bend and
gain ground on the pack and those who were encouragingly pursuing
with the whip and spur and "wild halloo."
We on horse had already passed a few of the veterans of the pack;
but its bone and sinew were before us:—a gentle ascent then spread
itself before us, until an eminence, like the visible horizon, bounded
our vision; there we bore heavy on the reins, more completely to
compass with our sight the hard struggle that was going on, as well
as to reserve the strength of our horses for a more advantageous
ground. By that manoeuvre, when we had gained the height, for the
first time the wolf had left the road and coursed her way through the
forest down a gentle descent; the pack, of course, for their conveni-
ence were then beautifully scattered and as it were struggling to sus-
tain those in the advance:—we dashed ou, but not with the same suc-
cess—apparently. The pleasure of the sight began to diminish as it
began to alternate between perfect visibility and its now and then
obscurity. Not so the richness of the music:—what though, now
fainter and fainter it died away as they would penetrate a valley,
—
yet louder and louder it would rise upon the gale, like distant thun-
der gradually muttering, soon destined to fill heaven's concavity. We
faltered not, but held the even-tenor of our course right onward; for
never more did we put Davy-Crocketism to practice than when we
"went ahead" with a full sweep and in a direct line with the cry.
Having been now for some time upon the judicious strain of every
nerve, and unwilling to admit that either the speed or bottom of the
horse, were inferior to the same qualities in the more ignoble animals,
our hope was high—our pleasure higher—yet fear occasionally flitted
across our brain. It was soon manifest that a turn was given to the
chase, forming nearly a right angle; being some distance in the rear,
we became instantly practical geometricians; but no, the hypothe-
nuse was not formed; had the hounds come to a fault.' They were
only about three furlongs ahead of us, and yet suddenly the cry of a
heavy pack died away, save the notes of a more timorous and less
powerful portion of its body. Having discontinued the formation of
the figure, we were soon brought to the end of that day's chase,
which terminated in victory over the fierce and untameable animal.
She was at bay by the dogs—safely entrenched behind the large roots
of a pine which had fallen before the power of the wind. On exam-
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ining the hounds, as some would limp here, and others bark there, at
the very threshhold of the little, yet safe fortification, it was clear that
a desperate contest had ensued; in Avhich the favorite and full blood-
ed Waxey was bathed in blood, as to his head and neck. Being fore-
most in the chase, and boldly running afoul of the wolf, he met with
that unwelcome reception, which accounted for his appearance.
Others were badly cut and injured, which evinced that the wolf Avas
that sort of anatomist, which we meet Avilh among medical students
when they first learn to rob the tombs of their tenants.
Here I might conclude: but as the wolf's race is nearly run, let us
follow her through her last scene, to see if her escutheon is honored
by a noble and untarnished death.
Having rested the dogs, we concluded to dislodge the wolf, with
a view to another chase, or, at least, a fight. She was started, but her
buoyancy had departed, the elasticity of her nerve was gone, and
nothing seemed to remain of her earlier glory, of her wild, savage and
formidable character, than the power of her neck and shoidders, and
jaws, which, though unlike Archimedes' lever, in raising a world,
could nevertheless, toss, and shake, and wield a dog "with the glee of
a child, and the pride of a woman who knows her charms." She
ran—but it was the visible performance of a task Avith the conscious-
ness of subjection to human dominion.
But to be brief. She was soon brought to a bay—the dogs would
not take hold—the warm blood was still trickling down their necks,
and their fresh Avounds unclosed. It Avas an odd sight to look upon;
fourteen large and mettled hounds kept at their distance by the Avolf's
grinning and snarling and snapping: and yet they closely surrounded
her, keeping up a loud and continued barking, as if victory consisted
in the length, breadth, and thickness of their noise and parade. At
that moment a gun Avas fired in the air—as quick as the flash and ex-
plosion and almost Avith its force, each hound seized her with tlie ea-
gerness of enthusiasm, and Avith the absence of fear. Long and des-
perate Avas the encounter. At one moment they would seem to bury
their common enemy in the earth, and to cover her Avith the turf and
dust thrown up in tlie scramble—but again, and they Avould raise her,
as from the dead, like fell hyenas, and shake her betAveen heaven and
earth, Avith the culprit's doom, not suffering her to touch either. But
her destructive jaws Avere at Avork. One by one, Avould she make
cry out and ('art from the contest, Avith the cry indicative of that ex-
cruciating pain which causes animal nature, at the first instant, instinc-
tively to start. Some Avould return, but with timorous and abated
vigor. Will you believe it.'' She completely flogged the pack of
fourteen—and if it is a paradox, she Avas conquered: as it has fre-
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quently occurred, that tlie victorious army, after having gained the
day, have sustained the greatest and most irreparable injury. She
was shot and carried home as a trophy of the chase. W. L.
N. B. The fox will not run in West Florida, so as to afford a chase;
they are altogether gray, and may be started in the piny woods at any
time of the day by traversing a mile or so on horseback; they run
very slow and soon enter a burrow. Deer, turkeys, and the par-
tridge, however, make ample amends for this singular phenomenon in
the most celebrated of all animals of sport.
[How remarkable is the difference in the habit of this animal, in different
parts of the country. With us, the gray fox never goes to earth—he will
sometimes take a tree, a pine tree with the limbs growing thickly on it, if
hard pressed, but he never goes in the ground. The red fox often does to
the "spoiling of sport."]
OSAGE INDIANS—BUFFALO HUNTING.
Mr. Edttor: Fort Gibson, August 10, 1834.
In the month of June last, I met on the Blue Water river, a hunting
party of Osages; and had an opportunity of seeing them chase the
buffalo.
The Osages, (or Wahsashays, as they term themselves,) are a very
large, well formed race of men; who in summer wear nothing but a
breech cloth. Though exposed to all the fervour of a southern sun,
they are not only without any covering for the head, but actually de-
prive it of that covering which nature has provided: for the head is
closely shaved to the crown, where two perpendicular ridges or strips
of hair about an inch high meet in front, to diverge in running back
with this form c::;;^ (looking in profile like the roached mane of a
poney,) terminating in a long tuft, which is plaited into two or three
locks, which fall upon the neck. In furtherance of this unreasonable
and injurious fashion, the eyebrows are plucked out, so that the eyes
have no shade or protection whatever, and the consequence is, that
many are blind, and a greater number afflicted with opthalmia.
We were first apprized of their proximity, by the arrival of a sin-
gle hunter, and while he was with us, four or five bufialo became visi-
ble, as they approached quietly grazing apparently unconscious of our
presence. This tall, athletic, naked savage, instantly ran towards them,
gun in hand, and his appearance through the mist as he dashed through
the long grass, with long strides, his locks streaming back from his
head, was novel and striking in the highest degree, lie fired without
effect, and immediately mounted his horse to pursue the startled beast.
The buffalo, though large and unwieldy in appearance, and gallop-
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ing over the ground with a very awkward, hobbling gait, yet con-
trive wlien thoroughly alarmed to get along rapidly, and if they have
much the start, require one to ride with the whirlwind to overtake
them. The prairies in which I saw them were rolling and rocky;
intersected by ravines and creeks, with woods projecting in strips, and
with wallows, (of the buffalo,) twelve or fifteen feet in width; which
your horse must take in his stride and leap over, or—into: so
that the hunter passes over every variety of ground, tests the good-
ness of his horse and ascertains whether he is really a good rider.
On horseback the most effective weapon is the pistol; and if your
horse be fleet and bold, and will approach them, (for they terrify many
horses,) ride up within ten or twelve yards, aim just behind the shoul-
der, fire; your horse starts, and—you kiss your mother earth: but
n'importe, your steed is soon caught, for the inviting herbage around
him prevents his running far, and you renew the chase with increased
energy and kill one or more. This result, (the fall aforesaid,) occur-
red to the Osage, who had just exchanged horses with my Cherok«^p
guide, and had obtained a nag that would not stand fire, and sent him
sailing twenty feet in the air to test the strength of his cranium, upon
which he fell.
Oh! ye foxhunters, could you but enjoy the excitement of a buffalo
chase, little would you esteem your present pursuits, your occupations
would cease and tlie hunting horn would no longer summon you to
the pursuit of reynard.
This chase is attended with danger, for in addition to that incurred
by riding at full speed over the formidable country I have described,
the buffalo when wounded frequently turn upon their pursuer, who
must then owe his escape to the fleetness and surefootedness of his horse.
This last season an Osage of Whitehair's band, lost his life in conse-
quence of his horse falling when pursued: the enraged brute gored and
trampled upon him, until he was rescued by his companions; but their
aid arrived too late, his deathwound had been inflicted. Their tenacity
of life is astonishing and almost equals that of the grisly bear; I knew
one to run with four musket balls and two buck shot, which had
passed through him and lodged in the skin of the opposite side. His
hind-leg had been broken below the hock by a fifth ball; and although
his hind-quarters were seen to sink every jump, he yet maintained his
gallop until a sixth ball brought him down, and it required a seventh
to extinguish life. The skin and flesh were worn away from the
broken bone for two inches, by its contact with the ground.
From the forehead to the shoulder the buffalo is covered with a
thick, curling, black coat; the hair of the body is short, strait and
yellowish Mack; the horns short and black; and the tail shorter than
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ihat of the domestic bull. His forehead is so well defended by iho
thick matting of hair or wool that a musket or rifle ball will not indict
a wound there at eight or ten paces. When wounded ho turns to
look at his enemy, and his ferocious aspect inspires awe in the young
liuntcr. 33.
FINISHING LESSONS IN SHOOTING.
I shall now add a few little hints, that may possibly be of service
to many of my readers Avho have had some practice in shooting, but
wlio, I trust, will not be offended at my offering a few jinisldng le.s-
sons, under an idea that something, in general, may be learnt even
from the most inferior person; and because that, after I had shot for
more than twenty years, not a season, no, not even a month or a week
elapsed without my discovering that I had been previously ignorant
of some trifle or other. If, therefore, a person feels himself above
hearing an opinion in this, as well as in every other art, he decidedly
gives the greatest and most positive proof of his own deficiency and
narrowness of conception. Safely, however, may it be said, that in
field sports, as well as in other pursuits, there are thousands who
fancy that no one can show them any thing, when they have literally
not learnt above a twentieth part of their art; and such people are
always best left alone; as like blighted fruit, they have a bastard color
of maturity, that must for ever debar their coming to perfection.
With apologies for this digression, let me now endeavor to recollect
what hints I can, that are not universally known.
In killing snap-shots fix your eyes, and immediately pitch your
gun and fire, as it were, along, or rather over, the lacks of the birds.
Recollect they are generally rising, and not flying forward, ivJmi you
take them very quickly, and that as the birds required to be so taken
are usually at a distance, an elevation, at all events, can do no harm.
If you cannot acquire the knack of doing this, your snap-shot birds,
being struck in the breast, will go off, and tower before they drop.
If you have a double gun, always contrive as much as possible to
get cross shots, (which you will most likely do by walking across,
or heading your dog, instead of going like a bungler, directly from
him to the game,) or otherwise your second barrel birds, by flying
straight away up wind, down wind, or, in short, in the smoke, may
sometimes defy the best shot in Europe. Recollect further, that as
birds fly across you, they not only become clear of the smoke, but
give you more time, and present to your charge a more vital part.
Be assured there is a great deal of generalship (if I may use the ex-
pression,) as well as marksmanship in showing off a brilliant day's
12 v.6
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shootlnff. But, when a man, over his bottle, talks to his company of
killing to a certainty double shots in whatever situation you choose
to spring the game, within forty yards, "hear him," as Lord Chester-
lield says, "witli patience,- and at least seeming attention;" although
you might feel disposed to confer on him the order of the long bow,
or put him on your list for a knight's companion of the golden
hatchet. Recollect, however, it is but liberal to allow those persons
who have most frequently the mortification to do but little, the com-
fort of astonishing the credulous by talking a great deal.
In tiring at random distances, where birds are crossing you at the
distance of sixty or seventy yards, the average of good shots gene-
rally present not more than half a foot before them. But it should be
recollected, that after the shot has been driven through the air to the
point blank distance, it travels so much slower^ that the allowance
must be greatly increased; and that although a few inches may be
sufficient to fire before a fair cross shot, yet at sixty or seventy yards
I should fire at least two or three feet before the bird, if it went with
any velocity. Let any one of my young readers, who shoots fairly,
try this against one that adopts the ordinary system, and see who will
make the greatest number of long shots. While attending to this,
however, he must take care not to present too low, but pitch his
gun well up, or if any thing, full high for the mark.
In shooting by guess at rabbits, or any thing in covert, fire at least
a foot or two before the object, because, on loosing sight of it, your
liand will imperceptihly obey the eye in coming to a sort of check, by
which you will invariably shoot a long way behind it.
In walking up to your dogs, in turnips or high stubble, when birds
are wild, lift your legs high; and by thus making less noise, you will
get twice as near to your game.
If your object is to get a great deal of game on the same beat, pro-
tided you have it to yourself do not go out above three days in a
week. By so doing you will kill at least twice as much as by fol-
lowing the birds without intermission. Many people, who wish to
secure all the partridges they can during the month of September,
make a point of shooting every day, and are quite disconcerted if
they lose even half a day's sport. All this is natural enough in keen
young sportsmen, and very well, provided they have fresh dogs and
fresh ground to heat, but under other circumstances they would stand
no chance with a man who went out three times a week; because his
birds, having intervening days to be left quiet, would lie so much bet-
ter, that he, towards the end of the month, would continue to fill his
bag, while another would have so driven and harassed his coveys,
that he would scarcely be able to get a fair single, much less a double
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shot. (1 name this, and indeed all I have asserted, not as a mere
opinion, but as the result of decided proofs, that I have witnessed no
small number of times.)
In boisterous weather, contrive, as much as you can, to sport on
the windward part of your beat, or you will drive the birds away from
your own property to where they may fall a prey to other shooters,
or be driven into the heart of another manor by some knowing game-
keeper. Many old sportsmen will not beat their ground at all in windy
weather. This I hold to be bad, for birds run a great deal when it
blows hard; and by such means, often run out of bounds. When
birds are young and tame, a windy day is generally the ruin of good
sport; but when they are strong and wild, the most boisterous weather
is frequently the best for one who shoots quick and well, as the birds
cannot hear so far and will often lie the closer, for the sake of shelter.
For one who happens to be deprived of his only dog at the critical
time of the shooting, or when there is no scent, on a dry sultry day,
there is many a worse plan for killing birds than to get two boys to
drag the ground with a rope, from ten to twenty yards long, kept
down with a weight or stone at each end. This plan first struck me
from the immense number of birds that have been sprung by the land
measurers after harvest, at a time when the best of sportsmen have
left behind them a great deal of game. If there is one shooter, he
should keep in the middle, a little behind the rope, and the boys
should be well drilled to drop like dogs when the game rises. But if
two shooters, then one may be on each flank, and the rope may have
a longer sweep.
For a person who has regular business to attend, and therefore can
only go out for a few hours in the day, I should, in September, always
recommend him to dine at one o'clock, and shoot in the afternoon
(the grand time for filling the bag.) His nerves are then sure to be in
a pretty good state for shooting, and his head perhaps would then be
less disposed for application. When he returns, let him take with his
refreshment tea or coffee, instead of other beverage, after which he
will feel himself cool, clear-headed, and again fit for business, instead
of being disposed to throw himself into an arm-chair and snore away
the evening in concert with his dog. Do not let him think that by
thus advising I wish to deprive him of his nightcap, or he may at
once condemn me and my book forever! No! if he likes grog or
other liquor, he may finish the evening with a bucketfull, only let
business be first done, and put out of the way.
If a person is extremely nervous from hearing the report of his gun,
or from the noise of the rising game, let him prime his ears with
cotton, and his inside with tincture of bark and sal volatile.
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If you have a piece of turnips very near a small covert, into which
you wish birds to be driven for good shooting, at a time when the
birds have become Avild, be careful what you are about in windy
Aveather; because birds, when sliot at, will of course fly much farther
than if quietly sprung, and particularly if borne away by the wind.
It will often happen, therefore, that by your refusing two or three
shots on such an occasion, you will get twenty or thirty shots after
the birds (which from running among the turnips frequently become
dispersed,) are dropped all over the covert; whereas if this covert is
not very large, they might probably have flown beyond it had you
discharged a gun. Many eager sportsmen, however, would be loth
to trust to such a lottery, and argue, that "a bird in hand is worth
two in the bush;" but such I have proved to be the case; and this,
as well as every other part that relates to shooting, lias been pencilled
down in the field, with a query as to its future confirmation; and if it
has stood repeated tests, entered in MS. for this work.
In calm weather, after September, never go bellowing out
"P-o-n-t-o," "T-o-h-o," &.C. (like a boy hooting at birds on
corn.) Your keeper will do this, at another time, if the dog requires
it, and be pleased with his own noise. But rather take your chance
of the second dog's seeing the point in time; or you may probably
do much more harm than the very dog that you are rating. If, how-
ever, the dog is going down wind, the case alters; but even then I
should rather try the expedient of a menacing attitude, seconded by a
clod of dirt or a turnip, to using my voice on such an occasion. (Of
course I mean if I tvan'ed iirds, odierwise a good sportsman ought
always to lose a shot rather than neglect his dogs.)
If you really want game when the scent is bad, and see precisely
where a covey has dropped, let your dogs be taken up, and go first
without them; and if the birds get up singly, never think of picking
them up, but make the best of your time in loading and firing. Should
you, however, want your dogs, have them one at a time, by making a
signal or whistling to your man who holds them; but do not speak,
lest, by so doing, you might spring the covey. , 'Wn
If you have a small beat, rather give leave to one of the best shots
in England, who is content to shoot twice a week, than to an idle
bungler, who is lounging out with a gun every day; because the one,
although he kills game himself, does not prevent you from doing the
same, while the other, by harassing the birds day after day, without
intermission, will make them wild, and very probably drive them into
another country.
The foregoing arc a few hints that I had liidierto kept to myself;
but as now (tli-anks neither to age nor imprudence, but to accidental
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circuinslances,) I have no longer eyes or nerves for pretensions to
the name of a shot, the greatest ])leasure that can possibly remain for
me is to resign the little I have learnt for the benefit of young sports-
men. The rising generation of shooters niiglit otherwise be left, as I
was for many years, to find out all these little matters, which not one
man in a thousand, (admitting that he knows them,) likes to impart to
another; and yet which are so necessary to be known, before even
the best shots among them would be able to cope with a crafty otd
sportsman.
—
Instructions to Young Sportsmen.
On the Print in Skinner'^s Turf Register, representing a Sioux war-
rior in the act of charging toith a spear, on horseback. By War-
ren R.Davis, of South Carolina.
A war horse for the Sioux!
A lance for every liand,
The foes who come to fight you,
Lo ! darken all the land.
We have no land to fly to.
This, this must be our grave;
We have no help to cry to,
But the daring of the brave.
Jl war song for the Sioux
!
And peal it high and loud.
It will like lightning guide you
Through yon gathering cloud.
Then mount your neighing horses,
They spurn an hour's delay:
We'll charge their countless forces.
Die Braves,* or win the day.
.M war whoop for the Sioux
!
It is the sound we love;
A war whoop for the Sioux,
And now your valor prove.
With lightning's speed the phalanx haste,
O'er the prairie's waving green;
But where that squadron's whirlwind past,
No living creature could be seen.
• Braves—a term common to most northwestern tribes, and probably
derived from the Canadian French traders.
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THE ALLIGATOR PIKE.
Mr. EniTor.: Manchester, Miss. At/gust 3, 1834.
I find something said in your Magazine of almost every quadruped.
The recital of an encounter with a monster of the forest, would I am
persuaded, find a ready place in your columns, and why not an ac-
count of the capture of a monster of the deep? You have published
a number of well written articles on the taking of trout, but this I
attribute to your gastronomic propensities, for who could live in the
reo-ion of crabs and canvass-backs and all else that is good,
without becoming something of an epicure? I have a liquorice tooth
myself, and was endeavoring to basket a few bass (a poor substitute
for a trout, by the bye, yet a very good fish) from the noio clear waters
of the Yazoo. The sport was good when I commenced, but 1 was
not allowed to enjoy it long; an enormous gar made his appearance
where I was fishing, and in an instant all was quiet.
The gar. or as this species is called, the Alligator gar, of our rivers
answers to the shark of the ocean, and indeed, they are very like the
shark in their habits, which, to say the least of them, are very bad.
He is as formidable as the shark; armed with triple rows of teeth,
he preys indiscriminately on the whole finny tribe. And indeed,
every thing of a fleshy nature that is dropped in the river, finds its
way into his jaws.
This fellow after he had spoiled my sport, to give me an idea of
his importance, cavorted a while on the surface of the stream, now
floating listlessly along, and now throwing himself half out of water;
showing himself terrible even in sport; and in perfect wantonness
took the cork of my fishing tackle between his jaws and snapped the
line as if it had been a single hair!—thus adding insult to injury. I
instantly resolved on his destruction; and accordingly returned home,
provided myself with three large hooks, the wire of whicii was about
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the size of ail ordinary goose-quill; these I attached to the end of a
small bod cord or clothes line, back to back, fixing them lirmly first
with twine, and then with wire, wrapping the wire for some distance
above the hooks. Thus accoutred I again repaired to the river, taking
with me the entrails of a newly killed pig, which I wound about the
hooks as a bait for his majesty, and as this was
"A dainty dish to set before the king,"
it was instantly seized and swallowed. I soon found from the surges
he made that the monster had become firmly fixed to ray line, and as
he became aware of his situation, his efforts were redoubled, and his
floundering and '^splurging''''
"Made the deep to boil like a pot."
I was aware of the power I would have to contend with, and had
planted myself in such a position, that it would have been impossible
for fish power to have dislodged me.
His efforts to escape, though vigorous and powerful, were of short
duration; after struggling about two minutes without success, he
yielded himself a willing sacrifice, and I drew him on shore without
further difficulty.
He measured just eight feet two inches in length, and Aveighed one
hundred and fourteen pounds. He has no scales, but his body is laid
off into regular squares or diamonds, by indented lines twisting round
his body, intersected by others running directly from his head to his
tail. He has no dorsal fin—his head is covered with an almost im-
penetrable prickly shagreen, and his mouth is garnished with six
rows of sharp teeth in each jaw, i. e. three on either side of his
tongue, which is long and forked.
I regret that I did not open this fellow, as I have no doubt that I
would have found some curiosities in his interminable maw.
I am with great respect, yours, &c. H. O. L.
CRUSTING DEER.
This term, which may be new to many of our readers, is unfor-
tunately but too familiar to the ears of sportsmen in this vicinity.
When the snow falls to any considerable depth upon the mountains,
it not unfrequently happens that by reason of rains and long thaws,
a crust is formed upon the surface, which although strong enough to
bear up dogs or men upon snow shoes, is still so weak that the deer
falls through at every bound. This is a day of jubilee to every poach-
ing vagabond in the land. Rifles are needless, as the deer when over-
taken, make no resistance. Their legs are lacerated by the ice and
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tlieir tracks upon the snow is crimsoned Avith blood. Whole droves
are sometimes caught, and their throats cut by men and boys in pur-
suit; while the stragglers are overtaken, mangled and torn in pieces
by plebeian curs, to whom a fair field would offer no inducement or
chance of success. The present season is one that will long be re-
membered. Ordinary hunting has given place to a wanton butchery,
which we fear has amounted almost to extermination. In the latter
part of December, the snow fell upon our mountains to the depth of
two to four feet, upon this crust was formed, and an indiscriminate
slaughter of the deer forthwith commenced. The antlered monarch,
the feeble fawn, and the heavy in young, have shared a common fate.
It was a. season of carnival with the famished wolves, the curs and
their masters. We have heard of an individual who in a single week,
killed upwards of forty, witliout firing a gun. In the town of Wind-
ham, one of the largest bucks ever seen in that vicinity, was killed
unresistingly by a boy, who clambered on his back and cut his throat.
He was described to us by a man who saw him as being a patriarch
of the forest—with hair almost white with age, and antlers like an
old fashioned arm chair. Upon moderate calculation over one thou-
sand deer have, during the month past, been slaughtered within fifty
miles.— Catskill Recorder.
FREDERICK THE GREAT AND HIS GREYHOUND.
Frederick the Great, was attached to dogs in an extraordinary way:
he indulged in the strange belief, that these animals possessed the
power of discriminating character, and was accustomed to think ill
of those at whom they barked. Whenever he went to battle, he
carried a small Italian greyhound with him, and during the seven
years' war, happening to be pursued by a reconnoitering party of
Austrians, he took shelter under a dry arch of a bridge, with his fa-
vorite in his arms. Although the enemy passed and repassed the
bridge several times, yet the animal, naturally churlish, laid quite still
and scarcely breathed: had he barked, Frederick would have been
discovered and taken prisoner, and Prussia, in all probability, would
have shared the fate of Poland. Frederick buried all his canine favo-
rites in his palace grounds at Berlin, and their graves are surmount-
ed with tablets containing their name and various good qualities.
[Sporting Anecdotes.
August 15th, 1792. To decide a wager of fifty pounds, between
Mr. Cooper and Mr. Brewer, of Stamford, the latter gentleman's
horse. Laborer, ran twenty times round the race ground (exactly a
mile,) at Preston, in fifty -four minutes.
—
lb.
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
The Central Course Races.—To commence on the second Tues-
day, 21st of this month. Tlie high expectation which tlie pubhc is accus-
tomed to indulge, as to the company to be met, and the sports to be witnessed
on tliis popukr course; is in no danger of behig disappointed at the next
meetmg. Each day will exiiibit a tine field, and a well contested race.
The ball will be opened with the first American St. Leger slakes.—The
winner of which, in England, is invariably painted and engraved, and
handed down to immortality, in their Sporting Annals. It is the weight,
say they, as well as the pace, which tells; and it is easy to foresee that
the three year old, that of all others, shall "go ahead" in the first "Tasker
Stakes," ever run in America, with one hundred and eighteen pounds on
his back, may fob the guineas and go into a state of reliracy.
On the same day, Tuesday, the first of the meeting, those who prefer
to take the chance of repeating, with lighter weights, will figure for the
"Craig Plate," the glitter whereof has, it is said, already attracted the
regards of many ambitious aspirants, "good uns to go." For Robin Hood,
It is even said, the champagne is already in cool—but another Robin, a
"nipping frost," may come and disappoint his anticipations.
The second day's purse of 500 shiners, will not be taken without a
struggle for the glory, as well as the chink; but for the third day, four
mileheats, for a cool $1000, what shall we not see? In respect of that,
we have some intimations of what may come to pass on the Central ground,
that we are not at liberty to detail. Let, liowever, the lover of rare sport
take our word for it, that nothing has equalled it, since the days of
Post Boy and Floretla, of Leviathan, Reality, TimoJeon and General Jack-
son's old Truxton; the horse of horses; for, be it remembered, there is yet a
hnk to be let out of Tobacconist, whilst there are Drones that can Jit/;
and then, where will be the old black mare, what the ladies danced upon
three years ago? and Alice Gray and Charles Kemble, and Flirtilla junior?
To such fields, and such sports, for three days in succession, the great
sweepstake is but an appropriate Jinale. Twelve fine three year olds, the
pick of their owner's stables, to come to the starting post, on which will
be hung §6000, of solid, constitutional currency, and a garland of im-
perishable laurels for the winner! In short the promise of a capital field
for each day, is founded on actual communication with and from most of
the owners of the strong stables in the north, the south, the centre.
Ihere can be no mistake.
[p For the races to come at Timonium, the reader is referred to the laro-e
stakes and the very liberal purses. These, with the commodious fixtures
ot every kind, and the liberality, enterprise and experience of the proprie-
tors, Messrs. Garrison and Goodwin, promise all that can be wished bv the
epicure and the sportsman.
Eclipse Lightfoot.—This splendid son of Eclipse, nine years old, has,
we understand on the best authority, been sold to Tennessee for ^7,000..
Ihe purchasers appearing to have adopted our opinion that no stream couk7
be better than that in which is united the blood of Lady Li<rhtfoot an-l
Jiclipse—of Shark and of Messenger. In the same redundant" stud, from
whicli he was withdrawn, are many diamonds of the first water for sale—
to wit: old Coquette and Virginia Taylor, Blue Bird, Ned Byrne, br. f. by
„;. ^''^; ^y ^^'^^''y'
^^'^' ^^^''°'' ^^^tsy, b. f. by Cock o' tlie Rock, Bon-
nets o Blue, the celebrated Medley himself, br. c. by Medley, imporled
lo v,6
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Invalid, b. f. out of her by Tenier's Pirouette, ch. f. by Sir Charles, b. f. by
Valentine, Ripley and Blue-skin.
For their pedigrees see last number, and for his prices inquire of the
Editor.
[CrNow is the time for clubs to appoint committees to meet, on the Cen-
tral Course at our next meeting, tiie one that has been appointed lo come
from Charleston, to adopt uniform rules for the government of Jockey
Clubs throughout the union. We hope it will be done at Washington,
New York, Tree Hill, New Market, Fairfax, Timonium, Trenton, Easton,
Leonardtown, and all others where time enough remains to do it.
5:^ All accounts promise a most auspicious revival of the Washington
Course, at their next meeting, on the 14th of this month, October. Many
fuie liorses that are not intended to be run at New Market, where the
races will commence on the same day, will come to the Washington races
on their way to the Central Course, together with Mr. Selden's, Mr. Pot-
ter's, Dr. Duvall's and other stables. Mr. Oliver will have all his arrange-
ments completed on the most liberal and extensive scale, and what makes
"assurance doubly sure," the Ladies are riding out to look at his prepara-
tions, and promise him to grace his pavilion every day, and there is no
place where the ladies exercise their justly predominating influence with
more potential sway than at Washington.
Camanchie Chief.—Covered last season 59 mares. He will stand next
season in Rutherford county, Tennessee, under the control of General
McGregor at $12 and $\b.
Description.—"A beautiful dapple drab color, with an eel back, dark legs
and fine cup hoofs; his arms are singularly marked, resembling spots on
the rattle snake, he is 15i hands high and seven years old past."
The Chief is of a fine disposition: his appearance is sprightly and ga}',
and his points are unsurpassed by any horse in the state; he is a fast and
elegant pacer, his action is springy and graceful: he is a sure foal getter,
and to those who wish to raise fine horses for the saddle and harness, I can
recommend him with great confidence. No pedigree is appended to him
for the reason that his blood is not known; the appearance of the horse as
well as the excellence of his colts will satisfy any judge that he is a game
stallion, and that nothing of the scruh or dunghill runs in his veins.
Thomas Alderson.
Mr. Thomas Alderson:—In answer to your inquiries respecting my
colls by the Camanchie Ciiief, I have to remark tliat I have bred one of
the mares to old Pacolet, Stockholder, Bagdad, Richard, Henry and Wash-
ington, and the colt by Camanchie has been pronounced by Orville Siielby
equal, if not superior to any colt the mare has ever brought. The other is a
Pacolet mare that I bred from Stockholder and Phillips's Wonder, and the
colt by the Camanchie is in my opinion better than either of the others.
The latter colt is now at my mill, and can be seen at any time.
John Shelby.
Any gentleman wishing to purchase Camanchie Chief is refei'ed to
Doctor John Shelby or General McGregor.
Sai.es of Thoroughbreds.—Half of Andrew for ^4,500, to cover at
Milledgeville. Half of Marion, as we understand, from Mr. Long, for
^4,000, to go to Alabama. The whole of imported Autocrat has passed
into the possession of Mr. Tayloe, at what figure we have not learned, but
doubtless a high one. The two fourths of Eclipse, in different hands, it
will be seen are for sale, whilst he remains for life, under the exclusive cou-
troJ of Col. Johnson.
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Madison Association (Ken.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Wednesday, September 10.
First day, a post sweepstake, four subscribers, ^50 each, play or pay.
One mile heats, for two year olds.
Mr. .lames W. Fenwick's ch. f by Bertrand, dam by Florizel, 3 11
Mr. James Lindsay's ch. f. by Bertrand, dam by West Paragon, 2 2 2
Mr. Benjamin Miller's ch. f. by Saladin, dam by Sea Serpent, 1 3 dr.
Mr. Alexander R. Oldham's ch. f. by Madison, - - dist.
Time, Im. 57s.— Im. 56s.—2m.
Mr. Oldham's mare got loose from the groom in attempting to start, ran
some considerable distance, threw the rider, and disabled him so he had to
put a larger one up, it not being in his power to get one as small as the
first, otherwise it is thought he would have saved his distance.
Second day, the Association purse, ^400, four mile heats, was run for,
and resulted as follows:
Mr. James W. Fenwick's g. c. Davy Crocket, three years old, by
Hephestion, dam by Mendoza, - - - - - 1 1
Mr. William Boner's b. h. Sir William, three years old, by Sir
William, of (Transport,) dam by Jenkins' Potomac, - 2 2
Mr. Ab. Cunningham's b. h. Director, four years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Director. - - - - - - 33
Mr. William Faris' g. h. John Medley, four years old, by Little
John, dam by Bay Royalist, - . - . 4 dr.
Time, 8m. 253—8m. 30s.
Third day, the Association purse of ^200, two mile heats, resulted as
follows:
Mr. Sidney Burbridge's b. f. Caroline Scott, three years old, by
Sir Archy, of Transport, dam by Wild Medley, - - 11
Mr. John Hutchcraft's ch. h. John Crittenden, five years old, by
Bertrand, dam by Virginius, - - - - - 5 2
Mr. James Dunn's ch. c. Powhatan, four years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Powhatan, - - - - - -23
Messrs. Ab. Cunningham & Go's b. h. Nonesuch, four years old,
by Bertrand, dam by Cook's Whip, - - - - 4 4
Mr. Samuel Davenport's b. m. Bon-Mere, five years old, by Sir
Archy, dam by Palafox, - - - . - 3 dis.
Mr. George E. Gillispie's b. f. Lucinda Brackenridge, three years
old, by Muckle John, dam by Sir Archy, - - . cdis.
Maj. Wm. Faris' br. c Tom Moore, three years old, by Trumpa-
tor. dam by Kennedy's Diomede, - - - . ^is.
Time, 3m. 56s.—3m. 56s.
Maj. Wm. Faris' colt attempted to bolt at the gate, which caused him
to be distanced.
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Fourth day, the Association purse of ^100, one mile lieats, decided as
follows:
Mr. George E. Gillispie's ch. f. Nancy Shaw, three years old,
by Sumpter^dam by Night's Hamiltonian, - - 2 11
Mr. Davenport's b. c. Sam Brown, three years old, by Trumpa-
tor, dam by Cook's Whip, - - - - 1 3 dr.
Maj. Win. Faris' ^. \\. John Medley, four years old, by Little
John, dam by Bay Royalist, - - - - 3 2 dis.
Mr. James W. Fenwick's b. c. Big Davy, three years old, by
Cherokee, dam by Josephus, . . - . 4 4 dis.
Mr. James Dunn's ch. h. five years old, by Kosciusko, dam by
Brimmer, - - - - - - - 5 5 dis.
Mr. James M. Estill's b. c. Versailles, three years old, by Kos-
ciusko, dam by Blackburn's Buzzard, - - - 6 6 dis.
Time, Im. 54s.— Im. 55s—Im. 53?. Thos. Blackwei.l, Sec'ry.
MoNTPELiER (^Bordentoicn, J\\ J.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Sept. 16.
First dmj, a purse of $100, mile heats.
Moses Ivins' br. m. Sally Dancer, by Lance, dam by Arab,
five years old, - - - -
- 3211
J. K. Van Mater's ch. m. Lady Lance, by Lance, dam by
Oscar, five years old, - - - - G132
John C Craig's ch. f. Ecarte, by Eclipse, dam by Hicko-
ry, four years old, .
- ... 1
A. S. Van Mater's ch. c. Tyro, by Tormentor, dam by
Lottery, ... - - - 2
C. Abram's ch. h. Henry Jr. by Henry, dam by Cock-
fighter, five years old, - - .
• 5
A. Sherman's ch. h, De Witt Clinton, by Ratler, dam by
Light Infantry, aged, - . . - 7
John Frost's b. h. John of Jersey, by John Richards,
aged, - - - - - - 4
Time, Im. 53s.— Im. 52s.— Im. 54s.—Im. 59is.
Second day, purse ^200, two mile heats.
O. Bailey's b. m. Queen Dido, by John Richards, dam by Duroc,
six years old, - - - . -
- 11
B. Reed's b. f. Merry Gold, by Barefoot, dam by Sir Archy,
three vears old, - - - - -
- 32
J. Storm's b. f. Kitty Clover, by William Wallace, dam by Mam-
brino, four years old, ----- 2 dis.
Time, 4m. Is.—4m. 5s:
Third day, purse J^300, three mile heats.
J. K. Van Mater's b. c. Daniel O'Connel, by John Richards,
four years old, - - - - - - 311
S. Laird's b. h. Henry Archy, by Henry, dam by Eclipse,
six years old, - - - - - - 122
A. S. Van Mater's g. h. Shamrock, by Tormentor, dam by
Hickory, six years old - - - - . 2 dr.
B. Reed's b.c Milo, by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Sir Archy,
four years old, ------ 4 dis.
H. B. Harrison's b. h. Essex, by Henry, dam by Duroc, aged, 5 dis.
Time, Cm. lOs.—Om. 9s.—Cm. lis.
Course exactly one mile. J. Davison, Secretary.
5
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Blooded stock, the properly of Ro-
bert Oilmor Jr. since J\lay, 1832.
Glcn-Elten Farm, near Baltimore,
on the York road.
1. Sally Walker, ch. m. foaled
1822, by Timoleon, tlam by imp.
Dragon. See Am. Turf Reg. vol.
2, p. 624. Of this well known mare
it would seem to be enough to say
that she beat the wonderful Ariel,
four times in one campaign, both
before and after the latter had in
the two intermediate weeks, beaten
Mr. Johnson's famed Trumpator
and Medley and others.
See also Am. Turf Reg. vol. 1, p.
361, for an account of a race be-
tween Monsieur Tonson and her-
self, called in page 8, of this vol.
"the memorable race. All things
considered the best ever run in
America."
Sallij Walker's produce:
2. Cadet, gr. c. foaled spring
1830, by Medley, (of Reality.)—
Owned in equal parts with Col.
W. R. Johnson, to whom Mr. Gil-
mor's share was sold in Nov. 1833,
for ^1750, cash. Cadet has started
3 times. He was beaten by Niag-
ara, in a match for j^4000, a side.
Cadet was accidentally lamed in the
streets of Philadelphia, on his jour-
ney northward, 26 days before the
match was to be run, which caused
his galloping to be suspended till
within three days of the race. See
Turf Reg. vol. 5, p. 157, for an ac-
count of this race "a beautifully
contested one." See also Am. Turf
Reg. vol. 5, pp. 485. 537. 538.
In running his third race last
spring over the Central course, he
sulked and stopped short.
3. Howard, ch. c. foaled May,
1833, by Sir Charles. One half of
him, since re-purchased, sold at nine
months old for $500. At eleven
months old $1000 was offered for
half of him. He appears to com-
bine the marks and points of his
sire and dam.
He is engaged in the great stakes
of 20 subscribers, $500 entrance h. f.
to come off at the Central course,
fall meeting 1836. In the same
stakes is also No. 12. Howard has
also an engagement in Virginia.
4. Chestnut filly, foaled April,
18, 1834, very promising. Now
with its dam near Petersburg, Va.
Sally W. was stinted to Luzborough,
last spring. The filly has one en-
gagement in Virginia.
5. Betsey Robinson, b. m. foaled
spring, 1021, by Thaddeus, dam
Maria. Thaddeus by Florizel, dam
Irby's famous Dare Devil mare,
which was the dam of Contention,
Reaphook, Calypso, Woodpecker,
Snake, Burstall and Weazle.
For Betsey Robinson's extended
pedigree, see American Turf Regis-
ter, vol. 3 p. 430.
In October 1825, Betsey Robinson
beat the famed Bertrand, and in the
week after in the best time over the
Tree Hill course, she beat Phillis,
John Richards and three others
—
She was a first class race nag at all
distances.
Betsey Robinson^s produce, before
she became the property of Mr. G.
6. Ripley, ch. h. foaled spring
1828, by Sir Charles, an excellent
racehorse, now the property of Mr.
Craig of Philadelphia. He is still
on the turf
7. Equinox, ch. h. foaled 1829,
by Monsieur Tonson, now on the
turf. A clever racehorse. Sup-
posed to be the property of Mr.
Wm. White.
8. Jessup, ^{. c. foaled 1830, by
Medley. Winner of three sweep-
stakes, spring 1833.
He has since run several races
with different success. Always
held at a very high price. Now in
Col. J's stables.
9. S. f foaled May, 1832. In this
.fine filly Mr. G. was interested one
half, the other, the property of Col.
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Johnson, to whom tliis half was
sold October, 1S33.
Betsey Robinson's produce, since
she became the property of Jlr. G-
10. Bay colt, foaled 1834. Now
witli its dam near Petersburg, Va.
under the care of Mr. Thomas Ma-
son. This is described in letters to
the owner, as being a very extraor-
dinary colt—of exceeding beauty
and size.
Betsey ilobinson, was stinted last
spring to imp. Luzborougli.
11. Por.LY Hopkins, b. m. foaled
spring 1825. For a full account of
this extraordinary mare, see her very
full memoir, American Turf Regis-
ter, vol. 3, p. 338.
Sold by Mr. G. in October, 1833,
to Mr. Robert L. Stevens, to go to
English Priam. For $2750.
Tier produce:
12. Poll o'Plymouth, b. f. foaled
spring 1833, by Sir Charles. Of
great beauty. For this filly when
five months old, $900 was offered.
13. Alicroker, gr. m. foaled
1822, by Sir Hal, dam by Wonder,
g. dam by Bellair, g. g. dam by old
Medley, g. g. g. dam Col. Ruffin'g
imp. mare, a very fine looking mare.
She trained off eaily, but after hav-
ing run a race which established the
fact of her having been lasting and
fleet.
Jler produce:
14. Chesapeake, br. c foaled
1830, by Tariff. A promising colt.
Now in training.
15. Frederica, iron gr. f. foaled
1831, by Gohanna. In high racing
form.
16. Frederick, gr. c. foaled
1833, by Byron. A remarkably
fine colt.
Alicrocker was not put to any
horse this year.
17. Iris, b. m. foaled spring 1817,
bred by Gon. Chas. S. Ridgely,
she was by Telegrapii, her dam was
Bean's famous Maria. See Amer.
Turf Reg. vol. l,p. 472. Where
it is said that her stock ought to be
valuable.
Her produce:
18. Eliza, b. m. foaled 1826, by
Vanguard. Of fine form and size.
19. York, s. h. foaled 1829, by
Chiklcrs, (brother to Ratler, Sumter
and Flirtilla,) dam Ellen, by Duroc,
g. dam Gipsey, by Florizel, &c. &,c.
Now in training.
20. Miss Patience, b. f. foaled
1830, by Medley, dam (the dam of
Col. Joiinson's celebrated Andrew,)
by Herod. Miss P. has started five
times— three times a winner, once
when a loser, she fell and threw her
rider, when leading and looking like
a winner. She has beaten some of
the finest colts in Virginia and
South Carolina; amongst them Tan-
shang, Tuskeno, Black Medley,
Coleman's Medley filly in a match,
&-C. She is now in training.
21. Cumberland, br. c. foaled
1831, by Sir Hal, dam by Young
Potomac. Now in training.
Owned with Col. Johnson—the inter-
est in each held by Mr. G. since
sold to Col. Johnson.
22. Trifle, s. m. by Sir Charles,
dam by Cicero.
23. Blue Skin, gr. c. foaled!l830,
by Medley, dam the dam of Indus-
try. Now the property of Mr.
Craig, of Pennsylvania.
24. Dandy, gr. c. foaled 1831, by
Medley.
Any of the above stock, now the
property of Mr. Gilmor, are for
sale. Inquiries addressed to him,
will be answered fully and fairly.
Slud of John A. Scott, Esq. of
Woodville, Miss.
1 . Alice Lee, b. m. by Sir Henry
Tonson, her dam by Gordon's Dri-
ver, g. dam by Green's old Driver,
he by Bellair, his dam by imp. Ja-
nus. Gordon's Driver, by Green's
Driver, out of a mare said to be
thoroughbred.
Her produce:
1834; b. c. by .Tefferson, he by
Virginian, out of old Favorite.
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3. Ann RoTAi.r,,br. m. by Stock-
holder, dam the dam of Alice Leo,
as above. Put to Gen. McAuslin's
Uncle Toby.
3. B. f. four yenrs old, bred by
Henry Smith, fifot by Candidate, her
dam, by Diiplantier's Boaster, gran-
dam by Pacolet, g. grandam by
Mendoza.
4. B. m. tliirteen years old last
spring, bred by James Jackson, Esq.
of Alabama, got by Sir Archy, lier
dam by imp. Dare Devil, grandam




lo—Selima, by Godolphin Arabian.
Her produce:
1834; ch. c. by imp. Leviathan,
(No. 4 and produce are owned joint-
ly by F. Davis and J. A. Scott.
5. Betsky Elliott, ch. m. foaled
May, 1828, got by Col. Elliott's Na-
poleon, (he by Sir Archy,) her dam
by Hamiltonian, grandam by imp.
Spread Eagle.
1834; lost her colt by Jefferson.
6. Lady Jane, br. m. by Thad-
deus, dam by Pacolet.
Her produce:
Ricardo, gr. c. by Sir Richard.
7. Ch. m. with white feet and a
stripe in her face, got by Young Sir
Archy, her dam by Marsk, grandam
by Col. Alston's Dare Devil, (he by
imp. Dare Devil,) g. grandam by old
Mark Antony, g. g. grandam by
imp. Janus, g. g. g. grandam a tho-
roughbred mare, also by imp. Janus.
Her produce:
1834; ch. f. by Jefferson.
April 10, 1834.
Crawford, according to Edgar,
a very fine dappled gray horse, fif-
teen hands high, imp. into Virginia
by Robert Ruffin, Esq. of Prince
George's county, bred by his royal
highness the Duke of Cumberland,
got by the Cumberland Arabian,
out of one of his most flivorite brood
mares, got by Croft's Partner
Snake—Lystcr Turk.
HuMMrNGiiiRD, four years old, by
Cockfighter—Defiance—imp. Trum-
petta. Property of Messrs Yerke
and Philips.
B. m. Willow, by John Richards
—First Consul—-imp. Obscurity
—
imp. Figure—Slanimerkin, by Wil-
diar—the old Cub mare, with a
filly at her foot, by Dashall.
J. WiLLETS.
Fanny Parks, by American Boy,
out of the First Consul rnare above
named. Property of W. J. Philips.
Stud of Edward J. Hamilton, Esq.
of Charles county, Md.
Gil Flirt, cr. m. foaled 1816,
(now dead,) got by Oscar Junior,
her dam Lady Dudley, by Bond's
Fir.st Consul, 'g. dam Dr. Edelin's
Floretta. For her pedigree, see Ara.
Turf Reg. vol. 2, p. 414.
Her produce:
Hamilton Floretta, foaled
June 4, 1822, by Randolph's Grac-
chus.
Her jjroduce:
Edward, ch. h. foaled April, 13,
1829, got by Wynn's Ratler. See
Turf Reg. vol. 1, p. 316.
Attaway, b. f. foaled April 5,
1830, by Sir James.
Queen of Club?, ch. f. foaled
April 12, 1832, by Am. Eclipse.
Floretta died 19th March, 1834,
in foal by Timoleon.
Ninon de L'Enclos, gr. m. foaled
Dec. 29, 1823, (purchased by Geo.
Semmes, Esq. of Prince George's
county,) got by Wynn's Ratler, her
dam, Daizy Cropper, by Gov. Ogle's
Oscar.
Her produce:
Maria Louisa Tonson, gr. f. foaled
May 17, 1831, by Monsieur Tonson.
Isaac of York, gr. c. foaled April,
1833, by Sir Charles.
Longstrider, b. c. foaled April IS,
1834, by Velocity, now in foal to
Busiris. E. J. Hamilton.
Port Tobacco, Md. 1834.
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Stud of General Thomas B. Scott,
Lowndes county, Alabama.
1. Mambrino, b. m. bred by Col.
Wade Hampton, of South Carolina,
foaled 18'iS, got by Bertrand, dam
Pocahontas, (bred by Col. Single-
ton,) by Sir Arcliy, g. dam Young
Lottery, by Sir Arcliy, g. g. dam by
Col. Singleton's Lottery, by imp.





1832, ch. c. by Sir Arthur.
1833, missed to Moslem.
1834, in foal to imp. Luzborough.
2. Lucy Gray, gr. m. bred by
Duke W. Sumner, Esq. near Nash-
ville, Tenn. foaled 1828, by imp.
Arabian h. Bagdad, her dam (the
dam of the distinguished race mare
Country Maid,) by Gray Tail, g.
dam by imp. Jonah, g. g. dam by
Gray Diomed, g. g. g. dam by
Whistlejacket, g. g. g. g. dam by
Brutus, g. g. g. g. g. dam by Bandy,
g. g. g. g. g. g. dam by imp. ch.
Janus. See Turf Reg. vol. 1, p.
471.
Her produce:
1833, dk. b. f. by Pacific.
1834, in foal to Robin Adair.
3. Rosabella, ch. m. bred by
Col. Jesse P. Taylor, of S. Caro-
lina, foaled 1825, got by Kosciusko,
lier dam by imp. Bedford, g. dam
Melissent, by Arion, g. g. dam by
imp. Obscurity, g. g. g. dam by imp.
Valiant, g. g. g. g. dam by imp.
Fearnought. Rosabella is full sis-
ter to Lady of the Lake, that beat
Polly Hopkins and others at Char-
leston, three mile heats, 1st heat
5m. 44is—2nd heat, 6m.—3rd heat
5m. 54s. See Turf Reg. vol. 2, p.
355.
Her produce:
1833, ch. f. by Pacific.
1834, in foal to Robin Adair.
4. Calista, b. m. bred by James
Ferguson, of South Carolina, foaled
in 1828, got by Crusader, her dam
Virginia, Cformerly Coquette,) bred
by John Richardson, Esq. foaled
in 1813, by Virginias, g. dam Doro-
cles, full sister to Hampton's Black
Maria, the dam of Lady Lightfoot,
by imp. Shark, out of Maria, by
Clockfast, and she out of Burwell's
celebrated Maria, by Regulus. See
Turf Reg. vol. 1, p. 571.
Her produce:
1834, b. c. by Pacific, and now
in foal to Pacific.
JVo/e.—It is conjectured by some
one in the Register that Lady Light-
foot traces to Col. Byrd's imp. Ca-
lista. Since seeing the suggestion,
I have thought it probable Ihat Col.
Ferguson might have had reference
to tlie imp. Calista, in bestowing her
name upon the above. Could not
Col. Ferguson or Mr. John Rich-
ardson, throw some light on the
subject? Thomas B. Scott.
Lowndeshoro' Aug. 23, 1834.
Dinwiddle, Va. Dec. 5, 1833.
I hereby certify tliat I have this day
sold to Mr. George K. T. Lanier,
of Bolivar, west Tennesee, my ch.
ni. RoxANA, eight years old and no
more, she was got by Sir Charles,
her dam by Lot, her g. dam by Bel-
lair, her g. g. dam by imp. Diomed.
Given under my hand and seal this
afth day of Dec. 1833.
George VVorsham, [l.s.]
Test William Ross.
1834, April 20; Roxana is now
with O'Kelly.
A b. c. foaled 1830; property of
G. W. Jeffreys, N. C. by Sir Archy,
dam by Bainbridge—Harrison's




Bainbridge, by imp. Dion, dam
by Moscow—Marius.
Eliza White, b. m. bred by the
late Col. Benj. Cobb, of Southamp-
ton CO. Va. got by Sir Archy, dam
by imp. Diomed, grandam Rosetta,
by Wilkins' Centincl—Dianna, by
Clodius—Sally Painter, by imp. h.
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PEDIGREE AND PERFORMANCES OF MESSENGER.
Imported by Mr. Benger, in the year 1791, and landed at Jfew Yo7k. He
uasbi-ed by John Pratt, Esq. of JVew Market.
Messenger, gr. was got by Mambrino, dam by Turf—Regulus
—
Starling—Fox—(dam of Snap)—Gipsy, by Bay Bolton—Duke of New
Castle's Turk—Byerly Turk—Taflblet Barb—Place's White Turk
—Natural Barb mare.
1783. September. He beat at New Market, Mr. Potter's Colches-
ter, by Shark, for lOOgs, and Mr. Standlay's horse, brother to Straight-
14 V.6
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legs, for 30gs. October; he beat Mr. Napier's horse Spectre, across
the flat for 300gs. and Mr. Fox's horse Pyrrhus, across the New flat
for 150gs,
1784. He beat Lord Borrington's Trigger, for 25gs.; in July, he
beat Mr. Windham's horse Apothecary, for 200gs. Lord Foley's Rod-
ney, Mr. Westall's Snow Drop, and fllr. Clark's Flamer, for COgs. and
Lord Foley's Ulysses, for lOOgs.
1 785. March 28. Messenger, 7st. 8lbs. beat H. R. H. P. of Wales'
Ulysses, 8st. 7lbs. across the flat, for 200gs. Six to foiu- on Messen-
ger.
April 2nd. Messenger beat Mr. Windham's Fortitude, 8st. each,
across the flat, for 300gs. Tliree to one on Messenger.
April 19th. Messenger, 8st. 2lbs. beat Lord Sherborne's Taylor,
8st. 7lbs. across the flat, for 50gs. Two to one on Messenger.
Oct. 3rd. Mr. Windham's Fortitude, by Young Marske, 8st. lib.
beat Messenger, Sst. Slbs. across the flat, for 200gs. Seven to four
and two to one on Messenger.
Oct. 23th. Sweepstakes of 50gs. each, across the flat.
Mr. Button's br. h. Sisyphus, by Pyrrhus, 7st. 9lbs. - 1
Lord Derby's Peru, 8st. _ _ - - - _ 2
Mr. Bullock's gr. h. Messenger, Sst. lib. - - - 3
Seven to four against Sisyphus—seven to four against Peru—two to
one and five to two against Messenger.
Nov. 1st. Fifty pounds for two year olds, carrying a feather
—
three year olds, 7st. 5lbs.—four years olds, Sst. 9lbs.—five year olds,
9st 3lbs.—six year olds, 9st. 7lbs.—and aged, 9st. lOlbs.—the last
three miles of B. C.
Lord Egremont's br. c. Brighton, by Trensham, four years old,
Sst. 9lbs. ---___ 1
Mr. Dymock's b. c. by Highflyer, three years old, 7st. 5lbs. 2
Sir H. Featherston's b. c. Young Juniper, four years old, Sst. 9lbs. 3
Mr. Vernon's ch. c. Bedford, three years old, 7st. 5lbs. - 4
Mr. Hamilton's b. c. by Highflyer, four years old, Sst. 9lbs. 5
Mr. Bullock's gr. h. Messenger, five years old, 9st. Slbs. 6
Seven to four against Brighton—three to one against Jimiper—five
to one against Messenger—and five to four on Brighton and Juniper
against the field.
Messenger was sire to Tippoo Saib, (perhaps his best son,) to Ham-
iltonian and Potowmac, also capital runners, at all distances; to Mil-
ler's Damsel, equally famed as a race nag, but more particularly as the
dam of the famed American Eclipse. Her own sister Romp, Cock
of the Rock's dam; Allen's Sir Solomon, Fair Rachel and other good
race nags, Ariel, Trouble, Alice Gray, and most of the best horses at
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the north are descended from Messenger. Had he cnjoj-cd the advan-
tage of as many thorouglibrod mares as the imported horses at tlic
south; his stock might have been as dislinguislied on the turf as the
best of them. But as roadsters, coach horses, fast trotters, and for
long life and durability, the Messenger stock is unrivalled.
Desirous of preserving all tliat at this late day is remembered of
an animal which has done so much to improve our stock of horses,
we will close this brief account of him with extracts from letters re-
ceived from Mr. Van Ranst, one of his former owners, who speaks
with the enthusiasm of a man who has judgment to distinguish, and a
heart to love what is noble, generous and faithful
—
even though these
qualities be found in—a horse.
"In looking over some papers relating to the horses formerly owned
by me, I have found a sketch taken by the hand of an artist of my old
favorite horse Messenger.
"This draft was taken several years previous to the death of Mes-
senger, and will enable you through the medium of your Register, to
transmit an exact likeness of this noble horse. Every person who was
accustomed to view the strong and powerful form of Messenger, will,
I believe, at first view, pronounce this to be a true and faithful like-
ness.
"Messenger when landed, was a light dapple gray, but afterwards
became white. He had a large full black eye, remarkably brilliant.
His movement and action were elegant. His standing, never careless,
I never saw him resting himself on three legs, but whether the ground
was rough or smooth, he always stood upon it—prompt erect and lof-
ty; looking apparently beyond this world, 'at the clouds beyond it,^
—
such was the common and striking attitude of Sir Charles."
In a subsequent letter, Mr. Van Ranst observes—"Messenger was
imported by Mr. Benger, in the year 1791, and landed in this city;
where I saw him shortly after, and my mind was fixed on his being
much the best horse I had ever seen, and said nothing about a price,
as I was confident he was over my mark.
"Mr. Benger shortly after took him to Pennsylvania, and stood said
horse at Shamnay bridge, not far from Bristol, two seasons. After
which Mr. Henry Astor, of this city, purchased and stood him two
seasons at Long Island, at Philip Platts, 'which took with our horse
men;' the next spring I bought one-third, and took him to Pine Plains,
Dutchess county—covered 105 mares, very few any pretensions to
blood. After which I bought Mr. Astor out, for which I paid !^2750.
I hired said horse at different stands, the farthest south was Cooper's
Ferry, opposite Philadelphia, at ;f^IOOO per season, free of expense,
until the time of his death, January 28, 1803, at the farm of Mr.
Townsend Cork, L. I., who had hired him three seasons of the time."
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IMPORTATION OF THOROUGHBREDS.
Mr. Editor: Waterloo, near Liverpool, Sept. 2, 1834.
A valuable addition is about to be made to our imported stock in
the United States, by J. Avery, Esq. & Co., for whom Tattersall,*
(and no other person could have done it,) has just succeeded in pur-
chasing ''Chateau-Margaux^^'' one of the best sons of Whalebone.
He is now in Liverpool, (where I saw him, yesterday,) and is to be
shipped to-day in "//te Hark-away^'' for City Point; and along with
him "-CZarefynot a bad specimen of his get, and the sister to Scheme;
stinted, as the groom tells me, to Sir Hercules.^ cidevant,my property.
Breeders, and the patrons of the turf generally, may be congratulated
upon the arrival of so noble a stallion in the United States. His char-
acter as a racer was brilliant in point of fact., and it is scarcely sur-
passed on jmper. With, perhaps, not more than half a dozen excep-
tions, he is the most eligible stud-horse'f that could, at this time, have
been purchased in England. I question, indeed, whether any horse
has ever been exported to the United States of equal character at
home, for, I have heard little or no deduction from his reputation in
any quarter. He is far superior to any of our importations within
the present century, and / ??m/.-e no doubt, fully equal to those in the
past; not excepting Shark, Medley, WUdalr, Diomede, Saltrara, Sir
Harry, and some others that may be said to have been the benefactors
of the horserace in former days. But you will have, in good time, a
much better account of him than I can affcn-d you.
I've not yet, succeeded in purchasing Tranby, as his time in the
royal stud does not expire till next summer. Tlien I purpose having
a "sZf?/" at him, if the figure be not in proportion to the promise of
his young stock, now foals. We must have him, Mameluke, or the
Colonel, (Priam,J Sultan and Emilius, cannot he bought at any price,)
* Richard Tattersall, Esq. (the worthy son of a worthy sire—"a true
gude fellow's get,") wliom the venerable peer of Pctworth—"every inch"
a noble-man by nature, as well as by kingly creation and human courtesy—
has always honored with marked kindness, confidence and consideration.
To T's standing in this relation to the Earl of Egremont, must be ascribed
his success in obtaining Chateau for Mr. Avery.
f This is a strictly technical and correct expression, notwithstanding the
late Jo/m of Roanoke's cn%we upon Lieutenant Slidcll's use of it in his
admirable little work, "The Year in Spain;" all stallions are not fit to he
^^stud-horses," nor ^^par excellence,'" at the head of the collection.
f Priam covers at 30gs. by subscription; Sultan at 50gs; and Emilins
will cover, ne.xt season, at 50gs. and perhaps at lOO^x!
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in order to supply the places of Eclipse, Monsieur Tonson, Bertrand
and others that are declining apace, "into the vale of years;" for
"Chateau," now, I think, thirteen or fourteen years old, cannot or
ought not to perform all the services that will be required of him,
when they are out of the way. English stallions are not overworked
in the stud as ours are. They rarely, if ever, cover above sixty or
seventy mares any one season. "Chateau," for instance, having been,
pri7icij)nlhj, in Lord Egremont's private stud, has not been permitted
to serve more than forty or fifty annually. He is not, therefore,
passe, roue; or inefficient and almost effete, like some of our ''Don
Juans^'' whose excessive amours have tended, not a little, to deterio-
rate the physical qualities of our racing stock, and (to push the spec-
ulalion a "wee bit a-jee,"*) somewhat vitiated their tempers, trac-
tableness and other nioral attributes. Quere de hoc?
Doncaster races take place on the 15th instant. I shall attend
them, of course. The meeting is expected to be brilliant in respect
of company, and a capital one in point of sport. After all, there are
no races comparable to them, except it be those at Goodwood and the
autumnal meetings at New Market. The Avinner"!" of the Derby is the
favorite, and an extraordinary one for the Leger. The odds against
him, at this time, are 07ily six to four, though 'tis expected that not
less than twenty will start. Should he win the great northern prize,
he will be worth a power of money; perhaps, seven or eight thou-
sand guineas, for he would be the second instance J only, of the same




P. S. Pray write to me and tell me how our turf friends are "pro-
gressing," and what they have done towards the "Tasker Stakes."
About this institution V\\ give you my ideas, as you have requested,
when I return from Doncaster, should I have leisure to do so. For the
nonce, I can only say that it is a capital one, and should it be well
supported, cannot fail to be productive of great interest to the sports
ing world and of advantage to the turf, as promoting all its legitimate
objects. The Leger length is a portion of a circular or elliptical
course of tioo miles, and is, by accurate measurement, one mile six fur-
* Scotice.
f Plenipo, by Emilias, who will cover next year, as I have heard his
owner say, at 50gs. and should this, his best son, (as some suppose him to be,)
win the Leger, he will probably, have iiis subscription list filled at lOOgs.
the season.
$ Champion, (by P800S,) won the Derby and Leger in 1800, but it is
the only instance this day.
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longs* and a hundred and lliirf3--two yards, from the starting to the
winning post. The nominations to the great St. Leger stakes, are
made when the colts and iillics are /zoo years old: the time of closing
being the 1st of January, from which dayj* and not May-day as for-
merly, horses take their ages. They are generally selected and
named between the New Market Houghton meeting, in October, and
the 1st of January.
Most of the ''clever^'' two year old colts and fillies noio running
will be the Leger nags of September, 1835, but will not be entered,
until towards the expiration of 1834, when the "descriptive lists" are
published, and the "bettings" begin, and "book-makers" are busy.
The Central course should be enlarged to a circle or an elipsis of
two miles, to make it answer to that at Doncastcr. The Mil lexjond
the enclosure or paling of the G. C. and nearly opposite to the Judges'
stand, is, perhaps, of correspondent elevation to the formidable one in
the Leger course, but not quite so long. This should be embraced in
your Tasker length, and ihen, with equal weights, the "vexata qua)stio,"
as to the comparative powers of the English and our three year olds,
might be decided with something like an approach to accuracy. Till
all the criteria of stoutness, game, speed and endurance are the same
in both countries, the point cannot be rendered susceptible of a satis-
factory solution.
Should the grand Plenipo win this year's Leger,J he will not be es-
teemed like Eclipse, as more valuable than "all Bedford level," but he
will be held, if to be sold at all, at Vi fearful figure.
Ever sincerely, yours, F. P. C.
N. B. Our Judges' stands are too high by five or six feet. A Judge
should not look down upon horses; nor should he be so elevated, in
any sense, as to overlook them. A circumstance, which, I think, has
occurred, at least, once, Avhcn the actual winner was declared to be
the loser by more heads than one. There should be but one Judge.
On the ter/ there is no safety in a multitude of counsel.
•A furlong being two hundred and twenty yards, the distance is pre-
cisely three hundred and eight yards short of two miles.
f A neio rule recently adopted by the Jockey Club at New Market, and
which will, of course, obtain all over the kingdom.
\ The Plenipo was "no where" in the Leger, sec p. 45 of this number.
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THE FAMED IlERMAPHRODITE SWALLOW.
Thcro may be a mistake as to the ago and pedigree of this extra-
ordinary animal—extraordinary both as a Husus iialurce,'''' and a
racehorse. lam under the impression that when beat, in 1817, at
Marlborough, 3Iaryland, in his first contest with Lady Lighlfoot,
("Black Maria's dam,") then five years old, that, being of the same
age, they carried equal weights. I well remember it was a very
severe and close race, for the Jockey Club purse, four mile heats;
—
two other highly respectable competitors, a close race too between
them, were distanced the first heat. This was probably the first race
Swallow ever lost. He had reached the pinnacle of fame in Mary-
land, by beating Partnership, (his first defeat.) some months before,
near Baltimore. 1 question whether there was any horse in the coun-
try that coidd have beat Lady Lightfoot or Swallow the day they ran
at Marlborough. The next week I saw the former win the Jockey
Club purse, with great ease, at Washington city, beating the famed
Tuckahoc, which had hoAvever trained off. Swallow had preceded
her to Hagerstown, where he beat her the following week, the four
mile heats, in another close race. Partnership having run in reserve
the first heat, was making a handsome brush at the close of the
second, with a fair prospect of winning it, when he struck a stone
and broke his leg. He was perhaps the best son of Oscar. Swallow
was trained or rode by Martin Potter of Baltimore, who must know
his age and may be able to furnish further particulars. I understood,
as I supposed on good authority, that he was bred by Col. Grant, a
respectable gentlemen of Sunbury, in Pennsylvania, and that he de-
scended the Susquehanna upon a raft. He was said to be a son of
imp. Gray Highlander, and that his "dam was got by Tippoo Saib or
Tippoo Sultan—the horse that ran twenty miles at Harlem, against
Hamlet." Swallow was a horse of great power and beauty. If not
as nearly related to imp. Messenger as his grandson American Eclipse,
I have my doubts whether he was not as good a racehorse at amj dis-
tance. Inquirer.
HA^ILINTONIAN—PEDIGREE AND PERFORMANCES.
Was by imported Diomed, dam by imported Shark: his gi-andam by
General Spotsvvood's Apollo; his great grandam the celebrated Jenny
Cameron; also the dam of the running horse Damon, and several good
racers of high note.
Performances.—In the spring of 1801, as "Mr. Hamlin's colt,"
Hamlintonian, won the silver cup given by the Jockey Club, at Rich-
mond, Virginia, which entitled him to the highest credit. He was
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thereupon sold to Col. Tayloe, for £G00. The week afterwards he
won, with great ease, the Proprietor's purse, at Broad Rock, three mile
heats.
Sept. 5. He won the Proprietor's purse, easily, at Broad Rock,
three mile heats.
October 2. He won witli same ease, the Proprietor's purse, at
Fairfield.
October 10. He won the first day's Jockey Club purse, four mile
heats, at Fredericksburg, Virginia, running sixteen miles, beating
Peace Maker, (drawn after the first heat,) Lavinia, Xantippe and others.
But for an accident this race Avould have been won in three heats, and
might have been Avon in two.
1805. May 'i5. He won as usual the Proprietor's purse, at Broad
Rock; but was beat, with the fleet Paragon, in the two mile heats, by
the famed Maid of the Oaks, at Richmond.
October, in the same year, he won tlie second day's purse, at Rich-
mond and at Broad Rock; and he immediately travelled up to Wash-
ington, where he started again for the cup, a single four miles, against
Gen. Ridgcly's famous horse Post Boy, and was only beaten by hall
a neck; Avhich ended his racing career. He was shortly after sold
by Col. Tayloe to Mr. Pollock. His opponents Avere generally, race
nags of the first order. Col. Tayloe Avas of opinion he might have
beat Florizel, had he been substituted for Peace Maker.
Hamlintonian Avas a chestnut, about sixteen hands high, formed Avith
great poAver and elegance, bred by I\Ir. Hamlin, of Virginia.
Died, in his stable at the Central Course, on the 1st inst. the cele-
brated racehorse Sussex—on the turf he was speedy, and in the stud
he Avas sure. The performances of his get will quicken the remem-
brance of their unfortunate sire, and revive the regret that a gay and
gallant animal of the highest courage and the purest blood, should have
been thus cut off by a loathsome disease, in the height of his use-
fulness and in the midst of his Avell earned enjoyments.
A RARE CHANCE.
John C. Stevens, advertises in the New York Courier and Enquirer,
for a man, it is immaterial Avhether he is Avhite, black, red, or any in-
termediate color, Avho Avill undertake to travel on foot ie7i miles in one
hour. He promises |)500 to the first, $300 to the second, and $200
to the third, Avho shall accomplish the distance, on the day selected
for the trial. Mr. Stevens declares his conviction that men can be
found in this country, Avho Avill perform tlie feat—and has Avagered
a considerable sum to that effect. The trial Avill take place on some
one of the last ten days of April next.
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MARYLAND JOCKEV CLUB.
Rules and orders approved and adopted as the rules and orders of
the "Maryland Jockey Club," to commence and he in force from
the third day of June, 1830, and to continue in force until the
close of the fall meeting in the year 1835, subject to such altera-
tions as may he made from time to time, according to the j)rovisions
therein contained.
1. There shall be two meeUngs of this club in each year, and each
continue from two to four days, to be called the Spring and Fall
meetings. The Spring meeting shall commence on the second Tues-
day in May, and the Fall meetings shall commence on tlie last Tues-
day in October.
2. There shall be a President, two Vice-Presidents, a Correspond-
ing Secretary, a Recording Secretary, a Treasurer, and five Stewards,
to be appointed by ballot.
3. It shall be the duty of the President to preside in all meetings
of the Club, to act as Judge on each day's race, appoint his assistant
Judges on the evening preceding each day's race, report the result of
each day's race, and stand as Judge in all sweepstakes, with such
other persons as the parties may appoint.
4. It shall be the duty of the first and second Vice-Presidents to
attend all the meetings of the Club, and assist the President in the dis-
charge of his duty. In the absence of the President, the First Vice-
President, and in his absence the Second Vice-President shall act as
President pro tern.
5. It shall be the duty of the Recording Secretary to attend the
Judges in each day's race, assist them with his counsel, keep a book,
in which he shall record the members' names, the rules of the Club,
and add to them any resolutions which may change the character of
either; also, record the proceedings of each meeting, the entries of
horses; in which shall be set forth the names of the respective owners;
the color, name, age, and name of sire and dam of each horse, and a
description of the rider's dress, and an account of each day's race,
including the time of running each heat, and after the races are over,
publish the result in the next number of the "American Turf
Register and Sporting Magazine."
6. The Stewards shall serve for one meeting next succeeding their
appointment. They shall wear a white rose, or some other appropriate
and distinctive badge. It shall be their duty to attend on the course,
preserve order, clear the track, keep off the crowd from horses coming
to the stand after the close of a heat. They may employ able-bodied
15 v.6
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men to asifist them, -wlio shall be paid out of any money in the hands
of tlie Treasurer, and they shall be designated.
7. There shall be three Judges in the starting stand, the President
and two assistant Judges, and the Recording Secretary; the Judges
shall keep the stand clear of any intrusion during the pendency of a
heat, and also see that the riders are dressed in jockey style.
S. There shall be two distance Judges, and three patrole Judges,
who sliall repair to the Judges' stand after each heat, and report the
nags that are distanced, and foul riding, if there be any.
9. All disputes shall be decided by the Judges of the day, from
whose decision there shall be no appeal, unless at tlie Judges' discre-
tion, and no evidence shall be received of foul riding, except from the
Judges and Patroles.
1 0. All sweepstakes advertised to be run over the course on any
day of the regular meetings of this Club, shall be under the cogni-
zance of this Club, and no change of entries once made, shall be al-
lowed, after closing, unless by the consent of all the parlies.
11. The distance stand shall be fifty yards from the Judges' stand
for mile heats, eighty yards for two mile heats, one hundred and ten
yards for three mile heats, and one liundred and forty yards for four
mile heats, unless it be the best three in five, when seventy yards shall
be the distance.
12. The time between heats shall be twenty minutes for mile heats,
thirty for two mile heats; forty for three mile heats; and forty-five for
'
four mile heats. Some signal shall be sounded from the Judges' stand I
five minutes before the period of starting, after the lapse of which j
time the Judges shall give the Avord, as, "are you ready;" but shouldl
any horse be restive in saddling, the Judges may delay the word ai
short interval, at their own discretion.
13. No person shall start a horse for any purse under the control of
this Club, other than a member, he being at least one-third bona-fidej
interested in the purse, and producing satisfactory proof of his liorse'|
age, nor shall any member start a horse, if his entrance and subscripl
tion be not paid before starting.
14. Any person desirous of becoming a member only for the pur^
pose of starting a horse, may do so, he being approved by the ClubJ
and paying double entrance.
15. All entries shall be made with the Secretary, in writing and"
sealed, before four o'clock, P. M. on the day preceding each race; and
shall be by him deposited, as received, in a box. Each entry shall
contain the name, color, age, and sex of the entry, and the names of
the sire and dam, and a description of the dress of the rider. After
ihe hour of four o'clock no entry sliall be allowed; at that hour the
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entries shall be clraM'n from llio box l)y tlie Secretary, in the presence
of the Club, if in session; or if not, in the presence of ihrco members
thereof; and the horses at starting, shall be entitled to the track, in
the order in which their names may be drawn.
IG. No two riders from the same stable shall be allowed to ride in
the same race; nor shall two horses trained in the same stable be al-
lowed to start in the same race.
17. Riders shall not be permitted to ride unless well dressed in
jockey style: to wit, jockey cap, silk jacket, pantaloons, and half boots.
18. Riders, after a heat is ended, must repair to tlie Judges' stand;
and not to dismount till ordered by the Judges, and then with their
saddles repair to the scales to be weighed.
19. The horse who has won a heat M'ill be entitled to the track,
and the foremost entitled to any part of the track, he leaving sufficient
space for a horse to pass him on the outside; but he shall not, when
locked by a horse, leave the track he may be running in, to press him
to the outside—and having selected his position in a straight stretch,
he shall not leave it for the purpose of pressing his adversary to either
side, the doing of either of which shall be deemed foul riding. A
rider may take the track on the inside, but he must do it at his own
peril, as should he be poled in making the attempt it will not be con-
sidered foul. Should any rider cross, jostle, or strike an adversary,
or his horse, or run on his heels, intentionally, or do any thing else
that may impede the progress of his adversary, he will be deemed
distanced, though he may come out ahead, and the purse be given to
the next best nag; and any rider offending against this rule, shall never
be permitted to ride over, or attend any horse on this course again.
20. If any nag shall run on the inside of any pole, he will be
deemed distanced, although he may come out ahead, and the purse be
awarded to the next best nag; unless he turns round and again enters
the course at the point from which he swerved.
21. A nag that does not win a heat out of three, shall not be en-
titled to start for a fourth, altliough he may have saved liis distance,
but shall be considered better than a horse that is behind the pole in
the third heat.
22. No compromise, or agreement, between any two persons start-
ing horses, or their agents, or grooms, not to oppose each other, upon
a promised division of the purse, shall be permitted, or allowed; and
no person shall run their nags in conjunction, that is, with a determi-
nation to oppose, jointly, any other horse, or horses, which they may
run against. In either case, upon satisfactory evidence produced be-
fore the judges, the purse shall be awarded to the next best nag, and
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the persons so offending shall never again be permitted to start a
horse on this course.
23. All members and their immediate families shall pass the gate
free; and all Avho are not members shall pay the following tolls, viz:
For every four -wheel carriage, with not more than four persons, one
dollar, and for every one above four, twenty-five cents each; for every
gig. cart, or two wheel carriage with one passenger, fifty cents; and
for cvcrv passenger over one, twenty-five cents each; for every man
on horseback, fifty cents, for every person on foot, twenty-five cents.
24. The age of horses shall be reckoned by the year in which they
are foaled, viz:—a horse foaled in the year 1830, shall be considered
a yearling during the year 1831, and shall be considered a two year
old during the year ISS'S, and so on.
25. The following weights shall be carried, viz: A two year old, a
feather; three years old, 86 lbs., four years old, 100 lbs., five years old,
110 lbs., six years old, 118 lbs., seven years old, and upwards, 124
lbs. An allowance of three pounds to mares and geldings. The
Judges shall see that each rider has his proper weights before he starts,
and that they have Avithin two pounds after each heat.
26. New members can be admitted only upon nomination; there
being not less than seven members present, always including the Pre-
sident, or one of the Vice Presidents of the Club; and two black balls
will exclude the person nominated,
27. In betting, when both parties are present, either party has a
right to demand that the money be staked before the horses start, and
if one refuse, t)ie other may declare the bet void, at his option.
28. If either party be absent on the day of race, the party present
may declare the bet void, in the presence of the Judges, before the
race commences; but if any person present offers to stake for the ab-
sentee it is a confirmed bet.
29. A bet made on a ?ieat to come, is no bet, unless all the horses
starting in a previous heat start again.
30. A bet made during a heat, is not determined until the race is
finally decided, unless the heat be particularly mentioned.
31. If an entered horse die, or a subscriber entering him die, no
forfeit shall be required.
32. A premium given to another to make a bet, shall not be refund-
ed, although the bet is not run for.
33. All bets made between horses that are distanced the same heat,
are considered drawn; and when between two horses, for a heat or
race, the horse that is best at the termination of the heat or race wins
the bet.
34- When a dead heat be run, they may all start again, except the
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dead heat be between two horses, tliat if eitlier had been winner, tlie
race would have been over; in which case, they two only shall start
again, to decide which sliall be entitled to the purse. Such horses as
are prevented by this rule from starting again, shall be drawn, and
not distanced.
35. .Judges may postpone a race, but only in case of rain, or bad
weather. No fresh entry of horses will be permitted.
36. No gambling shall be permitted on the grounds under the con-
trol of the Club; and a committee shall be designated by the Presi-
dent, for the time being, with authority to employ police officers to
aid them, to arrest and bring to punishment, all persons attempting to
violate this rule.
37. For the transaction of the ordinary business of the Club, seven
members shall be deemed a quorum. But no alteration shall be made
in any of the established rules and orders of the Club, except in an
open session of a number of members, not less than fifteen.
38. A meeting of the Club may at any time be called by the Presi-
dent, or one of the Vice Presidents, at the instance of any three mem-
bers; the notice of said meeting to be given by the Recording Sec-
retary.
39. All persons admitted as members of the Maryland Jockey
Club, shall pay twenty dollars annually; but oflicers of the Navy or
Army, shall not be required to pay indess in attendance, or on duty
on the Baltimore Station.
40. All persons wishing to become members shall be proposed by
a member in proper person, or in Avriting.
41. A candidate for membership shall be ballotted for on the meet-
ing next after that on which he is proposed; but a person who desires
to become a member for the purpose of starting a horse, may be pro-
posed and ballotted for on the same evening.
42. Each member of this Club is privileged to introduce any friend
or friends Avithin the member's stand, or betting stand, or at the Club
room table, provided the gentlemen introduced be not citizens of the
State of Maryland.
43. No horse being winner of a purse of this Club, shall be allow-
ed to enter for any other purse offered by it during the same season.
44. No person shall be admitted to the ladies' stand, who is not a
member of this Club, or junior member of the family of a member,
or a stranger, (non resident of the State) introduced by a member.
45. No trotting matches will be allowed on the Central Course at
any time within thirty days previous to the regular spring and fall
meetings of the Club.
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By-Laws.
1. Every member is entitled to invite one gentleman, not a resident
of the State of IMaryland, to each Club dinner, provided he pays the
amount of his Club.
2. A fine of one dollar shall be imposed on any officer who may be
absent from a called meeting of the Club, except in case of sickness.
3. No professional gambler, nor any person interested in a public
gaming table, or who shall have been so interested within twelve
months previous to this day, shall be admitted as a member of this
Club.
4. No horse, owned in whole or in part by a professional gambler,
or by any person interested in a public gaming table, or who shall
have been so interested within twelve months preceding the time of
entrance, shall be allowed to start for any purse of this Club.
On the Origin and Qualities of the Wild Horse of the
Prairies of the South-West.
No. 2.
(Concluded from page G6.)
Those are the opinions of a competent and iinprcjucliccd English judge,
wliose writings upon the horse are so liiglily valued tliat tliey have been
republished in pamphlet form, from the Sporting Magazine, in vi'hich tliey
orio-inally appeared. His observations confirm those of Sir James Camp-
bell, for the majority of the Arabians he saw, (which were doubtless of
the common stock,) he call's brutes; but Koylan, Corak and their stock, as
well as the stock of Turcmain-Atti, a deceased Arabian whicli he did not
see, met his unqualified commendation. In this very stud which he ex-
amined, were fine thoroughbred English mares, and foals from those mares
by Arabians, as well as foals iiy I']nghsh stallions, out of Eiistern or Ara-
bian marc; and in forming his judgment, he was enabled to contrast the
English and Arabian stock. It Is true, that the latter is derived from the
former; but difference of soil, climate and treatment, have materially af-
fected the original- stock.—The importation of the Rhind Arabians into
this country, will produce a very beneficial eflTect upon our stock, if they
are of the noble race, which I doubt, not only from the portrait of Zilcaa-
di, but from its being unexplained what important services Mr. Rhind ren-
dered the Sultan, which would induce him to present three ^ne Arabians
to Mr. R., together with tiie doubt whether iiis master of the horse, (who
as a Turk, would entertain all the scorn and hatred of his nation for an
infidel, as they term us,) would not venture, as monarchs do not attend
to matters of detail, to offer common horses; although he may have been
directed to send good. This doubt, however, should not prevent breeders
from patronizing these iiorses; for unless tried with good mares, it will be
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impossible to determine their worth. By their produce, let them, as weil
as every horse, without regard to fashion or prejudice—be judged. Tliat
our breed of horses requires a cross from a foreign strain, appears to be ad-
mitted; and we liave' it in our power to resort to three sources: the Ara-
bian, the English, and the wild horse. The injurious practice of breeding
in-nnd-in beyond a certain point, all experience and reason denounce, and
if we iiave not passed tliat point with tlie Diomed blood; we have, especial-
ly in Virginia and the Carolinas, certainly attained it. Judging from the
Racing Calendar, two, and even three dips of the same blood has done
well; resulting I apprehend, rather from an accidental accordance or dif-
ference of form, wiiich corrected deficiencies and produced goodness, than
Irom the predominance of any particular blood. Several Arabians and
imported English horses, our breeders have it in their power to encourage:
the last they will patronize, for no better reason, perhaps, than that they
are English. I agree with "Barrymore," that the English horses, will not,
in all probability, correct the defects of our horses. They are too large,
for there is many "a good little one, which can beat the big ones into fits,
and at the end of a long day make them look little enough:" and are not
bred to run long distances. They consequently want bone and hardiness of
constitution, as I think the following extracts from the English Sporting
Magazine, will convince your readers. They will bear in mind that they
are the opinions of English Turfmen; who, of course, have every induce-
ment to extol their stock of horses. The freedom with which their writers
discuss the characters and performances of their horses; aye, and some-
times of their owners, too; and the silence with which their strictures are
received, is remarkable; as compared with the sensitiveness evinced by
your subscribers; who either discontinue their patronage of your work, or
commence an angry controversy, imputing the most disreputable motives,
should a word be whispered of their horses. These gentlemen are too
thin skinned, and should recollect that the public cannot be influenced by
unjust and prejudiced opinions of anonymous or undistinguished writers;
and as for the truth, the enlightened legislation of the present day, has de-
cided that it is no libel. The opinions I shall quote, are those of "Observa-
tor,'' "Alfred Highflyer," and "The Young Forester;" regular and able
writers upon the principal meetings in England, and turf matters in gene-
ral. They are taken from the only volumes of the English Sporting Maga-
zine in my possession, from twelve letters upon the races at New Market,
York and Epsom. Your readers will remark, how seldom it is, that the
winner of a race makes play from the start, but almost always invariably
waits, until within a few yards of the stand, and depends upon a spurt of
speed for success. That the English horses are more speedy than ours, I
believe, from the accounts of tiieir racing, and from their bei7ig bred for
short distance races. These extracts will show how great a number of
worthless horses of delicate constitutions and bad legs, are brought for-
ward at their principal courses, with the expectation of "Winning short
races—those generally run. Where are the instances of their running
sixteen and twenty mile races.' Tranby's performance, (so boastingly spo-
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ken of) in Mr. Osbaldcston's match against Time, was not a race
with
three or four heats in rapid succession, but with considerable
intervals of
time, 53m. 26s., Ih— .15m. I7s. and Ih. lira. 27s.—sufficient with good at-
tendance to re-invigorate him.
Extracts.—York spring meeting, 1328.
"Monday. The sport opened with theSUsovs. sweepstakes, one mile and
three quarters; colts, 8st. 51bs. fillies, 8st. 2lbs. and here public rumour de-
clares there appeared a field of six bad ones. Belinda, sister to Laurel, (a very
celebrated racer,) the Abbot, &c. &c. The Abbot took the lead at a pace
little better than a canter for nearly a mile and a half, when the whole
came up and contended for the laurels, which were ultimately carried off
by Belinda, tolerably easy. Now came the long anticipated St. Leger,
which with regard to interest was the most important stake of the meet-
ino". Here were three parties all confident of winning. Mr. Watt's par-
tizans declared that Coulon could defeat any thing in the race, and to make
the thing double-sure, brought out along with him the colt by Whisker,
out of Marion, (which is in their stable,) to assist in flooring the celebrated
Velocipede. King, Lord Scarborough's trainer, asserted that his Lord-
ship's horse was capable of winning: and Scott booked upon winning, as
certain, with Velocipede. Out of an entry of seven, five came to the
post. At starting the Marion colt took the lead, Velocipede showing a
disposition to go out of the course, but Scott succeeded in getting him
set straight again, and he then ran up to the Marion colt, headed him seve-
ral lengths, and when at the Wood, a rnile from home, he had beat every
horse in the race a long way, was never after caught and won in a canter,
full seventy or eighty yards. Mr. Broadhead's colt second, beating Lord
Scarborough's about sixty yards; the favorite Coulon about fifty yards be-
hind him, and tiie Marion colt last, about one hundred yards. Thus ended
the most interesting race of the meeting, which, for tailing, proved unpar-
alled. What now can be said for Belinda, the winner of the first race
this day, when we have seen her beat by the Marion colt, the worst horse
in this race, at Melton in a canter! she must be bad indeed!—The Colt
Sapling stakes, one mile and three quarters, turned out three very bad
ones, yet made a good race, &c."
New Market, spring meeting.
"Monday exhibited a good list for sport, with the expectation of crowds
of visitors, but rain, httle short of a deluge, spoiled every thing. In the
first race. Turquoise beat Mr. Greville's filly, by Whalebone, for 200sovs.
each, easy, but the pace wretchedly slow. Mr. Thornhill's Mariner beat
Lord Anson's filly, by Filho, easy, the pace even slower than the last race.
A sweepstakes of lOsovs. each, five started, and all placed—Donna Clara
filly, a "bag of bones," with Pavis on her, first; their united weight not
enoun-h to sink them in the dirt, soft as it was; Thalcs second; easy enough,
but it scarcely amounted to horse racing. Wednesday, a stakes, the win-
ner to be sold for 150; Miss Nollekin's colt, first; Mr. Rush's Pentagon
filly, second; followed by si;^ others—a poor set out. The race over the
Beacon course, (over four miles,) for a 50/. plate, was enough to satisfy any
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one of the folly of running horses in these days out of their own distance;
they are not bred for it; they arc not kept for it; nor are they prepared
for it. Leeway, who can run a little, made such severe running, that four
poor devils that attempted to follow her absolutely stood still to save tlieir
Jives, and wliich to appearance seemed too late. The lOOOgs. stakes
created a lively interest, bringing out what are supposed to be the best
fillies of the year; but of the nineteen named, seven only started, and with
the exception of Zoe and Trampoline, who were first and second, the rest
were a poor sample. Many people thought that Chilhey, on Bee-in-a-Bon-
net, could have been close up, and if so, the first and second can be no
great things."
York, August meeting.
"Friday, the weather again fine. The King's lOOgs. for five year old
mares, was walked over for by Lord Scarborough's sister to Tarrare, four
years old. This plate, from the scarcity of five year old mares in training
seldom produces a race, and his majesty's money is in consequence thrown
away."
New Market meeting, 1830.
"Two came to the post, and two others paid, to the Spring Underling
stakes, of lOOsovs. each. Neither the horses (who are of the commonest
order.) nor the money, (which to the winner. Lord Cleveland, is only like
adding a drop of water to the ocean,) would have been worth mention-
ing; but the race and the riding far exceeded any thing during the meet-
ing. Wednesday.—For the first race was brought to the post Mr. Wag-
staiF's Land-rail, a bird famous for slow pace and shortJlight, and Mr. Hed-
ley's Pysche, well descended, but young, small and bad tempered, this gave
the ascendancy to Land-rail. Sweepstakes of 25sovs. each, for two year
old colts and fillies, seven subscribers, and seven started: they looked
pretty at first, but very soon lost their shapes and places. Robinson won
a length upon Zang; a poor Mustachio thing third; a Wrangler colt, its
dam Miss Rush, 'not worth a straw,' fourth. The Jockey Club plate,
once the most honorable prize at New Market, though of 50^. value only,
was walked over by Cadland. As Cadland is no longer armed with ter-
rors it may now be seen whether men run their horses for honor, for plea'
sure or for money."
As much is said about the quality of the horses, required to win the
Derby and Oaks stakes, at Epsom, take this account of the Epsom races
of 1830.
"Thursday morning arrived, a day of extraordinary excitement and
interest to the sportsman, and to millions of others in every part of Eng-
land. The Derby, aye! (if one may believe all that is said and done,)
twenty-three good ones, all ready to start and all "sure to win;'' enough,
really, to make one breathless to think of it. But a drenching shower,
thirteen t"alse starts and an hour or nearly so, later than expected, gave
time for the jockey to get dry again, and to him who has a good horse in
his own imagination only, to begin to waver. The start, at last, was
pretty good; Mr. Gully's Prima Donna colt, very properly took the lead;,
16 V.6
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but making useless play for Little Red Rover, as Lord Exeter was doing
the same with his Red Rover for Augustus and Mahmoud, and thus de-
stroying his chance if lie had any. Wm. Chifney was content to have
Priam in his old and humble place, nearly last; and his brother Sam, on
Sheldrake, told S. Day, it is said, in running, not to hurry himself or Priam
in getting up the lost ground, which orders it seems were obeyed to the let-
ter, and made him an easy winner, in the fullest sense of those most agreea-
ble words. Little Red Rover ran a very good little horse and was second;
beat two lengths, as the Irish say, is a 'beg bating.' Lord Exeter's three
were now close together, and looked fine in condition, Mahmoud being
third. These were all the judge placed. Then came the principal body,
such as Red Rover, Augustus, &-c. There was then a small space be-
tween the rest of the twenty-three. Mr. Wheatley on Firman, took the
lead of this disordeily group, some mad that they had done so little and
some melancholy that they had not done more. Some of their owners
must have been affected with one or both of these calamities, or something
worse, when they persuaded their friends to back such things as some of
them proved to be. The betting which had been heavy all the', year,
ended at four to one against Priam, and thirty to one against Firman, the
largest and strongest Derby-like horse of the whole, in the eyes of men
of certain prejudices, and those who invariably admire a large horse if
you show them a small one. Friday—The Oaks stakes of 50sovs. eachJI^
half forfeit; for three year old fillies, the owner of the second to receive
lOOsovs. out of the stakes. There were seventy-seven subscribers, and
eighteen came to the post. They were neither so good, nor so good look-
ino-, nor in condition generally, to equal the horses of the same age in the
Derby; the race and pace being very inferior and disgustingly scattered. Va-
riation won by two lengths, Monche, second; Jenny Vertpre was third; but
beat early in the race, 'out of sight.' Charlotte West, the wonder of
wonders, if one may believe the betting, kept the/air lady company, &c."
York, August meeting.
"We had a very great field of two year olds, no less than a dozen
—
although plenty in quantity, I fear sadly deficient in quality.—Clarence the
winner—the whole lot is what I should call had. The three year old
produce stake, two miles, excited great expectations from St. Nicholas and
Brunswicker, but in the way of superiority realized nothing. Five started;
Redstart taking the lead, which he kept to the wood, where Nicholas
crept up and took the lead, and when at the distance. Beagle and Bruns-
wicker came alongside of him and the tiiree commenced the 'tug of war;'
which was resolutely persevered in, with plenty of whipcord to home,
where St. Nicholas just managed to stagger in and beat Brunswicker half
a neck, Beagle third, being only a neck behind. This race was by no
means swift, and I think I hardly ever saw horses come home at so bad a
pace; in fact they appeared dead run."
New Market, October meeting.
"Mr. Robert's Cloudesley, by Emilius, beat Sir D. Baird's Snooks, for
lOOsovs. the Ditch-mile. Both waited at a very slow pace to within thirty
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yards of home, when Buckle won. Two races on Tuesday, but scarcely
worth seeing or recording. The first between Cadland and Gayhurst.
Pavis made the running, and in all the most difficult places very severe, and
at the turn of the lands had Cadland dead beat. Some thought or perliaps
only said, that Pavis made so free with Gayhurst after the advantage,
that he soon got into a similar state; and the two went staggering home
together like drunkards from a tavern, Gayhurst winning by nearly a
lengtli, swerving at the time in evident misery, from the pace, the distance
and the punishment of both whip and spur. ZucharelH, nmch thought of
or rather much talked of, for the last Derby; and Variation, the winner of
the Oaks, ran a match for SOOsovs. across the Flat, which the latter won
quite in a canter. Mr. Ramsbottom looked quite sheepish to see his favo-
rite, ZucharelH, so shamefully beaten by such a thing as Variation, at
equal weights. Carthusian beat Clio, the Two Year Old Course, for
SOOsovs. and short as this course is, they came the early part of it as slow
as if they were going to run four miles. The only race of any interest in
the first spring meeting, was for the 'Thousand;' and the result merely
proved how bad all the mares of the year were."
New Market, Houghton meeting.
"The Criterion stakes of SOsovs. each, 20 forfeit; for two year old colts
and fillies, from the turn of the Lands-in. Twenty paid forfeit; most of
them from being so bad as to produce that care-taking spirit, that ten
pounds is better saved than ill spent They had several false starts, which
were but of little consequence, if one might judge by the pace afterwards.
A handicap sweepstakes of 25sovs. each, two year olds, four subscribers-
three ran and one paid. Lord Jersey's Whalebone filly, won it by a length,
a great favorite and an easy winner. The Shoveller filly and Almoner!
second and third. It will require fine riding, good training, better man-
agement and the best luck, to make these any thing like racers."
These extracts, will I think, convince the unprejudiced that the impor-
tation of English horses will not improve our stock, in bone, bottom, or
hardiness of constitution; and that to obtain these, we must breed from
Arabians and the wild horse. The difficulty of distinguishing and obtain-
ing, (both from their remoteness and the high prices at which they are
held,) when known, Arabians of the noble race, appear almost to extin-
guish any hope of improvement from them. I had lately an opportunity
on the Blue Water river—where I met Black Dog's band of Osages—of
comparing their horses, which, (like those of all the wandering tribes of
the prairies, whose habits entitle them to the appellation of the Arabs of
the prairies,) are derived from the wild horse, with those of the detach-
ment I commanded; some of which are good nags. The region between
the Blue Water and the Washita rivers, is a rolling, well wat^ered country,
exceedingly rocky; and calculated, if any region in the world is, to impart
fiinly hardiness to the hoofs and legs; and this is the case, for I observed
that the unshod horses of the Osages, walked and gallopped over the
stones and rocks with more indiflference than the shod horses we rode. At
their camp we had an opportunity of viewing their mares and foals, of
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every age; and the admiration of my companion, who had never bestovired
any thought upon them, and had no theory or views to be confirmed, was
most strongly e.xcited, by tiie foals of one and two years old wiiich we saw.
He declared them to be fur superior in form, beauty and spirit, to any foala
he had ever seen, and contrasting them with those of the domestic breed,
which neglected like these are, and suffered to shift for themselves, un-
housed and unfed, during all seasons that he had seen; he pronounced the
vast superiority of the Osage colts, to indicate superiority of breed and
stamina; and the stock, which under every disadvantage could produce such
colts, to be excellent. Our approach to their camp, caused great commo-
tion, and the boys sallying out, each leaped upon a yearling or two year
old and galloped towards us over the rocky ground, without other difficul-
ty than the spirit and surprise of their young steeds occasioned. Very
many of the horses used by the Osages are small and without beauty; but
this can easily be accounted for—they are the hardest riders in the world,
and being a very large race of men, the early use of their colts, requiring
from them the greatest performances, prevents their attaining good size
and the development of their forms and strength. Yet I saw an Osage,
carrying the usual equipments and a heavy rifle, push his little brown
mare in chase of a buffalo, with a speed which distanced his competitors,
and called forth the praise of every man in the detachment. An effort
was made to purchase the mare, but her owner declined parting with her.
The Arabs have shoes, flexible, though of iron, for their horses; but
the Osages have none, although hunting over the most rocky region, pro-
bably in the world. No horses of our stock, could be used unshod; and
very many not even if shod, where I saw them hunting the buffalo. This
band had in their possession three wild stallions, which they had caught in
that hunt; two of which, my friend and myself succeeded in purchasing;
one I have sold, the other I retain; and will hereafter give accurate de-
scription of him, offering him to the public, in order that an experiment
may be made of this stock. 33.
History of the American Turf, from Eighty Years since—
Best Horses, &c.
(Continued from page 61
.)
Shortly afler the successful issue of the Revolution, racing was revived
in Virginia, with more than former ardor; and to the celebrated racehorses
of tl)at day, the descendants of Jolly Roger, Janus, Fearnought, Othello,
Traveller, Sic. many of our pedigrees now trace.
178G,*Mr. Goode's Brimmer, by Harris' Eclipse, (son of imp. Fear-
nought,) dam by imp. Jolly Roger, out of imp. Mary Gray, was at the
* Towards the close of the last century, the turf in England, acquired
a degree of celebrity and fashion known at no other period, when under
the patronage of the dashing Prince of Wales, (since George the 4th,)
who, with his famous nags. Scota, by Eclipse, Escape, by Highflyer, Baro'
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head of the Virginia turf in 1786. When gevcn years old, carrying 1401b.9.
he ran thrro four mile heats, at Tappahannock, in 8m. 4s.— 8m. 8s. and
8m. 12s. Besides Mr. Goodc, Messrs. Sclden, HoomeSj Hoskins, McCarty,
Washington and other gentlemen, between the Potomac and James rivers,
about this period gave to the turf their ardent support. Mr. Hoomes wag
actively engaged in importations from England;—and, besides mares, at
different times imported tiie valuable stallions Diomed, Bedford, Buzzard,
Stirling, Spread Eagle, Archdul<e and Cormorant.
In 1791, the late Col. John Tayloe, of Mount Airy, came upon
the turf, and aided it in no small degree, by bringing into notice the
famous gray horse Bellair,* best son of imp. Medley, his dam by Yorick;
(both bred upon his estate,) and his fleet gelding Nantoaka, by imp. (Hall's)
Eclipse, his dam Young Ebony, out of Brent's famous race mare Ebony,
by imp. Othello; her dam Tasker's Selima. Bellair beat the best horses
of Virginia and Maryland; but when out of condition, was beat twice,
(by Butler's Camilla, got by imp. Mexican, out of imp. Lady Northumber-
land, and by Randolph's Roan, (Gimcrack,) by imp. Medley, dam by Ariel,
brother to Partner, by imp. Traveller, out of Tasker's Selima,) prior to
beating them. (Sir William, Muckle John, Henry, Betsy Ransom, Trifle
and other of our best horses are descended from Bellair, whose blood is held
in the highest esteem.) Nantoaka won ten races,—distancing the field,
four mile heats, at Annapolis. Col. Tayloe was now at the head of the
turf in Virginia and Maryland; and for many years his horses were rarely
beaten. His gr. h. Gray Diomed, only fourteen hands three inches high,
(dam by Sloe,) the next best son of imp. Medley, for several years beat
the best horses, especially a capital field at Annapolis, four mile heats;
viz: Mr. Washington's bl. m. Virginia Nell, by imp. Highflyer, Mr. Lyie's
(late Tayloe's) Nantoaka, and Gen. Ridgely's Cincinnatus. Gray Diomed
was beaten when only owing to peculiar circumstances. (As a stallion he
also had high reputation; was sire to Moseby's Amanda, darn of Duroc,
of course grandam to American Eclipse.)
1795. Calypso, own sister to Bellair, another of Col. Tayloe's famed
race nags of that era, from 1795 to 1798, won thirteen capital races, hav-
ing been rarely defeated; but his favorite race mare, that eclipsed all others.
Virago, by imp. Shark, dam by Star, (imp. by Gen. Spotwood,) bred by
net, by Vertumnus, Mufti, Knowsley, &c. &c. won many of the most
famed races. This was the era of the Highflyers, (next after the Eclipses;)
of Delpini, Diamond, Rockingham, Sir Peter, Skylark, Skyscraper, Tobv,
&c. 1788, Sir Peter was the best horse on the turf— in 1793, Hambleto-
nian: who in 1799, beat Diamond, b, c. the greatest match ever run in
England.
* Bellair, a gray, stout made, fifteen hands and one inch high, is almost
directly descended from the best imp. stock. "He was got by imp. Med-
ley, dam by Yorick, (son of imp. Traveller, out of imp. Blazella, by Blaze,
a famed son of Flying Childers;) grandam Black Selima, by imp. Fear-
nought, out of Tasker's famed imp. Sehma, by the Godolphin Arabian,"
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Mr. Alexander, of Caroline county, Virginia, who having started her, out
of condition, at Tappahannock, against Col. Tayloo's gr. h. Quicksilver,
by imp. Medley, had her beaten; (when she might liave distanced the held
the first heal)—on winning two mile heats at Annapolis, exhibiting extra-
ordinary speed in each race, she was purchased of a Mr. Johnson, of
Frederick county, Virginia, by Col. Tayloe, who, (1797,) beat with her
every competitor, from 1797 to 1799, in ten successive races; no horse
being able to put her to her speed*—so superior that her powers were
supposed to be unknown, and not tested by time.
Gr.- g. Leviathan,! by the Flag of Truce, his dam said to be by imp.
Medley, succeeded Virago, as the best horse in Col. Tayloe's stable and in
Viro-inia; from 1797 to 1801, he won sixteen races, beating Minerva, by
Bellair, (she had gained her laurels by beating Virago, on her training oft',
when eight years old,) Little Medley, Lee Boo, by Craig's imp. Highflyer,
and the best horses of Virginia and Maryland. Our oldest sportsmen
have considered Leviathan, inferior to no four mile horse that has ever
run in America. At eight years old he performed an extraordinary
achievement, by beating Mr. Tomlin's Brimmer, carrying ISOlbs. to 100,
in a single five miles. Shortly after he was beat in a severe race by Mr.
Hoomes' Fairy, (Ariadne,) own Sister to Gallatin, four years old, by imp.
Bedford, out of imp. Mambrino mare. In the second heat one of the stir-
rups to Leviathan's saddle broke, or the result might have been otherwise.
(However, Fairy, for several years performed greatly, won twelve or four-
teen races, and was rarely beaten, though by Black Maria and Gallatin.)
The same autumn, being out of condition. Leviathan was beat at Wash-
ington, by Mr. Osborne Spriggs' Lee Boo, and was thereupon sold to Gen.
McPherson of South Carolina. Black Maria, three years old, by imp.
Shark, dam by imp. Clockfast, on an application for Virago, had been sent
to Gen. Hampton, of South Carolina, to vanquish Gen. Washington's
Shark,| by imp. Shark, dam by Flimnap. She beat him three and four
* It may be questionable whether Virago's speed from a quarter to four
miles, has ever been equalled by any race nag in America.—We select
these, Virago, Gallatin and Florizel, from their exhibiting most speed at
their different eras, as most famed of all others. It will be recollected,
however, that with Jockey Club weights, Timoleon ran one mile in Im.
47s.— Gallatin, two miles in 3m. 43s. (these at three years old,)—Sally
Walker, three miles in 5m. 42s. and Henry,* the spring of four, carrying
lOSlbs. the four miles in 7m. 37s. If it be true that Mercury, (by Vir-
ginian, out of Sir Charles' dam,) as stated, ran the four mile heats, over
a full mile course, near New Orleans, in 7m. 40s. and 7m. 42s. his perform-
ance surpassed all others in America.
f Both Leviathan and Brimmer were bred by Mr. Turpin, and may have
been of the same stock maternally,
J We should be glad to have furnished us the distinguished performances
of Gen. Wm. Washington's Shark.
* Henry's son, Robin Hood, has lately run a mile on the Union Course,
in Im. 463. and two miles in 3m. 443.
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mile heats, (1800,) and for several years beat the best horses, Fairy, Le-
viathan, «Sic. Gen. Hampton, on her beating Shark, (then deemed invin-
cible at four miles;) won the four days at Charleston, an unprecedented
achievement,* but once done since. The South Carolina turf, at this pe-
riod, was brilliantly supported by Generals Hampton, Washington and
McPherson; Col. Alston, Mr. Singleton, and other gentlemen of the first
fortune and respectability. Gallatin, (Expectation,) own brother to Fairy,
for several years, (1802-5,) ran with tiie most brilliant success, in Virginia
and South Carolina. Col. Tayloe sold him to Col. Alston at a large price
soon after his running two miles at Fairfield, near Richmond, in 3m. 43s.
f
(Gallatin, ranks with the best horses of America, at any distance.) Col.
Tayloe's Cupbearer, by imp. Bedford, dam by Harris' Eclipse, ran nearly
as brilliant, but a more short career, in Virginia, winning the four mile
heats, near Fredericksburg, over a heavy sandy course^ in 7m. 56s. and 7m.
50s.—the second heat, a performance almost without parallel in this coun-
try. About the same period, Collector, by Mark Antony, was gathering
laurels on the southern border of Virginia.
1802. A few years after his son Snap Dragon, dam by imp. Fearnought,
was at the head of the turf in N. C. At Fairfield, he won the four mile
heats, beating Virago and Fairy, both having trained off; and on running
his great race at New Market, near Petersburg, three four mile heats— 1st
heat over 8m.—2d heat 7m. 57s.| and 3d heat 8m. 4s. beating Bucephalus,
(Schedoni,) and others; he was bought by Col. Tayloe, and afterwards ran
with unequal success, as influenced by his wayward temper.
In 1803, Mr. Moseby's Amanda, by Gray Diomed, dam by Virginia
Cade, five years old, performed greatly; and in a few races eclipsed all
contemporaries; but in a sweepstakes, two mile heats, in 1804, she (with
Col. Selden's famed Lavinia, winner of the great Stirling stakes at Fred-
ericksburg, and afterwards of capital races at Fairfield, Washington, &c.
by imp. Diomed, dam Lady Bolingbroke, by imp. Pantaloon,) was
beat by Col. Tayloe's capital horse Topgallant, by imp. Diomed, dam by
imp. Shark, but both were beaten that autumn, in a single three mile, $500,
each, by Maj. Ball's renowned Florizel,^ nearly brother in blood to Top-
gallant, (by imp. Diomed, dam by imp. Shark.) He was never beaten nor
paid forfeit.
* Lately Mr. Richardson took all four Jockey Club purses, at Charles-
ton, with Bertrand Jr., Little Venus and Julia.
t The late Hon. John Randolph of Roanoke, under the signature of
Philip, page 497, vol. 4, Am. Turf Reg. writes "was in the stand at Fair-
field," when Gallatin, three years old, ran four miles—"the third the fastest
mile ever run in the U. States," but the time is not given.
\ Second and third heats, on the same course, the precise time of Ariel
and Trumpator.
5 Florizel, "never beaten or paid forfeit," nor knew the "touch of the spur
nor even heard the flourish of a whip," would be regarded the Highflyer of
the American turf, had Iiis progeny the celebrity of Sir Archy's.
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The next year, 1805, Col. Tayloe's Peace Maker, another famed son of
imp. Diomed—having beat the famed Surprise and others, two mile heats
at Petersburg, running one of them in the best time ever
known on that
course, 3m. 43s.—who had been a distinguished winner at every distance,
was beat by Florizel in a match, four mile heats, $3000 a side—a race
that
produced unusual sensation. (Florizel is stated, upon credible
authority,
to have bounded at this time 26 feet at his "lope."
No horse about Rich-
mond being able to run from one hundred yards to a quarter
of a mile, or
furtiier wi°h him.) Gen. Jackson's Truxton, one
of the entries in the
Stirling Stakes, by imp. Diomed, dam by imp. Fearnouglit,
was simulta-
taneou^sly as invincible in Tennessee; and his Opossum filly,
by imp. Med-
ley, ran with nearly equal success. In 1804,
Gen. Ridgely's Post Boy,
dam by Hyder Ally, (son of Lindsay's Arabian,) and Gov.
Ogle's Oscar,
dam by imp. Medley, both sons of imp. Gabriel, came into the
first repute
in Maryland. Postboy, for several years beat the
best horses, at all dis-
tances, to wit: Col. Selden's Sting, by imp. Diomed,
dam by imp. Panta-
loon, in a match two mile heats; Mr. Bond's First
Consul, by Flag of
Truce, dam by imp. Slender; gr. m. Miller's Damsel, (American
Eclipse's
dam,) and her own brother Bright Phoebus, (dis.) by imp.
Messenger, their
dam' imp. by PotSos, son of Eclipse; Bean's Maria, by
imp. Punch, Duck-
et's Financier, by Tippoo Sultan, Hickory by imp.
Whip, Hamlintonian by
Diomed, &c. &c. Unavailing efforts were, however,
made at diflferent
times, to produce a match between Post Boy and Florizel
or Polomack.
At three years old, Post Boy was beat at Wasliington,
three mile heats, by
Schedoni, by imp. Dare Devil. Ultimately, in October, 1809,
when nine
years old, Post Boy was beat the four mile heats by
Hickory, then five,
by imported Whip, dam by imported Dare Devil. He had been
considered
the best colt of his year, in Virginia, and in
1G09, beat Lance, two mile
heats, at Pennsylvania; Maid of the Oaks and Floretta,
three mile heats, at
Annapolis; and lastly. Post Boy, the four mile heats
at Washington; the
first was a dead heat; in the second. Post Boy
fell, broke his leg, and
shortly after died. Hickory has left a
memorable name as a stallion at
the north.
t- .i u *
1806. Oscar having beaten Lavinia, Floretta, and
other of the best
horse«. Gen. Ridgely won with him October, 1806,
a match, four mile
heals, 'against First Consul. Mr. Bond, atler
winning with him twenty-
one successive races, (all his races but one,
then ascribed to accident,
won by Empress, by imp. Baronet, Ariel's grandam.)
imprudently publish-
ed a challenge, to run him, then eight
years old, against any horse, four
mile heats; which was promptly accepted with
Oscar, for |1000, and Flori-
zel for $10,000—the latter was declined.
Both Oscar and First Consul
were the next week beat at Wasliington,* the
four mile heats, by Dr.
*This was the golden age of the Washington City
.Tockey Club, (1801-6)
composed of Gov's. Ogle, Bowie, Wright, Lloyd,
and Ridgely, of Mary-
land, the Threlkelds, Lufboroughs, Thorntons,
Masons, Tayloes, Peters,
Hamptons, Seldens, Hoomeses, Willises, and other of the
most respectable
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Etlelin's Floretta,* by imp. Spread Eagle, dam by Hall's Union; tlic firi^t heat
won by Topgallant, the 1st and 3d heats run in 8m. 2d iieut in 7in. 52s.
the best time of four miles, known on the Washington City Course. The
preceding year (1C05) Oscar and Topgallant, had been beat the four milo
heats, at Washington, by Capt.Bird Willis' famous Maid of the Oal<s,f also
by imp. Spread Eagle, dam by imp. Shark. She had acquired celebrity by
winning several races in Virginia, against the best horses, viz: Wilkes'
g. Surprise, by Bel Air, Hamlintonian, Peace Maker, Paragon, and others.
This, and several years thereafter, Wilkes' Potomac, by imp. Diomed, dam
by Pegasus, (son of Wildair,) ran in Virginia, with a reputation almost
equal to any predecessor; he won eleven races, eight of them four mile
heats, and was never beaten except in the first sweepstakes, (owing to ac-
cident,) won by Stump the Dealer, by imp. Diomed, dam by imp. Shark.
1808 was rendered memorable by the assembling in the great Fairfield
stakes, of several of the best colts that ever met in a race. Col. Tayloe's
Sir Archy, by imp. Diomed, out of imp. Castianira, by Rockingham; Col.
Selden's Wrangler, by Diomed, dam lady Bolingbroke, by imp. Pantaloon;
Mr. Eppes" Palafox, by imp. Druid, out of Mary Gray, (the dam of Wonder
and Pacolet,) by imp. Precipitate; Virginius, by Diomed, dam by Chatham,
and Mr. Wm. R. Johnson's True Blue, by imp. Magic, dam by imp. Chariot,
the worst colt in the race, that, by accident, or superior management, won it,
beating also Moloch, by imp. Dare Devil, and St. Tammany, own brother to
Florizel, by imp. Diomed, as described in the Am. Turf Reg, vol. 2, p. 367,
Sir Archy, having had the distemper, was distanced this autumn at Wash-
ington, by Bright Phosbus, own brother to Miller's Damsel, by imp. Mes-
senger, whom, if well, he might have distanced, as he was afterwards by
Post Boy, near Philadelphia. Mr. Brush's Sir Solomon, by imp. Tickle
Toby, dam by Dreadnaught, gained great reputation by beating Wynn's
Gallatin, by Diomed, in a match four mile heats, near Norfolk, run in 7m.
44s.t and 7ra. 49s. and also, in a like match, beating Col. Selden's Wran-
gler.
18095 gave Mr. Johnson, the first rank on the turf, by beating with Sir
gentlemen of that vicinity, and abroad—being at that time the central
arena for the north and the south; and now with like aid, it may be revived
as a powerful auxiliary, to the present Central Course.
* $1000 was bet by his owner that Topgallant would win the first heat.
There was heavier betting on the race, between the backers of Oscar and
First Consul, won by the former. These bets probably gave the race to
Floretta.
t The Maid of the Oaks has established her fame as a brood mare at the
north; among others, being the dam of the famed Marshal Duroc,— hia
own sister Cinderella, dam of the famed race nag Modesty, one of the
best of the get of imp. Expedition, and of Medoc's dam by him.
Jit is believed the Norfolk Course was at that time short of a mile.
5
Col's Tayloe, Selden and Hoomes, having given efficient support to
the turf, had retired from it, and gave way to their successors, Messrs.
Johnson, Moseby, Wilkes, Wormely, Wynn and others. For Col T-v*
17 v.6
'^^'
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Archy in the finest style, every competitor. Wrangler, Blank, Palafox,
Tom Tough, Ratray, &.c. An ofier being made to run him for $10,000,
against any horse that could be brought against iiim, and not accepted, he
was withdrawn from the turf with the highest reputation, and became in a
few years the most successful stallion that ever covered in America.*
(The capital horses Wrangler and Stump the Dealer, died before quitting
the turf.)
(To be continued.)
Turf Warfare between the North and South—Explanation,
Mr. Editor:
Very unintentionally I may have offended and done you injury with
some of your friends at the north; where I too have many for whom
1 entertain the most sincere regard.
Solely with a view of shewing, as far as in my power, the present
state of the "turf warfare between north and south;" and only a turf
warfare, (there being sufficient evidence of the friendships thereby
produced—gentlemen of the two extremes liking each other the more
they are brouglit together; prejudices dispelled, and the bonds of our
union itself more strongly cemented,) I took upon myself "the re-
sponsibility," only shared by you in allowing it a place in your Re-
gister, to furnish the article, signed by "A native born Marylander."
In justice to you I must add, that I am only a subscriber to your
work; and never had any pecuniary interest in it Avhatever. Some
phillipics have been bestowed upon you and myself, that I do not
mean to answer. So far as regards the turf, and in all other respects,
I believe you are disposed to do justice alike to the northern and the
southern man, and to the northern and southern horse. I am not
aware that you have prepossessions for either; but believe you to be
wholly impartial.
It seems there have been some trivial and but few material errors,
in the account stated. Doubt 2vas expressed as to the precise sums.
In some cases the charge is made they were too large; in others
too small. But partiality is not implied in this respect. The sums
Ice's importations of the best brood marcs, Castianira, Peggy, and Anvi-
lina, to which the most famed horses on the turf trace their origin, and of
Gabriel, Mufti, Brilliant, Chance, and other stallions, the turf is greatly
indebted, and to Col. Miles Selden, for disseminating their valuable stock
from Diomed. Its obligation to Col. Hoomes has been shown in the text.
* For a more full detail of celebrated races from 1792 to 1810, see Am.
Turf Reg. vol. 3, pp. 260. 261.
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won are unimportant as regards the fame of the horses, excepting to
sliew the stakes were large tliat enlisted their prowess. My language
was not sufficiently clear. I should have said, that, according to my
recollection, "no Jockey Club race had been won by a northern ter-
^t/e," instead of "northern competitor," "on any southern course."
But in this I was mistaken. The name of the nag may have caused
the error. I have ascertained there are two exceptions. John C.
Stevens, Esq. Avith the Virginia bred mare Janet, then recently pur-
chased by him, won the Jockey Club purse, at Washington city, and
shortly after at Fredericksburg. I am not aware of any other example.
When Ariel and Goliah won at the south, they were owned and ran
by southern gentlemen; and "vice versa" Janet and Betsy Ransom
were winners at the north.
The account rendered was mainly correct. The amount of races
and money won by southern competitors, would have been augment-
ed, had the Jockey Club races won by Betsey Richards, Childers,
Henry, Flirtilla, Sally Walker, Betsey Ransom, Arietta, James Crop-
per, Malcolm, Bonnets o'Blue, Trifle, Ironette, Orange Boy, Tychicus,
Annette, Ripley, Tobacconist, &c. been carried to the credit of the
south.
Let any disinterested gentleman examine your "Racing Memoran-
da," "Turf Summary," and accounts of racing, to satisfy himself of
the correctness of these opinions.
A Native Born Marylander.
DR. REEDER'S MARE BY IMPORTED CHANCE.
Mr. Editor: Halifax, JV. C. Aug. 23, 1834.
I have no doubt that Dr. Reeder's account of the age of his mare,
Virginia, gotten by the imported horse Chance, is correct; and the
doubt has arisen in this way:—Chance was twice in North Carolina. I
well remember that in the fall of 1815, I purchased of the late John
W. Eppes of Virginia, the mare now called Lady Burton, (this name
was given her after I parted Avith her,) she was the dam of "Centre
Snapper." Mr. Eppes, who had married my wife's sister, was in very
bad health, and I promised him that if he would come to North Caro-
lina, I would go with him to the Warm springs in Buncombe county;
this I know was in the year 1816, from letters and other evidence
about which there can be no mistake. I took the filly I had pur-
chased of Mr. Eppes with me, as she was in very fine order, for my
servant to ride, and was debating in my own mind whether I should
have her trained that fall or put her to horse;—the first day I went to
Warrenton, where Chance then stood, under the management of
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Philemon Hawkins, Esq. I concluded to put the mare to Chance, the
produce was Coutre Snapper, of course foaled in 1817:—whether
Mr. Hawkins kept the horse two seasons I am not certain; but this
much I distinctly remember: in December, 1819, Mr. Crowell, then
of Alabama, and myself were on our way to Congress, and stopped
for tlie night at Capt. Garrat's, in Sussex county, Virginia, where we
found Chance, then on liis way as I understood, from Col. Tayloe's
to Henry Cotten's, in Edgecombe county, North Carolina, where he
continued the next season, until it was ascertained that he was impo-
tent. I sent the dam of Coutre Snapper and another mare to him, and
in May I received a letter from Mr. Cotten stating the fact of his im-
potency, and requesting that I would send for my mares. I have no
doubt but that Chance stood at some place of Col. Tayloe's in 1819,
and the Dr. alleges that his mare Avas foaled in 1820, which to my
mind makes the matter as clear as daylight.
Yours, with much esteem, H. G. Burton.
[In justice to Dr. Reeder we publish the above extract from Governor
Burton, which does make the matter as "clear as day light." This case
should satisfy every one of the propriety of giving publicity to similar
doubts, as an investigation will be sure to dissipate them, if unfounded.
This has been proven in the case of Sir Charles—an illustrious example.
As respects Dr. Reeder, his high character, was sufficient to repel, at
once, all suspicion, except that of misapprehension or wrong information,
to which the best and all of us are liable.]
VETERINARY.
Observations on the disease commonly called the Big
Head in Horses.
I observe in a late number of your interesting Register, a short article
upon the Big Head in horses, in which the writer supposes the disease to
be in the teeth. A friend of mine, lost some months since, a very fine
horse with that complaint, and was kind enough to have the head carefully
cleaned and sent to me. I had intended sending it to you, but during an
absence from home, it was thrown away. It had, however, been carefully
examined before, with the aid of two intelligent physicians, both of whom
pronounced the disease scrofula.
I subjoin the result of the examination, from notes taken at the time.
That part of the temporal bones which extend low into the temporal
fossa, and immediately opposite the lower part of the zygomatic arch, was
extremely thin, and in places worn through or consumed, so as to leave the
brain at those places without a bony covering, but otherwise those parts
had no appearance of disease. So the interior bony case of one of the
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orbits, immediately above the upper part of the superior maxillary wag
ciefoctive, with parts removed, but this had the appearance of an accident,
probably in cleaning the head.
The superior maxillary bones were much diseased, their upper ends im-
mediately below the orbits, were entirely spongy, much consumed, and the
usually hard enamelled surface of the bones completely wanting there; and
throughout the whole extent of the grinders, the bones were spongy and
evidently had been much absorbed, so as to give to the exposed part of
these teeth an unusual length. The progress of the disease appeared to
liave been very rapid in these parts as the teeth were not the least dis-
colored, below the well defined dark line of the original extent of the bone.
That part of the maxillary which lies belovv the orbital foramen, forming
both cheeks, and in a space of from two and a half to three inches long,
by about two inches wide, was rough, spongy and much absorbed, so
that the roots of the teeth were without any exterior covering, being
exposed from a quarter to half an inch. These were the roots of the two
most forward grinders in each maxillary, they extend as far into the max-
illary as the foramen (infra-orbital foramen) and in the usual position of a
horse's head may be considered as below that foramen.
The inferior maxillary, into which the upper incisor teeth enter, was
also very spongy and much absorbed, but those parts of the maxillary into
which the canine teeth enter, was apparently sound and free from disease.
The whole of the superior maxillary was much diseased, but those parts
which indicated the disease in the greatest degree, were as before stated,
adjacent to and below the orbital foramen. The parts immediately adja-
cent to the teeth, alveolar parts, both inside and out were spongy from a
quarter to half an inch in width, and the upper ends of the maxillary, im-
mediately below the orbits and adjacent to the foramen, leading from im-
mediately below the orbits into the nasal opening. The spongy condition
of the bone was extensive and deep in these parts, and much absorbed so
as to leave a large opening into which a finger could have been thrust into
the cavity behind the malar bone.
The lower jaw was not with the upper, I cannot therefore speak of its
appearance, but I have no doubt it was healthy, as otherwise it would not
have escaped the attention of the observing and intelligent gentleman who
brought me the upper. In fact, he remarked to me that the lower jaw
had no evidence of disease.
All the remedies for this complaint, tend to one single object, to excite
superficial inflammation near the seat of the disease, and when applied in
time, have, I have understood, in some cases, been successful. But when
the complaint has been neglected for some time, I believe it is witho.ut a
remedy, although, in many cases, its progress is extremely slow.
The scrofula in the human subject is considered a constitutional disease,
and as being liable to be transmitted to one's posterity. It is also consider-
ed as frequently resulting from breeding too much in and in. 1 can see no
reason why these suppositions may not be applied to the horse—of one fact
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I am well satisfied, that the Indians who breed very much in and in, have
this complaint frequently among their horses.
May it not then bo advisable to avoid breeding from a stock subject to
this compliiint, and also to avoid breeding too much in and in, by which
the complaint may be produced?
There are other diseases which have been found to be transmitted by a
horse to his progeny, such as "stinking feet," and defective hoofs. Ought
not such stocks to be avoided by a breeder?
Of what avail is an undisputed line of illustrious ancestors, if a horse's
feet are always to be nursed? He is neither a good roadster nor racer.
Rarely running well, and never long, and always complaining when he
treads on a firm path.
Should not these defects be avoided by breeders, and should they not be
as careful in observing the general constitutions of a horses' issue, as the
blood and performance of the sire.
Such observations appear to me essential to the consideration of all
breeders, and if duly attended to, may prevent a general diff'usion of con-
stitutional diseases. A.
Cure for Scratches in Horses.
Take any vessel that can be corked up, put in it a handful of chloride of
lime, always more than the water will dissolve—pour hot water upon it
and cork it up for use.
Use this lime water as a wash twice a day. Should the parts inflame,
which sometimes they will, poultice and then use the wash again.
This is, of course, only an external remedy, but it is one that has been
rarely found to fail.
If the disease is of long standing, and it is thought necessary to physic
the horse, salts is perhaps the best medicine, but the wash should still be
used.
It will also be found an excellent wash for an old sore from any cause,
keeping in mind the necessity of a poultice occasionally, should it much
inflame the parts.
The poultice can be of bread and milk, mush or flaxseed.
Cure for Mange in Dogs.
Louisville, Ken. April 25, 1834.
Take your dog (o a tanyard, and Iiave him put in the lime vat and kept
there for five minutes, seeing that he is well wet with the lime water, take
him out and permit him to dry, and put him in again in like manner, this
done three times will in all cases effect a complete cure. The above reme-
dy has been frequently tried by me, and by my friends at my suggestion,
and we in every case in a short time had tlie pleasure of seeing our lovely
animals entirely free from the disease, and in possession of a beautiful coat
of hair. A Subscriber.
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THOUGHTS ON HUNTING.
(Continued from page 80.)
In some of the preceding letters we have, I think, settled the busi-
ness of the kennel in all its parts, and determined what should be the
number, and what are the necessary qualifications of the attendants
on the hounds: we also agree in opinion, that a pack should consist
of about twenty-five couple. I shall now proceed to give some ac-
count of the use of them. You desire I would be as particular as if
you were to hunt the hounds yourself: to obey you, therefore, 1 think I
had better send you a description of an imaginary chase, in which I
shall be at liberty to describe such events as probably may happen,
and to which your present inquiries seem most to lead; a further and
more circumstantial explanation of them will necessarily become the
subject of my future letters. I am at the same time well aware of
the difhculties attending such an undertaking. A foxchase is not easy
to be described—yet as even a faint description of it may serve, to a
certain degree, as an answer to the various questions you are pleased
to make concerning that diversion, I shall prosecute my attempt in
such a manner as I think may suit your purpose best. As I fear it
may read ill, it shall not be long. A gentleman, to Avhose under-
standing nature had most CA'idently been sparing of her gifts, as often
as he took up a book and met with a passage which he could not
comprehend, was used to write in the margin opposite maiiere em-
hrouillee, and gave himself no further concern about it. As differ-
ent causes have been known to produce the same effects, should you
treat 7ne in like manner, I shall tliink it the severest censure that can
be passed upon me. Our friend Somervile, I apprehend, was no
great foxhunter; yet all he says on the subject of hunting is so sensi-
ble and just, that I shall turn to his account of foxhunting, and quote
it where I can. The hour in the morning most favorable to the
diversion is certainly an early one, nor do I think I can fix it better
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than to say the hounds should be at the cover at sun-rising. Let us
suppose we are arrived at the cover side.
" Delightful scene!
Where all around is gay, men, horses, clogs;
And in each smiling countenance appears
Fresh blooming health, and universal joy."
—
Somervile.
Now let your huntsman throw in his hounds as quietly as he can,
and let the two whippers-in keep wide of him on either hand, so that
a single hound may not escape them; let them be attentive to his
halloo, and be ready to encourage or rate, as that directs; he Avill, of
course, draw up the wind, for reasons which I shall give in another
place. Now if you can keep your brother sportsmen in order, and
put any discretion into them, you are in luck; they more frequently
do harm than good: if it be possible, persuade those who wish to
halloo the fox off to stand quiet under the cover side, and on no ac-
count to halloo hnn too soon; if they do, he most certainly will turn
back again: could you entice them all into the cover, your sport, in
all probability, would not be the worse for it.
How well the hounds spread the cover!—the huntsman, you see, is
quite deserted, and his horse, which so lately had a crowd at his
heels, has not now one attendant left. How steadily they draw!
—
you hear not a single hound, yet none are idle. Is not this better
than to be subject to continual disappointment, from the eternal bab-
bling of unsteady hounds?
" See! how they range
Dispersed, how busily this way and that
They cross, examining with curious nose
Each likely haunt. Hark! on the drng I hear
Their doubtful notes, preluding to a cry
More nobly full, and swell'd with every mouth."
—
Somervile.
How musical their tongues!—Now as they get nearer to him, how
the chorus fills! Hark! he is found.—Now, where are all your sor-
rows and your cares, ye gloomy souls.'' Or where your pains and
aches, ye complaining ones? One halloo has dispelled them all.
Wliat a crash tliey make! and echo seemingly takes pleasure to repeat
the sound. The astonished traveller forsakes his road, lured by its
melody: the listening ploughman now stops his plough; and every
distant shepherd neglects his flock and runs to see him break. What
joy! what eagerness in every face!
"How happy art thou, man, when thou'rt no more
Thyself! when all the pangs that grind thy soul,
In rapture and in sweet oblivion lost,
Yield a short interval, and ease from pain!"
—
Somervile.
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Mark how he runs the cover's utmost limits, yet dares not venture
forth; the liounds are still too near.—That check is lucky:—now, if
our friends head him not, he will soon be oll^—hark! tliey halloo: by
G—d he's gone.
Hark! what loud shouts
Re-echo through the groves! he breaks away:
Shrill horns proclaim his flight. Each straggling hound
Strains o'er the lawn to reach the distant pack.
'Tis triumph all, and joy."
'Now, huntsman, get on with the head hounds; the whipper-in will
bring on the others after you: keep an attentive eye on the leading
hounds, that should the scent fail them, you may know at least how
far they brought it.
Mind Galloper, how he leads them! It is difficult to distinguish
which is first, they run in such a style; yet he is the foremost hound.
The goodness of his nose is not less excellent than his speed. How
he carries the scent! and when he loses it, see how eagerly he flings
to recover it again. There—now he's at head again—see how they
top the hedge! Now, how they mount the hill! Observe what a
head they carry; and show me, if you can, one shuffler or skirter
amongst them all: are they not like a parcel of brave fellows, Avho,
when they undertake a thing, determine to share its fatigue and its
dangers equally amongst them .''
" Far o'er the rocky hills Vv^e range,
And dangerous our course; but in the brave
True courage never fails. In vain the stream
In foaming eddies whirls, in vain the ditch
Wide gaping threatens death. The craggy steep,
Where the poor dizzy shepherd crawls with care.
And clings to every twig, gives us no pain;
But down we sweep, as stoops the falcon bold
To pounce his prey. Then up th' opponent hill.
By the swift motion slung, we mount aloft:
So ships, in winter seas, now sliding sink
Adown the steepy wave, then toss'd on liigh.
Ride on the billows, and defy the storm."
—
Somervii.e.
It was then the fox I saw as we came down the hill: those crows
directed me which way to look, and the sheep ran from him as he
passed along. The hounds are now on the very spot; yet the sheep
stop them not, for they dash beyond them. Now see with what
eagerness they cross the plain! Galloper no longer keeps his place.
Bruslier takes it: see how he flings for the scent and how impetuous-
18 V.6
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ly he runs! How eagerly he took the lead, and how he strives to
it! yet Victor comes up apace. He reaches him! See what an ex-
cellent race it is between them! It is doubtful which will reach the
cover first. How equally tliey run! how eagerly they strain!—now
Victor, Victor! Ah! Brusher, you are beat: Victor first tops the
hedge! See there! see how they all take it in their strokes! The
hedge cracks with their weight, so many jump at once.
Now hastes the whipper-in to the other side the cover: he is right,
unless he heads the fox.
"Heav'ns! what melodious strains! how beat our hearts
Big with tumultuous joy! tlie loaded gales
Breathe harmony; and as the tempest drives
From wood to wood, through ev'ry dark recess
The forest thunders, and the mountains shake."
—
Somervile.
Listen!—the hounds have turned. They are now in two parts. The
fox has been headed back, and we have changed at last.
Now, my lads, mind the huntsman's halloo, and stop to those
hounds whicli he encourages. He is right!—that, doubtless, is the
hunted fox. Now they are off again.
"What lengths we pass! where will the wand'ring chase
Lead us bewilder'd! Smooth as swallows skim
The new-shorn mead, and far more swift, we fly.
See my brave pack! how to the head they press,
Jostling in close array, then more diffuse
Obliquely wheel, while from their op'ning mouths
The vollied thunder breaks.
Look back and view
The strange confusion of the vale below,
Where sore vexation reigns;
Old age laments
His vigor spent: the tall, plump, brawny youth
Curses his cumbrous bulk; and envies now
The short pygmean race, he whilom kenn'd
Wiih proud insulting leer. A chosen few




Ha! a check. Now for a moment's patience. We press too close
upon the hounds!—Huntsman, stand still: as yet they want you not.
How admirably they spread! how wide they cast! Is there a single
hound that does not try.? If such a one there be he ne'er shall
hunt again. There, Trueman is on the scent: he feathers, yet
still is doubtful: 'tis right! how readily tliey join him! See those
wide-casting hounds, how they fly forward to recover the ground
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they have lost! Mind Lightning, how she daslies, and Mungo, how-
he Avorks! Okl Frantic, too, now pushes forward: she knows, as
well as we, the fox is sinking.
" Ha! yet he flies, nor yields
To black despair. But one loose more, and all
His wiles are vain. Hark! through yon village now
The rattling clamor rings. The barns, the cots.
And leafless elms return the joyous sounds.
Through ev'ry homestall, and through ev'ry yard.
His midnight walks, panting, forlorn, he flies:
Th' unerring hounds
With peals of echoing vengeance close pursue."
—
Somervile.
Huntsman! at fault at last? How far did you bring the scent?—Have
the hounds made their own cast?—Now make yours. You see that
sheep-dog has been coursing the fox: get forward with your hounds,
and make a wide cast.
Hark! that halloo is indeed a lucky one. If we can hold him on, we
may yet recover him; for a fox so much distressed must stop at last.
We now shall see if they will hunt as well as run; for there is but
little scent, and the impending cloud still makes that little less. How
they enjoy the scent! See how busy they all are and how each in
his turn prevails!
Huntsman, be quiet! Whilst the scent was good, you pressed on
your hounds: it was well done. Your hounds were afterwards at
fault; you made your cast with judgment and lost no time. You now
must let them hunt: with such a cold scent as this you can do no
good.—They must do it all themselves.—Lift them now, and not a
hound will stoop again.—Ha! a high road, at such a time as this, when
the tencierest nosed hound can hardly own the scent!—Another fault!
That man at work, then, has headed back the fox.—Huntsman! cast
•not your hounds now; you see they have overrun the scent: have a
little patience, and let them, for once, try back.
We now must give them time.—See where they bend towards
yonder furze brake! I wish he may have stopped there! Mind that
old hound, how he dashes over the furze; I think he winds him!—
Now for a fresh cntapis!—Hark! they halloo!—Ay, there he goes!
It is near over with him: had the hounds caught view, he must
have died. He will hardly reach the cover. See how they gain
upon him at every stroke! It is an admirable race! yet the cover saves
him.
Now be quiet, and he cannot escape us: we have the wind of the
hound.s, and cannot be better placed.—How short he runs!—he is now
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in tlie very strongest part of the cover.—What a crash! every
hound is in, and every hound is running for him.—That was a
quick turn! Again another'—he's put to his last sliifts. Now
Mischief is at his licels, and death is not far ofl'.—Ha! they all stop
at once: all silent, and yet no earth is open. Listen!—now they
are at him again! Did you hear that hound catch view? They had
overrun the scent, and the fox had lain down behind them. Now,
reynard, look to yourself! How quick they all give their tongues!
—
Little Drcndnought, how he works him! the terriers, too, they now
are squeaking at him. How close Vengeance pursues! how terribly
she presses! It is just up with him!—Gods! what a crash they make.'
the whole wood resounds! Tliat turn was very short!—There!
now—ay, now they have him!—Who-hoop!
PARTRIDGE SHOOTING.
Most young sportsmen, and many old ones, fancy that nothing
great can be done on the first day, without they go out as soon as
they can see to distinguish a bird from a dog. This may possibly be
necessary for those who start from a toion, where two or three unfor-
tunate coveys are to be contended for by half the lawyers, doctors,
schoolmasters, sporting parsons, and tradesmen in the place; but un-
der other circumstances, this is the very worst method that can be
adopted.
In the first place, the birds being at tliis time on the feed, will not
always lie well. By your springing them from the rtm, the covey
are pretty sure to take loing altogether; and being once disturbed in
this state, it becomes afterwards, much more difficult to disperse them^
than if they had been left quiet till the dew had dried on the stubble.
Secondly, you throw off with long shots instead of fair ones; which,
to say the least of it, is not a favorable beginning either for yourself
or dogs. Thirdly, for one who may have no relay of pointers or set-
ters, it should be recollected, how much better bestowed would be the
work, which he takes out of them while slaving to little purpose in
the dcro of the morning, if he reserved it for the afternoon. This,
from about three till six, is the time of day (in the early part of the
season,) that all the best shots are to be got. The birds are then scat-
tered, and driven to the low grounds and meadows: where, with
steady dogs, they may be found one or two at a time, and kicked up
as fast as he can load and fire.
The most partridges I have seen bagged in a day by one person, in
a country not preserved, were twenty-three brace; in killing which, I
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remember, that although he began in the very best quarter, and every-
thing- fnvnrcd, as well as it possibly could do, his slarling at daijlight,
yet he only got three shots before nine o''clock.
Although he had Jour relays of dogs, yet he felt confident that he
should have killed at least seven brace more, if he had left the coveys
undisturbed till about half past seven or eight.
The person who performed this, and the double shooting before al-
luded to, went out in a subsequent year at nine o'clock, surrounded
by other shooting parties, who had been hard at work since the break
of day. He had this season a far inferior breed of birds, and he had
only one, and that a very old dog. He took refreshment, and rested
from twelve till two; shot again till six, and tlien went home to din-
ner, having killed fifty partridges and a hare, -with only missing two
very long sliots, thougli he invariably used both his barrels whenever
the coveys rose within gunshot. To this one dog he bagged in all, at
different times in a wild country three thousand one hundred and six-
ty-three head of game.
Much game as I have seen killed in a September day, I do not re-
collect one solitary instance of any thing extraordinary being done
very early in the viorning. With regard to where, and how we are
to beat for gaiue, Stc. &c. it would now be unnecessary to inform even
a schoolboy; and, indeed, others having mentioned all particulars, is a
sufficient reason for my not imposing on the reader's patience, Avith
what he will have seen before, and what, to describe, would lead me
into the very subject of other sporting authors. Suffice it, therefore,
to say, that the great object is, first to have good markers* judicious-
ly placed, and then to disperse the birds; the best way to do which is
to head your dogs, by taking an extensive circle. The second is, to
make no more noise than what cannot absolutely be avoided, doing as
much by signal and whistling, and as little by hallooing as possible.
Thirdly, go first on hills to find, and drive down from them the birds,
and then in vales to kill them. Fourthly, when distressed for par-
tridges, in a scarce country, at the end ol the season, take a horse and
gallop from one turnip field to another, instead of regular slaving af-
ter inaccessible coveys.
Many an excellent shot has come home with an empty bag, under
* Always be sure to tell a young marker that he must carry his eye well
forward when a covey of birds begin to skim in their flight, and consider,
that as they may continue doing so for a field or two, he cannot safely say
that he has marked them down, till he has seen them stop and^^xp their wings,
which all game must do, before they can alight on the ground.
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the following circumstances. He has gone out in a cold raw day, and
found tliat the birds were scarce and wild, and tliat even in turnips
they would not lie. But had he then tried one kind of land, to which
almost every man, as well as his dog, has a dislike—the fallotos, he
might possibly have got some good double shots; because the birds,
finding it a misery to run here, particularly if he walked across the
fallows, will sometimes lie till they are sprung the fairest possible
shots. [Instructions to Youns Sportsmen.
ON THE VIRTUES OF THE BUZZARD'S WING.
The lines of the negro song about which you inquire, furnish no
additional proof of the miraculous virtue lately imputed by one of
your correspondents, to the down of the turkey buzzard's wing,
though the incident which impressed them on my memory shews
that the same marvellous property, (of curing blindness,) held a place
among our popular traditions nearly thirty years ago. It has been
about that length of time since, at a dinner party at Mr. W ''s, in
Richmond, this attribute of buzzard's down was mentioned, and
which then, as now, found its way into the newspapers, and the fact
being received with a very natural incredulity, one of the company
cited, €71 badinage, the lines in question from a song in vogue about
this time among the blacks, as alibrding some confirmation of the
curious fact. The lines were
"Oh! turkey buzzard! pray lend mo your wing,
To fly o'er the river, and see Sally King."
They plainly shewed, he maintained, that one of our native birds,
suffering under the same calamity which characterized Homer and
Milton, had invoked the aid of the buzzard's wing, not merely that he
might "fly over the river," but also cure himself of blindness, and thus
be able to "see" his mistress, the adorable "Sally King."
If this anecdote should deprive your worthy correspondent of the
honor of first communicating this important fact in natural history to
the world, he should recollect that it also contributes to establish the
merits of his communication, by showing that the same story had
currency before the present generation. As a disinterested lover of
.science he must regard the novelty of a principle as of less impor-
tance than its truth.
I am, very respectfully, your obd't ser'vt,
G. T.
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WALKING MATCH.
Considerable interest was excited lately, by the decision of a
walking match for 25Z. a side, between two men, named Iloarc
and Parsons, on a mile of ground measured, at Weybridge, within a
short distance of Oatlaiid's park paling. The day was unusually fa-
vorable. The sky was cloudless, and the sun shown with all the
brilliancy of spring, although in the shade there was a gentle frost,
which rendered the road firm and pleasant. The concourse of spec-
tators was immense; and all the lovers of athletic exercises round the
county, including many "red coats," who had been out Avith the
hounds, were present. Hoare is a native of Walton, and Parsons a
tradesman at Hampton, and both famed for the use of their trotters
—
the latter having won several matches against time. The distance
proposed to be walked was six measured miles out and in; and the
men were started together to see which would perforin it in the short-
est time. Hoare is about thirty-five years of age, thin and wiry in
his frame; while Parsons is only thirty-one, and in person much more
symmetrical as well as somewhat taller. It was admitted that Parsons
was not in first rate condition; while the other, from hard fare and
hard work, seemed to want little preparation, although his powers
were little known beyond his village circle. The time in which he
could perform the distance was, however, soon Avhispered among his
friends who had seen him tried, and in consequence he was backed at
five to four. His time was stated to be "the six miles in 54 minutes."
The merits of the men were, however, soon put to the test, and two
umpires and a referee (on horseback) having been chosen, the men
were brought to the starting post, and having tossed for choice of
side, Hoare was the winner, and took the near side, while Parsons
took the off side; about a hundred yards next the starting point being
roped to prevent the interference of the spectators. Hoare was naked,
with the exception of a pair of drawers, stockings and half-boots, the
vamps and leggings of black cloth, buttoned over the insteps. Par-
sons was attired in a striped blue Guernsey shirt, drawers, stockings
and high quartered shoes. Parsons gave the word "go!" with great
confidence and let his opponent have the start, the umpires and referee
riding behind. The style of Parsons Avas decidedly more shewy and
graceful than that of Hoare, who stooped, and had rather a lounging
gate, while Parsons was erect, with a quick steady pace; but no two
men could have walked more fairly on toe and heel. The pace was
extremely quick; but towards the end of the first mile Parsons shot
ahead: in this eftbrt, however, he evidently overstrained himself: his
stomach became deranged, and Hoare soon overhauled him and turned
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his post first, gradually gaining to the end of the first two miles,
which he performed in seventeen minutes eleven seconds, wliile Par-
sons took seventeen minutes thu-ty-six seconds. The second two
miles Hoare did in seventeen minutes and twenty-five seconds; Par-
sons turning the post in eighteen minutes and ihirty seconds; and in
the last turn of two miles, Hoare, who slackened his pace on finding
he was not pressed, came in in twenty minutes nine seconds; while
Parsons was a full minute and a half behind Hoare in the whole dis-
tance, although he gained considerably in the last mile, which he per-
formed with new vigor. The whole distance was thus performed by
the winner in five seconds under fifty-six minutes, and by the loser
m fifty-seven minutes twenty-five seconds; which must be considered
excellent walking, although not equal to what both are said to have
done in their trials; and it is not impossible that a new match will be
made. There was very little betting on the match, but several heavy
bets were offered that neither did the distance in fifty-four minutes.
The men were not distressed, and the match was concluded Avithout
the slightest dispute or quibble. It was cl(;ar that Parsons was taken
by surprise in tlie qualities of his antagonist, and was not in the con-
dition which a contest with such a competitor demanded. The
quickest walking within our recollection was that of Captain Parker,
who walked seven miles within the hour; and there is no doubt either
Hoare or Parsons could make a certainty of turning the six miles and
a half within the hour. A sweepstakes of three men with such am-
bulatory qualifications would make a most interesting match, and
such athletic exhibitions ought to be encouraged, not for the purpose
of gambling, but with a view of infusing a spirit of rivalry among
our youth in the development of their muscular strength. Since
Avritins the above we have received a challenge from the friends of
Parsons to match him against Hoare, six miles. The event to come
off in three months, for 50Z. or lOOZ. a side. A deposit to be made
at Hampton or the Castle I'avern, Holborn.
—
English paper.
ANECDOTE OF A FROG.
On going to her dairy a few days since, a lady observed a frog leap
from the spring and seize a locust, (a cicada,) which he held some
time in his mouth, smoothing down its wings alternately with each
paw, the locust all the time making its singing noise. He then swal-
lowed it. But to the surprise of the lady and apparent astonishment
of the frog, it continued its singing in the maw of the frog, during as.
long a time as was occupied in skimming two pans of milk.
[The truth of the above is abundantly avouched.]
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
The Ami-rican and English St. Legkr.—The week in wliicli the
first attempit is made to run for the "Taslcer Stakes," or American St.
Lejrer, at Bai'fimore, brings us also the news of the great Leger race in Eng-
land, in which so many thousands both of pounds and people are interested.
The Tasker Stakes of jgJOO entrance, $100 forfeit, with five subscribers,
was contested for by only two horses,— viz:
O. P. Hare's b. f. Virginia Carey, 1151bs. - - - 1
J. B. Kendall's b. c. Feto:r, 1181 bs. - - - - 2
Time, 3ni. 51s.—Distance two miles, (short 308 yards.)
No race in England excites one half the interest created by the St. Le-
ger, where all the crack horses of the north and south meet in a contest,
in which many thousands of persons have a stake who never saw a race
course, much less the horse on which they bet.
The '-Tasker" is but newly born
—
\we hope it will thrive—though a
change in the weights throughout the Union must take place before it will
become popular among the owners of crack horses. Few men possessing
a tine colt will run him for a small stake with llSlbs. on his back, when
his character is so likely to suffer by comparison with even indifferent
horses: for in the general opinions of speed, "the watch is the critic,'' and
there are but few who can or will distinguish the difference between the
time made with 901bs. on the back, and that which a horse accomplishes
with llSIbs. If the weights, generally, were raised to the same standard,
the "Tasker" would eventually become a matter of emulation here, as
"the Leger" is in E^ngland.
For the late Leger, which was run for on the 16th September, only eleven
horses started, though there were seventy-one entries; and if our sporting
readers remember how greatly "Plenipotentiary.," (the winner of the
Derby,) was thought to be superior to any other horse of the season, they
may judge how the English "knowing ones" were taken in by the result
of the race.
We extract the following from the London Times.
"It is long since so small a field started for the St. Leger, and still longer
since there was such apparently good reason for it. Plenipotentiary
was the lion of the day, and every eye was fixed on him as he took his
preliminary gallop before the grand stand; Shillelagh was also watched
with no small degree of anxiety. He looked all that a racehorse should
look, and none the worse for having Chifney on his back. General C basse
was greatly admired, and many augured that if the pace was not too
strong he would not be far off. VVarlaby Baylock also attracted a great
deal of attention; but scarcely any body bestowed a glance upon Touch-
stone, and those who did favor him with a look only became more eager
to bet against him.
The great "St. Leger Stakes" of SOsovs. each, h. f.; seventy-one sub-
scribers—colts, llSlbs. fillies, llSlbs.
Lord Westminster's b. c. Touchstone, by Camel, out of Banter,
fCalloway,] _-.-.-- l
Lord Sligo'a ch. c. Bran, by Humphrey Clinker, out of Velvet,
{Darling,] - ---... 2
Sir J. Boswell's ch. c. General Chasse, by Actoeon, out of Hamble-
tonia, [Johnson,] ----- - 3
Duke of Cleveland's br. c Shillelagh, by St. Patrick, out of Emi-
liana's dain, [Chifney,] ----- 4
19 V.6
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The following also started, but were not placed:
—
Mr. Battson's ch. c. Plenipotentiary, by Eniilius.
JNlr. Watt's b. c. Bubastes, by Blackiock.
Dnke of Leeds' cli. c. Valparaiso, by Velocipede.
Mr. Heseitine's b. c. Warlaby B.iylock-, by Blackiock.
Mr. Marson's bl. c. Loudon, by Chateau Margaux.
Mr. Cbisliolm's b. f. by Partisan.
Immediately before starting the prices were eleven to ten on Plenipo-
tentiary; seven to two against Shillelagh; eleven to one against General
Chasse; twenty to one against Bran; forty to one against tiie winner, and
fifty to one in running. At the third attempt the horses got otf, Bubastes
taking tlie lead, Plenipotentiary and Cliasse laid in the nnddle, and Shille-
latrh last of all, till they got over the hill, when he took a position nearer
the centre. In this way they went to the Red house, when a most signifi-
cant change took place. Plenipotentiary was already in ditficulty; and
Connelly called on him in vain; whip and spur were resorted to, but ihere
was no response; Plenipo, the pride of the south, the terror of the north,
was actually beaten three quarters of a mile from home; on reaching the
last turn, Touchstone, who had hitherto lain very patiently in the centre
went up to the leading horse:^: even at this part of the race it was quite
evident that Touchstone was safe to win. Half way up the distance he
went right away from his horses, and although General Chasse and Bran,
did make a struggle, it was only for second place, which Bran obtained by
about a head, Touchstone defeating him by nearly two lengths. Plenipo-
tentiary [last of the lot,] and as whipper-in, the Partisan filly, but a ter-
rible long way a-stern. It is difficult to reconcile tliis result with public
running, unless we assume [as many do] that Plenipo was upset by the
severity of the pace though having been .short of work. We have all along
described him as a very superior horse, and it will doubtless be thrown in
our teeth that we have made a mistake; our calculations, however, have
been founded on public running, and we have this consolation, that we have
sinned in good company. The stakes were worth 2,075/. [about $9,800.]
"Bran," who ran second in the Leger, was sold after the race for 1400
guineas, [$7000.] "Tomboy" won the gold cup with ease."
{^From the JV. Y. Traveller and Spirit of the Times.
Bona Fide—Saf.es of, and Sums Refused for Thoroughbreds.
Andrew.—This celebrated racehorse has gone to, and will cover in (he
neighborhood of Milledgeville, Georgia— one half of him having been
sold to Mr. Keenan for $4500, cash.
Ironette—one half sold to Col. Johnson for ^2500.
Black Heath—winner of the last Proprietor's purse, at Fairfield,
Virginia, sold before the race, for ^2500.
Columbia Taylor—re-sold to Col. Johnson, for <i!3000,
O'Kelly has been sold for ^7000, to go to Tennessee
The half of Eclipse Lightfoot has been sold for $5000.
Mazeppa—winner of the sweepstakes at the Central course, and
at Timonium, sold for ^5500.
Ratler, (by Archy, dam by Robin Red Breast,) has been sold to Wm.
R. Peyton, of Sumner county, Tennessee, where he is to cover,
B. Keimngham.
We understand that Mambrtno. sire of Azalin, the full brother of Busiris,
is on his way to Tennessee, the half of him having passed into the hands of
Major Donelr-on. He will no doubt make a popular stallion, uniting as he
does the most approved blood, with great strength and excellent form.
P. Wallis has been offered and refused $1000 for Lady AsciiiANAjby
Sir Arcby, dam Pandora II, by Silver Heels.
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RACING CALENDAR.
Lexington [Ken) Races.
Commenced on Tuesday, Sept. 16, 1834, and continued five days.
Fird day, a sweepstakes for tliree year olds, five entries at ^500 each,
two mile heats, which was decided at two heats; only two starting, the
rest paying' half forfeit.
James L. Bradley's eh. c. Uncle Fowler, three years old, hy
Sumter, dam Jenny Jenkins, 80lbs. - - - 11
VV. Viley's ch. c. Railway, three years old, by Ratler, dam Lady
Gray, SOlbs. - -
"-
- - - 2 2
Time, 3m. 553.—3m. 52s.
Our track has been removed on new ground this fall, and shaped so as
to give two straight stretches of a quarter of a mile, and two semicircles
of a quarter of a mile each, and is twenty-nine feet over a mile.
Second day , a "pool purse, ;^ 1 00 given by the Association, ^5 entrance,
and ^5 additional entrance on all horses tliat are not drawn ur distanced,
except tiie winner of the heat, who is entitled to start without paying, and
so on until one horse wins three heats, to which horse the purse with the
entrance shall be awarded) one mile heats.
James Shy's ch. f. four years old, by Kosciusko, dam by Ti-
ger, 9 libs. - - - - - - 111
Wm. Biiford's ch. f. Anna Monroe, four years old, by Kos-
ciusko, dam by Blackburn's Buzzard, 9 libs. - - 3 2
Geo. N. Sanders' ch. f. Susan Sliroder, tliree years old, by
Sumter, dam old Crop, 77lbs. - - - - 3 4 3
James Dunn's ch. c. four years old, by Bertrand, dam by
Powliattan, 94lbs. - - . . ' - 4 2 4
Dr. E. VVarfield's br. c. three years old, by Trumpator, dam
Sophy Winn, SOlbs. - - - - - 5 dr.
Samuel Davenport's b. m. Bon Mere, five years old, by Sir
Archy, dnm by Thaddeus, lOSlbs. - - - 2 dr.
Time, Im. 51s.— Im. 51s.— Im. 51s.
The above blanks in the first heat was not a dead heat, but was held up
between the distance and judges stand, and could not be placed.
In the afternoon of the day a race of three quarters of a mile heats,
$200 a side, was run between Mr. Jefferson Scott's ch. c. three years old,
by Contract, dam Keet's quarter mare, pedigree unknown, and Mr. B.
Cunningham's b. c. four years old, by Kosciusko, dam by Blackburn's Buz-
zard, weight 701bs.
The ch. c. won both heats with ease, although his start the first heat
was a bad one, not getting off in time by eighty or a hundred yai;ds.
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Third day, purse of $700; four mile heats.
Willa Viley's b. h. Richard Sintrleton, six years old, by Bertrand,
dam Blackeyed Susan, by Tiger, 114lhs. . . - 1
James M.EstaU's cli. h. Collier, aged, by Sir Charles, dam by Top-
gallant, I201bs. ..... 2
Time, 8in. 083. Track heavy.
The second heat was not run, Collier withdrawing from the contest,
having proved restive and refusing to run in the first.
Fourth day, purse $250, two mile heats.
W. Viley's gr. f. Sarah Miller,, three years old, by Cherokee,
dam by Whipster, 771bs. - - - - - 11
G. H. Sanders' eh. c. Unit, three years old, by McDuffie, dam
by Sumter, 801bs. . - - . - . 2 dis.
J. R. Shavv's ch. f. Nancy Shaw, three years old, by Sumter,
dam by Hamiltonian, 77lbs. - • - - 3 dis.
Samuel Davenport's br. f. three years old, by Sumter, dam by
Blackburn's Whip, 77lbs. .... 4 dis.
Mr. Boner's b. h. Sir William, five years old, by Jenkins' Sir
William, dam by Gregsby's Potomac, l061bs. - - 5 dis.
Mr. Cunninglmm's b. c. Nonsuch, four years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Cook's Whip, 94lbs. . - _ - 6 dis.
Time, 3m. 53s.—3m. 52s.
Fifth day, the city purse of §500, three mile heats.
W. Viley's b. f. May Dacre, four years old, by William of
Transport, dam by Sumter, 9 libs, - • - 12 1
Dr. E. Warfield's bl. m. Susetta, five years old, by Aratus,
dam Jenny Cockracy, 1031bs. - - - . 2 12
Time, 6m. 10a.—5m. 55s.—5m. 53s.
John Wirt, Secretary.
Madison {Ken.) Association Races.
Fall meeting, Wednesday, Sept. 11, 1833.
Fir^t day, a post sweepstake for two year old colts, $25 entrance, h.f.;
mile heats, thirteen entries: nine paid forfeit.
James Bradley's ch. h. Uncle Fowler, by Sumter, dam by
Singleton's Buzzard, - - - - - 11
Time, Im. 59s.— Im. 50s.
Louisville (Ken.) Races.
Fail meeting, over the Oakland course, Sept. 1833.
On Monday, a poststake for two year old colts, $50 entrance, $50 given
by the Association, mile heats, four entries.
Mr. Bradley's ch. c. Uncle Fowler, (a feather,) by Sumter, dam
Jenny Jenkins, by Singleton's Buzzard, - - - 11
Time, Im. 54?.— Im. 593.
At the Madison races, Bradley's horse was called Billy Stewart, at
Louisville he was called Waterloo. See Turf Reg. vol. 5, No. 2, for
the Midison race, and vol. 5, No. 4, Louisville race, Am. Turf Reg-
Jamks L. Bbaolsy.
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Milton Course Races.
Commenced on Tuesday, Sept. I6lli, 1834, and continued three days.
First day, a colt race, one mile heat, ijJlOO en'trancc, six entered.
Messrs. Pointer and Carrington's, eh. c. by Washington, dam Florizel,
walked over the course without opposition and c/aimed the purse.
Second day. Jockey Club purse, two mile lieatM.
Mr. Pointer's b. h. Hebrew, by Sir Archy, dam by Bainbridge, 1 1
Mr. Brown's b. h. John Randolph, by Shakspeare, dam by Madi-
son, - - - - - - - 22
Mr. Phelps and McCargo's b. h. Tam o'Shanter, .by Medley, dam
by Virginian, - - - - - - 3 dr.
Time, 4m. 3s.—4m. I5s.
Third day.
Mr. Grave's b. h. Monsoon, by Ratler, dam by imp. Eagle, 1 1
Mr. Phelps and McCargo's ch. h. Abray, by Timoleon, dam by
Sir Hal, 3 2
Mr. Brown's b. Iv. Volant, by Long Island Eclipse, dam by
Knowsley, - - - - - - - 23
Lynchburg {Va,) Races.
Commenced on Tuesday, Sept. 22, 1834, and continued five days.
First day, a sweepstake for colts and fillies three years old, two milo
heats, entrance ^100; four ."jntries; two paid lurfeit.
Wm. Terry's b. c. Tickle Britches, by Shakspeare, dam by
Madison, - -.. .- \ \
VVm. Garth's b. f. Clementina, by Monsieur Tonson, dam Sally
Racket, ------- 2 2
Time, 4m. 14s.—4m. 14s.
Second day, Proprietor's purse, ^200, two mile heats.
Wm. McCargo's ch. f. Lucy Ashton, four years old, by Gohan-
na, dam not known, - - - - - 11
John P. White's ch. m. Amanda, six years old, by Henry, dam
hy Duroc, - - - - - - - 42
VVm. Terry's b. f. Mermaid, four years old, by Shakspeare, dam
by Madison, - - - - - - 2 dr.
P. B. Starke's ch. m. Eliza Drake, five years old, by Shawnee,
dam by Saltram, .-.-... 3 dr.*
M. Talbot's gr. m. Eliza Clay, four years old, by Monsieur Ton-
son, dam by Eagle, _ . . . . Jis.
I. H. Oliver's ch. h. Sir James, five years old, by Florizel, dam
by Madison, -..-.. dig.
Time, 4m. 6s.— 4m. Ss. Track very heavy from incessant rain.
* Eliza Drake, in making a short turn run against a fence and came
near falling.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $700, three mile heats.
P. B. Starke's ch. m. Tuberose, five years old, by Arab, dam
by Bellair, - - - - - - 311
John S. Hurt's ch. f. Donna Maria, four years old, by Sir
Hal, dam by Assiduous, - - - - 12 2
John P. White's b. c. Don Carlos, four years old, by Mon-
sieur Tonson, dam by Alfred, - - - - 2 dr.
Wm. McCargo's b. c Prophet, four years old, by Gohanna,
dam by Bagdad, - - - - - 4 dr.
Time, 6m. 17s.—6ra. 19$.—6m. 17s.
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Fourth day, Proprietor's purse, $200, two mile heats.
Wm. McCargo's b. c. Tuskeno, four years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam Creeping- Kate, by Sir Arcliy, - - 11
John P. White's cli. m. .Ann Maria, five years old, by Truffle,
dam by Phantom, - - - - - - 42
Win. W. Hurt's ch. m. Lady Lancaster, five years old, by John
Ricliards, dam by Sir Solomon, - - - - 3 3
P. B. Starke's b. h. Z. A. si.x years old, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam the dam of Henry, ----- 2 dis.
Time, 4m.—3m. 57s.
Z. A. fell and tlirew his rider in the second heat.
Fifth day, svveepsta.kes for colts and fillies, three years old; three entries,
one paid forfeit.
Thomas Hale's r. c. Leech, by Sir Charles, dam by Midas, 1 1
Wm. W. HiirtVi gr. c. Dandy, by Medley, dam by Sir Charles, 2 2
Time, Im. 58s.— Im. 59s.
Virginian.
Eagle Course, Trenton (JY. J.) Races.
First fall meeting, commenced on Thursday, Sept. 25, 1834.
First day, purse $200, mile heats, best three in five, six entries.
A. S. Van Mater's gr. h. Shamrock, by Tormentor, dam
by Hickory, six years old, - - - - 4111
Moses Ivins' b. c. Tom Paine, by John Richards, dam by
Arab, tiiree years old, - - - - 3552
James K. Van Mater's gr. f. Bianca, by Medley, out of
Powancy, four years old, - - - - 1243
Jos. K. Van Mater's br. h. Nelson, by Henry, dam by
Ratler, five years old, - • - - 2 4 2 4
Mr. Alston's b. f. Thespis, by Moscow, out of Lalla
Rookh, three years old, - - - - 5 3 3
J. Hand's ch. m. Miss Betsey, by Sir Charles, dam by
Duroc, five years old, - - - . 6 dis.
Time, Im. 50i3.—Im. 534s.—Im. 55s.—Im. 55s.
Same day, a match for ^lOOO, two mile heats.
Mr. Harrison's ch. f. "1 Know," by Henry, three years old, 1 1
Mr. Roberts' cii.c Jerseyman, by Flagellator, three years old, 2 2
Time, 4m. 18s.—4m. Is.
Second day, purse ^250, two mile heats; five entries.
R. F. Stockton's b. c. Monmouth; by John Richards, out of
Netlletop, four years old, - - - - 3
A. Slierman's ch. h. De Witt Clinton, by Ratler, out of Ma-
tilda, by Duroc, ------ 4
Wm. Gibbons' hi. f. Alert, by Eclipse Lightfoot, out of
Alarm, four years old, ----- 5
Jno. C. Craig's ch. f. Ecarte, by Eclipse, dam by Hickory,
four years old, ------ 2
J. H. Van Mater's b. h. Tempest, by Tormentor, out of Lot-
tery, six years old, . . - _ - i
Time, 3m. 53s.—3m. 553.—3m. 543.
Same day, a colts' purse free only for three years old, ^200, mile heats;
seven entries.
S. Laird's b. c. Mingo, by Eclipse, dam by Ratler, - 7 11
1
2
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Track heavy in consequence of rain the night previous. All the colts
entered in the race, started for the purse. Tlie first two heats were well
contested—the third was won by VVestwood, hard in hand.
Third day, Proprietor's purse, $230, two mile heats.
J. S. Garrison's b. c. Handslap, four years old, by Washing-
ton, dam by Sir Arcliy, - - - - - 211
J. J. Harrison's h. f. Sally Banks, four years old, by Roan-
oke, dam by Constitution, - - - - 4 5 2
C. S, Morris' b. h, Merab,five years old, by Arab, dam by
Sir Alfred, - - - - •
- 5 7 3
John M. Botts' b. h. Douglas, five years old, by Gohanna, 6 6 4
W'm. R. Johnson's gr. c. Jessup, by Medley, dam by Thad-
deus, four years old, - - - 3 2 5
J. C. Goode's ch. f. Kitty Minge, four years old, by Sir Ar-
chy, out of tiie dam of Cadmus, - - - 14 6
J. B. Kendall's b. h. Mahomet, by Arab, dam Merino Ewe, 7 3 7
Time, 4m.—3m, 54s.—3m. 56s.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, |500, three mile heats.
Wm, R. Johnson's ch. m. Trifle, by Sir Charles, six years old, 1 1
C. S. Morris' b. c. Purton, four years old, by Monsieur Ton&;on, 5 2
J. S. Garrison's b. f. Princess Anne, four years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, - - - - - - - 2 3
J. C. Goode's b. h. Row Galley, six years old, by Arab, - 3 dis.
John M. Botts' b, c. Richmond, four years old, by Gohanna, 4 dis.
Time, 5m. 59s 5m. 52s. Both heats closely contested.
Row Galley broke down, and Richmond stopped and kicked up in the
heat, in whicli they were distanced.
Tree Hill (Fa.) Races.
Fall meeting, commenced on Tuesday, Oct. 7, 1834.
First day, a sweepstakes, two mile heats, for colts and fillies, three years
old, entrance $300, forfeit, $100; six subscribers, three started, Mr. O.
P, Hare's entry died. Mr, Johnson's Vertumnus, by Eclipse, and Mr.
Wm. Wynn's b. f. Floretta, by Monsieur Tonson, paid forfeit,
W. R. Johnson's gr, f. Columbia Taylor, by Medley, dam by
Virginian, - - - - , - ' . ^ ^
John M. Botts' b. f. Rosalia Somers, by Sir Charles, dam Mis-
chief, 2 2
P. B. Starke's b. c. Gaston, by Truffle, dam Lady Lagrange, 3 dis.
Time, 3m. 55s.—4m.
Second day, Proprietor's purse, $300, two mile heats.
W. R. Johnson's gr. m. Ironette, five years old, by Contention, 1 1
John Heth's bl. c. by Sir Archy, three years old, - 5 2
W. H. Minge's gr. c. Jesse, by Medley, four years old, - 2 3
John Belcher's b. f. Sarah IJlunt, four years old, by Ratler, 3 dis.
John C. Goode's ch. f Kitty Minge, by Sir Archy, four years old, 4 dis.
Time, 3m. 553.—3m. 53s.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, ^1000, four mile heats.
W. R. Johnson's ch. m. Trifle, by Sir Charles, six years old, 1 1
James S. Garrison's b. f. Princess Ann, four years old, by Mon-
sieur Tonson, - - - - . - 3 2
John M. Botts' b. h. Tobacconist, five years old, by Gohanna, 2 dr.
Time, 8m. 10s.— 8m. IGs.
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Fourth daij, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years old, two mile
heats, entrance jJ200, h.f.; four subscribers.
W. L. White's b. f. by Gohanna, - - - 11
W. II. Ming-e's gr. c by Hotspur, - - - - 3 2
John Belcher's entry of II. Temple's b. f by Gohanna, - 4 3
John Heth's ch. f. by Janus, - - - - 2 4
Time, 4m. —3m. 54s.
Charles S. Botts, Secretary.
Washington [D. C.) Jockey CtUB Races.
Commenced Tuesday, Oct. 14, 1C34.
First day, a sweepstake for three year old colts and fillies, two mile heats^
glOO entrance, $50 forfeit—eleven subscribers; four started.
Col. Crowell's gr. f. Bolivia,* by Gen. Jackson's Bolivar, dam by
Constitution, - - - - - - 11
Gen. Hunter's ch. c. by Rob Roy, - - - - 3 2
Gen. Irvine's b. c. Mingo, by American Eclipse, dam by Ratler, 2 dis.
W. H. Tayloe's b. f. Harriet Heth, by Monsieur Tonson,
out of Jemima Wilkinson's dam, - - - - 4 dig.
Time, 3m. 58s.—3m. 48s.
Second day, two mile heats, for the subscription plate, value ^500
—
three entries.
Col. Crowell's ch. h. Robin Hood, by Henry, dam by Hickory,
six years old, - - - - - - 11
Col. Selden's ch. c. Troubadour, by Monsieur Tonson, dam by
Wonder, four years old, - - - - - 2 2
R. Gilmor, Jr's b. f. Miss Patience, by Medley, dam by Herod,
four years old, ------ 3 dis.
Time, 3m. 54s.—3m. 52s.
The race was won in handsome style, by Robin Hood.
Third day, the Proprietor's purse of §500, three mile heats—seven en-
tries, the result as follows:
Col. Selden's b. c. Charles Kemble, (brother to Pilot,) by
Sir Archy, dam by Gallatin, four years old, - - 2 11
J. S. Garrison's b. c. Hanslap, by Washington, dam by Sir
Archy, four years old, - - - - - 422
W. D. Bowie's gr. f. Agility, by Sir James, out of Louisa
Semmes' dam, by Oscar, four years old, - - 13 dis.
Gen. Gibson's b. f. Azalia, by Mambrino, dam by Ratler,
three years old, - - - - - - 3 dr.
J. B. Kendall's cr. h. Prince George,t by Contention, five
years old, - - - - - - 34 dis.
Mr. Tayloe's ch. m. Dolly Dixon, by Sir Charles, dam by
Hornet, aged, -.--.. dig.
Col. Crowell's b. f. Lady Nashville, by Stockholder, cam by
Strap, four years old, ----- dis.
Time, 5m. 47s.—5m. 52s.—5m. 54s.—A close and severe race.
Fourth day, the Jockey Club purse of j^lOOO, four mile heats—seven
entries.
J. S. Garrison's br. c. Ohio, by Monsieur Tonson, dam by
Young Sir Archy, four years old, - - - 3 11
Col. Selden's b. m. Florida, by Contention, darn by Fran-
cisco, five years old,- - - - - 122
* Bolivia was bred in Tennesse, by Gen. Jackson, and entered in the
sweepstake by Maj. A. J. Donelson. f Since dead.
20 V.6
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Gen. Forman's b. h. Uncle Sam, by John Richards, clam
Sally Baxter, aged, - - - - - 2 dis.
JVIr. TavloeV ch. c Robin Brown, by Monsieur Tonson, dam
sister to Tiicisalioe, tour years old, - - - dis.
J. B. Kendall's ch. c. Drone, own brother to Anvil, four
years old, . .... dis.
Dr. Duvall's b. m. Flirtilla Jr. by Sir Archy, dam Flirtilla,
four years old, ------ dis.
T. J. Godnian's b. f. Kamsedel, by Industry, three years old, dis.
Time, 7m. 56s.—7m. 57s.—8m. ilOs.
Tills was the best time of two heats for four miles ever run on this
course; and excepting the heat won by Floretta, closely contested by
Oscar run in 7m. 52s. in 1806, the best four mile heat that has been run
upon it. Ohio's second heat was six seconds better than Eclipse's when
he beat Sir Charles upon the same course.
"The day was unusually fine, and the field the most crowded that we
have seen since the day of Eclipse and Sir Charles. It was gratifying to
perceive that the active and public spirited Proprietor, had a prospect of
being remunerated for his heavy outlay. A large company after the race
dined at the Pavilion."
—
J^at. Int.
Fiflk daij, an Amateur Hurdle race, one mile out, leaping six fences,
every gentleman riding his own horse, for a piece of plate value of $100;
six entries.
Mr. Brice's ch. g. - - - - - - 1
Mr. Buchanan's gr. g. - - - - - - 2
Mr. Johnson's b. g. - - - - - - 3
Mr. Stratton's b. g. - - - - - - 4
Mr. Bowie's br. m. - - - - - - b.
Mr. Forsyth's ch. g. fell at the last leap.
Mr. Minor's b. g. also fell at the last leap, when they were leading.
Mr. Stratton had a bad start; he gradually gained on the others, and at
the last barrier his horse leaped over one of the leading horses and the
fence at one bound. We are happy to add no injury was sustained by
either horse or rider.
New Market (Va.) Races.
Commenced Tuesday Oct. 14, 1834.
First day, two stakes—entries for first stake; mile heats.
O. P. Hare's ch. f. Nancy Blunt, by Sir Archy, dam by Alfred,
three years old, 831bs. - - - - - 11
Wm. Wynn's b. c. by Merlin, dam Isabella, three years old,
861bs. ------- 3 2
Wm. R. Johnson's b. c. Vertumnus, by Eclipse, dam by Defiance,
three years old, 861bs. - - - - - 2 3
Henry Maclin's ch. c. Rail Road, by Marion, dam by Sir Hal,
three years old, 861bs. - - - - _ 4 dis.
Time, Im. 54is.— Im. 52s.—Fine day and track good.
Entries for the second stake; two mile heats.
O. P. Hare's b. f. Virginia Carey, by Marion, dam by Shylock,
three years old, 831bs. - - - - . 11
Isham Puckctt's b. c. Miner, (John Heth's,) by Monsieur Ton-
son, dam Brenda, three years old, 861bs. - - - 3 2
^Vm. R. Johnson's gr. f. Columbia Taylor, by Medley, dam by
Virginian, three years old, 831bs. - - - - 4 3
Richard Adam's ch. c. by Marion, dam by Virginian, three
years old, 8Glbs. - - - - - - 24
Time, 3m. 58s.—3m. 56s.
In the last race Vertumnus paid forfeit. He and Columbia Taylor being
in" the same stable.
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Second day, Proprietor's purse, <g300, two mile heats.
Ishatn Piicivetl's b. h. Mcrab, by Arab, dam by Sir Alfred,
five years old, llOlbs. - - - - - 4 11
J.'J. Harrison's c'l. c. Tan Shang, by Contention, dam Wasp,
four years old, lOOlbs. - - - - - 12 2
H. Macliii's b. ni. by Alexander, dam by Sir Hal, five years
old, 1071bs. - • - - - - 2 .3 3
P. B. Starke's cii. c. by Arab, dam by Sir Archy, four years
old, lOOIbs. - - . - - - 3 4 dis.
Time, 4m. 3s.—4m. 3s.—4m. 2s.
Track good—weather fine.
IViirddai/,.Jockey Club purse, ^GOO,four mile heats.
Wm. R. Johnson's gr. m. Ironette, by Contention, dam by Pack-
ingham, five years old, 1071bs. - - - - 11
H. Maclin's r. h. Calculation, by Contention, dam by Sir Archy,
five years old, llOlbs. - - - - - 2 dr.
J. J. Harrison's b. f. Miss Monier, by Roanoke, dam by Consti-
tution, four years old, 971bs. - - - - 3 dr.
Time, 7m. 57s.—Track good—weather fine.
Fourth day, Proprietor's purse, $200, two mile heats.
Isham Puckett's b. c. Purton, by Monsieur Tonson, four
years old, - - - - - - 3 11
Wm. R. Johnson's b. c. Sidi Hamet, by Eclipse, four years
old, - - - - - - - 4 2 2
R. Adam's b. f. Ally Clipper, by Monsieur Tonson, four
years old, - - - - - - 133
O. P. Hare's b. c. Kinlock, by Marion, three years old, 2 dr.
P. B. Starke's b. c. Gaston, by TrulHe, three years old, - 5 dis.
Time, 4m.—3m. 55is.—4m.
D. W. Branch, Scc'ry.
Maryland Jockey Club Races,
Over the Central course, fall meeting, 1834, commenced Tuesday,
October 21.
First day—first race, the Tasker Stakes, with colts and fillies three
years old; distance and weights as in the English St. Leger, to wit:—
a
.single run of three hundred and eight yards short of two mile?; colts carry-
ing 1181,js. and fillies llSlbs.—subscription j^300, forfeit $100—five sub-
scribers, two started:
O. P. Hare's b. f. Virginia Carey, by Marion, dam by Shylock, 1
James B. Kendall's b. c. Velox, by Timoleon, dam by Sir Archy, 2
Time, 3m. 51s.
Second race, the Craig Plate, value $500, two mile heats.
Col. Crowell's ch. h. Robin Hood, by Henry, dam by Hickory,
six years old, IlSlbs. - - - - - 11
John Heth's b. f. Mary Bell, by Gohanna, out of thegrandam of
Collier, three years old, 831bs. - - - - 2 2
J. M.Selden'sch.c. Troubadour, by Monsieur Tonson, four years
old. lOOlbs. .--..- 4 3
Wm. H. Minge's gr. c. Jesse, by Medley, four years old, lOOlbs. 5 4
Wm. Wynn's b. f. Martha Ann, by Monsieur Tonson, dam by
Sir Hal, four years old, 107lbs. - - - -"35
Col. Emory's ch. f Queen Ann, by John Richards, dam by Vir-
ginian, three years old, 831bs. - - -•
."
G 6
Time, 3m. 56s.—3m. 55s.
Second day, Proprietor's purse,
<J500, three mile heats.
Wm. R. Johnson's gr. m. Ironette, by Contention, dam by Pack-
ingham, five years old, 107lbs. - - - - 11
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Jas. M. Selden's b. m. Florida, by Contention, dam by Francis-
co, five years old, 1071bs. - - - - 2 2
Philip Wallis' gr. f. Lady Archiana, by Sir Archy, dam by Sil-
ver Heels, four years old, 97lbs. - - - - 3 dr.
Time, 5ni. 5Gs— 5m. 35s.
Third daij. Jockey Club purse, ^1000, four mile heats.
W. R. Johnson's cli. m. Trifle, by Sir Charles, dam by Cicero,
six years old, 1 15lbs. - - - - • 11
R. F. Stockton's bl. c Shark, by Eclipse, dam Lady Lightfoot,
four years old, lOOlbs. - - - - - 3 2
James M. Selden's b. c. Charles Kemble, by Sir Archy, dam by
Gallatin, four years old, lOOlbs. - - - - 2 3
Col. John Crovvell's ch. h. Robin Hood, by Henry, - - 4 4
Wm. H. Minge's gr. c. Blue Streak, by Medley, four years
old, lOOlbs. . .... 5 dis.
Time, 7m. 58s.—7m. 49s.
Jas. B. Kendall's colt Drone, was entered but did not start.
Fourth, day, sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old, $500 en-
trance, h.f; two mile heats—twelve subscribers, five started:
Wm. H. Minge's b. c. Mazeppa, by Hotspur, dam by Francisco, 1 1
Wm. R. Johnson's gr. f. Columbia Taylor, by Medley, dam by
Virginian, - - -. . - - 22
A. J. Donelson's gr. f. Bolivia, by Bolivar, dam by Constitution, 3 3
Jolin Heth's gr. c. Cutthroat, by Medley, dam Merino Ewe, dis.
Wm. Wynn's ch. f. Trumpetta, by Monsieur Tonson, dam by
Sir Archy, - .---. dis.
Time, "3m. 47s—3m. 50s.
TiMOMUM (Md.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Tuesday, Oct. 28.
First dai/, a sweepstakes with colts and fillies three years old, two mile
heats, $500 entrance, h. f ; six subscribers; three forfeits, one dead, two
started, viz:
Wm. H. Minge's b. c. Mazeppa, by Hotspur, - - 11
J. M. Botts' b. f. Rosalie Somers, by Sir Charles, - - 2 2
Time, 3ui. 53s.—3m. 52.
Seco7id daij—fiml race, for the silver plate, value $500, a single two
miles out.
O. P. Hare's b. f. Virginia Carey, by Marion, three years old, 1
Jno. M. Bolts' b. h. Tobacconist, by Gohanna, five years old, 2
J. S. Garrison's b. f. by Ivanhoe, three years old, - - 3
R. Gilmor, Jr's b. f. Miss Patience, by Medley, four years old, 4
Time, 3m. 51s.
Second race, sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old, two mile
heats, §200 entrance, h. f.; five subscribers, three started:
O. P. Hare's f. Nancy Blunt, by Sir Archy,
J. S. Garrison's f. Tiaura Lovell, by Timoleon,
Thos. J. Godman's b. f Kamsedel, by Industry,
Time, 3m. 54s.—3m. 55s.
Third day. Proprietors' purse, $500, three mile heats.
W. R. Johnson's gr. m. Ironette, by Contention,
Jas. C. GiUings' gr. m. Agility, by Sir James,
J. S. Garrison's gr. g. Boston, by Hotspur,
Time, 5in. 48s—5m. 50s.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $1000, four mile heats.
W. R. Johnson's ch. m. Trifle, by Sir Ciiarles,
J. S. Garrison's b. c. Hanslap, bv Washington,
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Stud of Benjamin Ogle Tayloe, of
JVincIsur, in Virginia, and of
Washinglon Cilij.
1. Fertility, b. m. foaled 1820,
(stinted to Matcldess,) was got by
the fumed Boxer, out of tlie famous
Trumpator's dam, by Hickory; she
was imp. Trumpetta, by Lord Cler-
nioiU's renowned Trumpator; orran-
dam by tlie unconqiiered Hightlyer;
great grandam by the more famed
Eclipse—Young Cade—&.c. &c.
—
See pp. 47 and 48 of this vol.
For Boxer's pertbrmances see ac-
count hereafter.
2. Chloe, bl. m. foaled 1820,
was got by Windflower, her dam,
bought by Mr. Bela Badger of Isaac
Ducket, Esq. was by imp. Gabriel;
g. dam by Lindsay's Arabian; g. g.
dam the famous race nag Thistle,
(own sister to the equally famed
Primrose.) by imp. Dove; (and half
sister to Harmony, by Figure, "the
fleetest animal of her day,") their
dam the renowned Stella, "best
brood mare of iier time," own sister
to the famed Selim and Ebony, (dam
of Chatham and Nantoaki.) by imp.
Othello, out of Tasker's famed imp.
Selima, by the Godolphin Arabian,
"out of one of Lord Godolphia's
best mares."*
3. Anna Bloodgood, b. ni. foaled
1829, bred by Dr. John H. Hill, was
got by John Richards, out of Chloe.
4. Cerulia, ch. f. foaled 1831,
bred by Dr. Hill, was got by Marks-
man, out of Cliloe. See pp. 47 and
48 of this vol.
5. Black Sal, bl.m. foaled 1828,
bred by H. N. Crnger, Esq. (stinted
to imp. Autocrat,) was got by Am.
Eclipse, dam by the famed Hamilto-
nian, (one of the best sons of imp.
Messenger,) out of Mr. Cruger's
imp. mare, by Cottager—Trentham
* Presented to Col. Tasker in
England, upon the express condition
of her exportation, and that she




o-er has recently corrected the error
of the pedigree as published; and has




6. Envoy, ch. c. foaled 1834, by
Vulcan, (son of Ratler, liis dam
"almost sister in blood to American
Eclipse.) (See p. 492, vol. 5,) out
of Black Sal.
7. Marcia, b. f. foaled 1833, by
Sir Charles, out of Lady Johnston,
by Trafalgar, (son of imp. Mufti
and the famed Calypso, sister to
Bellair, by imp. Medley,) her dam
Sally Slouch, own sister to Star and
Restless, among the best sons of
Virginian; grandam the filmed Roxa-
na, (dam also of Aratus, best son
Director; Snow Storm, best son of
Contention; Nullifier and others,)
by imp. Sir Harry, g. grandam, Ti-
moleon's dam, by imp. Saltram
—
Wildair, bestsonof imp. Fearnought
—and others, (see Timoleon's pedi-
gree,) to mare, by imp. Vampire,
son of Regulus, "best son of the
Godolphin Arabian."
For Roxana and produce, see
vol. 3, p, 540.
8. Lndiana, br. m. about fourteen
years oUI, bred by H. G. S. Key, Esq.
(stinted to Autocrat,) was got by
the famed Florizel. her dam by
Thornton Medley, (got by imp.
Punch, out of a full bred Medley
mare,) grandam by Hall's Union,
out of the Hon. Pnilip Key's flivo-
rite old brood mare; her pedigree
with the Hon. Daniel Jennifer.
9. Cornelia, ch.m. foaled 1828,
(stinted to Autocrat,) was got by
the famed Thornton's Ratler, out of
Indiana.
10. Rekovator, gr. c. foaled
1831, was got by Brilliant, out of
Indiana. See Brilliant's pedigree
in full, vol. 4. p. 489.
The stock being large are offered
for sale, the three last may be had
cheap. Renovator is supposed to
have as much, if not a larger share
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of Medley blood than any horse in
the country. When foaled tiie lialf
of him was sold at a good fisfurp,
to H. A. Tayloe, Esq. Inquire of
the Editor.
Boxer,* a famous racehorse in
New Jersey, at all distances, winner
of twelve successive races, and own
brother to the dam of the famed
Count Piper, (son of Marshal Du-
roc,) was got by imp. Expedition,
dam by imp. Royalist, grandam by
imp. iNIagnetic Needle, g. grandam
by imp. Bajazet, out of Selima, by
the famed Galloway's Selim, (son of





(Expedition was sire to the famed
Modesty, out of Cinderella, winner
of ten out of eleven races; to the
noted Honesty, Jackson's dam; to
the dam of Medoc and Midas, and
of much more valuable stock. Cin-
derella and Marshal Duroc were
got by Duroc, out of the famed Maid
of the Oaks )
[Some of the following pedigrees
may possibly have been published
in tiie Turf Register already; but
without the verifications and in a
form less authentic. They were
found amongst the old papers of the
late Edward De Coursey, of Queen
Anne's counly, a highminded gentle-
man of independent fortune, who
was the breeder of many fine horses.
The fullest reliance may be placed
on ids certificates.
Tliere can be no doubt that in
like manner amongst the papers of
gentlemen of olden limes, many
such things might be found, and
most thank fid shall we be for them,
and happy to place them for preser-
vation in the Register.]
I do hereby certify, that the black
horse Copperbottom was bred by
me, and was foaled in the spring of
1790, he was got by the noted run-
* This pedigree is given in full to
correct preceding errors.
ning horse Brilliant, out of my high
bred mare Slut; Slut was got by old
Fearnought, her dam by Mark An-
tony, her grandam by Jolly Roger,
her g. grandam by old Partner, out
of an impoitcd mare, owned by
Blackburn of Virginia. Slut was
also the dam of Pienipo, whose per-
formance on the turf, is well known
to the Jockey Club of Charleston.
(Signed) W. R. Davis.
Camden, S. C. Oct. 24, 1795.
Brilliant was got by Col.
Lewis Burwell's Traveller, out of
his famous mare Camilla, who was
got by old Fearnought, out of a
capital running mare imp. by Col.
Bird, called Calisla; Burwell's Trav-
eller, was got by Morton's Travel-
ler, supposed the best horse ever
imp. into Virginia, out of Col. Bird's
Calistti; Brilliant run in Virginia
and South Carolina, the four mile
heats with great reputation.
Pegasus was got by Nonpariel,
bred by Col. Tayloe of Vi'-ginia,
his dam was got by imp. Dove, his
grandam by Ariel, (the sire of Mr.
Wm. Blake's fast running horse
Harmless. Who was got by Mor-
tons imp. Traveller, out of old Se-
lima, who was got by the Godolphin
Arabian.) his g. giandam by Mor-
ton's Traveller, and his his g. g.
grandam was Bessy Bell, esteemed
by Col. 'I'asker one of the best
mares he had, and she was got
by old Spark, out of a high bred
imp. mare.
Soldier w.ts got by old Sweeper,
his dam by Olhello, his grandam (an
imp. mare,) by Spot, his g. grandam
by Carlouch, his g. g. grandam by
old Traveller, his g. g. g. grandam
by Sedbury, his g. g. g. g. grandam
by Childers. The above pedigree
was given by Benj. Ogloj Esq.
Careless was got by Col. Bay-
lor's old imp. Fearnought, his dam
by Dove, his grandam by Othello,
his g. grandam (Milley,) by old
Spark, out of Queen Mab. A true
pedigree. Richard Sprigg.
Strawberry Hi.ll, Mmj 7, 1783.
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Florizel was got by Mr. Clias.
Carroll of CarrolUni's horse Badger,
wlio was got by Col. Sfjolswood's
I'aiiious Apollo, wbo beat Nancy By-
well; Florizel's dam was own sister
to Brilliant, got by Gov. Eden's
imp. Badger, his grandam was got
by Col. Sliarpe's imp. Othello, liis
g. grandiim by Mtrton's Traveller,
his g. g. grandam was Coi. Tasker's
famous imp Selima, who was got
by the Godolphin Arabian.
Old Spark was got by Aleppo,
son of the Darley Arabian, (sire of
Childers,) his dam was full sister to
Esq. Balliurst's Look-about-you, she
was got by the Bartlet (/hilders,
her dam by old Spark, her grandam
by the Rutland Coneyskins, out of
Sweet Lips. Above is a true copy
of Spark's pedigree, wliich I have
now by me from under the hand of
his breeder. Benj. Tasker, Jr.
I hereby certify that I copied the
above pedigree from a letter of Col.
Tasker's directed to Thos. Sprigg,
Esq. E. CouRSEY.
J^ov. 3. 1782.
NoNPARiEL was got by a horse
of the same name, that was lamed
at Leeds town the first time ho
started, as he was running hard
against Partner: he was bred by the
Hon. William Nelson, Esq. and sold
to me a colt, for 125/. bill of ex-
change. He was got by James
Morton's Traveller, out of a mare
imp. by Mr. Nelson, that was got
by the Lonsdale Arabian, and was
the dam of Secretary Nelson's fine
running horse Lonsdale.
Nonpariel's dam was Betty Bla-
zella, the dam also of my brown h.
Tom Jones, and the incomparable
well known Yorick, whose blood,
bone, size and beauty, as well as high
form in running, wants no descrip-
tion; Betty Blazella was got by the
noted running horse Blaze, in Eng-
land, (son of the Devonshire or Fly-
ing Childers,) and came out of the
fine bay mare Jenny Cameron, that
was got by Cuddy, a son of old Fox,
(who was the sire of Dabster,) out
of Mr. Wittv's famous mare Cab-
bage-wise, and was imp. by mc, in
foal with Betty Blazella, and after-
wards, after winnmg many purses,
i)r('d from her Little David, Smiling
Tom and the victorious Silverlegs,
and Traveller, well known for his
goodness in running and fine figure,
therefore, it is not presujnplion to
say, that prjbably Nonpuriel would
have recorded his fame as a winning
horse in the aimais of sporting, had
he been as properly trained as the
others were, for under every possible
disadvantage he made no ignoble
figure on the turf, although he now
can only be valuable as a stud horse,
which undoubtedly he must be with
good judges. Having the old Part-
ner, the Lonsdale Arabian, old Fox,
and Devonshire Childers' blood flow-
ing through his veins, besides being
beautiful, bony and full fifteen hands
high, and but in his seventh year.
Tliis is a true pedigree, as witness
my hand this 20th day of Septem-
ber, at Mount Airy, in the year
1773. John Taylo'e.
I hereby certify that I copied the
above pedigree from that which w as
given by Col. Tayloe to Mr. Griffin
Fauntleroy, when he purchased
Nonpariel. E. Coorsey.
April, 1780.
J\'otley Hall, Oct. 8, 1782.
Dear Sir:
I am glad of so good an opportu-
nity of answering yours of the 21st
ultimo, which I received but yester-
day. I do not recollect to have said
any thing about the mare you had
of Mr. Young; if I did I must have
mentioned her as a full blood, she
was out ot a high bred mare, bought
by Mr. Young at Col. Tasker's sale,
and got by Ariel. I do remember
to have heard it hinted several
years ago, that there were some
suspicions about Ariel, but for no
other reason I am convinced, than
Ariel being a black, and both Trav-
eller and Selima, (his dam and sire,)
bays, the dam of your mare was
got by Morton's Traveller, out of
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Bessy Bell, esteemed by Col. Tas-
ker, the best he had e.xcept Selima.
11. ROZER.
Charles Blake, Esq.
Oct. 2Glh, 1782. I copied the
above from a letter of Mr. Rozer's
in the po-session of Mr. Charles
Blake, to whom it was addressed.
Edward Coursev.
PiicEMX was got by tlie famous
imp. h. Venetian, wliose liigh pedi-
gree and character will be attested
by reference to the British Racing
Calenders; out of tiie thorough
genuine bred marc Zenobia, which
was got by Don Carlos, out of Col.
Sharp's imp. full bred mare Flashy
Molly, wliose sire was the celebrated
Juniper, and grandsire the Godulphin
Arabian; Don Carlos was got by the
imp. noted horse Figure, out of Dr.
Hamilton's full bred mare Primrose.
John 0'Do>nel.
Cannibal, b. h. foaled 1828,
property of \\m. D. Grimes, Esq.
of Sparta, Geo. was got by Muckle
John, (he by Sir Arciiy,) dam by
Oscar, (he by imp. Dionicd.) g. dam
by imp. Whip, g. g. dam Q,ucen of
May, by Young Celer, g. g. g. dam
by imp. Shark, g. g. g. g. dam by
Rockingham, g. g. g. g. g. dam by
Matchless, g. g. g. g. g- g. dam by
Jolly Roger. VVm. D. Grimes.
August I, 1834.
RicARDo was by Sir Richard,
(full brother of Monsieur Tonson,
and the most beautiful horse ever
foaled in America.) Ricardo's dam
was by Tliaddeus, he by Thaddeus
of Virginia, and he by Florizel.
(Of the pedigree of Thaddeus of
Virginia,, you are supplied with bet-
ter materials than Iain possessed of.)
The dam of v.'estern Thaddeus was
by imp. Sir Harry. Ricardo's gran-
dam was said to be by old Pacolet;
I never had any vouchers for
that fact, but I was told by men of
respectability that she was by old
Pacolet. Further than that I am
unable to give you any information.
Stud of John Foster, Esq. of Wijthe
Court House, Va.
1. Miss Peyton, gr. m. purchased
at the sale of the Hon. John Ran-
dolph, foaled in 1812; got by Grac-
chus—Telegraph, (son of Wildair)
— Logania, by the imp. h. Medley
—Dandridge's Fearnought—out of
a thoroughbred Maryland mare.
John Randolph.
2. 1831, Indian Girl, ch. f. bred
by Mr. John Davis, late of the Co.
of Charlotte, Va. got by the cele-
brated running h. Sir Charles—old
running horse Madison—Ball's run-
ning h. Florizel—old Celer—Ander-




[Sent for publication as above, by
P.N. Edgar, Esq.]
Mary Stuart, b. m. four years
old the 13th March last, was got by
Trumpator, and he by Sir Solomon;
her dam by old Hamiltonian; g. dam
by Mountaineer, and he by imp.
Spread Eagle. Now in foal to
Havoc. John Goodwin.
ERROR CORRECTED.
Mr. Editor: Christian county, Ken. July 17, 1834.
In the present month's number of your Magazine, the account as furnish-
ed by the Secretary of the Hopkinsville Jockey Club, of the third day's
race last fall, it is stated it was by three year old colts; as the owner of
Volant, I ask the favor to have it corrected; it should have been two year
old colts. L. L. Leavell.
^
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OBERON:*
A BAY horse, foaled in 1782, bred by, and the property of his grace
the Duke of Grafton. Oberon was got by Florizel; his dam by Snap;
grandam Blank Mixbury.
1. At Burford, August 11, 1785, Oberon won £50, for three year
* Interesting in the United States, from his being half brother to Diomed.
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olds, (colts 8st. 4lbs., fillies 8st. 2lbs.) beating, at three two mile heats,
Lord Abingdon's Monarchy, and Jlr. Lade's brown filly, which was
distanced the first heat.
2. At Swaffham, September 26, he won i;^50, for three year old
colts and fillies, 8st. each, one mile, beating Lord Abingdon's Monar-
chy, Mr. Hale's Icarus, j\Ir. Hull's Drover, Prince of Wales' Figaro,
Mr. Vernon's Bedford, and two others.
3. At New^narket, second October meeting, he won £50, for three
year olds, (colts 8st., fillies 7st. 12lbs.) A.F., beating Mr. Lade's Pilot,
Sir C. Bunbury's Blackcock, Lord Egremont's brown colt, by High-
flyer, out of Angelica, Lord Vere's Fox, Lord Grosvenor's Grantham,
and Mr. Hull's Little Anthony. Three to one against Oberon, three
to one against Lord Egremont's colt, three to one against Little An-
tiiony, and four to one against Grantham.
4. At Newmarket, first spring meeting, 178G, Oberon won £50,
(three year olds, 7st. 4lbs.; four, 8st. 7lbs.; and five, 9st.) D. C, beating
Sir F. Evelyn's Egham, five years old; Mr. Vernon's Trusty, three
years old; Prince of Wales' Figaro, three years old; Mr. Stacie's Bac-
chus, four years old; Mr. Clarke's Trinidado, five years old: and Duke
of Queensbury's Cutter, four years old. Seven to four against Oberon,
and three to one against Bacchus.
5. In the second spring meeting he won the Jockey Club purse for
four year olds, (8st., R. C.) beating Sir F. Standish's Lepicq, Lord
Grosvenor's Vulcan, Mr. Maynard's Smith, Mr. Wentworth's Cowslip,
and Mr. Bullock's Lunardi. Five to two against Oberon, and four to
one against Lepicq.
6. In the July meeting, at 8st., he won sixty guineas for all ages,
D. I., beating Mr. Dawson's Roscius, five years old, 8st. Slbs.; Mr.
O'Kelly's Soldier, aged, 9st.; Mr. Lade's browni filly, by Highflyer,
three years old, 6st. 9lbs.; Mr. Hull's Alphonzo, aged, 9st.; Sir C. Bun-
bury's Volatile, aged, 9st.; and Lord Grosvenor's Roundelay, four years
old, 8st. Six to five against Soldier, five to two against Oberon, and
even betting either Soldier or Volatile won.
7. In the first October meeting, at 7st. 7lbs., he won the 140gs.
subscription, for all ages, B. C. (seven subscribers,) beating Lord Der-
by's Peru, aged, 9st., and Lord Foley's Blandish, four years old, 7st.
7lbs. Four to one on Oberon.
8. At Newmarket, second October meeting, 1787, Oberon, 7st. 12lbs.
beat Lord Clermont's Collector, 8st. 3lbs., last three miles of B. C.
—
fifty guineas. Six to four on Collector. He afterwards proved un-
successful in England, and was sold to Noble Mannis, Esq. who raced
him in Ireland.
9. At Limerick, July 9, 1788, Oberon won £50, for six year olds
and aged, 8st. I2lbs. each, four mile heats, beating Mr. A. Daly's Friar,
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aged; Mr. M'Craith's Tulip; Blr. Hamilton's Trifle, .six years old; Mr.
Hevv.son's Munster Lass, aged; and Mr. Stranpe's Tormentor. Trifle
the favorite; after the first heat, two to one on Oberon.
10. Next day he won £50, for all ages, beating Mr. Kirwan's Hip-
pomenes, four years old, and Mr. Dennis' Kildare, five years old.
1 1. At Kilkenny, July 31, he won sixty guineas, for six year olds,
9st. each, two mile heats, beating Mr. Dennis' Ranunculus, and Mr.
Hamilton's Tommy Orde. He afterwards proved unsuccessful.
ECLIPSE LIGHTFOOT—Remarks on, cy his Breeder,
C. H. Hall, Esq.
Harlem, J'f. Y. March 27, 1834.
Sir,—Your favor of the 15th inst. only came to hand the present
morning, and I hasten a reply, to congratulate you on the purchase of
Eclipse Lightfoot, as well as to respond to your inquiry. This horse
was trained only once partially; but sufficiently so to establish his
excellence as a racehorse, in point of speed and bottom. When strip-
ped of his flesh he was in perfect form; and had he been kept upon
the turf, I have not tlie least doubt he would have proved equal to
Black Maria, and much viore speedy. In his trials he beat easily Flirt,
Splendid, Light Infantry, and two others, trained with him in the same
stable. After these trials I took him home, and immediately had a
purchaser for him, his reputation having riseh by the proof of his fair
promise.
Some of our very, very knowing gentlemen upon the turf, always
pronounced him too small— di "little button of a horse," &c. &c. and
would not purchase him. After he was gone, they changed their
minds. I bred two colts from him; one (Alert) out of my imported
mare Alarm, now owned by Mr. Gibbons—a much finer mare, in all
respects, than her two fillies, Lightning and Surprise, both by Eclipse.
I say finer, inasmuch as she is as good, or a better racer than either of
the two, as large, and much more blood-like and beautiful. He stood
one season only to mares at Lansingburgh, and had only half bred
mares: they were large and fine. Alert of course is the only thorough
bred from him in this quarter, and she a promising runner.
For my part, I prefer breeding from this horse to Eclipse, with all
his renown, and intend sending Alarm to him in preference, should he
stand to mares this season—of which, be so good as to inform me.
Alarm had a filly last season by Shark, very like Alert, only a little
larger; and black, like her—very blood-like, active, and beautiful.
This mare is now in foal to Autocrat.
Eclipse Lightfoot would make a great season upon Long Island the
next year, and I congratulate you on your cheap purchase of him.
John C. Craig, Esq. Philadelphia.
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Inquiry and Reply concerning Proportion of Blood.
Mr. Editor: Pulaski, Tenn. Od. 10, 1834.
Will you be so good as to answer the following questions:
What portion of 3Iedley blood a mare has whose sire was out of a
mare by Quicksilver, and whose dam was by Bellair? and what por-
tion of 3Iedley blood a foal from such a mare, by Sir Henry Tonson,
would have?—how far short of 3| -|- 1 5ths either of them will fall? I
ask for information; for I confess myself miable to make the calcula-
tion, and none to whom I have applied can do so.
I have a mare of the above description. Please answer as soon as
convenient.
I will ask another question:—would not those who advertise blood-
ed stock in the American Turf Register, do well to always fix their
price. We need a horse of the Eclipse stock here, to cross on our
Pacolet and other fillies. I may hereafter send you the pedigree of
my old mare: it is all of the best blood.—Could Eclipse Lightfoot be
farmed for three years, and on what terms? Wm. R. Brown.
Mr. Editor^—There is some obscurity in your correspondent's
letter; but I will endeavor to answer his question.
The rule by which all such questions are resolved is very simple.
It is, that a foal is supposed to possess one half of the blood of its
dam, and one half of the blood of its sire. But the questions them-
selves are often much embarrassed by confounding the degree of
affinity with the quantum of blood.
The question is as follows:—What portion of Medley blood has a
mare, whose sire was out of a mare by Quicksilver, and whose dam
was by Bellair?
Quicksilver and Bellair were both by Medley; there are, therefore,
two crosses up to Medley, which may be stated thus:
First Cross. The mare 1; the sire 2; the dam of the sire 3; Quick-
silver 4; Medley 5.
Second Cross. The mare 1; her dam 2; Bellair 3; Medley 4.
The proportion of the Medley blood, through the first cross, stated
in detail, is as follows:—Quicksilver | Medley; dam of the sire \ Med-
ley; the sire g Medley; the mare ^'i^ Medley. The proportion through
the second cross is as follows:—Bellair | Medley; her dam \ Medley;
the mare g Medley.
The mare, therefore, has by the two crosses ^V + i = ts ^^ Medley
blood
The next question proposed is:—What quantity of Medley blood
would be possessed by a foal from "the mare," got by Sir Henry
Tonson?
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Now, J am not informed of the pedigree of Sir Henry Tonson; but,
if there is no Medley cross in liim, a foal from "the mare" can have
but the half of the Medley blood of his dam.
That is, the foal possesses one half of the blood of his sire, and one
half the blood of his dam; or, in other words,
I of Sir Henry Tonson.
5^ of Medley.
^1 of blood of "the mare" not named.
1. Unit, equal the Avhole blood. A.
Dear Sir: Hanover street, Jfov. 19, 1834.
I extract the following article from the "London Medical Gazette,"
of August 9th, as it has a bearing upon the subject of a conversation
I had with you some time ago. If I recollect rightly you are your-
self possessed of analogous examples.
1 am dear sir, respectfully and truly yours,
RoBLEY DUNGLISON.
HEREDITARY RESEMBLANCES.
In the Philosophical Transactions for 1821, are two papers illustra-
tive of this curious subject. Lord Morton being desirous of do-
mesticating the quagga in England, endeavored to procure some indi-
viduals of the species; but being disappointed in obtaining a female,
gave a male to an Arabian chestnut mare, the issue was a female hy-
brid, which showed her mixed origin both in form and color. The
same Arabian mare was afterwards bred from by a black Arabian
horse, and the result was a filly the first year, and a colt the year
after, both of which, though fine specimens in most respects, of their
Arabian origin, were yet marked with certain stripes and lines char-
acteristic of the quagga; nor were the manes those of the Arabian
breed. The second communication on this point is one by Mr. Giles,
in which he states, that in the litter of a black and Avhite sow, by a
wild boar, the chestnut color of the boar prevailed; that a second
litter from the same sow, by a boar of a very different breed, retained
many peculiarities of the former sire; and that even in a third litter,
the chestnut color was to a certain extent evident. These are surely
striking facts, shewing how hereditary peculiarities not belonging to
the female may be transmitted by her in successive instances, to the
offspring of a male who has them not.
[The Editor had a pair of beautiful coach dogs,—the female when
first in heat was, by accident, abroad, and was warded, for the first
time, by a large white dog. with black ears. Though ever after, no
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dog but one of her own family, beautifully spotted over, had access
to her, she whelped, in several successive litters, a white pup with
black ears. Here are strong reasons for not permitting valuable mares
to be put to stallions of inferior blood. It may be supposed that
qualities are transmissible through as many generations as external
marks.]
ALL ABACK!—WILD HORSES.
Mr. Editor: Camp near Fori G/tson, ^1/5-. 19, 1834.
I have just returned from a more than two months excursion in the
prairies, in a south south-west direction from this place, and have seen
a great many %vild horses, and have had a good opportunity to judge
of them; you may rely upon it they are not what they are cracked
up to be, the breeders of fine horses may as well at once abandon the
idea of improving their stock by a cross with the Indian or wild horse.
I have this summer seen more than four thousand Indian horses,
and I have not seen more than four that I would give $50 for; they
bear no comparison with ours, their very best horses, and those they
value most, and which can scarcely be bought for any price, have
evidently been stolen from the wdaites, whilst those they have caught
wild, they will sell for a hlanket and a half a plug of tohacco, or
some such trifle; several were purchased this summer at such prices.
I have a wild mare that I bought from a Camanchie Indian the day
after he caught her, she is decidedly the very best I have seen, and I
believe equal to any in the prairie, and she is such a nag as you can
buy any where for fifty or sixty dollars.
In order that the experiment may be fairly tested, I intend sending
her to some fine horse of unquestionable pedigree, and one that has
distinguished himself upon the turf, though I have no expectation that
the produce will be any better than could be obtained by the same
horse out of one of our common farm mares.
Respectfully, your ob't serv't,
R. B. Mason, Maj. Dragoons.
On the ^Management of Stallions and Brood Mares.
(Extract to the Editor.)
Mr. EniTOR: Centreville, Fairfax Co. Va. J^ov. 11, 1834.
"I am well acquainted with the management of both horses and
mares. During the season I give the horse nothing to increase his
vigor except good clean wholesome food, such as homraony and oats,
and fine ears of Indian corn, though very little of that, it being of
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100 heating a nature, and a plenty of every kind of grass except red
clover, and not one sprig of that; his blood should be kept as cool as
possible. I never have but the one stand, the mares had better come
to the horse, than for him to go to them. I never let him to but three
•
per day, one early in the morning, one at noon, and one at night;
and I never sufler him to go to a mare except she is in heat; I had
rather she was just coming in heat, or going out; and I never let the
horge to them after the first time under the ninth day:—many mares
have missed proving in foal during the season, owing to the horse
going to them on the eighth day, which destroys the embryo. I have
known mares in full heat on the eighth day, at night, and on the
ninth refuse the horse, and take him no more that season, and prove
in foal. I don't allow the mares to eat any red clover, and no grain
except oats; corn being too heating also for them, I always put them
on the ninth day after dropping their foals, though they may and
sometimes do come in heat sooner."
REMOTE CROSSES.
That pure blood is indispensable to the racehorse, is an established
axiom. If there have been exceptions while on the turf, we believe
there have been none in the perpetuation of their species. When-
ever the pedigrees of distinguished stallions have been in doubt, it has
generally been dissipated when closely investigated. Remote ances-
try, as well as the excellence of their progenitors, is highly desirable
both in the stallion and the brood mare. The many distinguished
descendants of Tasker's Selima, a race nag in 1750, of certain Medley
and Shark mares, strikingly illustrate this belief. Sir Archy is a bril-
liant example of the value of blood. This is also illustrated by those
that have been lately and now are at the head of the turf; as by An-
drew, Trifle, the Bertrands, Little Venus, Ariel, Sally Hope, Polly
Hopkins, Kate Kearney, Black Maria, Shark, Medoc, Anvil, Alice Gray,
Tychicus, Robin Hood, &c.
By way of illustration, we will carry out the pedigree of Andrew;
not only the best horse of his day, but the best of the get gf Sir Charles,
and scarce inferior, if at all, to his illustrious sire.
Andrew,* according to the pedigree published of him, was got by
Sir Charles; his dam by Herod, (son of imported Diomed;) grandam
by Phenomenon; great grandam by imported Diomed; great great
grandam by imported Shark, and her dam by imported Medley, one of
* We trust the spirited owner of Andrew will hereafter enable us to em-
bellish our work with his faithful portrait and achievements in detail, as also
those of Monsieur 'I'onson; both being of unrivalled beauty; and in renown
scarce second to any horse in America.
—
Ed.
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the best bred horses in the world, out of the own sister to the famed
Sir Peter's dam by Snap, the best grandson of Gimcrack, that with
Matchem, may be regarded as one of the two best grandsons of the
Godolphin Arabian.
The pedigree of Sir Charles, once scarce known and afterwards
questionable, is now put beyond doubt, by his own brilliant achieve-
ments, and those of his own sister Janet, his half brother Mercury,
(best son of Virginian,) and of his numerous distinguished get, An-
drew, Trifle, Slender, Bonnets o'Blue, Collier, James Cropper, Sally
Hornet, Stc. &c. For his pedigree in full, as now received, see A. T.
R., vol. 4. p. 51. All the crosses excellent and running to the most
remote antiquity. ''•English bred" Sir Archy, imported Citizen, Com-
mutation, Mark Antony, imported Flimnap, imported Janus.
Herod by imported Diomed; dam by imported Shark; grandam
by the famous Am. racehorse Spadille—imported Janus, &c. Should
Herod be read Ilarwood, the pedigree is equally good. He was one of
the best bred sons of Sir Archy; dam by imported Diomed, grandam
by Melzar, (son of imported Medley,) &c.
Phenomenon, by imported Wonder, (son of the famed Phenome-
non, out of a Diomed, &c.) dam by the imported Dare Devil—im-
ported Flimnap'—imported Fearnought—famed American racehorse
Mark Antony—imported Aristotle. English Phenomenon, by Herod,
dam by Eclipse, sire also to imported Restless.
In Andrew's pedigree is found successively the names of the most
celebrated stallions ever imported. Medley, Shark and Diomed. From
the latter he has four or six crosses, according to its being Herod or
Harwood; from Shark two, and from Medley one or two; also from
Janus two; with crosses from Fearnought, Dare Devil, Citizen, &c.
THE PRESENT STATE OF THE MATCH AT CHESS NOW PENDING BETWEEN
THE WESTMINSTER AND PARIS CHESS CLUBS.
English Gnme. French Game.
1.KP2 KPi 1.KP2 KP2
2. Q P 2 Q P 2 2. K Kt to B 3 Q Kt to B 3
3. P takes P P takes P 3. K B to Q B 4 Same
4. KKttoB3 Same 4. QB P 1 QPl
5. KBtoQ3 QBP2 5. QP2 P takes P
6. Q checks KBtoK2 6. QBP takes P K B to Q, Kt 3
7. P takes P K castles 7. K R P 1 K Kt to B 3
8. Q. B to K 3 K R to K's sq 8. Q Kt to QB 3 Castles
9. B attacks R Q, Kt to B 3 9. Castles K R to K's sq
10. K Kt to Q4 KB takes P 10. Q R P 1 K R P 1
1 1. B takes Kt QKt P takes B 1 1. K R to K's sq Q R P 1
12. QBP 1 KB takes Kt 12. QKt P 2 K R to K 2
1 3. P takes B
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History of the American Tuuf, from Eighty Years since
—
Best Horses, &.c.
(Continued from page 130.)
1810.* W. R. Jolinson's Paco'et, by imp. Citizen, dam by Tippoo Saib,
(the son of Lindsay's Arabian, and datn also of Wilkes' Wonder, Pallafox;
Jolly Air, &c.) the best colt in Virginia this year, had won two sweep-
etakes; and the spring he was four years old, the Jockey Club purse, four
mile heats, at Fairfield, running the second heat in 7m. 54s. He was sold
to Gen. Andrew Jackson of Tennessee, who, shortly after, lost a match
with him, against Haynie's Maria, by imp. Diomed, (her dam by Bel-Air;)
he atlerwards beat her. Under his skilful and superior manngement, as a
racer and stallion, he acquired the highest celebrity in the West. About
the same time Wonder,f by imp. Diomed, out of Pacolet's dam, ran with
great distinction in Virginia, winning twelve Jockey Club purses, beating
the best horses—Whisky by Chanticleer, Marsk by Diomed, Bumper by
Bel-Air, Monticello by Diomed, Planter by Druid, iEolus by Bedford, &c,
&c. He was also in great esteem at the West, being sire to the invincible
Oscar of Tennessee. In 1810, Mr. Moseby's Duroc,| by imp. Diomed, out
of Amanda, by Gray Diomed, and Mr. Haxall's Sir Alfred, by imp Sir
Harry, dam by imp. Diomed, added to their prior celebrity by running in
the famed twenty mile race at Fairfield, of which the two first were dead
heats, both contending: Sir Alfred taking the third; but Mr. Johnson again
winning the purse with an inferior nag, Maria, by Bay Yankee, (son of
President by imp. Clockfast, her dam by Celer.) They were also beat, in
four heats, at Newmarket, for the Jockey Club purse, four mile heats, by
General VVynn's Malvina by imp. Precipitate, Don Qui.xote, and others.
§
Malvina was afterwards beat in four mile heats by Brown's Wonder.|[
(Leonidas,) by imp. Wonder, (dam by imp. Diomed,) descended from the
imp. Calista—a horse of surpassing speed, that challenged any in the coun-
try, three mile heats, for ^2,000. Duroc and Hampton (another famed
son of Diomed, his dam by Gray Diomed) ran against each other, with
* About this time many of the gentlemen who had shed the most lustre
upon the turf, for several years, along the Atlantic states, from different
causes, retired from it, and it gradually began to decline, many of the old
established courses having fallen into disuse. Upon the retirement of the
Prince of Wales, (since George IV.) several years earlier in England, the
turf declined there. Since the great match of Hambletonian and Diamond,
in 1799, there has been no similar sensation.
» t For Wonder's pedigree and memoir, see Am. Turf Register, vol, iii.
p. 263.
J For portrait and memoir of Duroc, see A. T. R. vol. i. p. 57.
Ij Don Quixote, g. by imp. Druid, had gained great celebrity, especially
by winning a Jockey Club purse, four mile heats, near Richmond, in four
heats, beating Stump the Dealer, Tom Tough, and others of fame.
For Brown's Wonder, see A. T. R. vol. v. p. 330.
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varied success, at the North—the former winning the four mile heats in
Pennsylvania; one of the heats run in 7m. 53s. Duroc acquired great
celebrity as a stallion, being sire to American Eclipse, Marshal Duroc,
Cock of the Rock, Trouble, Sir Lovell, &.c.
1812. Hepheslion, by imp. Buzzard, out of Sir Archy's dam. (imp. Cas-
tianira,) beat the famous Virginius, (by imp. Diomed, dam by Chatham,)
until then at the head of the turf in South Carolina, (frequently a winner
of four mile heats,) and the best horses in South Carolina.
1313. Massena, by imp. Citizen, won the four mile heats at Charleston,
S. C. in 7m. 5o3.—7m. 57s., and 8m. 10s. Major Roberts' Defiance,* and
Mr. Wickham's Tuckahoe, sons of Florizel, the first out of a Roebuck,
(son of imp. Sweeper,) and the other's dam by imp. Alderman,f now had
high reputation on the turf; the latter maintained it for several years, when
owned by Gen. Ridgely, frequently beating his competitors. Defiance, in
a few races, won a great sweepstake; and, in different races, beat Tucka-
hoe and Duroc, four mile heats, having previously run a brilliant career in
his native state, Virginia. Sir Hal,| (by imp. Sir Harry, dam by imp. Sal-
tram, grandam by imp. Medley,) meanwhile, ran with the most brilhani
success in Virginia— winner of fourteen out of sixteen races. He beat
and broke down g. Cupbearer, son of Florizel, running the first heat of the
four miles at Broadrock in 7m. 46s.; having been previously beaten by him
at Fairfield, in three four mile heats, having won the first in 7m. 52s.; and
won the Jockey Club purse at Newmarket, beating Merino Ewe, Director,
&c.—the second heat in 7m. 56s. Shylock (by imp. Bedford, dam, the
grandam of Trifle, by imp. Diomed) about this time ran successfully in
Virginia, beating all and distinguished competitors, in five races, at every
distance. Sir Hal, in 1816, with Allen's famous Vanity, (a year older than
her own sister Reality,) by Sir Archy, dam by imp. Medley, was carried
to Washington by the successful racer. Col. VV. R. Johnson, that one of
them might contend with Tuckahoe, at that time regarded, in Maryland,
as invincible; being beat for the Jockey Club purse, four mile heats, by
Vanity, he was drawn after the first heat, there being little contest; and
the next day he was beaten the three mile heats by Sir Hal; the second
heat has been said to have been run in 5m. 43s.
J
In 1815,11 owing perhaps to the circumstance, that for several years, on
account of the state of Europe, and our own war, no stallion of celebrity
* For Defiance, by Florizel, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. iii. p. 51.
f Imp. Alderman was sire to Sertorius, a famed four mile horse, a6ou< the
years 1803-6, in South Carolina.
\ For Sir Hal's memoir, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. iii. pp. 209-10.
5 The time of this heat has been questioned, Sir Hal having won with
great ease. The first heat was run in 5m. 59s.; it has been supposed
the second ought to read 5m. 53s.
II
I'or a detail of racing, embracing those of less celebrity, from 1815 to
1831, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. i. pp. 374. 429. 485. 53U. 587, and vol. iii.
pp.257. 330.387.
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had been imported into Virginia, the Sir Archy get began the monopoly of
the turf, which the celebrity of his earliest colts has caused them to main-
tain. The following became most distinguished—Lady Lightfoot/ by
Black Maria, dam by imp. Shark. When Col. Tayloc's, at three years
old, she won her two sweepstakes, two mile heats; and at four years old, at
Charleston, run by Gen. Wynn, won a sweepstake, two mile heats; three
days after, the Jockey Club purse, two mile heats; and next day the handi-
cap, three mile heats, beating Blank, another distinguished daughter of Sir
Archy, (that next year won the four mile heats at Charleston.) and the
famous Transport, by Virginius; her dam the famed Nancy Air, by imp.
Bedford: a few days previous, she had won the .Tockey Club purse, four
mile heats, from Merino Ewe, (Gohanna's dam,) a winner of the four mile
heats at Newmarket; her dam by imp. Jack Andrews, (and grandam by
imp. Bedford,) Director, by Sir Archy, and others, in 7m. 54s. and 7m. 58s.
In the handicap race, three mile heats, won by Lady Lightfoot, she beat
also Merino Ewe, g. Little John by Potomac, and Haynie's Maria by imp.
Diomed. The following spring she won the three mile heats at Newmar-
ket, beating Allen's famous Vanity, of the same age, who fell while trailing
her in the first heat, and broke her neck—a betting race. Subsequently,
in the hands of Messrs. Robinson, Brown and Sleeper, she won various
races from the best horses—Gen. Ridgely's Tuckahoe, Dr. Thornton's
Ratler,! by Sir Archy, dam by imp. Robin Redbreast, (which had been
run with great distinction by Gen. Wynn,) Dr. Marshall's Vanguard, by
imp. Chance, the famed Hermaphrodite,| &c. &c. (not always running in
her own name;) having been three times beat, when out of condition, by
Gen. Wynn, (with Timoleon,^ Favorite and Beggar Girl, all by Sir Archy;)
but for several years continued an uninterrupted career of success, until,
after uncommonly hard service and usage, she was beat the four mile heats
on Long Island, the autumn she was nine years old, by Mr. Van Ranst's
American Eclipse,|| seven years old, by Duroc, dam Miller's Damsel by imp.
Messenger, (out of the imp. PotSo's mare;) the 1st heat severely and closely
contested. After this she won six or eight races more, until ultimately
beaten, the spring she was eleven years old, by Betsey Richards, then five
years old, and a distinguished daughter of Sir Archy. As a brood mare
Lady LightfootIF has been equally distinguished, having produced Stevens'
* For portrait and memoir of Lady Lightfoot, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. iii.
pp. 105 and 172.
t For Ratler's memoir, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. iv. p. 156. He took six-
teen successive races, not having lost one, beating Contention, Kosciusko,
Napoleon, &c.
I A correct pedigree or history of this extraordinary animal has never
been ascertained.
5 For portrait and memoir of Timoleon, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. iv. p. 374,
II
For portrait and memoir of American Echpse, see Am. Turf Reg. vol.
i. p. 270.
H Lady Lightfoot died lately, shortly after producing a third filly by
Eclipse—her ninth foal.
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Black Maria, Stockton's Shark, Screamer, Eclipse Lightfoot,* Terror, and
four more—one dead, and three yet untried.
In 1816 Timoleon, the best racehorse of Sir Archy's get, (his dam by
imp. Saltram,) made his debut. He is yet considered, by many excellent
judges, as the very best racehorse that ever ran in America—greatly supe-
rior to all contemporaries, though tu'ice beaten; accident or mismanage-
ment gave those races to Reality and Transport. His Srst race he won
for Gen. Wj'nn, a sweepstake at Newmarket, mile heats, distancing the
field the second heat—run in Im. 47s. and Im. 48s. He won thirteen out
of fifteen races, beating Lady Lightfoot, Mr. Johnson's Reality,f (own sis-
ter to Vanity,) and other of tlie best horses. When beaten by Reality at
Newmarket, the sweepstake, two mile heats, (that were run in 3m. 49s.
—
3m. 47s., and 3ra.48s.) he won the first heat sixty yards ahead, his rider
being unable to restrain him; and in his last race, when beat the handicap,
three mile heats, at Charleston, by Transport, he choakedfrom the distem-
per, and was stopped. To take a review of the many Sir Archys that now
almost exclusively occupied the southern turf, for many years, would swell
the present article far beyond its proposed lengtii; wherefore we shall be
satisfied witli a brief review of a few more that were most successful, and
remark, that the others, next to them in celebrity, were Reality, Ratler,
Sumter, (dams by imp. Robin Redbreast.) Kosciusko, dam by imp. Bedford,
(out of imp. Anvilina;) Contention, dam by imp. Dare Devil, (a winner of
fifieen out of twenty- three races—ten in succession,! beating, in four mile
heats, Reality, Kosciusko, Napoleon, Shawnee, (a famed horse by Tecum-
seh, son of Sir Archy,) Merino Ewe, and otliers. Muckie John, John^ and
Betsey Richards, the two Janets, (Stevens' ran a four mile heat, over the
Union Course, in 7m. 48?.) Bertrand,|l Gohanna, Sally Hope,1I (won nine-
teen in succession,) Marion,** Blank, Carolinian.ff and others, were fre-
quently winners in capital races of four mile heats, from 1818 to ISSS-JJ
* A horse of very superior shape and points, for whom his present owner,
Mr. Craig, has rcfiisfid $5000—destined yet, probably, to stand in the high-
est repute as a stallion. In training, lie was a colt of great promise, but
never ran publicly.
•|- In the notices of her son Medley, Reality's pedigree is given, but we
have never seen an account of her performances. She beat Sir Charles,
Timoleon, and many others—was the dam of Medley, Slender, and Bonnets
o' Blue. For Vanity and Reality, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. v. p. 115.
I See memoir, American Turf Register; and pedigree, in full, vol. iv.
p. 338.
5 For portrait and memoir of John Richards, see Am. Turf Reg. I'ol. iii.
p. 321.
II
For Bertrand's memoir, ih. vol. iv. p. 225.
H See Sally Hope's memoir, ib. vol. iii. p. 452.
*• For Marion's memoir, ih. vol. iii. p. 163.
(•+ For Carolinian's memoir, ib. vol. iv. p. 2.
II Sec Turf Reg. vol. iii. pp. 332 to 336,
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In 1818 Mr. Harrison's renowned Virginian,* dam by Magog, at three
years old, won a great sweepstake, beating Contention; the three mile
heats at Newmarket, beating Sir Hal; and won eleven successive races,
exhibiting great speed in beating the best horses. His prematnre death
prevented a large progeny; but Mercury,! Polly Hopkins, Star, Betsey
Ransom, Shakspeare, Lafayette, Restless, Arietta, &c. attest his loss. At
the same time, Oscar,]: son of Wonder, (by imp. Diomed,) dam by imp.
Saltram, beat with ease every competitor in Tennessee.
In 1820 Mr. Harrison's Sir Charles,^ (dam by imp. Citizen,) another of
the most distinguished sons of Sir Archy, came into great repute, beating
Virginian,
II
Reality, Carolinian, Sir William, Contention, Childers, John
Richards, Sir Waller, and others, winning twenty races; but, unfortunately,
he was injured in training, when about to run a match,ir four mile heats,
with American Eclipse, $10,000 a side. In liis disabled state he started
against him at Washington, and broke down before completing a single
fcur miles. Sir Charles, during his career, had exhibited speed and bottom
of the highest order; and as a stalhon, has proven the best since the halcyon
days of his sire Sir Archy: (Trifle, Andrew, Slender, Bonnets o' Blue,
Collier, Sally Hornet, James Cropper, Sussex, Malcolm, Annette, Sydney,
Ripley, &c. &c. &c. are among his get.) Sir William, of the age of Sir
Charles, (own brother to Muckle John,) a capital two and three mile horse,
was frequently a winner over the best horses, at those distances, beating
Sir Charles, Henry, &c. &c. He beat Washington, (by Timoleon, dam by
imp. Citizen,) when four years old, two mile heats, at Newmarket, running
the second and third heats in 3m. 45s. and 3m. 50s.
1823. Henry, four years old, dam by imp. Diomed, out of Sir William's
dam, (by Bel-Air,) was selected to run the match with Eclipse, four mile
heats, over the Union Course, on Long Island, $20,000 a side, and won the
first heat, carrying lOSlbs , in 7m. 37s.; but was beat by Eclipse, the other
two severely contested heats, in 7m. 49s. and 8m. 24s. The preceding
foitnight Henry won the four mile heats at Newmarket in 7m. 54s. and
7m. SSs. This match established the reputation of Eclipse** as a racehorse
of the first character. He had previously, in a few races, beat several
* For Virginian's portrait and memoir, see A. T. R. vol. i. p. 370.
t Mercury, out of Sir Charles' dam, by imp. Citizen, and Polly Hopkins,
dam by imp. Arch Duke, and descended from the imp. Cub mare, were
probably as good race nags as have been run on any American race course
during the last twenty years.
—
Ed.
I For Oscar's memoir, see American Turf Register.
{ For Sir Charles' portrait and memoir, see Am.Turf Reo-. vol. i. p. 473.
II
Virginian had been worn down by hard usage.
If At the period of this match racing had declined, throughout the union,
to a lower ebb than at any time since the Revolution. From the Eclipse
matches its revival may be dated.
** For the portrait and memoir of Eclipse, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. i. p.
269; for pedigree in full, vol. iv. p. 50.
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second rate horses, (besides Lady Lightfoot and Sir Charles, after they
had trained off,) which led the gentlemen of the South to think his powers
were overrated, having no idea that racehorses were at that time to be
found at tlie North. They had not known that some few gentlemen from
New York had bred judiciously from the best imported horses—Messenger,
the imported PotSj's mare. Baronet, Expedition, Wildair, &c. besides hav-
ing had the services of two Virginia horses of celebrity, Duroc and Hickory.
Sumter, Childers and Betsey Richards, ran with great success, from South
Carolina to New York; and the latter was particularly successful the au-
tumn of 1824, winning many capital races. In Georgia, Sir Andrew, by
Marsk, (son of Diomed,) dam by imp. Shark,, beat Sir William a race of
four mile heats; one being run in 7m. 47s.—g. Coutre Snapper, six years
old, by imp. Chance, (out of a mare from President Jefferson's black Barbs,)
among other brilliant achievements, won also, with ease, a race of four mile
heats against John Richards.
1824, The year opened with the distinguished performances of Bertrand,
by Sir Archy, out of Eliza, sister to Gallatin and Fairy, (Ariadne,) by imp.
Bedford. He won the sweepstake, two mile heats—the next day the
Jockey Club purse, four mile heats; and three days after, the handicap,
three mile heats, beating Sir William, by Sir Archy, out of Transport,
Mark Time, by Gallatin, and others. The two succeeding years he took
the Jockey Club purses and the handicaps at Charleston, being beat there
but once— in the latter race, by the combination of g. Fairfield, by Vir-
ginius, the winner, with Creeping Kate, another fleet nag. Bertrand
gained especial reputation by beating the latter and Aratus, an excellent
three mile horse, in a similar race, the heats having been run in 5m. 47s.
—
5m. 43s.—5m. 53s. and 5m. 543.* The next year Bertrand was beat by
Betsey Robertson, three mile heats, at Newmarket; but subsequently beat
her, in three four mile heats.—gr. g. Mark Time proved an excellent three
mile horse, winning frequently; and at Tree Hill, in 5m. 51s. Marion,
four years old, by Sir Archy, dam by imp. Citizen, in the autumn of 1824,
in his first race, four mile heats, at Lawrenceville, beat the famed Henry
with ease; shortly after, won the four mile heats at Newmarket, beating
Betsey Richards and Arab; but at Tree Hill, in three heats, he was beat
the four mile heats by Janet, also four years old, by Sir Archy, her dam by
Sir Archy, own sister to Arab, out of Coquette, by imp. Sir Harry; and by
Flirtilla, winner of the first heat. Superior management is supposed to
have given this race to Col. Johnson. The second heat, well contested by
the two filhes, was won in 7m. 58s. Janet, in many races, had acquired
the highest reputation, by beating Henry, Arab, Vanity, &c. Arab had
gained great fame the preceding autumn, at three years old, by winning
the three mile heats at Halifax, beating in three heats, not contending for
the first, Janet (the only race she lost) and Henry, he having trained off.
This year Isabella, (dam of Anvil,) three years old, by Sir Archy, dam by
imp. 0.=car,ran with great success, winning the three mile heats near Bal-
timore; the next week the Jockey Club purse, four mile heats, at Wash-
* See Am. Tnrf Reg. vol. i. p. 488.
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ington; and afterwards, during the same autumn, a sweepstake in the south
of Virginia. The next spring she beat Arab, three mile heats; and in other
races acquired further renown. Lance, own brother to Ariel, and subse-
quently distinguished, this autumn beat Trouble, also three years old, (by
Duroc,) afterwards famed, a match, $5000 a side, four mile iieats; but, a
few weeks after, was beat by Count Piper, three years old, by Marshal
Duroc.
1825. Gen. Wynn's Flirtilla, five years old, (own sister to Ratler,) and
Childers, (a capital three mile horse,) acquired celebrity this year (in addi-
tion to her distinguished performances the two preceding years) by beating
Ariel,* the famous three year old of New York, by Eclipse, dam by Finan-
cier, in a match for $20,000 a side, three mile heats, over the Union Course.
Flirtilla, the ne.xt spring, when six years old, won several Jockey Club
races, and broke down when running the four mile heats at Newmarket
against Gohanna (the winner) and Shakspeare, a capital three mile horse.
Flirtilla won the first heat, closely contested by Shakspeare. running the
three last miles in exceedingly good time; the fourth mile in Im. 51s.
—
Ariel had run the mile at her ease in Im. 49s.; and in her subsequent bril-
liant career, in several years, passing through many hands, in Virginia,
Georgia, South Carolina, and New York, she ran the two miles in 3m.
44s.—the three miles in 5m. 423., and the four miles in 7m. 43s.; beating
many of the best horses—Gohanna, Betsey Richards, Sir Lovel, Trumpa-
tor, Lafayette, Crusader, Medley, Betsey Ransom, &c., though beat by
Monsieur Tonsou, Sally Walker, Crusader, Medley, Kate Kearney, Betsey
Ransom and Arietta. This autumn, Mr. Harrison's Betsey Robinson, (dam
of Ripley by Sir Charles, and of Jessup by Medley,) by Thaddeus, (son of
Florizel,) dam by Sir Archy, won the three mile heats at Newmarket,
(when Marion won the four mile heats,) and next week made an extraor-
dinary race at Tree Hill, four mile heats, beating Marion, John Richards,
and others, (the second heat won by Phillis, own sister to Gohanna, by Sir
Archy, out of Merino Ewe;) run in 7m. 59s.—7m. 56s.—8m. 44s.
1826. Others, besides the immediate get of Sir Archy, and their stub-
born rival, Ariel, by Eclipse, now entered the lists with them; and Monsieur
Tonson,| four years old, by Pacolet, dam by Topgallant, (son of Gallatin,)
by rapid stages, went to the head of the turf; beating Ariel, Gohanna,
Shakspeare, and lastly, his most severe competitor, Sally Walker, byTimo-
leon, dam supposed to be by imp. Dragon. They ran the four mile heats,
over a heavy course, in 7m. 553. and 7m. 54s.; under the circumstances,
supposed to be the best race of four mile heats ever run in America. The
next year, 1827, Col. Johnson placed Sally Walker at the head of the turf,
beating all competitors, north and south—Janet, (own sister to Sir Charles,)
Lance, Ariel, Betsey Ransom, &c., in the best time, running two three
mile heats, at Broad Rock, in 5m. 44s. and 5m. 42s. About this time
* For Ariel's extraordinary achievements, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. v. p. 1.
t For an imperfect notice of Monsieur Tonson's achievements on the turf,
see Am. Turf Reg. vol. iv. p. 460.
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Mercury* (by Virginian, out of Sir Charles' dam, by imp. Citizen) ran with
the first distinction in the West. He made iiis best race at New Orleans,
winning the four mile lieats, beating Pacific (own brother to Bertrand) and
Fairfield, in 7m. 43s. and 7m. 443. Betsey Ransom, an extraordinary three
year old, by Virginian, (dam by Bel-Air,) this autumn won the four mile
heats at Long Island, beating Stevens' Janet, Count Piper, by Marshal
Duroc, (that iiud run several good races at every distance.) and others; the
next week she again distanced the field at Baltimore; and the week after,
at Norfolk, won the four milef heats in three heats—run in 7m. 50s.— 7m.
45s. and 7m. 30. The year following she ran with distinction in Georgia,
North Carolina and New York. Mr. Singleton's Crusader, own brother
to Kosciusko, (their dam Lottery, by imp. Bedford,) and Mr. Selden's Rate
Kearney, three years old, by Sir Archy, (dam by imp. Sir Harry,) were
winners of four mile heats.
In 1827, Col. Johnson's gr. c. Medley ,| three years old, (by Sir Hal, out
of Reality,) gained high reputation by winning a large produce match and
sweepstake on the Union Course, and by several races the succeeding fall
in Virginia; crowning his fame, the spring he was four years old, by beating
Ariel, three mile heats, at Newmarket—each heat in 5m. 49s.
1828. Polly Hopkins,^ three years old, (by Virginian, dam by imp. Arch
Duke, gained more celebrity than any other, by winning a sweepstake,
beating Star and Byron, two mile heats, at Norfolk, in 3m. 48s. and Sin.
42s.; and two days after, a purse, two mile heats, in 3m. 43s. and 3m. 48s.;
and shortly after winning a sweepstake at Broad Rock, having won seven
races, not losing one, the same full, beating Kate Kearney, || a poststake;
and for two successive years beating the best horses. Star, Slender, &c. in
e.xcelient time, at every distance, winning the four mile heats at Norfolk in
7m. 553. and 7m. 47s.
(To be continued.)
King Fergus—the name of a horse bred by the late Col. O'Kelly.
He was foaled in 1775; was got by Eclipse; dam (Tuting's Polly) by
Black-and-all-Black; grandam by Tartar; great grandam by Old Starl-
ing. He was of great celebrity, and continued for many years a stal-
lion of the first eminence. He was the sire of a great number of good
racers; amongst which were those celebrated runners, Hambletonian,
Overton, Beningbrough, Sir Solomon, Warter, Johnny, Garswood, &c.
* For Mercury's performances, see Colden's Nevv' York Sport. Magazine,
t Not a full mile by 29 feet.
I For Medley's achievements, &c. see Ann. Turf Reg. vol. v. p. 60.
§ For memoir of Polly Hopkins, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. iii. p. 338.
II
Kate Kearney, (by Sir Archy, out of Sussex's dam, by imp. Sir Harry.)
an extraordinary three year old, won sweepstakes, consecutive weeks; the
second heat of two miles in the last run, in the best tinje at Tree Hill—3m.
50s. Next day sdie beat Ariel, four mile lieats, &c. &.c.—see Am. Turf
Register.
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RACE HORSE.
BIr. John Lawrence contends for "the necessity, or at least tlic utility,
of a reserve of thoroughbred horses in this country, on the ground,
that, were the species neglected, and suffered to be indiscriminately
blended amongst the whole genus, the English saddle horse would, in
all probability, become retrograde in quality, and in the course of time
would degenerate into the round buttock, gummy carcass, and coarse
head, of former days." In fact, examples enough of this degeneracy
are always to be seen, he says, in the studs of the different breeders;
neither is the number of well-shaped, half bred stallions considerable,
or even sufficient for the demand of the country. In opposition to the
idea, which some entertain, of the propriety of putting an end to horse
racing by law, "-On the course only," says he, "can the worth of this
peculiar species of the horse be essayed; and, independent of that ob-
ject, it is scarcely probable that the breed would be kept distinct, or
that any very minute attention would be bestowed upon pedigree. It
is well known, that not only have varieties of a genus of animals been
often blended and lost by neglect, but even arts, and different branches
of knowledge, have perished in the same way. From the discontinu-
ance of horse racing, the English thoroughbred horse, the source of
almost all that is excellent in the species, might become extinct.—
Thus the turf is a grand national object, and its votaries are adminis-
tering, through the medium of their pleasures, to the interest and pros-
perity of their country.
"The speed and continuance of racehorses must necessarily be affect-
ed and governed, in certain degrees, by the weight which they have to
carry, and, reasoning upon that position, it will be easily conceived,
that if two horses be equally matched in point of speed and strength,
and put to their utmost exertion for a considerable distance, the horse
which carries the least weight, by even only a single pound, must in-
fallibly have the advantage to a certain degree, (however small,) and
possess the ability of going more swiftly and lasting longer than his
antagonist. The swifter the pace, and the longer it is continued, the
more in proportion will the horse be affected by the weight he carries.
It is said, that, in running four miles, seven pounds make the difference
of a distance, or two hundred and forty yards, between horses of equal
goodness. Weight is therefore regulated with scientific precision upon
the turl^ and forms a prime consideration in all sporting transactions.
The weights carried by racehorses vary from the maximum, twelve
stone, to a feather, which means a boy of the lightest weight to be
found."
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The thoroughbred courser, Mr. Lawrence thinks, in a general point
of view, the most useful species of the horse, as being applicable to
every purpose; which cannot be asserted of any other species. He
defines a thoroughbred horse, or racer, to be originally the produce of
Asia or Africa, or of the south of Europe. The chief object in breed-
ing a racehorse, he thinks, ought to be truth and symmetry in the
cardinal points.
As to the integrity of his blood, he says, a true racing pedigree,
according to the rule of the present time, ought to prove, under the
hand of the breeder, that the horse has descended from ancestors of
genuing racing blood, without the intervention of a single bastard cross.
If the pedigree be long, it is common to take it for granted that there
is blood sufficient, although there be no mare mentioned in it, which
has proved her blood by her having actually raced; but usually all the
horses are reputed runners, or brothers of such. The greater number
of mares which have raced contained in a pedigree, the surer and more
valuable, no doubt, it must be, particularly if the last mentioned be
specified as a reputed racer, or a natural Arabian or Barb. A pedigree
of one single descent is held sufficient, when the sire and dam are
named as reputed and tried runners: otherwise a short pedigree of
three or four descents Avould not constitute a horse thoroughbred,
though it might serve for a hunter.
It is yet easy to conceive, he adds, how liable the pedigree of a
horse must be both to error and imposition, and that the best proof of
true blood must ever consist in performance. Various accidental bas-
tard crosses have occurred in our racing breed, at difierent periods,
chiefly distant ones; and they are frequently easy to distinguish in the
figure of the stock, by a critical eye. The far greater part of those
horses brought over to this country, under the general appellation of
Arabians, have, I believe, never seen Arabia, or else have been of its
inferior breed. They are usually purchased in the Levant, Barbary,
or the East Indies, by persons totally unacquainted with horses, or, at
any rate, for the peculiar purpose for which such horses are designed;
hence a number of inferior and half bred Arabians have been brought
over at a useless expense, to deteriorate, instead of amending, our
racing breed, and to bring Arabian blood into disrepute.
Fine and delicate horses, the natives of warm climes, excel in swift-
ness. The most perfect of these were originally found in Arabia; but
they are improvable, in their descendants, by a more fruitful country.
The Arabians tried in England have never proved themselves, in any
respect, equal, upon the course, to the English racers, the descendants
of their blood. Although the general characteristic of thorough blood
is speed, yet the true test is not speed, but continuance; since many
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common or half bred horses have been known to possess racing speed,
but no instance has ever occurred of its continuance in those beyond
perhaps half a mile. The powers of continuance increase in propor-
tion to the quantity of blood: thus three-part bred horses will persevere
longer than half bred; and those got by bred horses, out of three-part
bred mares, will sometimes equal the real racers. Although, amongst
horses equally well bred, superior external conformation will generally
prevail in the race, yet racing can in no sort be said absolutely to de-
pend on good shape: it depends entirely on blood. For example, take
the worst shaped true bred horse you can find, and the best shaped
common horse: let the latter have a fine coat, loose thrapple, high and
declined shoulder, length, speed—in fine, all the admired points of the
racer, (and such common horses are occasionally to be found:) let
them run four miles, and the bred horse, although out-footed at first,
shall always win the race. This principle is so universal, that per-
haps it would be altogether impracticable to find a thoroughbred horse
in England sufficiently bad to be beat four miles by the speediest and
best common bred hack. All bred horses cannot race, many of the
highest blood having neither the gift of speed nor continuance; many
are defective in the material points of conformation, as it happens in
common horses.
The usual trial of speed in English racing is the distance of a single
mile: of continuance, stoutness, or bottom, four miles. It has been
asserted with confidence, hut not proved^ that Flying Childers ran a
mile over Newmarket in the space of a minute—a velocity so im-
mense, that it turns one's ideas to speed in the abstract, or ubiquity.
It has, however, been really performed in a few seconds over a minute;
an instance of which, within my present recollection, is that of Firetail
and Pumpkin.
The distance of four miles was ran by Childers, in 1721, carrying
nine stone two pounds, in the space of six minutes forty-eight seconds.
This wonderful animal leaped ten yards with his rider, upon level
ground; and is supposed to have covered, at every stride, a space of
twenty-five feet, which is more than forty-nine in a second. Bay
Malton ran four miles over York, in 1763, in seven minutes forty-three
seconds and a half. Eclipse ran the same distance over York in eight
minutes, with twelve stone.
After all, what is the cause or basis of that superior speed, endu-
rance, and strength, which distinguish the southern horse. Doubtless
a peculiar innate quality of body, which some attribute to the dry and
elastic air of those countries where he is bred, but which appears to
rae not altogether satisfactory. The game, or wild animals of northern
climes possess the peculiar qualities of the racehorse, which they lose
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in a few generations, on being domesticated; their bones becoming soft
and .^pong}-, like those of tame animals in general. The racehorse is
miicli stronger than the cart or common horse, weight for weight; his
.substance being of a more solid texture.
We quote the following from Mr. Hind's late publication of Osmer:
The formation wliirh I conceive necessary to constitute a capital
and perfect racehorse, does not relate solely to the proportion and
s)Tnmetry of the whole animal, taken at a glance, although it be a
necessary ingredient to perseverance, or hoUom., in the individual so
formed; but this formation, to be complete, extends also to the limbs
and joints, by which his motions are performed, and his speed is ac-
celerated or retarded; which depends on the particular manner of the
limbs being set on—much more than is generally supposed. Yet have
most, or all of those things hitherto passed unobserved, or remained
unattended to by the generality of sportsmen.
The racehorse should be broad, deep, and have great declivity in his
shoulders; his quarters should be long and straight; his thighs should
be let down very low; his hock should be distinct, far behind, and
from him; thence, downwards to the next joint, he should be very
short, which part of the leg should not be straight, but stand under
him, like an ostrich's leg, with a long, lax, bending pastern; and these,
I think, are, in part, the springs of action: such as we perceive in the
ostrich, a very speedy bird afoot. But these are not the only requisites
necessary to the formation of a perfect racehorse; there being as much
difference, and as great a nicety required, in the manner of setting on
a horse's arm,—which should be at the extreme point of the shoulder
bone,—as in any part belonging to him, and which contributes as
much to the act of extension, or stretch, as does the declivity in the
shoulders. Neither is one horse in fifty properly formed at the knee
for racing; nor does one in a hundred of any sort bear a true propor-
tion from the knee to the fetlock-joint, although it be so very material
with respect to every action he is to perform.
By the true position of these joints and limbs, the horse is enabled
to cover more ground than one that is otherwise formed, even though
the length of the body be the same in botli; and, by describing so
mucli a greater circle, in going, he is enabled, when he extends him-
self to the full stretch, to acquire a greater purchase of ground than
the horse which stands in a more upright position, even though the
latter be the longer of the two.
The proper formation of some of the outward acting parts having
been described, let us now consider what else is required to make a
perfect racehorse; and I answer, a general proportion, length, muscular
fcubstancp, and a crrtnin elegance of texture, and of the constituent
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parts of the whole; tlie nature of which elegance, or what I mean by-
it, is briefly this:—Supposing the condition of two horses to be alike
in all respects, they will always excel each other, according to the
particular elegance and formation of those acting parts, degrees of pro-
portion, of lengtli, and of muscular substance: the want or the posses-
sion of either whereof will not only produce their effect in all horses,
but a difference also in the very same horses, when tried together on
difTerent kinds of ground. And this result of such trials could not be
otherwise, I think; for, if a different formation of the parts, Stc. and the
degrees thereof, be not the cause of difference in the performances,
why then, one of these horses of the right and true blood would act
alike on all ground whatever, and be just as good, though made like a
hog, or without joints; unless some other cause of action in horses can
be shown, besides this virtue of the blood, or the formation of the
parts, &c.
The difference in the requisites just named will also account why
some very plain horses, that are not well made to please the eye, and
so are called "ill-shaped ones," shall, by reason of a greater length
and depth, and a peculiar manner of setting on the acting parts, (i. e.
the shoulders, as was remarkably the case with Eclipse,) excel others,
which, with the same elegance, possess a greater share of muscular
substance and proportion, a more noble and lofty forehand, and a finer
figure throughout the whole.* Thus the handsomest and most ele-
gant horse in the world, and of true proportion, too, which, wants the
proper declivity, length, and gift of circular extension, in those acting
parts, may turn out no racer at all.
Again, horses with the same elegance, and a tolerable formation of
those acting parts, shall be able, by superiority of muscular substance,
and a more general proportion, to excel those which have a little more
length and depth in the acting parts; for, by means of this substance
and proportion, they will bear to be pressed longer than those who
are deficient therein; and so far the old proverb,—namely, that all
shapes run if of the true blood,—may be allowed to be true enough.
When I talk of length and extent in the acting parts, I desire not to
be misunderstood, for no horse's legs can be too short.
Grayhound shape.—Now, where is he, who will take upon him to
say, that some men are not able to distinguish by the eye this differ-
ence of formation betwixt some horses, as well as others can distin-
guish this same difference betwixt some dogs.''—though perhaps not
quite so readily, because the human eye cannot take in, at one view,
* If the forehand be more lofty than the croup, he cannot run well; but,
if a strong one, may make a good stager.
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the parts and proportion of a being, where one is so much larger than
the other. For, whose eye does not inform him, that a grayhound will
beat a cur dog, or that a bred horse (as it is called) will beat a cart
horse.^ Then, why not allow, that there is a difference betwixt two
bred horses.'—for he who does not perceive that many such do differ
greatly from each other, I am inclined to think cannot see at all. Is
it not evidence, that although many sorts of dogs are as long as the
grayhound, every eye may see that one will excel the other in speed,
and that mainly from the curves and segments of circles, which one
describes in his shape, and which the other has only in a less degree?
Fine grayhounds have, like fine horses, a general proportion, a cer-
tain elegance of parts, of length, and are furnished with long-fibred
muscles; their hocks are let down almost to the ground behind, and
stand from them; and then, to remedy the want of a long pastern, their
feet or toes are made longer than any other dog's that can be named.
It is this very conformation, so obvious in the grayhound, and in some
horses which have wide haunches, that in part produces the effect of
speed; and the reason why it is not so manifest to all men in both
species, is because the degrees of this formation do not come so near
together in dogs as in horses—that of the grayhound far excelling all
others of his kind.
Now, the fine grayhound being remarkably broad, and expanded in
the muscles of his thighs, I call this a perfection in him; and so I
think it is in horses, though it be but seldom seen. This the gene-
rality of sportsmen esteem a fault, and, what almost moves my laugh-
ter, they call it a coach quarter.—So little likelihood is there of any
agreement amongst mankind about the proper formation of a racehorse,
that they have not so much as agreed upon the names whereby to
distinguish the different parts thereof, even although the muscular
expansions ought to be very different in these parts, when we require
a faultless horse of any sort.
Hares are made in the same manner, and they can describe a greater
circle, and acquire more ground at one stroke, than any animal known
in the whole world, of their size and length; and that because their
quarters are so long, their thighs are so much let down, and the lower
part of their hinder legs are placed (as it were) under them, and, to
answer tlie purpose of a long pastern, their toes are made very long.
From these causes, I am inclined to think, her springs of action are in
part derived. Add to this, the blade-bone of no animal runs away into
her back with so much declivity as a hare's; and this, I think, enables
her to point forward. Again, mark the length from the elbow to the
knee of a hare, and the short space there is betwixt that and the next
joint; by this length of the arm, and the muscles thereof, she can far-
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ther extend her foreparts. So it is in a grayhound, though not, I think,
to such a degree; and this formation, in degree, so far appertains to the
running horse, that he cannot be called perfect without it, let him be
ever so well constituted in every other respect. But the degree of
shortness, in this part of the horse, is better considered by the propor-
tion it bears to his other parts, than by any general rule that can be
laid down.
Now, it is well known among coursers, that the hare can strike as
far at a stroke as the grayhound dog, which is so much longer:—tell
me then, are her motions performed by the peculiar formation of the
acting parts, and the strength and elegance of her muscles, or by any
innate quality, and unknown virtue; or whether, from a similarity in
these points, found in all animals that are particularly endowed with
speed, there may not be some reason to suppose that the cause of it is
the same in each ? and whether it be not highly probable, that the
Power who created all animals, has ordained, that the different degrees
of speed in different horses, should depend on the very same law as
the different degrees of speed in different dogs,—I mean the law of
their constituent parts,—even though you and I should happen not to
perceive any difference in such parts ?
(To be continued.)
PEDIGREE AND PERFORMANCES OF LAFAYETTE.
Lafayette, (of the West,) nine years old spring of 1834, full six-
teen hands high, is a beautiful blood bay, black legs, mane, and tail,
strongly and elegantly formed, possessing all the essential points of a
truly promising stallion.
Pedigree.—Lafayette is half brother of the much admired horse
Andrew Jackson, and full brother of the beautiful horse Sir John, now
in Trigg county. He was got by the celebrated running horse Cdn-
queror, out of the no less celebrated mare Julia. Julia, the dam of
Lafayette, was got by Sir Arthur, (he by Sir Archy;) her dam by Flo-
rizel; grandam by Bellair—Pegasus—Selim.
Conqueror was got by imp. Wonder, by Phenomenon; (side of sire:
King Herod, Leeds' Tartar, Partner, Jigg, and Byerly Turk;) his dam
by imp. Saltram, by Eclipse; (sire's side: Marsk, Squirrel, Bartlett's
Childers, and Darley's Arabian;) his grandam by imp. Dare Devil, by
Magnet, son of King Herod; his g. grandam by imp. Pantaloon; (he by
Matchera, he by Cade, and he by the Godolphin Arabian;) his g. g.
grandam by imp. Juniper; he by Snap, he by Snip, he by Highflyer,
and he by King Herod. J. J. Harrison.
Sir Arthur was got by Sir Archy, out of Green's celebrated four mile
mare, by Celer.
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It is useless to trace the pedigrees of tlte above fine horses. Upon
reference, however, it will be discovered that Lafayette combines more
of the Diomed and Celer stock, and (with the exception of Sir William)
as much of the Medley, as any horse now in the Avestern states—his
great grandam being by Bellair, and he by Medley.
Performances.—I started Lafayette on the 5th of June, 1829, over
the Franklin Race Course; entrance $100. He was beaten by Red
Rover, owing to his falling:—[this was proven at the Nashville races,
in October, 1830, where he distanced Red Rover with ease.]
With eleven days' training, I started him against Col. Elliot's horse
Columbus, on the same course, in October, 1829, three mile heats.
—
He ran two miles and a half ahead, flew the track, and lost the race.
On the 11th of September, 1830, I run him at Murfreesborough
against Kate Bevans, a match race, carrying 90lbs. to a catch, running
it in Im. 48s. His saddle turned, and he beat her out.
On Monday, the 11th of October, 1830, 1 started him on the Nash-
ville Race Course, in a sweepstake, carrying 84lbs., $200 entrance,
against Mr. Cheatham's horse Indian Chief by Napoleon, and Mr. Gil-
bert's horse Paul Jones by Florizel, which Lafayette won with ease.
Time, Im. 51s.— Im. 50s.
On Tuesday, the 12th, I put up an advertisement, offering to run
Lafayette against any horse, mare, or gelding, in the state, carrying
120lbs., for a considerable sum; which banter was well known and
much talked of, but not taken up.
On Friday, the 1 5th, Lafayette ran for the purse and entries, $300,
(weight llOlbs.) against Kate Bevans by Conqueror, Helen Mar by
Sumter, Junius by Napoleon, and Red Rover; mile heats. Won by
Lafayette. Time, Im. 48s.—Im. 50s.
From Nashville I travelled Lafayette to Murfreesborough, to run a
match race against the celebrated mare Bay Doe, for $500, on the
28th. He received the forfeit.
Col. Smith then took him on to Pulaski, where he arrived on the
2d of November, in a hard rain, and started on the 3d, against Mr. Up-
shaw's horse Lawrence by Bagdad, mile heats. Time, Im. 49s.— Im.
51s.—3d heat, Lawrence drawn. Track heavy.
From thence he travelled to Huntsville, and on the 11th started
against Polly Powell and Polly Baloo, two mile heats; first heat, beaten
by Polly Powell a few feet. He was lame before starting, let down in
the second heat, and was stopped when locked with Polly Powell.
It was twenty days before he was able to travel home again.
HoLLON Davis.
Williamson Counly, Tain. Feb, 8, 1834.
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SPORTING ZEAL.
It is related of the late John Mytton, by Nimrod:
"When his hounds hunted the Albrighton country (Staffordshire) he
used to ride, several times in the week, to covers nearly fifty miles
distant from Halston, and return thither to his dinner. Indeed he has
been known to do it for some days successively. Neither could any
man I ever met in tlie field walk through the day with him, at his pace.
I saw him, on his own moors in Merionethshire, completely knock up
two keepers, (who accompanied him alternately,) being the whole day
bare-headed, under a hot sun.
"In the saddle, too, he ran prodigious risks for his life, not only by
riding at apparently impracticable fences, with hounds, but in falling
from his horses when intoxicated. For the former of these acts he
was for many years so notorious, that it was a common answer to the
question—whether a certain sort of fence could be leaped, or whether
any man would attempt it?
—
that it would do for Mytton. He once
actually galloped at full speed over a rabbit-warren, to try whether or
not his horse would fall, which of course he did, and rolled over him.
This perfect contempt of danger was truly characteristic of himself;
but, not content with the possession of it, he endeavored to impart it
to his friends. As he was one day driving one of them in a gig, who
expressed a strong regard ior his neck, with a hint that he considered
it in some danger, Mytton addressed him thus:—'Was you ever much
hurt then, by being upset in a gig?' 'No, thank God,' said his com-
panion, 'for I never was upset in one.' 'What !" replied Mytton
—
'never upset in a gig? What a d—d slow fellow you must have been
all your life;" and, running his off wheel up the bank, over they both
went, fortunately without either being much injured
!
"But I must not, as Homer did by his heroes, make mine a savage.
And yet how are we to define some of the darings and doings of this
extraordinary man! For example, the following description of an
evening at Halston is given by me in the Sporting Magazine just ten
years back, and, strange enough, to a very day from the present writ-
ing. After describing a display of young foxes, which were brought
into the dinner room for inspection, I thus proceed:—'We were now
offered the company of the hear., but to a man declined the honor. By
way of a finish, however, we had one turn-up between a Spanish bull
dog and an animal called Blood—a cross between a Spanish bull dog
and an English mastiff; Avhen our host, thinking that Blood was getting
bloody., and might kill the other dog, ran at him and pinned him by
the nose; and, although weighing more than seventy pounds, he raised
liim from the ground with his teeth, holding him suspended for at least
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a minute, without the smallest assistance from his hands.' Neither is
this a solitary instance of his contest with ferocious dogs. Returning
from hunting one day, he, with some others, called to lunch at a house
called the Bungs, near Whitchurch, where there was a very large and
savage dog chained in tlie yard. 'Pray don't go near him, Mr. Mytton,'
said his owner, 'for he will tear you in pieces if you do.' This was
enough for Mytton: so pulling a silk handkerchief out of the pocket
of a friend, and lapping it around his left hand, he advanced with it
extended towards the dog, who immediately seized it with his mouth.
Reader—I fancy I see you shudder! But don't be alarmed; and when
you hear the sequel perhaps you will think,—and if it had been in
the dog-days, 1 should have thought so too,—that the dog might have
been the greater sufferer of the two, provided blood had been drawn.
Catching him by the back of the neck, however, with his right hand,
Mytton instantly pinned the animal by the nose with his teeth; and
getting the other hand at liberty, so pummelled his opponent that he
had scarcely any life left in him. As might be expected, the dog
never afterwards liked the look of his brother bull dog, or even of a
red coat, but slunk into his kennel on the approach of either one or
the other.
"With a perfect contempt for the splendor of cold-hearted opulence,
Mr. Mytton lived very much like a gentleman at Halston, where every
thing was in keeping with his fortune and station in life. There was
no unnecessary display—two men servants out of livery, and two in
livery, being the full complement at the dinner table; nor did he in-
dulge in the luxury of a man cook. Although himself a perfect stran-
ger to the science of economy, his establisliment was managed with
considerable regularity; and although the consumption of good thino-s
in the servants' hall, for the number of stable servants was great, it
was not Halston that ruined him. It was that 'largeness of heart, even
as the sand that is on the sea shore,' which Solomon possessed, but
unaccompanied by his means, as well as by his wisdom, which ruined
Mr. Mytton; added to a lofty pride, which disdained the littleness of
prudence, and a sort of destroying spirit, that appeared to run a muck
at fortune. By a rough computation, and a knowledge of the property
he sold, I should set down the sum total expended at very little less
than half a million sterling, within the last fifteen years!!"
Rabbit Fanciers.—We have received a challenge from the pro-
prietor of a tortoisesheir doe rabbit, aged two years, and a black doe,
aged, to show against any thing of their age and sex, as to properties
and color, for from £l to £5. Money ready at C. Aistrop's, the Hoop
& Grapes, Queen Square, Westminster. [Eng-. paper.
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SHOOTING SONG.
Air.—"Blue Bonnets over the border."
Wake! wake! sportsmen hold up your heads.
O'er the blue hills see the morning appearing;
Wake! wake! quick leave your downy beds.
Zephyrs the mists from the valleys are clearing!
Breakfast is ready, boys
—
Pointers are steady, boys
—
Haste to the hall and the well furnished table;
Coffee and tea are there.
Lots of cold meat appear.
Sit and enjoy yourselves while you are able!
Hark! hark! that was the keeper's voice,
See, by the window he's anxiously riding;
Hark! hark! how the poor dogs rejoice.
In spite of his whip or the old fellow's chiding
—
Now for the guns, my lads
—
Let's mount our shooting prads
—
Hey for the downs, where the heather is growing.
List how the southern breeze
Plays through the leafy trees;
Night's heavy dews from the sprigs gently blowing!
Joy! joy! beams on each sportsman's face
As the pleas'd dogs through the heather are trying;
Joy! joy! even in iheir's we trace;
There's a dead point, see how close they are lying!
Mind and be ready now
—
Take your aim steady now
See the old boy how he beckons us round them.
Bang! bang! a brace, my boy
—
Ditto, I wish you joy
—
A rare good beginning; "How well the dogs found them."
Mark! mark! yonder they wing their flight.
See to the stubble how swift they are hieing;
Mark! mark!—now they are down—all right;
Let us look after the "dead and the dying!"
Thus we blythe fellows, gay,
Follow our sport all day
'Till the bright sun to the western world's steering.
Bags full of game, my boys.
Token the shooter's joys.
Proofs of success, to a young one how cheering!
Home! home!—towards thee our nags we rein.
Pleased with the sport which the day has afforded;
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Home! home! here we are once again.
Now for the treasures that Bacchus has hoarded:
Once more the table's spread.
See our host at its head
—
Affably smiling on all set around him,
Long may he live to be
(Drink it with three times three)
The real good fellow we ever have found him.
A Single Dorset.
PARTRIDGE SHOOTING IN UPPER CANADA.
The partridge is here a much finer and larger bird than with you,
but does not afford half the sport. The coveys, when raised, gene-
rally perch in trees, and sit there as tamely as barn-door fowls. The
best dog to use in this case is of the genuine King Charles breed, who
when he finds will quest and tree the birds, whose whole attention
being fixed on him as he barks at the bottom of the trees, you may
come within half distance if you wish, and pick them off, one by one,
without disturbing the rest, unless that by firing at the upper birds
first, their tumbling through the branches will disconcert the others,
and make them take wing—even in this case the lively cocker will
follow and tree them again; and unless in the vicinity of a settlement,
where they are frequently disturbed, you may shoot three or four brace
from the covey without any difiiculty. The dog must be trained not
to mind the fallen birds, but to pursue those on wing; and thus, from
tree to tree, you may by degrees bag the entire covey without com-
punction, as in this country no one ever thinks of leaving any for the
breed. Your poaching sportsmen, whose main object is a supply for
the table, and whose epicurian taste appreciates the delicious flavor of
the bird, think this delightful sport; but I cannot agree with them
—
there is something inglorious in a sitting shot, which a true professor
cannot brook. [Magratk's Authentic Letters from Upper Canada.
[The American pheasant is the bird alluded to. It is for shooting
these that the beautiful cocking spaniel of "King Charles breed" is so
much prized, but so little known and bred with us. We have been
promised a pair of them by a lady in London, whose talents and vir-
tues do honor to her sex.]
Shooting Extraordinary.—On Monday last Sir Richard Sutton
commenced shooting on Col. Peel's manor at Buckenham, near Thet-
ford, at ten minutes past seven, and finished at eight minutes past three,
taking half an hour for luncheon, and shooting all the time from a pony;
the return of killed was one hundred and ten brace of partridges!
This feat is without precedent. [Eng. paper.
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Quick Travelling by Post.— The Times' express, by post chaise
and four horses, with the report of the Edinburgh dinner given to Earl
Grey, reached London from Edinburgh in thirty hours, including fif-
teen hours of darkness, and the difficulties and delays of changing
horses. The distance, by the nearest course, we calculate at 380
miles; so that thirteen miles an hour, at least, must have been accom-
plished while travelling. This has scarcely ever been excelled in
such a distance, and by such a mode of conveyance, and reflects great
credit on all concerned, whether men or horses. We, on one occasion,
came by daylight from Dover to London, with an express for The
Observer^ on the arrival of Queen Caroline at Calais, after crossing
the channel in an open boat during a stormy night, and without pre-
vious arrangement, in five hours and a quarter, (a distance of 72 miles,)
but we give the palm, for the present, to The Times. [Eng. paper.
[Nothing could come more pat to our own wishes, than what is
said in the following extract, from that most excellent periodical, the
New English Sporting Magazine.
How many anecdotes and curious facts might be collected and pre-
served in this way—connected with the natural history of land and
water game, and with the various field sports, if men would only write
down the things they see and tell, and exactly as they see and tell them.
If, for example, Mr. B.—the Nimrod of the Washington Hunt,—would
give us notes of each day's sport, falls and all
!
—and if the worthy
occupant of Carroll's Island would keep a brief journal of things done
by the gentlemen of long boots and long barrels
!
What has become of our old friend N. S. J? We dare say he has
quietly bagged many a brace of birds since 1st October. Our readers
would like to hear the report.]
"Joking apart, however, we shall feel particularly obliged to any one
who will favor us during the ensuing season with an occasional letter,
containing a general outline of the sport, weather changes, &c.—just
such information, in short, as one sportsman would write to another
who might happen to be absent. Let the writer, in fact, consider us
as that absent sportsman, and address us with the same easy unre-
strained confidence that they would if the letter were for private peru-
sal. Fine writing is our abomination. If people would only be con-
tent to write as they talk, they have no idea how much better their
papers would read, than the stiflf formal things they produce when
writing professedly for publication. With sportsmen, however, the
idea of fine writing is preposterous. The fingers grasp the pen but
awkwardly after handling the reins all day; yet still five minutes, de-
voted to the narration of the proceedings of a favorite pack, might
cheer the heart of many an absent friend."
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
[Mr. Sheplierd, whose importation of horses is registered under the pro-
per head, has not confined his importation to thoroughbred horses. He
has ordered a stallion of the large black dray horse breed, so much used by
the brewers in London, intended for the improvement of horses used here
for slow, heavy draft, where weight as well as strength gives power. His
orders /or cattle, also, are as liberal as they are judicious.]
Extract to the Editor, dated—Boston, Oct. 3, 1834.
J^[y Dear Sir,—I have the pleasure to inform you that the Walter Scott
arrived here on Wednesday, after a most tedious and boisterous passage.
My six horses are all landed, and they are alive; four of them in much bet-
ter condition than I could have expected—two very much bruised and
injured, by a most tremendous gale on the 2d ult. My Peter Lely colt,
from Lord Derby's stud, is in the worst plight, from having received an
injury on the hip. The old Catton mare is well, and the foal in her alive
and kicking. The Saint Nicholas yearling is .magnificent. The Tramp
mare and her foal are going direct from Liverpool to Baltimore, on board of
the ship William Brown, witii two or three Durham heifers, and a bull.
This stock is landed here in such bad condition, that I may probably
keep them until spring, before I send them south. Of this I shall be better
able to determine in two or three weeks. I hope you will see the Tramp
mare in Baltimore in the course often days. She is as valuable an animal
as ever came to this country. R. D. Shepherd.
STUD SALES.
The following were sold by Messrs. Tattorsall, at Doncaster, Eng.
Underley Stud.
Brown filly, by Longwaist, dam by Muley. Mr. J. Scott—70gs.
Bay filly, by Longwaist—Doll Tearsheet. To go abroad—30gs.
Bay filly, by Bustard— Marpessa's dam. Sir M. Wood— 130gs.
Bay filly, by Muley, out of Bequest. Mr. J. Scott— I80gs.
Chestnut filly, by Bustard, out of Camelina. Sir M. Wood—150gs.
Bay filly, by Longwaist, out of Calypso. Mr. Buckley—80gs.
Bay colt, by Muley, dam by Orville or Ivanhoe, out of Rantipole. Mr.
Bulkeley— 91gs.
Bay colt, by Muley—Orville or Walton. Mr. Beardsworth—52gs.
Brother to Margrave, by Muley. Mr. Greatrex—250g.=.
Brown colt, by Muley, dam by Comus, out of Margrave's dam. Mr.
Bulkeley—21 Ogs.
Bay colt, by Muley, out of Rosalia. Mr. Goodwin— 60gs.
Bay colt, by Muley, out of Stralherne's dam. Mr. Speed— 52gs.
Bay colt, by Bustard, dam by Orville. Mr. Beardsworth—70gs.
All the above .-ire yearlings, the fillies being engaged in the Oaks, and
the colts in the Derby, 1836.
From the Stud of G. Walker, Esq.
Rose Roche, two years old, by Young Phantom— 30gs.
Aurolius, a yearling colt, by Emilius. Mr. Scott—200gs.
Anne, sister to Tarrare, by Catton. Mr. Boast—200gs.
Antiphus, a foal, by Priam—Miss Crachami. Mr. Scott—55gs.
Alice, two years old, by Langar—Miss Crachami. Mr. Allen—50gs.
Miss Crachami. Mr. Boast— ]40ffs.
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The property of Mr. Mott.
Yearlinf colt, by Memnon, out of Zcrina (to go abroad)— 6 1 gs.
Yearling'- colt, by Memnon, engaged in the Produce Stakes at Lichfield.
The Earl of Chesterfield—70gs.
Yearhng colt, by Middieton, out of Rarity. S. Fox, Esq.—84gs.
Mrs. Clark, by Marniion, dam by Sir Peter. Mr. Taylor— llgs.
By J\Ir. Boulton.
Colt by Mulatto, one year old, engaged in the York Derby when three
years old. Mr. Flintoff—72gs.
Gelding, seven years old, by Orion. Mr. Dawse—30gs.
Chestnut mare, seven years old (a hunter)— 16gs.
Cabin Boy, eight years old, by Commodore. Mr. Lang— 107gs.
Charmer, b.m., four years old, by Swiss. Mr. Brandenburgh— 107gs.
Bay colt, by Mulatto—30gs.
Bay filly, by Comus. Mr. Bateman—82gs.
Bay mare, by Falcon, dam by Shuttle. Mr. Bateman— 61gs.
Bay mare, by Don Juan—7gs.
Bay filly, three years old, by Androgens. Mr. Boast—22g3.
Better than a Gun.
On Thursday evening, the 4th ult., about seven o'clock, three brace and
a half of partridges flew with such violence against the back part of the
house of Mr. Sarjeant, of Great Bromley, as to cause instant death to all
but one, which flew away, apparently not much hurt.
—
Essex Mercury.
[Tliis reminds us of a fact related by Mr. Slacum, who, shooting lately
on the Potomac, in company with Mr. McEvers, they saw two ducks flying
at right angles to each other; the one going up tlje river, and the other,
being alaruied, making a sudden flight across it, when they came in con-
tact, and one of them fell dead.]
Astonishing Leap.
On Friday, the 5th ult., while Mr. Aitkin, corn merchant, Musselburgh,
was proceeding in his gig to attend the market at Haddington, liis horse
took fright, and suddenly bounded oflfHt full speed, when, in attempting to
pull him up, the reins gave way, and Mr. A. was thrown from the gig, with
the sligiitest injury imaginable in such a case. As the horse, in. his wild
career, neared the town, he was observed by the toll-keeper, who quickly
shut the gate, with little ceremony, in the animal's face; but the noble
creature was not of a race to bo daunted, and on a[)proaching the obstacle
placed in his way, he fearlessly dashed at the bar, which we should suppose
is nearly six feet, and cleared it in the manner and style of a good old
hunter, who well knew how to do his work. The wheels of the gig having
struck the top bar of the gate were the means of throwing the horse down,
when he was secured, and again "taken into custody;" and on examination
it was found that neither man, horse, nor gig, had sustained much injury;
but we would not, on that ground, recommend such capers to be practised
by any of his majesty's lieges, lest a worse chance should befal them.
[Berwick Advertiser.
Sagacious Query.
A witness in support of a great lunacy cause at Lancashire, ga^»e in evi-
dence that the supposed lunatic had once asked him whether he thought
his crop-eared mare (which was a great favorite) would breed him crop-
eared foals or not.
—
London paper. [Just as likely as that a horse, losintr
an eye by accident, would get colts with bad eyes,]
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Rifle Match for One Thousand Guineas, between Captain
Horatio Ross and Count D'Orsay.
This event, which has causefl much excitement in the fashionable and
sporting circles, took place in Purcly's shooting ground, Norland. The
Count was accompanied by the Earl of Erroll, the Earl of Chesterfield,
Lord Conyngham, Lord Ossulston, Hon. Capt. Rous, and the Hon. Col.
Anson; and Capt. Ross by the Hon. Capt. Villiers, and several other friends.
The distance 150 yards, and 30 inch targets, without a rest, being regu-
larly adjusted, the Hon. Capt. Rous was appointed umpire for the Count,
and W. H. Dewleggin, Esq. umpire for the captain—the Hon. G.Vernon,
referee. Tlie match terminated at five o'clock, in favor of the captain.
The total measurement of the captain, from the centre of the target, count-
ing only 398 inches, whilst those of the count amounted to 698 inches.
Large sums have changed hands upon the event, as from the count's well
known celebrity as a first rate ball shot, his friends were very eager to back
him—and as tiiis mode of target shooting was totally novel to Capt. Ross,
the captain's rifle being usually employed at the red deer in the highlands




As Mr. Samuel Robinson of Melbourn, in this county, was shooting on
the 1st of September, with a double-barreled gun, his gun burst and laid
open his left hand, and otherwise injured him. But so keen was he after
sport, that, after holding his wounded hand in water, at the sign of Sir
Francis Burdett, for about an hour, he took a single-barreled gun, and tra-
versed the remainder of the ground with his left liand in his bosom; and in




Hunting Park Trotting Course.
Friday, JVov. 14, twelve o'clock. Proprietor's purse of $200, two mile
heats—in harness.
'
Edwin Forrest being the only horse entered, and having no competitor,
trotted alone for the purse.
At three o''clock, the purse of f 100, two mile heats, in harness, was eon-
tended for between Columbus and Macduflf; Columbus taking the first heat,
Macduff" the second and third heats.
Time, 5m. 278.—5m. 37s—5m. 34s.
Salxirdiiy, JVou. 15, at twelve o'clock. For green horses. Purse ^100;
two mile heats—in harness.
The purse was contended for between Jack Downing, Sam Patch, and
East Chester.
East Chester, - - 3 11
Sam Patch, -' - - 2 2 2
Jack Downing, - - 1 dis.
Time, 6m.—5m. 563—6m. 4s.
At three o'clock. Purse $100; mile heats, best three in five, under the
saddle—Jbetwcon Columbus and Charlotte Temple.
Cliarlotte Temple, - 2 111
Columbus, - - - 1 2 2 2
Time, 2m. 393.—2m. 38s.—-2in. 39s.—2m. 40s.
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Arrival of Polly Hopkins and Betsey Ransom in England.
Extract to the Editor, from a gentleman of Virginia, dated
''Crosby, near Liverpool, Oct. 1, 1834.
"I had the pleasure, the very great pleasure, to see to-day in Liverpool,
on my return from Doncastcr, two old friends, 'honest and true' in their
day, just arrived from the United States, and in capital condition: 1 mean
Polly Hopkins and Betsey Ransom. Two or three of my turf acquaint-
ances, of correct judgment and practised eyes, accompanied me to look at
them, and, without a difference of opinion, they were pronounced to be
adniirable specimens of the blood-horse. I have lately been through the
royal, and other large studs, and excepting, perhaps, only half a dozen
brood mares, I have seen none superior to Polly, in elegance of form and
the finish of her head and neck. They both show a great deal of breeding.
The experiment of sending across the Atlantic such valuable mares (in
foal too, or stinted rather, to American Eclipse) was certainly hazardous
and expensive; but, if they should breed well to Emilius, Priam, (his best
son,) The Colonel, or some other approved stallion, I have very little doubt
but that their enterprising and spirited proprietor will find his account in it,
a few years hence."
Importation of Hounds—Tmo couple of Hounds,from the Thrussington
Kennels., the property of Capt. R. F. Stockton, of Princeton, JV. J.
Roderick, by Lord Lonsdale's Reveller, out of Phoebe—a clip on the right
ear.
Plunder, by Pilot, out of Judy—two clips on the right ear.
Fancy, by Mr. Osbaldeston's Ferryman, out of Graceful—one clip on the
left ear.
Mischief, by Solon, out of Alillener—two clips on the left ear.
These hounds are yearlings, and have never been hunted.
[Plunder and Fancy, presented by Capt. Stockton to J. S. Skinner, of
Baltimore.]
The English St. Leger.
For the late English St. Leger eleven horses started—value of the stakes,
£2075.
Great excitement among the sporting circles had been created—Pleni-
potentiary the favorite, and odds in his favor before the race. His con-
dition when brought on the ground was bad. The race was run in three
minutes and twenty-three seconds exactly.* The winning horse was not even
thought of as a third-rate competitor for the purse, and thirty to one had
been bet against him in numerous instances, although at the Liverpool St.
Leger he had proved himself a good horse. The winning horse, Touch-
stone, is owned by Lord Westminster, and his pedigree is thus given in a
London sporting journal:
Pedigree of Touchstone.—Pie was bred by Lord Westminster, and got by
CameL] out of Banter, (bred by his lordship in 1826,) by Master Henry,
out of Boadicea, (sister to Bucephalus,) by Alexander; her dam Brunette, by
Amaranthus,J out of Mayfly, by Matchem— Ancaster Starling—Grasshop-
per—Sir M. Newton's Arabian—Pert—St. Martin's—Sir E. Hale's Ara-
bian, &c.
* Same distance and weights, on the Central Course, done in 3m. 61s,
t Camel—sire to Gov. Barbour's Camel.
t Amaranthus, out of the dam or "the miported old Cub mare."
25 V.6
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Various Items.
Mr. Editor: Glen-Edgeworth, Geo. JVor. 2, 1834.
The Sparta Jockey Club met yesterday, for the election of ofRcers, and
determining on the time of runnino; over the Sparta Course, &c.
Tlie time appointed is the first Tuesday in December, which will be the
2d day of the month.
First day, a colt race; entrance, a bag of cotton. Five entries, and closed.
Second day, purse $250, two mile heats.
Third day, purse §350, three mile heats.
Fourth day, a handicap; mile heats, best three in five.
Weights to he carried over the Sparta Course:
Two years old, - - a feather.
Three years old, - - 861bs.
Four years old, - - 100 "
Five years old, - - -110"
Six years old, - - 118"
Seven years old, and upwards, - 126 "
We expect fine sport in our state this campaign. Elborah and Molly
Long have arrived from Kentucky. Fanny Richards, Miss Abbot, and
Turk, (by Eclipse,) have been here some time. Plato, Rattlesnake, and
her two sisters by Bertrand, will figure on our turf, with twenty others,
ihat ought to be good. Governor Hamilton and Plato will make tracks
together in Milledgeville on the 18th inst., at which time there will be
much betting and excitement. The nuUifiers go for Hamilton, on account
of his namesake of Carolina; and the subscribers against him for the same
reason.
It would afford all true lovers of the turf and fine horses much pleasure
to see you in Georgia; and we hope, before we all die, to have that pleasure.
Andrew passed through Sparta last Thursday, on his way to Milledge-
ville, and, by over-eating new corn, was attacked with belly-ache, which,
^though it caused some uneasiness to his owners, soon gave way to mild
remedies, and he proceeded the next day to Milledgeville. He is a splendid
animal indeed, and fills my eye almost full. I shall put the full sister to
Muckle John Junior, and Flora Mclvor, to him next spring.
The Sparta Course is a measured mile, and six or seven feet over—hard
and broken, and in wet weather remarkably sloppy, as was the case at our
last races.
Our officers are the same we had last year, to wit:
BuRWELL J. Wynn, Esq. President.
J. W. M. Berrien, Esq. First Vice President.
John L. Swinney, Esq. Second Vice President.
CoL. Nathan C. Sag re. Recording Secretary.
Dr. A.S. Brown, Corresponding Secretary.
Abram Alfrienp, Esq. Treasurer.
We hope to be enabled to give you good and correct time. You know
it is frequently good, but not correct.
Yours, very respectfully, J. W. M. Berrien.
Mb. Editor: October 20, 1834.
It may not be uninteresting to state, for the information of the breeders
of blooded horses, that I have at this time, running in the same lot together,
four stud colts; three of which were two years old the past spring, and the
other a yearling last spring. They all associate together, without the least
disposition to fight. I was induced to try this experiment by necessity,
not having room for all my colts to run in separate lots; and I have no
doubt, that were colts generally suffered to run together, they would be
less vicious ti\an if separated by a fence, where they would be constantly
teazing each other. Respectfully, Jas. B. Kendall.
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(IT Want of leisure has prevented a revision of the incidents of the turf
through the past autumn. A variety of contests might have been eluci-
dated" by facts and accidents, to show results, in colors perhaps different
from those in which they are likely to be viewed from reference to the
naked record.
Relinquishing, however, for the present, all intention of hazarding any
further remarks of the nature suggested above, we feel that it would be an
act of omission, amounting to positive injustice towards a noble animal, not
to set it down, that Shark, in his race iit the Central Course, labored un-
der serious disadvantages, wiiich ought to be recorded in explanation of his
performance and his defeat.
1st. He was obviously and hadly curbed. The curbs were tiirown out,
chiefly, within a ^cvj days of the race, so as to lame him to the eye the day
before but one; and every friend, we believe, but one, dissuaded his gallant
owner from starting him at such a palpable disadvantage.
2dly. He had a bad start in the last heat—enough of itself to decide a
contest between horses equally matched. Yet how bravely he answered,
in spite of severe disorder, to every application of "catgut and t^teel"
—
sinking, successively, every thing on the track, except the invincible Trifle,
who got 0^ far ahead of him; and coming, with her, second to the post, in
the last heat, in 7m. 49s! ! Few horses have established higher reputation
by winning a race, than he, under the circumstances, in the one he lost.
The united blood of imported Shark and Lady Lightfoot—of Messenger
and Eclipse—is well sustained in the Shark of our day.
P.S. J. C.Craig, Esq. of Philadelphia, is now the owner of Shark, having
paid for him the neat little sum o^ fifteen thousand dollars, which he will
probably have cleared when nine years old.—There's a rumor about half
the "Bingham wine" to boot, but that's too good to think of.
Sally Miller and Edwin Forrest.—From the lateness of the hour
at which the match between these two trotting horses came off on Friday,
he 9th, we were unable to give the exact time of the heats, which we no<v
record merely for the sake of reference, as the particulars of the match
have become so generally known. All along the back of the course, in
the first heat, the two horses remained so closely lapped as to be scarcely
distinguishable; but Edwin Forrest came out ahead, winning the heat in
the unprecedented time of two minutes and thirty-one seconds. In the
second heat the mare made several bad breaks, and Forrest won it again,
with apparent ease, in 2m. 33s. We believe this to be the quickest trot-
ting on record, and Edwin Forrest has now established his character as the
fastest mile horse in the United States.
—
JVew York paper.
We are gratified at being able to inform the public, that Messrs. A. H.
Kenan and T. B. Howard have purchased half of the celebrated horse An
DREW, of Col. Wm. R. Johnson, and brought him to this place, where he
will continue at least during the next year. Andrew is not surpassed in
blood or symmetry of form by any other horse in this country: he is equally
distinguished for his extraordinary fleetness. It always affords ns pleasure
to notice any effort among our citizens to improve the condition of our stock,




"Pittsburgh Association for the Improvement or the Breed of
Horses."—An association of between fifty and sixty persons, under the
above name, has lately been formed in this city, which will doubtless be
very efficient in promoting the object in view. Their constitution and by-
laws, which are very excellent, were adopted on Saturday, 13th October,
and their officers were chosen on the following Thursday evening.
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RACING CALENDAR.
Clarksville (Tenn.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Sept. 17.
Monday previous to the meeting of the Jockey Club was run a sweep-
stake, three year olds, ^.^0 entrance, h.f.; six entries; four started; mile
heats.
Maj. Poindexter's b. c. Louisiana, by Randolph's Janus, dam by
Ball's Fiorizel, -..--- 1 1
Stephen Niblett's f. by Pacific, dam by Ceder, - - 2 2
Col. C. Crusman's b. f. Due Due, by Pacific, dam by Hamble-
tonian, ..--.-. 3 dis.
L. L. Leavell's b. c. John Critiendon, by Alexander, dam by
McShain, - _---- dis.
Time, Im. 58s.— Im. 57s.
First day, sweepstake, two year olds, entrance $200, p. p. mile heats;
ten entries; four started.
M. M. Martin, Esq's .ch. c. by Leviathag, dam by Sir Archy.
C, Crusman's ch. c. by William Tell, he by Stockholder, dam by Black
Streak. ^j-
Dr. J. C. Boyd's b. c. by Stockholder.
Dr. James^Wheatley's b. c. by Carolinian, dam by Sir Archy.
At the end of the first quarter. Dr. Boyd's colt threw his rider; the
Leviathan cnlt and Crusman's came out nose and tail, distancing Dr. Wheat-
ly's colt. The Leviathan colt was ruled out by the Judges, having rode
foul, and the purse awarded to Col. Crusman's colt.
Second day, Jockey Club purse, ^350, three mile heats, entrance ^50;
three entries.
Col. H. Wright's ch, h. Equinox, five years old, by Monsieur .
Tonson, dam Betsey Robinson, by Thaddeus, - - 11
Stephen Niblett's ch. f. three years old, by Pacific, dam by Ce-
der, - - - - - - - 2 2
H. S. Kimble's gr. c. Honest Dick, by Richard, dam by Timo-
leon, three years old, .... - 3 (jjg.
Time, 6m. 44s.—6m. 23s.
In the second heat Niblett's colt lost about ninety' yards in the start, and
was otherwise badly rode, or it is generally thought she would have put
Equinox up to much better time.
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Third day, two mile heats, purse $250, entrance g30.
Col. H. Wriglit's g. f. Lucy Gray, four years old, by Timoleon,
dam by Rnglrind's Diomcd, - - - - 11
G. B. Nelson's b. c. Jack Quarlcs, by Pacific,
- - 3 dr.
C. Wooliidge's cli. c. Philip Ford, four years old, by Sir Peter
Teazle,
° .-..- 2 dis.
Time, 4m. 33s.—4m. 393.—Track deep and heavy, much rain.
Fourth day, mile heats, best three in five, purse ^350, entrance ^50.
Stephen Niblett's ch. m. Lady Burton, five years old,
by Timoleon, dam by Coder, - - - 2 2 111
Livingston L. Leavell's ch. f. Volant, three years old,
by Alexander, dam by Parasol, - - - 3 3 2 2 2
W. Gittub's b. f. Jenny Done, four years old, by
Paddy Carey, dam by Cumberland, - - 1 1 dr.
Mr. John D. Tyler's ch, c. Miantominoh, four years
old, by Timoleon, dam by imp. Speculator, - 4 4 dr.
Time, 2m. 2s.—2m. 43. J. C. SecVy.
Jefferson Co. {Va.) Jockey Club Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Sept. 24.
First day, four mile heats, purse $400.
Thos. J. Godman's br. f. Camsidel, by Industry, three years old, 1 1
A. Hickerson's ch. h. Cortes, by RatJer, six years old, --22
Wm. Grove's ch. h. Bertrand, by Southern Eclipse, six years old, 3 3
R. L. Webb's br. c. Eclat, by imp. Truffle, three years old, - dis.
Time, 8m. 31s.—8m. 30s.
Eclat lost one hundred yards in the start, but came out ahead the first
mile, making it in Im. 57s.
Second day, two mile heats, purse ^200.
S. Stridor's ch. m. Floretta, Jjj' Ratler, dam by -Florizel, aged, 1 1
T. J. Godmffn's b. h. Sir Peter, by John Stanley, aged, 2 2
R. L. Webb's b. c. Velox, by. Lafayette, four years old, dis.
t W. Throckmorton's b. f. Frantic, by Kosciusko, foi^r years of3, b.
Time, 4m. 20s.—4m. 3s.
Same day, colt stake, $50 entrance.
C. Thomson's bl. c. Pres Boyer, by Star, three years old, 1 1
J. F. Stephenson's Madge Wildfire, by Tariff, three years old, 3 2
H. Shacklett's ch. c. Alexander, by Rob Roy, three years old, 2 dr.
Time, 2m. Is.— Im. 58s.
Third day, three mile heats, purse ^300.
J.V. Swearingen's b. h. Tremendous, by Marylander, five
years old, - - - - - - Oil
R. W. Baylor's ch. g. Wonder, by Sir Charles, aged, 2 2
W. H. Chichester's b. h. Talleyrand, by Sir James, five years
old, .. .... dis.
]
T. R. S. Boyce's ch. f. Apricot, by Monsieur Tonson, three
years old, .-..-. dis.
Time, 6m. dead heat—6m. 20s.—6m. 31s.
, The first mile was won by Wonder, in im. 55s.—Apricot followed
I 'next, but dislocated her hip in the second mile.
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Wheat race, entrance two hundred bushels. On Saturday, Sept. 20th,
over the same course; two mile heats.
J. Wiltshire & Go's ch. h. Paul Pry, by Sir Charles, six years
old, - 11
VV. Grove's ch. h. Bertrand, by Southern Eclipse, six years old, 2 2
J. F. Abell & Go's ch. h. Davy Grockett,by Rasselas, six years
old, - - - - - - . 3 3
Time, 4m. 20s.—4m. 8Js.
The track, which is an exact mile, was very heavy throughout the races,
from having had no rain since it was ploughed. W. Yates. Sec'ry.
Danville (Va.) Jockey Club Races.
The first annual meeting of the Danville Jockey Club took place, over
their course, on Tuesday, October 7. The track being entirely new, and
having been but very recently ploughed, made it difficult for good time;
added to which, there was almost two weeks incessant rain.
First day, a colt sweepstake. First race, entrance jJlOO, h.f.; (purse
$650,) seven entries; one paid forfeit; mile heats.
Wm. Terry's b. c. Watkins Leigh, by Shakspeare, dam by
Madison, - - - - - - 411
R. S. Hairgrave's ch. c. Woharie, by Washington, dam by
Virginian, - - - - - - 132
A. 1. Davie's b. c. Mazeppa, by Murat, dam by Carolinian, 5 2 bit.
Thos. Hale's ro. c. Leech, by Sir Charles, dam Midas, - 2 dis.
Wm. H. Hurt's gr. c Fulton, by Medley, dam Maidof Lodi, 3 dis.
James Williamson's b. c. Buffalo Boy, by Cadmus, dam by
Ragland's Diomed, - - - - - 6 dr.
Time, 2m. 2s.—2m. 2s.—2m. 6s.
Same day, second colt sweepstake; entrance $50, h.f.; (purse $350,) eight
entries, two paid forfeit; mile heats.
A. L Davie's b. f. Mary Alston, by Washington, dam by
Napoleon, - - - - - - 4411
Thomas Hale's b. f. Jane Phillips, by Gohanna, dam by
Knowsley, - - - - - - 6 12 2
William W. Hurt's ch. c. Sterling, by Sir Charles, dam
by Powhatan, - - ' - - - 3 3 3 0*
Leonard Phelps' gr. c. by Jerry, dam by Virginian, - 1 2 dis.
David Pointer's b. c. Yancey, by Randolph's Roanoke,
dam Lady Chatham, - - - - 2 5 dis.
James Williamson's b. f. Buffalo Maid, by Cadmue, dam
by Wrangler, ----- 5 dis.
Time, 2m. 3s.— I m. 59s.—2m. 4s.—2m. 6is.
Second day, proprietor's purse, $200, two mile heats.
Wm. W. Hurt's ch. m. Lady Lancaster, five years old, by
John Richards, dam by Sir Solomon, lOTlbs. - - 6 3 1
Wm. McCargo's b. c. Tuskeno, four years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam Creeping Kate, lOOlbs. - - - 5 5 2
R. S. Hairgrave's b. c. Jack Downing, four years old, by Ma-
rion, dam by Gallatin, lOOIbs. - - - - 2 4 3
Jas. Williamson's ch. h. Flag, six years old, by Sir Charles,
dam by Napoleon, llSlbs. - - - - 4 1 dis.
David Pointer's b. h. Monsoon, six years old, by Ratler, dam
by imp. Eagle, llSlbs. - - - - - 12 dis.
• Ruled out.
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Thomas Hale's b. f. Christabel, four years old, by Monsieur
Toiison, dam by Diomed, 97lbs. - - - 3 6 dr.
Tuskeno and Jack Downing, not winning one heat out of three, were
necessarily ruled out, and the purse of course awarded to Lady Lancaster.
Time, 4m. 20s.—4m. 13s.—4m. 74s.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $400, three mile heats.
John S. Hurt's {rr. c. Patrick Henry, four years old, by Medley,
dam by Remus, lOOlbs. - • - - - 11
R. S. Hairgrave's b. f. Patty Burton, four years old, by Marion,
dam by Sir Archy, 971bs. - - - - - 3 2
Thomas Hale's b. c. Tristram Shandy, four years old, by Shaks-
peare, dam by Madison, lOOlbs. - - - - 4 3
Allen L Davie's b. c. Souter Johnny, three years old, by Marion,
dam Pigeon by Sir Archy, 86lbs. - - - - 2 dr.
Time, 6m. 38s.—6m. 12s.
Same day, for an elegant saddle, bridle, &c. (valued at ^50;) one mile
out.
M. Hoodneth's eh. h. - - 1
J. Williamson's ch. h. - - - 2
Mr. Hairgrave's gr. f. - - S
J. F. Beaver's b. h. - - - 4
W. Woody's b. h. - - - fell.
Time, 2m. 4s.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse of $150; mile heats, best three in five.
Wm. McCargo's ch.f. Lucy Ashton, four years old, by Go-
hanna, 97lbs. - - - - - - 111
Allen I. Davie's b. h. Walter Cook, five years old, by Mon-
sieur Tonson, UOlbs. - - - - - 2 2 2
Time, Ira. 57s.— Im. 58s.—2m.
Joseph Bibb Terry, Secretary.
Jackson (JV. C.) Races.
Fall melting, 1834, commenced on Tuesday, October 7.
First day, sweepstakes for three year old colts and fillies, $25 entrance;
mile heats.
John White's g. Blue Black, by Vanthromp, dam by Sir Archy, 1 1
Sugars Bryant's b. c. by Roanoke, dam by Bedford, - 2 2
Time, 2m. Is.—2m. 4is.—Track very heavy.
Second day, post sweepstakes, ^50 entrance.
John White's ch, c. Halifax, by Phenix Archy, alias Johnson's Ar-
chy, dam by Duroc, _.-... i
William W. Wilkins' b. m. Betty Wilkins, by Bussorah, dam by
Sir Hal, .- --.. fell.
Third day, match race for $200; between the two last named horses,
which was won by Halifax; Betty Wilkins taking the first heat. Track
still heavy.
Same day, Proprietor's purse, ^200; two mile heats.
W. W. West's ch. g. Isham Puckett, by Arab, dam by Shawnee,
four years old, 97lbs. - - - - - 11
Henry Maclin's b. h. Calculation, by Contention, dam by Sir
Archy, five years old, llOlbs. - - - - 2 2
John White's g. Blue Black, by Vanthromp, dam by Sir Archy
three years old, 831bs. - - - - - 3 3
Edmund Wilkins' b. h. Omega, by Shawnee, dam by Sir Hal,
five years old, 1 lOlbs. - - - - "- 5 4
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Sugars Bryant's ch. c. Zohrab, by Laurence, dam by Medley,
four years old, lOOlbs. ... - _ 4 dis.
Time, 4iTi. Is.—3m. 593.—Track heavy.
Fourth day. Jockey Club purse, ^500; three mile heats.
Henry Maclin's cli. h. Trescillian, by Marcus, dam by Sir
Hal, five years old, llOlbs. -
"-
- - 3 11
John White's c. Champ, by Canova, dam by Sir Archy, four
years old, lOOlbs. -'- - - - 222
Wm. W. West's b. m. Lady Sumner, by Shawnee, dam by
Sir Archy, five years old, lO'/ibs. - - - 13 dr.
In this race Lady Sumner let down in the second heat and was drawn.
Matt. Calvert, SecVy.
Webster (Ken.) Jockey Club Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, took place over the Webster Course, in the Ohio
Bottom, twelve miles below the city of Maysville, Mason county. Ken.
and immediately below the village of Dover, on Wednesday, Oct. 8.
First day, Jockey Club purse of $125, three mile heats.
Thos. Jackson's ch. g. Tom Thumb, three years old, by Tiger,
771bs. 11
John Hill's ch. g. five years old, by Hamiltonian, 1031bs. - 2 2
Second day, purse f 100, two mile heats.
Mr. Jackson's ch. f. Lady Wynn, three years old, by Tiger, dam
by Cook's Whip, 771bs. 1
Arthur Fox's ch. c Copperas, four years old, by Moccasin, 94lbs. dis.
Same day, a match, one mile out.
A.W.Killgore's Hyena, three years old, by Tiger, dam by Ree's Whip,
Mr. Shrofe's ch. f. by Moccasin.
Won easily by Hyena.
Third day, for the gate and entrance money of the former days; mile
heats, best three in five.
Mr. Jackson's Lady Wynn, - 11
Mr. Hill's ch. g. - - - 2 dr.
Some day, a sweepstake, one mile out.
A. W. Killgore's Hyena, - - 1
Mr. Weden's g.f. - - - 2
A, Fox's Roburty, by Bertrand, - 3
'
Remark.—The time of the above races was not kept, owing to the great
heaviness of the track, which is at all times, perhaps, the heaviest in Ken-
tucky.
Leonardtown (Md.) Jockey Club Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Wednesday, Oct, 8.
First day, Jockey Club purse of $250, three mile heats.
A. S. Deakin's ch. h. Wellington, five years old, by Rat-
ler, dam Maid of Paluxcnt, - - - - 2311
Jos. N. Burch's b. li. Gimcrack, six years old, by Ratler,
dam Susan, - - - - - -3122
Edward Hamilton's b. f. Attaway, four years old, by Sir
James, dam Floretla, - - - - 1233-
Henry Brawncr's b. c. Brown Harry, four years old, by
Sir James, dam Clara Fisher, - - - 4 4 dis.
Lyne Shackleford's b. h. Sir Hal, five years old, by Sir
Hal, dam by Tom Tough, - . . - dis.
1
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J. Snediker's gr. f. Damsel, four years old, by Eclipse, lOllbs. 3 dr.
H. Van Cotte's gr. c Alfred, three years old, by Henry, 901bs. dis.
Time, 3ra. 57s.—3m. 563.
Same day, a sweepstake for three year olds; $200 entrance; three sub-
scribers, two mile lieats.
R. Tillotson's ch. c. Russet, by Eclipse, dam a Bedford mare, 1 1
James Bathgate's ch. c. by Eclipse, dam Di Vernon, - 2 dis.
Wm. Jones' ch. c. Islander, by Eclipse, dam a Duroc mare, 3 dr.
Time, 3m. 563.— 3m. 57s.
Same Jay, a match, $300 a side; one mile out.
J. K. Van Mater's ch. c. Oliver, by Mayday, - - 1
Mr. Woolley's Chance, by De Witt Clinton, - - - 2
Time, Im. 533.
Fourth day, purse $400, two mile heats.
J. Snediker's b. c. Daniel O'Connel, four years old, by John
Richards, dam by Escape, lG4lbs. - - - - 11
A. Sherman's ch. h. De Witt Clinton, aged, by Ratler, dam by
Duroc, 1261bs. - - - - - - 3 2
Mr. Stott's b. h. Sidney, five years old. by Sir Charles, dam by
Ratler, 114lbs. - - - ' - - - 2 3
Time, 6m. Is.—6m. 10s.
Sidney was entirely out of condition, but made a good show for the race.
The match between the two Henry colts was decided in favor of Mr.
Tillotson's.
Halifax (Fa.) JIaces,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Tuesday, Oct. 14.
First day, a colt race, ^100 entrance; six subscribers; mile heats.
William W. Hurt's gr. c. Dandy, by Medley, dam by Sir
Charles, - - - - - - 3 11
Champion T. N. Davis' ch. f. by Sir Charles, dam by Bellair, 2 2 2
Wm. S. Haynes' gr. c. by Henry, - - - 13 dis.
Time, Im. 58s.— Im. 58s.—2s.
Second day, proprietor's purse, $200; entrance $15; two mile heats.
Peter B.Stark's ch,m. Eliza Drake, five years old, by Shawnee,
dam by Saltram, 1071bs. - - - - -^11
Wm. W. Hurt's ch. m. Lady Lancaster, by John Richards, dam
by Sir Solomon, I071bs. - - - - - 3 2
John P. White's ch. m. Anna Maria, five years old, by Truffle,
dam by Phantom, 107lbs. - - - - - 4 3
Barzillia Graves' Monsoon, six years old, by Thornton's Ratler,
dam by imp. Eagle, 1 181bs. - - - - 3 dr.
Time, 3m. 56s.—3m. 50s.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $390, entrance $20; three mil^ heats.
Wm. McCargo's ch. f Lucy Ashton, four years old, by Gohanna,
971bs. - -.-.. 1 1
John p. White's br. c. Don Carlos, four years old, by Marion,
dam by Sir Alfred, lOOlbs. - . - - - S 2
Peter B. Stark's b. h. Z A, six years old, by Marion, dam the
damof Henry, llSlbs. - - - - . IS
John S. Hurl's ch. f. Donna Maria, four years old, by Sir Hal,
dam Assiduous, 971bs. - - ... 44
William S. Haynes' ch. f. Laura, four years old, by Stockholder,
dam by Pacolet. 97lbs. - .... 5 dis.
Time, 5m. 52s.—5m. 50s.
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Fourth day, a match, two miles out.
John S. Hurt's b. h. Volant, six years old, by Eclipse, dam by
Knovvsley, . ..-.- i
David Pointer's b. b. Yancey, three years old, by Randolph's Roan-
oke, dam by Bainbndge, - - - - • 2
Time, 4m.
Same day, handicap purse of $100, entrance $10, (added to the purse;)
mile heats, best three in five.
John S. Hurt's gr. c. Patrick Henry, four years old, by Med-
ley, dam by Remus, lOOlbs. - - - - 111
John P. White's ch. m. Amanda, six years old, by Henry,
dam by Duroc, 115lbs. - - - - - 3 3 2
Wm. S. Haynes' b. c Gamaliel, four years old, by Marion,
dam by Sir Archy, lOOlbs. - - - - 2 2 3
Time, Im. 56s.— Im. 59s.—Im. 53s. James Young, Sec'ry.
Fairfield (Va.) Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Tuesday, October 21.
First day, a sweepstake for three year olds, $200 entrance, h.f.; three
subscribers; two mile heats.
Richard Adams' b.c. by Bertrand, dam by Doublehead, - 1 1
W. M. West's ch. f. by Marion, dam by Gallatin, - 2 2
J. W. Brockenbrough's gr. c. by Hotspur, - - - 3 dr.
Time, 4m. Is.—4m. 3s.
Same day, a sweepstake for three year olds, $100 entrance, h.f.; four
subscribers; mile heats.
Isham Packet's b. f. by Gohanna, dam by Sir Archy, - 11
Robert Walker's b. c. by Rockingham, dam by Tom Tough, 3 2
R. Adams' ch.c. by Goiianna, dam by Thunderclap, - 2 3
Time, Im. 56s.—2m. Is.
Second day, proprietor's purse $300, entrance $15; two mile heats.
Richard Adams' bl. c. Black Heath, three years old, by Sir
Archy, dam. by Sir Hal, - - - - - 2 11
Isham Pucket's b. h. Merab, five years old, by Arab, dam by
Sir Alfred, - * - - - - - 5 3 2
W. M. West's ch. g. Isham Packet, four years old, by Arab, 12 3
H. Maclin's ch. h. Tressilian, five years old, by Marquis, 3 dis.
W. Williamson's b. c. Accident, four years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam Lady Greensville, - - . 4 dis.
H. Davis' (Mr. Hoskins') gr. h. Sir Harry, aged, by Jubilee,
dam by Sir Harry, -
*
- - - - dis.
Time, 3m. 59s.—3m. 57s.—3m. 56s.
Third day, Jockey Club purse $800, four mile heats.
I. Pucket's b. c. Purton, four years old, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam by Himbleton, - - - - - - 11
Henry Maclin's ro. h. Calculation, five years old, by Contention,
dam by Sir Archy, - - - - - - 32
R. Adams' cli.c. John Minor, four years old, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam by Independence, - ' - - , - - 3
John M. Botts' b. h. Tobaccbnist, five years old, by Gohanna,
daui by Florizel, - - - - - - 2 4
Thos. Doswell's gr. g. Pizarro, aged, by Sir Alfred, dam by Thun-
derclap, .. - ... 5
James J. Harrison's b. f. Virginia Monier, four years old, by
Roanoke, dam by Constitution, - - - - 6
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John Heth's b. c. Miner, three years old, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam by Whip, - - - - - - dr.
Time, 8m. 6s.—7m. 583,
Fourth day, proprietor's purse fl50, entrance $15; two mile heats.
Wm. Williamson's ch. c. Red jacket, six years old, by Director,
dam by Florizel, - -.... 11
J. J. Harrison's ch. c Tan Shang, four years old, by Contention,
dam by Don Quixote, - - - - - 4 2
R. Adams' b. f. Ella, four years old, by Mason's Ratler, dam An-
gelina, - - - - - - - 23
Henry Maclin's b. f four years old, by Gohanna, dam by Florizel, 3 4
Time, 4m. Is.—3ra. 55s. By the Secretary.
Upper Marlborough [Md.) Jockey Club Races.
The first annual meeting of the Upper Marlborough Jockey Club races
commenced on Tuesday, Nov. 4, 1834.
First day, a sweepstake for three year old colts and fillies, raised and
owned in the state of Maryland. Entrance $100, two mile heats.
There were no entries, consequently no race. The public were not
disappointed, however, as there was an interesting sweepstake for saddle
horses, which took place.
Second day, purse $300, three mile heats.
Wm. D. Bowie's gr. m. Agility, by Sir James, dam by Ogle's Oscar.
No other entries being made, Agility galloped over the course, artd took
the purse.
Third day, purse $500, four mile heats.
J. M. Botts' b. h. Tobacconist, by Gohanna, dam by Florizel, 1 1
Walter B. Brookes' ch. h. Rhinoceros, by Selim, dam by Part-
nership, - - - - - - - 22
W. W. W. Bowie's bl. m. Madge Wildfire, by a Ratler colt, dam
by Topgallant, -_--.. dis.
Fourth day, handicap purse, $100.
Wm. D. Bowie's Agility, - - - - 11
J. M.T. Causine's b. h. Pamunkey, by Cornwallis, dam Ariadne, 2 dis.
Time, 2m.—2m. Is.
It may here be proper to mention, that on Saturday there was a "saddle
race," which created considerable interest, and attracted a large crowd.
It was won in two heats (mile heats) by Madge Wildfire.
This course, from its locality, and the liberal purses that, it has thus
offered, and which are expected, and must, from the number of new sub-
scribers, be greatly increased,—from its many and great advantages, be
generally attended by the sportsmen from every part of the country, and
be the arena, at some future day, where all the best horses of the time will
meet, to contend for fame and the yellow jackets; as of old, when the
Upper Marlborough purses commanded the appearance of Lady Lightfoot,
Oscar, First Consul, Swallow, Democrat, Leviathan, and a host of others
—
alike in worth, alike in fame, and unsurpassed by even a Trifle, a Black
Maria, a Shark, or an Argyle of the present day. The three last are
descended from horses tliat distinguished themselves over this course, and
who were bred in its very neighborhood.
The course is ten feet over a mile, (three feet from the inside,) accu-
rately measured by an approved surveyor, Mr. McGreggor, under the
inspection of Thos. F. Bowie, Thomas Bruce, and Walter W. W. Bowie,
Esqs., a committee appointed for that purpose.
Walter W. W. Bowie, SecVy pro. tern
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Horses gone Abroad.
1. A chestnut brood mare, (foaled
in 1821,) got by Catton; (she is the
(lam of Kilnocky, &c.) her dam, Mr.
Pengander and Sally of the Valley's
dam, by Sancho; g. grandam (Black-
lock and Theodore's dam) by Corian-
der; g. g, grandam by Highflyer
—
Coheiress, by Potosi, &c. In foal to
Columbus.
2. A bay mare, (foaled in 1826,)
got by Tramp, out of the Sancho
mare, the dam of the above. No. 1.
Stinted to Saint Nicholas;* and re-
mains in England, to be stinted to
Priam in the spring of 1835.
3. A fine colt foal, out of the above
Tramp mare, by Saint Nicholas.
4. A yearling colt, by Saint Nicho-
las, out of No. 2.
5. A three year old chestnut filly,
by Velocipede, out of No. 2.
6. A brown mare, got by Ardros-
san, out of Dodo, by Viscount; gran-
dam Brillante, by Whisky; g. gran-
dam by Diomed. Covered by Hum-
phrey Clinker.
7. A bay colt, three years old, by
Figaro; dam by Catton.—Castrated.
8. Derby, a bay colt, three years
old, bred by the Earl of Derby; he
was got by Peter Lely; dam Urgan-
der, formerly Lady Eleanor, by Milo;
grandam by Sorcerer, out of Twins.
Peter Lely was got by Rubens, out
of Stella, by Sir Oliver; grandam
Scotilla by Anvil, out of Scota, by
Eclipse. Urganda, in 1824, when
three years old, won a stake at Pres-
ton, value j£700; and a stake at
Knutsford, value £275. In 1825
she won the Stand Cup at Chester,
with £200; and the Peover stakes at
Knutsford, value £150. In 1826 Phe
won the Grosvenor Stakes at Ches-
ter, and the Stanley Stakes at Pres-
ton,beatingDoctorFaustus, Lottery,
Signorina, and a brother to Swinton.
The above highly valuable and
excellent stock were purchased by
.
* Saint Nicholas, got by Emilius;
dam Seamew, by Scud. Columbus
by Catton, out of Blacklock's dam.
Mr. Etches, in Yorkshire, in May
last, mostly from the stud of Mr.
Moss, for Mr. R. D. Shepherd, of
Jefferson county, Va.
[The above is from the October
number of the New English Sporting
Magazine, with a slight alteration of
arrangement and statement of addi-
tional facts.]
"Mr. Tattersall has just purchased
the well known stallion Chateau
Margaux, at a very large sum, for
John Avery, Esq. of Hicksford, Va.;
also Claret, a son of his; and a sister
to Scheme, covered by Camel. Mr.
T. has also repurchased the well
known stallion Logic, by Selim, of
his serene highness the Duke of Hol-
stein, Augustenberg. Logic, we un-
derstand, will cover next season at
Dawley farm, near Uxbridge. He
has been covering in Holstein; four
of his stock cnhj (which are very
large) have started, and are all win-
ners."—JVeto \Eng.'\ Sport. Mag.
Pedigrees of horses, property of Mr.
S. Daniel, of Charlotte Co. Va.
Nat Macon, dk. b. c. (foaled June,
1829,) was got by Randolph's Roan-
oke, (a son of old Sir Archy, out of
imp. Lady Bunbury, by Trumpator;)
his dam Pocahontas, by Gains' Black-
and-all-Black, (a son of Wilks' Ma-
dison, out of Virago, by imp. Whip;)
his grandam Malvina, by imported
Knowsley; his g. g. dam by imp.
Spread Eagle; his g. g. g. dam by
Nimrod, (a son of Mark Antony, out
of Little Willis, by old Janus, daugh-
ter of a Jolly Roger;) his g. g. g. g.
dam by Symmes' Wildair, (the best
son of Baylor's imp. Fearnought, out
of a Jolly Roger, daughter of Brax-
ton's imp. Kitty Fisher;) his g. g. g.
g. g. dam (Little Willis, which was
the dam also of Nimrod, as above)
by imp. Janus; his g. g. g. g. g. g.
dam by imp. Jolly Roger; his g. g,
g. g. g- g- g. dam by Baylor's imp.
Shock; his g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g. dam
by imp. Sober John.
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Margaret Jones, a dark br. b. f.
(foaled in 1834,) was got by imp.
Hedgford, (a son of Fillio da Puta,
out of Miss Craigie, by Orvllle;) lier
dam Pocahontas, by Gains' Black-
and-all-Black, as above.
Pocahontas (the Black-and-all-
Black mare) was bred by Mr. Ed-
ward W. Henry, of Charlotte Co.
Va. The Knowsleymaro (Malvina)
was bred by Col. Samuel Locket, of
Mecklenburg county, Va.; and the
Spread Eagle mare, I understood
from Mr. Henry E. Watkins, of
Prince Edward county, was bred by
the late Isaac H. Coles, Esq. of Ha-
lifax county, Va.; and that the stock
came out of the Lightfoot family,
from which family Mr. Coles de-
scended, on the side of his mother,
as I have been informed.
Samuel Daniel. ^
Stud of W. H. Tunstall and C. D.
Bennett, of Pittsylvania Co. Va.
Marmiox, a chestnut horse, eight
years old last spring, was got by the
distinguished racehorse Sir William;
his dam by Constitution; grandam
by Fitz-Celer; g. grandam by Dol-
phin, who was by imp. Medle\'. Sir
William was got by Sir Archy; his
dam Bellona, by Bellair, who was by
imp. Medley. Constitution was got
by imp. Diomed; his darn by imp.
Saltram; grandam by old Wildair;
g. grandam by the full bred horse
Driver; g. g. grandam by imp. Fal-
low, out of a Vampire mare. Fitz-
Celer was by old Celer; his dam by
Field's Barb; grandam by Skipwith's
Janus.
FiLLT GoosY, a gray mare, twenty
years old last spring, was got by Mi-
das; her dam by Wilmington; gran-
dam by Fearnought; g. grandam was
traded for in the eastern part of Vir-
ginia, as being high bred, and espe-
cially as a brood more. Midas was
got by imp. Medley; his dam a cele-
brated brood mare, imported by Gen.
Hamilton, (British consul.) Wil-
mington vva^ by. old Mark Antony,
arid nis dam by Gray Diomed, who
was by imp. Medley. Fearnouglit
was by imp. Fearnought, out of the
celebrated brood mare Calista, im-
ported by Colonel Byrd. (See Turf
Register.)
Her produce:
1. Leech, to. c. (foaled May 26,
1831,) by Sir Charles. He won a
sweepstake at Lynchburg this fall,
beating Dandy, by Medley, who af-
terwards beat three others at Hali-
fax. He (Leech) was afterwards
beaten at Danville. He was at nei-
ther race considered in tolerable con-
dition.
2. Hard Times, gr. c. (foaled May,
1832,) by Johnson's Medley—a good
looking colt.
3. Miracle, b. c. (foaled in April,
1833,) by Lance. He was a very
handsome colt, but is injured by the
bite of a snake in the left hock.
4. Oaff, ch. c. (foaled May 19,
1834,) by L^ice—quite a pretty colt.
The mare was put to Chanticleer
the last season. Her pedigree shows
she has (notwithstanding the claims
set up for many others) more Medley
blood, and that of direct and imme-
diate crosses too, than any other nag
now known, Reality not excepted.
The whole would be sold low.
Horses belonging to W. M. C. Tilgh-
man, Esq. of Queen Ann's county,
Md.
(Copy.)
''Mont Blanc, Feb. 3, 1833.
^'Dear Sir,—Circumstances not
under my control have prevented an
earlier reply to your letter of 9th
November, 1832, seeking informa-
tion concerning the pedigree of the
chestnut mare sold to J. C. Van
Wyck. The error as to Dion was
brought about by Col. Seymour's
statemenff, and has been corrected by
my father. 1 give you the pedigree:
"Miss Ltzzie was foaled in 1818,
at Mont Blanc, Fauquier county, Va.
She was got by Sir Alfred; (for Sir
Alfred, see the Turf Register;) dam
The Lady, by Ball's Eagle, (imported
into Richmond in 1811;)grandam old
Lady, by Seymour's Spread Eagle;
g. g. dam Rose of Sharon, by Boxer;
g. g. g. dam Queen of Diamonds, by
Pantaloon; g. g. g. g. dam Philadel-
phia, by old Celer.
"Eagle was by Volunteer; he by
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Eclipse. Spread Eagle was his full
brother.
"With regard to the dam of Sey-
mour's horse, he received her as a
mare imported into Annapolis, and
said to be by Eclipse. He was got
by Spread Eagle, imported by Col.
Hoomes, of Bowling Green.
"Boxer was bred by Robt. Page,
Esq. of Hanover county, Va. He
was got by Hart's imp. Medley, out
of his famous thoroughbred mare by
Fearnought, dam of the celebrated
horse Lampligiiter, old Tantrum,
and others. Grandam by old Jolly
Roger, out of a full bred imported
mare. For Pantaloon and old Celer,
see Mason's Farrier, 2d edition.
*'Dr. Tyler certified to the pedi-
eree of the Queen of Diamonds, viz:
that she came out of Philadelphia,
and was the get of Pantaloon.
"The Hon. Mr. Chambers could
easily procure information, if Mr.
Tyler has any, touching the Finney
mare. My father lost or mislaid all
his certificates; so that we ^ve had
to proceed upon his memory, and that
of his old groom, and the information
from the Messrs. Tyler. The pedi-
gree, therefore, cannot be rendered
to you complete.
"My brother James has just sold
a colt, out of his Alfred mare, not yet
two years old, by Gohanna, for $ 1000.
You would do well to proceed con-
sistently with the pedigree of Rap-
pahannock, as given in the Turf
Register, as far as it is in common.
Any aid in my power will be most
cheerfully rendered.
"Wishing you very great success,




The above letter was in answer to
one which my father addressed to '
Mr. Marshall. There was some in-
consistency in the pedigree given in
a former letter. The dam of Rap-
pahannock and my mare are half sis-
ters: they are out of the same mare.
I now give her produce. From
.1825 to 1831 she brought two colts
by half bred horses, and missed to
imp, Valentine.
Produce of Miss Lizzie:
1. 1825; gr. f. Moonelta, by Gov.
Wright's Silverheels.
2. 1831; ch. f. Drodora, by Blake-
ford.
1832; ch. c. John Marshall, by
John Richards.
1833; b. c. Billy Morgan, by John
Richards.
1834; ch. c. Oswald, by Maryland
Eclipse.
She is now in foal to Maryland
Eclipse, or supposed to be so.
Produce of Moonetta:
1833; gr. f. Lizzie B, by John
Richards. W. M.C.Tilghman.
Pedigrees of a mare and two colts, in
the stud of Dr. J. Shelby, of JYdsh-
ville, Tenn.
Maria, by Sir Archy, by imp. Phoe-
nix, by imp. Diomed, by imp. Med-
ley, by imp. Centinel, by imp. old
Janus—old Janus out of a Monkey
and Silvereye. The Medley mare
above was the dam of Reality, by
Sir Archy—of Carolina, by Saltram,
«Sic. as certified by Allen Davy; and
makes them in point of blood, as they
are in size, form, and color, equal to
any colts in this seat of Jacksonism.
Colls out of the above:
Gr. c. (foaled January 24, 1831,)
by Washington; he by old Pacolet,
out of Rosy Clack, by imp. Saltram.
B. c. (foaled May 24, 1832,) two
years old, by Henry Tonson.
The gray colt took the cup at the
late exhibition, and the bay was de-
cided to be the second best amongst
a great number—both are for sale;
price of either $1000. Neither has
ever been trained. Their owner
thinks the gray will be sixteen; the
bay will probably never be higher
than Monsieur Tonson, and is said,
by one of the former owners of Mon-
sieur, to be as much his model, as
one can be like another.
Pedigrees of horses ofthe Olden Time.
Dear Sir,—In looking over some
old papers of my father's, a few days
since,'! accidently found the follow-
ing pedigrees, which may, perhaps,
be of some use to the sporting
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world, as I do not find either of
them in your Magazine.
John M. Garnett.
Old Spark, was got by Aleppo,
son of the Darley Arabian, (sire of
Childers,) his dam was full sister to
squire Bathurst's Look-about-you,
she was got by the Bartlett Chil-
ders, her dam by old Spark, her
grandam by the Rutland Coney-
skins, out of Sweet Lips.
Queen Mab was got by Mus-
grave's gray Arabian, her dam by
the Hampton Court Childers, her
grandam by Gov. Harrison's Ara-
bian, her g. grandam by the Chest-
nut Arabian, iier g. g. grandam by
Leeds, her g. g. g. grandam was a
bay mare brought over by Mr. Mar-
shall, and was the dam of Mr. Croft's
Grayhound.
The above pedigrees of old Spark
and Queen Mab, I have now by me
from under the hands of their breed-
ers. Benj. Tasker, Jr.
May 20. 1758.
Mille, the filly I sold Mr. Sprigg,
was got by old Spark, and her dam
Queen Mab. Benj. Tasker, Jr.
Queen Mab had but two foals
after she came to America. The
first was Pacolet, that Colonel Tas-
ker run several times in Virginia;
—
the second was Mille, which my
father bought at six months old, on
the death of Queen Mab.—Col. Tas-
ker never was possessed of any of





"I do hereby certify, that the
chestnut stud horse Tormentor was
bred by me, and was got by Marshal
Duroc, (who was by the Virginia
bred horse old Duroc,) and his dam
the noted running mare of General
Ridgely's, called Maid of the Oaks.
Tormentor's dam. Honesty, was got
by imp. Expedition; his grandam,
Zelipha, was by imp. Messenger; his
g. grandam Dido, by imp. Bay Rich-
mond; his g. g. grandam Slamerkin,
by imp. Wildair; his g.g. g. grandam
the imp. Cub mare, by old Cub, &c.
"Given under my hand, this third
day of December, 1833.
"J. H. Van Mater."
B. c. Pickle, by Tormentor, out of
Mr. Hunt's mare Trumpetta; she out
of Hoomes' imp. Trumpetta, by Sir
Solomon—rising fifteen hands, well
formed, and without white. For sale
very low. No blood can be better.
Inquire of the Editor of the Turf
Register, in whose stable he may be
seen.
Pedigree of a gray mare the dam
of Betsey Hare, and of a gray mare
property of Robert Parker. She was
got by imported Merryfield, her
dam by imported Wildair, grandam
by Bellair, g. g. dam by Medley, g.
g. g. dam out of an imp. mare of
Col. Ruffin, of James River. This
pedigree received from Mr. Batte,
Prince George's county, Virginia,
and written as above, and handed
by Otway Hare, Esq. 27th October,
1834, to the Editor of the Turf Reg-
ister.
N. B. Robert Parker's gray mare,
out of the above dam ofBetsey Hare,
and by Sir Charles, is of fine size and
form, and for sale. Inquire of the
Editor.
Pedigree of Cruskin, the property of
John Walton, Esq. ofLeonardtown,
Md.
Cruskin was got by Combination;
his dam Mary, by Col. Minor's Es-
cape; his grandam by Thornton Med-
ley, out of a full blooded mare.
Escape, the sire of Mary, was got
by imp. Escape; his dam by imp. Bed-
ford; his grandam the imported mare
Gasteria.
Produce (f the stud of Philip Wal-
lis, Esq.
Equa, by imp. Chance, see Turf
Register, vol. 4, p. 213.
Her produce:
1834, b. c. Eastern Shore, by imp.
Luzborough.
Algerina out of Equa, by Jones'
Arabian.
Her produce:
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The portrait of Tychicus, from the pencil of Campbell, and the
graver of Bannerman, represents him loose in the Park, at Mount
Airy, his owner's residence, in Richmond county, Virginia—a place
associated with the reminiscences of Yorick, Traveller, Bel-Air, Ca-
lypso, Virago, Leviathan, Black Slaria, Gallatin, Sir Archy, Lady
Lightfoot, and other names, that adorn the brightest pages of our turf
history. Tychicus was bred there, and foaled June, 1828. His sire
was Clifton; dam Mischance, bred by the late Colonel Tayloe, by his
27 V.6
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imp. Chance,* out of Roxalana, (bred also by him,) by his Arabian,
Selira; her dam Britannia, by the Prince of Wales' renowned Pegasus,
(famed son of Eclipse, by which her dam was impregnated in England;)
grandam, the most renowned mare ever imported into America, the
famed Pegg}',"!" by Trumpator, (best grandson of Matchem.) Mr. J.
Weatherby wrote to Mr. Reeves, upon Peggy's exportation—"Mr.
Tayloe will never see such another mare as Peggy leave this country.
(England.) There is Tiot one so perfect, with so much beauty." Her
dam was by Herod; grandam by the Gower Stallion, (son of the Go-
dolphin Arabian; her grandam, the famed Hartley mare, by Bartlett's
Childers;) Peggy's great grandam by Flying Childers. The three
classes from Eclipse, Matchem, and Herod, are admirably combined in
Britannia.
Clifton, bred by Major Jos. Lewis, of Loudon county, Va. was got
by Brown's Wonder, out of Major Lewis's renowned brood mare Iris,
by imp. Stirling—son of Volunteer,^ and one of the best bred and most
famed horses ever imported: (to him alone the invincible Hambletonian
paid forfeit;—on his exportation, Mr. Weatherby wrote to Col. Tayloe
that he was "equal to almost any horse in England," and it was a
source of regret he was not there "to supply the place of Pegasus.")
Clifton's grandam was by imp. Cceur de Lion, (son of Highflyer, and
another high bred horse—his dam by Eclipse;) great grandam, Mr.
Meade's famed race nag Oracle, by imp. Obscurity, (by Eclipse, and
another popular stallion;) her dam by the famed "Celer, best son of
imp. Janus, and best horse of his day"—grandam by "Partner, best son
of imp. Traveller, and best horse of his day," (out of Tasker's famed
Selima, by the Godolphin Arabian;)—imp. Janus—imp. Valiant—imp.
Jolly Roger—Mr. Peter Randolph's imported mare, Merry Lass."
Brown's Wonder, (Leonidas,) bred by the Hon. Samuel Tyler, of
Virginia, was got by imp. Wonder, (son of Herod's famed son Phoe-
* The renowned Chance ranks with our best imported stallions—sire to
Coutre Snapper, Vanguard, Sally Hope's and Zinganee's dams, &.c. &c.
He was got by Lurcher, son of Dungannon, the best son, on the turf, of
EcUpse. (See preceding vols.)
t For Peggy's performances, see vol.iv. p. 557. It is somewhat singular
that Sir Mark Wood's renowned Vespa, the relation of Tychicus, should
be gaining contemporaneous fame in England—last year winner of the
great Oaks stakes, (97 subs. 50gs. each, h.f.) and the present of several
king's plates. Her grandam, Trumpetta, a brood mare of the Prince of
Wales, (George IV.) was own sister to imp. Peggy, by Trumpator.
I Volunteer, one of the most famed sons of Eclipse, was sire also to imp.
Spread Eagle, (The Maid of the Oaks' sire,) and his own brother Eagle,
among the speediest horses that ever ran at Newmarket.
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nomenon, and another higli bred and popular stallion,) out of Mr.
Tyler's favorite Diomed mare, regarded by Mr. Ball, subsequent owner
of Florizel, as the most promising three year old he had ever trained,
until injured by a fall, when about to win a great sweepstake. She
was a lineal descendant, through the purest lineage, from Col. Byrd's
famed imp. Calista, the great grandam of Gray Diomed.
Neither Clifton, Mischance, nor Roxalana, (nor probably Iris,) was
ever in training. Britannia was exceedingly ileet; as also Brown's
Wonder, who became "the crack horse" on the courses in Virginia,
east of James river; winning various Jockey Club purses, at Freder-
icksburg, Washington, D. C, Port Tobacco, Winchester, &c. beating
Malvina, and other famed competitors.
Selim, son of Acmet, (presented by Murad Bey to Sir Ralph Aber-
crombie, when commander-in-chief of the English forces in Egypt,)
was undoubtedly an Arabian, held in high esteem. His almost un-
paralleled beauty is well remembered.
Every cross may be traced to imported mares. With the copious
streams from the invincible Eclipse, the near alliance with an Arabian,
and almost unrivalled maternal ancestry, such a pedigree renders the
blood of Tychicus a desirable cross for that of Sir Archy, Eclipse, and
Monsieur Tonson, with which he is but remotely connected, if at all,
and only through remote or collateral branches.
His figure too (as well as achievements) is greatly in his favor, as
calculated to restore the durable horses of ancient days, that were not
so remarkable for height as those now most in fashion. Tliey rarely
exceeded fifteen hands; about the height of those distinguished racers,
Mark Antony, Bel-Air, Gray Diomed, Black Maria, Minerva, and some
others, as famed as Trifle; she falls below that height.
Tychicus, under the standard, is exactly fifteen hands high. He is
of a light chestnut color, marked only by a small star in the forehead.
His presence is fine; but rather characteristic of strength and power
(very strong in the loin and limbs) than beauty, though he is regarded
as handsome.
Of his career upon the turf, that occupies much space in the pre-
ceding volumes,* it is unnecessary to go into detail. When first put in
training, at three years old, by Dr. Duvall, of Prince George's county,
Md., he attracted his special notice, among an unusual number of fine
horses, as being of extraordinary promise. Accidents that autumn,
* For other notices of Tychicus, see vol. iv. pp. 156. 197. 210. 333. 488.
537. 539. 541. 601. 627 and 644. Vol. v. pp. 203, 204. 210. 215. 260. 272.
315.351.357.396.403; and the New York Sport. Mag. vol. ii. (Sept. 1834,)
pp. 96,97.
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and the distemper the succeeding spring, postponed his distinction in
public. The autumn when four years old, having in private trials
beaten good quarter nags, unavailing efforts "vvere made to match him
against the best colt tlaen known in Maryland. On beating competi-
tors of reputation, mile heats, at Washington, winning with great ease
in two heats, and running the mile within one second of Eclipse's first
and best mile, in his match with Sir Charles, "when, to break down the
latter, it was obvious no second was tlirown away," (the course, too,
being then in better condition, and some feet shorter,)—the tyro who
started him, decided to enter the lists with him, against the distinguish-
ed adversaries to be encountered on the more enlarged arena, at the
Central Course. There he won cleverly, in three heats, "the most
splendid race of two mile heats that has perhaps ever been run in this
country." There being no three mile heats, and the purse ^500, it
enlisted an luiusual field—neither of the renowned competitors having
before met: Lady Relief the favorite, a renowned winner, that two days
before had walked over the course for the Craig Cup, having a few
M^eeks previous run a good second to Black Maria, beating Trifle, in
the twenty mile race on Long Island; Celeste, that a few weeks before
beat Jackson, in capital time, two mile heats;—had subsequently beat
Robin Hood, a match, two mile heats; and, two days after, took the first
heat, three miles, in 5m. 51s., in the famed race when Medoc beat
Ironette; Bonny Black, that had beat Bayard, and subsequently been
matched unsuccessfully, four mile heats, against Sally Hornet; Lara?
that had beat Flying Dutchman, and other famed competitors, in seve-
ral races; Jemima, winner of a great sweepstake, beating Busiris; and
one or two more of less fame, besides Tychicus. He took the second
and third heats, without difliculty, in 3m. 53s. and 3m. 55s., Lara run-
ning second; the first heat had been won by Celeste (Bonny Black
second) in 3ra. 54s. A few weeks after, at Tree Hill, he beat Annette,
(the best two mile nag in Virginia, having beat Trifle, and many others
of renown,) the course unusually heavy, in three heats, the first con-
tested by others—running the two last, and winning with ease, each
in 3ra. 56s. In the opinion of the best judges, he ought to have been
reserved for the four mile heats, the next day, when Collier, in
three heats, beat Goliah, Pizarro, and Eliza Wharton, winner of the
first heat. That he had bottom of the first order, was proven at
Fairfield, by his fourth heat of four miles, closely contested with
Goliah, "in six seconds less time than Eclipse's 3d heat with Henry,"
after winning the first heat in 7m. 58s.; the best four mile heat during
the whole campaign, commencing at Georgia and terminating at New
York—the spring having been one of incessant rains. At Fairfield
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the sixteen miles were run in 32m. 54s.; twenty-one seconds quicker
than Tranby's performance, (with more weight, however,) when the
opinion was expressed, that "sixteen miles done in 33m. 15s. ought to
establish a horse's reputation for hoUom^ and quite enough for any
'lorse, without another word." His competitors to the close of that
;ace have never run well since; but Tychicus, a few weeks after, at
Washington, in four heats, won the Jockey Club purse, $500, three
mile heats, (there being no four mile lieats there that spring,) con-
tending lor every heat, being the favorite of a large and respectable
iield; the three first heats closely contested, but the fourth won by him
a long way; which not only elicited the admiration of the President,
whose judgment in these matters is highly respected, but caused one
of the Judges, who had witnessed for many years the best perform-
mces on that course, to declare he had never seen such an exhibition of
ntiring bottom. In that campaign Tychicus ran 40 miles, running in
each race against capital horses. In his next race, the ensuing autumn,
he was Avinning the Jockey Club purse, four mile heats, at Fairfield,
having won easily the second heat, when, excluded by a charge of foul
riding, the purse was awarded to Pizarro. An offer to run against him
another heat for the purse, or any amount, or a match, a few weeks
after, was declined, perhaps judiciously; Tychicus having beat him in
the spring, Avhile his laurels were yet verdant from his victory gained
over Goliah, four mile heats, at Tree Hill. It will suffice to add
Tychicus has beat also Rolla, Tyrant, Donald Adair, Eliza Wharton,
Dolly Dixon—and Mohawk, (twice,) Reform, Ace of Diamonds, Z A,
Row Galley, Betsey Baker, (Graves,) McCarty's Black Ivlaria, Helen,
&c. &c. Other efforts were made to match him; an offer having been
made to run him and Pizarro, both four mile heats, against any two
horses to be found in Maryland, including the District of Columbia.
In his last race (Nov. 1833) he was beat, the four mile heats, at Tree
Hill, by the now invincible Trifle. He was lamed by being run against,
in starting the third heat, or would probably have made a closer contest.
The last spring Tychicus covered a limited number of mares, it be-
ing contemplated to train him in the autumn, which accidental circum-
stances prevented. "The veteran" is understood to have remarked, that
were he brought in good condition against Trifle, he should apprehend
meeting in him a severer antagonist than any other he knew. This,
from one of his judgment, is high praise.
Various large offers have been made for him; one of $5000, within
a few weeks. His owner, being in the expectation that, with a fair
chance, his get will rival that of Eclipse and Monsieur Tonson, is
reluctant to part with him.
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Tlie ensuing season, we understand, he will stand near Lynchburg,
in Virginia, Avhere he cannot fail to meet encouragement from the
spirited and judicious breeders in that quarter, where horses, within a
few years, have wonderfully improved.
IRREGULARITY IN REPORTING RACES.
Mr. Editor: Hampstead, King George's Co. Va. J^ov. 14,1834.
I think it desirable that accounts of races, in the same section of
country,—let it be transmontane and cis-atlantic, if you please,—where
the same horses run at different courses, should be arranged chrono-
logically. Prior severe running, and successfully too, against superior
horses, will sometimes show the cause of subsequent defeat by inferior
ones, or in a Avay otherwise wholly inexplicable. This rule is not
always observed in your periodical; but the eastern and western races
are blended together, when you may be too much pressed for the want
of room to insert all communications.
I observe it is a rule of the Central Course, and perhaps of most of
our Jockey Clubs, that "each entry shall contain the name, color, age^
and sex of the entry, and the names of sire and dam;'''' and, of your
course also, that the "record shall set forth the names of the respective
owners; color, name, age, and name of sire and dam of each horse,''''
and publish the result in the next number of the American Turf Reg-
ister and Sporting Magazine. Nevertheless, in the report of the last
meeting of the Central Course, in the same number that records its
rules, the dams of Troubadour, Jesse, and Blue Streak, are not fur-
nished. Neither the name, nor dam of Mr. Garrison's Ivanhoe filly,
that ran at Timonium. In the report of the Washington City races,
the rules are supposed to be violated by the omission of the name and
dam of Gen. Hunter's colt, and of Kamsadel's dam. The ages of the
competitors for the Jockey Club purses at Milton are entirely omitted;
and even the amount of purse, time, and distance of the third day's
race. This may do injustice to the winner. The Lynchburg and
Trenton races, I am happy to add, are reported with a degree of accu-
racy that reflects credit upon the Secretaries of those Clubs. In the
first race at Broad Rock, whether sweepstake or otherwise, of the
distance, age, and dams of the competitors, we remain to be informed.
To Col. Johnson's Dick Sampson, alone of the lot, no sire is given.
In the account of the Jockey Club purse, the dams are omitted; as
also at the regular races at Tree Hill; and even of the names and dams
of the last three year old sweepstake, in which the winner, Colonel
White's Gohanna filly, acquired distinction. The dams of those that
ran for the proprietor's purse at Newmarket are not furnished. These
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are examples of omission sufficient for one number. I hope the next
may not present as many.
Where the dam's name has not been recorded in the Turf Register,
it would be well to send her pedigree, to go in the number that con-
tained the notice of her produce: the same as to sire of dams. Not
having the Turf Register before me, I happen not to know Jenny
Jenkins' pedigree—she is recorded as the dam of the successful Uncle
Fowler; nor do I know that of Young Wonder, sire of the dam of
victorious Westwood; nor Young Sir Archy, sire of Ohio's dam. Per-
haps they have not been published.
The nomenclature of the turf continues objectionable. To call Sir
Archy, Archy—and Sir Alfred, Alfred, is curtailing them of half their
name. The hackneyed names of Floretta and Trumpetta are given to
three year olds in the same stable, "as if a rose by another name would
not smell as well," or Drone could not be a speedy horse.
This may be enough for the present, from one who may be regarded,
by some, as a meddling Critic.
BYRD'S TRIAL.
Mr. Editor: Jfashville, Term. JVbu. 29, 1834.
Some time since, in speaking of Contention, (vol. v. p. 462,) it was
attempted to be shown, that Byrd's Trial, and a horse of that name,
brother to Yorick, were not the same, but different. In your October
number, (present series,) page 57, some correspondent persists in the
assertion, that the horse contending with Selima, and others, was
Yorick's brother. Dates will show satisfactorily how the matter is.
"Dec. 5, 1752. (See vol. iv. p. 95.)
Col. Tasker's b. m. Selima, - - 1
Col. Byrd's ch.h. Trial, - - - 2
Col. Thornton's gr. m. - - - 3
Col. Tayloe's b.m. Jenny Cameron, - - 4
Col. Tayloe's Childers, - - - dis."
This race was run in Gloucester county, on Col. Byrd's challenge
—
a four mile heat, for five hundred pistoles. Take notice, Jenny Came-
ron was in the race. She was imported, in foal to Blaze; and the
produce, Blazella, was dam of Yorick and Trial. It is barely possible
Trial (Jenny's grandson) should have been in a race with her.
Again, please notice Traveller was foaled in 1748, and imported in
1754. It is utterly out of dispute. Trial (Yorick's brother) could not
therefore have contended in '52 with Selima. Subsequently, same
page, (95,) at Annapolis, in '64, we have Dr. Hamilton's Figure, and
Trial, (Hall's,) Bullen's, in competition. I incline, therefore, to the
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opinion, that this last may be Yorick's brother. Who then was Byrd's
Trial ?
Considering the distance, (four miles,) and that it was not usual, at
that day, to run colts so far; and that the sportsmen of that day knew
how to distinguish between colts and fillies, and mares and horses, I
incline to believe Selima was then a mare, and Trial a horse. Con-
sidering also, that Col. Byrd is represented to have been a sportsman
of high order, who brought with him to Virginia English thorough-
breds, and subsequently imported them, I think his Trial Avas an
imported horse. And, by reference to Weatlierby's General Stud
Book, (vol. i. p. 206,) I find of the year 1746: "Ch. c. Trial, by Read's
horse, out of Switch, (sister to Kouli Khan,) by Lonsdale's Arabian
—
Cyprus—Crab's dam;" which answers very well as to age, and pre-
cisely as to color. The pedigree of Read's horse I am not now able
to extend; but Pick says he was a son of Childers. In future, there-
fore, I hope the owners of Contention will rest on Trial, or Byrd's
Trial. Panton.
TO OUR PATRONS.
Long life and happiness to all our patrons, especially to those who have
remembered their obligations. Whilst some others have gone to earth,—
heaven bless them!—not one of these, mirabile dictu, has died of cholera,
or any other foul disease that "flesh is heir to." Many joyful returns of
the season to our correspondents. At no time,—thanks to them,—since the
commencement of the work, have we received more flattering assurances
of its popularity and usefulness, than within the last half year. For our-
selves , as long as we may bear the responsibility of conducting the Register,
we will faithfully endeavor to justify the kindness of its patrons; maintaining
strict impartiality towards all men, and all sections of country, having no
motive for any other feeling, and despising all imputations to the contrary.
The year closes with us, as it commenced,—thank heaven, and an even
temper,—without the slightest animosity against any human being; and
with a readiness (if we know our own heart) to do good even to our ene-
mies, if we have any; and few are so humble, or so harmless, as not to have
some.
Once more we would suggest to those who would keep up one faithful
record of the blood and performances of thoroughbred horses, and their
value, augmented as it has been by this work, to give their aid in extend-
ing its circulation; and lastly, we solicit from all, the pedigrees of their
stock, to be registered and preserved. In this last request, all who own
thoroughbred stock are interested in a degree beyond what they may sup-
pose.
$^ Editors with whom we exchange, would do us a favor by copying the last, or
any pait of this notice.
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History of the American Turf, from Eighty years since—
Best Horses, &C.
(Concluded from page 176.)
1829.* Col. Johnson's two fu,moii.s race nags, Slenderf (by Sir Cfiarles,
out of Reality) and Star, (by Virginian, out ofRoxana, by imp. Sir Harry,)
tliis and tlio ibllovving year, won various races of lour mile heats, beating
the best horses, Black Maria, Betsey Ransom, Polly Hopkins, Kate Kear-
ney, &c. in excellent time. In llie autumn. Black Maria, three years old,
(by Eclipse, out of Lady Lighlfoot,) made her first appearance on the
course, at Long Island, by winning a produce match and the three mile
heats. Her reputation, sometimes clouded by reverses, has been main-
tained till now, winning various races against the best horses, in capital
time; taking the first great poststake on the Central Course, near Balti-
more, in 1831,1 &c. &c. She won the four mile heats at Poughkeepsie in
7m. 56s, and 7m. 53o'.—ran a three mile heat in 5m. 42s. (and a third heat
of three miles in 5in. 48s,) but was beat by James Cropper, four years old,
(by Sir Charles, dam by imp. Whip,) on the Poughkeepsie Course, in a
very severe race, in 8m. 2s.—8m. 4s. and 8m. 7s.
1830.^ Mr. Singleton's Clara Fisher (by Kosciusko, dam by Hephestion)
gained great eclat this spring, at Charleston, as a two year old, by winning
two mile heats, in four heats, running each of the two last in 3m. 49s.; and
next year winning the three mile heats from Jemima Wilkinson and Pilot,||
his dam by Gallatin, (two fleet Sir Archys,) which led to her meeting, at
Charleston, S. C. the year following, with Col. Johnson's Bonnets o' Blue,
also four years old, in a match, $5000 a side, four mile heats; won by the
latter, in 7m. 47s.—8m.; Clara Fisher taking the first heat, and breaking
down in the second. Bonnets o' Blue,*!! by Sir Charles, out of Reality, had
won several sweepstakes. North and South—had won a match, (May, 1831,)
four mile heats, on tiie Union Course, |5000 a side, against Mr. Living-
ston's Goliah, by Eclipse, dam by Mendoza, a brother of Sir Walter, (sons
* September, 1829, the first number of the American Turf Register was
issued; soon after which a fresh vigor was infused into the spirit of racing,
which enhanced the value of our blooded stock, and has caused a closer
attention, generally, to breeding, and to the investigationof pedigrees, than
on any former occasion.
t For Slender's achievements, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. v. p. 61.
I In October, 1831, was the first race meeting on the Central Course.
Col. Johnson won the first race with Virginia Taylor, by Sir Archy; Mr.
Stevens the next, with Black Maria.
5 See pp. 377, 8, 9, 80, Am. Turf Reg. vol. iii.
II
Pilot, in the great sweepstake, mile heats, on Long Island, which he
ought to have won, ran second to Bonnets o' Blue, winning the second
heat in Im. 48s., and closely contesting the third. He ran subsequently
with eclat in the West, as Wild Will-of-the-Woods.
II For the achievements of Bonnets o' Blue, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. v. p. 62.
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of Hickory,) both four years old; and, a few days after, had beat Black
Maria, for the Jockey Club purse, four mile heats.
1831.* This year Col. Johnson's Arietta, by Virginian, carrying 87 to
lOOlbs., beat Mr. Wilkes' Ariel, a single two miles, a match, $5000 a side,
and a close race, in 3m. 44s. Sir Lovel, six years old, by Duroc, dam by
imp. Light Infantry, a few weeks after, with Jockey Club weights, beat
Arietta, a match, $5000 a side, two mile heats—run in 3m. 45s. and 3m.
48s. He had previously won, in the same spring, the three mile heats on
Long Island, in 5m. 47s. and 5ni. 53s.—the first heat of four miles, at
Poughkeepsie, in 7m. 54s. (the race won by Ariel;) and, a few days after,
the two mile heats in 3m. 51s. and 3ni. 463. Collier, five years old, by
Sir Charles, out of a Whip or Topgallant (son of Diomed) mare, this year
won six out of seven capital races, having the preceding year won five out
of six Jockey Club purses, beating the best horses—Polly Hopkins, (who
broke down,) Slender, (who fell and died,) Sally Hornet, by Sir Charles,
dam by Hornet, (frequently a winner of four mile heats, at which she was
the first that beat Bonnets o' Blue,) Andrew,! Charlotte Temple,^ I. C,
and others, running the four mile heats, against the two last, at Newmarket,
in 7m. 57s.—7m. 59s. The autumn of this year. Trifle,^ by Sir Charles,
dam by Cicero, (son of Sir Archy, out of a Diomed,) came into notice by
some capital races in Virginia, though beaten by Annette and Bayard, (first
rate two mile nags;) but on the Central Course she gained unfading laurels,
by beating Screamer, another three year old, (by Henry, out of Lady Light-
foot,) a capital race, two mile heats; and, a few days after, by winning the
Jockey Club purse, four mile heats, beating Black Maria and Collier, in
Sm. and 7m. 55s. Her career has been since brilliant, winning two Jockey
Club purses, four mile heats, in South Carolina, beating Muckle John, and
others, though beat by Black Maria in the twenty mile race on Long
Island, in October, 1832. This autumn (1833) Trifle vi^on the three mile
heats, in good time, at Broad Rock, beating Mary Randolph and Mohawk;
next fortnight, on the Central Course, took the Jockey Club purse, $1000,
* In 1831 the races on the Central Course were established, that have
greatly promoted the interests of the turf
f Andrew's race, four mile heats, with Collier, the week preceding the
Central Course races, may have caused the latter to lose the great post-
stake, won by Black Maria. Andrew, since so famed, had recently passed
into the hands of Col. Johnson. He won the first heat. Collier is stated
to have won twenty-five races; in his last, when aged, he ran a good second
to Woodpecker, at Louisville, Ken. four mile heats, run in 7m. 53s. and
7m. 55s.
I Charlotte Temple, own sister to Gohanna, a capital runner, won about
ten races out of seventeen or eighteen; 1829, at three years old, won out
of six races, three successive poststakes, and afterwards beat many capital
horses, in excellent time—Andrew, Sussex, Sally Hornet, Malcolm, Spar-
rowhawk, Jemima Wilkinson, Mercury, by Sir Charles, Mayday, Restless,
&c.
^ Sec Am. Turf Reg. vol. v. pp. 577-57Si.
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four mile heats, beating Florida, by Contention, Tyrant, by Golianna, and
Zino-anee, by Sir Archy, three distinguished competitors, in 7m. 54s.—7m.
57s. and 8m. 23. The week after she beat Alice Gray and Black Maria
the four mile heats, on the Union Course, (besides the $800 purse, an inside
stake of $4000,) in 7m. 49s. and 7m. 58s., hard in hand; and the following
week won the .Tockey Club purse, four mile heats, at Tree Hill, beating
Anvil, (late winner of the four mile heats at Norfolk,) Tuberose, (lato
winner of the four mile heats at Timonium,) Tychicus,* (late winner of the
four mile heats at Fairfield.) Dolly Dixon, winner, in three and four heats,
of the four mile heats at Newmarket and Norfolk, and throe more, (third
heat in 8m. 3s.)
1832. Andrew, five years old, by Sir Charles, dam by Herod, (son of
imp. Diomed,) having performed well the two preceding years, this year,
in Col. Johnson's hands, ran with the first distinction, winning the two mile
heats at Fairfield, (the second he ran in 3m. 48s.)—the four mile heats at
Tree Hill, and the Central Course poststake; also at Norfolk, where he
ran in 7m. 47s. and 7m. 40s. (the second heat,) beating Collier, and con-
tinuing the same brilliant career in the autumn, winning the poststake
again at the Central Course, having beat the best horses—Black Maria,
Little Venus, Collier, Jackson, Sparrowhawk, Bachelor, (that, in an unu-
sually long career of success, had beat Sir Level, Industry, &c. four mile
heats,) Sally Hornet, &c. &c. until he broke down, running the four mile
heats at Tree Hill, against the celebrated Goliah, the winner, who had
acquired celebrity at all distances, by beating Collier, Malcolm, by Sir
Charles, dam by Sir Alfred, (a horse of fame, that had won three and four
mile heats, beating O'Kelly, Goliah, and other good horses,) Bayard, Nul-
hfier, &.C. &c. Mr. Badger's Flying Dutchman. | by John Richards, dam
by Eclipse, this year acquired celebrity by beating Black Maria the four
mile heats on the Union Course; Nullifier and Sparrowhawk at the Central
Course, and by other good races since, two, three, and four mile heats, in
Pennsylvania and Virginia.
1833. While Bonnets o' Blue was yet amiss, a challenge of $5000 a side
was offered on her and Andrew, against any other two horses; which was
accepted by Mr. Richardson, to run against them, at Columbia, S. C. Little
Venus, by Sir William, (by Sir Archy, out of Transport,) dam by Virginius,
and Bertrand Junior, by Bertrand, out of Transport, by Virginius; the latter
match was forfeited by Andrew having broken down. Little Venus, at
Columbia, S. C in January, 1833, beat with ease Bonnets o' Blue. At
Charleston Mr. Richardson accomplished the feat, formerly achieved only
* Tychicus, after winning the second heal with ease, was e.xcluded from
the race on the charge of foul riding, and the purse awarded to Pizarro.
There has been some discussion as to the propriety of the decision. Tycjii-
cus is in various places referred to in the 4th and 5th vols, of the American
Turf Register.—See the latter, p. 272, for his conquests, beating Annette,
Celeste, Lady Relief, Lara, Pizarro, Tyrant, &c. with brief notices of
them.
t See Am. Turf Reg. vol. v. p. 606.
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by General Hampton, of winning all four purses—the four mile heats and
handicap with Bertrand, (beating Godolphin, by Eclipse, dam by Hephes-
tion,—a horse of some fame;) with his own sister Julia and Little Venus on
the other days. During tlie spring, the palm in Virginia seemed divided
between Col. Johnson's Goliah (who closed his successful career by win-
ning, in four heats, the four mile heats at Fairfield from Tychicus, winner
of the first heat, in 7m. 57s., Z A, Pizarro, and others) and Mr. Tayloe's
Tychicus,* five years old, by Clifton, (son of Brown's Wonder,) his dam by
imp. Chance—the winner of the Jockey Club purse at Washington, in a
severe race of four heats, only a fortnight after his race of four heats vvith
Goliah. Muckle John, Dolly Dixon, Flying Dutchman, and some others,
shared their success in Virginia; but at the Union Course, this spring, the
famed Mary Randolph, by Gohanna, out ofAnnette's dam, (who had acquired
extraordinary celebrity, the preceding year, by winning all her races, several
sweepstakes, and the great poststake at Norfolk, four mile heats, beating Go-
liah, Annette,f and others,) having been held in reserve in Virginia, was wo-
fully beaten-the four mile heats, over the Union Course, by O'Kelly, six years
old, own brother to Ariel, by Eclipse. He had previously run several good
races, three and four mile heats, beating Flying Dutchman, and other good
horses; but, in his turn, was beaten at Poughkeepsie, the next week after
his victory on Long Island, the four mile heats, by Jackson, six years old,
by John Richards, dam by imp. Expedition, who had previously run a few
races, at various distances, beating good horses in good time. Goliah's
racing career terminated on the Central Course, a few weeks after his
famed race at Fairfield; and, after winning the first heat, (four miles,) was
distanced the second, by Sidney,| four years old, by Sir Charles. The au-
tumn of 1833 has been rendered memorable by the capital race of Mr.
Pearsall's Alice Gray, four years old, by Henry, dam by Hickory, (grandam
by imp. Expedition, out of sister to Eclipse's dam,) beating Black Maria,
on the Union Course, in 7m. 54s. and 7m. 50s. (the second heat;) but was
beaten with ease, the four mile heats, on the same course, a few weeks
after, by the renowned Tnfle, (large bets depending,) in 7m, 49s. and 7m.
* Both very fast horses. Goliah more than once has run the two miles
in 3m. 50s. Tychicus won cleverly tiie best two mile race that has been
run on the Central Course—in 3m. 54s., 3m. 53s., and 3m. 55s. Annette,
also very fleet, ran a long and brilliant career; 1832 she beat O'Kelly, Bu-
siris, Pizarro, Malcolm, and Miss Mattie, the four mile heats, in four heats,
on the Central Course. Celeste, another fleet nag, beat Jackson, two
mile heats, and Robin Hood, three mile heats.
I For a notice of Annette, one of the most famed daughters of Sir
Charles, out of Mary Randolph's dam, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. v. p. 372.
At three years old she won several sweepstakes; at four she beat O'Kelly,
and others, the three mile heats on the Central Course, and again beat
him there, the following years, the four mile heats, for the $1000 purse,
beating also Pizarro, Malcolm, Busiris, and others.
I Sidney turned tlie tables upon Goliah, having merely saved his distance
the first heat, as Goliah did the first and second heats at Fairfield.
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58s. Anvi}, four years old, by Monsieur Tonson, out of Isabella, by Sir
Archy, this fall also acquired celebrity, as a first rate runner, by beat-
ing Medoc, in the tiiree mile heats, at Baltimore—Mucklc John, tlie four
mile heats, at Norfolk, and running a good race witli Trifle, the four mile
heats, at Tree Hill. Medoc, by Eclipse, stands as liigh; having won the
sweepstake, four mile heats, in four heats, on the Central Course, in the
spring, from Anvil and Florida; and beating Ironette, an uncommonly fast
nag, the three mile heats, also in four heats, on the Union Course, the
second fall meeting, running the third heat in 5m. 47s. In the west,
Woodpecker, five years old, by Bcrtrand, his dam by imp. Buzzard, beat
Collier, at Louisville, Ken. the four mile heats, in 7m. 55s. and 7m. 53s.
Hard Heart, by Mercury, in Mississippi, acquired nearly as great renown.*
Far be it from our intention to convey the idea that the horse degene-
rates in America, or that our racehorse is inferior to the English; but it
would appear, from the preceding review of the best American horses,
that, with very few exceptions, they have descended directly from imported
horses, the exceptions themselves proving the rule, by being, in almost
every instance, from mares by imported horses. Thus Tasker's imp. Se-
lima, Tryall, Selim, Figure, (Nancy Byvvell, imp.) Regulus, Yorick, Wild-
air, Celer, &c. &c. &c. of the "olden time;" and Virago, Black Maria,
Belle Air, Gray Diomed, Gim.crack, Fairy, Gallatin, Cupbearer, Shylock,
Postboy, Oscar, Topgallant, Lavinia, Peacemaker, Florizel, (never beat,
nor paid forfeit—of which nearly the same can be said of Potomac and
Truxton, also sons of imp. Diomed ,) Haynie's Maria, Sir Archy, the two
Wonders, Wrangler, Virginias, Duroc, Hampton, Blank, Massena, Paco-
let. Maid of the Oaks, Floretta, Tippoo Sultan, Miller's Damsel, Sir Solo-
mon, Hickory, Don Quixote, Malvina, Sir Alfred, Sir Hal, Hephestion,
&c. &c. &c. were all by imported horses, (excepting a few, themselves
imported,) bringing us down to the times when the get of Sir Archy ap-
peared. Having the benefit of all the , fine mares in the southern states,
* This article was written the autumn of 1833. Since then it is well
known how brilliantly Trifle,f (which ran the best four mile heat on the
Central Course, in 7m. 54s.) Ironette, (winner of the best second heat of
four miles at Fairfield, in 7m. 51s.) Shark, (a winner in capital time,
against a capital field, on the Union Course,) Anvil, Black Maria, &c.
have maintained their reputation; while Ohio, Busiris, Tobacconist, Ehza
Drake, Jessup, &c. gained one. On the Union Course, Robin Hood, by
Henry, ran the mile in Im. 46s. (best time in America,) and next day won
the two mile heats in 3m. 493. each heat—having won, the preceding year,
a two mile heat in 3m. 44s., on the same course.
These races are so recent, we consider it unnecessary to extend the
article beyond 1833. From the establishment of the American Turf Reg-
ister, in 1829, reference may be had to its pages for almost every horse of
renown that has run since, in any part of the country.
t Trifle's last race on the Central Course eclipses her former achievements, having
won cleverly a second heat of four miles in 7tn. 49s.—the time of American Eclipse's
unprecedented second heat.
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without competition from imported stallions, it is not surprising Sir Archy
should be eminently successful, taking into view his own superior form,
blood, and character. But Sir Archy himself may be regarded as an
English horse, both sire and dam being imported; coming from the very
best imported stock—his sire, imp. Diomed, (excepting himself, the most
successful stallion that we have ever had,) and his dam the imp. Castianira,
got from the purest stock, by the famous Rockingham, (the best son of
Highflyer,) the best racer of his day, a winner thirty-two times—more
frequently than any horse in England, and esteemed the best bred in the
kingdom. The dams of the best of the get of Sir Archy were also by
imported Iiorses, as Timoleon's dam, by imp. Saltram; (Sir Hal and Os-
car's, of Tennessee, dams were also by Saltram;) Lady Lightfoot's dam by
imp. Shark, (sire to the dams of Florizel, Topgallant, Hamlintonian, &c.)
Vanity and Reality's dam by imp. Medley; Ratler, Sumter, Childers,
and Flirtilla's dams by imp. Robin Redbreast; Kosciusko, Pacific, and
Bertrand's dams by imp. Bedford; Sir Charles, Janet, and Marion's dams
by imp. Citizen; Henry's dam by imp. Diomed; Gohanna's dam by imp.
Jack Andrews, &.c. &c. &,c. The dam of Eclipse, son of Duroc, (their
only competitor in fame, in the time of the best Sir Archys,) was by imp.
Messenger; to which the horses of the North are chiefly indebted for their
value. Their only competitor of other blood was Monsieur Tonson, by
Pacolet, son of imp. Citizen, whose pedigree, as far as known, goes shortly
to English blood. His most severe competitor was Sally Walker, by Ti-
moleon; her dam is supposed to be by imp. Dragon. Ariel, too, is richly
imbued with English blood from her dam, descended from imp. Messenger,
and from imp. Baronet. The dam of Sally Hope was imported; (got by
Chance, also imported.) Polly Hopkins' dam by imp. Archduke. The
dam of Virginian's best son. Mercury, (scarce inferior to any racehorse of
modern days,) was also Sir Charles and Janet's dam, by imported Citizen.
The dams of Arab,* Tariff", Coquette, Kate Kearney, and Sussex,f were
by imp. Sir Harry.
These examples might be greatly extended, but we confine ourselves
only to the very best horses. As the most conspicuous exceptions to the
rule, we will refer to Andrew, the best son of Sir Charles: his dam was by
Herod, (son of imp. Diomed;) grandam by imp. Phenomenon, (son of imp.
Wonder;) great grandam by imp. Diomed; her dam by imp. Shark—imp.
Medley; and to Trifle, best daughter of Sir Charles, (whose dam was by
Cicero, son of Sir Archy; his dam by imp. Diomed—imp. Fearnought
—
* Bet Bounce, by imp. Sir Harry, was the dam of Arab, Tariff", Eliza
Reiley, and Coquette, (by Sir Archy,) the last the dam of Janet (Virginia
Lafayette) and Virginia Taylor, (own sisters, also by Sir Archy;) of Blue
Bird, by Medley—Ned Byrne, &c. See Am. Turf Reg. vol. v. p. 45.
f Sussex ran but few races, but those were of the first order. His per-
formance at Broad Rock, when he beat Polly Hopkins, and a capital field
besides, was not inferior to Sally Walker's. The two heats of three miles
were run in 5m. 46s. and 5m. 43s. He is regarded as one of the best of
Sir Charles' set.
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imp. Jolly Roger—imp. St. George—imported mare;) her grandara by imp.
Bedford; g. grandam by Belle Air, (best son of imp. JSUdlty;) and her g. g.
gr.indam by imp. Shark; showing, in these exceptions, their descent to be
from nearly the same source—the best imported stock.
It being our object to present these views to those of our readers who
would be breeders of the best horses, that they may have the advantage of
additional lights for their decision, as to the best mode of propagating their
stock, whether by "breeding in-and-in," from the Diomed and Sir Archy
blood, or by seeking new crosses from other sources of pure blood, distin-
guished performance, and of good figure,—we shall conclude with the sub-
stance of a few remarks from the author of the Annals of the Turf.
"Experience has proven the crossing or intermixing the blood of different
racing breeds to be a rational practice, with the view to the requisite quali-
fications—speed, bottom, substance, and shape. The greatest success has
attended those breeders who have adhered to remote crosses. The finest
running and highest formed horses in England were from the union of two
distinct stocks, the Herod and Eclipse;" (a union that has been exemplified
in this country by Timoleon and American Eclipse.) "The Herod stock
was remarkable for lastingness—the other for speed. Upon these the
Matchem and Godolphin Arabian stock crossed best. Some of the early
racehorses of England had considerable 'affinity of blood,' when the country
was enriched by the importation of particular Barbs, Turks, and Arabians,
that had peculiar and extraordinary properties as stock getters."
At a later period but little success has attended the efforts of those who
have bred "'in-and-in." It has been tried by the Earl of Egremont, as well
as Lord Derby, (two very distinguished breeders,) with little encourage-
ment. "These remarks are peculiarly applicable to the breeders of the
racehorse in Virginia; for they are at this very time making the experiment
of 'breeding in-and-in,' or from the same family of horses of the 'Sir Archy
stock.' "
The author's "wish, that there were a greater variety of the race blood
in that state, to give breeders a wider field for selection," is fulfilled by the
introduction within Virginia, or on its borders, of those fine imported horses
that have gained celebrity on the turf in England—Autocrat, Barefoot,
Chateau Margaux, Fylde, Luzborough and Sarpedon; and the substitution,
in the place of Sir Charles, of that distinguished descendant of imp. Citizen,
Monsieur Tonson, who has no drop of Diomed's blood in his veins, as far as
his pedigree is known; which, though inexplicably obscure, (as to the pedi-
gree of his grandam, brought from North Carolina,) we cannot doubt to be
pure, from the character of his family—three of his own brothers, and seve-
ral of his get, having proved distinguished runners.
We look with confidence, a few years ahead, to the revival of the best
days of Sir Archy; when his get, crossed with other blood of high repute,
shall produce rivals in fame to Selim, Brimmer, Virago, Leviathan, Black
Maria, Gallatin, Florizei, Maid of the Oaks, Postboy, Hickory, Timoleon,
Lady Lightfoot, Virginian, Sir Charles, Eclipse, Henry, Monsieur Tonson,
Sally Walker, Flirtilla, Ariel, Bertrand, Mercury, Polly Hopkins, &c. of
other days, and the matchless Trifle of the present year—a prodicy for her
inches, that for two years has met no rival.
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RACE HORSE.
(Concluded from No. 4, page 183.)
Of hony horses.—I have often been surprised, and diverted too, with
the commendations I have heard sportsmen bestow on horses for hav-
ing large bones; because 1 think that, on the contrary, depends, in a
great measure, the excellence we find in what are called stud-bred
horses. If, by this expression, substance only was to be understood,
it would be quite agreeable to my notion; but what constitutes the
great difference (formation of the acting parts excepted) between the
Arabian horses, and all others, is, that some of them have, and all
should have, to be perfect, larger tendons, or sinews,* and smaller
bones, than any other horses not made for speed; for these tendons,
muscles, or sinews, happen to be the sole powers of acting in all ani-
mals, the bones being the weight to be lifted, and serve only to extend
the parts.
Which, let me ask, will act with most velocity, and most perseve-
rance for a time, (all other parts agreeing,) the horse that has a large
sinew, and a small solid bone, like ivory, (?. e. like a stag's bone,) or
he that has a large bone of a soft spongy kind, with a smaller sinew?
for the dimensions of the leg shall, if you please, be the same in both:
I should think the former. This solid bone, with a firm sinew, and a
fine skin superinduced, where you may see every vein, and can lay
your finger nearly between the bone and the sinew, show that the
horse has no thick fleshy muscle intervening, which serves only to
retard his speed, and is (like the bone) a dead weight to be carried
along with it, and which no way conduces to the strength of the ani-
mal,
Linibs proportioned.—Now, this is what I call elegance of parts,
which is not confined to the outward texture only, but extends also
to the internal constituent parts of the legs; namely, to the bones,
sinews, and membranes, which is in part explained already; and to all
the ligaments of the joints. And this elegance of the constituent parts
shows itself particularly in many horses, where, though the leg shall
have a very sufficient substance, and bear a true proportion to the
other parts of the body, yet the pastern shall be very lax, as well as
very small, both which are very necessary for a perfect racehorse;
length and laxness serving as springs for the acquisition of ground
—
smallness contributing to agility, and to perseverance or bottom.
That the smallness of the pastern shall contribute to the stoutness
or bottom of the horse, you will say is very strange, and new doctrine,
• That is to say, large in proportion to the bones the animal has to propel
along; but not large muscle that obscures the sinew and conceals the bones.
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it being generally looked upon as a sign of weakness. This perverse-
ness I cannot help: but, if there were no other argument to support
this doctrine, examples enough of horses so made, that were excellent
racers, might be brought in defence of it, and I think nobody will dis-
pute matters of fact; though I am not quite sure of that. For instance,
Cartouch was a remarkable horse in these respects, which, although
but a galloway in size, beat some good sized horses very easily, all
carrying eleven stone
!
Back sinews.—To explain this doctrine about the smallness of the
pastern, as it relates to bottom, we must examine a little the consti-
tuent parts of the limbs. To this end, the reader must understand,
that in every animal all the difference there is betwixt muscle and
sinew is, that the fibres of the first are broad and fleshy; those of the
latter, dense, more firm, and drawn into closer contact; whereby the
strength of a small sinew becomes greater than the strength of a large
piece of flesh, (as we vulgarly term muscle, until by hand rubbing, by
exercise, hardening the system, and keeping down flesh generally, we
convert a great portion of this muscle into sinew.) For instance,
reader, let us consider your leg and mine: the hinder part of it, up-
wards, at the calf, is a fleshy substance, which anatomists have agreed
to call muscle; lower down, towards the extremities, this is most com-
pact, and becomes tendinous or sinewy, though it still be a continu-
ance of the same body; and we find it in action capable of bearing its
share of work without complaining; whereas, the calves of the legs
often do tire, and become painful, after much walking, or any violent
exercise.
Further, I pray you tell me, whether you ever thought a man, who
was well formed in all other respects, to have less agility, or less
strength, because the small of his leg was very delicate and slender?
or, if your leg and mine had been covered with a thick coarse mem-
brane, and composed of loose fleshy fibres, continued down to the
extremities, instead of being fine and tendinous, whether you do not
think, that such a weight would have been against us, have made us
less active, and liable to tire sooner.' Just so it is with the horse.
—
But it too frequently happens, when the wise designs of Nature are
not fathomed by our shallow capacities, we arraign the skill of the
Omniscient Power, and foolishly presume to censure his works, when
they are most perfect! In these things alone,—I mean the nature and
elegance of their constituent .parts, and the due formation thereof,—
consist the difference hetioeen horses of t/ie same and different countries,
or betwixt Mood and no blood.
Speed not heritable.—Now, ask the sportsman how it happens that
some of these long pasterned horses perform so notably; he has his
29 v.6
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answer ready, "why, 'tis in the hlood^ to be sure, or else these weak
cat-legged devils could not run so." These same sportsmen have
another saying, "such a horse shows a great deal of blood;"—(that is
to say, shows lliat he has blood affinity to the right breed of horses
for running.)—Surely they think it something mechanical, and visible
to the eye, else they could not use this expression; oi*, do they pretend
to discover, by innate knowledge, the innate virtues of the animal?
But they mean, if they mean any thing, what I do, when I say such a
horse has a peculiar elegance in the texture of the external parts,
(which he derives from his Arabian ancestry.)
But Arabian horses, of the very same family, differ as much from
each other, both with respect to length, substance, proportion, elegance,
and formation of parts, as horses of the same family can do in other
countries; and how should it be otherwise .^ for we plainly perceive
here at home, that there often is a great difference betwixt two full
brothers, of all kinds or species of animals: pray now tell me, why
this should not happen in Arabia as well as in England.-' For in-
stance. Conqueror and Othello were two full brothers; but one was a
king, and the other a beggar, with respect both to form and action.*
Jf then the difference in the performance of these brothers did not
depend on their different formation of parts, &c. pray tell me, on what
did it depend.^ for the cause of it could not be in the blood, unless you
will say this innate quality may appertain to one brother, and not to
another; and then, J apprehend, the by-standers will say you have
proved it to be plainly nothing.
A hundred examples of the same kind, and that almost in every
family amongst our racing horses, might be brought to show, that two
equal brothers are hardly ever produced; and when a difference does
happen, it will be just the same thing in its consequences, (if the for-
mation of parts, &c. be at all concerned in action,) whether it happen
to an Arabian horse or any other. Why this difference should be
betwixt two full brothers, is not at all material for us to know: it is
sufficient for my purpose that it does happen. It may arise perhaps
from a dissimilitude of parts in the horse and mare, or from a simili-
tude of some parts tending to some extreme in both: it may arise also
from some violence or impression on the womb, whilst the foetus is in
a soft state, or from some defect of constitution in the mare, or the
seed of the horse.
If 1 could have a horse formed in the manner, and with all the ad-
vantages I have here named, I should be proud to use him as a stallion,
•" Got by Crab, out of Miss Slamerkin; but nine years elapsed between
the getting of the two colts. Conqueror being the younger of the twain;
and the same color as his sire, viz, gray.
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were I a breeder, without making any inquiry after his family or coun-
try. But, shall the brother of this horse, because he is brought from
the mountains of Arabia, and of the very best reputed high blood, (as
it is called,) who is deficient in all or most of these respects, (no mat-
ter from what cause,) induce me to breed from him, for the sake of
his family and his country only? and that a great difference does occa-
sionally happen in the same, and in every family of horses, I suppose
no man will deny. But it is said with great truth, that the virtue of
the blood in him that was no racer, may produce a racing son: to this
I agree, it may, when the son has happened to acquire a formation of
parts, &c. different from the father's, by the help of his mother's con-
stitution. In that case, indeed, an ill-formed horse, that could not run
himself, may, and often does, beget a better racer than himself, by the
assistance of better parts derived from, and similar to those of the dam.
On this point, Virgil observed, eighteen centuries ago, that your
good judges of breeding require a stallion that is a good runner him-
self, as well as of true courage, or else the country he is brought from
is of little consequence; nor even his lineage, although he may derive
it from the immortal gods.
It is owing to this opinion of the virtue of the blood, and what the
sportsmen call a proper cross, coupled with an entire inattention to,
and want of knowledge, amongst the breeders, as to the laws of Na-
ture, and proper conformity of the several parts necessary to make a
racehorse, that so very lew good ones are occasionally to be found in
this kingdom. For, is it not a truth to be seen every day, that the
very best reputed bred horses and mares in the kingdom cannot run
at all? yet they still serve to breed from for the sake of the blood, or
the cross. As to the mares in general, we seldom know any thing of
them but their pedigree; yet we talk of the goodness and badness of
stallions, as if the mare had no concern in the quality of the produce;
and what is worse than this, most men who keep a stud generally
entertain a good opinion of their own mares; so, when these do not
produce good colts, they as generally impute the fault to the horse
who got them: from such prejudices, some of our best horses often fall
into unmerited disesteem as stallions.
But, for the sake of argument, it shall be allowed that the excellence
of horses consists in being of the true blood: what then? Is it of any
use to the breeder, when experience shows it will not hold good in
two full brothers? But he cannot, with common sense, believe, nor
have any reason to suppose, that the virtue of that high blood or spirit,
call it what you please, v^hich was of no effect in the father, and which
would not entitle him to be a racer, should produce a better effect in
the son, when this virtue is considered in the light the sportsmen use
it; that is, independently of form and matter.
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These observations, which I have made on the different families of
racehorses, and betwixt those of the same family, have made me con-
clude, that neither the virtue of the blood, or spirit, breed, pedigree,
nor proper crossing, will enable one of them to race, unless he has the
proper formation along with it.
The diflerence betwixt the Arabian horses, and all others, consists
in nothing else but a peculiar elegance and formation of parts, and in
having a greater share of muscular power; tliat is, the fibres of these
muscles being drawn into closer contact, animals are thereby enabled
to move quicker, and with more force, by reason of their membranes
and teguments being co'mposed of a firmer and less bulky substance,
and their bones being smaller, of more solidity, and occupying less
space, they are and can be more easily acted upon by such tendinous or
muscular force; and that for a greater duration of time, with less fatigue to
these acting powers . Then, consciousness hereof gives them courage.
Of Wind.— In the next place it may be asked, what gives wind to
horses, and whether the causes of that too are discoverable by the eye?
To this I answer, that clear wind, or long windedness, depends on the
very same principles in all horses, and in all other animals, as agility
of action, and ability of perseverance; namely, the nature of their con-
stituent or component parts, particular diseases in these animals not
coming into the question: for elegance of parts is no other than wind,
and strength, and agility; at least it is productive of them. And, as
the elegance of the external texture in ihe horse is a certain standard
or test of a similar elegance throughout the whole internal contexture,
so far the cause of thorough-windedness, as it is called, may be said
to be distinguishable to the eye.
For instance, the stud-bred horse will gallop twelve miles within
the hour, without the least fatigue, or being at all blown; but the cart
horse with such a jaunt is fatigued, and tired, and choked; the reason
whereof, I think, is obvious to every man—namely, because his eye
enables him to perceive that one, from the nature and difference of the
component parts, acts with ease and facility to himself, and the other
does not.
Now, may not the man be tliought mad, who says, the difference in
the facility of respiration betwixt these horses, depends in one upon
form and matter, and in the other not so? And is not he equally ab-
surd, who says, that the difference of wind, in two bred horses of
different families, does not depend on form and matter also in both,
because the degrees of elegance in the component parts of these two
are not obvious to his eye, as they are betwixt the bred horse and the
cart horse. For, if we could suppose two horses to be alike in health
and condition, and formed and constituted alike in other respects, he
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that has the most capacious thorax or cavity of chest, will undoubtedly
have the best wind; and this is confirmed by actual occurrences, and
notorious matter of fact, and would be known to all men, if they were
not blindly partial in their observation of things and events.
If a horse has superior stretch, he does not tax his lungs so highly
—
does not put them to so much labor as another with finer lungs, (larger,)
but whose fatigue at going a quick pace occasions greater working of
the frame, and its contents, the lungs particularly.
If to this it is objected, that many running horses, with the chest
less ample, have occasionally excelled others, with a more capacious
one, I allow it is very true, but insist, at the same time, that it is easily
accounted for, without appealing to hidden causes. For example, one
horse of a less ample chest, with great length and extent in his acting
parts, is to contend with another much shorter in these respects, of a
more ample chest; but the organs of respiration may be more fatigued
in the last than in the first, because the long horse, who goes within
his rate, may act with ease and facility to himself, whilst the short one,
which is forced to go at the top of his speed, and yet not able to keep
company with the other, is ofcourse distressed and fatigued in every part.
For the reasons here given, the Arabian horses and their descen-
dants, when properly chosen, are preferable to all others, whether you
are to be carried a mile or a thousand, either for pleasure, expedition,
or safety, let the weight be Avhat it will; nor have any other horses
such true courage, or calmness of temper; nor can they bear fatigue
with equal fortitude, as our severe discipline of training will in some
measure help to show. Not only are they best for riding, but for
drawing also, if you breed them to size, and inure them to it early, as
it is the custom to do with our English horses that are designed for
drawing; for our country horses, whose acting powers, or sinews, are
oppressed with coarse fleshy membrane, thick teguments, and large
spongy bones, will on this account be much sooner fatigued and tired
with their own weight, than the Arabians, even though their acting
powers were equal in strength to the ^Arabian horses, which they by
no means are, and that from a difference in the contexture of the mus-
cular and tendinous fibres before noticed.
Just so it is betwixt the southern hounds, and those we make use of
to hunt the fox; and yet I have heard the huntsmen talk just as ridicu-
lously of the blood of foxhounds, as if it was something independent
of the formation and elegance of their parts, as the sportsmen do about
the blood of horses. But in this the skilful huntsman differs from the
sportsman in one respect; for, the first very often gives away, or knocks
his hound on the head, without trying him at all, if he does not approve
his figure; whereas, the sportsman always trains, if he likes the blood,
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let the horse be ever so defective in the formation of its parts, &c.
—
But, if he would consider his racer merely as a horse, and in the same
mechanical light as he distinguishes his hunter from his cart horse,
and would waive this preternatural quality, which he understands by
the word blood, it would save him much expense, and many disap-
pointments. For, although the eye of man may perhaps not always
determine with such precision, as for us to say, "This horse shall
make a capital racer," yet I will be bold to say, that the eye of the
same man can most frequently determine with so much certainty, (I
mean amongst stud-bred horses,) as for him to say, "This cannot run
at all." But this last assertion will be credited by very few sports-
men; for tliis plain reason, namely, because the high opinion they en-
tertain of their own judgment will not suffer them to assent to a truth
which they themselves cannot perceive; for all men fancy they under-
stand horses better than all others.
And now, since I am dealing in maxims, give me leave to add one
more, which you may depend on for truth, and lay down as a certain
criterion of the sportsman's skill in horses; namely, that the more
strenuous an advocate he is for this innate virtue, called blood, so
much less knowledge he has of the animal; and which opinion of
blood undoubtedly is in him, not a tacit, but an open and avowed ac-
knowledgment of his ignorance of proper shape, or conformity of parts;
else he would not have recourse to occult and hidden causes, to ac-
count for facts that are discoverable by the eye. But the word blood,
received in its general acceptation, is found to be extremely convenient
to such persons; because it is agreeable to the good old law of custom,
from which source the generality of men's ideas are derived; and so,
of course, it prevents the youthful sportsman the trouble of making
any inquiry into the form or nature of horses. Again, they talk just
as ridiculously of bad as they do of good blood; for it is a common
saying amongst those sportsmen, that they would prefer to breed from
a horse whose blood they liked, though he could not run, rather than
from him that could run well, whose blood they do not like, yet both
shall be thoroughbred
!
Let us suppose a case:—here are two mares, both originally bred
from Arabian horses and mares, or the descendants of such, which I
suppose is all tliat is to be understood by the term "thoroughbred
horses." One of these mares is called Duchess, and is got by White-
nose, out of Miss Slamerkin, and, because the produce of this horse
has been generally found deficient in racing, they are branded with
the infamy of bad blood to breed from; yet Duchess herself was an
extraordinary racer. The other of these mares was got by the Godol-
phin Arabian, the best reputed blood in the world, and called Sylvia.
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Now, she was a very bad racer: then pray, sir, take your choice, which
of these will you have for a brood mare? Why, according to your
own doctrine, you must take Sylvia: can the folly and nonsense of
this opinion be equal to any thing but the practice of doing it? So, if
my horse or mare, which is thoroughbred, and a descendant of White-
nose, Stampcrab, or any such, shall, cither in the first, second, third, or
tenth descent, prove a good racer, (no matter from what cause,) truly,
I must be afraid to breed from them, because you, from the prejudices
you have conceived, and from not understanding any thing about
horses, have been pleased to fix a mark of disgrace upon some one or
more of their ancestors!
Now, by way of simile, let us suppose that your grandfather and
mine were knock-kneed, crook-legged, and splay-footed—these, I
think, would have been but indifferent racers; but will it follow, that
such defects must, of necessity, be for ever entailed on all their pos-
terity? Or, don't you think, when any of their issue happen to be
better formed, that they would turn out better runners than their splay-
footed grandfathers? Mark how the size, strength, activity, shape, and
attitude, the beauty and regularity of their limbs and features, the spirit
and temper distinguishable in all the families of men are lost, or, per-
haps, improved, in one descent! How, in all these respects, this son
differs from his father, and that from his grandfather! Pray, now,
will it, or will it not be so with the horse and his posterity, whether
you and I have discernment enough to perceive the difference there is
betwixt them or not? But some difference of form must, and will, for
ever arise in the breed and posterity of men and horses, and of all
other animals, from the different form and constitution of the females,
to which they and their descendants are occasionally joined in copu-
lation, or else the laws of Nature are of no account.
Thus, you see, the distinctions set up of good and bad blood, when
confined to the descendants of Arabian horses and mares, are equally
absurd and foolish; yet that the best and worst racers are most likely
to beget such, cannot at all be doubted, for this is a law of Nature not
to be slighted.
But this law of Nature extends both to horse and mare alike; so that
the breeding a good racer requires a thorough knowledge of the ani-
mal, and is a matter ofjudgment, and not of chance, which, by relying
solely on the blood, breed, or proper crossing, you make it to be.
Now, it has been allowed all along, that the Arabians are the best
kind of horses we know of, from which it can be expected to breed a
racer, or, in other words, the most perfect horse for going; and that
the offspring or descendants of such are most likely to inherit the
virtues of their progenitors; as also, when they are deficient in the
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proper formation of these acting parts, or lose the elegance or muscu-
lar substance of their progenitors, by crossing, or otherwise, they will,
according to the degrees of dedciency, in any or all of these points of
conformity, fail, also, in the degrees of their performance-, which truth
we might see verified every day, if we were not blinded by our own
prejudices, or took the trouble to understand any thing of the animal.
Furthermore, I am of opinion that Arabian horses of the same family
do, occasionally, differ from each other as much as any horses can do,
in any other country, of the same family, so that the possession of an
Arabian horse, which is wanting in the respects that have been here
set down, will be of little service to the owner, let the genealogy,
blood, breed, and lineage of such horse be what they may. For these
reasons it is I have asserted, and do maintain, that the excellence of all
horses depends on their mechanism only.
So, then, there is nothing in blood—indeed, nothing at all—inde-
pendent of form and matter, as the sportsmen say there is. But the
Arabian horses being better constituted for action, in their several
parts, than other horses, do, by means thereof, excel all others, and
each other also, according to the degrees of difference which really
exists in their form and constituent parts, the nature and application
whereof I have here endeavored to explain, I hope satisfactorily.
ISportsmari's Cyclopedia.
BOXER,* BY EXPEDITION.
To Mr. Laird, of Colt's Neck, N. J. we are indebted for a brief
notice of this famed son of imported Expedition—a horse deservedly
held in grateful remembrance by northern breeders. It will be unne-
cessary to repeat here Boxer's pedigree; it being sufficient to state
that he "was bred by Col.Elias Conover, of Monmouth county, N.J."
is own brother to the dam of the renowned Count Piper; and that
every cross is derived directly from high bred imported horses, up to
his g. g. g. grandam, (Mr. Hiltzeimer's imported mare, by Pacolet,)
with the exception only of her daughter, by Galloway's famous Selim,
the best of the best, who, it will be recollected, was by imp. Othello,
out of Tasker's imp. Selima. No pedigree, in our opinion, could be
better.
Of his performances, Mr. Laird regrets he is unable to give the
detail. He recollects that Boxer ran a great many races with extra-
ordinary success-, that being trained with Marshal Dui'oc, he acquired
renown by being substituted for him in a Jockey Club race; and that
he "was the winner of eleven races in succession, at different dis-
tances."
* Boxer was considered a racehorse.
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1815. Boxer won a number, principally short races.
1816. May. At Bristol he won two mile heats, beating Mr. Biusk's
gray horse, and others.
June 3. He won a match, near Philadelphia, a single half mile.
June 5. He won a match, a single mile, beating Mr. Elkton's horse
with ease.
June 6. He won another match, same distance.
The next day he won another match, near Boston, four mile heats.
I cannot give further particulars. Samuel Laird.
JVbuemJer, 1834.
[We have received information from Mr. Miles, at Fort Gibson, that
Maj. Mason did not take his blooded horse with him, in his expedition
to the West, last summer, although it was his intention to do so until
a day or two before his departure, which was unknown to Lieut. Miles
until after the major's return; having sent his horse, just before he left
Fort Gibson, into Arkansas Territory, for safe keeping, during his ab-
sence.—This in explanation of an extract of a letter, which appeared
in the last September number, though not written for publication.]
VETERINARY.
Inquiry concerning Big Head in Horses.
Mr. Editor: Hampstead, King George Co. Va. J^ov. 14, 1834.
Under the signature o?A,m the last number of your Register, is a learned
treatise "on the disease commonly called the Big Head in Horses." I
stand in need of somg information of the kind, and its remedy, having a
colt, highly prized, about six months old, that had been recently weaned,
affected in a manner that seems to me extraordinary. The bones of the
neck, at the setting on of the head, just above the throat, are enlarged on
each side, to the size of small apples, but more flattened; which causes him
to carry his head awkwardly, as if with a stiff neck.
It is true, he is sprung from a stock in which there is much "breeding
in-and-in," and it may be a scrofulous disease, in confirmation of that
theory: if so, what is the remedy? Since being weaned he has run in my
cornfield. I am not aware of his sustaining a hurt of any kind.
Being a plain unlettered man, unacquainted with anatomy, and its
terms—"temporal fossa," "zygomatic arch," "superior maxillary orbit,"
"orbital foramen," "infra orbital foramen," "alveolar," "malar bone," &c.
&.C., I ask for language that I may comprehend. Nor should I more un-
derstand how to apply the remedy to the disease,—"to excite superficial
inflammation." Please use plain words (such as nostril for "nasal open-
ing") when you, Mr. Editor, are disposed to instruct and serve
A Plain Farmer and Breeder.
80 V.6
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TWO DAYS' SPORT WITH THE WASHINGTON HOUNDS.
Mr. Editor: Washington, D. C. Dec. 8, 1834.
I rejoiced to see you, on the morning of the 4th, accoutred for the
chase; and with you the veteran President of the Washington Hunt,
members of Congress, citizens, gentlemen attached to foreign missions,
and officers of the army and navy, whose presence gives a sanction
to the manly, animating, and delightful sports of the field. Here let
me remark, en passant^ that I wish you would stimulate more of these
gentlemen, particularly foreigners, who are unacquainted with the in-
stitutions, manners and customs of our country, to mingle with us in
our amusements, where, unshackled by forms, free from the care of
business, and forgetful of political prejudice, the finer feelings of the
soul are developed, and soon kindle into friendship. Should others
enter the field with the same ardor, amenity of manners, and social
feelings, which characterize the foreign gentlemen who at present be-
long to our Club, they cannot fail to be pleased, and to confer pleasure
on others.
But to return to the hunt. You witnessed the animation and im-
petuosity both of the huntsmen and hounds, as if inspired by the pre-
sence of so fine a field; you saw them throw off, very soon after we
lost sight of the city; and shortly after, heard the deep-toned voices of
Jackson, Ruler, Bounaparte, Mary, and many others of the pack.
Nor was it long before you were certain, from the animated cry, that
Reynard was up. Now spurs were put to your noble horse; and, if
you could have found time for the survey, you might have seen, on
either side, the eager sportsmen pressing through the dense forest,
over brush, fallen logs, rocks and clifts, to reach the course which
they supposed Reynard had marked out for himself. You know he
trusted himself but for a moment on the plain, but made for the pre-
cipices, impending over a rapid and winding stream, where his know-
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leilge of the ground might give him an advantage over )us pursuers, or
where "Pelion heaped upon Ossa," seemed to defy the approach of
either huntsmen or dogs. But not so; his feline properties did not
avail him aoainst the lleetness and sagacity of his gallant enemies.
Here instinct met instinct, art was opposed to art, and speed encoun-
tered speed: 'Hliough he seemed to tread on Indian rubber, they ap-
peared to move on springs." Though he stretched, doubled and cut,
and sought brush and thicket, bare earth, and barren rocks, still they
were at his brush. Such was the enchantment of the scene, and the
overwhelming power of the music, at this moment, that the imagina-
tion, with little indulgence, might have been carried back to the time
of Orpheus, and have persuaded us that, in his happiest mood, he had
combined the powers of every instrument, and set trees, hills, and
rocks in general motion. It must have been under excitement like
this, that the Poet of "the Chase" was inspired to write:
"The chorus swells; less various and less sweet,
The trilling notes, when in tho.se very groves,
The fealher'd choristers salute the spring,
And every bush in concert joins; or when
The master's hand, in raoduhited air.
Bids the loud organ breathe, and all the powers
Of music in one instrument combine.
An universal minstrelsy-"
In proof of its ravishing effects, you may have heard one of the
gentlemen, who, in the height of his exhilaration, exclaimed—"Away
with your amateur music—your Italian operas, and your Paganiais!
Such performances are tame, compared with what I now hear!"
But, like all exquisite pleasures, this was of short duration: the cry
ceased, and a moment of death-like stillness succeeded, during wdiich
the dogs were clustered together. Presently Bounaparte was seen to
run up the stream; Mary ran down; and Jackson, Ruler, and others,
dashed across, but returned in an instant. In the next instant were
heard an agonizing shriek and a hoarse growl. On approaching, poor
Reynard was found stretched "on the cold flinty rock," in the middle
of the stream, torn, mangled, and eviscerated by twenty couple of dogs,
whose animosity had been sharpened by a chase of forty minutes only.
Most of this you witnessed, and with truth may say: ^'Qitceque—ipse
vidi et quorum pars magna fuV Major G. of the Army, and Judge
C. of Mississippi, were near enough to hear the death scream^ and
fancied they had the brush; v»?hen Dr. B. seized it, starting, like one of
Roderick Dhu's men, from behind the rocks and bushes.
I am sorry that, from your engagements in Baltimore, you were
denied the pleasure of witnessing the other events of this amusing
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day. You know that the fox killed was a gray; and we thought we
could find a red. which would probably make his run towards Balti-
more, and thus give us the pleasure of bearing you company on the
way. You saw the dogs again throw off, and shortly after heard them
unkennel the fox in Dobbin's-hill cover, Avhich, after a short turn, as
if obedient to our wishes, took a stretch in that direction; and, after
pursuing it for some distance, across streams and over hills, coursed
around towards Tenlytown. As your business would not allow of
your going that route, you left us, to the regret of all present. But
Reynard wanted no company, and waited for neither man nor dog.
After making a demonstration upon Tenlytown, he retrograded to his
accustomed haunts. In the meantime two other foxes were put up
—
another, and "another Richard in the field!" The dogs divided into
three packs, and the huntsmen also separated, uncertain which would
first kill the game. Sometimes we heard a full cry, on each side of
the stream; sometimes could only hear the pack that we followed;
sometimes we heard them on one hill—sometimes on another. Thus
was the chase continued till late in the evening: then, instead of the
loud, spirit-stirring music of the morning, you heard the soft, languish-
ing notes of the Syren, which your ears drank in, while respiration
was almost suspended, for fear it might interrupt the melody. Then
those noble dogs which, in the morning, seemed scarcely to touch the
earth, were seen dragging heavily along, scarcely giving tongue, audi-
bly, once in a minute. Still they were intent on their prey, and were
not disappointed. The fox (a red) which moved upon Tenlytown
ultimately retreated to the battle ground of the morning, and within
half a mile of the spot where the gray fell, he was found dead, having
scarcely been touched by the dogs. Whether they were too much
exhausted to mangle him as they had done the gray, or whether they
respected him for the sport he had afforded, and were too noble to
"kick the dead lion," I leave for you to determine. Major G. and
Mr. M. C. contended for the brush.
The third fox crept into the bosom of mother earth, where (being
too much fatigued to dig him out) we left him to seek the pabalum
vitcB which she would aflbrd, until we had more relish for sport, and
less for food. Col. B**** and Mr. B. C***** being well up at the criti-
cal moment, however they may have been othervrise in the course of
the chase.
Of the fourth fox I can give you no information. I have not time nor
space for relating the many gallant feats of horsemanship which were
displayed, in ascending and descending precipices, crossing streams,
and leaping ditches, gullies, fences, and bars. Fortune did not always
favor the brave; skill did not always insure success, nor was the race
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always to the swift; for some of our most fearless and skillful horse-
men went to grass, and some of our best horses were put hors du
combat. Here might you see a lamed and bleeding, and there a flying
steed, that, in leaping over one rider, let down another; and presently
was met a gentleman, willing, like Richard in the battle field, to give
"a kingdom for a horse;" whilst
" Another in tlie treacherous bog
• Lies floundering, half ingulph'd."
But such accidents,. Mr. Editor, you well know, from the days of
Mam's fall to the present hour, have happened to the best and boldest
riders; even unto those whom you have known to win the proudest
garland a foxhunter can wear
—
the brash of an old red.
It gives me pleasure to add, in conclusion, that, whilst rumor whis-
pers that some drew olf at the sound of a neighboring college dinner
bell, those who fell have risen, like Antseus, from their mother earth
with renovated vigor, and the "missing" have been found again; and
all will be ready for action whenever there is "a fair field and a clear
sky." I wish we could be equally certain of meeting you again on
such an occasion. Incog.
THE MEETING IN PRINCE GEORGE'S.
Mr. Epitor: Washington^ D. C. Dec. 10, 1834.
According to promise, I will now endeavor to give you an account
of our meeting with the Prince Georgians, to which we were look-
ing forward so anxiously, when you were here. On Monday the
weather was so blustering, and the avenue so dusty, that every one
was in despair. Yesterday morning, however, came in with a fine
frost, and the wind having considerably lulled, a good many men
found their way to Dunlap's by half past eight o'clock. At nine the
ground began to thaw, and the hounds were put into cover. We
soon unkenneled a large red, who broke away, in view of the whole
field, going gallantly up wind towards his earth, a few fields distant.
The hounds did not get well away with him, having been thrown ofl^
the scent, as too often happens, by the direction taken by some eager
riders who were trying for a good start. They soon, however, settled
down to it, carrying him for some distance beyond his earth, which
was stopped before he changed his course. He doubled at last, and
came down wind, well ahead of the dogs, who could not get beyond
a warm Hraillng'''' pace, Ad s, C e and B m, were the only
men who made the round with them. I now thought it time to com-
mence work in earnest.
The country was principally grass, and sufficiently clear of wood
for any reasonable man, who is not of that fastidious class, who,
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while always behind, are loud in their complaints at the slowness of
hounds and the frequency of covers. To resume; the pace got brisker
by degrees, ere long, indeed, my horse found it fast enough.
For a few fields Mr. B******** had the selfish pleasure of being for-
ward and alone. A**** however, soon joined him, but no one else
got a peep at the pack while going their best pace. After a burst of
about four miles, we came to a check, for which I felt, upon the
whole, thankful. This breathing time gave R****, M***** and C*******
an opportunity of getting in. It was ten minutes before we could get
under weigh again, the skulking scoundrel having run a road from
which he doubled back to the cover where we put him up. There
we found the General, and the I'est of the field under his orders—but
Reynard did long remain among them, considering the patience with
which they had awaited his arrival. After a turn or two round his
favorite haunts, he Avent oft' again up the wind; and as the weather
had become, in the meantime, cold and dry. (I need not tell you that
we had a strong north west wind on Tuesday) he gained ground
rapidly. The dogs, however, stuck to him like good ones; nor did
they give him up, until after he had run a road for upwards of a mile,
from which the increasing coldness of the scent prevented their hitting
him oft".
Our party then consisted of C*******, J. G*****, Mr. M****x, and
myself a**** was the last man sliaken off", having lived with
the hounds from the first start, until the old grey declined proceeding
farther, perhaps not unreasonably, as the dogs even had taken to tail-
ing. Indeed, I should be ashamed to confess the length of the string
which they formed at the finale. Some were lame, all were tired,
and no encouragement could induce them to exert themselves suffi-
ciently to give any hope of recovering the lost drag. We accordingly
called a council of war, and finding that we were nine miles from
Dunlap's, and within four or five of Smoot's, we decided on proceed-
ing to the latter place, sending a messenger to our friends, informing
them of our having done so. Thus ended the best run which I
have seen this season. The country is excellent; .you must, there-
fore, not neglect to join us the next time we meet there, which we
propose doing on Tuesday, the 23d inst.
Of the deeds of the Prince Georgians, I cannot give you a very ac-
curate account, as their cattle were not quite up to the mark, when
the work got serious. Mr. L**** appeared to me to be the most for-
ward among them; but his little nag, though a neat one, is not quite
the thing to lead a field. Mr. C******* and Mr. B**** got as much
out of their horses as could be expected. They are both good
sportsmen, and I trust that we may often meet them. Their hounds
are first rate; and if tkey were better placed than their masters, it is fair
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to mention that Mr. O****, the hero of the county and the terror of
Colonel B****, was not upon the ground. Of the Colonel's perform-
ances I can say nothing. It is said, that he fell into a fit of despon-
dency on learning that Mr. O**** was absent, which his pony did
not appear to regret. Were I inclined to be scandalous, however, I
might attribute the prudence of some to certain events which took
place last Friday.
Apropos to falls, how can you expect me to give you an account of
them? Surely you do not suppose that 1 can see what takes place
behind me.
I have learnt however, that C***** alone was unfortunate, his horse
having made a bad somerset, which was probably the cause of his
disappearance in the latter part of the day. A dinner having been
ordered at Dunlap's may, to be sure, have prevented some of the field
from being too eager to be forward, when the chase was leading them
away from that interesting quarter. This is perhaps, not an unreason-
able conjecture, as I understand, that there were no absentees at the
hour of call, except the party with the hounds, and Capt. R*****
who was thrown out a short time before the finale. By the bye few
were better placed than the gallant captain throughout the day.
I believe that I have almost wrote my pen to a stand still, and you
may probably think that I would have shewn more judgment, had I
kept it better in hand, and avoided exposing it to such a catastrophe.
Whatever a most estimable friend of ours may think, in my opinion any
mishap is better than sitting all day on the highest mountain—so per-
haps you may find this discursive epistle preferable to none at all.
In the meantime, believe me to remain very truly, yours.
A Member of the Washington Hunt.
DUCK SHOOTING IN THE WEST.
Mr. Editor: Cincinnati, Ohio.
A description of our mode of shooting ducks in the "far west," I
trust, will not be uninteresting to some of your readers. Though, not
being so plentiful here, it cannot be expected a shooter will bring down
so many at a shot, as some of your shooters on the far famed and pic-
turesque Susquehanna. We use a double barrel, about five-eighths
calibre, and feel great interest, and enjoy much sport, and consider we
have good luck when we bag twenty at one trip. The peculiar resort,
where we get our ducks, makes it laborious, but interesting. We
leave this place in the morning, in one of the Dayton packet-boats,
equipped with boots previously made water-proof, and to come as high
up as our hips, and there buttoned; for sometimes we wade through
sloughy places from two to three feet; we proceed to what is called
the ''•Big Pond,'''' twenty-one miles from this place, and close to the
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canal; it contains about five hundred acres of low land, and formed
by heavy rains, being surrounded by trees. In the spring, the shrub-
bery gives it a most pleasing and picturesque appearance. The more
shooting we have round this pond, the better, as each will station him-
self at a particular place, and when any of the ducks swim within gun-
shot, then commences the sport-, once on the wing, we all get a chance,
as they keep continually flying round within gun-shot for hours toge-
ther, which makes the sport good; this is our easiest way of shooting.
We have another pond half a mile from the big pond, called the ^^ Cat-
tail,'''' in size about twenty acres, and about two feet deep. Our long
boots enable us to walk through any part of it. We generally walk
into the middle, and shelter ourselves amongst the loillows, and shoot
the ducks as they fly in in the evening, this being their principal feed-
ing place. In the fall of the year these ponds are generally dry. We
have then to resort to the slough, formed through the woods, by the
surplus water from the canal. This shooting is the most arduous, but
very exciting. Our expectation is ever alive, as we put the ducks up
from ffty to eighty yards, and shoot them as they rise. The labor,
you may suppose, is great, as we are continually in water a foot deep,
interspersed with high grass and weeds, but the pleasure exceeds, by
far, any other way of shooting. We get geese, mallards, teal, wood-
duck, redheads,a.nd now and then, within the last three years, canvass-
back; but the latter very scarce. We have many other varieties in
our rivers, but we prefer the ponds, and we have the facility of re-
turning in the canal boats, without further trouble, which winds up a
day's sport in the far west, with some pleasure. Yours, Stc. W.
[Many thanks to our correspondent, for his sketch of duck shooting in
the West. It will be read with interest by sportsmen on the old Atlantic
border. It is in fact as original and curious as are many other sports of
the far distant borders of our country, if we could get them related. But,
unfortunately, all are too apt to think, that what is familiar to them must
be known to every one. We are always glad to get descriptions of the
game of the yet unpeopled regions of the South and West, and the modes
of hunting and taking it, were it only for the entertainment of our European
readers, and especially those of "mother England."]
Great Stakes.
On Thursday evening, during the Settle races, the town-crier, mounted
on the topmost step of the market cross, made proclamation to the lieges
then and there assembled, as follows:—"At four o'clock the members and
friends of the Temperance Society will take coffee together; immediately
after which there will bo horse and foot races, wheelbarrow races, and a
sack race, for five shillings, or half a crown; I cannot tell whether, but it
will be yan (one) or t'oiher.—Leeds Intelligencer.
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EXTRAORDINARY FEATS OF PEDESTRIAN ISM.
[J. C. Stevens, Esq. of New York—a liberal promoter, in sentiment and
participation, of tiie manly sports on "flood and field," has drawn public
attention to the capacity of a man, to run a given distance on foot, as com-
pared with the powers of a horse; and we have no doubt that those who
happen not to have reflected on the subject, and who have not been curious
in such matters, will be much a.stonished at the performances that will be
elicited by his proposition. We have heard of astonishing feats of this
sort achieved by the Indian "runners," as they are called on our frontiers,
where they have been selected to bear important despatches from one
military or trading post to another, in preference both for secrecy and
despatch, to sending them by a messenger on horseback. Their power of
endurance, (subsisting on roasted corn meal and water, if we have not been
misinformed,) is wonderful. Of this some of our officers could probably
furnish remarkable and striking instances.
The following accounts of pedestrian feats in England, are extracted
from a small manuscript collection, gleaned, as it would seem, con amore,
and with care, from authentic sources. The little book from which we copy
them, is written in a quaint style, and regularly indexed. It was left, with
some other articles, by a foreign sportsman, at an inn in Pennsylvania,
some years since, and has never been reclaimed. We have been allowed
to register them, and have chosen all wherein the lime of the performance
was given. The reader, who might think that a smaller number would
have sufficed as mere examples of what has been done in pedestrianism in
another country, will yet excuse us for desiring to record the whole, to the
credit of many of them, humble men, who coveted victory as ardently, and
were as proud of these innocent achievements as the most renowned gene-
rals of their blood stained laurels.]
RACING INTELLIGENCES, OR PEDESTRIAN FEATS,
Performed by the Lancashire, Yorkshire., and Cheshire Pedestrians, in
footmanship.
Being an accurate account by the best information I could obtain
from various newspapers, and which of many I have been high
witness to myself, should any thing in particular have slipped my
memory, I hope my readers you will have the goodness to excuse
me.
Written by James Mellor, senior, of Loioermoor, near Oldham, in the
sixtieth year of his age, copied for the use of Joseph JVewton;
containing the notable races from the year 1777 to the present year
1827, at different times. Finished this 1th day of May, 1327.
Calendar of Pedestrian Feats.
Stump and Tom Barns'' race.—In the year 1787, they ran three
rounds over Kersal Moor race course, on the first race day in Witsun-
31 V.6
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tide week, won by Stump, he ran the distance in 16m. and 30s.—the
course being ill crowded.
Slump and the Pie LadPs race.—In the year 1790, April 1st, they
was matched to run four miles at Epsom, in Surry, for lOOgs. a side;
but the Pie Lad staked 40gs. more to run six miles, which was seven
score to Stump, lOOgs.; won by Stump; he ran it in 36m. This was
excellent running considering the ground.
Stump and the Sicinton men, namely, Scddon and Chapman,, their
races.—In the year 1792, April 9th, he ran one mile over Kersal Moor
race course, for £50 each, both one day, he was only allowed one
hour between the first man and latter, he ran with Chapman the first
mile, and won this, he ran in 4m. 47s. The hour being expired he
Avas called to the post to run against Seddon, the better man, another
mile, which he won by manoeuvring, he ran it in 4m. 57s.
Stump Time race.—In the year 1788, he ran four full miles over
Knutsford race course, for £ 100 a side, being measured eight yards
over, he ran the distance in 20m. 13s.—had 21m. allowed him, but
one of the watchers, that Jonathan Jackson, his own friend, being
overjoyed with his running, missed to stop the watch, caused a dis-
pute, which prevented him from drawing the wager, although he won
it by the watch held against him.
Stump and Chapman of Clifton, their race.—In the year 1796, Oct.
3d, they ran five rounds over Kersal Moor race course, for £l00 a
side; won by Stump; the ground they ran over was, we believe, four
miles three quarters; he ran it in 25m. 25s.—so represented.
Wood and Broion's first race.—In the year 1798, January 16th,
they ran four miles over Knaves Mire race course, near York, for
£l00 a side; won by Brown; he ran it in 21m. 35s.
Pollitt and Burryh race.—In the year 1802, April 19th, they ran
one mile over Knutsford race course, for 20gs. a side; won by Pollitt;
he ran it in 4m. and 4s.
Pollitt and Cash race.—In the year 1802, May 30th, they ran one
mile over Knutsford race course, for £50 a side, they ran the first
quarter of a mile in eleven seconds under the minute, the second
quarter under a minute; won by Pollitt, but was upwards of five mi-
nutes in performing the race.
Wood and the Mantiger race.—In the year 1802, August 23d, they
ran at Cardiff, in Glammargunshire, four miles, for £lOO a side; won
by Wood; he performed it in 21m. and a iew seconds.
Wood and Brorm'^s second race.—In the year 1802, May 25th, they
ran four miles over Knaves Mire race course, for £l 00 a side, won by
Wood, he ran it in 20m. 22s. Wood ran a trial for this race at Knuts-
ford, four miles in 20m. 4s. before the match was made.
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Wood and Hatkinson^s race.—In the year 1803, July 1 1th, Wood
ran eight miles over Scarborough Sands—Ilatkinson paid the forfeit,
20gs. Wood went over the ground alone; he performed the eight miles
in 4!2m,
Wood and PolliWs match.—In the year 1803, April 11th, Wood
went alone over Knutsford race course, it was for £lOO a side, one
mile, Pollitt paid forfeit, Wood performing, made claim for the wager;
he ran a trial at Nant Watch, one quarter of a mile in 54s., the half
mile in 2m.—completed the mile in 4m. 34s.
Farrow''s Time race.—In the year 1805, August 30th, he ran over
Knutsford race course, four miles, for £l 00 a side, being allowed
21m.; the first two miles he ran in 10m. the third miles in 6m. the
fourth mile in 4m. 57s.—he completed the four miles in 20m. 57s.
Won.
Wood and PolliWs grand race.—In the year 1806, July 14th, they
ran five rounds over Doncaster race course, for £200 a side. Wood
beating Pollitt a distance and a quarter;—the distance they ran was
nine miles, one quarter, thirty-two yards. The time of running every
round was, the first round vi^as run by Wood in 10m. 12s.—the second
round in 10m. 23s.—the third in 10m. 3s,—the fourth in 10m. 23s.
—
the fifth in 10m. 18s —Wood completed the five rounds in 51m. 24s.
Pollitt ran it in 53m. There was a statement in the Leeds Mercury,
that Wood was 52m. is. though he won. The Doncaster Gazette,
stated as before said, 51m. 24s.
Woodh Time race.—In the year 1806, Sept. 18th, he undertook io
run twenty miles against two hours and fifteen minutes, at Brighton,
he had lOOgs. laid to 60gs. betting being nearly three to one against
him; he performed his task in two hours five minutes and a half, being
nine minutes and a half under the time allowed him.
Again, on the 20th of September, Wood engaged to run one quarter
against a minute, for 40gs. a side, at Brighton; won by one second
and more.
Wood^s Time race.—In the year 1807, April 16th, he undertook to
run forty miles over New Market Heath, having five hours allowed
him for a large wager; he won by running it in four hours fifty-six
minutes, four minutes under the time allowed him.
Wood and Captain Barclay'^s race.—In the year 1807, Oct. 12th,
they ran over New Market race course, for a large wager; Wood was
to go fifty miles further than the Captain in twenty-four hours; Wood
ran eight hours successively with a stop, a scheme then fell among
the gamblers.
Pollitt and Shepleyh race.—In the year 1809, March 13th, they
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ran over Knutsford race course, one quarter of a mile for £20 a side;
won by Shepley under a minute.
Wood and Shepley^s race.—In the year 1809, April 12th, they ran
same place, for £lOO a side; won by Wood; he ran it in 59s. beating
Shepley two yards,—bets were seven to four and two to one against
Wood.
Wood''s Time race.— In the year 1810, June 30th, he undertook to
run twenty miles over Knutsford race course, against two hours fif-
teen minutes; he performed his task in two hours two minutes, being
thirteen minutes under the time allowed him. Won.
Beal and HunswortJi's race.—In the year 181 1, Sept. 9th, they ran
two miles over Knaves Mire, for £lOO a side, the first mile in 4|m.
—the second mile in 6m.—Beal completed the two miles in 10|m.
—
in running the first mile high odds were laid in favor of Hunsworth;
won by Beal.
Leal and Wood''s race.—In the year 1811, Nov. 18th, they ran
four miles over Knaves Mire race course, for lOOgs. each, they ran
the first two miles in lOm.—Beal completed the four miles in 21m.
1 2s. and won, beating Wood about two hundred yards.
Wood''s Time race.—In the year 1812, in Whitsuntide week, he
undertook to run ten miles on Heath Common for a large wager, being
allowed one hour and ten minutes, he performed his race in one hour
four minutes, six minutes under the time allowed him; claimed the
wager.
Wood''s Time race.—In the year 1813, March 18th, he undertook
to run nine and a lialf miles over Knaves Mire, for 3®gs. a side, he i
had allowed him one hour, he completed the distance in 54m. 45s.
,
being 5m. 15s. under the time allowed him,—betting was six to four <
in favor of Wood, when he had run six miles it was six to one on
Wood. Time in running every mile as follows:—first mile he ran in
5m 7s.—second mile in 5m. 21s.—third mile in 5m. 30s.—fourth
mile in 5m. 30s.—fifth mile in 5m. 32s.—sixth mile in 5m. 25s.
seventh mile in 6m. 35s.—eighth mile in 5m. 36s.—ninth mile in 6m.
—half mile 4m. 9s.—Completed in grand style in 54m. 45s.—When
we take a survey of Wood's performances we have reason to believe
his name and exploits in running stand highly on the records; and
we may venture to say, now he is gone, he will not be excelled by
any one man in our days.
Wood''s Time race.—In the year 1813, April 8th, he undertook to
run fifteen miles over Knaves Mire race course, he was allowed one
hour and thirty minutes, for £l00 a side; he ran the distance of fif-
teen miles three hundred and fifty yards, in one hour and twenty-six
minutes, being four minutes under the time allowed him; he ran the
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three hundred and fifty yards extra to prevent any disputes occurring
about the distance; won in great style. I shall conclude with putting
Wood's last race hereafter next, though its not its place.
Wood''s last race upon the turf.—This is the last race I wrote in
his career, my-old acquaintance Wood.—In the year 1816, Sept. 26th,
he ran against a Yorkshire man, two miles over Pontefract race course,
for 40gs. a side; won by Wood; he ran it in 10m. 31s.—beating his
adversary a considerable distance, being nearly forty years of age.
Brierly and Pearson''s race.—In the year 1815, Nov. 13th, they
ran four miles on the Ripponden road, from Water Shadings' Finger
Post to Old Tame, for £lO a side; won by Brierly; he ran the distance
in 23m. 51s.—beating Pearson sixty yards, very- severe weather.
Brierly and Jack 0th HoWs race.— In the year 1816, May 20th,
they ran four miles over Knutsford race course, for £20 a side, won
by Brierly, he run it in 22m. 31s.—beating his adversary more than
a horse distance.
Travis and Hatfield'^s race.—In the year 1816, June 8th, they ran
two miles over Kersal Moor race course, for £l0 a side, won by
Travis; he run it in lO^m.—beating his adversary nearly a horse dis-
tance.
Beal and Brierly''s race.—In the year 1816, Sept. 6th, they ran
two miles over Pontefract race course, for £lOO a side,—bets were
six to four on Beal, won by Beal; he run it in 10m. 15s.—the first
mile was run in 4ra. 28s.—this was swift running.
Stott and HamMeton's race.—In the year 1816, Nov. 3d, they ran
two miles over Kuntsford race course, for lOgs. a side, won by Stott,
he ran it in 10|m,—beating Hambleton considerably.
Halton and J. Hanson'^s race.—In the year 1819, Oct. 20th, they
ran one mile over Knaves Mire race course, for £lOO a side.—Halton
ran the distance in 4m. 32s.—beating Hanson fifteen yards.
Grosves and Jack Bury'^s race.—In the year 1819, Nov. 4th, they
ran two miles over Knutsford race course, for 20gs. each; won by
Grosves, he ran it in 10m. 15s.
Beal and Halton's race.—In the year 1820, March 7th, they ran
two miles over Knaves Mire race course, for lOOgs. each, won by
Halton, he ran it in 10m. 13s. -beating Beal twenty yards.
Grosves and Bill Bury''s race.—In the year 1820, June 12th, they
ran two miles over Knutsford race course, for £l50, odds were five
to three on Bury, and two to one while running,—Grosves completed
the two miles in 10m. 14s.—In grand style.
(To be continued.)
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
Tennessee vs. Kentucky.
The sportsmen oftlie first state have at last passed the Rubicon, and met
the enein\', not at Pharsalia, but on the Oakland Course, near Louisville.
The Teiinesseans won throe out of four days; viz:— the three mile day with
Betsey Malone, the two mile day with Hibernia, and the three best in five
day with Lucetta, (by Jerry, out of imp. Stou(>-hton Lass, by Blacklock.)
The four mile day was won by Singleton, by Bertrand, beating Lauderdale,
who was by old Archy, out of Stoughton Lass. Before and after the four
mile race Betsey Malone bantered Singleton to run four mile heats, for
$5000 a side.
Thus you see, Mr. Editor, Tennessee is sustaining the high character
which she has acquire.! as a sporting state; for, be it remembered, she has
produced Hanie's Maria, Oscar,* the Tonsons, Piano, Betsey Malone, &.c.
&c. And, sir, from the following list of stallions, is it not reasonable to
expect she will be the Virginia of the West, in the way of sporting?—viz:
Cock of the Rock, Leviathan, Henry, Pacific, Stockholder and Raller, who,
some judges think, was ihe best racehorse old Archy ever got. But, sir,
we believe that stallions cannot do all, and therefore we have such mares
as Patty Puff, (who was got by old Pacolet, out of Rosy Clack, the dam of
Oscar.) Patty is the dam of Desha's Angora, (who run her mile, the fall
after she was two years oM, in Im. 48^s.— beat that!) and the full sister
of Piano's dam, (Oscar's full sister,) Lady Burton, &c. &-c.
Grosvenor.
JVames of Homes imporledfrovi England^ by R. D. Shepherd, in the year
1834.—(For their pedigrees, see last number, p. 205.)
1. Duchess of York, a ch. brood mare, got by Catton, dam by Sancho.
2. Mrss Rose, a bay mare, got by Tramp, dam by Sancho.
3. Yorkshire, a colt, got by St. Nicholas, out of No. 2.
4. NicHOL.As, a yearling, got by do. out of do.
5. Netty, a three year old filly, by Velocipede, out of No. 2.
6. L.\uY Scott, a brown brood mare, got by Ardrossan, out of Dodo.
7. Figaro, a three year old colt, got by Figaro, dam by Catton—(cas-
trated.)
8. Derby, a bay colt, three years old, got by Peter Lely, dam Urgander.
Sir Henry Tonson (whose get is promising to maintain the high repu-
tation of his family) is now the property of the Hon. B. Peyton, exclusively.
He covered last season 127 marcs. The one half of him sold, last year,
for more than $3000. We e.vpect to adorn our next number with a portrait
of him, and a brief notice of his claims for the public patronage.
Shark, now the property of J. C. Craig, Esq., has challenged the con-
tinent, to run next spring, on the Central or Union Cour.se, lor §5000. If
not accepted, he will cover at Bristolj but will not be let to more than 20
mares, at $100 each.
* Oscar run his mile, with his training shoes, carrying twelve pounds over
his weight, only /our days after he had won a four mile race, in Im. 48.'!.
His dam produced Washington, by Pacolet, (who bent Wnlk-in-the- Water,
three mile heats,) and Patty Puff, who twice beat Monsieur Tonson 600
yards, and was considered at the same age (the fall after they were three
years old) more promising than he; but, unfortunately, she jumped out of a
stable door, and struck her loin against the top of it, which lamed her for
two years, and rendered her wholly worthless as a race nag. G.
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Answer to an Inquiry.*
Church IIUI, Halifax Co. Fa. Orl. 1, 1834.
Old Qtiicksilvcr was carried from IIiIh county, upwards of t.wf>iit,y-five
years ago, (perlinps tliirly,) by Edward Jordon, to some part of South Caro-
lina; his crest presented the appearanoo of liavin<( been brolien before Jie
left this country. If the horse alhided to in the inquiry, was owned or
stood by Edward Jordon, tiie fact of his being tlie old horse run by Mr.
Taylor, may be considered as settled. A Subscriber.
Mr. Editor,—Tiie above information was obtained from .Mr. JJird IMoore,
of tiiis county, who bred from Quicksilver, and also from Mr. John Ed-
wards. _^___ ^- ^^- ^-
(From the Nashville Republican.)
Mr. Skinner's No. 3, vol. 6, Turf Register, &c. has arrived and contains
its usual and agreeable variety. Old Messenger here displays his fair pro-
portions. He is decidedly a good and strong. He looks naked on the poll.
Is it possible he was shorn of that ornament, the foretop? His descendants
have hold a prominent position to the nortii, and O'Kclly and Mambrino,
"parts and parcels" of the blood, will be among us next season. We had
heard that Eclipse Lightfoot had been purchased for Tennessee, but now
learn he is stopped for the present in Virginia. While Mr. Donelson was
examining O'Kelly, I wish it had occurred to him to have a competent judge
inspect the black Barbs lately sent over from Morocco. If either of them
be of superior order, we would like to have his services convenient to
Nashville.
The Turf Register of this number looks more authentic than most of
them, and copies of pedigrees and breeders' names are in many instances
annexed. This is by far the most ticklish department of the work.
And when an editor hassome thousands of subscribers and contributors over
an extended continent, he cannot be expected in every instance to know
what is true and what is feigned. Hence some jnade up pedigrees are blots
on the valuable book. Philip's "expurgated" edition would make some
people look blank, and I could lay the tip of my finger on several long
pedigrees where in honesty the writer should have said as they do in Ken-
tucky, dam unknown. A tried good racer, may be purchased for that pur-
pose without known blood, but for the propagation of the species a
purchaser should know of whom he buys. Tiiere are "•tricks" in trades,
and in none is there more fraud practised than in sales of reputed thorough-
breds. Crofts,
Value of Thoroughbreds—fSOOO have been refused for one half of
Hotspur, twelve years old, sire to Mazeppa; $8000 are demanded for the
whole of him.
Mem. Mazeppa may be said to have won §10,000 for his owner by his
first race; to wit: $5500 cash for the colt—sweepstake, $4000, and $500
addition to the value of his dam; her ovvner refusing for her, soon alter,
#2500.
The one half of Kate Kearney's two colts, by Medley,—one a yearlino-,
the other a foal,—has been sold for $1000 cash.
One-fourth of Sarpedon has been sold to Mr. William G. Skillman, of
Lexington, Ken. for $2500—rating the horse at $10,000,
Ariel, of high renown, has become the property of Joseph B, Gouder,
Esq. of Hancock county, Georgia, She is in foal to Eclipse, her sire; and
will be put next season, says her present owner, to Monsieur Tonson, or
some other favorite stallion.
* See Am. Turf Reg. vol. vi. p. 41.
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Sale of Part of the Stud of the late Hon. John Randolph of
Roanoke.
[Extract, explanatory of the sale, from a letter of John Marshall, Esq.
of Charlotte Court House, Virginia, (a very particular friend of Mr. R.) to
a friend near Georgetown, D. C]
Mr. Marshall writes me, that only about fifty of Mr. Randolph's stud were
sold: "Rinaldo, and three colts—one a gelding. The others were mares
and fillies. The thoroughbred mares, including ail not exceeding nineteen,
down to, and including fillies one year old, averaged about $400. All the
mares not thoroughbred were sold, and all the superannuated mares. Some
mares of the best blood were sold; but all the best mares are left. I sup-
pose (he adds) 110 head of mares, fillies, colls, stallions, and geldings, still
remain. Fifteen hundred dollars cash were offered for Jet and Last Chance,
(out of Rob Roy's dam.) They remain in the stud."
The sale took place, agreeably to advertisement, at Charlotte Court House, Va.
on Thursday and Friday, the 9th and \Oth days of October, 1834.
The following is a correct list of the sale of the stud of horses belonging
to the estate of the late Hon. John Randolph of Roanoke, which took place
according to advertisement, and was conducted by my friend Capt. John
Marshall and myself.
I must take occasion to say, we are also much indebted to P. N. Edgar,
Esq. who volunteered on the day of sale, and rendered us important ser-
vices, by giving the pedigrees, as the horses were offered for sale, from his
Stud Book, &c. all of which had been copied by him, with great care and
accuracy, from a printed list of Mr. Randolph's,"* which had been furnished
him. The insertion of the list in your next number will much oblige me,
(who am one of the subscribers to your valuable work,) as well as those
who have purchased, and the public at large.




Thoroughbred Horses, Mares, and Fillies.
Stallions.
1. Rinaldo, by Sir Archy, dam Miss Ryland, by Gracchus; sold
to Col. Wm. Marshall, of Kentucky, for - - - - $1250
2. Push-Pin, by Randolph's Janus, dam Last Chance, by Sir
Archy, out of imp. Lady Bunbury; sold to same, for - - 1000
S. Rogero, by Randolph's Janus, dam Miss Ryland, by Gracchus,
outof Duette; sold to Capt.Sam'l D. Moreton, of Charlotte Co. Va. 550
4. Matchem, by Randolph's Janus, dam Amy Robsart, by Grac-
chus, out of imported Lady Bunbury; sold to David Copeland, of
Cumberland county, Va. -...-- 460
5. A gray yearling stallion colt, by Gascoigne, dam Miss Peyton,
by Gracchus; sold to Dr. Wm. A. Trent, of Cumberland Co. Va. 120
$3380
Class \st continued—Thoroughbred Mares and Fillies.
6. Parrot, by Roanoke, dam Paroquette, by imp. Merryfield, out
of an imp. Popinjay mare; sold to Maj. Sam'l Ragland, of Alabama, 570
7. Macaw, (full sister to the above,) out of Paroquette; sold to
Messrs. Mickle and Starke, of Camden, S. C. - . - 435
* Communicated originally to the Editor of the Sporting Magazine, (then
Editor of the American Farmer,) and by him published in pamphlet form
for Mr. Randolph.
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8. Wood Lark, (full sister to the above;) sold to Samuel Hancock,
Esq. of Lynchburg, Va. ------ $480
9. Arcky Minikin, by Sir Archy, out of Young Minikin, by Grac-
chus—out of old Minikin, by President, (son of Celer;) sold to F.
Fleming', Esq. of Goochland county, Va. - - - - 510
10. Ebony, by Roanoke, dam Jet, by Bluster—out of imp. Siatira;
sold to Capt. Henry A. Watkin.s, of Cliarlotte county, Va. - 450
11. Miss Filz-Roy, by Roanoke, dam Miss Wakefield, by Sir
Hal—Grand Duchess, by Gracclius, out of imp. Duchess of Grafton;
sold to Messrs. Mickle and Starke, of South Carolina, - - 840
12. Barftam, (full sister to No. 11,) by Roanoke; sold to John
Hunter, Esq of Louisa county, Va. - . . . 400
13. Blaclcess, by Monsieur Ton-on, dam Flora, (full sister to Gas-
coigne;) sold to Messrs. Mickle and Starke, of South Carolma, - 500
14. Aray Robsart, (blind of an eye— fourteen years of age,) by
Gracchus, dam imp. Lady Bunbury; sold to William Cocke, Esq. of
Cumberland county, Va. ---..- 230
15. Bizarre, by Randolph's Janus, dam Amy Robsart, (No. 14;)
sold to David Copeland, Esq. of Cumberland county, Va. - 275
16. Miss Wakefield, by Sir Hal, dam Grand Duchess, by Gracchus,
out of imp. Duchess of Grafton; sold to Col. William Marshall, of
Kentucky, -.---__ 240
17. Roanoka, (foaled in 1815,) by Florizel, dam Cornelia, by
Chanticleer— out of Vanity, by Celer; sold to John Jones, Esq. of
Buckingham county, Va. ------ 125
18. Angelica, foaled in 1821, (full sister to Randolph's Roanoke,)
by Sir Archy, dam imp. Lady Bunbury; sold to Messrs. Mickle and
Starke, of South Carolina, . . . . . 190
JV. B. This mare had been put to horse, several years in succes-
sion, but never produced a foal; otherwise she would have commanded
$1500, which sum was repeatedly offered for her full sister, greatly
inferior in appearance to her.
19. Young Archduchess, (foaled in 1829,) by Randolph's Janus,
dam old Archduchess, by Sir Archy, out of imp. Duchess of Grafton;
sold to Dr. Joel Watkins, of Charlotte county, Va. - - 330
20. Atalanta, (foaled in 1828,) by Roanoke, dam Young Minikin,
by Gracchus—out of old Minikin, by President, son of Celer; sold
to Messrs. Mickle and Starke, of South Carolina, - - 410
21. Brunette, (foaled in 1829,) by Roanoke, dam Archy Minikin,
(No. 9;) sold to A. A, Van-Bibber, Esq. of Matthews county, Va. 480
22. A bay filly, full sister to No. 21; sold to George Whitfield
Read, Esq. of Charlotte county, Va. . - . . ojo
23. Lezinka, by Gascoigne, dam Signora, by Roanoke—out of Miss
Peyton, by Gracchus; sold to Messrs. Mickle and Starke, of S, C. 205
24. A full sister to the latter—sold to Corbin Warrick, Esq. of
Richmond, Va. ,---__. 145
25. Brandy Jfan, gr. f. by Roanoke, dam Young Mouse, by Grac-
chus, out of old Mouse; sold to Messrs. Mickle and Starke, of S. C. 165
26. Geneva, (foaled in 1830,) by Randolph's Janus, dam Blue
Rum, by Gracchus; sold to Julius Allen, Esq. of Pittsylvania Co.Va. 330
27. Blue Ruin, foaled in 1816, (and her colt Cedrick, by Black
Warrior,) by Gracchus, dam Duette, by Silvertail—Vanity, by Celer;
Mark Antony; Jolly Roger; Silvereye; sold to Mr. Lee, of Maryland, 825
28. Beauty, by Randolph's Janus, dam Young Minikin, by Grac-
chus; sold to Col. Conrad Boyd, of Mecklenburgh county, Va. - 325
29 Matteaux, formerly called Calista, (see Sportsman's Herald
and General Stud Book, p. 136,) by Roanoke, dam Miss Peyton, by
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80. Jiliss Peylon, aged twenty-one, (blind and lame,) by Gracchus,
dam Telegraph, by Wildair—Logania,by imp. Medley—Dandridge's
Fearnought; sold to John Foster, Esq. of Wythe county, Va. - $100
31. Gray Doll, about twenty-three or four years of age, by Spoti
(before he was emasculated;) imp. Stirling, &c. - - -
32. A bay filly, by Gascoigne, dam Young Mouse, by Gracchus,
out of old Mouse, by Sans Culottes; sold to Col. James P.Marshall,
of Charlotte county, Va. -
83. Miss EusLon, by Roanoke—Gracchus, out of imp. Duchess of
Grafton; sold to Wm. Dennis, Esq. of Charlotte county, Va. - 460
34. A gray yearling filly, by Gascoigne, out of Miss Ryland, dam
of Rinaldo; sold to Thos. Watkins, Esq. of Charlotte county, Va. 260
85. J\liss Ryland, (twenty-one years old last spring, with a Gas-
coigne colt foal by her side',) by Gracchus, dam Duette, by Silver
Tail—Vanity, by Celer, &c. Sold to Col. James P. Marshall, of
Charlotte county, Va. - - - -
" - 235
S6. A bay filly, by Roanoke, dam Blue Ruin, (No- 27;) sold to
Winslow Robinson, Esq. of Charlotte county, Va. - - 315
87. Chestnut filly, by Janus, dam Aura; sold to Wm. B. Green,
of Charlotte county, Va. ------ 305
Class II.—JVb< Thoroughbred.
38. Dollabella, by Roanoke, dam Bay Doll, by Sans Culottes—
Barksdale's son of Barksdale's Flag of Truce; sold to John D. Rich-




89. Roh/.Poly, by Roanoke, dam Whalebone, out of Everlasting;
sold to J. Allen, Esq. of Pittsylvania county, Va. - - 275
40. Sylph, by Roanoke, dam Witch, out of Everlasting; sold to
Mr. Ransom, of North Carolina, ----- 220
41. Filly, by Roanoke, dam Witch; sold to John F. Edmunds, of
Charlotte county, Va. - - - - - ." l^t)
42. JVitch, by Gracchus, dam Everlasting; sold to Mr. Hugh Raine,
of Cumberland county, Va. ----- 105
43. J\Iink, by Roanoke, dam Cut Leg, by Gracchus, out of Ever-
lastina; sold to Nathaniel Venable, of Prince Edward county, Va. 290
44.° Filly, by Gascoigne, dam Witch; sold to Charles Rame, of
Cumberland county, Va. - - - - --110
45. Gr. m.Swan; sold to Joseph Minton, of Campbell county, Va. 175
46. Cygnet, by Roanoke, dam Swan; sold to Mr. Wm. Woodson,
of Buckingham county, Va. ----- 180
47. Jewess, by Roanoke, dam Jessica, by Shylock—Dragon; sold
to John M. Robinson, of Botetourt county, Va. -
- - 175
48. Bay filly, by Peacock, dam Swan; sold to Col. Joseph Wyatt,
of Charlotte county, Va. - - - -
-
- 130
49. Mver Tire, (old,) foaled in 1819, by Gracchus, dam Ever-
lasting; sold to Mr. John McCargo, of Charlotte county, Va. - 110
50. Old Wildfire, (foaled in 1815,) by Gracchus, dam Everlast-
ing; sold to Col. Jos. Wyatt, of Charlotte county, Va. - - 80
51. Shylock mare; sold to John W. Sims, of Charlotte Co. Va. 30
52. Whalebone, by Gracchus, darn Everlasting; sold to Frederick
Bocker, of Prince Edward county, Va. - - - - 115
53. Jenny Monkey, by Roanoke; sold to Wm. Woodson, of Buck-
ingham county, Va. ...--- 135
JV. B. All the mares enumerated in the last class are not considered to
be full bred. This closes the sale of the horses, besides two jackasses and
three jennets.
[We understand that many of the best mares and horses were reserved.]
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RACING CALENDAR.
Madison {Ken.) Association R.ices,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Wednesday, Sept. 10.






James W. Fenwick's ch.f. by Bertrand, dam by Florizel,
James Lindley's ch. f. by Bertrand, dam by West Paragon,
Benj. Milner's ch. f. by Saladin, dam by Seaserpent,
Alex. Boldham's ch. f. by Madison, - - -
Time, Im. 57s— ]m. 56s.—2m.
Second day, the Association purse, $400; four mile heats.
James W. Fenwick's gr. c. Davy Crockett, three years old, by
Hephestion, dam by Mendoza, - . - - l
Wm. Boner's b. h. Sir William, five years old, by Sir William,
(ofTransport,) dam by Jenkins' Potomac, - - - 2
Ab. Cunningham's b. c. Director, four years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Director, - - - - - - 3
Wm. Faris' gr. c. John Medley, four years old, by Little John,
dam by Bay Royalist, - - - - - 4
Time, 8m. 25s.—8m. 30s.
TTiird day, the Association purse, $200; two mile heats.
Sidney Burbridge's b. f Caroline Scott, three years old, by Sir
Archy, (of Transport,) dam by Wild Medley,
John Hutchcraft's ch. h. John Crittenden, five years old, by Ber-
trand, dam by Virginius, . - - . -
Jas. Dunn's ch. c. Powhatan, four years old, by Bertrand, dam
by Powhatan, _----. 2
Ab. Cunningham & Co's b. c. Nonsuch, four years old, by Ber-
trand, dam by Cook's Whip, _ - . - 4
Samuel Davenport's b. m. Bon-Mere, five years old, by Sir
Archy, dam by Palafox, - - ... 3
George E. Gillespie's b. f. Lucinda Brackenridge, three years
old, by Muckle John, dam by Sir Archy, - . -
Maj. Wm. Faris' br. c. Tom Moore, three years old, by Trum-
pator, dam by Kennedy's Diomed, - - - -
Time, 3m. 56s.—3m. 56s.
Fourth day, the Association purse, $100; mile heats.
George E. Gillespie's ch. f Nancy Shaw, three years old, by
Sumter, dam by Knight's Hamiltonian, - - . 2
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Jas.W. Fenwick's b. c.Big Davy, three years old, by Chero-
kee, dam by Josephus, - - - - - 4 4 dis.
James Dunn's ch. h. five years old, by Kosciusko, dam by
Brimmer, - - - - - - 55 dis.
Jas. M.Estell's b. C.Versailles, three years old, by Kosciusko,
dam by Blackburn's Buzzard, - - - - 6 6 dis.
Samupl Davenport's b. c. Sam Brown, three years old, by
Trnmpator, dam by Cook's Whip, - - - 1 3 dr.
Ab. Cunninfjham & Co's ch. f. Leonora, three years old, by
Ratler, dam by Bedford, - . _ - dis.
Time, Im. 54s.— Im. 553.—Im. SSs.
Thos. Blackwell, Sec'ry,
Hanover Court House (Va.) Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Thursday, Sept. 18.
Weights.—For three years old, 86lbs.; four, lOOlbs.; five, UOlbs.; six,
llSlbs.; and aged, 124lbs.; mares and geldings allowed 31bs.
First day. Proprietor's purse, $150; two mile heats.
W.H. Tayloe's ch.c. Robin Brown, four years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam (own sister to Tuckahoe) by Ball's Florizel, - I 1
Jas. B. Kendall's cr. h. Prince George, five years old, by Con-
tention, dam by Thaddeus, - - - - - 2 2
Wm. Williamson's h. Damon, five years old, by Gohanna, dam
by Buzzard, - - . - - - 3 dr.
Time, 5m. 12s.—5m. 9s. The track a complete mire.
Second day. Jockey Club purse, $500; for all ages; four mile heats.
Thomas Doswell's b. g. Pizarro, aged, by Sir Alfred, dam by
Thunderclap, - - - - - - 11
H. Davis' m. Dolly Dixon, aged, by Sir Charles, dam by Hornet, 2 2
Time, 10m. 21s.— 11m. The track uncommonly heavy and deep.
Third day, a poststake for all ages; $200 entrance; two mile heats.
James B. Kendall's gr. m. Mary Randolph, five years old, by
Gohanna, dam by Independence, - - - - 11
James S. Garrison's ch. h. Orange Boy, five years old, by Sir
Archy, dam by Citizen, - - - - - 3 2
William Williamson's b. h. Rapid, six years old, by Thornton's
Ratler, dam Blemish, by Gracchus, - - - 2 3
Time, 4m. 17s.—4m. 15s.
Closely contested. The track much improved since yesterday, but as
yet heavy.
Easton (Md.) Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Wednesday, Sept. 24.
First day, colts' purse, $200; two mile heats.
Spencer Biddle's ch. f. Maid of the Neck, four years old, by
Maryland Eclipse, dam by Windflower, 107lbs. (lOlbs. overweight.) 1 1
Col. Thos. Emory's ch. f. Queen Anne, three years old, by John
Richards, dam Grecian Princess, 831bs. - - - 3 2
P. Wallis' b. f. Lubly Rosa,* four years old, by Sir Archy, dam
Equa, lOOlbs. (Slbs. overweight,) - - - - 2 3
E. N. Hambleton's gr. f. Matilda, four years old, by "Valentine,
dam Lavinia, 971bs. - - - - - 4 4
* Lubly Rosa (not recovered from the distemper) the favorite against the
field.
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J. M. Lloyd's ch. Nimblefoot, by Shannondale, - - dis.
Time, 4m. 10s.—4m. 6s.—Course heavy.
Second day, purse ^300, four mile heats.
Gen. Forman's b. h. Uncle Sam, six years old, by John Rich-
ards, dam Sally Baxter, by Ogle's Oscar, llSlbs. - 12 1
Col. T. Emory's ch. h. Pioneer, six years old, by John Rich-
ards, dam Pandora, llSlbs. - - - - 2 3 2
Philip Wallis' gr. f. Lady Archiana,* four years old, by Sir
Archy, dam Pandora, 971bs. - - - - 3 13
S. Jacobs' gr. h. Hamlet, six years old, by Silverheels, dam
Floretta, llOlbs. ..... 4 dis.
Time, 8m. 45s.—9m. lis.—8m. 26s.—Course heavy.
Third day, purse $100; mile heats, best three in five.
Col. Emory's Queen Anne, 83lbs. - - 2 111
Mr. Kennard's b. h. Robin Redbreast, six years old, by
Ratler, dam Lady Hal, 118lb3. - - - 12 2 2
Mr. Craddock's b. f. Desdcmona, five years old, by Rinal-
do, dam Blue Ruin, UOlbs. - - - - 3 3 dis.
Mr. Lloyd's b. h. Boxer, six years old, by Maryland Eclipse,
darn Windflower, UOlbs. ... - 4 dis.
Time, Im. 56s.— Im. 58s.—Im. 583.— Im. 56is.
The course now and heavy, after rain, and six feet, over one mile.
Errors corrected.—[Col. Emory, who drew up the account of the Easton
races, says Pioneer was second in the last heat, and therefore, according to
American rules, second in the race, instead of third, where he placed him,
in reference to English rules, which makes the horse winning a heat, better
than the second in the last heat, which has won no heat in the race. He
further suggests, that Queen Anne ought to have been placed fourth in
each heat at the Central Course.]
Oakland Course (Louisville, Ken.) Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Tuesday, Sept. 30.
Weights.—For three years old, 861bs.; four, 94lbs.; five, 1061bs.; six,
114lbs.; aged, 1201bs.; mares and geldings allowed 31bs.
First day, a pool purse or sweepstake of $ each, with $100 added by
the Club; each horse, not drawn or distanced, to add $ before starting
for a second heat; and the like after each heat, until one wins three heats,
who thereupon is entitled to the whole. Mile heats.
S. Owen's ch. c. Benjamin West, four years old, by Pow-
hatan, (son of Pacolet,) dam by Wonder, - - 111
James Shy's ch. f. Nancy Shaw, three years old, by Sumter,
dam by Knight's Hamiltonian, (broke down,) . - 2 2 2
Second day, purse $500; for all ages; three mile heats.
G. B. Williams' b. m. Betsey Malone, five years old, by Stock-
holder, dam by Potomac, - - - - - 11
S. Burbridge's b. f. Caroline Scott, three years old, by Sir Archy,
' (out of Transport,) dam by Wild Medley, - - - 2 2
Time, 6m. 25s.—6m. 243. Track very deep, after heavy rain.
• Lady Archiana, after winning the second heat, bolted beyond the
Judges' stand, threw her rider against a wagon, and broke his arm, owing
to the tossing up of hats from the crowd; and some time elapsed before she
was caught and brought upon the track. Another rider, under weight,
(the first that could be procured,) was then substituted, and she was brought
to the start with due despatch.
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Third day, free for all ages; two mile heats.
Col. G. Elliot's gr. f. Hibernia, four years old, by Sir Archy,
out of Morpiana, by Pacolet, - - - ' . ^ ^
Joseph Rudd's gr. f. Betsey Williams, four years old, by Sir
Richard, dam by Sir Archy, - - - - 4 2
James Shy's b. f Lncinda Brackenridge, three years old, by
Muckle John, dam by Sir Archy, - - - - 2 dis.
S. Burbridge's b. c. Gobler, three years old, by Bertrand, dam
by Gofer, (son of Tiger,) - - - - - 3 dis.
Time, 4m. 7s.—3m. 57s. Track yet heavy.
Fourtji day.
V. Wiley's b. h. Singleton, six years old, by Bertrand, out of
Susan, by Tiger, - - - - - - 11
Jas. Jackson's ch. c. Lauderdale, four years old, by Sir Archy,
out of imp. Stoughton Lass, by Blacklock, - - - 2 2




Time, 7m. 593.—8m. Ss.
Franklin (Tenn.) Association Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Tuesday, Oct. 14.
First day, two mile heats.
L. Sanders, Jr's SusanShroeder,by Sumter,damold Crop, 2 2 11
James Fenwick's Davy Crockett, by Hephestion, dam by
Mendoza, - - - - - - 3 12 2
John Holton's Daniel Freeman, by Seagull, dam by Tiger, 4 4 dis.
Wm. Tompkins' Bob Collins, by Ratler, dam by Tiger, 1 3 dr.
Time, 4m. 6s.—3m. 56s.—4m. 6s.—4m. 3s.
Susan Shroeder carried 51bs. over her weight the two first heats.
Second day, for two year olds, mile heats.
C. Blackburn's ch. c. by Brunswick, - . -
Lewis Sanders, Jr's Van Leader, by Seagull, dam old Crop,
Benj. Luckett's gr. f by Ganymede, dam by Comet,
John Holton's b. c. by Seagull, dam by Whip,
Time, 2m. 4s—Im. 58s.
Third day, three mile heats.
Robt. Burbridge's gr. f. Sarah Miller, three years old, by Chero-
kee, dam by Whipster, - - - - - 11
Col. Wm. Buford's ch. f. four years old, by Kosciusko, dam by
Blackburn's Buzzard, - - - - - 2 2
Lewis Sanders, Jr's ch. c. three years old, by McDuffie, dam by
Sumter, -. -... 3 3
Time, 6m. 4s.—6m. 253.
Fourth day, two mile heats.
L. Sanders, Jr's ch. f Susan Shroeder, three years old, - 11
James W, Fenwick's b. h. Jefferson, by Saxe- Weimar, - 3 2
T. W. Noel's ch. h. five years old, by Sumter, dam by Janus, 2 3
Time, 4m. 6s.—3m. 5«s.
Fifth day, mile heats.
J. W. Russell's bl. h. five years old, by Robin, - - 11
John Peel's b. f. three years old, by Muckle John, dam by Sir
Archy, ------- 2 2
Lewis Sanders, Jr's ch. f. Clar de Kitchen, by Kosciusko, dam
by Tiger, - - - - - - - 3 3
Benjamin Luckett, Sec^ry.
1
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Mount Pleasant (Tenn.) Jockey Club Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Wednesday, Oct. 22.
First day, purse $370, two mile heats.
John J. Goodman's ch. m. Rachel Jackson, five years old, by
Conqueror, dam by Sir Arthur, 107ibs. - - - 11
Henry Sinitli's <rr. c. Grayhound, three years old, by Stockholder,
dam by Pacolet, 861bs. - - - - - 2 2
M. E. Boyle's b. f. Mary Langsford, three years old, by Pacific,
dam by Oscar, 83lbs. - - - - - 5 3
Thos. C. Porter's gr. g. Tax Collector, aged, by Oscar, dam by
Pacolet, 1211bs. -.-.- 3 dis.
Joab H. Banton's b. h. Tertius, five years old, by Stockholder,
dam by Sir Archy, llOlbs. ----- 4 dis.
Time. 4in. 7s—4m. 3s.
Second day, purse $250, mile heats.
Henry Smith's b. g. Wild Tobe, three years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Eagle, 8 libs. - - - - - 11
Thos. C. Porter's ch. c. Tom Benton, three years old, by Sir
William, dam by Napoleon, 861bs. - - - - 2 2
John Gordon's ch. m. Galanta, five years old, by Timoleon, dam
by Pacolet, 1071bs. ------ 3 dis.
Time, 2m—2m. Is.
Third day, a sweepstake, purse $150; one mile out.
Joab H. Banton's ch. f. by Bertrand, dam by Oscar.
Willis H. Boddie's ch. c. by Stockholder, dam by Janus.
L. p. Cheatham's b. f. by Carolinian, dam by Bagdad.
This purse was taken by Willis H. Boddie's cli. c, the other two not
appearing on the track. H. A. Miller, Sec'ry.
Haymarket (Va.) Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Tuesday, October 28.
First day, a sweepstake for untried three year olds, $50 entrance, p.p.;
six subscribers, mile heats.
Nathan Lufborough's ch.f. Hannah Butler, by Rob Roy, dam by
Roanoke, ------ -11
H. Hickerson's ch. f. by Fauquier, - - - - 4 2
Mr. Hansbrough's b. f. by Roanoke, out of the dam of Pest, 2 3
J. M. McCarty's ch. f. by Lafayette, dam by Trafalgar, - 3 dr.
Time, 2m. Is.—2m. 7s.
Same day, a sweepstake for untried three year olds, §100 entrance, h.f
;
seven subscribers, two mile heats.
A. Hunter's ch. c. by Rob Roy, dam Philadelphia, - 1 1
J. Gibson's ch. f. by Contention, - - - - 2 2
J. Walden's ch. c. by Contention, - - - 3 3
Time, 4m. lis.—4m. 10s.
Second day, purse $250, two mile heats.
J. C. Gibson's b. g. Sybrant, four years old, by Lafayette, - 1 1
J. Walden's ch. h. Victor, aged, by Contention, - . 2 2
R. Farr's b. c. Hyppogrith,* four years old, by Brilliant, - 4 3
N. Lufborough's ch. f Feather, three years old, by Rob Roy, 3 dis
Time, 4m. 19s.—4m. 15s.
* Sprung the sinew of his fore leg.
a
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Third day, purse $300, three mile heiits.
John Moore's gr. h. Governor Hamilton, five years old, by Sir
Andrew, dam by Bonaparte, 112ibs. - - - 11
Jas. J. Harrison's b. in. Jane Bertrand, six years old, by Bertrand,
dam Arracroker, 1 nibs. - - - - - 2 2
Time, not noticed the first heat—2d, 6m. 30s.
The weather was very bad, raining the night previous and the day of the
race, until eveaing, and consequently tlic track was very heavy.
Fourth day, purse $200; mile heats, best three in five.
Col. John Maxwell's Cheslatee, 87lbs. - 12 3 11
J. Hester's Muckle John, 125lbs. - - - 3 3 1 2 2
James J. Harrison's Pauline, 991bs. - - 2 12 3 3
Time, 2m. 7s.—2ni. 53.—2m. 12s.—2m. Ss.—2m. 9s.
The weather good, but the track still very heavy.
Jos. MooRE, Sec'ry.
Gallatin {Ken.) Jockey Club Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Thursday, Oct. 23.
First day, purse $100, two mile heats.
John W. Leonard's b. c. Pacolet, by Pacolet, - - 11
Wm. Fant's ch.c. Unit, by McDufiie, - - - 2 2
Time, 4m. 4s.—4m.
Second day, a sweepstake for two year olds, $25 entrance; three subscri-
bers; (651bs. on each.)
L. Smith's ch. f. Fanny Wright, by Bertrand, dam by Sir Harry, 1 1
George N. Sanders' ch, f. Tolivia, by imp. Contract, dam Dia-
mond by Florizel, -.- .._22
G. p. Theobald's b. c Davy Crockett, by Ratler, paid forfeit.
This was a beautiful and well contested race. Fanny Wright was the
favorite at starting, having won a poststake at Richmond, in three heats,
against a good field of colts. She had the track, and kept it throughout,
closely followed by Tolivia.
In the second heat they seemed disposed to show what they could do,
and off they went at a "killing pace"—Fanny ahead, from beginning to
ending, but with Tolivia close at her heels.
Time, Im. 59s.— Im. 55s.—Track 22 yards over a mile.
Third day, purse $50, with entrance and gate money; mile heats, best
three in five.
G. N. Sanders' Susan Schroeder, by Sumter, dam old Crop, - l
Mr. Hogan's b. h. by Bertrand, . . _ . ({ig_
Won easily by Susan. Ph. O. Turpijv, Sec'ry.
Zanesville [Ohio) Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Wednesday, Oct. 29.
First day, colt race, purse ^50; mile heats.
T. B. Scrugg's b. f. Atalanta of Cincinnati, three years old, by Cherokee,
dam by Tiger, walked over.
Same day, a match, mile heats.
Mr. Summore's ch. f. Harry Bluff, by Boxer, dam by American
Eclipse, . -.--. 11
Mr. Sinclair's b. c. William R, Johnson, by Kosciusko, dam by
Whip, - - - - - - - 2 2
Second day, purse $150, two mile heats.
T. B. Scrugg's gr. c. Gimcrack, four years old, by Pacolet, dam
by Tiger, --:.-.. i i
33 V.6
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G. W. Sinclair's b.h. Chifney, five years old, by John Richards,
dam by Defiance, - - - - - - 22
Mr/Nicol's b. f. Cora Sockman, fi)ur years old, by Pirate, dam
by Whip, - - 3 dig,
Time, 3m. 55s.—3m. 51s.
Third day, purse ^200, three mile heats.
T. B. Scrugg's Atalanta of Cincinnati, - - - 11
Mr. Cohen's br. f. Polly Hopkins, six years old, by Bertrand, dam
by Whip, - - 2 2
Time, 5m. 51s.—5m. 59s.
Fourth day. Atalanta received a forfeit, by walking over, of Mr. Tay-
len's Surprise colt. T. Little, Proprietor.
Florence {Mob.) Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Wednesday, Oct. 29.
First day, purse $600, three mile heats.
James Jackson's gr. f. Hibernia, four years old, by Sir Archy,
dam Morgiana, by Pacolet, 97lbs. - - - - 11
Henry B.Turner's b.h. Whalebone, five years old, by Sir Archy,
dam by Pacolet, llOlbs. ----- 2 dis.
Time, 5m. 574s.—5m. 52s.
Second day, a pool purse—in which one horse, for every heat won, is
entitled to one-third of the purse, unless he should afterwards be distanced;
in which case he forfeits his entrance. Purse $360, two miles.
James Jackson's b. m. Betsey Malone, five years old, by
Stockliolder, dam by Potomac, lOTlbs. - - - 111
E. Boardman's b. m. Country Maid, five years old, by Pacific,
dam by Wonder, 107lbs. - - - - 2 2 2
Time, 3m. 47s.—3m. 52s.—3m. 58s.
Third day, purse $390; mile heats, best three in five.
James Jackson's gr. f. Lucetta, three years old, by Jerry,
dam imp, Stoughton Lass, by Blacklock, 831bs. - 2 111
E. H. Boardman's b. h. Hercules, five years old, by Cru-
sher, dam by Sir Hal, llOlbs. - - - 12 2 2
Col.R. Smith's c. three years old, by Arab, dam by Rock-
ingham, 861bs. ..... dis.
Time, Im. 56s.— Im. SSs— Im. 553.—Im. 58s.
L. B. Allen, Sec'ry.
Eagle Course
(
Trenton, JV. J.) Races,
Second fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Tuesday, Nov. 11.
First day, for three year old colts that never won a race; purse $150;
mile heats. Colts, 901bs.; fillies, 87lbs.
J. K. Van Mater's b.f. by Barefoot, dam imp. Alarm, - 11
D. Palmer's b. f. Cora, by Eclipse, out of Medoc's dam, - 2 2
Pleasant Rowlet's ch. c. by John Richards, - - 5 3
John Larry's gr. f, by Childers, - - .-44
J. Storms' br. c. by Henry, dam by Eclipse, - - 3 5
Time, Im. 52s.— Im. 53s.
Same day, free for all horses; purse $150, mile heats.
J. K. Van Mater's ch. c. Oliver, by Mayday, - - 11
J. H. Van Mater's b. c. Tyro, by Tormentor, dam by Expedition, S 2
John Hall's ch. h. General Pike, by Marksman, - - 4 3
e, 123lbs. -
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Greenwood (JV. C.) Races,
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Tuesday, November 11.
First day, Proprietor's purse, mile heats.
Mr. Maclin's Rail Road, - - 2 11
Mr. Baker's Kinlock, - - - 1 2 dr.
Mr. White's Master Burke, - dis.
Time, Im. 54is.—'^m. lOs.
In justice to Mr. Baker's colt, it is thought but right to state the fact,
that he ran away before ihe first heat, and ran a mile and a half, threw his
rider, and was caught, after running loose some time.
Second day, two mile heats,
Messrs. Baker & Maclin's Mary Tucker, 1 1
Mr. White's Halifax, - - - 2 2
Time, 4m. 10s.—4m. 36s.
Third day, three mile heats.
Mr. Maclin's Calculation, - - 11
Mr. White's Champ, - - - 2 2
Time, 6m. 13s.—6m. 23s.
Fourth day, a handicap race.
Mr. Baker's Kinlock, - - 111
Mr. Maclin's Rail Road, - - 2 2 2
Time, Im. 54is.—2m.—2m. 8s. Wm. Nickels, Proprietor.
Jacksonville (Illinois) Fall Races.
First day, purse $260, three mile heats.
Dr. Dorsey's ch. h. Leopold, aged, by Oscar, - - 11
B. S. Wilson's b. c. Carroll, four years old, by Muckle .John, 3 2
A. Dunlap's b. c. .Tohn Richards, four years old, by John Richards, 2 dis.
R. Curie's b. c. Don Quixote, by Bertrand, - - dis.
Capt. Henry's b. c. Wellington, four years old, by Bertrand, bit.
Maj. Lee's b. c. Civilian, four years old, by Seagull, - bit.
Time, 6m. 6s.—6m. 6s.
Second day, purse $165, (wo mile heats.
S. M'Connell's ch.g. Andrew Jackson, six years old, by Double-
head, . .....
D. Barclay's b. c. Sir William, four years old, by Sir William,
D. Cutwright's ch. h. Cherokee, six years old, by Cherokee,
R. Curie's ch. h. Kentuckian, six years old, by Kosciusko,
Dr. Dorsey's b. m. Orphan Girl, six years old, by Orphan Boy,
J. M'Kinney's gr. h. Pacolet, aged, by Pacolet, -
Time, 4m. 7s,—3m. 57s.
Third day, purse $75, mile heats,
R. Curie's Don Quixote, four years old, -
Major Lee's ch. m. Miss Fidgety, five years old,
W, B. Warren's b. f. Crazy Jane, four years old, by Bertrand,
D. Barclay's b. h. Eclipse, five years old, by Eclipse,
Major Miller's ch. m. Eclipse, six years old, by Eclipse,
Time, 2m. 7s.—2m. 10s.
The track, on the last day, was wet and heavy, owing to a heavy shower
of rain in the morning.
"-? Our track is just one mile, measured three feet from the inner edge.
W. B. Warren, Sec^ry.
1
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Sttid of George JV. Sanders, of Grass
Hills, Gallatin county. Ken.
No. 1. OLDCROP,(foaledinl813,)
a good bay, not fifteen hands h\g\\\
black legs, nianc, and tail. When
six years old, slie was brought to
Franklin Co. Ken. by Mr. Clarke,
a Baptist missionary preacher, who
sold her to Wm. B. Forsee; he sold
her to Lewis Sanders, Jr. She had
been recently cropped, and docked,
when sold by Mr. Clarke. It was
soon discovered that she had been
trained for the course. She proved
to be a good racer at all distances,
and an excellent breeder—produced
in
1820, b. c. Junius, by Blackburn's
Whip; kept as a stallion.
1821, b. c. by Blackburn's Whip;
died at two years old.
1822, br. f. Weazle, by Blackburn's
Whip; a good racer.
1823, br.f. by Tiger.
1824, ch. c. Sir John, by Davis'
Ilamiltonian; a racehorse.
1825, b.f. by Potomac.
1827, br. f. Lady Crop, by Sumter;
owned by Sebree and Hart.
1828, b. c. Mercury, by Whipster.
1829, ch. c. Vespucius, by Dion;
a stallion and racehorse.
1830, missed to Cherokee.
1831, ch. f. Susan Schroeder, by
Sumter; a race nag.
1832, b. c. Van Leader, hy Sea-
gull; in training.
1833, JIary Jane Hawkins, by
Trumpator; owned by Lewis San-
ders, Jr.
1834, missed to Bertrand.
, stinted to Collier.
DroN (sire of Vespucius) was got
by Pollock's Hamiltonian; he by Dio-
med; his dam by imp. Shark. Dion's
dam by imported Dion; grandam by
Wood's Telemachus; g. grandam, a
very superior mare, bred by Gen.
Ridgely of Maryland, thought to be
by Medley.
No.2. DrAMOND, br. (foaled 1S21,)
fifteen hands high; got by Turpin's
Florizel; dam by Eclipse, (a race-
horse trained and run by Col. Abr.
Buford;) grandam Minerva, by Mel-
zar; g. grandam, a splendid bay mare
by Union; g. g. grandam the Kirtly
mare, by Madison's Milo; g. g. g,
grandam a Fearnought mare.
Memoir of the Kirtly mare, (g.
g. grandam of Diamond.) She was
purchased ! y the late Col. Robert
Sanders, at the sale of Mr. Kirtly's
estate, about forty years ago, for the
sum of jG60—a great price in those
days. She was esteemed in Virginia
for her great speed; for short dis-
tances was never beaten. She was
a chestnut, bred by Colonel James
Burnley, of Orange county, Va.; got
by Col. Madison's Milo; her dam a
thoroughbred, by Fearnought. Milo
was got by Celer; his dam by Fear-
nought.
Her produce:
1. Union mare, (Diamond's g. g.
dam) by Union.
2. Jack of Diamonds, by Scipio.
3. Young Melzar, by Melzar; best
of his get.
4. Tea Boy, by Alderman—very
superior for one mile.
5. Tack-hox, hyMenHoz^—a good
racer.
6. Pocahontas, by Albert.
7. Dutch Oven, or Duchess, by Col.
Buford's Melzar.
Produce of DJAMO^D:
1826, b. c. Mole, by Printer.
1828, b. f. Puss, by Saxe-Weimar.
1829, b. f. CHcket, by Kassina.
1831, b. c. Little Turtle, by Ber-
trand; in training.
1832, ch A. Tolivia, by imp. Con-
tract; in training.
1833, br. c. Ozark, by Trumpator,
1834, br. c. Orient, by Trumpator;
sold to Samuel Smith.
Stinted to Bertrand.
No. 3. EuDOxiA, ch. (bred by G-
P. Theobald, of Grant county, Ken.)
got by Davis' Hamiltonian; dam Po-
liana, by Coder; he by Diomed.
Davis' Hamiltonian by Pollock's
Hamiltonian; dam by Wood's Tele-
machus; grandam, a very superior
mare, bred by Gen. Ridgley of Ma-
ryland, thought to be by Medley.
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Eudoxia's produce:
1830, ch. c. Lavalette, by Chero-
kee.
1831, missed to Bertrand.
1832, ch. f. Kitty Wijnn, by Sir
John.
1833, ch. c. J^agdi, by Stamboul,
the Arabian.
1834, ch. c Damascus, by Koch-
lani, the Arabian.
Stinted to Collier.
No. 4. Harmless, b. (bred by the
late Mr. Horatio Turpin:) got by Se-
lim; dam imported. She was also
the dam of IVIr. Turpin's stud horse
Pulaski, and his superior quarter
horse Paoli.
Selim, ch. got by Fleetwood; dam
Victoria by Twigg; grandam Switch,
a race mare of the first order. Vic-
toria was unequalled on the quarter
path.
Fleetwood, by C. Wilkinson's
Dobson; he by Allen's Little Janus;
he by imp. Jauus.
Twigg, by imp. Janus.
No. 5. Little Heartley, a bay,
(eleven years old.) by Blackburn's
Whip; dam by Friendship; grandam
a fine race mare, bred by Mr. Tho-
mas, living on the Kentucky river.
Friendship, by Apollo; he by Fear-
nought, out of Colonel Spottswood's
Cullen Arabian mare.
Her produce:
1828, br. f. Kitty Brown, by Vul-
can.
1830, b. c. Mustang, by Sir John.
1831, missed to Cherokee.
1833, missed to Trumpator.
1834, b. c. by Vespucius.
Stinted to Vespucius.
No. 6. Buzzard mare, ro. (bred
by Samuel Sanders;) got by a son of
McKinney Roan; dam by imp. Buz-
zard; grandam by Melzar; g. gran-
dam by Gatewood's Shark; g. g.
grandam Queen, by Carneal's La-
burnum.
Her produce:
1G32, b. c. by Mr. Forsee's horse.
1833, ro. f. Betsey B, by Trumpa-
tor.
Stinted to Vespucius.
No. 7. Bertrand mare, b. (bred
by Mr. Keith, of Winchester, Ken.)
large and fine, five years old; got by
Bertrand; dam by Blackburn's Whip;
grandam by Robin Grey; g. grandam
by McKinney Roan.
Robin Grey, by imp. Royalist; dam
by Gray Diomed; grandam by imp.
St. George; g. grandam by Cashier.
McKinney Roan, by Celer.
Stinted to Medoc.
No. 8. Julia Franklin, dark b.
or br. (nine years old;) bred in North
Carolina; brought to Kentucky by
Granville Detherage, of whom I
purchased her
—
said to be got by
Sir Archy; dam of Janus blood. J^o
documentary j^^oof.
Stinted to Vespucius.
No. 9. Lady OF THE Lake, a good
bay, black legs, mane, and tail; 15i
hands high; six years old, of great
substance, and symmetry; bred by
Mr. Mason, of New York. In com-
pany with Mr. Turpin and Mr. Smith.
I lately purchased her of Mr. Lewis
Mason, (son of the breeder,) at a
very high price. Got by American
Eclipse; dam by Gray Messenger,
(he by Medley;) grandam by imp.
Messenger; g. grandam by imported
Shark; g. g. grandam by imp. Wild-
air.
Stinted to imp. Valentine.
Geo. N. Sanders.
Oct. 10, 1834.
Blooded stock, theproperty of Wright
and Townes, of Mecklenburg Co.
Fa.
1. Gr. m. Nancy, (thirteen years
old;) got by the American running
horse Shylock; her dam by imported
Wrangler; her grandam by imported
Shark, (out of the late Colonel M.
Alexander's Opossum mare;) her g.
grandam by Goode's old Twig; her
g. g. grandam by imp. Fearnought;
her g. g. g. grandam by imp. Jolly
Roger; her g. g. g. g. grandam by
the celebrated American horse Mark
Antony; her g. g. g. g. g. grandam
by imp. Monkey.
Stinted to imp. Fylde.
2. Fanny Wright, a gray filly,
one year old next grass, out of No.
1 , by American Eclipse—handsome
and promising.
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3. Bay colt, by imported Fylde;
his dam by Timoleon; his grandam
by Potomac; his g. grandam by imp.
Dion; his g. g. grandam by Soldier,
(who was by imp. Selim;) his g. g.
g. grandam by Ariel, (who was by
Babraham, one of the best sons of
imp. Janus, out of a thoroughbred
mare.) He is also one year old next
grass, lofty, and marked very much
like his sire.
The above horses for sale—price
#1500. Apply to A. P. Wright,
Boydton, Va.
Flag, a fine chestnut horse, with
a blaze; five feet2i inches high—in
high racing form; six years old last
spring; bred by Thos. Graves, Esq.
of Chesterfield county, Va.; got by
the celebrated racehorse Sir Charles;
his dam by Napoleon, (by imported
Gouty;) his grandam by imported Sir
Harry; his g. grandam by imported
Diomed; his g. g. grandam by imp.
Fearnought; his g.g. g. grandam by
Jolly Roger; his g. g, g. g. grandam
by Saint George, out of an imported
mare—Flag of Truce, Spadille, &c.
Signed, Thos. Graves.
This horse having closed his racing
career, which stands highly credita-
ble to him, having run many good
races of one, two, and three miles
—
proving a winner frequently, and al-
ways respectably placed, when his
condition was good, (which the writer
believes was seldom the case,) has
been sold, at a handsome figure, to
Thos. Hawkins, Esq. of Mississippi,
where he will stand the next season.
Stud of horses belonging to the Hon.
Balie Peyton, q/" Tennessee.
1. Str Henry, gr. (full brother to
Monsieur Tonson;) foaled in 1824;
fifteen hands three inches high, with-
out shoes, fair measure. The best
living model of his renowned sire, old
Pacolet.
2. Anvil, br.b. (formerly Wynn's)
foaled in 1829; fifteen hands two
inches high; got by Monsieur Ton-
son; dam Isabella, by old Sir Archy.
For the pedigree of Isabella, see 4th
vol. Am. Turf Reg. p. 491.
8. Lady Burton, a bay, (foaled in
1812,) fifteen hands two inches and
a half high—playful and sprightly.
She is the dam of Coutre Snapper.
Presented by hia friend Mr. Alexan-
der Henderson, of North Carolina,
in 1833. She will go to Sir Henry
Tonson the next season.
4. SnYLOcK.b. m. (foaled in 18^1)
fifteen hands one inch high; of fine
finish; got by the celebrated Ameri-
can racehorse Shylock; dam Lady
Burton. (This mare has produced,
and is producing fine stock.) She
has a bay filly foal, of high order of
finish, by imp. Leviathan, and is now
in foal by the same. This mare and
filly can be purchased for $1000.
5. Maria Shepherd, b.m. (foaled
in 1826,) fifteen hands one inch and
a half high; got by old Sir Archy;
dam Shylock mare, mentioned above.
She was a hard bottomed nag, and
won a majority of her races. She
has produced a bay filly by Marion,
(raised by Gov. H. G. Burton, of
North Carolina,) which is considered
a game nag.
Stinted to Sir Henry Tonson.
6. Ellen Douglas, a brown bay
filly, fifteen hands high; got by Sir
Henry Tonson; dam Lady Burton.
—
She is of unexceptionable form: the
most sanguine expectations of her
success were justified, but fell lame
in training, and it is apprehended she
is permanently injured.
7. Bay filly, foaled in 1832, fifteen
hands high; got by imp. Leviathan;
dam Maria Shepherd, No. 5. This
filly is uncommonly large, strong,
and likely.
8. Chestnut colt, foaled in 18S2;
four feet eleven inches high; got by
Sir Henry Tonson; dam by Tennes-
see Oscar; grandam by old Pacolet;
g. grandam, sent by Dr. Thomas
Peers, of Goochland county, Va. to
Mr. John Harding, near Nashville,
Tenn. to be sold as a brood mare
"a chestnut of fine form, game, and
thoroughbred appearance. She cer-
tainly was well bred." Mr. Harding
thinks a pedigree accompanied the
mare, but has been lost. Her g. g.
grandam a chestnut mare, raised by
Mr. Laprad, called Sophia, said to be
by Fearnought. Mr. P. sohcits in-
formation, through the Register, in
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relation to the stock of Peers and
Lapratl.
9. Chestnut colt, foaled in 1834,
full brother to No. 7.
10. B. c. Roderick Dhu, (foaled
in 1832,) four feet eleven inches high;
got by Monsieur Tonson; clam Lady
Burton. This was one of the most
promising entries in the great sweep-
stake to be run at Nashville in the
fall of 1835; but he has received an
injury, which will prevent iiis run-
ning in that race, and probably from
ever succeeding on the turf, but he
must propagate excellent stock.
—
He is the property of Mr. A. Hen-
derson, of North Carolina.
11. Bl. c. Shelby, foaled in 1833;
got by Camanchie Chief; dam a fa-
vorite thoroughbred mare. Present-
ed by Dr. John Shelby, of Nashville,
to J. S. Skinner, Editor of the Turf
Register, and kindly adopted by the
Hon. Balie Peyton, to be reared.
Echo, gr. nine years old, (owned
by Dr. Musgrave, of Southampton
county, Virginia;) got by American
Eclipse; dam by imp. Messenger;
grandam by imp. Slender; g. gran-
dam imported mare Dian, by English




White Turk—Natural Barb mare
(See Eng. Stud Book.)
Maria Annette.
I do hereby certify, that the ch.
filly Maria Annette (the one halt
of her I sold to Mr. Daniel Abbot.,
of Brooklyn, and run in the colts'
sweepstake last spring, at Long
Island) was bred by me. She wag
got by John Richards, and foaled on
the 26th day of March, in the year
i;]31; her dam, Matchless, was bred
by Mr. Stephen Hunt, of New Jer-
sey, and got by imp. Expedition; her
grandam by Bela Badger's Sir Solo-
mon; her g. grandam Aurora, by imp.
Honest John; g.g. grandam Zelippa,
by imp. Messenger; g-g-g- grandam
Dido, by imp. Bay Richmond; g. g.
g. g. grandam Slammerkin, by imp.
Wildair; g. g. g. g. g. grandam im-
ported, by old Cub.
Signed, Daniel Holmes.
Aug. 15, 1834.
The above filly was sold by Daniel
Abbot to John G. Winter and John
Morrison, of Georgia.
Fanny Richards, br. f. (foaled
spring of 1830;) got by Maryland
Eclipse; dam Betsey Richards, full
sister to John Richards—raised by
Hamilton Wilkes, Esq. of Hyde
Park, N. Y. and sold to Winter and
Morrison, Georgia.
CORRECTIONS.
Mr. Editor: Caitsin's Manor, Charles Co. Md. Jfov. 15, 1834.
In looking over No. 2, vol. vi. of your Turf Register and Sporting Maga-
zine, in which you have noticed my stud, I find several typographical
errors—some material. You have "Gill Flirt, cr." It should he ch. Of
Ninon de L'Enclos you say, "purchased by Geo. Semmes." It should be
—
purchased of George Semmes. You have "Longstrider, b. c. in foal to
Busiris." It should be—his dam, Ninon de L'Enclos, now in foal to Bu-
siris.
These errors may have occurred in transcribing the note I left with you,
from my private record. Respectfully, your ob't serv't,
Ed. J. Hamilton.
Mr. Editor,—Please make the following correction in the account of the
sweepstake race, over the Washington City Course, published in your last
(August) number, by saying, ''last mile of the second heat ran in \m. 58«."
and not Im. 50s. ' A Subscriber.
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BUSIRIS.
For a memoir of Busiris, written with impartiality, by a friend in
no wise interested, the reader need scarcely be referred to the number
for October last.
General C. Irvine: Washington, JVov. 10, 1834.
Sir,—Having paid close attention to the training of Busiris, whilst
he was under our direction last spring, it affords us pleasure to give
you our opinion of him as a racehorse. We considered him a first
rate runner at all distances, but particularly at long ones. The Jockey
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Club purse, for three mile heats, which he won, beating Tyrant and
several other horses, was run in quicker time than had ever been made
before over the Washington course, (then forty feet over a mile.) but
without pressing Busiris on any part of the ground. This he did with
the fore leg, which had been injured in his previous race with O'Kelly
at the Central course, so much inflamed, that he had been much fa-
vored in his training, so much so, that we despair of bringing him to
the poll during the season. You are aware that the day after this race
he let down in that leg.
We are, however, governed more, in forming the opinion we have
expressed of his powers as a racehorse, by his private trials than by
the race itself. These were witnessed by Col. Abert of the U. S.
Engineers, and by the Hon. Balie Peyton of Tennessee, as well as by
ourselves; and they led us all to pronounce that he could not be beat
if his leg did not give way, an anticipation which the result of the race
fully verified.
The extraordinary speed and endurance which he exhibited in these
trials, the great ease with wdiich he beat Tyrant, running his race in
uncommonly quick time, and the fact that the week after, on the Ti-
monium course, Tyrant was considered fully equal in speed to Ohio,
Avho possesses so much well earned fame, are the grounds on which
we rest our belief, that your horse Busiris deserves to rank with the
best in this country as a racehorse. Very respectfully yours, &c.
(Signed,) T. P. Andrews.
A. J. DONELSON.
1 have observed the horse Busiris since his first appearance on the
turf, and have always been of opinion, after witnessing his training
and trials at three years old, that he was a first rate horse. Jn his last
training I was present at all of his trials, and timed in all in company
with Col. Peyton of Tennessee, and Majors Donelson and Andrews.
We all inferred from those trials, that he was not to be beat if his leg,
(which was then injured,) should stand as it was, and the result veri-
fied the opinion to the credit of the horse.
December 1st, 1S34. (Signed,) J. J. Abert.
Col. Abert's statement is correct, as to my timing Busiris in com-
pany with himself and Majors Donelson and Andrews, and my opi-
nion coincides decidedly, with that of those gentlemen, i. e. that he
was a first rate racehorse.
Washington^ Dec. 1834. (Signed,) Balie Peyton".
Busiris was trained for me and under my direction at three years
old. I have seen him in most of his races and in three trainings, and
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timed him or known the time of his trial races in them. I have seen
him run his first and last race, and one of his races at Baltimore, and my
opinion is, and always has been, notwithstanding his general bad luck
in most of his races, that he was a first rate racehorse, particularly at
long distances.
WasJungton, Dec. '2, IS34. (Signed,) Geo. Gibson.
My opinion has been asked of Busiris as a racehorse. 1 trained
him for Majors Donelson and Andrews the last spring, (of 1834,) and
my opinion is that he was the best racehorse, for any distance, I ever
handled, and 1 have trained a large number of fine horses. Certainly
the best four or three mile horse I ever handled.
fVashington, ^ug. 1834. (Signed,) M.L.Hammond.
ROCKINGHAM,* first called CAMDEN:
A bay horse, foaled in 1781, bred by J. Pratt, Esq. of Askrigg,
Wensleydale; sold to P. Wentworth, Esq. who sold him to his royal
highness the Prince of Wales; and was again sold, at his highness'
sale, to T. Bullock, Esq. who sold him to Lord Barrymore.
Rockingham was got by Highflyer; his dam Purity, (own sister to
Conundrum, Ranthos, Enigma, Riddle, Miss Timms, Maiden, and. Ras-
selas,) by Matchem; grandam by Squirt.
3. At Nottingham, August 3, 1784, Camden won a sweepstake of
50gs. each, for three year old colts, 8st. once round the course, (six
subscribers,) beating Mr. Wentworth's bay colt by Alfred, out of Rose-
bud, and Lord E. Bentinck's colt by Highflyer. He was sold in the
spring of 1785, for 700gs. to Mr. P. Wentworth, who changed his name
to Rockingham.
4. On Monday, in the Newmarket second spring meeting, 1785,
Rockingham beat Mr. O'Kelly's Serjeant, 8st. 4lbs. each, B. C. Mr.
O'Kelly staked 500gs. to 400gs. Seven to four on Rockingham,
On Wednesday he won the Jockey Club purse for four year olds,
8st. each, R. C; beating Mr. Dawson's Roscius, the Duke of North-
umberland's Denmark, Mr. Hale's Camel, Lord Grosvenor's Carlo
Khan, and Mr. Panton's Pindar. Two to one on Rockingham, and
seven to two against Roscius.
On Saturday he beat his royal highness the Prince of Wales' Hard-
wicke, 8st. 2lbs. each, B. C. 300gs. Five and six to four on Rock-
ingham, who Avas afterwards sold to his royal highness the Prince of
Wales for 2000gs.
*Sirc to Sir Archy's dam.
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5. At Newmarket, May 1 1, at Sst. 7lbs., he beat Mr. Dowson's Clay-
hall, 8st. 2lbs. B. C. oOOgs. Five to two on Rockingham.
6. In the second October meeting he was beat (for the first time)
by Mr. O'Kelly's Soldier, Sst. 7lbs. each, B. C. 500gs. Seven to four
and two to one on Rockingham.
7. At Newmarket, second spring meeting, 1786, Rockingham won
£50; for five year olds, Sst. 6lbs., and six, Sst. 12lbs. D. C; beating
Sir F. Standish's Delpini, five years old; Mr. Dowson's Clayhall, five
years old, and Lord Clermont's George, six years old. Nine to four
on Rockingham, and five to one against Delpini.
8. At Ascot Heath, June 20, he walked over for a sweepstake of
50gs. each, h. ft. for all ages, (six subscribers,) four miles.
9. In the same meeting he Avalked over for a £50 purse, for all ages.
He was afterwards sold, at his royal highness the Prince of Wales'
sale, for SOOgs. to Mr. Bullock.
10. At Lichfield, September 12, he won the king's purse for five
year olds, Sst. 7lbs. each, three mile heats, beating Mr. Tetherington's
Marplot, and Mr. Early's brown horse by Tantrum.
1 1. At Newmarket, first October meeting, at Sst. 5lbs., he won 70gs.
for all ages, B. C; beating Mr. Wyndham's Guyler, four years old, 7st.
4lbs., and Mr. Lade's brown filly by Engineer, four years old, 7st. 4lbs.
Seven and eight to one on Rockingham.
12. In the second October meeting, at Sst., he won 60gs. for all
aoes, D. I.", beating the Duke of Grafton's Oberon, four years old, 7st.
4lbs.-, Mr. O'Kelly's Soldier, aged, Sst. 6lbs ; Mr. Wyndham's Ulysses,
acred, Sst. 6lbs.; and Mr. Lade's Wilbraham, six years old, Sst. 4lbs.
Three to one on Rockingham.
13. Next day, at Sst. 6lbs., he won a subscription of 5gs. for all
ao-es, B. C. (fourteen subscribers,) beating Mr. Wyndham's Drone
ao-ed, 9st. Slbs.; Lord Grosvenor's Latona, aged, 9st. 2lbs.; and Mr.
O'Kelly's Chaunter, four years old, 7st. 7lbs. Seven to two on Rock-
ingham.
14. At Newmarket Craven meeting, 1787, Rockingham won a
sweepstakes of 50gs. each, h. ft. for all ages; four year olds, 7st. 13lbs.;
five, Sst. 7lbs.; and aged, 9st. D. C; (twelve subscribers;) beating Sir
F. Standish's Delpini, five years old; the Duke of St. Alban's Fox,
four years old; Mr. Tetherington's Marplot, five years old; Mr. Wynd-
ham's Drone, aged; Duke of Grafton's Oberon, four years old; and
Mr. Lade's Pilot, four years old. Seven to four against Rockingham,
seven to two against Drone, five and six to one against Fox, and seven
to one against Delpini.
1 5. On Monday in the first spring meeting, at Sst. 3lbs. , he won £50;
for all acres, R. C; beating Lord Clermont's Collector, five years old?
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8st. Slbs,; Mr. Wentworth's Cowslip, four years old, 7st. 9lbs.; Mr.
Wastell's Noodle, five years old, Sst. 3lbs.; the Duke of Grafton's
Patience, aged, Sst. Tibs,; and the Duke of St. Alban's Challenger, six
years old, Sst. 7lbs. Five to one on Rockingham.
16. On Wednesday, he received 25gs. to withdraw for a £50 purse,
won by Lord Clermont's Woodcock.
17. Next day he won the king's purse for six year olds, 12st. R. C;
beating Mr. Dowson's Clayhall, five years old; Mr. Dawson's Roscius,
five years old; and Mr. Hull's Quibbler, six years old. Five to one on
Rockingham.
IS. In the second spring meeting, at Sst. 12lbs., he won the 140gs.
subscription of 30gs. each, for all ages, (nine subscribers,) beating Mr.
Wyndham's Skylark, four years old, 7st. 2lbs. Forty to one on Rock-
ingham.
19. Next day he won the Jockey Club purse, for horses, &c., Sst.
7lbs, each, B. C, beating Mr. Wyndham's Drone, aged. Five to two
on Rockingham.
20. At Guilford, May 29, he won the king's purse, for six year olds,
12st. each, four mile heats, beating Mr. Middleton's St. Valori. Four
to one on Rockingham.
21. At Winchester, July 3, he won the king's purse, for six year
olds, 12st. each, four mile heats, beating Mr. O'Kelly's Chaunter.
22. At Nottingham, August 14, he won the king's purse, for six
year olds, 12st. each, four mile heats, beating Mr. Wentworth's Prince
of Orange. Four to one on Rockingham.
23. At York, August meeting, on Monday, he won the king's purse,
for six year olds, 12st., four mile heats, beating Mr. Hutchinson's Pitch,
by Shark. Eight to one on Rockingham.
24. On Thursday, he won one of the great subscription purses, for
six year olds, Sst. lOlbs., and aged 9st., four miles, beating Mr. Went-
worth's Verjuice, five years old; Mr. Garforth's Faith, aged; Sir W.
Vavasour's Mark, six years old; Mr. Weatherill's Harlequin Junior,
six years old; and Mr. Dawson's Roscius, six years old. Five to one
on Rockingham, and seven to four on Verjuice, against Faith.
25. On Saturday, at 9st. 7lbs., he was beat by Mr. Hutchinson's
Florizel, three years old, 5st. 7lbs., the first heat, and was drawn; also,
distancing Mr. Wentworth's Cowslip, five years old, Sst. 6lbs.; for the
ladies' purse, four mile heats. From ten to twenty to one on Rock-
ingham.
26. On Monday, in the Newmarket first October meeting, at Sst. 5lbs.
he won £50 for all ages, R. C, beating Lord Grosvenor's Roundelay,
five years old, Sst.; the Duke of Grafton's Oberon, five years old, Sst.;
Mr. Wyndham's Ulysses, aged, Sst. 7lbs.; and Mr. Douglas's Macbeth,
four years old, Tst, 5lbs. Five to one on Rockingham.
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27. On Wednesday, at 8st. 12lbs., he won the 140gs. subscription,
of 30gs. each, (nine subscribers,) beating Mr. Wyndham's Skylark,
four years old, 7st. 7lbs. High odds on Rockingham.
28. Next day he won the king's purse, for six year olds, 12st. R.
C, beating Mr. Tetherington's Marplot. Six to one on Rockingham.
29. Same day, at 8st. 1 libs., he won 70gs. for all ages, B. C. beat-
ing the Duke of St. Alban's Fox, five years old, 8st. 5lbs.; Mr. Clark's
Schoolboy, five years old, Sst. 5lbs.; Sir F. Standish's Lepicq, five
years old, Sst. 5lbs.; and Mr. Vernon's Flyator, four years old, 7st.
4lbs. Four to one on Rockingham.
30. In the second October meeting, at Sst. 4lbs., he won 60gs. for
all ages, .D. I., beating Mr. Vernon's Mufti, four years old, 7st, 4lbs.
Five to one on Rockingham.
31. Next day, at Sst. iSlbs., he won a sweepstakes of 5gs. each, for
all ages, B. C, beating Mr. O'Kelly's Scota, four years old, 7st. 7lbs.
Ten to one on Rockingham..
The above were the only times of his starting that year. He was
afterwards sold to Lord Barrymore, for 2500gs.
32. At Newmarket first spring meeting, 1788, Rockingham walked
over for the king's purse, for six year olds, 12st. R. C.
33. In the second spring meeting, he won the Jockey Club purse,
for horses, Stc, Sst. 7lbs. each, B. C. beating Mr. Wentworth's Ver-
juice. Five and six to one on Rockingham.
34. In the same meeting he, (rode by his owner, Sst. 12lbs.) beat
Sir G. Armytage's Star-gazer, (rode by L. Jewison,) Sst. 4lbs., B. C,
SOOgs. Four to one on Rockingham.
35. At Newmarket first spring meeting, 1786, Rockingham, 7st.
8lbs, was beat by Mr. O'Kelly's Dungannon, Sst., B. C, 500gs. Two
to one on Dunganon.
36. At Burford, in the .same year, he was distanced in running
against Mr. Tetherington's Marplot, and Mr. Dowson's Clayhall, oc-
casioned by running on the wrong side of a post, when six and seven
to one on him.
37. At Newmarket Craven meeting, 1788, he paid forfeit, viz., in a
sweepstakes of 50gs. each, h. f. D. C, won by Lord Grosvenor's
Meteor.
38. Also, at Newmarket Craven meeting, 1789, in a subscription
won by Sir Peter Teazle; which, with the above, were the whole of
his performances.
Rockingham was afterwards a stallion, and covered at Bennington,
near Stevenage, Herts, in 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, and 1794, at lOgs.
and Is.; at Epsom in 1795, at Sgs. and 5s.; at Clayhall, near Epsom,
in 1796 and 1797 at lOgs. and a half; in 179S and 1799 at 7gs. and 5s.
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He died in the autumn of 1799, Rockingham was the sire of the fol-
lowing winners, viz.: Mr. Panton's Coddy Moddy and Patriot, Mr.
Hammond's Portland, Mr. Wilson's Bennington, Mr. O'Hara's Miss
Pumpkin, Mr. Darling's Mother Redcap, Mr. Jones's Young Rocking-
ham, Mr. Cosen's Arabella, Mr. William's Euphrasia, Mr. Stapleton's
Fair Susannah, Mr. Harris's Brother Redcap, Mr. Bettison's Beelzebub,
Mr. Heming's Kill Devil, Mr. Fletcher's Logic o' Buchan, Mr. Coven-
try's Sacripant, Mr. Spencer's Tuabridge, Mr. Joddrell's Macclesfield,
Mr. Payne's Sally, &c. &c. He was also sire of the dam of Mr. Ben-
son's Dimple, &c. &c.; of the dam of John Pratt, Swiftsure, of Cas-
tianira Sir Archy's dam, &c. Susannah was the dam of Tom Wealthy,
Master Betty, Tumbler, Ponteland, Yoxford, &.c. Lavinia was the
dam of Sylvanus, Feramorz, &.c. Mother Redcap was the dam of
Mowbray, Pillowslip, &c.
TRANBY AND WHALE.
Breeders for sale and for the turf will be pleased to hear that in ad-
dition to the many distinguished English stallions already imported,
Messrs. Avery & Co. of Virginia, have added to their previous large
investments, the purchase of the celebrated Tranby and Whale.
These important accessions to our stock, which leave us nothing
more to be desired from abroad, are announced to us in a letter from
one of the very spirited association above named, in the following
terms:
—
Mr. Editor: Hides' Ford, Jan. 17, 1835.
1 have no doubt you will feel great gratification in learning that the
celebrated horses Tranby and Whale have been purchased in England for
us. Knowing the great desire of our breeders to have Tranby imported,
and the high character of this horse for speed, but especially for the
most unflinching stoutness, and game and ahiliiy to carry high lueights,
we have been able only at a high figure to procure him. Being got
by that very celebrated racer and stallion Blacklock, who once run
his four miles in 7m. 25m., I think out of an Orville mare, we could
expect him to be nothing but a "good one." He is said to be every
thing we could desire. I imagine he must be something more than
common in appearance, or he would never have been selected for the
stud of the King of England. The King of Belgium bid a high figure
for him in the spring; but seeing that our people wanted him, both in
this section and Tennessee, I requested Mr. Tattersall to "buy him
at any price." I think now even cavillers will be silenced, indeed
they ought to be.
The horse Whale was by Whalebone, dam Rectory by Octavius,
winner of the Derby, and a son of Orville out of Marianne by Mufti, Sac.
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He won, at three years old, the king's plate at Goodwood, three
miles and five furlongs, beating Lucetta, Lady Fly, and Sussex. He
had just run second to Rubini for the Goodwood cup, thirty-seven
subscribers,) beating Beirara, Galopade, Minster, Hokee Pokee, Stc. Stc.
He won four races at one meeting at Newmarket this spring. He is
a splendid horse, it is said, and go either a distance or for speed. He
is very near sixteen hands high and four years old, five next spring.
More particulars hereafter.
THE "GENUINE ARABIAN" HORSE SYPHAX.
Dear Sir: Washington, J^ov. 16, 1834.
la accordance with your request, that I should commit to paper what I
know respecting tlie genuine Arabian horse Syphax, imported in 1824, by
my brother-in-law. Major Townsend Stith of Virginia, American consul at
the regency of Tunis, I inform you, that in 1823, he having made known
to several distinguished citizens of Tunis, his desire to purchase a steed of
superior beauty and blood, was informed that it was almost impossible to
obtain a genuine blooded Arabian in the city, in consequence of the determi-
nation of Sidi Hassan, the Bey or King of Tunis, to appropriate to his own
use, and at his own price, all the fine coursers that might be introduced into
his kingdom for sale; at the same time it was suggested that arrange-
ments could be made, by which the representative of the United States
might be accommodated, and that every exertion should be used to obtain
for him a colt from the far famed plains of Yemen, one of the imperial breed
of the stud of Mahomet the prophet. The consul relied upon their exertions
and in the course of a few weeks, when he had begun to despair of attain-
ing his object, was one night awakened from his slumbers by a servant,
who informed him that a Bedoin chief with a horse completely enshrouded
in bernonsses was in attendance in the patio and wished to see him. The
consul being convinced upon examination that the horse was superior to any
he had met with in Africa, (and as a true Virginia chevalier, I presume he
was conversant in equestrian information,) demanded the price, and paid a
large sum for the noble beast. The noble Arab mentioned, that the reason
for his intruding at such an unseasonable hour, was his fear, that the Bey,
through some of his emissaries, might become conversant with the at-
tempt to supply a christian with one of the prophet's cherished courser's
descendants, when, not only the courser would be confiscated for the use
of the sovereign, but his own neck would have become intimately ac-
quainted with the bowstring.
This is the history so far as I know of the noble animal, and I have no
hesitation in saying, he is of the very best blood of Arabia. My brother-
in-law valued him at #5000, and I am satisfied that amount could not have
purchased him. I am very respectfully yours, &c.
Sam'l C. Potter.
Dr. G. A. Rose, of Va. (.\ true copy.)
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CHATEAU MARGAUX.
The celebrated racer and stallion Chateau Margaux, imported from
England in the ship Hark-Away, Capt. Fisher, (one of the fine new
packets belonging to Jas. S. Brander &. Co.) was safely landed at City
Point, on the 13th October last.
Chateau was bred by Lord Egremont, and foaled in 1822. He was
got by that capital racer and stallion, Whalebone, the best son of
Waxy, who covered at twenty-five guineas. His dam. Wasp, was got
by Gohanna, the best four mile horse of his day, and equally cele-
brated as a stallion. His grandam was got by the invincible Highflyer,
the best son of Herod. His great grandam was got by the renowned
and unrivalled racer Eclipse—Rosebud, by Snap, from whom the Sir
Peter stock in England, and the Medley stock in this country, are
supposed to derive much of their excellence—Miss Belsea, by Regu-
lus, the best son of the Godolphin Arabian—Bartlett's Childers—sister
to the two True Blues.
Gohanna, brother to Precipitate, (imported in 1803,) was got by
Mercury, a capital son of Eclipse, out of the famous old Tartar mare;
his dam by Herod—grandam Maiden, sister to Pumpkin, by Matchem
—
Squirt—Mogul, &c.
Waxy was got by Pot8o's, by many thought to be the best
son of Eclipse; dam Maria, by Herod—Lisette, by Snap, out of Miss
Windsor, by the Godolphin Arabian, &c.
Whalebone was got by Waxy, out of Penelope, (the dam of Whisker,
Woful, Web, &c.) by Trumpator, the best grandson of Matchem; her
dam Prunella, by Highflyer—Promise, by Snap—Julia, by Blank, &c.
Penelope, the old Tartar mare, Young Giantess, (the grandam of
Priam, Phantom, and Muley, and of the dam of Luzborough,) and the
old Squirt mare, are considered the best brood mares ever bred in
England.
Of these horses, it is useless to say much, as they are the elite of
the English turf All of them are as celebrated for their success in
the stud as on the turf. Whalebone won seventeen races, many of
them four miles; and two or three years, his get won more races than
any horse's in the kingdom, many of them races of the greatest im-
portance and highest character. The get of Whisker and Woful (his
own brothers) have also been very successful. Whalebone won the
Derby, and got the famous Moses, and two other winners of the Derby,
one winner of the Oaks, and Camel, the sire of Touchstone, the winner
of the St. Leger, 1834. Whisker won the Derby, and got Memnon
and The Colonel, both winners of the St. Leger. Woful got Theo-
dore, winner of the St. Leger, and two winners of the Oaks.
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Chateau is a large dark brown horse, with both hind feet white;
fully five feet three inches high, and of great length, and uncommon
substance and poicer. His bone is large, especially his back-bone,
which is of extraordinary size; his muscle is abundant, but clean, dry,
and sinewy, without any useless or cumbersome flesh; and his power-
ful and fully developed form indicates, what his performances prove,
that he is perfect master of high weights. His head is clean, bony,
and handsome; his nostril large; his jaws wide apart, affording abun-
dant room for a clear and well detached throttle; and his eye full, mild,
and animated with a noble countenance, indicating the best temper.
His neck rises well from the shoulder, and joins his head well. His
shoulder has a very wide large bone, is very strong, well displayed,
and inclines back well; and rises sufficiently high at the withers, with-
out any of that superfluous crest which is sometimes seen to surmount
the shoulder two or three inches, and which is certainly of no use,
adding nothing to the power or easy motion of the shoulder. His
arms come out well from the body, are sufficiently wide apart for a
good chest, and are long, muscular, and strong. His back is of medium
length; coupling pretty well back, but uncommonly strong, with a
loin wide, a little arched, and very powerful. His body is ribbed in
the best manner, and deep throughout, which makes his legs short,
while at the same time he has a great reach. His hips are wide and
strong; and in the sweep down to, and embracing the hock, he has
hardly an equal. His feet are excellent, as are his legs, with good
bone, and clean, strong tendons, and good proportions; uniting in their
motion, great ease and correctness. His action cannot be surpassed
—
bold, free, elastic, and full of power. With great strength, excellent
action, and a very racing-like form, he unites great beauty and gran-
deur.
In 1825, Chateau, then three years old, appeared on the turf At
the Newmarket first spring meeting, Tuesday, for the 2000gs. stakes,
(colts 8st. 7lbs. and fillies 8st. 4lbs.) he was beat by Enamel, (whom
he beat next year for the Claret stakes,) beating Bolero, (the winner
of the Grand Duke Michael stakes, and other races,) Crockery, (a
winner four times this year, beating, among others, the famous Camel,)
and two others.
At the same meeting he beat Lionel Lincoln, three years old; 8st.
5lbs. each; (D.M., lOOgs. h.ft.) Seven to four on the winner. Lionel
Lincoln was a fine racer.
September 20, he was beat for the great St. Leger stakes (St. Leger
Course—eighty-eight subscribers) by Memnon, The Alderman, (both
these he afterwards beat,) and Actaeon, beating Fleur de lis, (the best
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mare of her day,) Falcon, Redgauntlet, Brownlock, Trinculo, Pastime,
Homer, and most of the good colts of the year. Run in 3m. 23|s.
At Newmarket, October meeting, Don Carlos, four years old, 7st.
lllbs., divided the Oatland stakes (30 sovs. each) with Chateau, 7st.
8lbs. Logic, (a winner twenty-two times,) Zink, (winner of the Oaks,)
Cinder, Shadow, El Dorado, and three others, paid forfeit.
1826. Newmarket Craven meeting, Monday, April 10. He was beat
(A. F., about one mile and a quarter) for the Craven stakes by Trin-
culo and Hougoumont; fourteen started. Six to four against Chateau;
five to one against Trinculo.—N. B. This was the only time of his
losing this year.
Thursday, April 13. The Claret stakes of 200 sovs. each, h.ft.;
(colts Sst. 7lbs.; fillies Sst. 2lbs., rising four years old;) D. I. (upwards
of two miles,) four subscribers.
Mr. Wyndham's br. c. Chateau Margaux, by Whalebone, - 1
Lord Exeter's ch. c. Enamel, - - - - 2
Mr. F. Craven's b. f. Pastime, - - - - 3
Chateau Margaux took his name from this race, being named after a
favorite kind of wine.
Newmarket first spring meeting, April 26. Fifty pounds, by sub-
scription; for three years old, 7st. 5lbs.; four, Sst. 1 libs., and five, 9st.
4lbs. Beacon Course; (4 miles, 1 furlong, 138 yards.)
Mr. Wyndham's br. c. Chateau Margaux, three years old, by
Whalebone, -_-_-_ 1
Mr. Heathcote's ch. c. Nigel, three years old, - - 2
Duke of Grafton's ch. f. Tontine, three years old, (bolted,) 3
High odds on Chateau Margaux.
Ascot Heath; Tuesday, June 6. His majesty's plate of lOOgs.; for
four years old, lOst. 7lbs.; five, list. 7lbs.; six, list, 12lbs., and aged,
12st.; four miles.
Mr. Wyndham's br. c Chateau Margaux, four years old, 1 47lbs. 1
Mr. Heathcote's ch. c. Nigel, four years old, 147lbs. - 2
Mr. Mockford's ch. c. Velasquez, four years old, 147lbs. 3
Lord Clarendon's b. c. (brother to Skiff,) four years old, 1 47lbs. 4
Lord Tavistock's ch. h. Shadow, five years old, 16 libs. 6
Five to two on Chateau Margaux.
Thursday, June 8. The gold cup, value 100 sovs.; the surplus in
specie, by subscription of 20 sovs. each—three years old, 6st. lOlbs.;
four, 8st. 2lbs.; five, 8st. 12lbs.; six and aged, 9st. 3lbs. Two miles
and a half; eight subscribers.*
* The Duke of York's Lionel Lincoln, Lord Darlington's Serab, Lord
Jersey's Middleton, Mr. Rogers' Muleteer, and Mr. Lambton's Cedric, paid
forfeit.
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Mr. Wyndham's Chateau Margaux, four years old, 114lbs. (G.
Dockeray,) __----!
Mr. Theobald's ch. h. Cydnus, five years old, 124lbs. (Mac-
donald,) ______ 2
Lord G. H. Cavendish's b. h. Bizarre, six years old, 129lbs.
(Arnull,) - _ . - . _ 3
Six to four on Chateau Margaux.
The following account of this race is taken from the July number
of the Annals of Sporting, 1826.
"Thursday; the gold cup day.—There never was a more noble dis-
play upon a race course than now. Every pomp of the kind that had
preceded it, was eclipsed, darkened by its superior splendor. Even
the royal cavalcade was augmented in glory, and all things wore a
goodly front."—"The first in order, as in importance, was the race for
the gold cup. The field was small; but what little there was, was
good, as the names of Bizarre, Cydnus, and Chateau Margaux, will
prove."—"The riders Arnull, Macdonald, and Dockeray; the betting
three to one against Bizarre, about the same against Cydnus, and eleven
to eiglit on the winner. The very fine race that Bizarre ran against
Longwaist, the preceding year, will be in the recollection of our
readers; the knowledge of this induced many to rely on his known
goodness and speed now, and Lord George Cavendish and his party
freely backed him to win. Mr. Theobald's fine strapping horse did
not start, also, without numerous supporters. Immediately, as Charles
Davis gave the word, they went off well together; Bizarre in front,
Chateau Margaux at tail. So they kept on, till they reached the old
mile: here the pace was better, and soon got into a rattle. Cydnus, in
trying to get the whip-hand, certainly lost two or three strides, which
Dockeray took advantage of, and got his old place. The weight now
told upon Bizarre, and before they passed the distance the run was
clean out of him. Macdonald now tried it against Lord Egremont's,
hut the Whalebones seldom falter at a pinch; and George brought his
horse cleverly in, winning at least easy, being, as Mr. Theobald him-
self said, too fast for him that distance."
Brighton, .July 29. A gold cup, value 100 guineas, in addition to a
sweepstake of 10 sovs. each; two miles; five subscribers.
Lord Egremont's br. c. Chateau Margaux, four years old, 1 1 5lbs. 1
Mr. Theobald's ch. h. Cydnus, five years old, 122lbs. - 2
Four to one on Chateau Margaux.
Lewes, August 2. His majesty's plate of 100 guineas, for four year
olds and upwards; four mile heats.
Lord Egremont's Chateau Margaux, four years old, HTlbs., walked
over.
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Newmarket first October meeting. Fifty guineas*, free for any horse,
&c.—weight for age. Beacon Course.
Mr. Wyndham's br. c. Chateau Margaux, four years old, 1 02lbs. 1
Duke of Portland's br. c. Mortgage, four years old, 102lbs. 2
Seven to four on Chateau Margaux.
Newmarket second October meeting. Tuesday, 17th; one-third of
a subscription of 25 sovs. each; for four year old colts, 8st. lOlbs., and
fillies, 8st. 7lbs. D. I. (seven subscribers,) upwards of two miles.
Lord Egremont's Chateau Margaux, by Whalebone, walked over.
Friday, 20th. First year of a renewal of the subscription of 5 sovs.
each; for four years old, 7st. 7lbs., Stc. Seven subscribers; Beacon
Course.
Lord Egremont's br. c. Chateau Margaux walked over.
1827. Newmarket first spring meeting. The king's plate of lOOgs.;
for four years old, list.; five, list. 9lbs.; six and aged, 12st. Round
Course, (nearly four miles.)
Mr. Wyndham's br. c. Chateau Margaux, four years old, 154lbs.,
walked over.
The gold cup, originally purchased in 1768 by a subscription
of twenty-four noblemen and gentlemen, was challenged for this
meeting, by the Hon. C. Wyndham, the proprietor of Chateau
Margaux, which not being accepted, the cup became the property
of Mr. Wyndham. The nomination of the horse was sealed up
according to the prescribed mode, but the received opinion was,
that he named Chateau Margaux, he being, at that time, decidedly
the best in his stable that distance, the Beacon course. This cup had
remained in the possession of Lord Grosvenor ever since 1780, when
his celebrated horse PotSo's by Eclipse out of Sportsmistress, walked
over for it.
Newmarket second spring meeting. The Jockey Club plate of 50
sovs.; four years old, 7st. 2lbs.; five, 8st. 3lbs., Stc. Beacon Course.
Mr. Wyndham's br. h. Chateau Margaux, five years old, 1 15lbs. 1
Duke of Portland's b. h. The Alderman, five years old, 1 15lbs. 2
Six to four on Chateau Margaux.
Ascot Heath, June 12. His majesty's plate of lOOgs.; for four years
old, lOst. 7lbs.; five, list. 7lbs., &c. Four miles.
Mr. Wyndham's br. h. Chateau Margaux, five years old, 1 6 libs. 1
Lord Exeter's ch. h. Hobgoblin, four years old, 147lbs. - 2
Lord Tavistock's ch. f. Leeway, four years old, 147lbs. - 3
Mr. Heathcote's ch. h. Nigel, five years old, 16 libs. - 4
Two to one on Chateau Margaux.
Newmarket first October meeting, October 4. His majesty's plate
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of lOOgs., for four years old, lOst. 7lbs.; five, list. 7lbs.; six, list.
12lbs.; and aged, 12st. R. C.
Mr. Wyndhatn's br. c. Chateau Margaux, five years old, 1 6 libs.
Col. Wilson's b. c. Lamplighter, four years old, 147lbs. -
Mr. Lumley's b. c. Monarch, four years old, 147lbs. - 8
Seven to four on Chateau Margaux, and five to two against Lamp-
lighter. After the dead heat Mr. Wyndham and Col. Wilson divided
the plate, and Lamplighter walked over.
Newmarket second October meeting. Second year of a renewal of
the subscription of 5 sovs. each; weight for age. Beacon Course
—
seven subscribers,
Mr. Wyndham's br. h. Chateau Margaux, 1 1 8lbs., walked over.
Newmarket Houghton meeting. One-third of a subscription of 25
sovs. each; weight for age. Beacon Course; seven subscribers.
Lord Egremont's br. h. Chateau Margaux, five years old, laolbs.,
walked over.
Same meeting. Chateau Margaux, five years old, received from
Helenus, six years old, (a very speedy horse,) 8st. 7lbs. each, lOOgs.
T. Y. C. (about three-quarters of a mile.)
1828. Newmarket Craven meeting. He was beat for the Craven
stakes (A. F., about one mile and a quarter) by Lamplighter, Pastime,
and Sharpset, beating Belzoni and Goblet.
Two to one against Chateau Margaux, three to one against Lamp-
lighter, four to one against Pastime, and ten to one against Sharpset.
Newmarket first spring meeting; Tuesday. Fifty pounds, by sub-
scription; for four years old, 7st. 9lbs. Last three miles of B. C.
Mr. Wyndham's br. h. Chateau Margaux, five years old, 1 15lbs. 1
Duke of Grafton's ch. c. Paul Jones, four years old, 107lbs. 2
Two to one on Chateau Margaux.
Thursday. He was beat the Round Course, for the king's plate, by
Brownlock.—Four to one on Chateau, who beat him, shortly after,
four miles.
Newmarket second spring meeting. The Jockey Club plate of 50
sovs.; weight for age. Beacon Course.
Mr. Wyndham's br. h. Chateau Margaux, six years old, 12 libs. 1
Duke of Portland's br. c. Conjurer, four years old, lOOlbs. 2
Lord Cleveland's b. h. Memnon, six years old, 12 libs. - 3
Lord Tavistock's ch. m. Leeway, five years old, llSlbs. 4
Ascot Heath, June 3. The king's plate of lOOgs.; for four years
old, lOst. 7lbs.; five, list. 7lbs.; six, list. 12lbs.; and aged, 12st.
—
Four miles.
Mr. Wyndham's br. h. Chateau Margaux, six years old, 166lbs. 1
Mr. Mills' br.h. Brownlock, six years old, 166lbs. - 2
Mr. D. Radcliffe's b. h. Dervise, five years old, 16 libs. 3
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June 5. He was beat for the gold cup (two miles and a half) by
Bobadilla and Souvenir.
At Brighton, Thursday, July 31, He was beat by Mansfield and
Souvenir for the gold cup, two miles; and at Lewes, August 7, for the
king's plate, by Spondee.
Chateau was after this withdrawn from the turf, and placed at Led-
stone Hall for three seasons, and then removed to Petworth, to serve
the stud of his noble owner, where he remained until purchased by J.
Avery, Esq.
From an examination of the foregoing account of Chateau's perfor-
mances, it appears, that at four years old he started ten, and won nine
times, and when five years old, he won eight times without losing a race.
He won, in all, twenty-tioo times, of which eight were races over the Bea-
con course, which is four miles and three hundred and fifty-eight yards;
and six others four miles or four mile heals, including two races over the
Round course. His running was over the most fashionable courses and
against the best horses, and he won twenty-two races. The names of
Memnon, the Alderman, Enamel, Fleur de Lis, Brownlock, Pastime, Fal-
con, Redgauntlet, Trinculo, Helenus, Nigel, Cydnus, Bizarre, Mortgage,
Leeway, Monarch, Belzoni, Dervise, and many other capital runners,
that were vanquished all distances by Chateau, exhibit the strongest
testimony of his splendid career and great superiority as a racehorse.
There can be no doubt of his speed, for he beat speedy horses short
distances; and what may be regarded as better evidence by some in
this country, he ran over the St. Leger course, with St. Leger weights,
in 3m, 23is. and there is, if possible, still less doubt of his bottom,
for he never lost a race over the Beacon course. He had speed
enough to go with the speediest, and bottom enough to outlast the
stoutest.
A horse of Chateau's rich and pure pedigree, high racing form,
masterly size, immense power, and splendid performances, it might
fairly be expected, would make a successful and distinguished stallion
anywhere. His three year old colts came on the turf last year, and
ran Avith great success in England, running better, and winning more
races than the get of any other young horse. One of them, Connoisseur
ran second for the Derby, (one hundred and twenty-four subscribers,)
the fastest Derby on record, beating Revenge, Glaucus, Sir Robert,
Catalonian, Whale, Forester, Cactus, ^gyptus, Shylock, Prince Lle-
wellen, and other good colts, and was afterwards sold for 1400gs.
and sent abroad. Information from England recently received, justi-
fies us in saying, that they have run with equal success and reputation
the present year. His get have fully sustained the character for
wJiich his family are so remarkable, of good speed, united with untir-
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ing bottom. The following is the testimony of a perfectly disinter-
ested gentleman, of high character and judgment, and considerable
acquaintance with turf matters in England and America, who has
been for some time in England. "His (Chateau's) stock, so far,
in this country have proved themselves, and particularly his colts,
good ones. From Avhat I have observed of their running, and from
what others, no way interested in them or their sire, have told me,
they have been generally able to stay the distance, whatever it might
be, having been full of running to the last. Chateau Margaux must
command a great many of our best mares, for his "performances were
of the first order in point of fact, and they are scarcely surpassed on
paper. Game, good temper, and a desire to ^go ahead,'' are the lead-
ing characteristics of his sort, and I predict, that five or six years
hence, his stock will outsell and outstrip in a double sense, most of
the progeny of his cotemporaries,"
Mr, Tattersall says, in various letters on the subject: "The only
chance you will ever have of getting Chateau, is by the death of Lord
Egremont." "For a stallion I should advise the Whalebone blood, they
always train on." "Chateau Margaux is not to be sold, nor The Colonel;
I was at Petworth last week, and Lord E. said no money should tempt
him to part from Chateau." "] think Chateau the finest horse I al-
most ever saio.'''' "Chateau Margaux is the horse your people would
like, so large, but so like a gentleman. When your friend comes, I
will take him to Lord Egremont's, to see the three largest thorough-
bred horses in England, in any one man's stud. Chateau, Gaberlunzie
and Nimrod." In a letter to another gentleman, he says, "I have
been down to Petworth, and bought Chateau for Avery. I think he
will be delighted, having always said, 'never let him slip through
your hands for us.' It is a shame to send such a horse away, but I
advised Lord E. to sell him, he being of little use to him, all his stock
being of the same blood "
The importation of Chateau is an important event in the history of
our turf On many accounts he is likely to prove an invaluable ac-
quisition to our stock. His family are all remarkable for their emi-
nent racing qualities. His ancestors were the best of their day; lie
was the best four mile horse of his time; his brothers and sisters are
all distinguished on the turf; and his progeny have nobly sustained
the hereditary honors of the family. His immense power and ability
to carry high weights, constitute a most important recommendation
with all who advert to the delicate and weedy form of most of our
native mares. His blood, too, is new to our country, and therefore
a direct cross for almost all our mares. Besides, it is peculiarly
adapted to this country, as he is deeply imbued with the best Eclipse
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blood, through Mercury, PotSo's; and in the maternal line from Eclipse
himself, while the Herod blood largely preponderates in our native
stock. So far he has proved himself a capital stallion, and he is now
in the prime of life, and of the right age to get the best stock. His
sound limbs and fine eyes add not a little to his value, as a cross on
stock certainly deficient in both respects. It is characteristic of his
family, not to break down young, but to train on, and improve with
age. The rich bay or brown color of his family, has been, with hardly
an exception impaired to his progeny in England.
It is often unjust, and yet oftener invidious to make comparisons,
but it may, on the strongest grounds, be asserted, that the character
and promise of Chateau Margaux as a stallion, were at least as high
as those of any horse of his age in England. It may also be safely
asserted that no horse was ever imported from England into the
United States, with a higher character at home, or a brighter prospect
of usefulness and distinction in his adopted country. And it may,
with equal truth, be affirmed, that there is no horse in this country,
whose claims on the public patronage are greater, and whose progeny
will be more likely to win, for their sire, distinction and fame, and to
revive or to keep the lustre of the American turf. M.
NONPLUS.
Mr. Editor:
I have taken the liberty herewith to enclose to you the pedigree
and performances of "JVow^Zms," recently imported by me in the ship
Dalhousie Castle to Charleston, which you will do me a favor to
give a place in your American Turf Register.
The mare and filley imported by me at the same time, I will send
you the pedigrees of, some time hence, with the pedigree of the brown
filley, by Chateau Margaux,* I imported in December last, which
you will also confer a favor on me by giving a place in the Turf Re-
gister.
I regret much having neglected to send you, from time to time, a
list of my whole stud with their pedigrees, in compliance with your
request, which I certainly will do at some future and no distant time,
and for which I owe to you an apology for not doing before this.
I have determined to offer for sale, at our Columbia races in January
next, '^JSTonplus''^ and Godolphin, and if not sold, to farm out or let one
or both of them the next season, which I must also ask the favor of
you to have inserted in your Turf Register. Yours, &c.,
Richard Singleton.
•Chateau Margaux, the same recently imported by Mr. Avery &. Co.
36 v.6
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PEDIGREE AND PERFORMANCES OF NONPLUS.
Nonplus, a bay horse by Catton,out of Miss Garforth by Walton
—
Hyacinthus—Zara by Delpini. Catton was by Golumpus, (a well
bred son of Gohanna,) his dam by Timothy, (by Delpini out of Cora,
by Matchem,) grandam Lucy by Florizel, out of Frenzy by Eclipse,
the dam of Phenomenon.
Nonplus was bred by Mr. Burton, (foaled in 1924,) aftewards the
property of Mr. Armitage, then of Mr. Ridsdale, who sold him at two
years old to the Hon. E. R. Petre for 1 lOOgs; Mr. P. disposed of him
at three years old to the Duke of Cleveland for SOOOgs.
Catterick Bridge Meeting, March SOiA, 1826.
Sweepstakes of 20sovs. each, for yearling colts 8st. 3lbs. and fillies
8st. One mile. Eleven subscribers.
Lord Fitzburne's b. c. Reviewer, by Abjer out of Blue Stocking, 1
Mr. Wm. Scott's b. c. Nonplus, by Catton, dam by Walton, 2
Duke of Leeds's gr. c. Moonshine, by Grey Middleham out of
Miss Cliff, 3
Mr. Riddell's b. f. by X. Y. Z., Mr. Jaques's ch. f. by Whisker,
Mr. Whitelock's gr. f. by Walton, Mr. Darnell's b. c. by Walton, Mr.
Metcalf's b. f. Flosicula, Mr. John Croft's ch. f. by Whisker, and Col.
Cradock's b. c. Lancer, by Grey Walton, also started but were not
placed.—Two to one against Reviewer.
Haigh Park, (Leeds,) June '29th, 1826.
Sweepstakes of 20sovs. each, for two years old colts, 88t. Slbs. and
fillies 8st. T. Y. C. Eleven subscribers.
Mr. Armitage's b. c. Nonplus, by Catton, - - - 1
Mr. Watt's br. f. by Magistrate, out of Manuella, - - 2
Mr. Petre's ch. c. Granby, by Cannon-ball, Mr. Houldsworth's b. f.
Gift, by Filho-da-Puta, Mr. W, Fox's c. c. by Cervantes, Lord Muncas-
ter's b. f. The Pet, by Palmerin, Mr. Hodgson's bl. c. Norval, by The
Laird, and Lord Fitzwilliam's b. c. Medora, by Cervantes, also started
but were not placed.
Doncaster Meeting, Sepieviber ISth, 1826.
The Champagne stakes, of 50sovs. each, half forfeit, for two years
old colts 8st. 5lbs. fillies 8st. Slbs.—Red House in. Twenty-two Sub-
scribers.
Duke of Leeds's gr. c. Moonshine, by Grey Middleham, 1
Mr. Russell's ch. f. Emma, by Whisker, - - - 2
Mr. Ridsdale's b. c. Nonplus, by Catton, - - - 3
Mr. T. O. Powlett's b. c. Popsy, - - - - . 4
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Mr. W. Fox's b. c. by Vandyke Junior, Lord Muncaster's b. f. The
Pet, and Mr. Wyvill's ch. g. Smacksmooth, also started but were not
placed. Five to four against Popsy, and six to four against Nonplus.
Richmond Meeting, October 4th, 1826.
Sweepstakes of 20gs. each, for two years old colts 8st. 2lbs. and
fillies Sst., from grey stone to ending post. Nine subscribers.
Mr. Russell's ch. f. Emma, by Whisker, - - - 1
Mr. Ridsdale's b. c. Nonplus, - - - - - 2
Mr. Jaques's ch. f. sister to Ringlet, - _ _ - 3
Lord Kennedy's ch. c, brother to Antonio, Mr. J. Robinson's br. c.
by Grey Walton, Mr. Palmer's b. f. Ballad Singer, by Grey Malton,
and Mr. Vansittart's b. c. by Blacklock, also started but were not
placed. Even betting on Emma, and six to four against Nonplus.
York Spring Meeting, Jlfai/ 21s<, 1827.
The St. Leger stakes, of 25sovs. each, for three years old colts 8st.
5lbs. fillies Sst. 2lbs. Last mile and three quarters. Thirteen sub-
scribers.
Mr. Petre's b. c. Nonplus, by Catton, - - - - i
Mr. F. Lumley's b. c. by Tramp, ----- 2
Duke of Leeds's gr. c. Moonshine, by Grey Middleham, 3
Lord Scarborough's br. c. by Comus, Lord Milton's b. c. Medora,
by Cervantes, Major Yarburgh's b. c. Laurel, by Blacklock, Mr. Gas-
coigne's br. c. Smolensko, Mr. T. O. Powlett's b. c. Popsy, by Black-
lock, and Mr. Gully's br. c. by Cervantes, also started but were not
placed. Three to one against Popsy, seven to two against Moonshine,
seven to two against Medora, five to one against Nonplus.—won easy.
Run in 3m. lis.
York August Meetij^g, August lOth, 1827.
Sweepstakes of 25sovs. each. Two miles. Fourteen subscribers.
Lord Kelburne's bl. h. Jerry, by Smolensko, six years old, 93t. 1
Lord Scarbrough's b. c. Tarrare, four years old, 8st. Slbs. 2
Mr. Petre's b. c. Nonplus, three years old, 7st. 2lbs. - 3
Mr. Ridsdale's ch. c. Barelegs, four years old, Sst. 3lbs. 4
Five to four on Tarrare, seven to two against Nonplus, seven to two
against Jerry,—Jerry made play and after a severe race, won by half
a length. Run in 3m. 36s.
DoNCASTER Meeting, September nth, 1827.
The Fitzwilliam stakes of lOsovs. each, with 20 added. Three
years old 8st., four 9st., five 9st. 6lbs., six and aged 9st. lOlbs. One
mile and a half. Six subscribers.
Lord Fitzwilliam's b. c. Mulatto, by Catton, four years old, 1
Mr. Petre's b. c. Nonplus, by Catton, three years old, - 2
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Mr. Charlton's ch. f. Camellia, by Manfred, three years old, S
Mr. Wilkinson's ch. f. Duchess of Lancaster, three years old, 4
Five to two on Mulatto, four to one against Nonplus, who led to
the rails, when Mulatto passed him and won by half a length.
Friday, September 2 1st. Sweepstakes of 303ovs. each, 1 forfeit, for
three years old colts 8st. 6lbs., fillies 8st. 3lbs. Last mile. Twenty-
five subscribers.
Mr. Petre's b. c. Nonplus, by Catton, - - - - l
Mr. T. O. Powlett's b. c. Popsy, by Blacklock, - - 2
Lord Milton's b. c. Kit-Cat, by Catton, . _ - j
Mr. Johnson's ch. c. Jupiter, by Tramp, - _ - 4
Lord Scarbrough's br. c. by Comus, - . - - 5
Six to five on Kit-Cat, two to one against Nonplus,—won easy.
Northallerton Meeting, October 12<A, 1827.
The gold cup, value lOOgs. by subscriptions of lOgs. each. Two
miles. Twelve subscribers.
Mr. Petre's b. c. Nonplus, by Catton, three years old, 7st,, 1
Lord Kelburne's ch. m. Purity, five years old, Sst. 6lbs., 2
Lord Kelburne's ch. h. Acttcon, five years old, 8st, 9lbs., 3
Lord Sligo's br. h. Starch, aged, 9st., - - - - 4
Mr. Darnell's b. f. Nivalis, three years old, 6st. lllbs., - 5
Mr. Sykes' b. g. Cock Robin, five years old, Sst. 6lbs., Mr. T. O.
Powlett's b. c. Popsy, three years old, 7st., General Sharp's b. h. Can-
teen, six years old, 9st., Lord Cleveland's b. h. Serab, six years old,
9st., and the Duke of Leeds's b. f. Lunaria, three years old, 6st. 1 libs.,
also started but were not placed. Five to four on Nonplus, five to
two against Actaeon. Won easy.
Doncaster Meeting, September I6th, 1828.
Third year of renewed Doncaster stakes of lOsovs. each, with 20
added, for three year olds, 6st. 1 Olbs. ; four, 8st.; five, Sst. 9lbs. ; six
and aged, 9st. Two miles. Twenty-eight subscribers.
Lord Cleveland's b. c. Nonplus, by Catton, four years old, 1
Mr. Petre's ch. c. Granby, by Cannon-ball, four years old, 2
Lord Kelburne's ch. c. Actaeon, by Scud, six years old, - 3
Mr. Houldsworth's ch. c. Vanish, by Phantom, three years old, the
Duke of Leeds"'s gr. c. Moonshine, four years old. Lord Scarbrough's
b. h. Tarrare, five years old, Lord Fitzwilliam's b. h. Mulatto, by Cat-
ton, five years old, Sir Wm. Milner's ch. c. Malek, four years old. Col.
Cradock's b. c. Fox, by Whisker, three years old, and Mr. Powlett's
b. c. Popsy, by Blacklock, four years old, also started but were not
placed. Five to two against Nonplus, three to one against Granby,
four to one against Tarrare, five to one against Vanish, and six to one
against Mulatto. An excellent race; won by nearly a length.
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[Our correspondent "Fair Play" has shewn, from the different modes of
racing in England and America, the impracticability of a fair comparison,
upon the relative merits of English and American racehorses; and has sug-
gested, as we think, the only manner by which a tolerably correct opinion
can be formed: by the establishment of stakes, in every respect to corres-
pond with those in England; and the comparison would be yet more com-
plete, if they would run some of their races according to our rules.
For our part, we think it possible the breed of horses on both sides of the
Atlantic might be improved by being judiciously crossed with each other.
Imported horses, in our opinion, will have the advantage, from their differ-
ence in blood, in crossing with our mares, over the "native stallions."
Their blood is also better authenticated than ours by the English Stud
Book; (however, we may not long hence have an American Stud Book,
to obviate this objection,) but where there is no doubt of its descent in pure
streams, unadulterated by any base or impure mixture, and that it traces
back equally "remote" beyond and through Janus, Fearnought, Traveller,
Medley, Shark, Diomed, Messenger, &c. &c.; it seems to us, it ought to
be relied upon with as much confidence as the English blood, though au-
thenticated by Weatherby, and with the signatures and seals of Derby,
Grosvenor, Egremont, and other noble names. Our breeders, we think,
may repose equal confidence in certificates with respectable names attach-
ed, of American gentlemen, such as are often referred to in our pages.
"Audi alteram partem." We trust the subject is concluded, (for the pre-
sent at least,) with "Fair Play."]
Comparison op Distinguished Horses, and of English and
American Racing.
Mr. Editor:
It is to be wished that writers in the Turf Register should confine them-
selves to /acts; make no assertion unsupported by proof; avoid the discur-
sive fields offancy; and especially that chroniclers and biographers should
furnish, not only the truth, but "the whole truth," that those who rely on
opinions as "ex cathedra" and rear theories upon them, may not subse-
quently discover they have relied on a delusory foundation. A strict ob-
servance of these rules might prevent tedious, and frequently, angry dispu-
tation.
The discussion upon the comparative merits of English and American
horses, or of the present and the olden time, can lead to no conclusive
result.
Probably there was no great difference between the speed of Childers,
Eclipse, Highflyer, Matchem, Herod, Sir Peter, Memnon, or Priam; nor
that they were greatly superior to our Selim,* Virago, Leviathan, Galla-
*Selim, in 1776, beat True Briton on a heavy course, near Philadelphia,
three hundred and seventy-seven yards less than four miles, in 7m. 56s.
—
(8m. 4s. to 8m. 8s. had been the best time previously.) Selim is supposed
to have carried 168!bs, the weight for Royal Plates, in 1749.
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tin, Florizcl,* Timoleon, Eclipse, Henry, Monsieur Tonson, or Andrew.
Time, at best, is a questionable testimony;—the weather, state of the
course, weights, condition of the horses, their mode of running, whether
their maximum speed, interval between the heats and accidents, have all
to be taken into account.
Of the much vaunted race between Henry and Eclipse, more has been
said than the performance justifies. Highly as the horses are esteemed,
they have been regarded by competent judges, as by no means the best
that have run in this country, either one, two, three, or four miles,—or even
four mile heats or more, so far as a comparison can be instituted between them
and others. Henry was never regarded at the south, where he was often
tried, equal to Timoleon, Sir Charles,f Monsieur Tonson, Sally Walker, Mer-
cury, Polly Hopkins, Andrew, Trifle, and some others. Within a few years,
and without any effort Mercury, and Andrew, have won two successive four
mile heats, in about the same time of Eclipse's wonderful performance. When
Sir Charles broke down, in his match with Eclipse in the third mile, they
ran the two first miles. Eclipse apparently at speed, over the Washington
course, in its best order and the day cool, in 3m, 50s.; each mile in Im. 55s.;
(Eclipse's best four miles over the Union course, so superior to that at
Washington, did not average one second a mile less, when each mile was
run in nearly the same time.) Several years before, on the Washington
course, Maria, by Punch, beat Topgallant and others, two mile heats,
running the second heat in 3m. 503.—Topgallant would probably have run
the two miles and won the race one or two seconds quicker, had he been
in condition; he had been beat the four mile heats, two days before by the
Maid of the Oaks, and was far short of the speed of Florizel, by whom he
had been distanced in three miles, the preceding year, 1804, (when Aman-
da, Duroc's dam, barely saved her distance.) The Duke of Orleans, the
last autumn at Washington, won, with ease, the two mile heats, in 3m. 538.
and 3m. 563.; he might have run either heat in several seconds less. Ty-
rant, at the same meeting, won the four mile heats, the second and last
heat in 7m. 57s. When Eclipse beat Sir Charles, the four miles were run
in 8m. 8s.
I do not agree with "Barrymore," that it is "extravagant" to compare
Goliah with his sire, Eclipse, or Tychicus with Henry. Goliah has shewn
as much speed as Eclipse, by running the two miles, at several different
courses, in as good time as Eclipse ever ran the same distance; and perhaps as
much bollom, by running a third heat in eighteen seconds less, and a fourth
in six seconds less than Eclipse's third heat, when forced the whole dis-
tance to beat Henry; but on both occasions, there was a longer interval by
a quarter of an hour, between the heats, nor did the pace of Goliah's pre-
vious heats tell as well. Had Goliah been run under similar circumstances,
* Florizel beat the best quarter horses, as well as all others, their respec-
tive distances, his "lope" was twenty-six feet.
] Sir Charles ran at his ease the four mile heat at Newmarket, in about
the time of Henry's third race with Betsey Richards;—which was but little
better than Collier's subsequent performance.
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he may have been able to have performed at greatly as Eclipse. It is un-
necessary to repeat that Tychicus has also shewn "speed and bottom of
the first order." I am not aware that Henry has shewn more bottom, or
done as tcell in any of his two mile races, in which he has been twice beat,
by Sir William and Washington, contesting severely four heats with the
latter at Newmarket. Had the time been extraordinary, we should pro-
bably have heard of it. At Newmarket Henry beat Betsey Richards,
called a trial race running the first heat in Im. 54s.; Tychicus, more in re'
serve, ran the four miles at Fairfield in 7m. 58s., the time of Henry's
second heat at J^ewmarket, and with Goliah ran a fourth heat in six
seconds less than Henry's third, but the latter carried eight pounds extra,
and there were but thirty minutes between his heats.
One of your correspondents thinks, "we are not behind the English
in speed,* but we have the advantage in bottom." Another in the
same number, conveys exactly the contrary opinion, contrasting the
performance of Eclipse and Tranby. Both reason from false premises.
The first entirely overlooks the immense difference of weight; the English
horses carry from thirty to fifty pounds more than ours. The last has due
regard to weight and time, but entirely overlooks the intervals between the
heats. In the Eclipse and Henry match it was only thirty minutes, in the
other, greatly more; between Tranby's two first heats, the time consumed
by the mere running of seven other horses, was 53m. and 26s.; allowing
Mr. Osbaldestone time for breathing and exchanging from them, about two
minutes to each horse or heat, would make the interval Ih. 5m. and 26s,;
the time eight horses were running between the second and third heats,
was Ih. 13m. and 17s.; similar allowance for exchange of horses would
bring it to Ih. 29m. and 17s.; between the third and fourth heats the inter-
val was Ih. 20m. and 7s.; like calculations would extend this to Ih. 36m.
and 7s. between the two last heats. Tranby's loss of time between his
second and third heats was 423.; Eclipse's, 35s.; but between the third and
fourth heat, Tranby lost only Ss.; Eclipse had lost lis. between his first
and second heat, whereas Tranby had gained lOs. Tranby, only 5 years
* [We believe, from the character of their distinguished competi-
tors, many of them vanquished too by our imported horses, that we now
have "crack English horses" in this country, not far inferior to the best in
England. From the sporting annals we learn that "Lottery and Long-
waist, if not at the very top of the tree, were near it."
In regard to weights, it is the usual practice in England to decrease it
with the distance.
That there are some English horses that annually run with more speed
than ours, we can't doubt. From the ••Virginian abroad," we learn he saw
a colt run at Liverpool, two measured miles, by the watch held by our Con-
sul at Liverpool and another by himself, in 3ni. 25s. And that he saw
Lady Elizabeth by Lottery, (not placed in the St. Leger,) win the King's
guineas, four miles, at Doncaster, being five years old, and carrying 9st.
91bs. or iSSlbs., in 7m. 46s. These examples far surpass any thing of the
kind in this country.]
—
Ed.
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old, carried 1561bs.; Eclipse, aged, 1261b8. Eclipse ran his first heat in 7in.
883.; his second in 7m. 49s.; and his third in 8m. 24s.; the twelve miles in
23m. 51s. Tranby ran his first heat in 8m. 10s.; his second heat in 8m.;
and the third heat in 8m. 42s.; (and the fourth in 8m. 50s.;) the twelve
miles in 24m. 52s., but the sixteen miles in 33m. 52s., a difference in point
of time of Im. Is. in favor of Eclipse; but he had nearly 471bs. in his favor,
taking into view the difference of age and 34lbs. actual weight.* Adopting
the old sporting adage that 71b s. extra weight is equal to a distance, Henry
would have distanced Eclipse the first heat, had he carried the southern
weight, (now, I believe, adopted on Long Island,) and Tranby would have
beat him more than six distances or fourteen hundred and forty yards, run-
ning the four miles in less than seven minutes. This proves the fallacy of
the calculation. No horse, since the almost incredible feats of Childers
and Matchem, has done any thing like it. Tranby was not regarded a first
rate horse in England, nor Priam, nor Memnon, but inferior to several
imported horses now in this country. Considering the pace of Eclipse's two
first heats and the short interval between them, notwithstanding the great
difference of weight and the state of the course, also the small difference
between Tranby 's third and fourth heats, I do not find the preponderance
so great in favor of the bottom of Tranby.
I do not altogether concur with Barrymore's opinions, in your last Febru-
ary Number upon the imported horses now in this country. There seems
to me sufficient evidence, as follows:—that Barefoot having been winner in
1823, at three years old, of all his famous sweepstakes, including the St.
Leger, and in capital time, (running a mile and three quarters at 8st. 31bs.
or 1 ISlbs., at the rate of Im. 51s. per mile, within 4s. of the best mile ever
run in the United States, and carrying 291bs, more than Timoleon at the
same age, when he ran the mile at Newmarket in Im. 47s.;) and having
won, in June 1825, the gold cup at Lancaster, three miles, "an e.xcellent
race," beating Lottery, the best horse in England, (when he did not run res-
tiff,) both five years old and carrying 8st. 81bs.— 1201bs., and when Lord Dar-
hngton's having been a winner at six years old, was not only in the highest re-
pute in England, but in my opinion, deserves rather more commendation than is
given him, though not a winner of four miles; that Fylde was also a first rate
horse, at the distance he ran, having beat Halston, Dr. Faustus, Signorina,
Stc,running from three to eight years old, at high weights; that Lord Palmers-
ton's Luzborough was equally distinguished as a "county plater," for ability
to carry weight, and as a campaigner, having been constantly on the turffrom
the fall of three years old to that ofeight, winning twenty-four races and beat-
ing many famed competitors, but in one instance receiving weight; August,
1826, he beat Sir Gray, (that had beat Barefoot, for the gold cup at Derby,)
his next race, after beating Lottery, both he and Autocrat, in like manner,
beat Signorina, (who once beat the famed Memnon,) and Euphrates; who,
August, 1825, when aged, with 8st. 12lbs. won the Darlington gold cup,
•In the English account of Mr. Osbaldestone's match, the time of
Tranby's heats is given as in the text, and that he performed his sixteen
miles in 33m. and 1 5s. being 37s. less than the above computation.
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three miles, beating Barefoot, five years old, 8si. lOlbs.; General Mina, five
years old, 8st. lOlbs.; and Sir Gray, four years old, Sst.) September, 1827,
when seven years old, with 16 libs., Luzboroii^rh iiad won the kinjr's gui-
neas at Weymouth, two miles; and three weeks after, carrying 1301bs, he
won the Dorchester gold cup, three miles, the longest distance he ran, ex-
cepting two mile heats; that Leviathan was esteemed, perhaps, equally
high, from his brilliant success on fashionable courses, especially in winning,
September, 1827, at five years old, with 128ibs., the King's guineas at
Warwick, four miles; and being afterwards owned by his Majesty; and,
that Autocrat, owned while on the turf by the Earl of Derby, had similar
celebrity, having won his three first sweepstakes, beating Dr. Faustus and
others their first race, May, 1825, at Chester once round and a distance,
1191bs. each, (Dr. Faustus beat him their last race in October,) and after-
wards beating the "very fleet filly Wings," single mile at Lichfield, both
three years old, at llSlbs. to llGlbs., may be rendered more acceptable to
our breeders, fi-om having won two out of three races, in two days at New-
ton, winning the last of two races in one day, (two mile heats, in three
heats, beating Euphrates and others;) and especially, being the only horse
of the lot that has run four mile heats; he ran them, September, 1826, at
four years old, carrying 1471bs. when he won the King's guineas at Litch-
field, beating a capital field; however, on the preceding July, for the Pres-
ton gold cup, carrying 112lbs. weight for age, tliree miles and a distance,
he was beat by the famed Lottery, six years old, an excellent race in which
he ran second, beating Bruttandorf, (Lottery's brother, as M regards
those out of the same dam, until then, equally famed,) and Signorina, that
had previously been in great repute; but she was beaten afterwards also,
by Luzborough and Fylde. Dr. Faustus of the same age and with equal
weights, ran with divided success against Leviathan; and when, in 1827,
he beat him at Chester, Leviathan was second, beating Signorina, Brut-
tandorf, and other "crack nags;" 1828, on the same course, Dr. Faustus,
being six years old, 1261bs. , ran second to Fylde, four years old, with 1 14lbs.
It would thus appear, by comparison with the same renowned competitors,
as Lottery, Longwaist, Euphrates, Sir Gray, Dr. Faustus, and Signorina,
and their relative weights; that Autocrat, Barefoot, Fylde, Leviathan, and
Luzborough, were of nearly equal speed. Fylde having the advantage to
succeed the others; and from the important stakes they won, and their
weights, that they were "crack horses" in England, probably of as much
fame as Medley, Messenger, Diomed, Gabriel, and Spread Eagle, in their
day. Their blood is unsurpassed.
To form an estimate of a horse's reputation in England, as in Fylde's
achievement, June, 1831, when six years old, at Newton, where Halston
ran second, (as represented in the print, about three fourths of a length
behind, both at speed,) regard must be had to the age, weight, character
and condition of the competitors. It would appear "Halston," the half
brother to Autocrat, and best son of Banker, won twenty-two races, "beat-
ing many fine horses; the race, when beat by Fylde, was the only one lost
that year." On the next month he won the Liverpool cup, &c., beating
Birmingham, Vanish, &c. &c., being a year younger than Fylde, he car-
37 V.6
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ried only Slbs. less, thus giving Fylde Slbs., according to our rules, for age,
1832; of the fifty entries for the Tradesmen's cup at Liverpool, £200, and
the subscription of 1550sovs. or ^7750. Fylde, Halston, Emancipation,
Birmingham, Lady Elizabeth, Felt, &c. Halston appears again a promi-
nent favorite, being handicapped to carry 9st. Slbs. (129lbs.,) and only
one pound less than Fylde, aged, who headed the catalogue; but owing to
his owner's death, the entry of the latter was vacated, we are not informed
which won. They offered another example of the value of blood. Halston
and imported Autocrat were out of the famed Oliveta by Sir Oliver, a re-
nowned plate horse, and own brother to Josephina, Fadlidinida, (Fylde's
dam,) Poulton and Fyldener, (winner of the St. Leger, 1806,) by Sir Peter^
and "capital racers at aJl distances." Upon the authority of Lord Derby we
are authorised to assert that "no blood can be better than Olivetta's," both
sire and dam being descended from the own sister to Highflyer's dam, com-
bine with the best crosses.
That a comparison be made between the relative powers of the two
countries, and with a view to breeding in our own, we must, in some stakes,
adopt the weights and distances observed in England. For example, let a
great sweepstakes, for three year olds, be established at the Central course,
and the exact distance of the St. Leger course be run, "precisely three
hundred and eight yards short of two miles," carrying the same weights,
"colts 8st. 61bs. or USlbs., and fillies 8st. Slbs. or 1151bs.; that the purse be
an object, let the purse be ^300; half or one third forfeit; and for the sake of a
name let it be called "the Tasker stake," in compliment to the earliest
zealous turfite in Maryland. The winner of the Tasker might calculate
"to bag" from 3 to $6000, and to acquire for his colt the corresponding fame
of a Derby or St. Leger winner. Then let the time be compared, and we
may form something like an estimate of the relative merits of English and
American horses. Such a stake would, in my opinion, prove a powerful
auxiliary to tlie turf A large sum would be won at a small risk, and the
value of a colt greatly enhanced. Great matches and high betting,! think,
would prove injurious.*
My reflections and suggestions are furnished at what they may be worth,
for the sake of Fair Play.
MERCURY
Was the name of a horse, that, as a racer, and afterwards a stallion,
stood very high in sporting estimation. He was bred by the late Co-
lonel O'Kelly, foaled in 1 778, was got by Eclipse out of a Tartar mare,
who was likewise the dam of Whitenose, Maria, Antiochns, Venus,
Jupiter, Adonis, Lilly of the Valley, Volunteer, Bonnyface, and Q,ueen
Mab. After having acquired considerable celebrity as a good runner,
* [This article having been several months on hand, we have heretofore
published this paragraph as an extract.]
—
Ed.
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and proved himself equal to any horse of his time, he became a fa-
vorite stallion in the possession of Lord Egremont, where he produced
a numerous progeny, including a very great number of winners, many
of much note; and amongst the rest, the following celebrated horses,
some of whom were stallions of high reputation: Calomel, Sublimate,
Hypolyto, Mercutio, Old Gold, Precipitate,* Quicksilver, Young
Mercutio, Felix, Cinnabar, Mother Bunch, Hermes, Pill Box, Silver,
Transit, Gohanna, Caustic, Stadtholder, Buckingham, &c. &c.
[Sportsman's Cyclopedia.
VETERINARY.
Cure for a Scrofulous Infection in a Colt.
Mr. Editor: Washington, January 10, 1835.
I observe in your register for January, that a correspondent finds fault
with the technical language used by A. in a short article on the "Big Head
in Horses," in the number for December. He may rest assured that if A.
could have substituted "plain words," he would have done so of choice.
But in speaking of the anatomy of any animal, the plainest are technical
words, as they are less liable to be misapplied, and in fact, it is but rarely
that other words can be substituted.
To illustrate this remark, I will refer to the criticism of your correspon-
'
dent, in which he says, "please use plain words, such as nostril for nasal
opening." Now neither of these words can be used for the other correct-
ly, they convey entirely different ideas. The "nasal opening" of a skeleton
head, (which was the subject of A's description,) is an opening in the bone.
The "nostril" is the fleshy and muscular parts over that opening. You
see, therefore, that a skeleton head can have no "nostril," and that the
word "nostril," in describing the "nasal opening," would have been unap-
propriate.
If your correspondent will bear in mind that it was not the condition of
a horse's head, but that of a skeleton head, which A. was endeavoring to
describe, he will probably agree with him, that A. could not well have
avoided the technical terms he has used.
The disease of the colt, which your correspondent describes, is, I think,
scrofulous, and if so, is a proof of the speculation hazarded by A. The
remedy which I would recommend, (if he is within the reach of any,) is to
apply a blister over the diseased parts, and as this heals, to apply a seton
on each side of the neck. Such a course may transfer the inflammation to
the surface, and save the colt. His diet in the winter should be as much
corn fodder as he will eat, with about one quart of oats in twenty-four
hours mixed with bran, and made moderately wet. As soon as the grass
springs up, and while it lasts he should be confined to that entirely.
A.
Precipitate imported.
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FOXHUNTING IN WASHINGTON.
Wilt thou hunt.?
Thy hounds shall make the welkin answer them.
And fetch shrill echoes from the hollow earth.
Taming of the Shrew.
Mr. Editor:
Knowing the interest which you take in the success of the Wash-
ington Hunt, and appreciating justly the eminent services which your
valuable Magazine has rendered to the sporting world,— I have much
pleasure in submitting to you the following account of "a day with
them," remarkable, if not for the excellence of the sport, at least, for
the variety of incidents which occurred, and I feel sure that after the
long and dreary frost, by which the hard earth has been bound, the recital
of the feats of Reynard and his pursuers, will not be unacceptable to
your readers. On Monday, the 19th January, the Washington hounds
met at Eckington; the morning had been cold, and it was not till ten
o'clock, that the earth was sufficiently softened by the sun to admit of
throwing off. A field, comprising many of our well known sports-
men, assembled at the house of Mr. G—s, and the scene was en-
livened by the unusual presence of beauty and fashion, in the persons
of several fair equestrians, who reined in their impatient steeds, and
anxiously waited for the departure of Reynard. The said Reynard
was a close prisoner in a certain canvass bag, into which he had been
insidiously entrapped a few days before in Virginia. At length he is
released, and flourishing his brush in defiance of his enemies, is
soon out of sight,—the chivalrous rules of foxhunting allow him the
advantage of a considerable "law," (he being one of the very few
victims, to which the said monosyllable is ever beneficial,) and while
he is availing himself of it, let me endeavor to give you a hint of the
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company assembled. "Non mihi si linguae centum," Stc.—could I do
justice to the theme, however, under petition for indulgence I proceed.
First, on a gray charger was our fair and hospitable hostess, and on
her right hand, on a steed of similar color, sat one of equal celebrity
as a diplomatist and a sportsman, our old acquaintance, A—, whose
reported approaching departure for the southern continent, has already
chased the native color from more than one fair cheek. There, on a
bay steed "of huge dimension and of vasty pride," was the accom-
plished Miss S—ee, a Corinna in the boudoir, and a Camilla in the
field. There too, was to be seen the merry eye, and graceful form of
Miss S—rt, and around these "precious burdens," were gathered many
of our well known sporting cavaliers, not forgetting our gallant, and
reckless friend B— , who seemed as well as his steed, determined to
make up for the time lost in a three weeks frost. The horn is sounded,
the hounds laid on, and in a moment the air rings with their mingled
and musical chidings! The sly fugitive having, I suppose, read some-
where, that in the "multitude of counsellors" there is safety, seems
to have thought the proposition applicable to "trees," as well as "coun-
sellors," and accordingly he led his pursuers at starting through a
thick wood, in which a great portion of the field, including the ladies,
were thrown out, and the only sportsmen, who got away with the
hounds, were Col. B—m, whose stout poney neither brush nor bog
can detain, Capt. C—d, Lt. J—, and one or two more, including Mr.
B. C—e, and his undeniable brother.
It appears that Reynard thought proper to visit the city, on his way
home, accordingly, skirting the eastern side of the Capitol Hill, and
passing by the navy yard, he came to the water, a few hundred yards
below the long bridge. Here his usual foresight seems to have failed
him. Having crossed a few days before, comfortably in a bag, he had
not observed that the river was frozen over, and he had neglected to
bring his skaits with him, however, such was his love for home, and
such his dislike of the music performed by the gallant band in his rear,
that he plunged in or on, as it might happen, and between swimming
and sliding, was soon half a mile from the bank. The ice was too
slender to bear his pursuers, and here they came to a decided check;
in a short time the stragglers came up, and the honors of the brush were
awarded to the Camilla before alluded to. Here ends act the first of
poor Reynard's tragedy; two boats now went in pursuit of him, and
after protracted, but unavailing attempts to escape, he met an untimely
and inglorious fate, from the blow of an oar, wielded by the relentless
arm of a boatman. He was brought ashore, and here you might sup-
pose that our tale, (tail,) like his would be cut short. Not so, sir,
great characters like Reynard, when they die, die not altogether, "e'en
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in their ashes live tlieir wonted fires," and even tlie indignities, to
which their remains are exposed, become the theme of the poet's
song. Thus did the gallant and wreckless B., like another Achilles,
seize upon our four footed Hector, and drag him round the base of
the Capitol Hill, and thence through field and fen back to Eckingtony
practically illustrating the truth of those beautiful lines,
"You may break, you may ruin the vase if you will.
But the scent of the roses will hang round it still."
Again after a short delay, the hounds were laid on the drag, and
again did their clamorous tongues invade the sky. They reached the
top of the Capitol Hill, and then ensued a scene that defies all de-
scription;—for instead of following the course of the drag to the east-
ward, they came full cry through the gates, leading into the Capitol
square, and made that noble edifice echo to their tumultuous music.
I could not discover what hound had dared to lead them into these
sacred precincts, (especially as Lawyer, who might have wished to pay
a visit to the supreme court, had been left at home,) but be it as it
may, on they went in their wild career, and disturbed the silence of
the congressional assembly: the galleries and the porticoes were
thronged with spectators; and we observed one honorable member from
the S. W,, well known to the sporting world, literally trembling
with impatience, and exclaiming internally with Richard, "a horse, a
horse, my kingdom for a horse;" indeed so excited did many of them
seem to be, by the gay and cheerful scene, that I have no doubt of
the Hunt's receiving the support and accession of several members in
consequence of its occurrence. The merry tongue of report has even
ventured to hint that a distinguished public functionary, unable to re-
sist the sporting infection, left his chair for a few minutes, and cheered
either with his voice or presence, the jolly pack. However, it is due
to the high deference and respect entertained by the Hunt for congress,
to disclaim, on their part, any intention of tresspassing upon its neigh-
borhood, and indeed, as soon as the hounds could be checked, they
were called off, and again laid on the track of Achilles and Hector,
in which pursuit many who returned to graver deliberations, would
not have been sorry to join: those who doubt this assertion know not
the infectious nature of a view-halloa, and I would refer them to the
amusing eastern tale of Vathek,—where the Caliph leaves his throne,
and his assembled council their seats, to follow in mad and tumultuous
chase the rolling necromancer.
After a pretty run of about twenty minutes, which was seen
by Messrs. B. and M. C—e. Col. B—m, and Mr. M , a stranger
lately come among us, and who wore, on the occasion, the true old
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country "pink," and by one other sportsman, the gallant pack came
up at Eckington with their defunct foe; but they were not yet allowed
to rest, for "he of the pink" dragged Hector again through the adjoin-
ing fields, that their undoubted game and stauncliness in running
might be seen by the ladies who had not followed the chase.
At length the labors of the day being over, we adjourned to the
mansion, where the amiable hostess was assisted in her hospitable
duties, by a certain lovely niece, from whose dark eyes and engaging
manners, the cavaliers encountered more danger than from all the
perils of flood and field. Milton might be supposed to make a pro-
phetic allusion to her when he talks of "gentle gales," that
"To the heart inspire
Vernal delight and joy, able to drive
All sadness, but despair."
Fain would I dwell more upon this subject, and tell you of her
cousin Miss J—n's laughing eye; but I must draw this letter to a close,
and leave untold not only many of their lighter themes, but the more
substantial detail of the luxuries, both solid and liquid, under which
the board groaned. It only remains for me to add that all seemed
delighted with the day's sport—and all agreed that even a hag fox,
when his performance is graced by the presence of Dianas and Ca-
millas, can make a sportsman thank heaven for the disappearance of
the frost. I am, &c. Pholo-therus.
ON THE CHOICE AND MANAGEMENT OF HOUNDS.
Mr. Editor:
The following views of an old sportsman, not an old man, mind
you, was expressed to me in regard to a neighboring pack of hounds,
perhaps they would apply to some others within your own knowledge.
"I have expressed a wish to have ten or fifteen of the old worn out,
and some good for nothing hounds drafted and sent away, but it is not
popular with the club. The fact is, we have too many tail dogs, and
being true hounds and of free tongue, they draw back to them many
good young hounds. The consequence is, that we soon have two
packs, some six or ten head dogs going away with the fox at a kill-
ing pace, while the main pack is gradually sinking into a cold drag,
and soon come to a stand still, in a road or ploughed field. The best
packs have only one or two old trailing hounds in it, which are never
seen or heard of after the fox is up. The truth is, we want more old
huntsmen and fewer old hounds." In haste truly yours,
G. G.
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Annual Outlay, connected with Foxhunting in England.
(From a late Number of the Court Journal.)
In fulfilment of our half-promise of last week, we proceed ta
say our say on the state and prospects of the hunting season. Fortu-
nately, we shall not occupy much space in so doing, for good news
goes into a much smaller compass than bad. To borrow a figure from
our old friend Francis Moore, physician, the venatorial hemisphere
has a decidedly benign aspect; if some stars have set, others have
risen in their stead, and several additional luminaries have appeared
above the horizon. Among the latter we may mention Lord Tavi-
stock and Sir Cliftbrd Constable; the first as a master of foxhounds^
the second of staghounds. Sir Clifford, (an old master of hounds,
laid up for several years by a hurt got in hunting,) has, we hear, for
some time had a pack of bloodhounds quartered on his tenants in the
neighborhood of Burton Constable. This we like: for what can be a
pleasanter sight than that of landlord and tenant going hand in hand
to provide for their common pleasures! What can more forcibly de-
monstrate the kindness of the one or the attachment of the other! It
has always been a favorite axiom of ours, (and daily experience con-
firms us in our belief,) that without the hearty concurrence of the yeo-
manry, hunting, that is, foxhunting, can never go on as it should do.
We mention this, not to complain that our friends, the farmers, are
generally given to vulpecide, (we know the contrary,) but to convince
the few, who have unluckily taken it into their heads that Reynard is
their enemy, of a mistake which is as glaring as it is mischievous.
Farmers and vulpecides, to you we address ourselves, and albeit un-
used to the style Jigurative, we shall, for your especial edification, dab-
ble a little in numbers.
In this most glorious kingdom of England* there are at this mo-
ment ninety-six packs of foxhounds,f (mind ! yba;hounds alone,) four
of whichj occupy what may be called the metropolitan district, and
are kept at an annual expense, (including hounds, huntsmen, and whips,
with their horses, rent of covers,§ earth stopping, &,c.,) of about £4000
each, £16,000.
• England alone is here meant. Ireland and Scotland have their separate
establishments.
f For an account of these see the annual list published by our worthy con-
temporary, the JVew Sporting Magazine, (Nov. Number.)
|; Lord Lonsdale's, Lord Forester's, Mr. H. Goodricke's, and Mr. Apple-
whites.
§ In the quorn country alone, nearly a thousand pounds per annum is paid
for the rent of gorsc covers.
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The remaining ninety-two provincial packs, at an average annual
expense of £2000 each, cost £184,000.
Each of the four Leicestershire packs has a field of about two hundred
and fifty horsemen;* two thirds of whom keep on an average four
regular hunters a-piece,"!" at an annual expense, (£60 per horse,) of
£159,840.
The remaining third are farmers, Stc; to whom we will allow one
horse a-piece, at an expense of £20 per annum,!}; £6GS0.
The provincial hunts each, we will say, has three distinct fields of
fifty liorsemen,^ (£l3,800.) Half of these keep on an average three
regular hunters each, (£20,700,) the expenses of which, at £60 a
horse, amount yearly to £1,242,000. The other half, consisting of
farmers, &.c., keep one horse a-piece at an annual cost of £20,
(£138,000.)
The total of which, as any of our readers may see if they'll reckon
it up; if they can't, Joe Hume will do it for 'em—is £1,746,520.
Our calculation, we must again remark, has been purposely made at a
low rate. The actual amount would more likely exceed than fall
short of tico millions of money.
t And what becomes of this annual sum of two millions? Why, the
greatest part of it goes into your pockets, my worthy gentlemen far-
mers; yours, who make as much noise, (some of you,) if poor Rey-
nard now and then runs away with a tough old hen, as if Swing him-
gelf had been gunpowder-plotting among your corn-stacks. Besides
the benefits arising to farmers from the expenditure already pointed
* These we consider to be the number aduaZZy belonging to each. They
are of course constantly mixing with one another, and with other outlying
hunts. A good field in the flying countries consists of from two to three
hundred riders; in the rurals of about sixty or seventy. These, however,
don't belong exclusively to each, but are found one day at one place, and
another day at another.
tMany Leicestershire men keep ten or sixteen horses each, but we have
purposely made our computation at a low rate.
\ This seems a small sum to cover the expense of a well-bred cocktail all
the year round; but as the farmer has every thing "within himself," he not
only does it, but does it well for that money. We have only allowed the
miscellaneous part of the field one horse a-piece, though many of them keep
two, or even three. As a set-off, hovvever, we must remember that many
of these are used for other purposes than hunting.
\ Supposing a pack of hounds to occupy the centre of a county, those men
living on the north side of such county, do not often join those living on
the southwest side, and the southwesters again seldom meet their brethren
of the southeast. The whole, however, constantly mix together, besides
occasionally joining other hunts.
38 V.6
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out, it must be remembered that a vast sum is annually j>aid to them
by the foxhunter for horses bred by them, and that the long prices
which some of these fetcli, could not possibly be obtained if it were
not for "the sport." In our list of annual expenses, we have only cal-
culated the horses actually engaged in the chase. We need scarcely
point out to our readers that a large yearly sum is paid for the keep
of young things coming on, a good part of which again goes into the
pockets of the agriculturist. Besides, we have said nothing of cover
hacks, another source of emolument to the farmer. But we have said
enough, we believe, to convince him that it is to his interest, as well
as to his credit, to preserve foxes; and we feel assured that any
recreant who shall hereafter dip his hands stealthily in fox blood,
will be overwhelmed with the scorn of his brethren,—the honest,
independent, generous, old-fashioned, Farmers of England.
Again we must congratulate our brethren of the brush on the happy
configuration of their horoscope. Foxes are every where abundant;
while good men and true are at the heads of the best establishments.
Fields are numerous, owing we hope, in some degree, to an improved
state of agriculture. The country, at this present writing, is in beau-
tiful condition; and please Phoebus, (a sad spoil-sport in the field,) we
shall have many a good gallop 'twixt now and plum-pudding time.
Among so many pleasant anticipations, it is our melancholy duty
this week to announce the death of that "fine old English gentleman"
and thorough sportsman, John Hawkes, Esq., at his seat, Norton Hall
in Staffordshire. He was, for many years, the intimate friend of the
old Meynell, and wrote a treatise on foxhunting, called "The Mey-
nellian Science." Nimrod, in his "Crack Riders in England," (pub-
lished in the JVew Sporting Magazine,) thus speaks of him:—"Mr.
Hawkes was formed by nature in the very mould for a horseman. As
a workman over a country, and as looking the character of a workman
over a country, I have rarely seen him excelled." He was not less
celebrated in his day as a race rider, than as a follower of hounds.
Among the trophies preserved by him of his former achievements,
hung in a conspicuous place of his old mansion, is a pair of gold
spurs, given to him by his late Blajesty, when Prince Regent. Hawkes
was about to ride a horse belonging to his royal highness, when the
prince exclaimed, "what! are those the best spurs you've got, Hawkes?"
"Yes, your highness." "Here then, take mine." Which he accord-
ingly took, and rode the race with.
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GREAT STEEPLE CHASE.
The Buckinghamshire Steeple Chase, which has, for some time
past, excited great interest in the sporting circles, came off on Wed-
nesday in the vale of Aylesbury, a spot admirably adapted for the pur-
pose, in consequence of the number of fences with which it abounds.
The race was for a sweepstakes of fifteen sovereigns each, p. p., with
a fifty guinea cup added, the distance four miles, and the umpires H.
Peyton and J. Fielding, Esqrs., two gentlemen well known in all the
sporting circles, for their experience on the turf and in the field. The
starting point was Wadson Mill, about four miles and a half from
Aylesbury. The winning flags being planted in a field close to the
town. There were no other flags, the riders having the privilege of
taking their own line, with the church steeple as a very conspicuous
and appropriate beacon. Nearly the whole of the ground was grass
land; and it included, (besides several rises, some double fences with
ditches, two lanes and plenty of general fencing,) a brook about a mile
and a half from the start, and a river of nearly eight yards wide,
within a mile from home. A little before two o'clock the following
horses appeared at the starting point:-—
Marquis of Waterford's br. h. Lancet, (rode by the owner;) Mr.
Geary's br. g. Pickle, (owner;) Count D'Orsay's b. g. Ace of Trumps,
(a lad;) Mr. Bainbridge's w. m. Laurestina, (Mr. Allnut;) Captain
Fairlie's b. m. Noma, (Mr. Powell;) Mr. Solloway's br. g. Enterprise,
(owner;) Mr. Cowper's br. g. Harlequin, (owner;) Captain Sheddon's
ch. g. Phipps, (owner;) Captain Lamb's b. g. Vivian, (Mr. Beecher,)
Mr. Tilbury's ch. h. Prosperer, (Mr. J. Mason;) Captain Clitheroe's
br. g. Fingal, (owner;) Mr. Elmore's gr. g. Griraaldi, (Mr. Bean;)
Mr. Bean's b. g. Dreadnot, (Mr. Cardale;) Mr. Anderson's w. g. The
Flyer, (Mr. Weston;) Mr. Anderson's b. g. The Poet, (Mr. Rice;) Mr.
Weston's ch. g. Cottager, (Mr. F. Nicholson;) Mr. Yeasley's ch. g.
(a lad;) Mr. Smith's b. g. (a lad;) Mr. Brown's gr. m. Confidence,
(owner;) Mr. Scotland's b. g. Glenartney, (Mr. Cartwright.)
All got off fairly, but in a wide straggling manner, especially Lord
Waterford, who took his line to the left of his competitors, and quite
distinct from them, which course his Lordship observed throughout.
Mr. Yeasley's horse took the lead at a slashing pace. Noma, Phipps,
Vivian, Pickle, Laurestina, The Poet, Grimaldi, Prosperer, and one or
two others lying up; in the course of the first mile and a half there
were several falls; Phipp's bridle broke, and two or three changes
took place in the positions of the horses. At this point there was a
spinney, the first to get through which were Vivian, Mr. Yeasley's
horse, and Noma; Prosperer and the rest being close at their heels.
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Prosperer was first out of the brook, and Vivian a moment after, but
in charging a gate in the next field, (where two or three others re-
ceived falls,) he got a complete somerset. His intrepid rider, howe-
ver, malgre bruises and scratches, was remounted in an instant, and
was well up with his horse at the river; no one attempted to leap this
but all that were up, Vivian, Noma, Laurestina, The Poet, Lancet, Glen-
artney, Mr. Yeasley's horse, and Confidence dashed boldly into it.
Laurestina was first landed on the other side, then Vivian, and after
him Prosperer, Noma, Yeasley's horse; but all dead beat except the
first two. Laurestina was leading till they came to a lane which was
enclosed between two tremendous fences, at one of which Vivian got
another fell; Mr. Beecher, up in an instant, rode with great patience,
drew gradually upon the mare, caught her in the last field but one, took
the last fence head and head with her and then broke away, winning
very cleverly by three or four lengths, aad completing the distance un-
der fourteen minutes. Prosperer was third, Norna fourth, and Yeasley's
fifth; of the others we can give no positive account; some cooled
themselves in the river till they were dragged out, and others, finding
the inutility of any further struggle, got into the turnpike road and
came home at their leisure, not one having escaped one or more falls.
Altogether it was the most spirited and best conducted steeple chase
that has ever been seen within fifty miles of town. L-*"'
SHOOTING IN TENNESSEE.
Mr. Editor: Franklin, Tennessee, Jfov. 50, 1834.
I have deferred writing to you until present. We have had fine
shooting this season; game has been very plenty, more so than for a
number of years. Myself and two of my friends went out partridge
shooting from Nashville, and arrived here yesterday week. We start-
ed on the 25th of this month, hunting early in the morning; on that
day we bagged fourteen. Thus is the shot:
—
Day. No. killed. Shots. Partridges. Snipes. Pheasants. Ducks. Woodcocks.
25
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RACING INTELLIGENCES, OR PEDESTRIAN FEATS,
Performed hj the Lancashire^ Yorkshire, and Cheshire Pedestrians, in
footmanship.
(Concluded from page 245.)
Free race.—In the year 1820, August 25th, was run for over
Knaves Mire, two miles, for tlie valuable cup of £5; won by a man
by the name of Crow; he ran it in 10m. 17s.
Pearson and Dick Olh HiWs race.—In the year 1820, August 30th,
they ran four miles over Knaves Mire race course, for £5 a side;
Pearson ran it in Siim. and won.
Clayton and Byrom''s race.—In the year 1820, October 16th, they
fan two miles over Knutsford race course, 40gs. they ran the first
mile in 5m. 10s.—the second mile in 5m. 28s.; won by Clayton, he
ran the two miles in 10m. 3Ss.
FuUon'^s time race.—In the year 1821, April 19th, he undertook to
run ten miles, one quarter, within an hour, on the North road, off and
on, through the Doncaster bar, to the foot of Lady Pit's bridge; this
match, we understand, was for 600gs., the performance was as follows:
The first two and a quarter miles he ran in - 11m. 58s.
, The second two miles he ran in - - - II 10
The third two miles he ran in - - - 1138
The fourth two miles he ran in - - - -11 51
,
The fifth two miles he ran in- - - - 1151
Completed the ten and a quarter miles in 58m. 28s.
Beal and Jlshton''s race.—In the year 1821, December 31st, they
ran four miles over Pontefract race course, for £l00 a side; the first
two miles they ran in 11m.—won by Beal, beating Ashton about five
hundred yards; he ran it in 21m. 45s.
Grosves and Stott.—In the year 1822, January 14th, they ran
one round over Knuts race course, fourteen yards over a mile, for
jCSO a side; won by Grosves; he ran it in 4m. 57s—Some watches
were 5m. Is.—beating Stott seven yards.
FunswortK's time race.—In the year 1822, January 28th, he ran
six miles from Millnrow to the Methodist chapel, Oldham, within the
hour, for £5 a side; he ran the distance in 58m. 15s.—l|m. under
the time allowed him.
Ashton and BeaVs grand race.— In the year 1822, May 17th, they
ran four miles over Doncaster race course, for £200 a side; the first
two miles were hardly contested, and run in 9m. 45s.—two to one
was offered on Beal, and as freely accepted by the friends of Ashton,
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the third mile Ashton ran in 4m. 45s.—Ashton performed the four
miles in 20m. 20s. Won.
Halton and AshtovPs race.—In the year 1822, September 10th, they
ran four miles over Doncaster race course, for £200 a side, won by
Halton beating Ashton fifty yards; he ran it in 21m. 5s. two heats,
—
the first two miles was run 10m. 10s.—won by Halton.
The Doncaster race course twice round is four hundred and eight
yards short of four miles. It will be three miles, three quarters, and
thirty-two yards, so that the distance that Wood and PoUitt run was
nine miles, one quarter, thirty-two yards, for the five rounds.
Hully and Jack Buryh race.—In the year 1822, September 23d,
they ran one mile or less, over Knutsford race course, for 20gs. each;
won by Hully; he ran it in 4m. 55s,
Sheriff and Dick at Within's race.—In the year 1822, October
25th, they ran two miles over Lobden common, for lOgs. a side; won
by Sheriff, he ran it in 11m. 16s.—beating his adversary twenty
yards.
Halton., Halcroft, and Dawson''s race.—In the year 1822, Novem-
ber 14th, they ran two separate miles over Langton Woulds, for
200gs.; Halton ran Halcroft the first mile, won by Halton; he ran it
in 4m. 58s.—beating Halcroft two yards. Then Dawson, two yards
behind Halton, passed him, beat Halton seventy yards; Dawson ran
the mile in 4m. 54s.
Jack Bury and Sheriff'^s race.—In the year 1823, June 17th, they
ran two miles over Bagslate common, for £20 a side; won by Bury;
he ran it in 11m.
Botee and Hully''s race.—In the year 1823, June 23d, they ran
two miles over Knutsford race course; won by Botee lad; he ran it in
1 im.—beating HuUy one hundred yards, it was said there was a fifty
a side.
Ashton and Hallon'^s astonishing race.—In the year 1823, October
1st, they ran three rounds over Doncaster race course, for lOOgs.
each; from the Steward's stand the distance five miles one thousand
one hundred and seventy-one yards, won by Ashton; he ran it in
30m. 50s.—the odds being in favor of Halton, at two to one to any
amount. See the performance in every round:
The first round Ashton ran in . _ _ lOm, 10s.
The second round Ashton ran in - - - 10 20
The third round Ashton ran in - - - 10 20
Ashton completed the distance in - 80m. 50s.
High wind and heavy rain during the contest in running.
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Clayton awd Whitehead's race.—In the year 1823, October 8th,
they ran two miles over Knutsford race course, for 40gs. each; won
by Clayton; they ran the first mile in 4m. 55s.—the second mile in
5m. 22s.—Clayton ran the two miles in 10m. 17s.
Mitealf and Jack Burifs race.—In the year 1824, July 28th, they
ran one mile over Knutsford race course, Mitcalf gave Bury twenty
yards at the start, and beat him at the end sixty yards; he ran it in
4m. 46s.
Mitcalps time race.—In the year 1824, August 28th, he under-
took to run one mile on Knaves Mire, race course, for £lOO a side;
he was allowed 4ni. 42s.—he ran it in 4m. 44s., being two seconds
over the time allowed him.
Sheriff and Jack Burifs race.—In the year 1824, November 2d,
they ran two miles over Lobden common, for £20 a side; won by
Sheriff; he ran it in 12m.—beating Bury a great distance; the day
being very rainy and the course exceeding bad.
Young Broion and Hallon''s race.—In the year 1824, November
14th, they ran three miles over Leeds' new race course, for £lOO a
side; Halton gave Brown one hundred yards at the start, and Brown
beat Halton at the end one hundred and sixty yards; won by Brown;
he ran it in 15m. 30s. by the York Herald, the Leeds Mercury 15m.
7s.—taking one hundred yards off, he ran two miles one thousand six
hundred and sixty yards.
Mitcalf and Halton'^s race.—In the year 1825, they ran one mile
over Knaves Mire race course, for lOOOsovs. each; Mitcalf gave Halton
thirty yards at the start; Mitcalf beat Halton thirty yards at the end;
Mitcalf ran the mile in 4m. 3l|s.—and won.
Sheriff and Stott''s race.—In the year 1825, July 5th, they ran ten
full miles over Knutsford race course, for £50 a side; won by Sherifi;
he ran the distance of ten miles in 58|m.—Stott ran it in 59|m.
Stott remains the best beaten man on the turf, performed two capital
races, and still a loser.
Sugden and Radcliffh race.—In the year 1825, November 14th,
they ran four miles on the Halifax road, two miles off and on, for
£20 each; won by Sugden; he ran it in 21m. 50s.—Radcliff gave in
after running two and a half miles.
Jackson and Knott's race.—In the year 1826, April 19th, they ran
one round over Knutsford race course, being fourteen yards over a
mile, they ran the first quarter in 54s.—Jackson performed the mile
in 4m. 54s.—and won.
Wantling and Shaio's first race.—In the year 1822, they ran at
Derby one hundred and twenty yards,—won by Wantling.
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Tkeir second race.—In the year 1822, March 18th, they ran three
hundred yards for lOOgs. a side; won by Wantling; beating Shaw
six yards; he, Wantling, ran the distance of three hundred yards in
33s.—a speed equal to nineteen miles an hour. This celebrated run-
ner was believed to be the swiftest man in the United Kingdom.
[This manuscript collection of Pedestrian feats concludes with the
following:]
Captain Barclay''s Walking match.—In the year 1809, May 31st,
the oreat noted and celebrated Captain Barclay, engaged to walk one
thousand miles in the space of one thousand hours, and was obligated
to walk one mile every hour night and day, for a wager of lOOOgs., this
great pedestrian commenced the action of a race on the 31st of Blay,
1809, and completed the race on the 12th of July, at a quarter after
three o'clock in the afternoon, being entitled winner.
Captain Barclay, it is said, had £ 16,000 depending upon his under-
taking, the aggregate of the bets were supposed to amount to £100,000.
This was one of the boldest undertakings we ever heard or read of,
in racing feats.
SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
Mb. Editor: Beltjield, January 2d, 1835.
Will you be so good as to publish in your next Turf Register the follow-
ing challenge.
"Tlie Proprietor of the Bellfield race course, Virginia, is authorised to
challenge that the sorrel mare, (Sally Blaze,) can beat any horse, mare, or
gelding in the United States, one quarter of a mile over the Bellfield course,
agreeably to the rules of quarter racing, the lowest nag placing weight
for ^1000." Geo. Goodwin, Proprietor.
Officers of the Columbia, (S. C) Jockey Club.
Col. p. M. Butler, President.
Capt. B. F. Taylor, Jirsl Vice President.
Mr. Joel Adams, second Vice President.
Col. B. T. Elmore, third Vice President.
N. Ramsat, Secretary.
The celebrated Z. A. by Marion, dam by Sir Archy, and full sister to
Sir Henry, sold to Major M. Hunt, and sent to Mississippi.










f Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Thursday, Sept. 11.
First day, a post sweepstakes, for two year olds, mile heats, entrance
$25, p.p. Eight entries; five started.
Wm. North's gr. f. by Andrew Jackson, dam by Pacolet,
Wm. McMahan's ch. f. by Conqueror, . - - -
Joseph M. Bragg's gr. c. by Andrew Jackson, dam by Pacolet,
Mark Lowry's ch. c. by Moloch, dam by Pacolet,
W. J. McGregor's b. f. by Andrew Jackson, dam by Pantaloon,
Time, 2m. 2Js.
Second day. Jockey Club purse, $200, mile heats.
Wm. M. Robinson's ch. h. Rocky River, by Stockholder, dam
by Pacolet, five years old, llOlbs. - - - - 1
A. B. Newsom's ch. f. Mary Dortch, three years old, by Crusher,
•dam by Sir Archy, . . - - . 2
First heat, Im. 57is.
TTiird day, purse $200; two mile heats.
Wm. M. Robinson's gr. f. three years old, by Sir Richard, dam
by Sir Archy, 841bs. - - - - - 11
A. B. Newsom's ch. g. five years old, by Bay Bolton, dam by
Sir Archy, 11 Olbs. - - - - - - 2 2
Time, 4m, 6s—4m. 7is.
Secondfall meeting, 1834, commenced on Thursday, Nov- 20.
First day, a sweepstake, two mile heats, entrance $100, h. f.; four en-
tries; two started.
William M. Robinson's gr. f. three years old, by Sir Richard,
dam by Sir Archy, 831bs. - - - - . 11
A. B. Newsom's ch .f. Mary Dortch, three years old, by Crusher,
dam by Sir Archy, 831bs. ... - - 2 dis.
Time, 4m. 24s.—4m. 16s.
Second day, a sweepstake for two year olds, mile heats, six entries, $20
each, three started.
A. B. Newsom's b. c. by Arab, 751bs. - - - - 11
Frank Smart's ch. f. by Andrew Jackson, 75lbs. - - 2 dis.
WilHara McMahan's ch. f. by Conqueror, 651bs. - 3 dis
.
Time, 2m. 16s.—2m. 16s.
Track precisely a mile, established in the spring of 1834,
P. Henderson, SecVy.
39 V.6
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Taylorsville (Va.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Wednesday, Sept. 24.
First day, sweepstakes, $100 entrance, h. f.; two miles out.
William Williamson's Accident, by Monsieur Tonson, dam Lady
Greensville, four years old, ... - - 1
John Brockenbrough's gr. c. by Hotspur, dam by Wonder, three
years old, .--_. -.2
W. L. White's ch. c. by Janus, dam by Trafalgar, three years old, S
Time, 4m. lOs. Track very heavy.
Second day, Proprietor's purse, $150; two mile heats.
Thos. Doswell's b. g. Bayard, by Carolinian, dam by Knowsley,
aged, - - - - - - - 11
W. Williamson's ch. h. Rapid, by Thornton's Ratler, dam by
Gracchus, six years old, - - - - - 3 2
W. D. Taylor's cr. h. Prince George, by Contention, dam by
Thaddeus, 2 3
H. A. Tayloe's b. f. May Dacre, by Rockingham, dam by Jubi-
lee, three years old, - - - - - 4 4
Time, 4m. 16s.—4m. IDs. Track still heavy.
Third day, for balance of Jockey Club purse, $300; three mile heats.
H. A. Tayloe's ch. c. Robin Brown, by Monsieur Tonson, four
years old, - - - _. . - 11
W. D. Taylor's ch. c. Drone, by Monsieur Tonson, dam Isabella,
four years old, - - - - - - 22
John M. Botts' br. h. Douglas, by Gohanna, stopped and kicked, dis.
Thos. Doswell entered Pizarro, but did not start him.
W. Williamson, Sec'ry.
Hartsville, ( Tejm.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Monday, Sept. 25.
First day, a post stake for three year olds, three entered.
A. P. Yourie's ch. f. Marge Greer, by Stockholder, dam by Pa-
colet, - -- - - - - 11
Robt. Desha's b. c. by Stockholder, dam by Pacolet, - 2 2
Col. R. Smith's b. f. Pocahontas, by Sir William, dam by Oscar, 3 8
Time, Im. 54s.—Im. 553.
Second day, post stake, free for all ages, three entered, two started.
A. P. Yourie's ch. ra. Mary Farmer, by Conqueror, dam by Sun-
beam, . -._.- 11
Col. R. Smith's ch. h. Traveller, by Andrew Jackson, dam by
Topgallant, - - - - - - 2 2
Time, Im. 58s.—Im. 59s.
Third day, a sweepstakes for two year olds; mile heats; seven entered;
four started.
Geo. W. Parker's gr. c. Daniel O'Connell, by Sir Henry Ton-
son, dam by Sir Harry, - - - - - 2 1
Robt. Desha's ch. f. Angora, by Leviathan, dam Patty Puff, by
Pacolet, - - - - . - - J dis.
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Patrick A. Hamilton's b. f. by John Miller, dam by Prospect, dig.
John Caplenor's gr. f. by Sir John, dam by Double Whip, dis.
Time, Im. 49s.—2d heat, not noted.
Fourth day, three mile heats.
Maj. Peyton's br. h. Anvil, five years old, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam Isabella, - - - - - - 11
Thos. Foxall's b. c. four years old, bv Sir Richard, dam by Top-
gallant, - - - - - - - 3 2
Jesse Cage's b. f. four years old, by Stockholder, dam by Grey
Diomed, ------- 2 3
Major Trousdale's eh. h. Hamlet, six years old, by American
Eclipse, dam by Sir Archy, - . - - dis.
Time, 5m. 55s.—6m. 2s—No contest.
Fifth day, two mile heats.
Holland Davis' ch. m. Rachel Jackson, five years old, by Con-
queror, dam by Sir Arthur, - - - - 11
A. P. Yourie's ch. f. Marge Greer, by Stockholder, dam by Pa-
colet, - -..-- 2 2
Thos. Barry's b. f. Ellen Wade, by Stockholder, dam by Top-
gallant, .------ 3 3
Col. R. Smith's b. f. Pocahontas, by Sir William, dam by Oscar, dis.
Time, 3m. 50s.—3m. 54.
Sixth day.
Robt. Desha's br. h. English Dick, by Sir Richard Tonson, dam
by Oscar, --.---- ii
A. P. Newsom's ch. f. by Crusader, dam by Sir Archy, 2 2
John Bradley's gr. f. by Tiraoleon, - - - 3 3
Track a ^qvj feet over a mile. Jas. Dunn, SecWy.
Louisville, {Ky.) Races,
Over the Oakland course, fall meeting, 1834, commenced Sept. 30.
[ICrln the report of the fall meeting over the Oakland course, inserted
at page 253, Jan. No. and taken from a printed account, several errors and
omissions occurred, which are now corrected by the official report, since
jeceived.]
First day, Mr. Shy's f. Nancy Shaw, is made to run three heats, whereas
he let down in the first heat, and was drawn.
Second day, time of the second heat should be 6m. 34s.
Fourth day, purse $1000, four mile heats.
For V. Wiley, read "W. Viley."
Time, 8m. 3s.-—8m. 6s.
Fifth day, (omitted,) purse $150, mile heats, best three in five.
James Jackson's gr. f. Lucetta, three years old, by
erry, dam Stoughton Lass, (imp.) by Blacklock, 2 2 111
James Shy's b. c. John Crittenden, three years old,
y Buford's Childers, dam Duchess of Marlborough, 112 3
W. Viley's b. f. Bell Anderson, four years old, by
'.Villiam, dam by Sumter, - - - 3 3 3 2
^
D. Freeman's ch. f. Maria Puddle, three years old, by
^latler, dam by Doublehead, - - - 4 4 dis.
Time, Im. 51s.—Im. 51s.— Im. 53s.—2m. 3s.
' Weights carried, three years, 801bs.—four years, 94lbs.—five years,
\ D6lbs—six years, 114lbs.—aged, 1201bs.
N.B.—Track an exact mile. It has been determined by the club, that
' fter the next spring races, the weights carried on the Oakland course, shall
B the same as on the Central course, Baltimore.
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Winchester (Tenn.) Races,
Over the Clover Hill course, fall meeting, 1834, commenced Monday,
October 27.
First day, a subscription stake for covering stallions, mile heats, $100
entrance, four subscribers
Maj. E. Eanea' gr. h. Mercury, by Stockholder, dam by Pacolet,
six years old, llSlbs. - - - - - 11
James H. Moore's ch. h. Young Sliakspeare, by Shakspeare,
dam by Fitz Diomed, five years old, llOlbs. - - 3 2
John Lutfin's gr. h. Davy Crockett, by Bluster, dam by Partner-
ship, six years old, llSlbs. ----- 2 dis.
F. G. Ake's ch. h. Madison, by Madison, aged, 124lbs. 4 dis.
Time, 2m. 3s.—2m.
Track in good order, and won with ease.
Second day, a sweepstakes for two year olds, mile heats, $100 en-
trance; four entries; all started.
A. Webster's ch. c. by Sir George, dam by Peru, - 11
Maj. E. Eanes' br. c by Havoc, dam by Wonder, - - 2 2
L. B. Bostick's b. c. by Arab, dam by Gallatin, - - 3 dis.
Maj. R. Sharp's gr. f. by Sir Hal, dam by Gabriel, - - 4 dis.
Time, 2m.—2m.
Third day, for one third of the Jockey Club purse, mile heats, |15 en-
trance.
A. Webster's ch. c. by Sir George, dam by Peru,* - 12 1
Wm. E. Rodger's gr. f. by Andrew Jackson, dam by Pacolet, 2 12
E. Eanes' b. f. by Andrew Jackson, dam by Sehm, 3 dr.
Col. S. Matchall's gr. f. by Sir Richard, dam by Stockholder, dis.
Jesse Sharp's b. c. by dam by Whip, - - dis.
Time, Im. 5Cs.— Im. 55s.—2m. 4s.
Fourth day, for one third of the Jockey Club, purse, two mile heats, $20
entrance.
Maj. Robinson's gr. f. Zillissa, by Sir Richard, dam by Su Archy,
three years old, 83lbs. - - - - - 11
A. B. Newsom's b. f. Ellen Wade, by Stockholder, dam Madam
Tonson, four years old, 97lbs. - - - - 2 2
F. G. Ake's b. h. Alabamian, by Madison, dam by Wonder, four
years old, lOOlbs. -.-... djs.
Time, 3m. 59s.—4m. 4s.
In the last heat Ellen Wade sprung a leader in both fore legs.
Fi/lh day, for one third of the Jockey Club purse, mile heats, best thre
in five.
Maj. Wm. Robinson's ch. h. Rocky River, dam by Pacolet,
five years old, llOlbs. - - - - - 111
•This was a very interesting race, and won with great ease bychestnu
George colt, contrary to all expectation, On the day previous he had woi
the sweepstakes after a hard contest with the Havoc, and it was belicve(
that on this day he could not win. But the little fellow won the first am
third heata v, ith ease; and the judges immediately christened him Ton
Benton, j .s believed that he made a better run than any two year old ir
the statf5; the present f"^!: the Leviathans, the Pacifies, the Richards, th(
Tor;-v)ni, "xrA the Ha ; •-* oxcepted.
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Georg'e Lynch's ch. h. Perfidion, by Constitution, six years
old, llSlbs. - - - - - - 3 2 2
A. B. Newsom's ch. f. Mary Dortcli, by Crusher, dam by Sir
Arcliy, - - - - - - 2 3*
Time, Im. 54is.— Im. 59is.— Im. 55s.
John Goodwin, Sec'ry.
Pittsburg (Penn.) Races.
First fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Tuesday, Oct. 28.
First day, four mile heats, purse $200.
Dr. Coryell's b. c. John Marshall, three years old, by Go-
hanna. 86lbs. ------ 1 1
Mr. Jones' b. h. Daniel O'Connell, five years old, by Tariff,
damby Florizel, nOlbs. - - - - - 2 2
Mr. Mitchell's b. m. Ball Hornet, six years old, by Sir Charles,
dam by St. Tammany, 1151bs. - - - - 3 3
Time, 8m. 47s.—8m. 54s.
This was a beautifully contested race—bets two to one on O'Connell,
before starting.
Second day, three mile heats, purse $150.
Mr. Zeiley's gr. f. Effy, three years old, by Pirate, dam by
Consul, 831bs. ----- . i i
Garrison Jones' b. m. Marietta, five years old, by Sir Charles,
dam by Wilks' Potomac, ]07lbs. - - - 2 2
Judge Rain's b. m. Katy Fisher, five years old, by Oscar, dam
Kate Cole, 107lbs ------ 3 3
Mr. Patterson's gr. g. Partnership, six years old, by Consul,
dam by St. Tammany, llSIbg, - - - - 4 dr.
Time, 6m. 30s.—6m. 40s.
'
Third day, two mile heats, purse |100.
Mr. Jones' b. h. O'Connell, - - - - 2 11
Mr. Mitchell's b. m. Ball Hornet, - - - 4 3 2
Mr. Hutchins' bl. f. Utility, four years old, by Bay Bolton,
dam Matilda, by Duroc, - - - - 12 dis.
Mr. Zeiley's gr. m. Jjeo Shepherd, five years old, by Pirate,
dam by Consul, 107lbs. - - - - - 3 4 dr.
Time, 4m. 16s.—4m. 12s—4m. 15s.
Fourth day, mile heats, best three in five; free for all horses; purse
$150.
Mr. Decker's ch. g. Quiz, by Arab, aged, 1211b3. 4 14 11
Mr. Zeiley's gr. f. Effy, 83lbs. - - 2 2 2 4 2
's gr. h. Tariff, - - - 3 4 3 2 3
Mr. Moss' gr. h. Ishmael, six years old, by Winter
Arabian, dam Mary Bedford, llSlbs. - - 1 3 1 3 dr.
I Time, Im. 59s.— Im. 55s.—2m.—2m.—2m. 3s.
j The track the first day was very heavy, and about halfof it contiuued so
throughout the week.
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HuNTSviLLE {Ma.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Wednesday, Nov. 12.
First day.
Col. Elliott's Betsey Malone, had no competitor, and walked over the
course.
Second day, two mile heats.
E. H. Boardman's b. m. Country Maid, five years old, by Pacific,
dam Gray Tail, ...-- 1 1
Col. Elliott's gr. f. Hibernia, four years old, by Sir Archy, dam
Morgiana, by Pacolet, - - - - - -.2
Time, 3m. 53s.—3m. 57s.
Third day, mile heats.
J. E. May's ch. g. Harvey Birch, -
J. Blevins' b. c. Longmeasure, by Bertrand, dam by Timoleon,
four years old, - - - - - - 22
B."B. Pryor's gr. h. Stockholder, by Stockholder, dam by Paco-
let, five years old, - - - - - 4 3
T. B. Upshaw's gr. g. by Oscar, dam by Pacolet, aged, 3 4
Time, 2m. 6s.—2m. 5s.
Fourth day, mile heats; best three in five.
B. B. Pryor's gr. g. Stockholder, by Stockholder, dam
by Pacolet, five years old, - - - 42111
John Blevin's ch. c. Bascom, by Bertrand, dam by
Pacolet, - - - - - - 2 3 2 2 2
R. H. Mack's ch. m. Rachel Jackson, by old Conque-
ror, dam Julia, by Sir Arthur, five years old, - 113 dis.
E. H. Boardman's b. h. Whalebone, by Sir Archy,
dam by Pacolet, five years old, - - - 3 4 dis.
T. B. Upshaw's ch. c Samuel O'Rourke, by Sir Wil-
ham, out of a Napoleon mare, - - - 5 dis.
Time, 2m. 4s.—2m. 3s.—2m. 5s.—2m. 5s.—2m. 5s.
Tallahassee (Florida) Jockey Club Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Monday, Dec. 15.
First day, a sweepstakes for three year olds, three miles heats, |500
entrance; §250 forfeit, three subscribers; one forfeit.
James J. Pittman's b. c. Chesterfield, by Pacific, dam by
Madison, 86lbs. - - - - - 2 11
Thomas Brown's (Mr. Harrison's) gr. f. by Medley, dam by
St. Tammany, 831bs. - - - - - 12 2
Time, 6m. 9s.—6m. lis.—6m. 7s.
Second day, a post stake for all ages, four mile heats, $500 entrance;
^250 forfeit; three subscribers; one forfeit.
James J. Pittman's ch. c Francis Marion, by Marion, dam by
Sir Archy, four years old, lOOlbs. - - - - 1 '
Willis Alston's b. m. Jane Bertrand, by Bertrand, dam Aracro-
ka, six years old, llSlbs. - - - - - 2 2
Time, 8m. 14s.—8m. 20s.
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Third day. Jockey Club purse, $150, mile heats.
R. G. Ricks' b. g. Emerald, by Timoleon, dam by Sir Archy,
four years old, 971bs. - - - . - i i
Willis Alston's b. g. Sir Henry, by Sir Archy, six years old,
115lbs. - --... 2 2
Thomas Brown's ch. c. Ben Reynolds, by Contention, dam by
Gallatin, four years old, lOOlbs. - - - - 33
Thomas J. Green's bl. g. Mink, blood unknown, six years old,
llSlbs. ----- • - 4 dr.
Time, 2m. \s.—2m. 53.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, !^200, two mile heats.
James J. Pittman's ch. f. Amy Hampton, by Crusader, dam by
Gallatin, four years old, 971bs. - - - - 11
J. J. Harrison's b. m. Queen Adelaide, by Arab, dam by Vir-
ginian, five years old, I07lbs. - - - . 2 2
Time, 4m. 2s.—4m. 3s.
Fifth day. Jockey Club purse, |500; three mile heat?.
R. G. Ricks' b. c. Chesterfield, by Pacific, dam by Madison, three
years old, 86ibs. ------ i \
J. J. Harrison's b. h. Tarn o'Shanter, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam by Cripple, five years old, llOlbs. - - - 3 2
James J. Pittman's ch. f. Mary Doubleday, by John Henry, dam
by Dungannon, three years old, 83lbs. - - - 2 3
Time, 6m. 19s.—6m. 10s.
Sixth day, Proprietor's purse, $250; mile heats, three best in five,
handicap.
J. J. Harrison's Queen Adelaide, 881bs. - - 111
James J. Pittman's Mary Doubleday, a feather, but carried
SOlbs. - . - - - - - 2 2 2




First day, three mile heats, pur?e $260.
Dr. Dorsey's ch. c. Leopold, aged, by Oscar, - - II
B. S. Wilson's b. c. Carroll, four years old, by Muckle John, 3 2
A. Dunlap's b. c. John Richards, by John Richards, fbur years
old, - - - - - - - 2 dis.
Capt. Henry's b. c. Wellington, four years old, by Bertrand^ bit.
Major Lee's b. c. Civillian, four years old, by Sea Gull, bit.
R. Curie's b. c. Don Quixote, four years old, by Bertrand, dis.
Time, 6m. 6s.—6m. 6s.
Second day, two mile heats, purse $165.
S. McConnell's ch. g. Andrew Jackson, six years old, by Dou-
blehead, .-----.
D. Barclay's b. c. Sir William, four years old, by Sir William,
D. Cutwright's ch. h. Cherokee, six years old, by Cherokee,
R. Curie's ch. h. Kentuckian, six years old, by Kosciusko,
Dr. Dorsey's b. m. Orphan Girl, six years old, by Orphan Boy,
J. McKinney's gr. h. Pacolet, aged, by Pacolet,
Tmie, 4m. 7s.—3m. 57s.
1
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Third day, mile heats, purse $75.
R. Curie's b. c. Don Quixote, four years old, by Bertrand, 1 1
Major Lee's ch. m. Miss Fidgety, five years old, - 2 2
\V. B. Warren's b. f. Crazy Jane, four years old, by Bertrand, 8 3
D. Barclay's b. h. Eclipse, five years old, by Eclipse, - dis.
Major Miller's ch. m. Eclipse, six years old, by Eclipse, - dis.
Time, 2m. 7s.—2m. 10s.
Track heavy on the last day, from previous rain.
Port Tobacco (Md.) Jockey Club Races.
Fall meeting, October, 1834.
Tiie match for $1000. two mile heats, advertised to be run on the first
day, did not go off. Mr. Hannon paid forfeit, (^250,) to Mr. Hamilton's
g. Pomonky.
First day. Jockey Club purse, ^300; four mile heats.
Edward J. Hamilton's gr. f. Maria Louisa Tonson, three years
old, by Monsieur Tonson, dam Ninon de I'Enclos, - - 11
Capt. Burch's b. h. Jim Crack, six years old, by Ratler, 3 2
Col. Thompson's br. h. Sir William, six years old, by Marylander,
dam by Phenomenon, (Anvil,) - . - - 4 3
Col. Emory's ch. h. Pioneer, six years old, by John Richards,
(broke down,) ------ 2 dis.
Time, 8m. 39s.—8m. 41s.
Won with great ease, over a deep sandy course, recently ploughed.
Second day, purse $150; two mile heats.
Edward J. Hamilton's b. g. Pomonky, eleven years old, by
Cornwallis, dam Dr. Marshal's Ariadne, - - - 11
Mr. Baden's b. h. Jim Crack, Jr. five years old, by Ratler, dam
by Vanguard, - - - - - - 2 2
Mr. Kilpatrick's b. h. Redbreast, six years old, by Ratler, 3 3
Time, 4m. 7s.—4m. I6s.
Third day, purse j^225; three mile heats.
Col. Emory's ch. f. Queen Anne, three years old, by John
Richards, dam by Virginian, - - - - 11
Capt. Burch's b. m. Delilah, five years old, by Ratler, dam
Black Eyed Susan, - - - - - 2 2
Edward J. Hamilton's b. f. Attaway, four years old, by Sir
James, dam Hamilton's Floretta, . . - - 3 dis.
Dr. Stockett's b. h. White Foot, five years old, by John Han-
cock, . ---.. dig.
Time, 6m. 28s.—6m. 39g. Won easily.
There was a smart shower of rain during the race. Whitefoot bolted
in the first mile, when leading. Attaway was out of fix, not having re-
covered from a severe run at Leonardtown, a short time previous, of four
three mile heats, and two two mile heats, over a very heavy track.
John B. Lawson, Sec'ry
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Stud of James B. Kendall, of Green
Crofl, near Petersburg, Va.
No. 1. Jennv Daw, a b. ni. pur-
chased from .T. J. Harrison, Esq.
foaled 1828, fifteen hands hifrh, jrot
by Arab, dam Toynett, by Sir Ar-
chy; grundam by old Potomac; ^. jr.
dam by Bellair; g. g. g. dam by Maj.
Cook's old Vesta, (the dam of the
noted racehorse Sir Solomon.) The
dam of Vesta was by Tatom's Dread-
not, out of Bandy, by imported
Clockfast—imp. Americus—imp.
Fearnought— imp. Jolly Roger
—
imp. Morton's 'I'raveller, out of an
imp. Barb marc; for Vesta, see
Edgar'sStudBook, p. 516.
Her produce:
1832, March 28, No. 2. Birming-
ham, a b. c. by Col. Wynn's Mer-
lin.
1833, May 25, No. 3. Pryum, a
b. c. by Sir Charles.
1834, April 20, No. 4. Sarah
Teackle, a b. f. by Eclipse.
No. 5. Sophia Smith, b.
teen hands one inch, fine
foaled 1831, by Marion, her dam
Lady Jane, by Sir Hal, g. dam by imp.
Diomed; g. g. dam by imp. Shark;
g. g. g. dam a thoroughbred double
Janus, raised by Col. Etherton of
Northampton, N, C. g. g. g. g. dam
Hayne's King Herod: a little sprung
in iier knees, from improper train-
ing at three years old.
No. 6. Mary Randolph, gr. m.
sixteen hands, foaled 13th March,
1829; was got by Gohanna, her dam
by Independence; g. dam Meg of
Wapping, by imp. Bedford, out of
the imp. mare Alexandria, bred by
Mr. Kidd. She was by Woodpecker,
her dam by Phlegon, out of Lord
Egremoni's Highflyer mare. In-
dependence was by Quicksilver, his
dam by Handel; g. dam by Span-
km Roger, out of the imp. mare
Polly Peachem. Quicksilver was by
Hart's imp. Medley. She is now in




No. 7. Drone, a light ch. full
brother to Anvil, fifteen hands three
inches high, of exquisite form, foal-
ed 1830, was got by Monsieur Ton-
son, his dam Wynn's Isabella, by
Sir Archy, g. dam Black Ghost;
siie by Ligiittbot's imported Oscar,
her dam Dr. Dixon's Pill Box, by
the imp. horse Pantaloon; g. g.
dam Melpomene,''' dam of the cele-
brated horse Chanticleer, by Mor-
ton's imp. Traveller, out of Vir-
ginia, by old Mark Antony, out of
Polly Byrd, by imp. Aristotle, out
of young Bonny Lass, by Bay Bol-
ton, out of imp. Bonny Lass.
No. 8. Betsey Goode, a b. m.
nearly sixteen hands high, splendid
form, and appearance, purchased
from John C. Goode, Esq. foaled
1830; was got by Monsieur Tonson,
dam Calypso, (Field's,) who was by
Sir Archy, darn by imp. Precipitate,
out of Mary Gray, (who was also
the dam of Pacolet, Palafox, Won-
der, and others,) by Tippoo Saib—
Brimmer's imp. Silvereye—imp.
Valiant—imp. Joljy Roger. This
mare received an injury in her fore
^eg' by getting into a pair of draw
bans, which will disable her from
standing a training, but does not in-
jure her as a brood mare. She is
with Eclipse Lightfoot.
No. 9. Mary McEnery, a b. f.
foaled 1833, of great beauty and
promise; was got by Col. Allen's
horse Spring Hill, out of his ch. m.
*A friend has corrected this pedi-
gree thus, "Melpomene was by Bur-
well's Traveller; young Bonny Lass
was by imp. Jolly Roger, out of the
imp. mare Bonny Lass, by Blank,
and she out of Bonny Lass, by
Snip—Lash—Eastby's Snake—Gray
Wilks, by Hautboy, see English
Stud Book, (edition 1808,) for Imp.
Bonny Lass. This horse, which is
of great promise, has been laboring
under diseased heels with the thrush,
and very contracted heels, since he'
was two years old; he is now with
a friend, and promises speedy cure.
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Lady Clermont, who was by imp.
Jack Andrews, out of his celebrated
mare Miss-in-her-Teens, (also the
dam of Gift,) by imp. Bedford,
out of a Bellair mare, (which was
also the dam of the celebrated horse
Atlantic.) out of Blossom, imp. by
Gen. Nelson of Yorktown. Blossom
was got by old Sloe, a famous king's
plate horse, her dam was a mare
belonging to Lord Rockingham, that
won a king's plate of a hundred gui-
neas, for live year old mares, at
Hanibleton in Yorkshire, and was
got by Regains, the sire of Fear-
nought. (See Turf Register, vol 1,
p. 56, sec Rockingham;) Spring Hill
was got by Sir Archy, dam Miss
Munroe, by imp. Precipitate, her
dam Sting; g. dam by imp. Diomcd; g.
g. dam Cades, by Wormley's King
Herod—Primrose by imp. Dove.
Stella, by imp. Othello—Tasker's
imp. mare Seli.Tia, by the Godolphin
Arabian.
No. 10. PYTHrAS, a b. c. full
brother to Botts' Damon, foaled
1832; was got by Gohanna, his dam
by a horse belonging to Mr. John
Mann; g, dam Thos. Graves' Buz-
zard mare, by old Buzzard, out of a
Wildair Spadille—Janus imp.




No. 11. Velox, a beautiful bay,
fifteen hands three inches high, the
property ofDr. George Goodwyn and
myself, foaled 1831, got by Timo-
leon, dam by Sir Archy, out of the
dam of Young Favorite, by imp.
Diomed—Bellair—imp. C lockfast
imp. Partner—imp. Morton's Tra-
veller.
No. 12. Verino, a mahogany b.
fifteen hands three inches higli, the
property of P. Akin, Esq. of Verino,
and myself, foaled 1832; got by Go-
hanna, out of his mare Nancy Jour-
dan; g. dam by Playnn, (full brother
to Stump the Dealer;) g. g. by dam
old Potomac; g. g. g. dam by imp.
Knowsley; g. g. g. g. dam by imp.
CoBurde Lion—Wildair—Mousetrap
—imp. Janus.
No. IS. a ch. f. purchased from
Mr. T. A. Pankey of Tennessee,
the joint property of Mr. Leonard
P. Cheatham, and myself, foaled
1 832; got by Sir Charles, dam by Di-
rector; g. dam by Bay Yankee; g. g.
dam by imp. Knowsley; g. g. g. dam
by Jim Crack, (or R. R.) g. g. g. g.
Zantippe, raised by Broadnax of
Brunswick county, Va.; she was by
Meade's old Celer. Diana by Clo-
dius; Sally Painter by Evans' imp.
Sterling—imp. mare Silver.
N. B. My stock being rather large
I would sell any part of the above
on reasonable terms.
No. 14. EcLTPSE LiGHTFooT, by
Eclipse, out of Black Maria.
No. 15. O'Kelly, by Eclipse,
out of the dam of Ariel.
Jan. 1835.
Blooded slock the properly of Thai.
Love, of Baltimore eorinty.
1. TovNELL, a ch. m.mare seven
years old last spring, was got by
Arab; her dam by Sir Archy; g.
dam by Potomac—Bellair—Vesta,
by Tatom's Dreadnot—Bandy, by
imported Clockfast—imp. Americus





Ann Swift, ch. f. foaled March,
1834, by American Eclipse. She is
unusually large; and formed with
much symmetry and strength. The
mare is now in foal to Sussex.
2. Anne Arundel, a br. b. m.
seven years old last spring, (formerly
owned by General Charles Sterett
Ridgely.. and bred in his neighbor-
hood,) was got by Mark Antony,
dam by Telegraph—Venetian—imp.
thoroughbred horse Valiant—Mer-
cury, who was got by the imp. horse
Valiant, out of a Mercury mare,
Mark Antony, by Sir Archy, dam
by Florizel.
Telegraph, by imp. horse Spread




Charcilla, b. f. foaled in .Tune,
1 833, by Sussex. She is of good size
and Ibrm, and promises well.
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S. CuTFOOT, b. f. purchased from
C.S. W. Dorsey, Esq. as a breeder.
The following is his certificate.
I hereby certify that the b. f. sold
by me to Thos, Love, Esq. of Balti-
more county, was foaled on the 24th
March, 1833; and got by Sussex,
her dam (the dam of Anne Page,) by
Tuckahoe, her grandam by Grey
Diomed—Matcheai—Marius—Silver
Heels—Crab—her g. g. g. g. g. g.
dam was out of an imp. mare, by
an imp. Barb horse.
Chas. S, W. Dorsey.
June 2d, 1834.
Additions to the blooded stock of
jyiessrs. Tayloes.
1. Harriett Heth, b. f. three
years old, by Monsieur Toiison, out
of the dam of Jemima Wilkinson.*
2. How A, b. f. foaled 1834, got
by imp. Luzborough, dam Aurora,
by Arab, g. dam by Sir Archy, g.
g, dam old Agnes.
3. Corsair, ch. c. foaled 1834, by
Timoleon, dam Zuleika, by Grac-
chus, g. dam Miss Chance, the dam
of Tychicus.
4. Skipwith, ch. c. foaled 1834,
by Timoleon, dam Fredrica, by Es-
cape, (vol. 2, p. 463.)
5. Oakley, b. c. foaled 1834, by
Timoleon, dam Veronica, by Sir
James, g. dam Mr. Ogle's Maria,
(vol. 3, p. 319.)
Oakley, Fa. JVbv. 30, 1834.
Gunpowder, ch. h. nearly sixteen
hands high, property ofG. Everrette,
Esq. of Detroit, M. T. was got by
American Eclipse, his dam Gazelle,
by Sir Archy, g. dam Favorite,
(imp.) by High Eagle, (he by Ruler,
out of Riot,) g. g. dam Sweet Heart,
by Matchem, g. g. g. dam Sylph, by
Regulus—Marske.
October 10, 1834.
GoNERiL, ch. f. foaled March 1st,
1833, bred by Mr. Wilkinson, of
Brunswick county, Va. got by Am.
* The pedigree of Jemima Wil-
kinson is called for.
Eclipse, dam by Pulaski, grandam











of Brunswick co., Va.
Pulaski, ch. h. fifteen hands three
inches, bred by Major James Blick,
of Brunswick co. Va., Ibuled 1825,
never trained, got by Virginian, out
of Lady Lagrange's dam, by Con-
stitution, (he by imp. Diomed, out
of Timoleon's dam)—imp. Dragon
Atalanta, (dam of Bet Bounce,) by
imp. Medley—Pink, by Mark Anto-
ny—imp. Jolly Roger—Young Jenny
Cameron, by imp. Valiant—imp. old
Jenny Cameron. Jas. Blick.
Sprightly, Jackson's ch. got by
imp. Janus imp. Fearnought
Mark Antony— imp. Jolly Roger
imp. Silvereye—imp. mare from
Lord D'Arcy's stud.
Alex. G. Jones.
Blooded stock, the property of Wil-
liam Tod, Esq. Richmond, Va.
Trafalgar, Young, ch. h. nine
years old last spring, sixteen hands
high; by old Trafalgar, his dam by
Merlin, g.dam by Col. Hoome's imp.
horse Stirling, g. g. dam by the imp.
horse Pennsylvania Farmer, g. g. g.
dam by old Fearnought, g. g. g. g.
dam by Morton's imp. Traveller.
Merlin the sire of the dam of Trafal-
gar was got by Mr. Wm. Fitzhugh's
celebrated racehorse Frederick, his
dam by the imp. horse Shark, his g.
dam a mare, imp. by Gen. Spots-
wood, bred by the Duke of Cum-
berland, and got by Lord Grosve-
nor's horse Sweetbriar, out of Dido.
Dido, by O'Kelly's Eclipse, her
dam by Spectator. Frederick was
got by True Whig, out of Young
Kitty Fisher. Young Kitty Fisher
was by Fearnought, out of Colonel
Braxton's imp. mare Kittv Kisher.
Wm. Tod.
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Glaucus, b. h. six years old next
springs, sixteen hands hiffh. sold by
Mr. John P. White to Wm. Tod,
Esq. was bred by me, and his pedi-
gree is as follows: He was by I\Ion-
sieur Tonson, dam by Virginian, g.
dam by Sir Archy, g. g. dam by Sir
Harry, g. g. g. dam by Chanticleer,
g. g. g. g. dam by Meade's old Celer,
g. g. g. g. g. dam by Lee's old Mark
Antony, g. g. g. g. g. g. dam by
imp. Flimnap, g. g. g. g. g. g. g. dam
by Mark Antony, g. g. g. g. g. g. g,
g. dam by the imp. horse Jolly Ro-
ger, g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g. the old
imp. mare Mary Gray. The dam of
the above Tonson horse is full sister
to the celebrated racehorse Lafay-
ette. He was foaled in the spring
of 1829. Given under my hand
and seal this 22d of Dec. 1834.
John. M. Botts.




"Master Burke, gr. c. bred by
Mr. John D. Amis, of Northampton,
N. C. three years old last spring, got
by Sir Archy, his dam by Saladin,
(imp.) grandam by Sir Archy, g. g.
dam by Potomac, g. g. g. dam by
Bellair, g. g. g. g. dam was the
celebrated Vesta, who was the dam
of Bush's Sir Solomon—has been
sold to Maj. M. Hunt of Granville
county, and sent to Tennessee or
Mississippi."
Robert B. Gilliam.
Oxford, JV. C. Dec. 16. 1834.
Blooded stock the property of Mr.
James Colquhoun of Danville Vn.
Snowden, wh. h. eight years old,
fifteen hands high, was got by Wild
Medley, his dam Caroline, by Sir
Archy, g. dam Diana, by Dion, g. g.
dam Miss Selden, by Diomed, g. g.
g. dam by Wildair, g. g. g. g. dam
by Flimnap, g. g. g. g. g. dam by
Fearnought, g. g. g. g. g. g. dam
by Janus, g. g. g. g. g. g. g. dam by
Jolly Roger, out of imported Mary
Gray.
Ellen Douglas, by Monsieur
Tonson, out of Caroline, (dam of
Snowden above.)
Her produce:
Eliza Pouncy, by Am. Eclipse,
foaled in 1834.
Wild Medley, at the time he
served the dam of Snowden was
upwards of thirty years old, and at
that advanced age a horse of spirit
and action, this 1 consider no small
recommendation of Snowden; he is
now eight years old, almost white,
about fifteen hands high, uncommon-
ly handsome and strong.
Snowden was bred by Mr. J.
Smith of Bladen, on the Cape Fear,
where ho has remained until this
fall, entirely out of the racehorse
region, and where the blood horse
is of no value.
His dam Caroline, was bred by
Dr. Thos. Hall, formerly of South
Carolina, and was descended from
the stock of the late Mr. Willie
Jones of Halifax, North Carolina.
Caroline was sold by Mr. Smith
to W. B. Meares of Wilmington,
and is recorded among his stock in
the Register. D.
Hillsborough, J^.C. JSTov. 14, 1834.
John Tonson, b. h. bred by R.
P. Prince, Esq. of Prince Edward
CO. near Farmville, Va. foaled 25th
May, 1829, was got by Monsieur
Tonson, his dam (full sister to Mar-
mion,) by Virginian, g. dam by Sir
Archy, g. g. dam by Cotton's Phe-
nomenon, (he by the imp. Restless,)
g. g. g. dam by Peters' Whirligig,
(he by the imp. Whirligig,) g. g. g.
g. dam by imp. Jolly Roger.
David Crockett, bl. c. foaled in^
1831, bred as above, was got bj^H
Johnson's Medley, out of the dam of"
John Tonson.
Betsey Tonson, b. f. foaled in
1832, was got by Monsieur Tonson,
bred as above, dam the same as
above.
Maid of Athens, b. f. foaled in
1833; was got by Lance, her dam
the same of the foregoing.
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Embellishment—Portrait of Henry, full brother of Moixsieur Tonson.
Engraved by Bannerman, from a painting by Edward Troye.
HENRY, Full Brother of Monsieur Tonson.
[Through the liberality of the Honorable B. Peyton of Tennessee, (the
owner of Henry Tonson) we are enabled to present our patrons with a
portraiture, and the memoir which follows, of the only surviving brother
of the renowned Monsieur Tonson. Great credit is due to the enter-
prising artist, Mr. Bannerman, for the manner in which he has executed
the engraving.]
This portrait, though conceived with judgment and executed with
taste, is inferior to Henry, especially in the back, loin and hind quar-
ter, in these points it would be difficult, if not impossible for the
artist to exhibit the native beauty and perfection of the animal.
41 V.6
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Henry is a light grey, ten 3ears old, "just passing from the iron
grey of youth, to the hoary white of age;" he perpetuates the beauti-
ful mark which was notable in his sire—a red belt passing from mid-
way his back around the near side,—sure pledge of his Arabian
origin. He is lifteen hands three inches high, his general appearance
majestic and commanding, "uniting symmetry and beauty with vast
strength and muscular power. He combines the back, loin, quarters,
depth of carcass and general length of Pacolet, and the lofty air of
Top-Gallant, with the neat limbs, elastic pasterns and deep hoofs of
Medley. He is formed on the model of Pacolet and Monsieur Ton-
son—withers lower than the Archy family, but with great width of
shoulder-blade, an unusually large back-bone, with a full arched loin,
and great width of hips,—chest and body swelling, capacious and
highly formed,—flank, full and low—stifle, well under him—haunches
full and round,—thigh, long and slightly curved, with great power in
the stifle, and Avell let down upon a hock which for breadth, pitch
and finish has scarcely an equal,—legs light, clean and hard, with
strong bone, large and distinct sinew, pasterns of good length, highly
finished and slightly elastic,—hoofs small, deep and most superior,
—
in fact, from the loin to the point of the hock, thence to the ground,
he approaches perfection, in mould and material, not surpassed, i
equalled, by Pacolet or Monsieur Tonson—his arms are large and
muscular, Avith a regular taper down to an erect pastern, which you
may span with the thumb and fore-finger—his neck is long, tapering
and beautifully arched, with a full, flowing silken mane and soft glossy
coat—head long and bony, jaws and face wide and well tapered to
the muzzle—nostril large, throttle well detached, forehead smooth,
countenance lively, but not vicious, with a full yellow brilliant eye
long and well placed ear. He is a fine mover, and like all his family
is free, generous and lively, but remarkable for good temper and
docility. On running a parallel between Henry, Leviathan, Timoleon
and Eclipse, it will be found that he equals them in all, and surpasses
them in many of the essential points both of fineness and stamina.
Thus:
Timoleon. Leviathan. Eclipse. Henry.
Height at withers, ----- 664in. 64in. 61iii. 63in.
From point of shoulder to point of buttock, 63k 69 65J 69
Around the body at the girth, - - 734 72 74 73
Around the body at the flank, - 73i 72 74 75
Around the arm at the swell, - - 23| 22 21i 2Si
Around the knee, 14^ 124 12J 13
Around the cannon midway, - - 81 9 73 8
Around tibia or swell above the hock, 184 18 183 19
Around the hock, ----- 16^ 16i 163 17^
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Tiinoleon. Leviathan. Eclipse. Ilcnry.
Around cannon midway, . - - - 94 94 84 9
From point to point of slioiilder, - - 131 16 16
From point to point of hip, - - - 24 19 22
Length of neck, - 325 SO 25 84
Length of croup, 22| 18 19 20
Pan ton, in the 4th volume of American Turf Register, page 564,
565, says, "standing in shoes Timoleon would pass for 16 hands, in
the admeasurement, page 377, it is stated, height at Avithers 66^
inches," an evident mistake. At page 565, he says, "Leviathan is
about one inch the widest between the points of the shoulders, and
is equally wide between the points of the houghs or hips," so that
Timoleon in this point cannot exceed 19 inches, while Henry is 22.
Panton took the admeasurement of Henry (see vol. 5, American
Turf Register, page 358,) and though one of the most accurate of
men, he unfortunately omitted to take the admea.'surement around the
stifle, and from point of hip to point of hock, and thence to the ground;
points in which he has no superior.
Henry was foaled in the spring of 1824, on the farm of Mr. Tho-
mas Foxall, in Sumner county, Tennessee,—the breeder of the "Four
Tennessee Brothers," Monsieur Tonson, Sir Richard, Henry and
Champion. He was got by Pacolet, he by the imported horse Citizen,
he by Pacolet of England, he by Blank, and Blank by the Godolphin
Arabian. Citizen's dam. Princess, by Turk, he by Regulus, and he
by the Godolphin Arabian; his grandam. Fairy Queen, by Young
Cade, he by old Cade, and he by the Godolphin Arabian; his great
grandam, Ruth's Black Eyes, by Crab, out of the Warlock Galloway,
by Snake—Ball Galloway, Curwen's Bay Barb. The dam of Pacolet
was Col. Epps' Gray mare, Mary Grey, by Tippoo Saib, (she was also
the dam of several other celebrated horses, among them Palafox, Jolly
Air, Wilks' Wonder, &c.) Tippoo Saib, by Lindsey's Arabian. For an
accoimt of this horse, see American Turf Register and Sporting Maga-
zine, and also the American Farmer, No. 28, vol. 9, which class him
among the best importations to America. Pacolet's grandam by Brim-
mer, he by the imported horse Valiant, he by Dormouse, and he by
the Godolphin Arabian. The dam of Brimmer by the imported horse
Jolly Roger—for his pedigree in full, see American Turf Register.
Pacolet's g. grandam by Babraham, he by the imported horse Juniper,
out of Col. Tasker's imported mare Selima, by the Godolphin Arabian;
Juniper, by Babraham of England, he by the Godolphin Arabian;
Pacolet's g. g. grandam, by the imported horse Jolly Roger. Henry's
dam was by Top Gallant, he by Gallatin, he by the imported horse
Bedford, out of an imported mare by Mambrino; Bedford, by Dun-
gannon, one of the best sons of English Eclipse.
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The dam of Top Gallant, by Wildair, he by the imported Fear-
nought, he by Regulus, and he by the Godolphin Arabian, The dam
of Wildair, by imported Jolly Roger, out of the imported mare
Kitty Fisher; the grandam of Top Gallant, by the imported horse
Othello, (commonly called Black-and-all-Black) he by old Crab, out
of the famous Miss Slamerkin.
Henry's grandam by Grey Medley, (Barry's) he by Hart's imported
Medley. The dam of Grey Medley, by Skipwith's, (Black-and-all-
Black,) grandam, by Bay Bolton, he by Bay Bolton of England, out
of the imported mare Blossom; g. grandam, by old Partner; g. g.
grandam, by Lonsdale; g. g. g. grandam, by old imported Fearnought;
Skipwith's Black-and-all-Black, by the imported horse Brunswick; he
by old Crab, out of Miss Slamerkin. Black-and-all-Black's dam
by Ariel, full brother to old Partner, being got by Morton's imported
Traveller, out of Selima, by the Godolphin Arabian. Lonsdale was
got by imported Jolly Roger, out of an imported mare bred by Sir
John Ramsden, and got by Monkey; her dam, Lord Lonsdale's Black
Arabian, Coneyskin's, &C. Stc, Henry's g. grandam by the imported
Oscar, he by Young Snip; his dam by Morton's Arabian; grandam
by old Crab; g. grandam by Bald Galloway; g. g. grandam by the Bar-
ley Arabian; g. g- g- grandam of Henry by the imported horse Fear-
nought, he by Regulus, and he by the Godolphin Arabian.
For further particulars of Henry's pedigree, see the American Turf
Register, and General Stud Book.
The fall after he was two years old, (1826) he Avas sold to Mr. 0.
Shelby, for the then enormous price of two thousand two hundred
dollars.* This is conclusive evidence of the promise and high esti-
mation in which he was held, when it is recollected that Mr. Shelby
had previously purchased Monsieur Tonson, after he was distin-
guished as a racer, for one thousand dollars; and that Mr. G. B.
Williams sold one half his interest in Monsieur, when four years
old, for one thousand dollars, after he had triumphed over every com-
petitor from Nashville to Nachez! I Champion in 1829, at the head
of the turf himself, and after the brilliant career of his family, sold
for three thousand dollars. As an evidence of the growing reputation
of Henry, one half him was sold for upwards of three thousand
dollars, and four thousand dollars have been offered for the same
interest in the past year.
Henry received his first training the spring he was three years old
by Mr. O. Shelby, who had in his stable some colts of great promise,
* Eclipse at eight years old, and previous to his race with Sir Charles
was offered at ^2500.
1 After a lapse of eight years he sold for ^10,000.
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among others, Washington, by Pacolet, out of Rosa Clack. This
colt distinguished himself by beating Walk-in-the-Water, three mile
heats. Henry was Washington's superior in brushes and trial runs.
Near the close of the spring training he received an injury, of which
Mr. Shelby speaks in the following manner:
After stating his original cost of twenty-two hundred dollars, he
adds, "in the spring following, I put him in training and discovered
him to be a colt of the first class for both speed and bottom, as far as
I tried him. I had the highest confidence in his making a first rate
racehorse at all distances, and but for a misfortune he met with in
bleeding, which caused a great enlargement of the glands about the
windpipe, I have no doubt he would have been equal to his full bro-
ther. Monsieur Tonson. From the above cause his breathing was
greatly obstructed, so that for several weeks in the months of April
and May, I believed he would die. After poulticing the part affected,
I was advised to rowel him, which 1 did, and by that means saved his
life and restored him in some measure. I am satisfied, however, he
never recovered from the injury of the bleeding, and that his breath-
ing was permanently affected by it." Mr. G. B. Williams states, that
when sent for to assist in saving the life of Henry—"I found him with
his head near the ground, with his neck so much swollen that he w^as
unable to raise it. I applied poultices, &c. and left him in th^ even-
ing somewhat relieved; but the injury which I learned was inflicted
by driving a fleam through the vein into the tendon of his neck,
proved to be a permanent injury. After running, he had great diffi-
culty in breathing."
Mr. John C. Beasly, who trained and ran Henry all his races the
fall following, states,—"at the time I commenced training Henry, I
thought him in worse condition than any horse I ever trained. He
was very lean, affected with a difficulty of breathing, and had the
worst cough I ever saw any horse have, and was affected with both
diseases during the time I had him."
Henry made his debut in the fall of 1827, at three years old. He
was started mile heats, over the Gallatin course, Tennessee, against
two colts of great promise, Mr. Malone's horse Negro, by old Pacolet,
out of the dam of the famous race-mare, Betsey Malone, and Col.
Robert Smith's Oscar. The horses were brought up at the call.
—
Negro the favorite for the race—some offers on Oscar for the heat,
Henry was looked upon as liors du combat on account of his injury.
At the tap of the drum they went off well together—by the time they
were forty rods from home, Henry had placed himself several lengths
ahead, which he maintained throughout, winning the heat with ease
in one minute and fifty seconds. Course a full mile, not favorable for
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time. After running the heat Henry's breathing was somewhat diffi-
cult, though he was recovered before the time of starting for the
second heat. Bets five to one on Henry—no takers. At the signal
he burst away from his competitors, swept round the turn at an inju-
dicious rate, and entered the short run on the south end of the course
far in advance; the cry was, ''-he will distance the field," at the next
breath, "look at Henry, he has bolted." He was seen bounding
through the field with his neck beautifully arched, and his white flag
streaming in the wind. Tlie jockey tried in vain to rein him into the
course before he reached the poll. His competitors passed on, made
the turn, and were running up the long ascending reach on the back-
side of the course, when Henry came in from sixty to eighty yards
behind, the rider was ordered to go on. He exhibited to an astonish-
ed field, a wonderful display of speed—swept past his competitors and
came home several length ahead. He was ruled out; having passed
on the inside of the poll. After this heat, which gained him great
celebrity, his breathing was much more difHcult. Henry was known
to be the superior of Washington, who had the week before vanquish-
ed for the first time in the west^ Mr. G, B. Williams' renowned Walk-
in-the-Water three mile heats over the Central course, and also beat
Col. Elliott's distinguished race-mare, Morgiana, at Gallatin.* Mr.
Shelby selected Henry in preference to Washington, to contend
against his full brother Richard, who was substituted by Mr. Williams
for Walk-in-the-water, and the hard bottomed Pacolet horse Remus
three mile heats, the next week at Nashville. The day of trial arrived,
but there shone upon the field no sun of Austerlitz, "shadows, clouds
and darkness hung upon it." The rain had fallen in torrents, and the
course situated in the fertile low grounds of the Cumberland was deep
and miry. Richard, who to that day had never lost a heat or purse,
was the favorite. Remus was not without friends. Bets were freely
offered on him in the event of broken heats. Henry alone was friend-
less. His age and injury caused the "knowing ones," to regard his
success as hopeless. They said no three year old could go through
that mud with such four year olds as Richard and Remus. The inte-
rest excited by this fraternal contest was intense. A more crowded
field was seldom seen,—at last the hour arrived. The electric order
"mount your riders" thrilled through the immense multitude. The
signal is given, away they dash, Henry leads, closely followed by
Richard,—Remus laying up. They enter the straight run on the
back part of the course, Richard makes play, Henry maintains his
position, they make the turn and enter the front stretch—as they
passed the veteran Elliot, the order to Richard, was, "go along and get
* Morgiana flew llie truck, and was L-tuppod.
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out of the mud," on they plunged at a killing pace,—no change in the
fortune of the day, (Remus far in the rear comes picking his way at
leisure.) They run another round, when a severe contest for the
track ensues, Henry bears away when called on, emptying his deep
hoofs in Richard's face, whose beautiful countenance and swan-like
neck was seen, for the first time, dripping with mud and water; as
they pass around, the commencement of the third mile, the cry was
to Henry, "hold him hard and let him go"—on they press—the stride
tremendous, and rate excessive, pass up the long heavy reach on the
back, sweep round to the front:—"Draw your whip and go on," Rich-
ard makes his last desperate effort,—it won't do, Henry takes the heat
in gallant style, Remus just falling in his distance of one hundred
and eighty yards. Time not recollected though it must have been
bad from the condition of the course.
After running this heat, Henry, though otherwise well off, was
much distressed for the want of a free passage through his wind pipe.
Great sympathy was manifested for his condition, and Mr. Shelby's
friends urged the propriety of withdrawing him from the race, but
ardent and sanguine, he seemed to think he could breathe through a
quill and win the i*ace. The time for starting arrived, the three horses
appeared at the post—the two majestic brothers cast defying glances
at each other, while Remus, with his quick pace, and quiet mien,
seemed to be waiting, like some wily politician, for them to worry
each other, for his advantage. At the tap of the drum, off they burst,
Henry in the lead, hard pressed by Richard, who went to work in
earnest from the score. Remus in hand, but well up. At the termi-
nation of the second mile Remus made play, passed Richard and came
up and challenged Henry;—a smart rally ensued, which was kept up
around the turn, when Henry was driven into the straight reach on
the back of the course several lengths ahead. Richard finding that
Remus could not put him up, took the matter into his own hands, and
with a sudden run came up and locked Henry, in this position they
kept up a severe struggle, without either gaining, through that long
and wearisome reach, until near its close, when Henry gradually got
clear of him, and in going round the turn opened out and entered the
stretch for the run in, two lengths ahead. The persuaders were ap-
plied to Richard freely; it would not do, the struggle had been long
and bitter, and bravely sustained, but he gave it up. At this moment
Remus, who had been in reserve, was seen gliding up under the
picketing upon the firm, but narrow and slippery walking path—
a
dangerous adventure, but if successful, was thirty or forty yards ad-
vantage, in the run in—as by magic he was upon them, and before the
rider, taken by surprise, could call out Henry, Remus was ahead at
the post, and took the heat, Henry pulling up within the distance
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Stand. Thus, by one of those unexpected and accidental occurrences
which are often witnessed on the course, Henry was deprived of the
heat, and the race. He had been pressed alternately by Richard and
Remus on almost" every stretch in the six miles. On coming out in
the last heat he was near falling in the track, and wheezed and
whistled the wind through his pipes. Mr. Shelby now consented to
withdraw him. The race was won by Richard in four heats. It wa3
manifest to all who knew Remus, that he was indebted to chance for
the heat which he won, as no horse could beat him a third or fourth
heat which he was able to beat a second.
Thus ended the prospects of Henry Tonson on the turf, and while
it furnished conclusive evidence of extraordinary powers as a race-
horse, it also afforded irresistible proof of his permanent injury.
He was entered in one other race only, from which he was again
withdrawn on account of the old injury. As a racehorse Henry, but
for his injury, was considered by all who knew him to be equal to either
of his brothers. Col. Elliot and Mr. G. B. Williams, who trained and
run Monsieur, Richard and Champion, state that at Gallatin and Nash-
ville, he fully sustained the reputation of his family as runners.
Henry and Monsieur Tonson afford the most desirable and perfect
cross with the descendants of Diomed. They unite the inestimable
crosses of Citizen, Medley and Bedford. This family are alike remark-
able for their eminent racing qualities, and the transmission of those
qualities to their descendants. Pacolet, the sire, was among the best
racehorses and stallions of his day. Monsieur Tonson found no equal
on the turf, and is unsurpassed as a stallion. Neither Richard nor
Champion were ever beaten, although they bantered and run against
the world. Richard died young, but left some excellent stock. Cham-
pion was destroyed by disease. Telegraph, a grandson of Madam
Tonson, is producing running stock, which shows that there has been
no depreciation to the third generation. Henry, in his progeny, has
contributed his share in perpetuating the fame of his illustrious family.
His colts are remarkable for their size and beauty. Ariel did not pos-
sess more game than the grey filley of Desha and Barry. Burrus' grey
filley was said to be equal to Miss Tonson in speed. But to have got
Daniel O'Connel alone is sufficient to establish his reputation as a
breeder. This fine colt, at two years old, run two races, mile heats,
one over the Central Course, Tennessee, and the other at Nashville,
Tennessee, in each of which he was successful. In the first race, he
ran a mile in Im. 49s. and a few days after the second race took the
prize cup at the cattle show.
Henry unites in an eminent degree the requisites for a stallion.
When his size, form, beauty, temper, blood and constitutional stamina
are all considered, it is believed he has no superior-
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AUTOCRAT.
We are disappointed in the expectation to have embellished the present
number with the likeness of Autocrat; described by the editor of the New
York Sporting Magazine, in its first number, "as a fine animal," that "pos-
sesses admirable points, particularly the shoulder, back, and loin; the latter
rises with a high arch, highly appreciated, as indicative of strength and con-
tinuance." With "size" and "substance," "he is free from any of those
cumbrous points erroneously viewed as constituting strength, but which have
a different effect, as so much lumber." "His temper is mild and placid,
nothing vicious or fretful; a disposition of the first consequence to a race-
horse. He is descended from one of the best running families in England,
having himself shown great speed;" at three years old, by winning the
Staffordshire stake, a single mile; and, besides, his race for the gold cup at
Preston, the next year, to have won shortly after, "the king's plate at
Lichfield, four mile heats, carrying the high weight of lOst. 71bs. (1471bs.)
being 47lbs. more than horses of the same age carry in Virginia, bespeaks
him likely to get stock that will not only shew speed, but have the ''length
in them." His three races and winner twice, in two days, at Newton,
also prove "stoutness."
The Earl of Derby, (lately deceased,) who bred and ran the renowned
Sir Peter, politely answered a letter addressed to him, from *'Knows-
ley, April 21, 1833," that "Autocrat, whilst in training, was my pro-
perty, which I afterwards sold in this neighborhood, when I furnished the
pedigree I had received with him,—when I bought him as a foal, bred by
Lord Stamford, and got by Grand Duke out of Olivetta, by Sir Oliver out
ofScotina by Delpini, out of Scota, by Eclipse." (Scota out of sister in
blood to the invincible Highflyer.) "JSTothing can be better bred than Oli-
vetta, and she produced many winners by different horses; one called Hal-
ston got by Banker, is still in training and is considered a good racer.
Autocrat, whilst in my possession, ran severe races, and I had reason to
think him a good horse, until he had a disorder which made me put him out
of training. Then I covered some mares with him. I have several of his
get that promise to be useful horses. (Signed,) Derby."
The printed card that accompanied him, advertised him in England, in
1832, as "the magnificent gray horse Autocrat, late the property ofthe Earl
of Derby," "to cover this season at lOsovs." A brief recital of his pedigree,
closed with the remark, it "is unsurpassed;" and his most distinguished
performances followed.
Bell's life in London, of the 22d July, 1832, announced that "Mr. Jack-
son takes with him, (to the U. S.) the celebrated horse Autocrat, late the
property of the Earl of Derby. He is of the first blood in the kingdom,
and beat most of the best horses of his day. He is admirably adapted to
America, and we trust will amply repay his spirited proprietor."
Autocrat has occupied such space in this work, (see vol. 4, p.p. 446 and
and 520,) that it is unnecessary to give his achievements here, "in exten-
Eo." To have won his first race, "at three years old, the Dee stake.<3, at
42 V.6
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Chester, in 1825, beating Sir T. M. Stanley's Dr. Faustus and four others,
same ages and weights, 8st. 71bs.; the same week the Palatine stake, beat-
ing Mr. Houldsworth's Androgeas; at Lichfield, the StatTordshire stakes
8st. 3lbs. to 8st., beating General Grosvenor's "very fleet filly Wings,
winner of the Oaks the same year; to have won all his races that year,
but one lost to Dr. Faustus, that had previously been beat by him; and in
1826, in two days at Newton, to have won two plates, out of three races;
the second race, an excellent one, won again by Dr. Faustus, beating also
the renowned Longwaist; winning the last and second race that day, beat-
ing at Sst., in three heats, among others, the renowned Euphrates, aged,
9st.; to have run a good second to Lottery, probably, at that time, the best
horse in England, beating his famed half-brother Bruttandorf and Signori-
na; to have won the Peover stakes at Knutsford, and afterwards, all the same
year, besides other races, the king's plate at Lichfield, four mile heats, beat-
ing the famed Miss Forester, distancing their other competitors; and in
all his racing never to have received weight but for age, are of themselves
sufficient to have established his character as a racehorse in England,
which has been confirmed by "the Virginian abroad," and adopted as the
opinion of 'Barrymore,"* the disinterested writer who has arraigned most
of our recent importations. To shew that his competitors were the "crack
horses of the day," we will take a passing notice of a few of them. Mr.
Whittaker's Lottery, by whom he was beat, has been regarded as Uie best
horse of his day, though sometimes beaten from an indisposition to run.
"Chorister, the first of his get which appeared in public," won the St. Leger
in 1831, when his daughter Elizabeth run a good fourth; she has since
been greatly distinguished as a plater; at five years old, winner at high
weights of "the king's guineas at Doncaster, running the four miles in 7m.
46s.! Longwaist by Whalebone, also his victor, of almost equal fame with
Lottery, though beat at three years old, having won a race the same day,
by Luzborough four years old, won thirteen races, eight of them gold cups,
in 1825—6. Being a year younger than Lottery, a disagreement as to rela-
tive weights prevented their being matched, when regarded as, "at the top
of the tree." Longwaist cost Mr. Mytton SOOOgs., and was esteemed so
invincible, that when beat, unjust reflections were made on his rider, who
was most honorably defended by Mr. Mytton. (For these and other par-
ticulars concerning Longwaist and Eupiirates, see the liife of Mytton.)
Of the most celebrity beat by Autocrat, may be especially mentioned
Miss Forester, Bruttandorf, Dr. Faustus, Signorina, Euphrates, and Wings,
besides Anti-Radical, Grenadier, Invalid, and others of repute.
Mr. Cook's Miss Forester, (Forester Lass,) from the year, at five years
old, she was beat by Autocrat, the king's plate, four mile heats, at Lichfield,
won twenty-seven races, chiefly king's plates
Mr. Clifton's Bruttandorf won a few capital races at five years old, and
was the favorite at Preston, when beat by Lottery and Autocrat, for the
gold cup, three miles and a distance, twenty subscribers.
• See vol. 5, p.p. 294—451. For the likeness of Lottery, for the "coup
d'ceil" of a racehorse, and his brilliant achievements, see Johnson's
English Sportsman's Cyclopedia.
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Sir T. Stanley's Dr. Faustus, beat by Autocrat, their first sweepstakes
8st. 7]bs., beat him, running second; the same year, tlie chieftain stakes,
Mostyn mile, and about tlie same distance next year at Newton, beating
also Longwaist, Autocrat having won tiie two mile heats the preceding
day; at five years old, also with weight for age, he beat Leviathan, four
years old; at six years old, carrying 1261bs., he ran second to Fylde, four
years old, at 114lbs.; when aged, at 126lbs., again ran second to Fylde,
five years old, at 1221bs., beating a capital field, Halston, Vanish, &,c. (see
Fylde's memoir.)
Sir W. Wynn's Signorina, among other capital races, took a purse from
Memnon, the renowned winner of the St. Leger, beating one of the best
fields ever assembled, the Alderman, Actaeon, Trinculo, Fleur de Lis, and
Chateau Margaux, (first rate winners,) besides others, in 3m. 23s.!
Mr. Mytton's g. Euphrates, "a first rate distance horse, winner eleven
times in 1825—6, beating Longwaist, Cain, and the best horses without
receiving weight," (beat by Autocrat two mile heats at Newton, in 1826,
and by Luzborough for the Cheltenham gold cup, in 1828,) "like one
of the old sort, now become very scarce, persevered in running and win-
ning to his thirteenth year." "The sideboard at Halston exhibited thir-
teen gold cups, besides silver ones, many trophies for one horse, the cele-
brated Euphrates;" he was thirty-one times a winner; in 1825 he won the
Darlington gold cup, beating Barefoot, Sir Grey, and Gen. Mina, "crack
nags."
Gen. Grosvenor's "very fleet fiUey Wings," the year she was beat by
Autocrat, "won the Oaks and gold cup at Epsom," and is now a brood
mare in the Royal stud.
As in Autocrat are concentrated copious streams, through the purest
channels of English blood, from the very fountain head of turf excellence,
besides the Darley and Godolphin Arabians, the more early Arabians of
celebrity in England, and their most renowned descendants. Flying Chil-
ders. Partner, Regulus, Blank, Matchem, Snap, Herod, Eclipse, Highflyer,
Beningbrough, Sir Peter, Delpini, &c.; we shall now furnish his own pe-
digree, and then give it in Jitll, from the earliest dates in the English
Stud Book, with notes as to their own achievements, their get, &c.
Gr. c. Autocrat, foaled 1822, bred by Lord Stamford, (sold a foal to
Lord Derby,) was got by Grand Duke; his dam, Olivetta, by Sir Oliver;
grandam Scotina by Delpini; great grandam Scota by Eclipse out of Har-
mony by Herod, sister in blood to Highflyer, out of Rutilia sister to his
dam Rachel, by Blank; Regulus; Soreheels; Makeless; D'Arcy's "Royal
mare."
To exhibit a pedigree in full of a thorough bred horse, may be selected
that of Autocrat. We know of none of more ancient descent or of more
distinguished crosses. It embraces the three classes, (Matchem, Eclipse,
and Herod,) of Enghsh blood, from the Godolphin and Darley Arabians,
and the Byerley Turk; and presents about a score of the most famed
horses in the English annals. It being something of a compendium, (of at
least one volume,) of the English Stud Book, we have reversed the usual
order of pedigrees, and have introduced them, chronologically from the ear-
liest dates. The following horses and their get, (from whom Autocrat's
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most remote ancestors, of which we have any account, derive their de-
scent,) have no dates affixed to their names, nor are more full pedigrees
given in the Stud Book: viz., Alcock's Arabian, sire to Crab; Bethel's
Arabian, sire to Herod's grandam; Hall's Arabian, sire to Whitenose;
Honeywood's Arabian, (remote ancestor of Sir Peter;) Harper's Arabian,
sire to Champion, (his dam by Hautboy;) Leedes Arabian, sire to Leedes
and Fox's dam, his grandam and that of Childers; Lonsdale's Arabian;
Lord Oxford's Arabian; Oglethorpe's Arabian, (sire to Makeless;) Pul-
leine Arabian; Stanyan's Arabian; and Winn's Arabian. Curwen's bay
Barb, a present from the Emperor of Morocco to Louis XIV. (sire to the
Mixburys, &c.;) King William's white Barb, Chillaby; King William's no-
tongued Barb, dam by Rutland's black Barb; St. Victor's Barb, sire to the
Bald Galloway; Dodsworth, a natural barb, foaled in England; Grey
Hound, the same, by Chillaby; Fenwick's Barb, sire to Whynot; Taffolet
Barb; white legged Lowther Barb; Wilkinson's Barb; Place's white Turk;
Ancaster Turk, sire to Chanter; D'Arcy yellow Turk, sire to Brimmer
out of a Royal mare, and to Spanker, (see Fox;) D'Arcy white Turk, sire
to Hautboy out of a Royal mare, he the sire to Grey Hautboy, and to
Clumsey, (see Fox;) Sclaby Turk, sire to Old Spot; Paget Turk; Holder-
ness Turk, sire to Hartley's blind horse; Duke of Newcastle's Turk;
Brownlow Turk, sire to Grey Grantham; Helmsley's Turk, sire to Bust-
ler; Lister Turk, sire to Snake, out of a Hautboy mare.
The Royal mares were introduced into England during the reign of
Charles H. from 1660 to 1685.
Lawrence, in his treatise on the horse, remarks, "a long acquaintance
with pedigrees, and the history of the forms in which our best horses have
run, inclined me to suppose that our racers derive their speed generally
from the Arabs, and their stoutness and stride from the Barbs, and perhaps
their length and height from the Turks. Our favorite or most successful
blood has been for many years past, and is at present, chiefly that of the
Darley* and Godolphinf Arabians, the latter of whom I have little doubt was
^The Darley Arabian has been considered the parent of the racing
stock. His figure' is said to have contained every point which could be
desired in a turf horse. Besides the Childers, he got Almanzor, his brother,
and other excellent horses. Through them and his other descendants.
Blaze, Snap, &c., his blood and fame has been widely circulated. (See
No. 1, Vol. 2, American Turf Register.)
t The blood of the Godolphin Arabian has, for a long time,
flowed in the
veins of almost every racehorse in England. Among others of his get ar-
ranged chronologically, (in page 60 of the first volume American
Turf
Register,) the following have been the most famed. Lath, Dismal,
Cade,
Dormouse, Janus, Regulus, Bajazct, Babraham, Mogul, Blank, the
Gower
Stallion, Marksman, Skcwball, Old England, Whitenose,
Shepherdess,
Marlborough, Infant, Mirza, (invincible in his day,) Tamerlane,
Blossom.
Sophia, Tarquin, Cripple, Fearnought, Dimple, Feather,
Merryman,
Creeper, Lofty, Cygnet, Matchless, Coalition Colt,
and some others of
celebrity that were of doubtful paternitv. Imported Selima,
Selim's dam,
was by the Godolphin Arabian. (See No. 1 . Vol. 1 ,
Am. Turf Register.)
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a Barb. The more immediate progenitors of our present stallions and brood
mares of high repute are Eclipse and Highflyer, sons of Marske and King
Herod with the cross of the Godolpliin Arabians, through Regulus, Blank,
Cade, Matchem, and others. The general characteristic of the produce of
Marske has been speed. He was a great grandson of the Darley Arabian.
The Herods have also shewn great speed, with a characteristic stoutness
and goodness of constitution. King Herod descended through Partner,
Tartar, and Jigg, from the famous Byerly Turk; from his dam Cypron he
had in him twice the Darley Arabian. Partner, the grandsire of Herod,
was one of the finest and best bred horses upon our national list; his dam
was the dam, sister and grandam of high famed racers. She had two
crosses of the Barb in her pedigree. A famous stream of the Darley Ara-
bian blood has flowed through Childers to Snip and Snap, Marske,
Herod, and Snap, were all of the highest old blood, prior to that of the Go-
dolphin Arabian, which was blended in their descendents. The partiality
of our breeders to the above racing branches is most justly founded."
It will be perceived that Autocrat's pedigree partakes all the above fo-
reign blood, so highly esteemed by Lawrence.
The Byerly Turk,* foaled about the year 1680, was sire to Basto, (his
dam by Leedes' Arabian, Spanker, Bald Peg,) see Fox, Jigg, (dam by
Spanker,) and Grasshopper; the Darley Arabian, foaled 1699, sire to Fly-
ing and Bartlet's Childers; and the Godolphin Arabian, introduced into Eng-
land 1730, sire to Blank, Cade, Regulus, &c., have been shewn to be the
parents of the three great classes of English pedigrees; and crossed with
the foreign stock, to which a thoroughbred horse, in all his crosses, must
trace, has established the basis of English blood.
Detached from the pedigrees, as not essential to shew the connexion
of blood, we present, in the notes below, conceiving it desirable they should
appear in one view, a few particulars in reference to the most famed
horses, some of which have been spread through our different volumes,
but will admit of repetition.
1705. Bay Bolton, Sir M. Pierson's, "a good runner and excellent stal-
lion," was got by Grey Hautboy, (grandson of D'Arcy's white
Turk, liis dam by Makeless, (son of Oglethorpe Arabian,) grandam
by Brimmer, (son of D'Arcy's yellow Turk out of a royal mare.)
—
Diamond—sister to the dam of old Merlin.
1710. True Blue, 1718, his own brother. Young True Blue, Honeywood's.
was got by Williams' Turk out of the Byerly mare.
1714. Fox,t bred by Sir Ralph Ashton, was got by Clumsey, (by Hautboy
out of Miss D'Arcy's Pet mare,) his dam Bay Peg by the Leedes
* The Byerly Turk was Captain Byerly's charger in 1689. He was
sire of Sprite, "nearly as good as Leedes," (by the Leedes Arabian—Span-
ker—Morocco Barb,) Black Hearty, sire to Bonny Black, the best runner
of her time; Archer, the Byerly Gelding, &c., besides those named in the
text.
t Fox was the sire to Conqueror, the best gelding that ever ran at New-
market, besides other capital horses and brood mares.
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Arabian—Young Bald Peg by Leedes Arabian—Spanker's dam by
Lord Fairfax's Morocco Barb—old Bald Peg by an Arabian out of a
Barb mare.
1715. Flying Childers,*ch. the Duke of Devonshire's, was gotbytheDar-
ley Arabian, his dam, Betty. Leedes, by Careless, (by Spanker out of
a Barb mare)—Leedes Arabian—Spanker, (son of D'Arcy's yellow
Turk)—Spanker's dam, see Fox. Bartlet's Childers own brother
to Flying Childers.
1718. Partner,! Croft's, ch. was got by Jigg, (see Byerly Turk,) dam, sis-
ter to Mixbury by Curwen's Bay Barb—Curwen's Old Spot, (by
Selaby Turk)—white legged Lowther mare—Old Vintner mare.
1722. Crab,| gr. was got by Alcock's Arabian; dam by Basto, (sister to
Soreheels)—sister to the Mixbury Galloway, by the Curwen bay
Barb—Curwen's Old Spot—as above (Partner.) For Basto, see
Byerly Turk.
1727. Starling, Duke of Bolton's, was got by bay Bolton, dam by a son of
the Brownlow Turk—Old Lady by the PuUeine Arabian—Rock-
wood out of the Lonsdale Tregonell mare—Bustler, (son of Helms-
ley Turk.)
1728. Bolton Looby, br. Duke of Bolton's, was got by bay Bolton; his dam
Golden Locks by Mostyn's Grasshopper, (son of Byerly Turk) Lord
Bristol's Hog.
* Flying or Devonshire Childers is famed as "the best horse that ever
ran at Newmarket. He had no competitor to come within reach of his
heel." If we credit the wonderful accounts of his speed, he must have
been near a half mile in four better than any other horse. He is said to
have run four miles in 6m. 48s.; at the rate of a mile in Im. 42s. He was a
chestnut with white upon his nose and all fours, fifteen hands or more
high, of a short compact form, his immense stride being furnished by the
length of his legs and thighs. He was sire, in addition to the above, to
Hampton Court Childers, Plaistow, Winnall, Spanking Roger, Fleece'em,
Poppet, &,c. His own brother, Bartlet's Childers, who was never trained;
was sire of Squirt, (Edipus, dam of Volunteer, and others of celebrity.
(See No. 9, Vol. 2, American Turf Register.)
t Partner was the best horse at Newmarket, immediately succeeding
Childers. He was a chestnut of great power and exquisite symmetry.
Besides his get, Sedbury, Tartar, Cato, Traveller, Badger, Grisewood's
Partner, Lady Thigh, Larkin's Looby, Little John, Bareforth, the
Widdrington Mare, &c.; he was a progenitor of much other valuable stock,
being great grandsire to Matchem and Herod. He was sire to imported
Morton's Traveller, (brother to the Widdrington Mare,) and to the dams of
imported Wildair, imp. Vampire, imp. Jolly Roger, imp. Regulus. (See
p. 43, Vol. 4, American Turf Register.)
\ Crab has contributed largely to perpetuate the best stock; he was sire
to imported Othello, his dam by the Hampton Court Childers, to the dams
of imported Aristotle, Brunswick, Ranter, and Valiant, of Othello, im-
ported into Maryland, 17,56, the sire to Selim and True Briton, and of a
superior progeny.
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1732. Squirt, ch. Lord Portmore'.s, was got by Bartlet's Childers out of
tlie Snake mare, sister to Old County Wench—Grey Wilkes by
Hautboy—Miss D'Arcy's Pet mare out of a Sedbury royal mare.
Snake by tlie Lister Turk—Hautboy.
1733. Blaze," b. bred by Mr. Panton, was got by Flying Childers out of the
Confederate filly, by Grey Grantham—Duke of Rutland's black
Barb—Bright's roan—Grey Grantham, son of the Brownlow Turk.
1734. CadCjt b. bred by Lord Godolphin, own brother to Lath by the Go-
dolphin Arabian, out of Roxana, "a good plate mare," (dam also of
Roundhead, by Childers, sire to imp. Jolly Roger,) by the Bald
Galloway—her dam, sister to Chanter, by the Akaster Turk
—
Leedes Arabian—Spanker. The Bald Galloway by St. Victor Barb
—Whynot, (by Fenwick's Barb)—royal mare.
1736. Forester, Croft's, was got by Hartley's Blind Horse, (son of the
Holderness Turk, out of Sir R. Millbank's Makeless mare—see
Highflyer,) his dam bay Bocklesby by Partner—Bocklesby by Grey-
hound, (a natural Barb)—Bocklesby Betty by Curwen's bay Barb
Leedes; Hobby mare by the Lister Turk.
1736. Snip, br. bred by the Duke of Devonshire, (own brother to Black-
legs, Second, Hip and Pufi",) was got by Flying Childers out of the
Basto mare. Crab's dam.
1739. Regulus,]: Lord Chedsworth's,"the best son of Godolphin Arabian,"
his dam was the noted mare Grey Robinson by the Bald Galloway,
(see Cade,)—Snake, (see Squirt,)—Hautboy son of D'Arcy's white
Turk.
1740. Blank.J another of her most noted sons of the Godolphin Arabian,
was bred by Lord Godolphin, with his own brothers Janus and Old
England; they were out of the little Hartley mare by Bartlet's
Childers, the half sister to the large Hartley mare, (by Hartley's
Blind Horse,) the dam of Babraham, Marlborough, and Mogul, own
brothers by the Godolphin Arabian—King William's Woodstock
Arabian—St. Victor's Barb—Whynot—Royal mare.
•Blaze, sire to the famous runner Bay Malton and to Sampson, the lineal
ancestor of Engineer, Mambrino, and Messenger, to the imported Blaze
and Blazella, (Yorick's dam.)
f Cade was more famed as a stallion than on the turf. He was sire to
Matchem, Young Cade, imported Wildair, imported Kitty Fisher, &c.
I Regulus, in one year, when six years old, won eight king's plates and
a £50 plate. He was never beaten, being very superior to any horse of
his time. He was also an excellent stallion, the sire of Adolphus. Ascham,
Trajan, Spiletta, (Echpse's dam,) the grandam of Highflyer, and many
more excellent horses, besides the following that were imported, the
famed Fearnought, Regulus, Merry Tom, Ranger, and Vampire. South;,
son of Regulus, was sire to imported Flimnap.
5 Blank was a capital stallion, he got twenty-one brood mares, dams of
distinguished winners.
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1743. Tartar, Mr. Leedes', was got by Partner out of Meliara by Fox
—
Milkmaid by Snail—Curwen's Shield's Galloway.
1743. Othello,* bl. (or Black-and-all-Black,) own brother to Bustard, Oroo-
noko, and Conqueror, bred by Lord Portmore, was got by Crab;
dam Miss Slamerkin by Young True Blue—Lord Oxford's dun
Arabian—D'Arcy Blacklegged Royal mare.
1748. Matchem,t b. bred by Mr. Fenwick, was got by Cade, his dam, sis-
ter to Miss Partner by Partner—Makeless—Brimmer—Place's
white Turk—Dodsworth, a natural Barb, foaled in England—Lay-
ton Barb mare.
1749. Spectator,! b. the Duke of Ancaster's, was got by Crab; his dam by
Partner—Bay Bolton—Darley Arabian—Byerly Turk—Taffolet
Barb.
1750. Snap,5 br. bred by Lord Sandwich, was got by Snip; his dam, sis-
ter to Slipby, by Fox—Gipsey by Bay Bolton—Duke of Newcastle's
Turk—natural Barb mare.
* Not imported into the United States as has been erroneously stated.
Othello, (or Black-and-all-Black,) was of great celebrity on the turf; in
1740 winner at Lewes and Stockbricige of j£50; in 1749, winner of king's
plates, at Newmarket, Salisbury, Canterbury, Lewes, &c., beating Joseph
Andrews, Tom Jones, &,c.; 1750, in Ireland, at the Curragh of Kildair, he
won the lOOgs. plate, beating Bustard, Primate, True Blue,, and Old
England; in 1751, with lOst. he beat Lord March's Bajazet, for lOOOgs.;
and in 1752, though he had covered in the spring, he won the king's plate,
at 12st.; beating Gustavus and Trimmer. He covered in Cambridgeshire,
England, in 1754, 55, 56. See vol. 4, p.p. 382, 612.
f Matchem ranks with the best racers and stallions of England. He
beat Trajan over the Beacon course, carrying 8st.,in 7m. 20s. In twenty-
three years three hundred and fifty-four winners, his progeny won
£151,097, (^670,870.) He cleared as a stallion £17,000, (^75,480.)
From a list of one hundred and seventy-four of his get, the following are
selected as the most famed winners: Atalanta, Conundrum, Chymist,
Conductor, Critic, Cannibal, Cora, Cottager, Dux, Dictator, Gertrude,
Hollandaise, Johnny, Maiden, North Star, Pantaloon, Phoenix, Princess,
Pumpkin, Rasselas, Turf. He got twenty brood mares, dams of distin-
guished winners. He was also sire to imported Nancy Bywell, &c.
I Spectator, a first rate racer and stallion, was the first, and except
Mirza, the only horse that ever beat Matchem, which was done in three
heats, the two last in 7m. 403. and 8m. 5s.; the first heat was won by
Brilliant, son of Crab, in 7m. 52s.
{ Snap was the best racehorse at Newmarket, succeeding Matchem,
Spectator, and Mirza. He beat the Duke of Cumberland's Marske twic^f
for lOOOgs. B. C. (once with lOst. each,) and Lord Gower's sweepstake,
B. C. 93t. each for lOOOgs. He was of great beauty and justness of pro-
portion. He got Goldfinder, who was never .beat, Oumium, &-c. and
twenty-one mares, dams of noted winners.
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1750, Marske,* or. the Duke of Cumberland's, was got by Squirt; liis dam
by Blacklegs, (brother to Snip,)—Bay Bolton—Foxcub, (by Clum-
sey, his dam by the Leedes Arabian,)—Coneyskins, son of the Lister
Turk—Hutton's grey Barb—Ilutton's Royal colt—Byerly Turk
—
Bustler, son of the Helmsley Turk. "This is regarded as one of
the most ancient pedigrees, running to tiie reign of Charles I."
1750. Forester, ch. Williams', by Croft's Forester; his dam by the Bol-
ton Looby— Margery, (Cricket's dam,) by Partner, out of a daugh-
ter of Makeless, the dam of Desdemona and great grandam of the
Ancaster Starling.
1753. Cygnet, gr. bred by Lord Godolphin,own brother to Cripple, (Gim-
crack's sire,) was got by the Godolphin Arabian; his dam by Crab
—Childers—Miss Belvoir, (the best runner of her day,) by Grey
Grantham, (son of the Brownlow Turk,)—Paget Turk—Leedes
Arabian—Spanker.
1758. King Herod,f (Herod,) b. bred by the Duke of Cumberland, was
got by Tartar; his dam by Blaze—Bethell's Arabian—Champion,
(by Harper's Arabian—dam by Hautboy,)—Darley Arabian—Mer-
lin by Bustler, son of the Helmsley Turk.
1764. Eclipse,! ch. bred by the Duke of Cumberland, was got by Marske;
* Marske was equal, if not superior, to almost every horse of his time,
except Snap. He beat Brilliant. In 1776 he was in such low repute as
to be sold for 20gs. Owing to Eclipse's celebrity he afterwards sold for
lOOOgs., and in 1778 he covered at lOOgs. a mare. He was sire to many
capital stallions and brood mares, besides Eclipse, imported Shark, (that
won 20,000gs. eleven hogsheads claret, &c.) Stripling, Pontac, Hephes-
tion, &c. In twenty-two years he got one hundred and fifty-four winners.
I Herod was a bay, fifteen hands high, of great substance, length, and
power. His maternal line were stout and true runners. He had the
highest renown on the turf, and became unrivalled as a staUion. His forte
was bottom, with ability to carry weight. In nineteen years four hundred
and ninety-seven of his get won £201,505 9d. The most distinguished
were Highflyer, (his best son,) Woodpecker, Anvil, Bourdeaux, Florizel,
Phenomenon, Punch, Adamant, Alexis, Balance, Boxer, Drone, Evergreen,
Fortitude, Frowzel, Gleaner, Hammer, llrio. Justice, Laburnum, Magnet,
Monkabout, Nebuchadnezzar, Orange, Plunder, Perdita, Pontifex, Post-
master, Quicksand, Spectre, Telemachus. Twenty-nine Herod mares pro-
duced noted winners. The following sons of Herod were imported, Punch,
Slender, Pantaloon, and Porto. Mufti was by Fitzherod, son of Herod.
I Eclipse was the unrivalled racehorse of his day, the only one thought
equal, if not superior to Flying Childers, having run four miles, carrying
168lbs.,in 8m.; which with the customary deduction for weight, would
have been 21s. better than the time of Childers, reducing it to 6m. 27s.
It has been supposed had they flourished at the same period. Eclipse would
have proven the best horse at four miles, if Childers might have been
speedier for a mile or so.
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his dam Spiletta by Regulus—Smith's son of Snake—Montague-
Hautboy—Brimmer.
1768, Florize],* b. (own brother to Bourdeaux,) bred by Sir J. Moore, was
got by Herod out of the dam of Macbeth, and imported Flimnap,
by Cygnet—Ebony, by Childers—Basto.
Eclipse is described as a most powerfully made horse, sixteen and a half
hands (sixty-six inches.) high; a chestnut with a white hind leg; he was
never esteemed handsome, but his mechanism was most perfect. His
shoulder was thick, but extremely well placed. His hinder quarter ap-
peared higher than liis forehand. He had considerable length of waist,
breadth of loin, and stood over a great deal of ground. He could distance
any competitor; he was eigiiteen times a winner in two years, never having
started until he was five years old. He was never beat nor paid forfeit
£25,000 and an annuity of £500 for life, with tiie privilege of sending six
mares to him annually, was the price asked for him by his owner, Mr.
O'Kelly, who is said to have cleared by him £23,000. Within twenty-
three years, three hundred and forty-four winners, his progeny, produced
for their owners upwards of £158,000. Their prevailing excellence was
great speed, they were not generally famed for stoutness, (bottom,) but
were of fine temper. His seven best sons were PotSo's, King Fergus,
Mercury, Volunteer, Saltram, Dungannon, and Meteor; besides which he
got Firetail, Soldier, Corporal, Sergeant, Don Quixote, Nina, Charlemont,
Competitor, Gunpowder, Hidalgo, King Herman, Pegasus, Sco<a, Serpent,;
Squeak, Stripling, Devising, Eliza, Poor Soldier, Big Ben, Spitfire, Fair
Barbara, Adonis, Lilly of the Valley, Boniface, Jupiter, Venus, Antiochus,
Maria, Henley, Soujah al Doulah, Grimalkin, Dian, Thunderbolt, Light-
ning, Spinner, Horizon, Miss Hervey, Pluto, Pluius, Comet, Vertumnus.
The following sons of Eclipse were imported: Saltram, Obscurity, Tra-
veller, Eclipse, and Northern Eclipse.
Eighteen Eclipse mares produced distinguished winners.
* Bourdeaux was a respectable competitor of Highflyer in his first sweep-
stakes, lOOgs. each, and a distinguished runner. In 1778 he won 14hhd3.|
of tobacco, at Newmarket, beating Laburnum. Bab by Bourdeaux,!
(Grand Duke's great grandam,) bred by Lord Derby, was the dam of Atlas,!
Knowsley, and eight more foals by Sir Peter, all of which, after the dara,l
were grey, as derived from Bourdeaux and Crab, including Gen. McPher-f
son's imported Psyche, the dam of Blank, Mark Time, Lamballe, and
Grey Beard. Blank was a first rate racer; she beat Transport and othersi
of the first distinction, and was beat only once, (by Timoleon or Ladyl
Lightfoot,) excepting her last race, when she broke down. Mark Time,|
being a twin, was unfortunately altered; he beat all competitors in South
Carolina excepting Bertrand, and in Virginia, beat Washington, Aratiis,
&c., in the best time. Lamballe ran with success. Grey Beard was
never trained. Florizel, own brother to Bourdeaux, won fifteen races, ten
in succession, beating Shark and the best horses. Mambrino paid forfeit to
him. He covered at 20gs. In eighteen years he got one hundred and
seventy-five winners. He was sire to imported Diomed. (See Vol. 4,
pp. 4, 5.)
I
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1773. Woodpecker,* ch. Sir C. Daver's, was got by Herod; his dam by
Cade—Lonsdale's Arabian—Bay Bolton—Darley Arabian—Byerly
Turk—Place's White Turk—'raffolet Barb—Natural Barb mare:
1774. Highflyer,! b. Tattersall's, bred by Sir Charles Bunbury and sold
young to Lord Bolingbrokc, was got by Herod; iiis dam Rachel,
(dam of Mark Antony,) by Blank—Regulus—Sorcheols mare, (dam
of Danby Cade, Matchless, and South;) Sir Ralph Miibanks' fa-
mous black mare, (the dam of Hartley's Blind Horse,) by Makeless,
(son of the Oglethorpe Arabian,) out of a D'Arcy royal mare. Sore-
heels, by Basto, (see Byerly Turk,) his dam by Curwen's bay Barb,
out of Partner's dam, sister to Mixbury.
1775. King Fergus,J ch. bred by Mr. O'Kelly, was got by Eclipse, out of
* Woodpecker was one of the best sons of Herod both as a racer and
stallion. In his brilliant career he was twenty-eight times a winner. In
1781 he won the famous Clermont cup. Among others of celebrity he got
the following imported horses: Buzzard, (also a distinguished winner, sire
of Selim and Rubens, lately among the most popular stallions in England,)
Cormorant, Manfred, Sea Gull, Dragon,—the last. Phoenix and Spectator
also imported.
f Highflyer, next after Childers and Eclipse, was perhaps the best horse
that ever ran in England. At three and four years old, in thirteen races,
beating Dorimant, Dictator, Shark, and the best horses, he won 8920gs.,
and was never beat nor paid forfeit. In nineteen years he got four hun-
dred and five winners. Of two hundred and ninety-seven of his progeny,
as given alphabetically in the English Sporting Magazine, the most famed
were Balloon, Bashful, Bergaraot, Bolton, Bosky, (Conjuror,) Bangtail, Cony
Lass, (Harlot,) Chariot, Delpini, (Hackwood,) Diamond, Escape, Eliza,
Flyer, (Violet,) Galileo, (Moorcock,) Guildford, Hyperion, King David,
Lady Teazle, Le Picq, Letilia, Louisa, Miss Blanchard, Marplot, Maid of
All Work, Marcia, Omphala, Osprey, Phaeton, Pharamond, Rockingham,
(the best racer of his time,) Ragged Jack, Rattoon, Slope, Stargazer, Sir
Peter Teazle, (winner of the Derby,) Star, Sir Pepper, Skylark, Skyscra-
per, (winner of the Derby,) Sourkrout, Spadille, Spider, St. George, Scre-
veton. Stickler, Traveller, Topy, Thalia, Tidy, Vermin, Volante, (winner
of the Oaks,) Walnut, Yeoman, Young Flora, Young Maiden.
Highflyer was sire of twenty-two brood mares, dams of noted winners.
He got the following imported horses: Highflyer, (out of Angelica, sister
to Sir Peter's dam, by Snap,) Craggs' Highflyer, Marplot, Star, Chariot,
St. George, Spadille, Sourkrout, Coeur de Lion, Bergamot, and the Bay
Colt.
We feel surprise and regret at having seen no good likeness nor descrip-
tion of Highflyer. His get and Eclipse's were so superior to all others,
they carried some pounds additional weight.
I King Fergus ranks as high as any son of Eclipse—among the best
horses of England. He was sire of Hambletonian and Benningbrough,
winners of the great St. Leger stakes, consecutive years. Hambletonian
in a long and brilliant career, beat all competitors, excepting that once ha
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Tuting's Polly, by Othello—Tartar—Starling—Childers—Grey
Grantham, (son of the Brownlow Turk,)—Wilkinson's Barb—Bald
Prg. (see Fox.)
1776. Fortitude,* b. Mr. Swinfen's, was got by Herod; his dam by Snap,
out of Milksop, (sister to Young Cade,) by Cade, (a sister in blood
to Matchem,) her dam. Miss Partner—the dam of Madam, Toy,
Drowsy, Torismond, Miss Cade, Omnium, and Villager. (See
Matchem.)
1775. Diomed,f ch. Sir Ch. Bunbury's, was got by Florizel; his dam by
Spectator—Blank—Childers—Miss Belvoir, by Grey Grantham
—
(see Cygnet.)
1781. Delpini,]: gr. bred by the Duke of Bolton, was got by Highflyer,
out of Countess, by Blank, her dam by Rib—Wynn's Arabian
Alcock's Arabian—Grasshopper, son of the Byerly Turk. Rib by
Crab, out of Doll, by Lord D'Arcy's Woodcock, (son of Merlin, by
Brimmer,)—Moonah Barb mare.
1784. Sir Peter Teazle,^ b. (Sir Peter,) bred by the Earl of Derby, was
got by Highflyer, out of Papillon, by Snap, (own sister to Arminda,
bolted, and the purse was taken by imported Spread Eagle, and once being
amiss, he paid forfeit to imported Stirling; gained special fame by win-
ning the most celebrated match ever run in England; his dam was by
Highflyer, out of a Matchem mare. Of Benningbrough's performances we
are not so well informed. He was sire to Orville, who was of as much
celebrity, on the turf and as a stallion, as any horse of his day. He cover-
ed at 50gs. a mare, and was sire of Emilius, &c.
* Fortitude was the first to interrupt Diomed's brilliant career, by beat-
ing him, in 1781, at Nottingham, (see Diomed's memoir.)
t Diomed's celebrity is sufiiciently established in the United States. He
won the Derby, and all his first ten races, until beat by Fortitude. For
his memoir in full see vol. 2. p. 521.
I Delpini was one of the famed sons of Highflyer. His dam Countess,
by Blank, was the dam of Cobscar, Vizard, Gray Beard, and Horatia, (by
Eclipse,) the dam of Achilles, Arch Duke, and Stamford, own brothers, by
Sir Peter. Delpini got Golden Locks, dam of the famed Soothsayer, the
grandam of the famed Fille de Joie, &c. Stamford vvas sire to the dams
of Emilius, Lottery, Bruttandorf, Mameluke, &c. Delpini was a distin-
guished winner, but we are unable to give his performances.
§ Sir Peter Teazle, (commonly called Sir Peter,) bred by the Earl of
Derby, has been regarded the most famed son of Highflyer; in three years,
he was a winner of stakes to an immense amount, seventeen times, in-
cluding the Derby stakes, and was the best racer of the time until he broke
down, in 1789, the autumn he was five years old. As a stallion he was
the most celebrated of any tor the last fifty years. Sir Solomon, out of a
Florizel mare; Haphazard, out of an Eclipse; Walton, out of a Dungan-
non; Cheshire Cheese, out of a Sweetbrier, and Sir Oliver, out of a Diomed;
are said to have been, (at tlie period of an old publication,) his best sons.
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Medley's dam,)—Regulus—Bay Bolton—Bartlet's Childcrs—Ho-
neywood's Arabian—True Blue's dam, the Byerly mare.
1789. John Bull,* ch. bred by Lord Grosvenor, was got by Fortitude out of
Xantippe, own sister to Alexander, Don Quixote, and Poor Soldier,
by Eclipse—Grecian Princess, (sister to Grecian,) by Williams'
Forester—the Coalition colt, (son of the Godolphin Arabian,)—
Bustard, (own brother to Othello,)—Lord Leigh's Charming Molly,
the best mare of her day, by Second, (own brother to Snip,)—Stan-
yan's Arabian—Gipsey, by King William's no-tongued Barb
—
Makeless—D'Arcy royal mare. (John Bull's maternal ancestry,
after the Grecian Princess, is that of Pegasus, Miss Kingsland, and
Tabitha, Sir Archy's grandam.)
1796. Arch Duke,t br. bred by Sir F. Standish, own brother to Stamford,
was got by Sir Peter; her dam, Horatia, sister to Achilles, by Eclipse
out of Delpini's dam. Countess, by Blank.
1800. Sir Oliver,! ^' ^^^^ ^V Lord Grey, own brother to Miss Teazle,
Besides which, mostly arranged chronologically, he got the following dis-
tinguished winners: Hermione, (winner of the Oaks,) Ambrosio, (winner of
the St. Leger, and of the Oaklands, beating Gohanna and Trumpator,)
Parisot, (winner of the Oaks,) Brass, Honest John, Petrina, Shepherd,
Welshman, Black George, Demon, Pentacrue, Sir Harry, (winner of the
Derby,) Arch Duke, (winner of the Derby,) Expectation, Fanny, Knows-
ley, Lady Jane, Polyphemus, Princess, Pushforward, Roxana, Agonlstes,
Robin Redbreast, Lancaster, Lucana, Telegraph, Attainment, Duxbury,
Lethe, Pypylon, Ransom, Sir Simon, Walton, (a celebrated racer and
stallion,) his own brother Williamson's Ditto, (winner of the Derby) Fyl-
dener, (winner of the St. Leger,) Fadlindinida, Poulton, Eaton, besides
many more capital runners. The following were the imported sons of Sir
Peter: Arch Duke, Sir Harry, Knowsley, Robin Redbretist, Gouty,
Honest John, Telegraph, Young Sir Peter Teazle, and Roan Colt. Lord
Derby valued Sir Peter Teazle at 10,000gs. In fifteen years. Sir Peter
got two hundred and ninety-six winners. He covered at 50gs.
* John Bull was the best racehorse of his day. He won the Derby, and
1792, the great produce stakes at the New Market Craven meeting,
amounting to 4400gs.—the largest stake, excepting only those won by
Gray Robin, and Dorimant, ever won in England. In 1803, as a stallion,
John Bull was in repute second only to Sir Peter. In eleven years John
Bull got eighty-one winners. His owner. Lord Grosvenor, held him as a
stallion at 10,000gs.
t Arch Duke, by Sir Peter, was a colt of the highest promise, the best
of his year, having won the Derby and a great stake at New Market; but
unfortunately, meeting an accident, he was early withdrawn from the turf.
He was imported into the United States, and became a popular stallion: he
was sire to Polly Hopkins' dam.
I Sir Oliver, one of the best sons of Sir Peter, own brother to Fyldener,
winner of the St. Leger, Poulton, also a capital runner, and Fadlindinida,
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Josephine, Fyldener, Alexander [the First, Fadladinida, (Fjlde's
dam,) and Foulton, was got by Sir Peter; his dam Fanny, by Dio-
med, out of Ambrosia by Woodpecker—Ruth, own sister to High-
flyer's dam, Rachel by Blank.
1803, Arch Duke,* br. bred by Lord Darlington, was got by Arch Duke,
son of Sir Peter; his Jam sister to Benningbrough, by King Fergus
Herod—Matchem—Duchess of VVhitenose, (son of the Hall Ara-
bian, out of Jigg's dam,)—Miss Slamerkin, by Young True Blue-
Othello's dam. In this pedigree are the three consecutive crosses
of Eclipse, (King Fergus,) Herod, and Matchem, exactly as in the
famed Hambletonian.
1813. Grand Duke,t b. bred by Sir T. M. Stanley,'was got by Lord Dar-
lington's Arch Duke, out of Handmaid, by John Bull; her dam by
Sir Peter—Bab by Bourdeaux, (bred by Lord Derby,) sister to Sal-
tram, by Eclipse—Virago, by Snap—Regulus—Crab—Miss Slam-
erkin, (see Othello.)
1822. Autocrat,! gr. bred by Lord Stamford, sold young to the Earl of
Derby, was got by Grand Duke, «Sic. (see page 327.)
(Fylde's dam,) was a first rate runner especially at 'long distances. He
ran second to Williamson's Ditto, "the speediest son^of Sir Peter," for the
Derby, and third for the Leger; he won the Chester plate, beating the fa-
mous Cheshire Cheese; the Gold cup at Doncaster; and various other four
mile races, in rapid succession, winning ten races in one year, (see Fylde's
memoir, v. 5.) He became a popular stallion, and was sire to Oliver Cromwell,
Olivetta, Hooton, Doge of Venice, Patriarch, all first rate runners; besides
Stella, Olivia Jordan, Planet, Flash, Laura, Maria, Whynot, Worcester,
Bravo, Caledonia, Cossack, Fitz Oliver, Olivera, Charles Surface, Olmypia,
Olive, and other winners.
* Lord Darlington's Arch Duke, a very fashionably bred horse, was also
a distinguished runner; but of his achievements we are not particularly in-
formed. For his uncle Benningbrough, see King Fergus.
f Grand Duke, was a capital runner. At three years old he won his
three first races, three out of four sweepstakes, and in the last ran second,
in a large field; at four years old he won the Grosvenor stakes, when eight
started, and ran other excellent races, carrying heavy weight, and giving
odds. For his great grandam Bab, see Bourdeaux. Her dam was sister
to imported Saltram, (one of the best sons of Eclipse; he beat Dungan-
non and Phenomena,) the sire to Whiskey, (the best horse of his day,
and the sire to the famed Eleanor, out of Young Giantess, by Diomod.) and
to the following imported horses: Whip, Oscar, Royalist, and St. Paul.
J Autocrat has proven himself worthy of his illustrious descent—imbued
with so much Arabian blood from Delpini, and Woodpecker, tracing thirty-
seven times to the Darley Arabian—twenty-five to the Godolphin Arabian
—twenty-one to Flying Childers—thirteen to Bartlett's Childers—four-
teen to Regulus—seven to Herod—five 'to Eclipse, (but closer to them,
whose "forte were stoutness, speed and ability to carry weight;") yet more
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Autocrat's pedigree on the dam's side, and Lliat of lier sire, Sir Oliver,
terminates in the fourth and fifth generation in the dam of Highflyer; that
of his sire, Grand Duke, in the fourtli generation, in the own bister to Sal-
nearly connected with the invincible Higliflyer, tracing direct to him four
times, besides twice to the own sister of liis dam)—five to Blank—five to
Snap—three to Sir Peter, (the best son of Highflyer, and also the unrivalled
stallion of his day.) the "excellence of whose blood was derived from Herod,
Regulus, Snap, and Blank;" Autocrat's maternal origin, both by Olivetta's
sire Sir Oliver, and her dam Scotina, being derived from the same excellent
source with Highjlijer; that of his sire Grand Duke, from the same with
Sallram and Othello; that of his paternal grandsire the same with Ben-
Tiingbrottgk, which also runs to Othello's dam Miss Slamerkin; and that
of all his other connexions running also to the best sources. His "stout-
ness" as proven by his races of heats, and ability to carry weight, shows him
to be a worthy descendant of Herod; and his speed in beating Wings, Dr.
Faustus, &c., equally worthy of his Eclipse origin.
Autocrat's dam Olivetta, bred by Lord Stamford, like her sire, was a
distinguished runner at long distances. She won three races, at three years
old, also acquiring reputation in those she lost; and she next year gained
farther celebrity, especially in winning the gold cup at Warwick, four
rniles.
Olivetta was the dam of Rainbow, a celebrated stallion, exported to
France or Germany, Adventurer, Ostrich, Coestus, Play or Pay, Halston,
(that beat Fylde once and Hedgeford twice,) Zitella, and others—in all
twelve foals.
• Ostrich, as Mr. JMytton's, at three years old, was winner at Knutsford
and Warwick. Mr. Mytton's Halston, the best son of Banker, in his bril-
liant career, has won twenty-two races; 1827, at two years old, 275gs. at
Chester, I73gs. at Ludlow, and the Chillington stakes at Wolverhampton:
1823, the Palatine stakes at Chester; lOOgs. at Newton; 75gs. at Worces-
ter; 200gs. at Burton; the Avon stakes at Warwick; 155gs. at Osvvestrj;
the Taffy and Pengem stakes, Holywell. 1829, the Tradesmen's cnp at
Chester, beating Fylde, and others, the cup at Knutsford; S50gs. the
Pengem stakes, and 115gs. at Holywell. 1830, to close Mr. Mytton's
career on the turf, he was again winner. He now past into other hands
and we are uninformed of his further achievements, excepting as gathered
from Fylde's memoir, having run second to him for the gold cup at New-
ton, "the only race he lost that year," being a year younger, he carried
8st, 9lbs. to 8st. 12lbs,
Scotina, her dam, bred by Lord Stamford, was the dam of Maid of Dun-
ham, Minima, Olive, Peter Fin, Stumps, and others.
Scota, her dam, was a famous race nag, belonging to the Prince of
Wales, who won with her a celebrated match at Lewes, four miles against
Lord Barrymore's Highlander. She was the dam of Cabin Boy, and Sco-
tilla—the dam of Gustavus, Planet, Stella, Melissa, Jupiter, Olympia,
Comet, and others.
Harmony, her dara, bred by the Duke of Ancaster, was the dam of
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tram; and both Grand Duke's pedigree and his sire's (Arch Duke,) termi-
nate in Miss Slammerkin, the dam of Othello, or Black-and-all-Biack.
Besides his origin, and the many crosses of the Godolphin Arabian, through
Chanter, and Hautboy, own brothers to Scota, by Eclipse. Chanter waa
a capital runner, he beat the best horses of his day, Alexander, Balloon,
Sparlacus, Le Picq, Grantham, &c.
Rutilia, her dam bred by the Duke of Ancaster, own sister to Rachel,
Highflyer's dam, and to Ruth, Ambrosio's dam, (see Sir Oliver and Fylde,)
was descended as follows: Ch. D'Arcy's royal mare, (of course introduced
into England from abroad under direction of the king,) was the dam of
Sir Ralph Milbank's famous Makeless mare, the dam of Hartley's blind
horse, and of the Soreheels mare, the dam of Danby Cade, Matchless,
South, and Highflyer's grandam, by Regulus; this Regulus mare was dam
to the own sisters, Ruth, Sir Oliver's great grandam, (by Blank,) foaled
1761;—Rachel, Highflyer's dam, foaled 1763; and to Rutilia, Autocrat's
great great grandam, foaled 1769. Ruth was dam to Shamster, Xanthip-
pus, (Vagrant.) Rosalia, (Watson's Nancy,) Chryseis, Telamon, (Short
Bob,) Gossamer, imported Slender, Gonzales, Ambrosia, and Amber.
Rachel was dam of Mark Antony, Muslin, Dunny, Antonia, Highflyer, and
Doricles. Rutilia, bred also by the Duke of Ancaster, was dam of Latona,
Harmony, and Clay Hall.
Of those imported into the United States, since the last war, Fylde,
whose racing qualities probably came from his dam, own sister to Sir Oliver,
grandsire of Autocrat, is probably the nearest related to him; but he also
partakes very much of the blood of Luzborough, and Leviathan; especially
of the latter, whose sire was by Orville, and his dam's sire by Benning-
brough, (Orville's sire;) his great grandam Virago, by Snap, (see Grand
Duke.) besides other near crosses of Sir Peter, Diomed, and Matchem.
A few of the horses that were lately most famed in England, are nearly
from the same stock:
1826, Phantom, a grandson of Sir Peter, dam by a son
of Sallram—Diomed—Matchem, . . covered at 50gs.
Orville, by Benningbrough, his dam by High-
flyer " 50gs.
WTU 1 Vi ^ o^^" brothers, by Waxy; their g. " 21wnaieDone,
( dambyHighflyer—Snap—Blank. " 21
wnisKer,
y Waxy, by Eclipse, his dam by " 15
VVOtUJ,
J jjgj.^^^
Q 1- ^ own, brothers, by imp. Buzzard, (son " 15belim, f
ofvVoodpecker,)their dam by ason " 15
Rubens, l „r v^]\r.JL
J 01 £iCl)pse.
Emilius, by Orville, dam by Stamford, . " 15
Partisan, by a son of Sir Peter, dam by a son of
Eclipse "15
Filho da Puta, by a son of Sir Peter, dam by
Waxy, a son of Eclipse, .... "15
Emilius and Filho were sires to the famed Priam and Birmingham, lately
the two best horses in England; the first out of an own sister to Eleanor,
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his best sons. Autocrat has an unusual degree of Arabian blood, through
Delpini and Woodpecker; of Herod blood, through Sir Peter, Florizel, Del-
pini. Fortitude, &c.; and of Higliflyer blood through his descendants, and
by running twice to own sisters of his dam; and also has a sufficiency of
the Eclipse blood, from his great grandam Scota.
Autocrats gray color is to be traced to Crab, through Delpini, and Bor-
deaux, an uninterrupted succession of one hundred years. Gray has
proven an excellent racing color; besides those renowned in England, and
the get of Medley and Messenger, both grays, we may especially name
Leviathan, Hampton, Reality, Johnson's Medley, Betsey Ransom, Mark
Time, Ariel, Bonnets o'Blue, O'Kelly, Ironctte,and Mary Randolph, of the
first celebrity.
By beginning with Autocrat's pedigree, and runnino;backinthe usual way,
it will appear that in him are united streams of excellent blood from all the
horses whose names precede his; and by that means, may be readily ascer-
tained the number of times he derives his descent from those unrivalled
stallions, the Darley and Godolphin Arabians, Flying Childers and his
brother, Regulus, Blank, Snap, Herod, Eclipse, Highflyer, Sir Peter, &c.
With this view of his own blood and performances, with those of his
connexions, shewing him to be of "one of the best running families in
England," it is but fair to conclude, that Autocrat will meet such success
in this country, as will perpetuate the fame of his ancestry. He has been
one season in New York, where we understand his colts are promising and
held in high esteem; and another, the last, in Virginia. It gives us espe-
cial pleasure to learn that Maryland is to have the benefit of his services
the present season.
Dimensions of Autocrat.
Since the preceding article has been in print, we have received the di-
mensions of AiUocrat, measured with great accuracy by one competent to
the task, which difl^ers in so few respects from those of Timoleon, as con-
trasted with imported Leviathan and American Eclipse's, in vol. 4, page 377,
though generally larger than either, that we consider it unnecessary to give
the whole, but only a few particulars, in which the four are contrasted.
Autocrat. Timoleon. Leviathan. Am. Eclipse.
Height in the withers.
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CLARET.
This beautiful young horse was imported into Virginia, in the ship
Hark Away, in company with his renowned sire Chateau Margaux,
and the sister to Scheme, and landed at City Point on the 13th Octo-
ber, 1834.
He was bre i by Christopher Wilson, Esq., and foaled in 1830. He
was got by Chateau Margaux, the best four mile horse of his day,
and one of the best sons of the famous Whalebone; his dam by the
capital racer and stallion Partizan-, his grandam, Silvertail, was got by
Gohanna, the best four mile horse of his day, and equally celebrated
as a stallion; his great grandam by Orville, who covered at £52 105-,
out of the dam of Rubens, Selim, Castrel, &c. by Alexander—High-
flyer—Alfred—Engineer—Bay Malton's dam, by Cade—Lass of the
Mill, by old Traveller—Miss Makeless, by Young Greyhound—Part-
ner—Miss Doe's dam, by Woodcock—Croft's Bay Barb—Desdemo-
na's dam, by Makeless, out of old Thornton, by Brimmer—Dickey
Pierson—Burton Barb mare.
Chateau Margaux was bred by Lord Egremont, and foaled in 1822.
He was got by Whalebone; his dam Wasp, by Gohanna—Highflyer
—
Chanticleer's dam, by Eclipse—Rosebud, by Snap—Miss Belsea, by
Regulus—Bartlett's Childers—Honeywood's Arabian—dam of the
two True Blues. He M^as a splendid racer^ particularly at long dis-
tances, winning when four years old nme races, and losing one, and
when five years old, winning eight times and losing none, and among]
his winnings he counts the Claret stakes, and all his engagementsi
over the Deacon Course. Being withdrawn from the turf in 1929, he|
covered in Yorkshire until 1831, when his sire. Whalebone, died, onJ
which event, he was brought to Petworth, to serve Lord Egremont'efJ
stud, where he remained until the fall of 1834, when he was imported
into Virginia. His get are running with great success in England.
Whalebone was the hest son of Waxy, who was the best son of
PotSos, who was perhaps the best of the many capital sons of Eclipse,!
out of the celebrated Penelope, by Trumpator, the chief of the Matchem|
stock of horses—Prunella, by Highflyer—Promise, by Snap—Julia
by Blank—Spectator's dam, by Partner—Bonny Lass, by Bay Bol-
ton—Darley's Arabian—Byerly Turk—Taffblet Barb—Place's Whit
Turk—Natural Barb mare. Penelope was the dam of Whisker, Wc
fui, Web, (dam of Middleton,) See, besides Whalebone perhaps her
best produce, and was as good a brood mare as any ever raised inl
England. Whalebone was bred by the Duke of Grafton, in 180?/
who about the year 1822, exchanged him for Election, a capital son OB
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Gohanna, with Lord Egremont, in whose possession he died in 1831.
He was a first rate racer at all distances, and has left behind him a
stock, whose running qualities are hardly equalled, and which have
more stoutness and game than any others in the kingdom. The stout-
ness or bottom of the Whalebones is proverbial, and so remarkable
that reference is sometimes made to it for illustration. The following
is an extract from an English work of high merit. "It will be more
appropriate to the present inquiry, to notice him (Lord Egremont) as
a supporter of the turf; and as having in his day, nay, as still possess-
ing some of the very best blood, of the best stables, and not a few of
the finest animals, whether for the stud or the race course. As sys-
tem and plain speaking in a matter of business, are worth even the
eloquence of a Cicero, we go straight to our work, like the Whalebones
of Sussex, and hope to run home, as well, and as strong as they do?''
Among Whalebone's colts, we find Waverly, sire of The Saddler,
Moses, winner of the Derby, Longwaist equal to any horse of his
day. Camel, sire of Touchstone, winner of the St. Leger, Flexible,
Stumps, Lapdog, winner of the Derby, Cetus, Gayhurst, Sir Hercules,
Spaniel, winner of the Derby, Vestris, Roundwaist, Lionel Lincoln,
Black Swan, Recruit, Merman, Hindostan, Hindoo, Whale, and many
others, and a long list of fillies distinguished on the turf and in the stud.
Partizan, the sire of Claret's dam, Avas also bred by the Duke of
Grafton, and foaled in 1811,—being got by Walton (one of the best
sons of Sir Peter, out of Arethusa, by Dungannon, one of the best
sons of Eclipse, &c.;) his dam Parasol, by PotSos, son of Eclipse—
Prunella, by Highflyer—Promise, by Snap, &c. Partizan's perform-
ances were capital, and for many years he has been one of the favorite
and most popular stallions in the kingdom, being considered the best
son of Walton. He is the sire of Godolphin, lost on his passage to
America, Mameluke, Glaucus, Skiff", Paul Jones, Rapid, Rhone, Pa-
tron, Pastime, Cotillion, and many others of great distinction.
Gohanna, the sire of Silvertail, the grandam of Claret, was bred by
Lord Egremont in 1790, and got by Mercury (a favorite son of
Eclipse, out of the famous old Tartar mare) his dam by Herod
—
Maiden, sister to Pumpkin, by Malchem, out of the celebrated old
Squirt mare, &c. The old Squirt and old Tartar mares were the best
brood mares of their day. Gohanna won twenty-two prizes—the three
classes of the Prince's stakes, the Claret stakes, five king's plates,
five plates of £50 each, and 5760 guineas in specie. "This well
bred horse (own brother to Precipitate, imported into America) was
not only a capital racer but proved a famous and valuable stallion,
**the boast of Sussex and the pride of Petworth." He was the sire of
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Skine, Canopus (that got the famous Centaur*) Golumpus, the sire of
Catton Hedley, Wanderer, Election, &c. He died in 1815, twenty-five
years old.
The dam of Silvertail {the dam also of Centaur) was got by Or-
ville, who won the great St. Leger, and many other races, and as a
stallion occupies the very highest niche. He was bred by Lord Fitz-
william in 1799, being got by Benningbrough (the best son of King
Fergus, one of the best sons of Eclipse) out of Evelina, by High-
flyer—Termagant, by Tantum—Sampson—Regulus—Marske's dam.
He died in 1826, at the age of 27. He is the sire of Emilius, Muley,
(the sire of Margrave, Muley Moloch, Leviathan (imported) Mussul-
man, &c.) Master Henry, (he died on his passage to the United States
in 1833) Bizarre, Andrew, (the sire of Cadland) and many others of
note. Emilius is st this time the favorite stallion in England, cover-
ing by subscription at 50 sovereigns, and is the sire of Priam, winner
of the Derby, Riddlesworth, Sarpedon, (imported in 1834,) Plenipo-
tentiary, winner of the Derby, and "the lion of the day," and many
of the best horses of the present time.
The grandam of Silvertail was the famous brood mare, the dam of
Selim, Rubens and Castrel, all three capital racers and favorite stal-
lions; being got by Alexander, (own brother to Xantippe, John Bull's
dam) a son of Eclipse, whose dam was got by William's Forester
—
Coalition colt (son of the Godolphin Arabian)—Bustard—Lord
Leigh's Charming Molly, by Second. Selim is the sire of Sultan,
now covering at 50 sovereigns—of Logic, Tancred, Champion, of the
dam of Camel, &c. Rubens covered several years before his death
at 30 guineas, and is the sire of Sovereign, Sir Joshua, Peter Lily,
Wouvermans, Hampden, (that beat Centaur over the round course at
Newmarket, carrying, when four years old, 144 lbs. in 7m. 4s.) Ni-
colo, Bobadil, Oppedan, of the dam of Camarine, the best mare of her
day, &c. Castrel got Merlin, (the sire of Lamplighter, &c.) Bustard,
Princess Royal, Castrellina, dam of The Saddler, &.c.
The next cross is Highflyer, whose performances and character are
so well known and so highly appreciated, that it need only be said,
that he was the best racer and stallion of his day.
Alfred, own brother to Conductor, (sire of the famous Trumpator,
the best grandson of old Matchem) Dictator, &c. Avas one of the best
and best bred sons of Matchem, out of a Snap mare, whose pedigree
*Centaiir won 24 out of 33 times. Wlien five years old he, carrying
ICOlbs., ran over tlio roiiiul course at Newmarket in 7m. 4s. which is at
the rale of 7m.35is. for 4 full miles. See Am. Turf Reg. vol. 2, p. 57,&.c.
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runs through a long line of distinguished names to "the old Montague
mare."
It would be useless to explain Claret's pedigree any further. Indeed
it is already extended so much, that we must find our justification for
its length, in its unrivalled excellence, and singular richness and
purity, embracing as it does, in an eminent degree, in its various con-
nections, and by the closest affinity, the most distinguished horses, both
on the turf, and in the stud, in ancient and modern times, and combin-
ing and uniting the best crosses of the Herod and Matchem and Snap
blood, and more especially the stoutest strains of the Eclipse blood,
from Eclipse himself, and his sons PotSos, King Fergus, Mercury,
Alexander, and Dungannon, sire of Bedford.
Claret's first appearance on the turf was in 1S33, when he was
three years old.
At Newmarket, Craven meeting, 1833, he was beat for the Riddlesworth
stakes of 200sovs, each, h. f.; colts. 8st. 71bs., fillies, Sst. 41bs., Ab. M.
(Seventeen subscribers,) by Lucius, by Emilius and Anglesea, by Sultan,
beating Blank, by Lottery, and Joanna, by Sultan. The pace was good.
Five to four against Claret, (he first favorite who ran a good third.
He was beat at the same meeting for the Column stakes at 50sovs. each,
(fifteen subscribers,) R. M.; at the second spring meeting for a handi-
cap plate of £50, A. F.; and at the July meeting for a handicap sweep-
stakes of lOsovs. each. T. Y. C. (about three quarters of a mile.)
At Stamford, July 17, the noblemen and gentlemen's plate of SOsovs.;
three years old, 6st. 12lbs., four, Sst. 71bs., five, 9st. 3lbs., six, 9st. Slbs,,
and aged, 9st. lOlbs.; the winner of a cup or sweepstakes to carry 41bs.
extra, and heats twice round.
Mr. Wilson's b. c. Claret by Chateau Margaux, three years
old, ....... I I
Mr. O'Connor's b. g. Carlton, four years old, - - 3 2
Lord Exeter's Mantillo, (sister to Greenmantle,) by Sultan,
three years old, - - - - - - 2 dr.
Next day, Town plate of 50sovs.; for three years old colts, Sst. 7lbs.,
and fillies, Sst. 41bs., horses that have won once this year, to carry Slbs.,
twice, 5Ibs., three or more, 7lbs. extra; heats once round.
Lord Exeter's b. c. Iman by Sultan, - - - 11
Mr. Wilson's b. c. Claret, 3/6.?. ear<m, - - - 3 2
Col. Peel's b.f. Malibran by Whisker, - - - 2 dr.
Malibran won four times this year at Newmarket.
At Huntingdon, Tuesday, August 13, the Hinchinbrook plate of 50sov.,
heats once round.
Mr. Wilson's b. c. Claret, three years old, lOIlbs. - 3 11
Mr. Batson's b. f. Banquet, four years old, 1161bs. - 13 2
Mr. Pigot's bl. h. Coroner, aged, 125lbs. - - 4 2 8
Lord Exeter's b. f. Mantilla by Sultan, three years old,
93lbs. ....... 2 dr.
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In this race he beat the celebrated horses Coroner, and Banquet, and
Mantilla, sister to Greenmantle, at three heats.
Wednesday, August 14, the Member's plate of SOsovs. &c., heats once
round.
Mr. Wilson's b. c. Claret, three years old, lOSlbs. - 1 1
Mr. Bacchus's b. f. Lady Charlotte, three years old, 971bs. 3 2
Mr. Slop's b. m. Water Witch, five years old, 122lbs. - 2 3
Won easily. Lady Charlotte won seven times this year, (1833.)
Newmarket, Houghton meeting, £50. Two years old, a feather, three,
7st. 51bs., four, 8st. 91bs., five, 9st. 31bs., six, 9st. 7lbs., and aged, 9st.
lOlbs.; last three miles of Beacon course. Twelve horses contended for
this prize, and it was decided as follows, all twelve, a circumstance quite
unusual, being placed by the judge.
Mr. Wilson's b. c. Claret, three years old, lOSlbs, - - 1
Lord Clarendon's ch. f. Datura, four years old, 1211bs. - 2
Mr. Mills's Juliana, two years old, - - - - 3
Mr. Stanly's b. c. by Whalebone, two years old, - - 4
Mr. Hart's b. f. Bashful, two years old, - - - 5
Mr. Chifney's b. f. by Emilius, &,c, three years old, - 6
Lord Chesterfield's b. f. Dirce, ihree years old, - - 7
Mr. Fox's Tesane, three years old, - - - - 8
Mr. W. Edward's br. c. by Slainborough, «Sic, two years old, - 9
Mr. J. Edward's ch. c. Tim, three years old, - - 10
Mr. Forth's Robinson Crusoe, two years old, - - - 11
Mr. Gully's b. c. Deceiver, three years old, - - - 12
Won easily and in handsome style.
Datura beat this year, (1833,) Sir M. Woods' famous Lucetta, Protocol,
Hawker, and Byzantium, two and a half miles at Ascot Heath, won the
king's plate at the same place, beating Languish and two others, beat the
Witch, (winner six times this year,) and Dinah for the king's plate, beat
the Cardinal and Vagrant for the Northamptonshire cup stakes, (nineteen
subscribers,) twice round, won the county plate of TOsovs. two and a half
miles, beating Wilna, winner four times, and Catalonian, winner three
times this year; beat at Abington, that extraordinary horse Little Red
Rover, three miles, beat Lucetta, the Beacon course, and ran second for
the handicap plate of £100, at Newmarket, beating Salute, Lucetta, Bas-
to. The Saddler and another. D. L (upwards of two miles.)
Dirce beat Cactus, Toby, Anglesea, Lucius, Anti-Catholic, Malibran,
&c., this year. Tesane was a good runner, as were Deceiver, the Sho-
veller filly, (Mr. Chifney's,) and one or two others.
In 1834 Claret was again trained, and was the Jirst favorite for the
Oatland stakes, one of the great sweepstakes at Newmarket, D. I.
(upwards of 2 miles) in which were engaged Galata, Trustee, Sir
Robert,] Chantilly, Anne, Quartette, Vespa, winner of the Oaks, 1833,
Titus, Malibran, Stc. all good ones. But early in the spring, and
before he had run in public, he unfortunately trod in a ruck while
taking his exercise, and thereby wrenched and injured his off foreleg
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and knee so much as to render it necessary to throw him out of
training altogether. The above were the only times of his starting,
and he has not run at all since this accident, which unfortunately
arrested his career in the midst of the most flattering success, and at
an age when his powers had just began to be fully developed.
The performances of Claret indicate, that he possesses the charac-
teristic game or bottom of his stock. The [races which he lost were
short, while on the other hand, he won in every instance, except one,
his races of heats of long distances.
Claret is a rich dark bay, five feet two inches high, of good length,
and of great substance and power. He is a neatly and highly finished
model of the high mettled racer, exhibiting in his form the best and
most accurate proportions, and the greatest symmetry and beauty. His
head, eye and neck, are very fine, his shoulder large, deep, strong and
oblique; back short, loin pretty wide, a little arched and strong; his
body well ribbed and deep, and his limbs clean, well proportioned,
easy in their motion and strong. He has good bone and firm dry
muscle. He is a horse of admirable form, where nothing could be
added with advantage, nothing taken away, and hardly any thing
altered. His blood, form, performances, the racing qualities of his
stock, his size, good temper and fine action, all assure us that he will
prove a valuable acquisition to this country. M.
MEMOIR OF HANEY'S MARIA.
She was bred by Bennet Goodman of Virginia, who moved to North
Carolina, where she was foaled, in 1808, from there he moved to Sumner
county, Tennessee, the spring Maria was a year old, and the fall after sold
her to his neighbor, to Capt. Jesse Haney for $100.
Maria was a chestnut, about two or three shades darker than American
Eclipse, she was exactly five feet high; she was got by imported Diomed,
her dam by old Bellair, her grandam by Symme's Wildair, her great gran-
dam by imported Othello, out of an imported mare. This is her pedigree
as heretofore given, Capt. Haney says it is correct, except that there
was no Othello cross. Maria had a medium sized head, which was a good
deal dished, her jaws were wide apart and muscular, her neck was short,
deep, and thick; she was very deep in the shoulders, which did not incline
to the hips in the least, but were perpendicular; her withers were high and
thin; her fore legs were very wide asunder, just under the shoulders, but
were close at the ankles, and were remarkably small, immediately under
the knees; her body was very deep, round, and lengthy, and contained
most huge ribs; she was very wide between the hips, which were rather
high, and very strong; the loin was not arched, not even when she was fat;
stifles wide spread and muscular; her thigh had great width, but was mus-
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cular only on the outside, the balance of the hind leg was exactly right;
her feet were larger than common, and were somewhat inclined to be
flat; when fat she looked short, very heavy, and pony built, but when re-
duced, she appeared to have fine length; she had a slow, piddling walk, a
short, rough, trot—her best gait was a run. In training she was very
vicious, in exercise lazy, but in a race she ran free and always kindly.
Fall of 1811, she won a sweepstakes ^100 entrance, two mile heats,
beating Bell's mare, by imp. Diomed, Gen. Jackson's Decatur, by Truxton,
and four others, all distanced the first heat but Bell's mare.
Fall of 181'i, she won a sweepstakes, jg500 entrance, four mile heats>
beating again Bell's mare, Clifden, and Dungannon, one paid forfeit.
Fall of 1813, she won, carrying ll81bs. a sweepstakes, |1000 entrance,
four mile heats, beating Gen. Jackson's celebrated /our miler Pacolet, by
imp. Citizen; two paid forfeit. It was said Pacolet had been injured in a
fore ankle.
After this race some Virginians who were present, remarked there were
geldings in Virginia that could beat her. Haney proposed to them to
match her against any horse in the world, any distance, from one to four
miles out, for $4000. Seeing Gen. Jackson a few minutes afterwards he
told him wliat had been said, with a quickness and energy peculiar to the
latter, he replied, "make the race |50,000, she can beat any thing in God's
whole creation."
Next fall she was matched to run four mile heats against Pacolet, but
he paid forfeit.
Same fall she won a Jockey Club purse of ^275, beating Jas. Jackson's
Tarn o'Shanter, Mr. Lyttle's Royalist, and two or three others, distance
not recollected.
Shortly after she won the Jockey Club purse of $350, only one com-
petitor dared to start against her, distance not remembered. These races
were all run at Nashville, and were won very easily.
Two weeks after she won at Clover Bottom, (two miles from the Her-
mitage,) a match against Dewett's mare, by imp. Eagle, for f1000 a side;
one mile out, both carrying 801bs.; won with all imaginable ease-
Fall of 1815, at Nashville, she won a match against the same mare,
£100 was bet on the straight quarter, six hundred yards, and half mile;
Maria won all, (£300,) beating her antagonist one hundred feet, under a
hard pull, lOOlbs. on each.
Next week at Nashville, she won a match against Col. Ward's Western
Light, $1000 a side—won easy.
Not long after she beat her old competitor, Dewett's mare, a match for
glOOO a side, Maria was to beat her a distance, (one hundred and twenty
yards,) in one of two heats, of two miles; Simon, her rider, (who was fully
equal to Tayloe's Dick, or any other rider that ever straddled a horse,) was
ordered to make the first mile of the first heat in two minutes, and to run
at the same pace five hundred yards of the next, and then to run for a dis-
tance. He obeyed his instructions strictly, making the fir^t mile in precisely
two minutes, and keeping on exactly at the same pace, five hundred yards
farther;—here Dewett's mare was up to Maria's hips, but when Simon
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touched lier with the spur suck a rusk was never seen, slie made from
there home a gup of onel»undredand eighty-four yards, and run the Jast mile
in Im. 48s. All those who witnessed this race say ihcy never &aw such a
burst of speed, before or since, both carried lOOlbs.
In March, 1816, she won at Lexington, Kentucky, a match, $1000 a
side; against Robin Gray, by imp. Royalist, lOOlbs. on each.
Next month she beat near Gallatin, Mr. Childers' Woodlawn filly, by
Truxton, a straight half mile, for $1000 a side; giving her sixty feet, Maria
won the race by two feet only.
She was then taken to Waynesborough, Georgia, where she bantered
the world any distance, but was not taken up; she returned in January,
1817, and was shortly after sold to Mr. Armer, agent of Pollard Brown,
for f 1000, and was then taken to Charleston, S. C, where for the first
and only time she was beat by Transport, and Little John, four mile heats.
I have been verbally informed, that Maria beat John the first heat, and
that all three were lapped on passing the judges' stand, the last heat; Mr.
Samuel Purdy rode her this race, and was three or four pounds too heavy.
For all these races Maria was trained by G. B. Williams, now the Arthur Tay-
lor of tl)e west, but at that time he trained according to the old rules, and
was known on one occasion to gallop her sixteen miles! in heats of a mile
each. Such training must have injured her speed greatly. Notwithstand-
ing she beat a quarter of a mile the famous quarter horse Saltram, that
was rarely or never beaten; this was in a private trial, he give her 201bs.
Judging from her blood and runs, her bottom fully equalled her speed.
She indeed, was one of the best nags the world ever saw. Gen. Jack-
son has conquered all his own and his country's enemies—except Maria.
The tariff, bank, and "the beast with seven heads and ten horns," nullifica-
tion was nothing compared to her. What a national misfortune that she
was not retained in Tennessee, and bred to Pacolet.
The facts detailed were communicated by Capt. Haney, who spoke of
his o\difavorite and benefactor with a freshness of recollection and a warmth
of feeling that did credit to both his head and heart. Maria died near
Charleston, leaving, it is said, only two colts, her dam produced Miss Balie,
(owned near Natchez,) a good runner, but more distinguished as the dam
of Bingaman's celebrated Little Red. GRosvK^oR.
We publish from the Washington Globe the following notice of
SIR HENRY, FULL BROTHER OF MONSIEUR TONSON.
[It was intended for the last number.]
He will cover the next season at Fnyetteville, Tennessee.
We have seen a portraiture of this fine horse, by the English artist
Troye. It is said by those who have seen Henry, to be a striking
likeness, but inferior to the original. We are not surprised at the per-
formance of the son, Daniel O'Connel, or the high reputation of his
sire. The spirit and proportions of a majestic animal are exhibited
45 V.6
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successfully in this picture. It receives life and animation from the
lofty crest, pointed ear, prominent, sparkling eye, and distended nos-
tril. It combines symmetry and beauty, with vast strength and mus-
cular power. It unites the back, loin, quarters, depth of carcass, and
general length of Pacolet, and the lofty air of Topgallant, with the
neat limbs, elastic pasterns, and deep hoofs of Medley,
Henry is fifteen hands three inches high, ten years old, just passing
from 'Hhe iron gray of youth, to the hoary white of age." He per-
petuates a singular mark of his sire—a red belt passing from midway
his back down his side.
Henry is the property of the lion. Balie Peyton, of Tennessee, who
has placed his portrait in the hands of that enterprising artist, Mr,
Bannerman, of this city, to be engraved for the embellishment of an
early number* of Mr. Skinner's most interesting periodical, the Ameri-
can Turf Register, Blr. Bannerman has justly acquired celebrity for
his Sarpedon, and amateurs are encouraged to expect in this engraving
the preservation of the best model of Pacolet,
,
* It will embellish the March number, that will contain also a memoir
of the imported four mile horse Autocrat. We take occasion to quote
here from a communication of a correspondent,
"As our horses are confessedly of the best English stock, it may, per-
haps, be sufficient to shew that they have not degenerated among us, and
that as a consequence no improvement can result, only so far as it may fur-
nish a new cross, and that those are best adapted to our use that partake
least of the blood already among us. I shall select but three instances to
shew that the best qualities of the racehorse have been transmitted through
manj' generations without degenerating, and many others might be added,
and 1 am persuaded that the recollection of any gentleman would furnish
him with many similar instances.
'The American bred horse Partner was the sire of Mark Antony, he
the sire of Collector, and he again the sire of Snap Dragon, all good four
mile horses and this too at a period, when it was fashionable to breed for
the turf only from imported stallions.
"Mazeppa, by Hotspur, the best colt of his year; Hotspur, by Timoleon,
and he by Sir Archy; as these horses seem not to have degenerated in four
generations, I think it would be somewhat difficult to fix on the period
when that shall occur."*
[• Pacolet produced by Madam Tonson, four first rate racers at all dis-
tances; Monsieur Tonson, Sir Richard, Sir Henry Tonson, and Champion,
(Henry though injured in his first training, fully sustained the reputation
of the family as runners.) They have not tarnished the reputation of their
sire. Monsieur Tonson bids fair to maintain in the stud, his reputation as a
stallion. Richard is dead, and with few good mares has left excellent
stock. Champion has been destroyed by disease. Henry, as a stallion,
seems destined to fill the same space in the west which Monsieur does in
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TYCHICUS.
Mr. Editor: J^ashville, January 21, 1835.
Tychicus traces through Coeur de Lion, a horse much neglected on
account of his misfortunes, but no purer breed was ever brought from
England to America; by Highllyer, the best son of Herod^ out of Dido,
the best daughter, (I believe,) of Eclipse. The very excellent running
of Tychicus has afforded me great satisfaction. W. W.
[Tlie above from Panton, one who has never written any thing about
Luzborough or Tychicus, nor is lie at all interested in either. We hope
it will not cause any nervous twitchings to any reader.]
VETERINARY.
Big-head in Horses.—A Cure.
Mr. Editor:
In looking over your January number for the present year, I saw an in-
quiry from a Plain Farmer, requiring some information relative to the big-
head in horses, I will say to him that it is not only a cure for big-head, but
also big-jaw and shoulders, I have known it to cure many valuable horses.
I have no doubt of the disease being scrofula.
Treatment—Bleed freely once a week; for three or four weeks give
best corn. Put one ounce of the Bi-chloride of Mercury, (better known by
the name of corrosive sublimate,) in one pint of alcohol, let it digest, then
rub the part affected twice a day, morning and evening, until the part
blisters well, then anoint the part with sweet oil, in a few days it will com-
mence healing, then repeat the application once or twice more and the
horse is cured without the least scar or in the least disfigured. M.
Death of Old Medley.—Inquiry.
Mr. Editor: Pittsylvania Co. Va., Jan. <l\st, 1835.
Will you, in your next number of the Register, give us the following in-
formation.—In what year was old Medley, (Harts',) imported into this
country, and in what year did he die. We have seen two or three differ-
ent accounts. Several old gentlemen about this neighborhood knew the
horse well: and one in particular says he was well acquainted with the
the old Dominion. Daniel O'Connell, a two year old, sired by Henry, has
been successful in two contests of mile heats, the past fall at Hartsville,
and Nashville, in one of which, he ran a mile in Im. 49s.—carrying 72lbs.
He justly ranks with the best colts of the day, A two year old colt by
Telegraph, a grandson of Madam Tonson, has also been a winner in fine
time. Thus we have no evidences of degeneration in the Tonson family.]
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owner, and knows that some of the accounts given of him are incorrect.
It will be of service to some young beginners in this section of the country
to have these fairly understood to prevent impositions, as it is frequently
the case that mare and fiUey are offered for sale, tracing back to old Med-
ley, when in reality they are not of the most remote cross. Also say if
there was a horse gotten by old Medley called Wild Medley, which stood
in or near Halifax Town, North Carolina; his blood, the year, and all
the information you may possess or can get on the subject, and much oblige
several of Your Subscribers.
[P.S.—We hope those who can will favor us with answers to the above.]
Disease in a Young Pointer.
Mr. Editor: Fredericksburg, Va., January '21th, 1835.
Though personally unknown to you in your public capacity, as the con-
ductor of a Sporting Magazine, I feel well acquainted. I have a young
dog, (a pointer,) of great promise and value, which has been taken with a
disease known here as the jerks. It appears as the sudden contraction of
the muscles of a limb. It proceeded, as I am induced to believe, from a
slight attack of the common distemper. If you know of any remedy or
could send me any pamphlet treating of the disease, you would confer a
lasting favor on one who is fond of the pointer to extravagance, and who
would most willingly oblige you in any possible way. Yours,
J. M. P.
[We do not know that this dreadful effect of that most terrible disease,
the distemper, can be cured. It were better to touch still deeper the spinal
marrow, and put an end at once to his disorder and its miseries. This ner-
vous affection results, no doubt, from some injury of the spine. We have
lately saved the life of a very splendid young dog, presented to us by Mr.
T. P. Gaskell of Philadelphia, by the valuable recipe communicated by a
correspondent. Common salt, a table spoonful dropped at the root of the
tongue and the mouth kept closed until it dissolves. It will vomit imme-
diately; if not sufficiently relieved, repeat the dose the next day or day
after.]
ANECDOTE OF THE DOG.
At one of our frontier posts there was a pointer slut in heat, she was shut
up with a pointer dog. The officers of the garrison, (among others Majors
G. and M.) being out with other dogs on a wolf chase.
The wolf, in his run, made towards the garrison, which being observed
by the soldiers they, fearing he might escape, let out the two confined dogs.
These saw the wolf and instantly made after him. The slut coming up
among the first seized the wolf by the throat, hanging on like a bulldog,
and while so engaged one of the other dogs mounted and fined her.
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DEATH OF THE BIG BUCK.
Fountain Head, Sumner County, )
Mr. Editor: Tennessee, Feb. 7th, 1835. 5
For some five or six years passed, there has been a very large buck
who occasionally visits our neighbourhood, he was a great lover of
corn, he could be started generally out of our fields, he was noted not
only for his size but also for the deformity of his feet. He never
had any crossing places when on the chase, but always ran to consult
his safety, he would mount the highest fences, plunge through the
heart of the largest cornfields, and, like reynard, the biggest swamps,
thickly set with the bramble, was his happiest resort—warranted only
by a consciousness of his own superior strength, which gave his
bone and muscle the swiftness of the arrow. He would hang upon
the clear silver fountain, occasionally crossing it, until man, horses
and dogs would have been willing to have thrown themselves down
and suffered their wearied systems to have become calm from the mighty
struggle;—whilst he would satiate his thirst, consult the winds of
heaven, rear his white flag with disdain, and contemptuously remind
them of their folly. He has often been fired at with the shot gun, on
reaching the spot, the huntsman would inquire what is done, the
answer, a little blood, but he is off. There appeared to hover over
him a mysterious providence—the shades of the valley of summer
was his resting place and the place of his manhood^the crowing of
the cock would say to him, to yonder grove repair and listen for the
footsteps of him who seeks thy life—environed on every side by them
who silently hide to give the fatal blow:—but, hark! the sound of the
voices of the enemy of my race is close at hand, the music of the pack
tells the slanders that he is coming, he is right—now, forty yards, and
the roar of the musket is heard on the morning's breeze, and his mas-
terly spirit is still on foot:—each armed by the deadly weapon, and
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only cheered by the music of the pack which he is ere long to make
feel their folly and madness. But with him, as all human exertions,
the car of his fortune has taken a turn, and his last struggle is to
be brought to a close;—he is again in the neighborhood of Fountain
Head, after an absence of some months. His arrival is announced, a
select company is chosen; they are stationed, and the tongue of old
Charon tells that he is within the drive, after a hard struggle and he
is on foot, and the pack close at his heels, he twines his course
towards one of our fallen sons of Adam, whose appearance would
make the lion crouch, or the untameable hyena hesitate, but the buck,
conscious of his own powers, rushes on. For the first time the rifle
tells, and he falls, there he lies all stretched on the ground-^^veltering
in his own blood, and offering up his last breath to the lords of creation.
Here he is surrounded by savages and saints, all talking at the same
time, and all declaring that he was the largest buck in the world.
While one of the party was swearing most vehemently, none there
was in this mixed assemblage that rebuked his wickedness. After he
was eviscerated he weighed 207 pounds. M.
MR. BULTEEL'S HOUNDS.
Corringdon Fox—Brilliant run—Five hours and a half—Death.—
On Friday, the 26th December, Mr. Bulteel's fox hounds met by ap-
pointment at Ivy Bridge, when it was understood, or at least hoped,
that they would again try for the Corringdon fox (Dr. Butters' covers,)
which had already afforded two fine runs this season. Hunters were
accordingly sent over night to Ivy Bridge from Plymouth, Tavistock,
and other places—and numerous hacks, gigs, and other vehicles put
in requisition at early dawn.
Hark! away! was the general cry from Ivy Bridge, then over the
moors to Coryndon. A finer field of horsemen and prads has seldom
been seen in Devonshire—consisting of noblemen, baronets, senators,
squires, lawyers, doctors, ministers, officers (of the navy and army,)
yeomen, mechanics, and Christmas holiday folks—upwards of 60 in
all, and 40 in scarlet—steeds, too, famed for valour and racing re-
nown—regular clippers. At ten minutes past 1 1 o'clock the whole
pack chimed in and made "the welkin ring" and the woods resound
with their shrill, sharp, and deep tones. Reynard gallantly faced the
open in sight of the whole field. Tally ho! "At him my lads," goes
the governor, there he breaks cover, there he goes up the moor, "a
fine lashing shaver." Away, away! and tally ho! became the uni-
versal cry; a prettier sight was never witnessed in Devon, The "var-
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mint" leading up the rough hill, the beautiful pack was well laid on
at the brush, and such a fine charge of Cavalry "in the rear." There
was no need of caution or fear that any person Avould ride over the
hounds with such good scent. Onwards they go between the Beacon
and Hangers-hall-rock, looking towards Ivy Bridge, there turning
short to the right, and leaving Harford Church on the left down to the
Eastern bank of the Erme river, pursuing it upwards along its mazy
windings to Erme Plains, Stoney Bottom, and Hooh Lake, leaving
Piles and Sharp-Ton to the right, then pointing strongly for Hunting-
don Warren, over the heavy fag (turf) ground where the horses be-
came too fagged to follow them—then turning short by Western
Whiteborough and Peter's Cross, owing, it is said, to hearing another
pack a-head, came back with a side wind by K natty Borough and
Hickley Plain, straight home to Corringdon. If the sight was so
beautiful at finding, how much more cheering was it, to behold the
merry pack, utterly lost for a time, unexpectedly returning over the
moors without a horseman after them, doing all the work by them-
selves ! ! in full cry, and at the top of their speed, with heads up and
tails down, evidently gaining on their intended victim, undulating like
a flight of pigeons in the air, but still keeping all together, vieing
with each in speed and eagerness, with "Warbler" (fine hound) lead-
ing to the wall, which was instantly coped by six hounds abreast.
Onwards still they dashed to the wood, which the "varmint" had
barely time to thread and pass over the water to Owley, and back
again through Corringdon Court, the argna of his frequent devastation
amongst the poultry, to the Ball and plantation where we first started.
Where are the horsemen we inquired.?—It was amusing to look
back over the moors, and see the cavalry singly or by files returning,
a few in a trot—fewer in a canter, and many walking, and not a few
leading those coursers which looked as fleet and fierce in the morning
as Mazeppa—Egad, Mazeppa was there. The accounts of the cam-
paign brought in were, that the bogs and peat holes had floored them
all, and that through this six cavaliers were unhorsed at one time.
This burst of 10 or 12 miles occupied 55 minutes without a check.
But the day's work was not yet done—it was half past noon. The
next two or three hours were occupied in disputing the fortress of
i
Skitscombe Gorse with our enemy,
\ "Who, flying death, had there concealed his flight.
In brakes and brambles hid, and shunning mortal sight."
Possession is said to be nine points of the law. This was our Rey-
nard's home and favorite habitation
—
"Home is home be it ever so homely,"
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Surrounded by foes the animal displayed resources truly wonderful in
doubling back, running foil quickly behind the hound, and eluding
the vigilance of numerous spectators. Often in a little patch of furze
was the occupant environed by 20 or 30 dogs, and half as many men,
who tallied fifty times over, yet could not capture the wished for
prize. It was a labyrinth, and a mystery to divine how escape was
effected. It Avas '-Lombard-street to a China orange" that Reynard
should die here—neither law nor physic, which were both at hand,
could be supposed to rescue the prisoner; yet, by cunning and sub-
tlety, after all, a safe retreat was effected, and the fortress unwisely, as
it proved, abandoned.
Having recovered what is called a "second wind," the animal tried
anotlier burst around Ugborough Moor and Corringdon Ball to Tre-
loud, and thence away at a racing pace, over Brent Moor into the
Holts at Radbrook. The terriers soon bolted the "varmint," which
took another turn, stopping short in a drain, doubling behind the
horsemen and hounds unobserved, back by the same line to the Holts,
leading many a good sportsman to believe that the hounds had hunted
heel, and leaving us in despair, until Favorite gave out that herself
and a terrier Avere tnider the rocks combating with the prey, which,
after some labor, was dragged out quite dead. It proved to be a fine
old grey-headed lusty dog-fox, and not the "vicky," as many sup-
posed, who, it is hoped, still lives to cheer us with another day's
sport.
The greatest praise is due to this magnificent pack, which per-
formed their work throughout in admirable style, and to the master,
whose perseverance and good humor could not be exceeded. It was
now near 5 o'clock, getting dark and cold, and blowing a stiff east
wind. Many a horse and his rider will rue the death of the Corring-
don Fox, and having to go 18 miles back to Plymouth. One horse
dropped on the moor and remained all night in the cold winds.
[Bell's Life in London, Jan 4,
CHESS.
Games actually played in the Weslminsler Club.—JVb. I.
This series will include all the most skillful games which fall under our
notice as played in this Club by the first players of the time. We add
copious notes, for the instruction of young players. No game in this se-
lection will ever have been printed in any other shape, and none will be given
which have not been just played—"novelty and excellence" being our
motto. As the Westminster Club unites all the leading players of the
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period, we hardly care, at present,
well authenticated games of merit
ever source they may be received.
to look elsewhere for inaltcr—though
will not pass unregarded from what-
[Black gives the K. B. P., and two moves.]
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WHITE.
45. R to K seventh.
46. R to K R seventh
47. R takes K R P
48. R to K Kt sixth
49. R to K Kt square
50. K to Q second
51. K to K third
52. B to K Kt third
53. R to Q, Kt square
54. R to Q Kt fourth
55. K to K B second
56. K to Kt second (2)
57. R takes Q Kt P (3)
58. R to Q, Kt third (5)
(1) A weak move: should have played up Q, Kt P two squares.
(2) In order to prevent his playing R to K R 8.
(3) If you had taken Rook with K, he would advance Q, R P another
square; and you could not prevent its Queening.
(4) Again he may leave Rook en prise of K: for, if you take it, he
advances Q, R P.
(5) This move decides the game, and Black instantly resigned. His
Rook is en prise, and, if he advance Q, R P another square, you play R to
Q, R third.—This game is not among the most brilliant we have seen, but
it is evenly and soundly played. Many situations in it offer good points of
study; and it appears to be fairly won from the odds given, without gross
error on either side.
BLACK.
45. R to Q, Kt third
46. Q, R P two squares
47. Q, R P advances
48. K to B second
49. R to Q, Kt sixth
50. R checks
51. R to K R seventh (1)
52. R takes P
53. Kt to Q, square
54. R to R sixth
55. Q, Kt P two squares
56. Q R P advances (pretty)
57. Ktto Q,B third(4)
SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
Lady Jackson.—A mistake in regard to her performance corrected
—
being an old communication hitherto mislaid.
Without wishing to detract, at all, from the merits of Lady Jackson
as a first rate racer, for such I believe her to have been—yet, I do not
think that, under any circumstances, she was capable of performing what
is stated of her in your Register, vol. 1, page 258, by "An Amateur but
no Jockey;" viz: "we have lately seen Lady Jackson perform a mile in Im.
44s. at the Duchess County Races, State of New York."
There must be a mistake in the above.
Yours respectfully, D.
Mr. Editor:— Hillsborough, Feb. 21, 1835.
You ask corrections, permit me to point out one in the January number,
seepage 221. "Anvil, four years old, by Monsieur Tonson, out of Isabella,
by Sir Archy, this fall also acquired celebrity as a first rate runner, by
beating Medoc in the three mile heats at Baltimore." This docs great in-
justice to Orange Boy, who beat both Anvil and Medoc, both of which
horses made their best races the same fall, and some few days after losing
at Baltimore, at least, such is uiy impression. B.
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RACING CALENDAR.
Nashville, (Tenn.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Monday, October 6.
First day, sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old, mile heats,
$1000 entrance, $500 forfeit.
James Bass's (of Rutherford,) b. c. by Havoc, dam by Con-
queror, - - - - - - - 11
Robt. L. Weakley's b. f. by Arab, dam by Black-and-all-Black, 2 2
B. Johnson's b. c. by Sir William, dam Kate Bevins, by Conqueror,
paid forfeit.
Time, Im. 579.—Im. 58s.
Bets two to one on the Havoc colt and won with great ease under a
hard pull both heats.
Same day, a sweepstakes for two year olds, $100 entrance, a single
mile,—six subscribers.
R. Cheatham's ch. f by Leviathan, dam by Pacolet, - 1
S. J. Carter's b. f, by Stockholder, dam by Sir Archy, - - 2
D. W. Sumner's b. c. by Pacific, dam by Drybones, - 3
G. A. Wylie's b. c. by Leviathan, dam by Topgallant, threw his
rider, --..-... dis.
C. Creacy's gr. f. by Richard, dam by Stockholder, fell, - dis.
P. W. Campbell's ch. c. by Young Virginian, dam by Daredevil, paid
forfeit.
Time, Im. 56s.
This was a very interesting contest, the handsomest eoll race we ever wit-
nessed. It excited great interest from the value and composition of the
rival stock, and the beauty and fineness of the contending animals. There
was much betting, principally two to one on the two Leviathans against
the field; and also even bets on Wylie's against the field, which was decid-
edly the favorite—Gen. Cheatham's said to be out of order.
A faux pas was made at the start, some one in the crowd giving the
word, which the riders mistaking for that of the judges, bursted off, and
run nearly a quarter before they could be pulled up.
Second day, three mile heats.
D. W. Sumner's ch. m. Red Doe, by Pacific, - - 1
Holland Davis' ch. m. Rachel Jackson, by Conqueror, - - dis.
Time, 6m. 17s. Track heavy from recent rains.
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Third day, two mile heats.
R. Cheatham's b. f. by Pacific, dam by Oscar, three years
old, 4 11
R. L. Weakley's ch. h. Rocky River, by Stockholder, 1 2 dis.
R. Smith's b. h. Tortlyse, five years old, by Richard, dam by
Toptrallant, ------ 2 dis.
R. Desha's ch. h. Dragon Canoe,* by Stockholder, out of a
Dragon mare, - - - - - - 3 —
Time, 4m. 25s—4m. 35s.— 5m. 6s. Track very heavy.
Fourth day, four mile heats.
A. Cotton's b. c. John Dawson, four years old, by Pacific, 1 1
B. Peyton's br. h. Anvil, five years old, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam Isabella, - - - - - - 2 2
p. VV. Long's gr. h. Richard, five years old, by Sir Richard,
dam by Sir Archy, - . - . . dis.
W. Gilbert's br. g. Buck, five years old, by Pacific, dam by
Oscar, . ..... (3is.
Time, 8m. 56s.—8m. 52s.
Anvil was decidedly the favorite, and bets of two and three to one freely
ofiered against the field. The course was a perfect swamp from the great
quantity of rain which for several successive nights had fallen.
Fifth day, mile heats, best three in five.
Gen. Desha's ch. m. Mary Farmer, by Conqueror, 3
R. Smith's b. h. by Richard, - - - 4
P. W. Long's b, f. by Arab, - - - 2
H. Davis' b. h. Washington, by Washington, 1
Time, 2m. 5s.—2m. Sis—2m. 9s.—2m. 15s.—2m. 15s.
Chillicothe, (Ohio) Races.
First Fall meeting, 1834, commenced on Tuesday, the 21st October.
First day, association puree, $100, mile heats.
John Harley's b. c. Independence, three years old, by Bertrand,
dam by St. Tammany, 861bs. - - - - 11
Jacob May's b. c. Moreau, three years old, by Bertrand, dam
by Dragon, 86lbs. - - - - - - 2 2
James Prior's b. f. Dinah Bizare, three years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam by Sir Charles, 83lbs. ... 3 dis.
Time, 2m.—2m. 2s.
Second day, association purse, $100, two mile heats.
William L. Thompson's ch. m. Isora, five years old, by Ber-
trand, 1071bs. ----- 211
Thomas B. Scruggs' ch. f. Favorite, four years old, by Sum-
ter, dam by Shark, 971bs. - - - - 8 2 2
James Prior's ch. m. Polly Washington, five years old, by
Regulus, dam by Eagle, 1071bs. - - - 13 8
Time, 4m. 5s.—4m. 53.—4m. lOs.
Third day, association purse, $100, three mile heats.
Lester Cone's b. m. Polly Hopkins, six years old, by Ber-
trand, dam by Black's Whip, 1151bs. - - - 13 1
* Fell and killed himself in the second heat, which occasioned a tempo-
rary drawing up of Tortlyse.
4
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William Palmer's b. c. Little Turtle, three years old, by
Bertrand, dam by Florizel, 861bs. - - - 2 4 2
George H. St. Clair's br. h. Chifney, five years old, by John
Richards, dam by Defiance, 11 Olbs, - - - 3 2 3
Thomas B. Scruggs' b. c. Orphan Bay, four years old, by
Bertrand, dam by Whip, lOOlbs. - - - 4 1 dis.
Time, 6m. 6s.— 6m.—6m. 5s.
In the last heat Orphan Boy was seriously injured in one of his forelegs.
Fourth day^ association purse, $100, mile heals, best three in five.
Thomas B. Scruggs' b. f. "Atalanta of Cincinnati," three
years old, by Cherokee, dam by Tiger, 831bs. - - 111
James Prior's ch. m. Polly Washington, five years old, by
Regulus, dam by Engle, 107Jbs. - - - 2 2 2
Time, Im. 583.—2m,—2m.
J. F. WooDsiDE, Sec'ry.
Oxford, (JV*. C.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Tuesday, Oct. 28.
First day, sweepstakes for three year olds, $100 entrance, three started.
R. L. Hargrave's ch. c. by Washington, dam by Virginian,
John White's b. c. by Virginian, dam by Sir Archy,
P. B. Starke's b. c. by Timoleon, dam by Director,
Time, 2m. 5s.—second heat not kept.
Second day. Proprietor's purse, $300.
p. B. Starke's b. h. Z. A. by Marion, - - -
W. McCargo's b. h. Tuskeno, by Monsieur Tonson,
John White's b. h. Champ, by Canova, -
R. L. Hargrave's b. h. Jack Downing, by Marion, -
Time, 4m. 10s.—4m. 8s. Track very heavy from recent rains.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $750.
W. McCargo's ch. m. Lucy Ashton, by Gohanna,
P. B. Starke's ch. m. Tuberose, by Arab, . - -
R, L. Hargrave's b. m. Patty Burton, by Marion,
Time, 8m. 20s.—8m. 19s. "Track still very heavy.
Fourth day, handicap purse, $150, with the entrances.
Mr. Williamson's ch. h. Flag, by Sir Charles, - 2 111
R. L. Hargrave's br. m. Maid of Southampton, by Mon-
sieur Tonson, - - - " " 1222
John White's h. Blue-Black, by Van Tromp, - dis.
Time, Im. 58s—2m. 3s,— Im. 58s.—2m. 4s.
Track somewhat improved but still heavy. Blue-Black again proved
restive and flew the track.
This was a most interesting race, closely contested every heat.
M. Hunt, Sec^ry.
HiLLSBORo' (Geo.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Tuesday, 16th December.
First day, mile heats, for saddle, bridle, &c.
Marcus D. Vance's ch. c. Leon, four years old, by Jackson, dam
by Whip, - 2 1
Young Johnston's b. g. Black Hawk, seven years old, by Tag-
gerwhip, dam by Buzzard, - - - - - 1 dr.
Time, Im. 56s.
1
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Second day, two mile heats, purse ^200.
T. Neal's g. h. Muckle Andrew, six years old, by Mucklejohn,
dam by Sir Andrew, . . . - -
Mark D. Vance's bl. c. Sir Jasper, four years old, by Jackson,
dam by Whip, - - - - - " 2 dr.
Time, 3m. 58s.
Third day, purse g200, three mile heats.
Thomas Neal's g. h. Muckle Andrew, six years old, by Muc-
klejohn, dam by Sir Andrew, - - - - 1 1
Josepli Hester's c. h. Mucklejohn, seven years old, by Muckle-
john, dam by Potomac, - - - - -32
N. G. Fitch's ch. f. Jane Wiley, three years old, by Baron
Trenck, dam by Syratorious, .... Qrl'dout.
Time, 6m. 20s.—6m. 21s.
Fourth day, best three in five, purse ^175.
M. D. Vance's Sir Jasper, - - - - 111
N. G. Fitch's Jane Wiley, - - - - 2 2 dr.
Wm. Nelson's g. g. Ready Cash, five years old, by Jefferson,
dam by Quicksilver, .... - dis.
Time, Im. 56s.--lm. 57s.
Sir Jasper was handicapped at 861bs,, but for the want of a rider had to
carry 931bs. Jane Wiley handicapped at SOlbs. and had to carry 96lbs.
R. C. Clayton, Sec'ry.
Wilmington (JV. C) Races.
Over the Clarendon course, December meeting, 1834.
The following weights are carried by the rules of the Club:—two years
old, a feather; three years old, 861bs.; four years old, lOOlbs.; five years
old, llOlbs.; six years old, 1181bs.; seven years old, 1241bs.; mares and
geldings allowed Slbs.
First day, mile heats, free for any nag, purse $100 and the entries.
Wm. B. Meares' b. f. Miss Selden, three years old, by Giles
Scroggins, dam Caroline, by Sir Archy, - - - 1 1
Dr. Jno. Hill's br. c. Lath, four years old, by Turner's North
Carolinian, dam Sally Stroud, by Kirksey's Bedford, - 2 8
Jno. Dawson's ch. c. Dickey, three years old, by Washington,
dam by Morris's Sir Archy, ----- dig.
Joshua James' ch. g. Hornet, aged, ... - - dis.
Time, 2m. 7s.—2m. 3s. Track very heavy from previous rains.
Same day, a match for $200 a side, p.p., one mile out.
Wm. B. Meares' b. f Lady Clinton, three years old, by Giles
Scroggins, dam by Sertorius, . - - - _ i
Gab'l Holmes' b. f. Flirt, three years old, by a son of Sir Archy, 2
Time, 2m. 6s. Won easily.
Second day, two mile heats, free for any nag, purse $150 and the entries.
Wm. M. West's ch. c. Isham Pucket, four years old, by Arab,
dam by Shawnee, --. - .- 11
Jno. Dawson's b. c. Carolinian, three years old, by Turner's
North Carolinian, dam by Eagle, - - - - 2 2
Time, 4m. 15s.—4m. 19s. Track heavy but improved;
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Third day, mile heats, best three in five, free for any nag, purse $150
and the entries.
Wm. M. West's ch. f. Miss Bett, three years old, by Ma-
rion, dam by Gallatin, - - - - - 111
Jno. Dawson's ch. f. Laura McCargo, four years old, by
Stockholder, dam by Pacolet, - - - - 2 2 2
Dr. Jno. Hill's br. c. Lath, four years old, by Turner's
North Carolinian, dam by Kirksey's Bedford, carried by con-
sent of parties, 8Glbs. - - - - - 335
Jos. A. Hill's gr. g. Rob Roy, by Decatur, aged, - 4 4 4
Time, each heat, 2m. Is. Track good. John A. Taylor, Sec'ry.
Columbia, (<S. C.) Jockey Club Races.
Annual meeting, 1835, commenced Tuesday, January 13.
First day. Produce sweepstakes for three year old colts, two mile heats,
$100 entrance, h. f., only two started, the rest paid forfeit.
Col. J. R. Spann's ch. f. Seaflower, three years old, by Clare-
mont, dam Poor Girl, 871bs. - - - - 11
Col. P. Fitzsimmon's b. f. Ettinan, three years old, by Crusader,
dam Sally Alelville, 871bs. - - - - - 2 dr.
Time, 4m. 6s.
Second day, four mile heats, purse, $800.
Geo. Walden's br. c. Argyle, four years old, by Monsieur Ton-
son, dam Thistle, 1021bs. - - - - - 11
Col. J. R. Spann's ch. h. Bertrand jr., seven years old, by Ber-
trand, dam Transport, 1261bs. - - - - 3 5
Col. McCargo's ch. f. Lucy Ashton, four years old, by Gohanna,
dam unknown, 991bs. - - - - - 2 S
John Singleton's b. g. Conrad, seven years old, by Kosciusko,
dam Duck Filly, 123Ibs. - - - - - 4 dr.
Time, 8m. 4s.—8m. 16s. Track heavy.
Third day, purse $600, three mile heats.
Col. P. Fitzsimmons' b. f. Fanny Richards, four years old, by
Maryland Eclipse, 991bs. - - - - - 11
Geo. Walden's b. h. Herr Cline, five years old, by Sir Archy,
dam by Gallatin, 1121bs. - - - - - 2 2
Col. W. S. Thompson's ch. c. Eutaw, four years old, by Archy
Montorio, dam by Virginian, 102lbs. - - - 3 3
Col. J. R. Spann's ch. f. Seaflower, by Claremont, dam Poor
Girl, 87Ibs. dis.
Time, 6m. 6s.—6m. 13s.
Fourth day, two mile heats, purse $400.
Col. McCargo's ch. f. Lucy Ashton, four years old. by Gohanna,
dam unknown, 97lbs. - - - - - 11
Col. J. J. Moore's ch. c. Minor, four years old, by Claremont,
dam Leocadia, 1021bs. - - - - - 2 2
Geo. Walden's gr. f. Chestatee, three years old, by Bertrand,
dam Viola, 871bs. - - - - - - 3 3
Col. J. R. Spann's ch. c. Little Davie, four years old, by Archy
Montorio, dam by Goldfinder, 1021bs. - - - 4 4
Geo. Taylor's ch. c. Blackstocks, four years old, by Congaree,
dam by Hephestion, 102lbs. - - . - - 5 5
J. G. Rives' ch. f. Jeannette, by Crusader, dam by Virginian,
a feather, - - - - - • - _ dis.
Dr. J. G. Guignard's ch. c. Edisto, three years old, by Reliance,
dam by Sertorious, 901bs. - - - - - dis.
Time, 4m. 4s.—3m. 57.
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Fifth day, purse $400, mile heats, best three in five.
Geo. Walden's b. h. Herr Cline, five years old, by Sir Archy,
dam by Gallatin, 112lbs. - - - - 111
John Singleton's br. g. Conrad, seven years old, by Kosci-
usko, dam Duck Fiily, 1231bs. • - - 2 4 2
Col. J. J. Moore's gr. g. Dangerfield, five years old, by Cha-
racter, dam unknown, 109lbs. - - - . 3 3 3
Col. J. R. Spann's b. m. Julia, five years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Transport, 1091bs. - - - - 4 2 4
Dr. J. G. Guignard's b. f. Kata?, three years old, blood un-
known, 87lbs. - -
J
- 7 - - - 5 dis.
Time, Im. 56s.— Im. 57s.—Im. Sb^ei^
Track one mile ten fe6t.
'^'^''"'. N. Ramsay, Scc'ry.
'' MiLLEDGBviLLE, (Geo.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834.
First day, mile heats.
Mr. Winter's b. m. Lady Burke, five years old, by Falstaff,
1071bs. - - - - - - - II
J. J. Harrison's b. m. Adelia, four yekfs old, by Sir Archy, 97lb3. 3 2
M. D. Vance's ch. c Leon, four years old, by Jackson, lOOlbs. 2 S
Time, Im. 53s.— Im. 38s. . \
•<.
Second day, two mile heats, colts only. -
Mr. Winter's ch. f. Maria Annetfe, three years old, by John
Richards, 83!bs. - - - -^ . 2 11
J. J. Harrison's c. f Jane Wiley, three years old, by Baron
Trenck, 831bs. - - - - - - 12 2
Mr. Howard's gr. f three years old, by Medley, 83lbs. bolted.
Time, 4m. 3s.—4ra. 5s.—4m. 14s.
Third day, three mile heats.
J. J. Harrison's b. m. Jane Bertrand, six years old, by Ber-
trand, 115lbs. - - - - - - 2 11
Mr. Winter's d. h. Grand Turk, by American Eclipse,
124lbs. . , - - - - - - 12 2
Mr, Mott's c. h. Muckle John, jr. by Muckle John, 124lbs. 3 dr.
Messrs. Howard & Kenan's gr. f. three years old, by Med-
ley, 83lbs, ... .. bolted.
Time, 6m. 6s.—6m. 4s.—6m. 8s.
Fourth day, four mile heats.
Mr. Moore's gr. h. Governor Hamilton, five years old, by Sir An-
drew, llOlbs. ..... 1 1
Mr. Winter's b. m. Fanny Richards, four years old, by Maryland
EcHpse, 97]bs. ..... 2 dr.
Mr. Harrison's b. h. Tam O'Shanter, five years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, lOllbs. - - - - - - 3 dr.
Fifth day, mile heats, best three in five.
Adelaide, five years old, by Arab, I07lbs.
Young Andrew, five years old, by Andrew, llOlbs.
Lady Burke, five years old, by Falstaff, 107lbs. -
3
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TURF REGISTER.
Pedigree ofthe brown mare Brunette,
property of Hezekiak Linthicum
of A. A. county, Md.
I certify that the brown mare
BRU^ETTE, now the property of Mr.
Hezekiah Linthicum, was bred by
me; she was foaled on the 17th
April, 1816, and was got by Tele-
graph, out of Albuera, full sister to
Defiance; Albuera was got by Flori-
zel, her dam by Roebuck, her gran-
dam by Independence, her g. gran-
dam by the imp. horse Centinel, or
Flimnap, her g. g. g. grandam by
the imp. horse old Janus, out of a
full bred mare; Independence was
got by the imp. horse Fearnought,
and stated to be out of a full bred
mare.
The above is a true copy from the
pedigree of Albuera, furnished me
by John Roberts, Esq. of Virginia,
from whom I purchased her. Mr.
Roberts purchased the dam of "Al-
buera" from Mr. Ezekiel Dance,
from whom he obtained the pedigree
of the dam of Albuera.
Chas. Sterett Ridgely.
Font Hill, Z)ec. 12, 1834.
N.B. For pedigree of Telegraph,
Florizel, &c. see Turf Register, vol.
l,p. 472.
Her produce:
B. f. two years old in the spring
of 1835, by Sussex.
Br. f. one year old spring of 1835,
by Johnson's Medley.
Brunette is now in foal to Sussex.




I send you the produce of my
stock since they were first registered
in your valuable and popular work.
E.B.HiCKS.
1. CiNo, b. f. foaled May 18,
1834, by Young Truffle, out of
Georgiana. Trained this fall and
proved lame.
2. Ch. f. foaled May 31, 1832, by
Merlin, out of Teresa, by Arab.
3. Dandy Dinmont, ch. c. foaled
June 8, 1832, by Merlin, out of
Georgiana.
4. Lethe, ch. f. foaled June 4,
1833, by American Eclipse, out of
Georgiana. Now owned by Col. A.
Claiborne, of Greensville co. Va.
5. Tornado, ch. c. foaled April
4, 1834, by American Eclipse, out
of Teresa.
6. Nancy Bell, b. f. foaled June
14, 1834, by imp. Fylde. out of I
Georgiana.
Georgiana, ch. m. (who is also
the dam of Teresa,) eleven years
old last spring, (1834,) was got by
Napoleon, out of old Poll, when
twenty-two years old, she by Druid,
&c.—see vol. 2, p. 463.
The above, (except No. 4,) to-
gether with the two marcs, Geor-
giana and Teresa, are for sale—in-
quire of the Editor.
Lawrenceville, Va. Jfov. 27, 1834.
A complete list of the stud of PhiHp
Wallis, Esq. of Baltimore.
1. Equa,* ch. m. foaled 1815,.
bred by the late Isaac Duckett. She;
was got by imported Chance; her
dam a roan mare by Republican
President, (son of Craggs' Highflyer,
out of a thoroughbred Venitian mare,
which was also the dam of the fa-
mous running horse Duckett's Fi-
nancier;) grandam by Dr. Hamil-
ton's imp. Ranger, (son of Regulus,
who was by the Godolphin Arabian;)
g. g. dam by Lindsey's Arabian; g.
g. g. dam Dr. Hamilton's mare This-
tle, (full sister to Primrose,) by Ha-
• Since dead.
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milton's imp. Dove; g. g. g. g. dam
Stella, by Othello, (son of Crab;) g.
g. g. g. g. dam Tasker's Selima, by
the Godolphin Arabian.
The full pedigree of Equa as above,
is taken from and verified by the
manuscript pedigree, left by the late
Dr. P. Thornton, of "Isaac Duck-
ett's mares." These papers are now




Washington, Oct. 10, 1832.
Her produce:
2. 1825; g. f. Pandora II. got by
Gov. Wright's Silverheels, Stinted
to Maryland Eclipse in 1834.
3. 1828; b. f. Aloerina, got by
the Jones Arabian. In foal to Ma-
ryland Eclipse.
4. 1830; b. f. Lubly Rosa, got by
Sir Archy, (vide 5th vol. Am. Turf
Reg. p. 208, and 6th vol. p. 252.)
5. 1834; b. c. Eastern Shore, by
imp. Luzborough, produce of Pan-
dora II.
6. 1830; g.f. Lady Archiana, by
Sir Archy, (vide vol. 6, Turf Reg.
pages 146, 156, and 253.)
7. 1832; g. f. Blanche of De-
von, by Monsieur Tonson, produce
of Algerina.
8. 1833; g.f. Molinera, by John-
son and Craig's Medley.
9. 1817; b. f. Relima, (bred by
the late Gov. Wright,) was got by
Topgallant, (by Diomed;) dam John
Bull, (bred by Col. Lyles,) was got
by Gabriel, the sire of Postboy, Os-
car, and Harlequin, noted runners.
Her dam was Active, who was got
by Chatham out of Shepherdess,
who was got by Eden's imp. horse
Slim out of Shrewbury, (the proper-
ty of Dr. Hamilton,) by imp. Old
Figure; g. g. g. dam was Thistle,
by Dr. Hamilton's imp. Dove. She
was out of Stella, who was got by
imp. Othello out of Selima, who was
imported by Col. Tasker and got by
the Godolphin Arabian.
Certificate of Col. Lyles, the
breeder ofJohn Bull—Gov. Wright's
Selima is the best bred mare in
America, (Signed,)
R. Wright.
I have seen the above pedigree of
Selima, now in the possession of P.
Wallis, which is in the handwriting
of the late Gov. Wright.
(Signed,) J. S. S., Editor.
10. 1832; b. c. Corsica, out of
Selima, by John Richards.
[P. Wallis will sell the whole or
any part of his stud at a fair price,
all are sound and in good condition;
Lubly Rosa, Lady Archiana, Blanche
of Devon, and Corsica, are promis-
ing and now in walking exercise.
He would dispose of a running in-
terest in them, (in part,) to a good
trainer.]
Blooded stock, property of Richard
Hill Esq., o/" Richmond, Va.
1. Lady Berkley, ch. m. (bred
by Carter Berkley Esq., of Barn-
elms, Middlesex Co. Va.,) fourteen
years old last spring, was got by Tra-
falgar, dam Rosalba, by imp. Spread
Eagle; g. dam imp. Alexandria, by
Alexander; g. g. dam by Wood-
pecker; g. g. g. dam by Phlegon,
out of Lord Egremont's Highflyer
mare. In foal by Timoleon.
2. Reform dk. br. m. five years
old spring 1834; got by Tariff,
(Johnson's;) dam by Col. Hoskins's
Sir Peter; g. dam by Highlander;*
g. g. dam by Cade; g. g. g. dam by
Lonsdale, out of a thoroughbred
mare imported by the Hon. Thomas
Nelson—Sir Peter by Knowsley out
of Col. Hoskins's Minerva. In foal
by Timoleon.
3. Eglantine, ch. f. foaled spring
1832, by Gohanna, out of Lady
Berkley, (No. 1.)
•See error in Highlander's pedigree, vol. 1, p. 628, corrected in vol. 2.
p. 464.
'
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4. RuBi, b. f. foaled spring 1833,
full sister to No. 3.
5. B. f. by Mason's Ratler, out of
Reform, (No. 2.)
The above are for sale, inquire of
the Editor.
Slud of Geo. E. Gillespie Esq., of
Woodford County, Ken.
1. Julia Franklin, b. m. foaled
1823, got by Tiger; her dam by Al-
bert; g. dam a thoroughbred Ara-
bian mare, (as per certificate in pos-
session of G. E. G.,)—Tiger by
Cook's Whip—Albert by Americus.
2. Matilda, ch. m. foaled 1829,
by Sumter, out of No. 1
.
Her produce:
3. B. f. by Trumpator, foaled
1833.
4. Ch. 0. by Cherokee, foaled
1834.
5. Lady FisK,ch. m. foaled 1830,
got by Kosciusko out of No. 1.
6. B. f. foaled 1833, by Cherokee,
out of No. 1.
7. Sally Grimes, b. f foaled
1834, by Cherokee, out of No. 1.
8. Miss Bullit, b, f foaled 1833,
by Bertrand; dam by Cook's Whip;
g. dam by imp. Whip; g. g. dam by
Bompard, (by imp. Obscurity;) g. g.
g. dam by Union; g. g. g. g. dam by
Silverheels.
Julia Franklin and Matilda in
foal by Lance.
Geo. E. Gillespie.
Versailles, Ken., Dec. 1, 1834.
Ch. c. fifteen hands and a half
inch high, (property of Adam Ash-
burner, near Bordentown, N. J.,)
bred by Bela Badger, Esq., got by
John Richards; dam by Sir Solo-
mon; grandam old Nettletop, by imp.
Diomed—Betsey Lewis by Shark
—
Atalanta by Lindsay's Arabian
Lee's old Mark Anthony—Silver-
eye—Crawford—Janus—out of a
mare imported by Gen. Alexander
Spotswood. For sale, inquire of
the Editor.
Tremendous, (property of James
S. Stouffhton of Northumberland
County, Penn.,) was by Marylander
—his dam Ellen by Tuckahoe; gran-
dam by imp. Bedford; g. g. dam by
Whistlejacket; g. g. g. dam by old
Rockingham; g. g. g. g. dam by old
Cub, out of the favorite imp. mare
Lady Northumberland.
Marylander, the sire of Tremen-
dous, was, as is well known, by
Ratler; his dam Noli-me-tangere by
Topgallant, out of the dam of Sir
Archy. The correctness of the
above certified by John V. Swear-
ingen, E. L. Boteler, Abram Barnes,
and J. P. Lyles.
Stud of Samuel Sprigg.
1. Lady Telegeaph, out of Fair-
maid by Lufborough's Telegraph
—
for which see Am. Turf Reg. vol. 3,
p. 586, and vol. l,p. 472.
2. B. g. out of No. 1, by Forres-
ter—he out of Columbia, by Young
Florizel, see vol. 1, p. 280, and vol.
3, pp. 372, 485, vol. 5, pp. 174 and
467.
3. Bonnie, by Northampton, out
of Singecat—She by Lufborough's
Napoleon—her grandam by Spread
Eagle—g. g. dam by imported Shark
—for Napoleon see vol. 3, p. 372.
4. Bonnie Lassie, out of No. 3.
by Forrester, (out of Columbia.)
5. B. c. out of No. 3, by Industry,
vol. 4, p. 50.
6. B. f out of No. 3, by Sussex,
vol. 4, p. 53.
7. Nancy Norwood, by Ratler
out of a Buonaparte mare—her
grandam a double crossed Medley
mare—vol. 2. 359, and vol. 1, p-
316.
8. A b. f. foaled 15th April, 1832,
out of No. 7, by Industry.
9. A b. f. out of No. 7, by Sus-
sex.
10. Gray Bett, out of Fairmaid
by Thornton and Lear's imp. Ara-
barb.
11. Eliza, ch. m. by Ball's Flo-
rizel—her dam by Cupbearer, out of
a Bedford mare.
All of which are for sale upon rea-
sonable terms. Samuel Sprigg.
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Mr. Editob:
I send you a continuation of the
list of my blood stock, which you
will please insert in your valuable
American Turf Register.
Yours, E. A. Darcey.
Lady Forrest, ch. m. seven years
old, bred by Daniel Holmes, Esq. of
Monmouth Co. N. J., by Tormentor
—dam by imp. Expedition; f»rnndam
by Sir Solomon, (by Tickle Toby;)
g. g. dam by imp. Honest John; g.
g. g. dam by Hunt's Figure mare,
(the g. g. dam of Lady Relief,) by
Dr. Hamilton's Figure out of old
Slamerkin. See Am. Turf. Reg.
vol. 3, p. 429,
Her produce:
1832; b. c. Lancer, by Lance.
1833; No foal—put to Dashall—
missed—in the fall put to American
Eclipse.
1834; August 21st, ch. c. Suc-
cour, by American Eclipse.
Ch. m. Cranberry, five years
old, by Smith's Florizel, (by Mar-
shal Duroc;) dam by Col. Schomp's
Grand Seignor; grandara by imp.
Honest John; g, g. dam by imp.
Bajazet; g. g. g. dam by Bashaw;
g. g. g. g. dam by Yoimg Bullerock;
g- g- g' g- g- dam by Selim; g. g. g.
g. g. g. dam by Col. Hopper's Pac-
olet; g. g. g. g. g. g. g. dam by old
Spark Queen JMab—Miss Cald-
well.
Her produce:
1834; August 1st, ch. f Proof
Sheet, by American Eclipse.
Ch. c. Clodhopper, foaled in
1832, byFlagellator, dam by Hunt's
Cockfighter; grandam by Gen.For-
raan's Glider; g. g. dam was a mare
imported by Dr. Norris, and sold by
John Fairlem to Col. Smock, of
Monmouth Co. N. J., got by Pay-
master; g. g. g. dam by Highflyer;
g. g. g. g. dam by old Snap—Miss
Cranborn by Godolphin Arabian.
Ch. c. Scene Shifter, foaled in
1833, by Leopold, out of the above
Cockfighter mare Clodhopper's
dam.
Ch. m. Susan, see Am. Turf Reg.
vol. 3, p. 429.
Her produce:
1832; ch. c. Poland, by Leopold,
died six weeks old with distemper.
1833; ch. c. Cutwater, by Leo-
pold—parted with to Gen. Atkin-
son, Jefferson's Barracks, Mo. (died
last spring.)
1834; no foal. Sold to Dr. J. W.
Lott of Jerseyville, Green Co. Illi-
nois.
B. m. Orphan Girl, six years
old, (bred by Mr. Jacob Gulic of
Kingston, N. J.,) by Orphan Boy;
dam by Ball's Florizel, (of her pedi-
gree more hereafter,) sold to Mr.
Edgar of Franklin, Howard Co. Mo.
Ch. c. Rights of Man, by Leo-
pold, foaled 22d of Feb., 1834, out
of Sweet Erin, full sister to the
twenty mile mare. Lady Relief, see
Am. Turf Reg. vol. 3, p. 429.
Bl. f Black Streak, foaled in
1831,,(bred by Mr. Hart, of Penning-
ton, N. J., and purchased of Bela
Badger Esq., of Penn.,) got by imp.
Valentine, dam by Marshal Duroc,
out of imp. Trumpetta,—died last
spring.
B. m. Bad Luck, four years old,
(bred by Bela Badger, Esq., of Bris-
tol, Penn.,) by imp. Valentine, dam
by Timoleon, (of her pedigree more
hereafter.)
B. f. Lady Monmouth, eight
years old, (bred by Col. Smock, of
Monmouth N. J.,) by Ogle's Oscar;
dam by Hunt's Cockfighter; gran-
dam by Gen.Forman's Glider; g.g.
dam was a mare imported by Dr.
Norris and sold by John Fairlem to
Col. Smock, got by Paymaster; g.
g. g. dam by Highflyer; g. g. g. g.
dam by old Snap—Miss Cranborn by
Godolphin Arabian.
Her produce:
1834; b. f. by Henry.
I send the pedigrees of some
horses mentioned above, which J
have not seen on record, viz:
B. h. Orphan Boy, by American
Eclipse, out of Maid of the Oaks.
Ch. h. Marshal Duroc, by Du-
roc, out of Maid of the Oaks.
Ch. h. Tormentor, bred by Jos,
H. Vanraater Esq., of Monmouth
Co. N. J., by Marshal Duroc; dam
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Honesty, by imp. Expedition; gran-
dam Zelipha, by imp. Messenger; g.
g. dam Fair American, by Lloyd's
Traveller; g. g. g. dam old Slamer-
kin—imp. Cub mare.
Florizel, (Smith's,) full brother
to Milkmaid, by Marshal Duroc,
dam by imported Expedition; gran-
dam by sorrel Badger, by imp. Apol-
lo; g. g. dam by imp. Bajazet, &.C.
Grand Seignor,(Co1. Schomp's,)
by imp, Arabian Grand Seignor, dam
the dam of Maria Slamerkin by Pa-
ragon; grandam by Dr. Hamilton's
Figure, out of old Slamerkin—imp.
Cub mare.
Gr. h. CocKFtGHTER, (Hunt's) by
imp. Grey Highlander, dam Hunt's
Figure mare by Figure—old Slamer-
kin—imp. Cub mare.
Bashaw, a full brother to old
Slamerkin, by imp. Wildair, out of
imp. Cub mare.
Ch. h. Flagelt-ator, bred by
Jos. H. Vanmater, Esq., of N. J., by
Seagull, by irnp. Expedition, dam
Honesty, by imp. Expedition,—see
Tormentor's dam.
B. h. Seagull, (bred by Jos. H.
Vanmater Esq.. of N. J.,) by imp.
Expedition; dam by imp. Sourkrout;
grandam by Gen. White's imp. Slen-
der; g. g- dam Fair American, by
Lloyd's Traveller; g. g. g. dam old
Slamerkin—imp. Cub mare.
Sourkrout, imp., by Highflyer,
dam Jewel by Squirrel, &,c.
Pedigrees of Crexsida and her pro-
duce,the property of Capt. S. Ring-
gold, U- S. Army, all thoroughbred
stock whose ancestors were all great
four mile horses.
Cresstda, ch. m.fuU fifteen hands
hif^h, foaled May, 1825, bred by J.
Baker, Esq., Chesterfield Co. Va.,
was got by Sir Charles; dam by
Ball's Florizel; grandam by Dare-
devil (imp.;) g. g. dam Mary Grey,
by Tippoo Saib.
Mary Grey was Col. F. Eppes's
celebrated mare, the dam of Pala-
fox, Wilkes' Wonder, and Gen'l
JacKsons famous Pacolet.
I, Francis Eppos, of Chesterfield
Co. Va., do certify that Mary Grey
the dam of Pacolet, Palafox, Wilkes'
Wonder, &c., was got by Tippoo
Saib, (whose sire was Lindsay's
Arabian;) her dam by Brimmer;
grandam by Silvereye; g. g. dam by
Valiant, out of a full bred Jolly Ro-
ger mare. Given under my hand,
this 20th day of May, 1804.
Francis Eppes.
Test, Thos. Thweatt.
Cressida is a mare ofgreat beauty,
bearing a strong resemblance to the
Sir Charles stock. She was pur-
chased for me by Wm. R. Johnson
Esq., in May, 1830.
"I have examined the above pedi-
gree of Cressida and find it strictly
correct, having known her and her
family well." (Signed,)
Wm. R. Johnson.
JVewj York, May l&th, 1831.
Produce of Cressida:
1831; Feb.22d,ch.c. by Medley,
(dead.)
1832; Feb., ch. c. by John Rich-
ards, met with an accident, (dead.)
1833; ch. c. by Medley, a very
promising one, entered in a sweep-
stakes spring of 1836, Union course.
1834; missed to Medley.
1835; now in foal to Medley.
The ancestors of this mare were
all great racers.
Sir Charles by Sir Archy, stands
unrivalled as a racer and stallion.
Ball's Florizel by Diomed, dam by-
Shark, never was beat nor paid for-
feit; he was the sire of the celebrat-
ed race nags Cupbearer, Thaddeus,
Little Billy, Revenge, Tuckahoe,
Defiance, and other runners. Seen
vol. 5and 6 T. Reg. for winners from i
Florizel mares, and pp. 259, 260, i
262, and 263, 3d vol. Turf Reg.
Daredevil imp., by Magnet, het
by King Herod, a horse that got thei
astonishing number of four hundred I
and ninety-seven winners in nineteen i
years. See vol. 4, Turf Reg. p. 340.
Tippoo Saib, by Lindsay's Ara-i
bian. the sire of Mary Grey.
Brimmer, Goode's, noted for great i
bottom and endurance, was by Va-
liant, he by Dormouse, and he by I
the Godolphin Arabian.
Silvereye, Valiant, and Jolly Ro-i
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ENGLISH HORSES.
The recent importation of some Jirst rate English stalIions,to cross
on our thoroughbred stock, is an important epoch in the history of
the turf. It is a just subject of congratulation with our breeders, as
it furnishes the means of improving our stock. The high breeding,
form, and character, the splendid performances, the new and distinct
cross, and great promise of these horses, cannot fail to produce a
decided and beneficial effect.
4S V.6
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The racehorse of America justly looks to England as the generous
parent of his immediate ancestors, from whom he derives all his ex-
cellence. When the importation of English horses was interrupted
and suspended in the beginning of this century, by the commercial
dilliculties, and subsequent hostilities with Great Britian, and other
causes of less apparent potency, but yet of acknowledged weight and
influence, many of our breeders looked on with regi-et and apprehen-
sion. They knew the marked improvement of our stock, from the
repeated introduction of new English blood during the last century;
they remembered, or had heard how the turf had grown into conse-
quence and importance by the early and continued, the constant and
copious infusion of pure blood from the "sea-girt isle;" they under-
stood that the American racing stock, in the root, stem, and branches,
were derived from that source; and that whatever excellence they
might possess, whatever merit they might boast, whatever character
they might have attained, for the whole they were indebted to Eng-
land, justly, strictly, and exclusively indebted to her as the copious
fountain of every drop of valuable blood in their veins. For a while,
the result was not so obvious, as was at first feared. The celebrated
Sir Archy appeared, and by his wonderful powers and success, for a
while convinced those who will not think much, and cannot think
deeply or correctly, that we had already enough foreign blood, and
that America was likely to do away the reproach of the ingenious
and eloquent BufTon, by productions, which equalled the best of the
eastern continent.
It is surprising and melancholy tc witness the gross errors and
delusions, to which the boasted faculty of reason often exposes its proud
master, and how often, instead of the steady flame of truth to guide
and instruct him, it becomes a mere "ignis fatuus," plunging him into
inextricable labyrinths of error. The history of this renowned
horse afforded a strong and striking illustration of this truth. His
great superiority over all our native stallions, his unrivalled usefulness
in his day and generation, his unequalled progeny, and his enduring
reputation and fame, are all admitted. He stands confessedly in the
front rank of American stallions, equally above the fear and the reach
of competition. Has any breeder ever reflected on the low condition
and reduced value of our stock, if the Archy cross were annihilated,
and his blood were withdrawn from all his descendants? How com-
paratively valueless would it be! He, it is admitted, after the suspen-
sion of the importation of good English horses, sustained the standing
and character of our turf. And Sir Archy is quoted to show the
excellence and superiority of native stallions! Such is the perverse-
ness of human reason, tliat this case, which clearly proves tlie decided
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superiority of English blood, is made to prove the excellence of our
native stock! Was not Sir Archy the son of an imported horse, the
illustrious Diomed, equally illustrious in his progeny in England and
America, and the highly bred imported mare Castianira? Yes, this
must be admitted. Is any man silly enough to believe that the acci-
dent of his birth in America produced his unrivalled excellence? Can
any man, vv^ho aspires to the possession of reason, think that Sir Archy
would not have been as good a horse, had the connexion of Diomed
and Castianira taken place on the banks of the Thames, instead of
James river? Or, had he been bred in Yorkshire, instead of Virginia?
No man, avIio knows the facts of the case, has yet reached that stage
of folly, which would attribute to the adventitious circumstance of his
birth in the Old Dominion, the natural and expected result of his im-
mediate and illustrious English descent. The truth is, that Sir Archy
was an English horse, his sire was English, his dam was English, every
drop of his blood was English, and so far from proving the excellence of
native stallions, it triumphantly establishes the superiority of English
horses. Indeed, Sir Archy ought in justice to be regarded as a link
in the chain of English stallions, Medley, Shark, Bedford, Diomed,
Citizen and others, which have held an undoubted and undivided
ascendency in this country over their native cotemporaries. And the
full measure of his fame is fairly attributable to the fact, that there
was at that time no good Englisli stallion to hold '••divisum emperium''''
with him, and that he only encountered the competition of native
stallions.
In the lapse of time, and not a very long time, perhaps even before
the death of this patriarch of horses, it is more than probable, that his
very excellence, has inflicted on our racing stock, an injury, serious,
unequivocal and extensive. The great popularity of this cross has
induced breeders to disregard the indications of nature, the suggestions
of reason, and the admonitions of experience, and to allow and
encourage horrible and revolting and ruinous incest amongst his
descendants and relations. It has led, too, to the patronage of inferior
stallions of humble pedigrees and more humble merit, that had no
other recommendation than a dip of "the Archy blood." Hence, we
see the defects of the Sir Archy family of horses, and even they have
some peculiar defects, multiplied and aggravated in the second and
third generation. Hence, we see a manifest decline aiid deterioration
of our blooded stock, sufficiently plain to arrest the attention of the
most careless observer, and sufficiently great to fill the reflecting with
alarm and apprehension. Hence, we see the obvious and pressing
necessity of new crosses, which if they have sufficient merit to
deserve patronage, must be of foreign growth. And hence, we .see
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the celebrity of Sir Archy, justifying and creating in a double sense,
a demand for new importations, both because he himself was of
immediate English descent; and thus furnishes us with another evi-
dence of the value of English blood, and because there is now an
unquestionable and undue excess of his blood in our stock, which
requires the early corrective of new and distinct crosses.
But this is not all. The homogeneous character of our best blood,
indeed demands a remote cross, but the large portion of inferior or
common blood, which has been infused into our racing stock, as impe-
ratively requires, of our breeders, the immediate and judicious alli-
ance of highly bred horses. The want of an American Stud Book to
register in an authentic form the pedigrees of our horses, has long
been acknowledged. We have had no record of this kind until very
recently, nothing in which the pure pedigrees might be preserved, and
nothing by which the spurious ones might be detected and exposed.
It seems as if our breeders have indulged, by common consent, in a
common neglect of this most important matter. Very few of them
have taken the trouble of committing to paper, and preserving in a
correct shape, the pedigrees of their most highly prized horses; but
most of tliem have been content to trust to the loose efforts of the
memory, and the uncertain accounts of tradition. Thus, many of our
pedigrees are in a state of chaotic confusion, from which it would be
as desirable as it would be difficult to relieve them; whilst many
others have been so polluted by impure crosses, as to render it not
desirable, even if it were easy, to unravel them. Thus, much doubt-
ful blood has been made authentic, and much spurious blood made
pure; and thus is created a strong necessity of pouring in copious
streams of the richest blood, to wash out and remove the impression
of inferior and impure crosses.
Nor is this all. Whether I have assigned the most efficient causes
or not, the fact of the degeneracy of the American racehorse is gene-
rally admitted. Few indeed can vnnk so hard, as not to see daily and
striking evidences of this degeneracy. The horses of the present day
have not as much substance and power, as their predecessors; they do
not possess as much ability to carry weight, nor as much stoutness,
nor as firm enduring limbs. On the contrary, we have more light
weedy things, more horses that break down or train off young, more
that are unable to carry weight, and to sustain a hard day, and to go
the distance, or encounter the fatigues of a campaign. Indeed, there is
an evident decline in the constitutional stamina, the powers, and the
qualities of our horses, which makes all judicious breeders desire
new crosses, if they can be obtained, to remedy these acknowledged
defects.
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Nor is this all. Whatever may be the excellencies or defects of
our stock, no one has the hardihood to claim for them absolute per-
fection. Such a claim indeed would be alike opposed to the laws of
mature, and the records of history. Nor have I yet met with any one,
who would hazard his reputation by expressing the belief, that they
have yet attained that relative perfection of which the history of the
English turf shews the blooded horse to be capable. The extraordi-
nary performances of Childers, Matchem, Eclipse, and many other
English horses, are unrivalled and unapproached by any American
feat. Our horses have then never attained that state of perfection
which has been reached by the English racehorse. While, therefore,
most of our breeders regret the degeneracy of our present stock, all I
think, must admit that it is yet susceptible of improvement.
This being the state of things, the question arises, as to the most
efficient mode of arresting this degeneracy and producing this im-
provement. Some admit the necessity of a cross on the Archy blood,
and also the importance of pure pedigrees and high racing form, but
they, at the same time, think that it will not require a very vigilant or
anxious search to find some possessed of all these recommendations,
among our native stallions. I will assume that these persons are
honest in their belief, not swayed by interest to support the claims of
some favorite stallion, nor influenced by the overshadowing popularity
and ascendency of some stallion owner, nor by hastily adopted pre-
judices in favor of American horses. I will assume that these per-
sons are honest, candid, and in search of truth. To such persons I
address myself, and ask them the following questions.
How many of these native horses can boast of a pure pedigree, one
above suspicion and above reproach, one that is wholly free from
flaws, from the contamination of hase-horn crosses, and the admixture
of the blood of inferior horses; a pedigree that can be traced in illus-
trious lines, through a long list of eminent names, in all its branches,
until it safely reaches an eastern origin.? No intelligent breeder can
consider it sufficient to mention three, four or five crosses, good bad and
indifl^erent, and thus leave the mutilated pedigree, like a headless trunk
without sense or meaning. This is often done, but surely reason for-
bids us to expect that a horse whose pedigree is either dark or
doubtful will make a valuable stallion.*
Then as to form, how many of our horses are of the true racing
* The history of the get of Diotned illustrates and establishes this truth.
Sir Archy was the best stallion among his sons, because he was the most
'uglily bred, and Potomac, though, perhaps equal to any on the turf, was
tlie worst stallion, on account of his bad blood.
49 V.6
I
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form, with good bone and muscle, sound eyes
and legs, of sufficient
power and substance, and able to carry high
weights?
In their performances, how many have shown
the proper racmg
qualities, speed, stoutness or game, ability to
carry weight, (I donjt
mean the feather weights of our young horses, but
the highest weights
carried in this country,) an ability to win the
longest distance that
they had been tried, and to go well through
a training season, and a
disposition to train on and improve with age?
How many have good temper, good constitution, good
size, fine
action, and handsome form and color, and
other qualities, which a
judicious breeder should desire?
How many are entirely free from hereditary defects and
blemishes,
a disposition to break down, or train oif
early, blindness, a liability to
curb, (and this is a most serious objection,
as by it, horses otherwise
promising, are often rendered of little or no
value on the turf) vicious
temper a"nd other bad qualities, which descend
from sire to son, and
which a sensible breeder would avoid?
Above all, if the get have appeared on the turf,
are they such as to
command the approbation of our calm and
unprejudiced judgments?
It is not sufficient that a horses'
colts out of the best mares, those
that bring winners by any horse, should
perform well, for if those
only run, as is the case with some of our
popular stallions, the merit
may fairly be awarded to their dams. And
among the means of test-
ing the value of a stallion, let me mention the
two following as wor-
thy of the attentive consideration of
breeders who are seeking the best
cros^ Are the racing qualities of his
get out of mares which have
been tried on the turf, fully equal to those
of their dams? Are his get
fully equal to the get of other
horses out of the same mares? If the
first proposition be not true, it very clearly
appears that the stock is
degenerating, as the present race is
confessedly inferior to its prede-
cessor. If the last question cannot be
answered affirmatively, it fol-
lows, that the horse under consideration
is inferior to other stallions,
between whose get and his own, a fair
comparison has been made.
In either case, a due regard to our
interest suggests a prompt and early
change, if we have been so unfortunate as to breed
to such stallions.
Let our native stallions be strictly examined
and tested in all these
respects, and if they can pass unscathed
through the fiery ordeal, it
will be fortunate, both for their owners
and their patrons. Let our
breeders examine and decide for themselves.
Let them inquire, of
how many of our most popular native stallions, the
pedigree, form,
performances, and general character are unexceptionable,
and the cross
i^ reasonably remote. I will not say
that there are none such, lest I
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offend tlieir owners; but I must be permitted to asf=:ert that very few
such will be found, lest I oflend against trutli.
The candor of our breeders admits that our native stallions cannot
in all respects fulfil our wishes or answer our purposes, and various
expedients have been proposed to supply our wants. Among those I
shall mention as the most prominent, the importation of good thorough-
breds from England, the introduction of Arabians, and the selection of
some of the Osage horses which range the Piedmont prairies on this
side of the Rocky mountains. In the investigation of these subjects,
but perhaps in no other respect, "the last shall be first."
. It has been the fortune of the writer of this article, to see many
Indian horses bred under favorable circumstances on the east of the
Mississippi river, and he can safely say, that he has never seen any
but ponies, and very rarely good ponies among them. I speak strictly
of Indian horses, not those which in the last few years have been
bred by some of their chiefs and wealthy men, from mares and stallions
purchased of the whites, and which of course cannot be truly com*
prehended under this general name. The best of these Indian ponies
are generally carried to the white settlements, and bought by the
whites for a little whiskey or tobacco, or some trifling article of traffic.
The Indians retain the inferior ponies, as nobody wants them, and thus
continue the breed. The ponies bought by the whites are scattered
through the southern states, and are generally hardy and serviceable,
but I should rather think would aid little in the improvement of our
racing stock.
It is however alleged that the horse that ranges over the eastern
base of the Rocky mountains, is quite another animal, and not a little
has been written to recommend him to the notice and patronage of
breeders. A w^arm and glowing account of the Osage horses, full of
the rich spirit of poetry, has appeared in some of the late numbers of
the American Turf Register. The writer, who is fully convinced of
the necessity of some new cross, and thinks he has found the best,
gives us a vivid description of the feats of these cisalpine paragons.
An idle curiosity might prompt us to wish a fair comparison of the
racing qualities of the Osage ponies, and the high-bred and high-met-
tled coursers of England and this country. Only imagine a race be-
tween the little brown mare, mounted by her Osage master, and Priam,
jockeyed by Sam Chifney, and think of the probable result! "Risum
teneatis?" The progenitors of the Osage horse were stolen, in all
probability, from the early white settlers, and the race has since been
propagated in a loose and promiscuous manner, with some occasional
cross of a horse stolen in their more recent predatory excursions. No
benefit, I should think, is likely to come of this cross.
II
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The Arabian ''comes in a more questionable shape,'" and merits
more attention. Yet it can hardly be expected that we should derive
greater benefits from Arabian horses, than the breeders in England
liave recently done. It was remarked thirty or forty years ago, by
one of the most sensible and successful breeders in England, Sir
Charles Bxmbury, that their breeders knew their interest too well to
patronize Arabian horses. So well satisfied are the English of the
inferiority of Arabians, that in their sweepstakes, they often allow
their get seven, fourteen, and sometimes twenty-eight pounds! In-
deed all the Arabians for the last fifty years, have proved miserable
failures, with hardly an exception. And this result has been seen,
although abundant opportunity has been aflbrded to the Arabians, of
wliom dozens have been ofi'ered to the public, to improve their stock,
if they could produce that effect. No one that knows the success of
the Godolphin Arabian, and the impression made by it on the public
mind, can doubt that for many years afterwards the Arabians had the
amplest means of testing their powers. But no good has resulted
from it, if the opinion of the English breeders be worth any thing.
Notwithstanding the prepossessions of the English in favor of Arabian
blood, it is now generally conceded that the progeny of those Arabians
which have been imported into England during the last fifty years or
longer, is so mean and inferior as to justify their unqualified condem-
nation.
A sensible and celebrated writer has remarked that each generation
of men learns only from its own experience, and disdains the experience
of those who have gone before; and perhaps it should not be expected
that the people of this country will condescend to learn wisdom from
another nation. Be that, however, as it may, a careful examination
of this subject must satisfy the impartial inquirer, that a similar cause
is likely to produce a similar failure in both countries. It is not
worth while to nrge the great danger of imposition in Arabians, which
is much greater here than in England, and which of itself would ren-
der the experiment one of doubtful success. But it should be borne
in mind that the English racehorse, and the American racehorse, so
far as his blood is pure, are component parts of the same stock; a
stock or race of horses not originally distinct and independent, as is
supposed by some who think only of the Arabian as his souixe; nor
yet a graft of the Arabian on the common horse of England; but a
stock that is a nicely adjusted artificial compound, into which the
Arabian, and the Turk, and the Barb enter in nearly equal proportions,
and which partakes of the affections of each, and is vastly superior to
any of them. It is plain from this, that an excess of the blood of one
of these, destroys the just balance, which is the grand cause of their
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peculiar excellence. Hence it happens, as the proportions have long
been adjusted, that an infusion of new Arabian blood breaks in on
this artificial arrangement, and it requires several generations to re
gain the proper equipoise. Each of these, the Barb, the Turk and
the Arabian contributed his appropriate and peculiar excellence, the
skilful or happy union of which, produced in the days of Eclipse,
Matchem and Highflyer, a race of horses so nearly approaching per-
fection, that all subsequent attempts have caused no improvement.
And this, too, while dozens of Arabians were annually mingling their
blood with them since that period. Each subsequent portion of
Arabian blood has in fact caused an evident deterioration. Just as if,
when a votary of Bacchus had adjusted his beverage, some ignorant
wight were to throw in a new portion of water, or the saccharine
juice, or the alcoholic principle, and spoil the mixture: or in the com-
position of gunpowder or other chemical preparation, a double portion
of any ingredient should be put in, which would destroy its value: or
in a government of nicely balanced powers some department were to
assume an undue proportion of power, which would unsettle and de-
range the whole fabric. By the infusion of Arabian blood, without
corresponding proportions of the Barb and the Turk, the nice balance
is destroyed, and our racing stock evidently injured.
If none of these plans which I have been considering, be likely to
confer essential benefits on our stock, the question recurs, whether
the importation of good horses from England promises more auspi-
cious resvilts?
Before I enter on the examination of this question, which, it seems,
at first blush wonderful should be raised at all, let me premise that in
this description of good horses, I do not mean to include all the trash
that has been brought from that country. Every thing of value has
its counterfeits, and it is not strange that we should have imported
horses, whose names, if they had any, Avere never heard out of the
limits of their stable yard, or if they were ever brought on the race
course, they only served in the humble capacity oi '•'"whippers in" to
fields of better horses. From such rifi'-raft' cattle nothing good can
be expected, and their want of success is made to throw reproach on
the English stock. To estimate the merits of the English horses, by
these miserable specimens would be about as just, as to condemn the
.
people of New England, on account of the itinerant cheats who every
where pursue their peripatetic vocation under the name of yankee ped-
lars, or to give judgment against southern chivalry, because of the pro-
fligate character of the negro traders, that annually visit the sugar and
cotton districts of the United States. These horses furnish no standard
to test the merits of English horses, nor ought their failure, and fail thev
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will, to be urged against such liorses as Luzborough, Fylde, Sarpedon,
Leviathan, Chateau Margaux, Claret, and perhaps one or two other
good ones recently imported from England. Remove a worthless
horse from Tennessee to Virginia, or from South Carolina to Kentucky,
and he will fail as a stallion; would you therefore condemn all the
stock of the state in Avhich they were bred? Import a worthless horse
from England, and we may expect him to be a failure here; Avould
you therefore condemn all the English horses? All honest men
would in both cases cry out against such injustice. 4.
HEREDITARY RESEMBLANCES.
Mr. EorTOR:
My attention was attracted by an article in a late number of your
Magazine, containing some facts communicated by Professor Dungli-
son and yourself, under the title of "Hereditary Resemblances," and
considering the instances related as highly curious and important, and
the subject deserving of farther consideration, I have been induced to
make some remarks, trusting you may not find th5m wholy undeserv-
ing your notice. Tour conjecture as to the possibility of the quali-
ties as well as features of animals being transferrable to distant gene-
rations, I consider as both rational and highly probable, from the va-
rious observations which have been recorded, regarding this extraordi-
nary phenomenon in the generation of animals. We know that the
structure and functions of living beings, are alike dependent upon one
cause, vital organization; and as it has been ascertained beyond doubt,
that the marks and features of one animal are capable of being trans-
mitted to the successive progeny of another animal, when there has
been but a single intercourse, it is surely at least highly probable that
the qualities of that animal, which result from the operation of the
same laws, as do the physical features, are alike transmissible to those
future generations. Should the truth of this o])inion, which has at
least probability in its favor, be established, it will prove of immense
value and importance to the amateurs and breeders of the racehorse,
whose excellence solely depends upon the purity of his blood. The
case related by Sir Everard Home, of the quaga and Arabian mare, is
a remarkable instance, the characteristic features of the quaga being
stamped upon the future progeny of the mare from an Arabian horse.
We are not informed respecting the qualities exhibited by this future
progen)'. Tliere are, however, upon record, observations and
opinions of eminent physiologists, which argue strongly in favor of
the above mentioned opinion. Haller has remarked that the mare
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seems to be deterioated by her intercourse witli the ass, and that the
future offspring of the mare resemble the ass in features and proper-
ties. Another distinguished physiologist has made a similar observa-
tion; the succeeding foals of such mares being remarked for their en-
durance, obstinacy, and other characteristic asinine qualities. It is a
common observation likewise among farmers, that the genital organs
of the mare become corrupted from her intercourse with the ass,
and a strong objection is accordingly made to such mares, when de-
sired for other breeding purposes. Such facts and opinions have been
adduced as proofs of the influence of the maternal imagination upon
the foetus; admitting this explanation, they are no less important in a
practical point of view; but they go to prove that the effect must have
been produced rather upon the genital system, than the mhid of the
parent. This opinion may explain the reason why one family of
stock deteriorates when not allowed intercourse with others, the bad
qualities of animals being more easily transferable than the good, a
truth sufficiently exemplified in the doctrines of hereditary idiosyn-
crasies and diseases. Sufficient has been said to induce breeders of
the racehorse to pay attention to this subject, as an unfortunate selec-
tion of the sire may not only mar the success of a single foal, but all
future ones; while again by a judicious and careful attention, this
noble and invaluable animal may be elevated to the highest possible
excellence. The design of this communication is not so much to
impart information, as to invite the attention of others to the investiga-
tion of this subject, who have more extensive opportunities for obser-
vation and knowledge. M.
CADE.
Cade, a bay horse, foaled in 1734. Bred by, and the property of,
the Earl of Godolphin. Cade was got by his lordship's Arabian, out
of Roxana, the dam of Roundhead and Lath. At Newmarket, in
October, 1740, Cade won the King's plate, beating, at two heats, Mr.
Martindale's Sedbury, Sir Michael Newton's Elephant, and the Duke
of Devonshire's Blacksilver. Cade started at Newmarket in April,
1741, when he was beat by Sedbury. He only ran three or four
times, and proved unsuccessful. Cade was sold to Mr. Thomas Mere-
dith, of Eastby, Yorkshire, where he became a favorite stallion, and
was sire of Matchem, Changeling, Young Cade, and a great number
of celebrated racers, stallions, and brood-mares, as will be found in the
various pedigrees. Cade died at Eastby, in September, 1756, aged
1
22. He covered in the spring of that year at lOgs.
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HAMLET AND GUNPOWDER.
Mr. Editor: Westminster, JId. Dec. 6th, 1834.
I now furnish you with the pedigree and performances of General
Charles Ridgely's horse Gunpowder, and of Hamlet, more complete
than heretofore, also owned by General Charles Ridgely,—Gunpow-
der's pedigree as follows: Gunpowder was got by Col. Thornton's
Whistle Jacket, his dam by Mr. John Brogden's famous horse Chatham,
his grandam was got by Gorge's Juniper, great grandam by Morton's
Traveller, who was got by old Partner, g. g. grandam was Col. Tas-
ker's Selima, who was got by the Godolphin Arabian.
At three years old Gunpowder won the colts stake at Annapolis,
beating Mr. Edelin's mare; Col. Tayloe, and Col. Lile paying forfeit.
At four years old he won the second day's Jockey Club at Annapolis,
beating Col. Tayloe's imported horse, Edelin's mare, and one other,
hard in hand. At five years old he won the second day's purse at Go-
vanstown, spring meeting, beating Mr. John Fisher's (of Westminster,)
mare i\Iodesty, by Cub, and one or two others. In the fall following
he won the iirst day's Jockey Club at Alexandria, Va., beating six of
the finest horses on the turf. Gunpowder never was beat but once,
and that at Havredegrace, wlien three years old, after running and
travelling from Annapolis, and running two races that season, he was
beat there by Major Foreman's Ranger, who was four years old, &c.
Hamlet is among the best bred horses in the United States, as will
appear by the following pedigree, he was got by Hall's Eclipse, son
of O'Kelly's Eclipse, his dam by Chatham, grandam by Sweeper, who
was got by Doctor Hamilton's Figure; great grandam by Col. Tas-
ker's Othello; g. g. grandam by Morton's Traveller; and g. g. g. gran-
dam Col. Tasker's Selima, who was got by the Godolphin Arabian.
The above pedigree of Gunpowder is in handbill, now in the pos-
session of Mr. John Fisher of Westminster, who, in 1801, put his
mare Modesty, by Cub, to Gunpowder, and thus procured the bill; also
in his possession tlie handbill of Hamlet, while standing at Josiah
Bowen's near Govanstown, in 1805, when Mr. J. Fisher put his mare
Modesty to Hamlet, and the next spring produced a fine filly; he
trained and run her, and in running her first race with five others, she
was running ahead hard in hand, fell and broke her neck: that ended
the career of an honorable sportsman of the turf. The pedigree of
Norwood's Bonaparte is in Mr. Fislier's possession, but precisely as
in Am. Turf Reg. and Sport. Mag.
Jacob Powder, Jr.
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PEDIGREES WANTED.
Having appended to tlie republication of the English Stud Book brief
pedigrees of our distinguished horses, with all the accuracy afforded by our
materials to make the catalogue uniform; we should be glad to furnish an
American Stud Book, after the English model, if encouraged to do so; and
our friends would aid us by supplying dates and other omissions. We fur-
nish a few examples, with such information as we possess.
SELIMA, foaled about the year 1746, bred by , imported into
Maryland by Col. Tasker, (and reported to be own sister to Babraham,)
was got by Godolphin Arabian.
1755, c. Partner, by Morton's imported Traveller.
1756, c. Ariel, by do.
1757, f. , by do.
1758, f. Stella, by imported Othello.
1759, c. Selim, by do. S- Galloway.
1760, f. Ebony, by do.
1761, c. Babraham, by imported Juniper.
1762, c. Little Juniper, by do.
1763, f. Black Selima, by imp. Fearnought.
1764, f, Camilla, by imported Tanner.
CASTIANIRA, foaled 1796, bred by Alexander Popham, imported into
Virginia by Col. John Tayloe, 1799, was got by Rockingham. Tabitha,
(own sister to Miss Kingsland,) by Trentham, (out of the dam of Pegasus.)
180 ,b].f. , by Mufti.
1805, b. c. Sir Archy, by imported Diomed. John Tayloe.
1806, b. f. , by do.
1807, ch. c. Hephestion, by imported Buzzard.
1808, br. f. Castania, by Arch Duke.
1809, br. f. Virgo, by imported Sir Peter Teazle.
1810, Noli-me-Tangere, by Topgallant.
MAMBRINA, foaled , bred by , imp. into , was got
by Mambrino, (the full sister to Nailer's Sally.)
1797, f. Fairy, (Ariadne,) by imp. Bedford. John Hoomes.
f, Eliza, by do. W. Alston.
1799, ch. c. Gallatin, do. John Tayloe.
MERINO EWE, foaled , bred by , was got by imp. Jack
I
Andrews—Spot, by imp, Bedford—Cade—imp. mare, by Alfred.
' 1821, ch. f Phillis, by Sir Archy.
1822, c. Gohanna, by do. John M. Botts.
1826, ch. f. Charlotte Temple, by do. W. R; Johnson.
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FAIRY,* foaled 1797, bred by Alexander Spotswood of Virginia, was
got by imported Bedford, dam Mambrina, as above.
1804, ch. c. Tom Tough, by Escape or Dragon. John Hoomes.
1805, br. c. Tom Tackle, by Arch Duke.
1807, ch. c. , by imp. Buzzard.
1808, ch. c. Mattapony, by Speculator, (dead.)
1809, br. f. Mab, by Arcli Duke.
1811, ch. c. Election, by Speculator.
1813, br. c. , by Eagle.
Fairy died the spring of 1814.
ELIZA, foaled , bred by of Virginia, was got by imported
Bedford, dam Mambrina, as above.
b. c. Pacific, by Sir Archy. Duke A. Sumner,
1821, b. c. Bertrand, by do. &c. &c. Spann.
BLACK MARIA, foaled 1795, bred by Alexander, Esq. of Vir-
ginia, was got by imp. Shark—imp. Clockfast, (Vingt'un's dam)—Col. Bur-
well's famous Maria, by Regulus.
1807. ch. g. by imported Diomed. Wade Hampton.
1811, f. Alexandria, by imp. Alexander. Dennis A. Smith.
1812, br. f. Maria, (Lady Lightfoot,) by Sir Archy, John Tayloe.
LADY LIGHTFOOT, foaled 1812, bred by Col. John Tayloe of Vir-
ginia, was got by Sir Archy, out of Black Maria, as above.
1824, br. f. by Am. Eclipse, died a foal. J. Verplank.
1825, bl. c. Eclipse Lightfoot, by do. Chas. H. Hall.
1826, bl. f. Black Maria, by do. John C. Stevens.
1828, ch. f. Screamer, by Henry. John C. Stevens.
1829, b. c. Terror, by Am. Eclipse. Walter Livingston.
1830, bl. c. Shark, by do. Rob't F. Stockton.
183 , b. f. Bay Maria, do. Chas. Henry Hall.
1833, bl. f. , by . Chas. Henry Hall.
1834, f. , by Am. Eclipse. Chas. Henry Hall.
A few days after the last foal was dropt Lady Lightfoot died.
ANNETTE, foaled , bred by Lewis Willis, Esq. near Fredericks-
burg, Virginia, was got by imported Shark—Rockingham—Gallant—True
Whig—Regulus— Spotswood's Diamond.
1799, f. Nancy Air, by imp. Bedford. Lewis Willis.
1801, f. Maid of the Oaks, by imp. Spread Eagle, Bird Willis.
NANCY AIR, foaled 1799, bred by Lewis Willis of Virginia, was got
by imported Bedford, out of Annette, as above.
1812, f. Transport, by Virginias. Jas. B. Richardson.
Seagull, by Sir Archy.
(Transport produced from Sir Archy, Archy Montorio and Sir William,
(sire to Little Venus,) and from Bertrand, Bertrand, Jr. and Julia.)
• Fairy, Betsey Ransom's grandam, was by imported Bedford—but her
dam, Rosebud, was by imp. Pantaloon—imp. Master Stephen—imp. Juni-
per—Apollo's dam, imp. Duchess.
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MAID OF THE OAKS, foaled 1801, bred by Bird Willis, Esq. of
Fredericksburg, Virginia, was got by imp. Spread Eagle, out of the above
Annette.
Lady of the Lake, by Hickory, (dam of
Maryland Eclipse.) Bela Badger.
1812, ch. c Marshal Duroc, by Duroc. Bela Badger,
f. Cinderella, by do. (dam of Modesty and
Celeste.)
f. Young Maid of the Oaks, by imp. Expedi-
tion, (Medoc's dam.)
1820, b. c. Orphan Boy, by Am. Eclipse. Bathgate.
BET BOUNCE, foaled , bred by , was got by imported Sir
Harry—imp. Medley—Mark Antony—Jolly Roger—imp. Jenny Cameron.
1813, b. f. Coquette, by Sir Archy. Broadnax.
1820, br. c. Arab, by do.
1824, b. c. Tariff, by dp. Broadnax.
1826, b. c. Brilliant, by do. W.R.Johnson.
1828, b. f. Eliza Reily, by do. &c. &c. W. H. Minge.
COQUETTE, foaled 1813, bred by Broadnax of , was got
by Sir Archy, dam Bet Bounce, as above.
1820, f. Janet, (Virginia Lafayette,) by Sir Archy.
b. c, Byron, by Virginian. Thos. Jenkins.
1827, b. f. Virginia Taylor, by Sir Archy, &c.
LADY BURTON, foaled 1813, bred by John W. Eppes of Virginia,
was got by Sir Archy—Sultana, by the horse out of the mare sent as
presents by the Bey of Tunis to Thos. Jefferson, President of the United
States.
j
1817, c. Coutre Snapper, by imp. Chance.
I 1818, c. , by Sir Archy, (dead.)
I 1819, f. , by Shylock,
! 1820, b. f. , by Timoleon.
1821, c. Robin Adair, by Sir Archy.
1822, br. r. Henrietta, by Sir Hal.
1823, c. , by African, (dead.)
1824, c. , by Virginian, (dead.)
1825, c. Sidi Hamet, by do.
1826, c. Melle Melle, by do.
1827, c. Black Prince, by Marion.
1828, f Die Vernon, (Diana,) by Sir William.
1829, c. Governor Burton, by Monsieur Tonson.
Our correspondents, evenj one who is able, are requested to communi-
cate the produce of other celebrated brood mares, as fully as they can,
after the above form; especially of the famed Brandon, dam of Celer,
Claudius, Pilgrim, Fitz Partner, Tippoo Saib, and others. Sir Charles'
dam, (dam also of Mercury and Janet,) and the dams of Contention, Mon-
sieur Tonson, Star, Ariel, Wrangler, Pacolei, Reality, and such distinguish-
ed families.
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[Tlie following list will shew how much is yet to be done in the way of
extending and verifying the pedigrees of American Horses.
We earnestly request information from all who can aid us in this object;
and that all owners of thoroughbred horses throughout the Union would
now send us one handbill of their pedigree, as also all the pedigrees they





Adjutant, by Monsieur Tonson
Adventurer, by Young Richmond.
Aggy In, by Van Tromp
Ajax, by Ratler
—— , by Barefoot
Alarm, by
Albert, by Stockholder
Alborak, by Sir Andrew
, by Sumpter
Alderman, by Shakspeare
Alexander, by Rob boy
Alert, by Timoleon
Alfred, by Henry
Alice Ann, by John Richards
• Gray, by Brilliant
Alle Coupe, by Monsieur Tonson





American Boy, by Seagul
Star, by Duroc
System, by Napoleon
Ampshill, by Sir Charles
Amy Hampton, by Crusader
Anacreon, by Florizel
Andrew, by Sir Andrew
Jackson, by Sir Charles
Andromache, by Andrew
Angeline, by Bertrand
Anna BoJeyn, by Pacific
Anne Arundel, by Mark Antony
Ann Beauchamp, by Whipster
Annette, by Snow Storm
Antelope, by Stockholder
Anvalina, by Stockholder
Apollo, by Jolly Roger
, by Rockingham
Apricot, by Monsieur Tonson
Arab, Jr. by Cox's Arab















Bagdad, by Bagdad, (Arabian)
Ball Hornet, by Rob Roy
Barton Red, by Bedford
Bay Roman, by Roman
B. B. by Sir Archy
Bedford, by Consul




Benjamin West, by Powhatan
Benton, by Sir William
Bertrand, by Gracchus
, by Southern Eclipse
Bessy Bell, by Spark
Betsey, by Muckle John
, by American Eclipse
Andrews, by Sir Archy
B. by Trumpator
Baker, by Sir William
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Betsey Baker, by Gallatin




Echols, by Sir Archy Mon-
torio
Eppes, by




Miller, by Sir Richard
Mitchell, by Sir Archy
Nelson, by Sir Charles
Payne, by Sir William
Pearson, by Tom Tough
Smith, by Timoleon
Walker, by Eagle
Williams, by Sir Richard
Bet Tracy, by Stockholder
Betty Wilkins, by Bussorah, (Ara-
bian.)
Big Davy, by Cherokee




• Boy, by Sir Solomon
Eyed Susan, by Phenomenon
Susan, by Rob Roy
Hawk, by Hotspur
. Heath, by Sir Archy
Jack, by Carolinian





Streak, by Mark Antony
Blank, by Citizen
Blenheim, by






Blue Bonnet, by Phenomenon
Peg, by Speculator





~.— Collins, by Ratler
Bobinet, by Sir William
Bolivar, by Sir Robert Wilson




Bon Mere, by Sir Archy
Bonny Black, by Sir Archy, Jr.
Boston, by Hotspur
, by Marshal Ney
Bouncing Bet, by Tippoo Sultan
Bourbon, by Hephestion
Bowling Green, by Timoleon
Boxer, by Sir William
Bozarus, by Sir Archy
Brandy, by Bellair
Broomtail, by Roanoke





Bucephalus, by Sir William,
, by Alonzo
Buck Elk, by Doublehead
Buckskin, by Dove













, by Sir James
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Caroline Morris, by
Scott, by Sir Archy, (of
Transport)




C. C. C. by Crusher










, by De Witt Clinton
Challenger, by St. Tammany
Champ, by Canova
Champaigne, by Combination




Charlotte Pace, by Sir Archy
Charles Carroll, by Contention
Carr, by Sir William
Kemble, by Sir Archy
Cherry, by Sumter
Chesterfield, by




China Eyed Girl, by Bedford
Chifney, by John Richards
Chinchilla, by Revenge
Christabel, by Monsieur Tonf^on
Chrysanthemum, by
Clar de Kitchen, by Kosciusko
Claudia, by Bedford
Clara Fisher, by Reliance
, by Boaster
,by Cock of the Rock
Clarinda, by Arab
Clear the Snow, by
Cleveland, by Bussorah
Clermont, by Spread Eagle
Clarendon, by Kosciusko
Clifford, by Sir Charles
Coal Black Rose, by Jolly Friar
Coeur de Lion, by Archy
Collingwood, by Alderman
Colton, by Sir Archy









Copper Head, by Bertrand
Copperas, by Moccasin




Corinna, by Sir Archy
Corn Planter, by Dare Devil
Cortes, by Ratler
Counterfeit, by St. Tammany
Count PlatofF, by Tariff
Country Maid, by Pacific
Courtezan, by Blank
Cruskin, by Combination
Crazy Jane, by Drone
Crazy Jane, by Bertrand
Creole, by Marshal Ney
Crop, by Sumter





Cumberland, by Sir Hal
Damon, by Gohanna
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Daniel of the Den, by Chesterfield




Deceitful Mary, by St. Tammany
Defiance, by Timoleon
De Foe, by Conqueror
Delilah, by Sir Archy
Der Feufil, by Sir Walter
Desaix, by Sir Charles
De Wit Clinton, by Gracchus
Dey of Algiers, by Seagull




, by Dare Devil
Die Vernon, by Director
—, by Giles Soroggins
Diggory, by







Docena Selden, by Irishman
Dolly Johnson, by Roanoke
Dolphin, by Partner
Don Carlos, by Monsieur Tonson
• Juan, by Potomac
Roderick, by Rob Roy
Dobson, by Little Janus
Don Pedro, by Timoleon
Quixote, by Bertrand
Dorothy, by Sir William
Dorothy, by Marshal Ney
Drunkard, by Sumter
Dudley, by Rob Roy
Duke of Kent, by Sir Charles
Charles, by Kosciusko
of Gloster, by Sir Charles
Dungannon, by Spread Eagle
Duchess Bussorah, by Bussorah
Duck Filly, by
Due Due, by Pacific
Earl Gray, by Diomed
Ecarte, by American Eclipse
Eckeeper, by Selmosus
Eclat, by Truflle
Eclipse, by First Consul
, by Blackburn's Whip
Edwin, by St. Andrew






Clay, by Monsieur Tonson
Cotton, by Sir Archy
Crocket, by Marcus
Jackson, by Sir Andrew
Reily, by Sir Charles
Splotch, by Sir Archy
Ellen Douglas, by Syphax
Douglas, by Director
Elvira, by Gray Medley
Eloisa, by Bertrand
Elohamer, by Sir Charles
Emelie, by Ratler
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Fanny Davis, by Sir Richard
Cline, by Sir Arcliy
Easton, by
Kemble, by Gohanna




Parks, by American Boy




Farmer's Damsel, by Eclipse
Fauquier, by Contention
Feather, by Rob Roy
Febrifuge, by Wildair
Fenly, by Sir Charles
Fergus, by Jerome
Fidelity, by Sir Archy
Fiddler, by a son of Stockholder
Finley, by Sir Charles
Fitz Walter, by Sir Walter
Flag of Truce, by Messenger
Floretta, by Monsieur Tonson
Florizel, by Gallatin
, by Bucephalus
, , by Traveller
Florizella, by Reliance
Flying Sally, by
Dragon, by Flying Dragon
Childers, by Florizel
Forester, by Young Florizel
-, by Silvereye
















Gentle Kitty, by Archibald
Kitty, by Carolinian
Gen. Jackson, by Timoleon
Pike, by Marksman










Goldfinder, by Muckle John
Golden Phoenix, by Sandusky
Gourd-seed-filly, by
Gov. Carroll, by Stockholder
Gov. Hamilton, by Sir Andrew
Grand Sultan, by Cedar




Grefin B. Davis, by Rifleman
Gray Badger, by Badger
Grayhound, by Stockholder
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MAID OF THE OAKS.
Mr. Editor: Frankfort, Ken. February 13, 1834,
In the August number, 1834, volume 5th, page G31, of the Ameri-
can Turf Register, under the head of "Sporting Intelligence," I see it
stated that "an old gentleman of Caroline county, Virginia, in the
neighborhood of Col. Willis, has often described the Colonel's little
tackey, (to whom I know not, for there does not appear to be any
name or clue by which any one can find to whom the "old gentleman"
described the little tackey^) (about fourteen hands high, apparently
worth about thirty dollars, on which the children rode to school,) that
was put to the famous imported Shark, and brought Annette. It was
not supposed she had any pretensions to "blood." The "old gentle-
man" after stating that Nancy Air, Maid of the Oaks, the produce of
Annette, had been successful racers, and that the Maid of the Oaks
had won all her subsequent races, (having been beat in her first, owing
to the fact of her having bolted,) until she trained off, beating the best
horses of her day. Surprise, Oscar, Floretta, Topgallant, Peacemaker,
Hamiltonian, Paragon, &c.; and that both of them, Nancy Air and
the Maid of the Oaks, had been equally distinguished as brood mares,
and thai their stock was now of the first celebrity, to wit: Transport,
Sir William, Archy Montorio, Bertrand, Jr. Julia, Little Venus, Plato,
Marshal Duroc, Count Piper, Cinderella, Celeste, Massaniello, Lalla
Rookh, Medoc, Midas, Goliah, Lady of the Lake, Orme's Jesse, Mary-
land Eclipse, Ann Page, Orphan Boy, (to the above I would add Sea
Gull, Floranthe, Cora, Tom Moore, Belle Anderson, Rodolph,) goes on
to state, "thus a little insignificant poney was grandam of renowned
racers, &.c," he finally comes to this conclusion, "is not such success,
though a remarkable instance, sufficient to. encourage our unpre-
tending farmers to breed from thoroughbreds, (not my underscoring,)
even if they have no blooded mares to begin with. Thus, Mi-. Editor,
we have in this last sentence the ostensible object of this "old gentle-
man," or rather of his accompanying phantom, the undefinable, untau-
gible, non descript who wrote the paragraph; but, Mr. Editor, all is not
meal that looks white, there may be a cat under it. Now I will tell
you what I think the ^^real object.''''—I think it is to throw such a stain
upon some one of the descendants of this "little insignificant pony,"
that it may not be in the way of a horse that was got by a horse that
was sire of a loinner, and who ran second to a very distinguished racer,
no others starling.
At page 470 of same volume, "Senex" states that it was the pre-
vailing opinion in 1805-6, that the Maid of the Oaks was not tho-
roughbred, but he says if the pedigree which is published of her is
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warranted by JMr. Willis, a gentleman of character and intelligence,
by whom she was sold to Gen. Ridgely, it must be correct. I saw
Mr. Bela Badger, of Bristol, Pa. a few days since, who furnished me
with a copy of the original certificate, which he obtained from Mr.
Willis, as also his own certificate, a copy of which I now send, and
ask as a favor to publish it in your Magazine.
Pedigree of the Maid of the Oaks.
She was got by Spread Eagle, her dam by the old imported horse
Shark; her grandam by Gen. Nelson's Rockingham; her g. grandam
by True Whig; her g. g. grandam by Col. Baylor's horse Gallant; her
g. g. g. grandam by the imp. horse Regulus; her g. g. g. g. grandam
by the imp. horse Diamond Lewis Willis, Breeder.
Corporation of Fredericksburg, to wit: This day came before me,
Wm. Smock, justice of the peace, for the corporation aforesaid, *Lewi3
Willis, Esq. and made oath that the pedigree of the mare as above
stated, IS correct, to the best of his knowledge and belief.
Given under my hand and seal this ISth day of January, 1310.
Wm. Smock.
Georgetown, Scolt county. Ken. Jan. 31, 1835.
I hereby certify the above attested pedigree to be a true copy of the
original pedigree of the Maid of the Oaks, as given to me by Lewis
Willis, Esq. of Willis Hill, near Fredericksburg, Virginia. I further
certify that I owned the Maid of the Oaks, and that I bred the chest-
nut mare now called the Young Maid of the Oaks, (the dam of the
celebrated horse Medoc,) that she was got by the imported horse
Expedition, and out of the above mare Maid of the Oaks, and foaled on
the night of the 7th of June, 1817, as witness my hand and seal,
(a true copy,) Bela Badger, [l. s.]
Scolt county. Set.
This day personally appeared before me, Bela Badger, and made
oath that the foregoing statement is true, to the best of his belief and
knowledge, as given under my hand this 31st of January, 1835.
E. L. Johnson, Ch. B. T.
[The above letter has been referred to the writer of the article con-
cerning the ancestry of the Maid of the Oaks; that was currently report-
ed in Fredericksburg, to be as stated by the "old gentleman," an oral
tradition that was founded in error, as with Post Boy, Florizel. and
Duroc. These mists of error and prejudice have been dispelled by
the light of truth, that has been shed upon the pages of the Turf
Register, now recorded facts. The speculative writer referred to,
* Was it not Bird Willie, Esq. to whom Senex referred.''—Ed.
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whose "real object," was to induce farmers to breed only from tho-
roughbreds, not to reflect upon the descendants of the famed animal,
whose blood he can no longer doubt to have been without stain, is
not justly chargeable with motives inimical to the stock, or to bolster
up the reputation of rival blood; nor does he understand tlie illusion
about "a horse got by a horse, sire of a winner," &c.
The whole drift of the article has been mistaken, and injurious
suspicions unfortunately engendered, as is to us well known.
Every owner of a horse in regard to which any suspicion is har-
bored, ought to be the first to desire such suspicions to be expressed.]
BUZZARD.
Buzzard,* ch. bred by Mr. Bullock, in 1787, by Woodpecker, out of
Miss-for-tune. In 1789, at Newmarket, Oct. 31,2 years old. Buzzard
beat Mr. Fox's Hope, 3 years, by Florizel, T. Y. C. 50gs. Nov. 2nd,
he beat Mr. Dawson's Sulky, 3 years, by Garrick, out of Sportsmis-
tress, T. Y, C. 50gs, At the Craven Meeting, 1790, he beat Mr. Ver-
non's Trial, T. Y. C. lOOgs. May 10, received 50gs. from Mr. Wind-
ham's Gallipot; Nov. 13th, beat Mr. Panton's Ostrich, 8st. lOlb. each
M. M. 200gs.; same day, Mr. Vernon's Crazy, A. F. 200 guineas. In
1791, at the Craven Meeting, Mr. Panton's Ostrich, 8st. 2lb. each, A.
F. 250gs. At the first spring meeting, the Duke of York's Glaucus,
R. M. 200gs.; at the second spring meeting, received 120gs.from Lord
Derby's Prince Le Boo, A. F.; at the July meeting, Mr. Panton's
Griffin, 8st. each, R. RI. SOOgs.; and, in August, two £50 at Chester-
field. In 1792, 5 years old, 200, 100, lOOgs., £50, 100, 200, 37 and
a half, 200, 100, 50gs. at Newmarket. In 1793, the Craven stakes,
200,200, SO, 100, and 60gs. at Newmarket. In 1794, the Craven
stakes, 5®gs., the Jockey Club plate, 200gs. £50, and lOOgs. at New-
market. He afterwards covered at lOgs. and 10s. 6 d. the groom, at
Newmarket, and two seasons in Yorkshire, on the same tenns. Buz-
zard was sire of Quiz, (out of Miss West) winner of the St. Leger in
1801, and of Bronze, (out of an Alexander mare) of the Oaks in 1806;
also, of Brainworm, Bustard, Castrel, Deceiver, Piccadilly, Reubens,
Selim, Augusta, Blowing, December, Eryx's dam, Fanny, Hornby
Lass, Litde Peggy, Merry Maid, Pantina, Ralphina, Ringtail, Rosa-
mond, Sophia, Tooe, Vanity, &c. &,c. This capital racer and stallion
left England late in 1804, and died in Kentucky, 18 11, aged 24. Won
31 races.
* Sire of Hephest.ion, a celebrated racer and stallion out of Sir Archy's
dam Castianira.
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MEMOIR OF THE IMPORTED HORSE DERBY.
March, 1835.
Derby was foaled in 18S1, and bred by the late Earl of Derby,
from whom he was purchased by his present owner, and imported
into this country when three years old, he having never been trained.
Derby is full sixteen hands high, dark bay color, of great length,
bone and substance, and no horse that has ever been imported, can
boast of a richer pedigree, or a more illustrious ancestry, he was got
by Peter Leley, out of Urganda, she by Milo, dam by Sorcerer, out of
Twins. Peter Leley was got by Rubens out of Stella, grandam
Scottilla out of Scoto, by Eclipse. Subjoined is the descent of Derby
in both lines, which is given in addition to his pedigree as above to
show in him the three great and direct crosses of Herod, Matchem
and Eclipse. . It has often been remarked in England that there is not
a superior horse at the present day, without a cross of the Godolphin
Arabian; this may be true, at the same time it will be found that there
is no horse either in this country or in England, distinguished for his
endurance and bottom that is not deeply imbued with the blood of
Herod. It will be observed that Derby has this inestimable cross in
















Byerly Turk, King Herod,
Jigg, Highflyer,








Derby is now at his stand on the subscriber's farm, near Shepherds
Town, Jefferson county, Virginia, and would cover this season, only
a few thoroughbred mares, besides those of his owners on very rea-
sonable terms, Henry Shepherd.
Application for sending mares to be made to the Editor, who is
authorised to name terms, &c.
OsoAR, Jr. died at Carlisle on the 14th February, last. He was a
horse of pure and choice blood. His sire was Ogle's Oscar;—his dam Dr.
Edelin's Floretta.
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VETERINARY.
Locked Jaw.
A tetanic or spasmodic disease, to which horses of all ages are liable.
It is more frequent in hot than in cold climates, and the symptoms of it are
there more severe. The most colnmon causes of locked jaw are, punctures of
different tendinous parts, attended with some injury of the nerves supply-
ing those parts, and producing an universal irritation of the nervous sys-
tem, accompanied with a greater or less degree of spasms in the whole of
the muscular powers. The operations of nicking and docking also occasion
it, more particularly the latter, and these especially in frosty or other severe
weather. Other causes are, cold applied to the body when hot; journeys
in bad weather, after having been indulged a long time with a hot stable
and clothing. Horses pricked in shoeing are also liable to locked jaw. From
the sympathy known to exist between the stomach and the brain, botts and
other worms have been supposed, sometimes to give birth to this disease,
by adhering to, and wounding the nervous coat of that organ. But locked
jaw will frequently occur independently of any apparent reason. It some-
times proceeds to a violent degree very suddenly; in other instances very
gradually only. Previously to an absolute state of locked jaw, some rigi-
dity is to be perceived in the muscles of the neck: as this proceeds, the
extremities begin to undergo a similar effect; the legs become stiff, and are
drawn much apart: the ears and tail are erected, the nostrils expanded, and
the eyes fixed, displaying, in appearance, an unusual and considerable fire
and animation. Much difficulty seems to be experienced in deglutition, the
abdominal muscles are strongly affected with spasm, and the body is drawn
or tucked up. The bowels are generally obstinately costive, and the res-
piration is usually more or less influenced by the disease. In all spasmodic
affections of the muscles, acute pain is experienced, causing an irregular
state of the pulse. There is a deficiency in the secretion of the urine in
this disease, but no diminution seems to take place in the appetite.
There are but few veterinary practitioners, probably, who can boast of
having been very successful in the treatment of locked jaw. Though they
may be well acquainted with its most prevailing symptoms, the method of
cure yet remains an object highly worthy of the exertions of laudable in-
quiry. Perhaps some future period may give to the world a certain remedy
for this dreadful malady; and such an event would be not less desirable to
human than to veterinary medicine.
For the cure of locked jaw, the greatest extremes of heat and cold have
been recommend; such as supporting a high state of perspiration in the
animal for several hours, by covering the body in blankets, «Si,c. or immers-
ing the patient for a length of time in snow or cold water. We have heard
of advantages attending both these methods, and we have had a few op-
portunities of giving each of them a fair trial; not, however, with that
benefit that we could have wished. It will be here necessary, notwith-
standing, to point out the most probable means of success. We are con-
vinced, that, in cases of locked jaw, opium, in large doses, is the remedy
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on which our hopes are principally to be founded: it may be given, indeed,
in very large quantities in all spasmodic diseases, without being attended
with those hurtful consequences it is commonly accompanied with on other
occasions. The doses ought to be repeated as the power of them appears
to wear off. In the infancy of the disease, where the pulse will justify it,
by indicating an inflammatory propensity, bleeding is required; but without
this precaution, the practice is now generally considered as improper. A
costive state of the intestines will certainly tend to aggravate the com-
plaint, so that by relaxing them, we may probably promote a relaxation in
other parts. Therefore, when we are not pre' ented by the closeness of
the jaws, or the difficulty of deglutition, and ,vhen costiveness exists, the
following drench may be given every six hours, until it operates:
Take of thin gruel of oatmeal, one pint;
Castor oil, or
Olive oil, twelve ounces;
Glauber's salt, four ounces.
Dissolve the salts in the gruel, whilst warm, and afterwards mix the
whole into a drench.
Spasmodic diseases are such as allow the loss of but. little time; of course,
before we can possibly perceive the consequence of this aperient treatment
it behoves us to employ, in the mean while, other useful medicines.
Let the following ball be given every three or four hours, or as often as
the state of the case may demand.
Take of Purified opium, three drachms;
Salt of hartshorn.
Camphor, of each half an ounce;
Syrup, sufficient to make a ball.
We have already remarked, that costiveness is to be avoided as much as
possible: laxatives, independent of other utility in the above complaint,
will beneficially counteract the astringent quality of opium. So far we
have been treating of the disease as in its most favorable stage. When
the jaws are already so far closed as to prevent the admission of medicines,
the only means left are introduction of them in clysters. Of these, a laxa-
tive one, as the following, may be given, at the discretion of the practi-
tioner.
Take of Thin gruel, four quarts;
Common salt, six ounces;
Olive oil, or
Hog's lard, four ounces.
Dissolve them together, and administer in the usual manner.
We cannot precisely ascertain the quantity of the opiate that can be ad-
ministered in this way to the horse with safety: we conceive, however,
that it is pretty considerable. The following may be injected without dan-
ger every three or four hours.
Take of Oatmeal gruel, one quart;
Purified opium, six drachms;
Spirits of hartshorn, one ounce and a half;
Camphor, (previously rubbed into a liniment with a little
spirit of wine,) one ounce.
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Dissolve the opium first in the gruel, and mix the whole well together.
It is necessary to remark, that this composition can prove but of little
utility during the active operation of the laxative clyster; and, of course,
it should be contrived that these very opposite remedies interfere as little
as possible with each other.
Notwithstanding, we have not yet been lucky enough to witness the
success of the application of cold water to the surface of the bodies of
horses laboring under locked jaw, our hopes of its beneficial tendency are
still sanguine; and we are induced to think the more favorably of it from
the encouraging report communicated to us by others. In similar diseases
of the human subject, its use has been attended with the most beneficial
consequences. Iftimersion in cold water is readily accomplished; but, per-
haps, the most efficacious method would be that of pouring large streams
of water on the animal. This process should be continued for a considera-
ble time, perhaps ten or fifteen minutes; and, should a remission of the
spasms ensue, it will afford us no little encouragement in our pursuit; and
in this interval of ease, a favorable opportunity will present itself of pass-
ing medicine by the gullet. When the complaint returns with any degree
of violence, the cold water is to be repeated: the longer and the more fre-
quent the remissions become, the nearer, of course, will be the prospect of
cure. Immediately after the application of the cold water, let the skin
undergo a diligent and general friction until it is dry; let the animal be
then moderately clothed. We have already hinted, that horses suffering
from the above disease, have generally the inclination, though perhaps,
they have not the power, to eat: they are, therefore, to be supported with
substantial gruel, given, when incapable of swallowing, by the anus. If
this circumstance is sufficiently attended to, the animal may be kept alive
many days.
Here, howeverj a question occurs to us—whether in any case of locked
jaw, either in the human or brute species, the throat is absolutely inaccessi-
\ ble to nutritious fluids? We think not; but that milk, gruel, broths, and
even porridge, might be conveyed by injection between the intervals of the
teeth, and drawn in, in some quantity, by the patient, provided the power
of swallowing remain.
We have here endeavored to describe such means of relief as have ap-
peared to us to offer the greatest prospect of success. All rational experi-
ments towards the removal of a malady, usually fatal in its termination,
are certainly praise worthy; and he who is the most fortunate in his re-
searches will have a weighty claim indeed on the gratitude of society.
The introduction of mercury into the system, in persons affected with
the spasmodic diseases, by frictions, on different parts of the body, with
strong ointment of quicksilver, so as to produce and support a degree of
salivation, has been sometimes attended with the happiest effects. We
have never heard of this experiment being tried on the horse, but certainly
it deserves the practitioner's attention.
The warm bath, in spasmodic diseases, has many advocates: perhaps it
might be beneficial, if it could be used to that extent with the horse which
it admits of with the human subject. When locked jaw is conjectured to
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have arisen from the operation of docking, it is usually
considered prudent
to remove another portion of the tail; afterwards apply such
dressings as
are most likely to hasten a free discharge of matter from the
stump. The
same dressings may be recommended when nicking is suspected to be the
cause of the°disease, and tlie extremity may be also surrounded with a
larffe poultice. Few owners of horses, we fancy, would allow of a total
amputation of tlie tail, and probably, even that would not be followed by
the slightest benefit. Wliere the disease arises from the foot having
been
pricked in shoeing, the wound should be opened freely to the bottom with
a drawing knife; the actual cautery may then be applied, and the
part
scalded with a little turpentine as a dressing. All punctures should
be laid
tolerably open, and digestive applied; and, where an inflammation
and
swelling attend, fomentations are requisite. Let it be remembered, how-
ever, tliat. these topical means alone are never to be depended
upon; but
must, in locked jaw, be invariably assisted with the remedies
heretofore
mentioned. Should it be imagined that bots, or other worms, lodged in
the
stomach or intestines, have produced the disease, (a circumstance
which
we are apprehensive is rather difficult to determine,) a drachm of calomel
may be given in one of the balls, or an ounce of the strong mercurial oint-
ment may be dissolved in the first anodyne clyster.
In conclusion, we may observe, that we have witnessed the recovery
of
a few mild cases of locked jaw, in which scarcely any means of
relief have
been employed, except turning the horse into the cold air: indeed,
such
cases so frequently terminate fatally, that the owners of horses
thus dis-
eased generally leave them to their fate. In the above instances, considera-
ble rigidity existed iq tlie muscles; the act of deglutition was slightly
ob-
structed, but not prevented; and the jaws were only partially drawn to-
-Tcther. On these occasions, the complaint could seldom be traced to any
particular source. [Sportsmmx's Cyclopedia.
Itching.
Horses are sometimes observed to labor under a severe itching, or
external irritation, which keeps them in a kind of perpetual disquietude;
bitino- such parts as they can get at with the mouth, and rubbing those
more
remote against such parts of the stall as are most convenient. In cases
of
this description, the blood does not possess a proper or just equalization
of
the component parts indispensibly necessary to the standard of health.
Permitted to continue and increase, it extends its progress from a simple
itching, in the first instance, to scurfy eruptions, scaly exfoliations, or par-
tial loss of hair; bearing the external appearance of surfeit, degenerating
by degrees, to inveterate mange, or confirmed farcy. Bleeding should bo
resorted to, the system improved, and the circulation enlivened, by an in-
vigoration of the frame: the property of the blood should be enriched by
an alteration in the quality of the food. A great deal of substantial
dressings should be adopted in the stable, and regular gentle exercise out.
[Ibid.
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TRANBY.
This celebrated Englisli racer and stallion was landed at City Point
safely from the ship Harkaway, Capt. R. Fisher, on 27th February
1835. When landed, he was in splendid order and condition, a proof
of the care and attention he had received on the passage Irom Capt.
Fisher, and the groom in charge, and of the stoutness and excellent
constitution of this noble animal.
Tranby was foaled in 1826, and was got by Blacklock; his dam by
Orville—Miss Grimstone by Weazle—Ancaster—Damascus Arabian
—
Sampson—Oroonoko—sister to Mirza, by the Godolphin Arabian
Hobgoblin—Whitefoot—Leedes—Moonah Barb mare.
Blacklock was one of the best racers and stallions ever in England,
especially at long distances. When four years old, carrying 1191b.,
he run four miles over the Knavesmire course in 7m. 25s, beating
Dutchess, winner of the St. Leger. He was got by Whitelock—dam
by Coriander—Wildgoose, by Highflyer—Co-heiress, by PotSos
Manilla, by Goldfinder, out of the celebrated Old England mare.
Blacklock lost the St. Leger by six inches from bad riding, and Theo-
dore, from his dam, won it in extraordinary time, running at scores
from the start.
Orville was by Beningbrough—dam Evelina, by Highflyer—Ter-
magant, by Tantrum—Sampson—Regulus—Marske's dam. Orville
won the St. Leger, and was one of the best racers and stallions of any
age. He got Emilius, winner of the Derby and sire of Priam, Pleni-
potentiary, Oxygen and Sarpedon; Octavius, winner of the Derby,
and Muley, sire of Margrave, winner of the St. Leger, Mussulman,
Muley Moloch, and Vespa, winner of the Oaks. It is useless to ex-
I
tend this pedigree, where all the crosses are truly excellent and
embrace the best of their respective days.
Tranby commenced his racing career in 1830, when four years old,
at Newmarket, first spring meeting, April 27th.
Handicap Sweepstakes of 100 sovereigns each, h. ft. A. F. (eight
subscribers.)
Col. Yates's ch c. Bolivar, by Blacklock, 11 lib. - - - 1
Mr. Ridsdale's br. c. Tranby, by Blacklock, 113 - - - 2
Mr. Hunter's gr. c. by Gustavus, 1 09 - - - 3
Lord Exeter's ch. f. Acacia, by Phantom, 107 - - - 4
Acacia and Tranby the favorites. Acacia won four races in 1829;
and had won the Oatlands stakes (twelve subscribers) and another
race at Newmarket this spring. Tranby carried more weight by 2lb.
than Bolivar, a very good horse.
52 v.6
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Newmarket, second spring meeting, May 12th. Handicap sweep-
stakes of 1 sovereigns each, for horses of all ages, Ab. M.
Mr. Ridsdale'sbr. c.Tranby, by Blacklock, four years, 1161b, 1
Lord Worcester's b. h. Coulon, by Whisker, five years, 126 2
Lord Mountcharles' b. c, Benedict, by Whalebone,
four years, 108 3
Col. Wilson's b. c. by Tramp, three years, 90 4
The first a dead heat between Tranby and Coulon, the second won
by Tranby. Coulon was a capital horse, half brother to Memnon,
The Colonel and Emancipation.
Newmarket July meeting, 13th July. Handicap sweepstakes of
15 sovereigns each, 10 ft. for all ages, (two )'ears old excepted) (nine
subscribers.)
Mr. Gulley's br. c. Tranby, by Blacklock, four years, 1231b. 1
Mr. Sowerby's bl. c. Gas, by Walton, four years, 114 2
Mr. Day's b. f. Tiney, three years old, 91 3
Mr. Angerstein's b. f. Fanchon, 911b. Mr. Hunter's gr. c. four years
old, by Gustavus 1161b. Lord George H. Cavendish's b, f. by Go-
dolphin, out of Mouse, four years old, 114lb. and Lord Verulam's br.
f. by Whalebone, three years old, 83lb. started, but were not placed.
Six to four against Tranby; five to two against Tincy. In this race
Tranby carried 9lb. more than any horse of his age, and beat a large
and good field of horses.
Newmarket second October meeting, October 18th. Mr. Gulley's
br. c. Tranby, by Blacklock, four years old, 119lb., beat Mr. Thorn-
hill's eh. h. Merchant, five years old, 1 1 3lb. T. Y. C. 200 sovereigns,
h. ft. Six to four on Merchant. Tranby in this race, gives the very
fast horse Merchant one year and 6lb., and beats him, thus proving
himself to be an uncommonly fast horse, for even three quarters of a
mile. He was handicapped for the October Oatlands, fourteen sub-
scribers, but being ordered to carry I30lb., 15lbs. more than any
horse of his own age, he did not start. This, however, proves his
very high standing and character as a racehorse at Newmarket.
Newmarket Houghton meeting, November 4th. Mr. Gully's br. c.
Tranby, four years old, 1 1 9lb., beat Mr. Cooke's b. c. Harold, four
years old, 1161b. Ab. M. 100 sovereigns. Betting five to two on
Tranby. Harold had beaten Tranby previous to this race, for a gold
cup, Tranby carrying 1281b. and Harold only 12 lib. He was beaten
for the Goodwood cup' by Fleur de Lis and others—Fleur de Lis aged,
and the best mare of her time, carried 135lb., while Tranby, only
four years old, carried 129lb.; and by Aaron, four years old, ll3lb.,
for the Brighton stakes—Tranby carrying, four years old, 119lb.
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This excessive haiulicapping accounts for his losing, and proves his
high cliaractcr as a racer.
1831. He started at the Newmarket Craven meeting for the Cra-
ven stakes, won by Friam, sixteen subscribers, A. F. weight for age
—
Priam first favorite and Tranby the second.
•Newmarket second spring' meeting, he was beat for a sweepstakes
by Goshawk and Carweli—also at Newmarket Houghton meeting,
for two Handicap plates.
Pontefracf, Sept, 7. He beat Ratler and Cambridge for the gold
cup, won by Medoro.
JYcxt day. Noblemen and Gentlemen's plate of £70, weight for
age, two mile heats.
Mr. Gully's Tranby, by Blacklock, five years old, 1 1
Lord Sligo's br. c. Brine, four years old, 4 2
Lord Scarbrough's b. h. Cistercian, five years old, 2 dr.
Mr. Davidson's b. h. Victory, (imp.) six years old, 3 dr.
Doiicaster^ Sej)t. 19. He beat for the Fitzwilliam stakes, weight
for ag-e—one mile and a half, (eleven subscribers.) Clarence, Hassan,
The Nab, sister to Ballad Singer, and two others, won by Emancipa-
tion—Birmingham second.
Heaton Park, Sept. 28. The Stanley stakes of 10 sovereigns each,
weight for age—A. T. (thirteen subscribers.)
Mr. Houldsworth's b. f. Circassian, by Sultan, three
years old, 1291b. 1
Mr. Gulley's br. h. Tranby, five years old, 152 2
Sir J. Gerard's b. c. Tetotum, three years old, 131 3
Mr. Thompson's br. g. Orthodox; Lord Wilton's ch. c. Bras de
F( !; Mr. W. Turner's b. c. Shrigley; Mr. Cosby's ch. c. Adam Brock;
and Mr. Cooke's b. f, by Catton, started, and were not placed.
Same day. A gold cup, value 100 sovereigns, added to a subscrip-
tion of 10 sovereigns each—St. Leger course, (nineteen subscribers.)
Mr. Saddler's br. g. Jocko, aged, 158lb. 1
Mr. Gulley's br. h. Tranby, five years old, 154 2
Lord AVilton's b. c. Chancellor, three years old, 129 3
JVcxt day. The Forrester stakes of 10 sovereigns each, A. F.
(seven subscribers.)
Mr. Gulley's br. h. Tranby, five years old, 1 75lb. 1
Mr. Thompson's br. g. Orthodox, aged, 175 2
Mr. lodrell's ch. c. Victim, six years old, 1 75 3
In these races the highly celebrated horse Jocko, two years older
than Tranby, carries only 4lbs. more—and the also well known
horses Orthodox and Victim, one and two years older than Tranby,
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carry only the same weight. He carried next day for a plate 177lb.,
won by Sketch-book, four years old, 1461b., a difference of 3 lib. for
one year.
In 1832, he won every time he started, viz: Newmarket Craven
meeting, April 2Glh. Second class of the Oatlands stakes of 50
sovereigns each, h. ft. D. I. upwards of two miles, (nine subscribers.)
Mr. Gulley's br. h. Tranby, five years old, 12 lib. 1
Lord Wilton's b. c. Chancellor, three years old, 107 2
Lord Exeter's ch. c. Bohemian, brother to Zinganee,
three years old, 96 3
Lucetta, the best mare of her year; Schumla a capital runner; and
Spaniel, Avinner of the Derby, also started, but were not placed. Cad-
land, winner of the Derby and the whip; Variation, Avinner of the
Oaks; Camarine, the best mare of the age; Mahmoud, Agreeable, and
several others paid forfeit.
Newmarket first spring meeting, May 8th. Svveepstakes of 50
sovereigns each, h. f. R. M- (seven subscribers.)
Mr. Gulley's br. h. Tranby, five years old, llSlb. 1
Lord Tavistock's ch. h. Gondolier, four years old. 111 2
Lord Wilton's ch. h. Rough Robin, six years old, 1151b.; Mr. Flint-
ham's br. g. Anti-Catholic, five years old, 1 1 2lb.; Mr. Cookes' ch. c.
Cloudesley, four years old, 108lb.; and Mr. Chifney's b. h. Kean, five
years old, 1021b., also started, but were not placed. These are all of
Tranby's races:—if the high weights he was generally ordered to
carry is only noticed, no further comment is necessary. His racing
career however, as good as it may be, does not furnish that undoubted
evidence of that game and stoutness, which he possessed in a most
eminent degree. He run mostly at the fashionable course of New-
market, where "good ones alone can win," and where he met with
and vanquished many of the best horses in the kingdom. His speed
cannot be doubted, for he beat and received forfeit from many very
speedy horses; Avhile his stoutness, game or bottom, and ability to
carry heavy weight, stand almost unrivalled in ancient or modern
times.
In 1831, when five years old, in little more than two months, he
was travelled many hundred miles, run nine very hard races, often
beating under the heaviest and most unequal handicapping, horses of
the highest character. In one of these races he won, carrying 175lb.
against a six year old and an aged horse, with the same weight; and
in another, he carried 177lb. and beat good horses. After all this
travel and all these races—and after running two races this same week,
he was rode by Mr. Osbaldeston, in his great match against time,
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four heats of four miles eacli, with 157lb. on his back. The turf
was deep and saturated with water, and the rain-storm so severe,
some of the horses refused to face it. He proved himself the best of
twenty-nine horses, and run each heat in the following time, without
the use of whip or spur.
First heat of four miles, with I57lb, five years old, 8m. 10s.
Second do. do. 8
Third do. do. 8 15
Fourth do. do. 8 50
Perhaps this is the most masterly performance on record. No per-
formance in America can or ought to be compared with this; and it
has, with truth, been said by a most experienced writer and judge,
"we never had on this side of the Atlantic any aged horse, let alone a
five years old, that could have done as much." Twelve miles under
this heavy weight and these disadvantages, in 24m. 25s. is quite
character enough for any horse; and after this splendid performance,
he was so highly prized, ^hat when taken from the turf, he was en-
gaged for three years for the stud of the king of England, at Hampton
Court, where his colts are said to be "as fine as man ever saw."
Tranby is now rising nine years old, a beautiful rich dapple bay,
without white, except a small ring around the coronet of his near
hind foot, full fifteen hands, two inches high, and possesses fine bone,
great length, substance, beauty and power, and the most unrivalled
action and carriage. His head, neck and shoulder are very fine,
without a very high crest or cone for the withers. The shoulder
blade is broad, deep, expanded and well declined, but the spinous pro-
cesses of the vertebrae, which alone constitute the withers, are not
as long as they are sometimes seen in the Archy horses. His back
and loin are capital, his quarters, arms, thighs and legs unsurpassed
for either strength or beauty. This horse needs no puff, but truth
alone constrains the writer of this simple detail to conclude by
expressing the general opinion of those, who have 6een him and
know his character. That such an admirable combination of speed
and power—of untiring stoutness, and unflinching game and beauty
—
of lastingness and ability to carry high weight—of purity of pedi-
gree, and fine and hardy constitution, was never excelled in any age
or country. M.
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WILD MEDLEY.
Some inquiries about this horse appear in the Blarch No. of your
Register; one asks at what time Hart's Medley was imported, this I
cannot answer; but about the year 1794 he died, at Mr. Wilkinson's in
Southampton county, Virginia, near the North Carolina line, from
getting crippled in his stable. I saw a dark iron gray horse called
Omega, start for the Jockey Club at Halifax, in the fall of '98, he was
then four years old, owned and run by Mr. Wilkinson; the race was
won by Col. Ash's bay gelding Catchpenny, by Wildair.
Omega was several years a stallion in that vicinity, and left some
good stock in Northampton and Hertford.
About 1804 and 5, AVild Medley stood near Enfield, Halifax, N.C.,
and was the sire of the Methodist filly, bred by Mr. Bachelor, this
mare was owned successively by Messrs. Bynum, Pride, and Davie,
and was the dam of A. J. Davie's brown gelding Blucher, that won a
Jockey purse over the Nashville turf, four mile heats, and was after-
wards a horse of some distinction at Natchez, Mississippi,—the stock
were principally grays and chestnuts, bred from Wild Medley, in
Halifax and Nashville.
The writer heard nothing of Wild Medley for many years, the
blood horse was of little value, and no Register at that time existed in
which to record their locations. Some twenty years after he saw a
horse called Wild Medley, advertised in York District, South Caro-
lina, and was induced to go and view him, expecting to see some
counterfeit under that old and justly popular name and blood, but a
view of the horse soon convinced me he was the real simon pure.
I learned on inquiry, that he stood some years in Iredell county,
N.C., where he greatly improved their horses;—he then made a season
in the adjoining county, Mecklenburg; where he was seen and pur-
chased by Mr. Galland of York District, South Carolina, where he
)iad but seventeen tolerable mares. At a very advanced age he was
purchased by a gentleman, and carried back to North Carolina, or
Virginia, and as I understood, died shortly after.
The stock bred from him while in York District was decidedly the
best there, and shewed their superiority at the races in Yorkville.
This horse was the sire of Snowden, from an Archy mare, (Caro-
line, see Turf Register,) a horse of great strength and beauty; of Mad
Sally, dam by Sartorious, and of Brown Mary, also from a Sartorious,
a most valuable brood mare; in short there is no stock I would pre-
fer to Wild Medley.
The following anecdote induces me to believe that Wild Medley
was in his thirty -fifth year at the time of his death; the man who
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took him to the upper part of North Carolina was a knowing one,
from the Old Dominion, and in order to pass him ofl" as twelve or
fifteen years yoimger than his trne age, he called him a grandson of
Medley, and only about thirteen, and for such he passed, until an ac-
cident undeceived them.
Dr. Hall, a gentleman residing in Chester, South Carolina, near the
York line, and immediately on the public road, saw a gentleman in
the road sitting on his horse, for he Avas a traveller, viewing a fine
brood mare in the Doctor's yard, after some conversation he inquired
what the mare was in foal by, and was told by Galland's Wild Med-
ley; the gentleman declared that he knew him well, that he was many
years older than he passed for—mentioned seeing him run, then an
aged horse; fixing the date of the race at such a period as to make
him about thirty-live at the time of his death; this gentleman also
added that he always understood his pedigree was unquestionable.
This induced me to view him, and I have always thought him a
son of old Medley, and one of his best sons. His youngest colts are
eight or nine this spring, and if the blood on the side of the dam is
good, our country can offer no better stock.
I have been thus particular in order to satisfy your correspondents;
those who own the stock in the west, may safely rely on them, and
those breeders in Pittsylvania, who breed from Snowden, may rest
assured he has no superior (in blood) foreign or native. D.
Miss Selden, from the dam of Snowden, Avas a winner at Wilming-
ton this winter.
DRIVING WILD TURKEYS.
Mr. Editor: February 22, 1835.
The arrival of the Turf Register has put me in mind of giving you
an account of a novel experiment I made to drive turkeys. You have
often heard of "deer driving," but I imagine, never heard of the me-
thod just mentioned, to hunt turkeys. Just opposite to where I am
stationed there is an island, about a mile long and a half mile broad,
which is resorted to by the turkeys in great numbers in the course of
every winter. Last November a year ago I crossed over, Avith ten or
tAvelve other persons. I divided the party; one party were to spread
themselves across the upper part, and the other to extend themselves
in like manner across the foot of the island. The latter Avere armed
with shot guns and rifles. Every thing being arranged, the party at
the head of the island began to move doAVUAvards, shouting, firing and
driving the game before them. I had hardly got my station, before I
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heard the noise of one or two hundred turkeys coming towards me,
some tlying and some running, but so thick were the trees and under-
growth that I was some moments before I could get a shot-, but at
last a monstrous gobbler came flying over my head; I levelled my
double barrel percussion and brought him to the ground. He was a
noble fellow, weighing, 1 should suppose, some twenty-flve pounds.
I heard all around me a sharp and animated skirmish between my
party and the turkeys; but I believe the latter got off with a few
scratches and d—bly frightened to the Illinois shore of the Mississippi.
I ascertained that the ill success of the party was in a great measure
owing to their villanous '^Jlint-locks getting wet and the thick cover.
In beating about I put up another tremendous gobbler, and knocked
him over at the distance of seventy or eighty steps; with these we re-
turned to our boats and recrossed to our dinner.
PEDESTRIAN FEATS.
I have noticed an account of some extraordinary pedestrian feats in
the Turf Register,—I give you the following on the same subject,
which you may rest assured is correct, as one of the parties is still
alive and I believe known to you. Major D. was some years since
connected with some of the Missouri Fur Companies, and hearing
that one of their trading posts was about to be attacked by a party of
hostile Indians, he started at day-light with his pack and rifle, and
reached the post before dark, a distance of full eighty miles, and saved
the lives of all the post.
While on the Arkansas a few years ago. Col, C. told me that an
Osage Indian was started from his post at day-break with a bar of
lead weighing sixty pounds, and ordered to reach his brother's post
before night, (to anticipate an attack of hostile Indians,) a distance
termed one hundred miles, but I believe at least one hundred and
twenty. The Indian performed the distance without difficulty. On
the way he attempted to divide the lead, in order to lighten his bur-
den, but did not succeed. While I was there, a party of Osage In-
dians came in with fresh scalps, such as hands, feet, ears, &c. of a
party of Pawnees, whom they had started in pursuit of between eleven
and twelve o'clock that day, and I was told had gone at least fifteen
miles, before they overtook them, and killed some fourteen or fifteen,
and returned fifteen miles; in all they traversed {on foot) thirty miles
in that time. \,
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FOX HUNTING.
Mr. Editor: March, 1835.
i\rarch has set in with a deep snow, and the mercury '24° below
the freezing point in Farenheit; I am at a loss for employment, and
my thoughts are carried back to the pleasures and pains of the chase.
Can I do better than to give you a history of a run in last season,
exemplifying both the pleasures and pains of hunting.''
I had been following a trail near my residence on the Chickaho-
mony long enough to be assured that the fox did not rest near us,
when I was joined by Major W. and Mr. G. of Charles city, with
several gentlemen of the neighborhood. It Avas proposed that we
should change our ground, and we accordingly moved off to Harman's,
where Ave struck the trail of a red fox, as we have since ascertained,
though we did not then suspect it. No red had been seen in this
section of the country since a pair of them were killed some years
past. He took the run of a grey for twenty or thirty minutes, and I
never saw finer running nor heard a better cry from eight couple of
dogs. He at last changed his ground, crossing the country towards
York river, and as we then thought we had roused a buck, we pressed
forward to secure our dogs. The face of the country was very un-
even, and interspersed with numerous swamps—and withal so sparse-
ly populated that we soon lost our bearing, as well as most of the
huntsmen, who gave up the chase to the gentlemen who have been
mentioned, and myself. We did not, however, lose the hounds, and
that Avas our chief concern, although a steady north-easterly rain had
set in, and we were drenched to the skin. We blew off the dogs
eleven miles from home—found the tracks of the crafty old red
in the main road filling with water, and although our dogs were yet
eager in pursuit, the chase was obviously hopeless, and we were ex-
cessively chilled. It was long past the hour of dinner, and although
we are not in the habit giving way to our appetites when pursuing
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a fox, who is there, Mr. Editor, under such circumstances, that would
not "long" for a glass of brandy and water? We took the road lead-
ing by a store a few miles distant, hoping to be gratified in this rea-
sonable want. But, vain hope. It was the strong hold of the tem-
perance society. Nothing stronger than cold water was to be had in
tlie whole neighborhood (if they had any, they kept it in their corn
houses, for their own separate and only use and behoof.) Kind souls!
what self restraint they exercise purely for the benefit of the "human
family." Benevolent beings! how much posterity will be indebted to
you. Why was I doomed to live in an age of cant? Gothic igno-
rance and Danish drunkenness are not much more objectionable, than
the canting hypocritical purity which destroys the social virtues and
harmless indulgencies of man, and sacrifices them at the shrine of
bigotry, intolerance and intrusive benevolence. So much for the pains
of the chase after an old red, during a cold rain, and in a temperance
society neighborhood.* Our ride had been rapid and ditlicult.—Major
W. is hard to keep way with on his fine hunter, and under Mr. G. any
sort of a horse is apt to do good work—but my little thoroughbred,
of the old Medley stock was untamed to the last. After a mouthful
of bread and cheese, we dashed on most rapidly to my home, where
we arrived in the night, the wettest party you ever saw. Having
changed dresses, a cheerful fire, good dinner, and some of the best old
French brandy soon converted our grievances into pleasures, and they
are now seldom otherwise remembered, except when the temperance
society crosses our path.
We were quite successful during that season, though we hunted but
little till December, and ceased to hunt early in the spring—taking
about thirty greys. This season I have kept no account of the num-
ber my dogs have killed., (probably thirty or forty,) but I have lost
only two—one in the snow, and the other at sun-rise, one of the
coldest mornings I ever felt. I keep only four dogs, but usually find
company during the run. Can you refer me, Mr. Editor, to any
smooth haired imported dogs, of good tongues, and cold trailers? T
have seen none of late importations, and I am not pleased with the
harriers (such I take them to be) that I have seen. They are neither as
cold, nor have they the full musical tones of our old fashioned hounds,
with short glossy hair, rat tails, and pendulous ears that may be lap-
ped over the nose. They are, however, game dogs- but I would like
to perpetuate a stock 1 have long had (given me originally by Dr.
* In all sucli hunting districts \vc would recommend our friends to carry
small pockcl pistols, not as means of defence from external danger, but as
affording the wherewithal, under such a catalogue of circumstances to
comfort the "inward man," as Gil Bias would say.
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Tyler,) that are descended from Bland's imported dog?, without
admitting a drop of blood from the longhaired dog. Breeding in-and-
in, however, is absolutely ruinous to hounds, they become too foolish,
to understand the wiles of Reynard. I would like to exchange one
of either stock for a male, descended not too remotely from a smooth
imported dog. Can you, or one of your subscribers facilitate my
project? J hope so, as it may tend to the improvement of our stock.
A Subscriber.
DEER HUIS^T.
Fort Crav'ford, Prairie du Cliien,
Mr. Editor: Fcbruan/ i'5, I83.'i.
Having frequently observed in your Magazine, invitations to officers
stationed on the frontier, to furnish you with some account of their
exploits in the chase, I feel at liberty to transmit the annexed deer
hunt.
Scarcely a week passes by, but feats of the chase are accomplished,
which, if related in your pages, would prove highly interesting to
those of your readers whose civilized abodes prevent them from en-
joying "in propria persona," the wild amusements in which we of
the West so frequently engage.
If all the achievements during the past winter, of "Spring," a
greyhound owned by lieutenant H., of this post, could be recorded,
they might well compare, as far as comparison could go, with
those of the veteran Eclipse, or the far famed Trifle. lie has already
been noticed in the N. Y. American, by an accomplished writer, over
the signature of H., who visited us last winter; but some further de-
scription of him is not deemed unsuitable on this occasion. Spring
is a greyhound of the Lurcher breed, Avith a coat of long black hair
intermixed with grey, and well adapted to a northern climate. His
eye of a dark hazel color, more beautiful, and more intelligent, than
any I ever beheld in the canine species:—around it are long grey hairs,
not unlike those of a terrier, softening by their shade a lustre that a
lady might well envy. His movements are exceedingly graceful, and
performed apparently with much less exertion than those of the com-
mon English grej'hound. He is not large, but his form is very com-
plete, a little more depth of chest might improve his appearance, but
could not add to his speed. Spring is rendered doubly valuable by
the faculty of following up his game, as well by the scent as the
sight;—a quality which I believe the common greyhound does not
possess. Spring has furnished us with an abundance of sport this
winter, by the pursuit of wolves on the ice, which is our principal
amusement when the IMississippi is frozen sufficiently hard to bear our
horses with safety. But having caught one, and sometimes two
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almost every day, and feeling our ardor for wolf hunting somewhat
abated by too much success, we determined to make an attempt at
game of a more noble kind. Knowing that Spring, when quite a
puppy, had pulled down a fawn of a year's growth, his master re-
solved to test his skill when brought in contact with a buck or doe,
all parties having arrived at the age of maturity. So away we went,
our party consisting of lieutenants H. and B, and myself, all doubtful,
even if we should succeed in x-ousing a deer, as to the issue of the
chase, from the well known ruggedncss of the ground we were about
to beat; it being a succession of hills and dales, bluffs and ravines,
some of which old Nick himself could not ride over rough shod.
—
Towards the Mississippi the bluffs terminate abruptly in precipices
from two to three hundred feet high. Towards the Ouisconsin they
go off less precipitously, but are intersected by numerous ravines,
which, after winding in various directions, and nearingin their course,
finally find their way to the valley of the Ouisconsin. The last de-
scribed portion of country was the scene of action for the day, and
thither Ave shaped our course; passing in our way the carcass of a
large grey wolf, which was killed by the dogs the day before, while
following up a cow, whose calf he and some of his companions had
destro3'ed and consumed, with the exception of the tail. Our pack
consisted of "Spring" and "Jump," a son of Spring out of an English
greyhound slut, and who promises nearly as much as his sire has per-
formed—"Nip'- and "Nap," "Flash" and "Flight," puppies and
brothers to Jump, "Mount," a common fox hound, (once the property
of Major G. of sporting notoriety,) and some hangers on. We had
proceeded about four miles, and got pretty well in the deer range,
Avhen Spring was observed to dash ahead, stop for a second, strike a
base line, then over the hill and out of sight—Jump follows—the
little dogs are someAvhat astonished, and old Mount opens behind.
"I'll bet it is a 'coon, who has ventured out of his hole to get a drink
and pick up an acorn this warm day," says B. "D—me if it's not a
Avolf," says I. "If it's an animal that goes on four legs," says H.
"I'll find out his breed—so here goes."
Look to the left, 11. tliere they go—three deer, and Spring on the ridge
behind them. H. dashes off at full speed—cheering on his dogs at
every leap, B. and myself close on his heels, and trying to keep the
deer from the bluffs. Yonder they go, throAving their heads from
right to left, and beckoning us on Avith their Avhite flags. Noav I see
them—now I don't. They have parted company—one flies over the
ridge towards the prairie, and Spring, like a black streak, follows close
on the heels of his nimble legged victim. Close behind H. is seen at
intervals. Spring has cauglit up Avith his prey and has taken him,
but is too much exhausted to hold him;— tlie Avhite flag, hoAvever, has
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dropped, and he moves but slowly down the ravine towards Ouis-
consin. IVow he is again overtaken, and has yielded up his life—
a
fine young buck. I mounted him on my horse and rode back to the
fort, having been absent little more than two hours. Tvro.
PARTRIDGE SHOOTING.
Mr. Epitor: BnUimore,J\''ov. 28,1834.
"Feeling the ferment" of a sportsman's blood within my veins, on
the 21st inst. from the favorable state of the weather, for the field
sports, I took a ride up to my friend Mr. B's, who resides about 1
1
miles from the city, on the York road, with my dog and gun, in order
to partake of a da3^'s partridge shooting, in company with my friend,
who owns a couple of promising young pointers, now about eight or
nine months old, (out of an imported slut of Mr. Gilmor's.) In the
course of this day's hunt we found six coveys of partridges, the two
first of which we got very little shooting at, owing to Mr. B's young
uogs flushing and giving chase to them;—when I called on Mr. B. to
correct his dogs for their misconduct, I found he was without that
necessary appendage '-the dog whip," which should be at the side of
every sportsman in the field, and the absence of which satisfactorily
accounted to me for Mr. B's young dogs not knowing their duty, in-
dependent of which, Mr. B. uses too extended a vocabulary in hunting
his dogs—the fewer Avords the better, though I have seen some expe-
rienced sportsmen, (from a bad habit,) that would be calling out to
their dogs every few minutes, without any necessity, motive or object,
which has a tendency to make your dog headstrong and heedless to
your lawful commands. In the afternoon of this day the shooting
was excellent, the birds we got well broke in favorable ground, and
by the timely application of my whip to the young dogs, with the
advantage of my steady dog Star, we had some as fine pointing and
performance as I ever beheld. The young dogs of ?tlr. B. went to
their work Avith a caution and circumspection, that shewed to the
most superficial, in the experience of the field sports, that they are
descended from a stock of the finest blood; and I venture to predict,
that with proper attention in hunting them, they v/ill stand second to
no dogs in this state at two years old. But the young sportsman must
know, that unless he can arrive at a certain point of excellence in
shooting, he need never calculate upon shooting over a first rate dog, as
it is only by killing his birds to him that he is made so; and it is a fact
known to every sportsman, that where there are several dogs hunting
together, they will all stick close to him who brings down the most
birds. I, this day, bagged thirty fine" partridges and one jacksnipe. Mr.
B. was not so successful. I, this day, used the common F keg pow-
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der, though I had along a canister of fine Eagle powder, which I com-
menced shooting with, and never could, thougli I have repeatedly-
tried it, make as good shooting with, as the common double F keg
powder; and the reason which is satisfactory to my mind is, that the
canister powder being so very fine that no wad you can put on it will
fit so close as to prevent the elastic fluid from escaping between the
barrel and the shot, and befoi'e the latter, which creates a repulsive
power on the shot. A Sportsman.
SETTER DOG.
Another of Mr, Bannerman's fine engravings, representing the form
and countenance of the setter dog embellishes this number of the
Sporting Magazine. Every sportsman, we think, must have observed
of late, the increasing scarcity of good pointers and setters. So great is
the difficulty of procuring them, young and of approved blood, and yet
more, icell broke dogs, that we have found it impossible to obtain smcA
as we could recommend^ for friends at a distance, who are willing
to buy at any reasonable price; Ave have no hesitation in believing
that fifty ivell hroke pointers and setters could, at this time, be readily
disposed of at ^50 each, and many at even a much higher rate; nor
can we doubt that any one knoAvn to possess a practical knowledge of
the points and characteristic qualities of high bred dogs for all sport-
ing purposes, would find it profitable to establish a well conducted
breeding kennel from which the best stock might be had. Should it
happen that we can alight upon some honest fellow, whose heart is in
the right place, as it generally is with men fond of dogs,* that are ge-
nuine of their family, and hostile to dog laws; some worthy man of
taste^ Avho is in circumstances to invite him to make the experiment,
we are yet determined to endeavor to get up such an establishment,
and if we should, we need scarcely say that the public may rely on it
there shall be "no mistake."
We shall always regret the loss of a pencil portrait of a favorite set-
ter, property of General Daniel of North Carolina. One, whose ex-
* There is no law in physics more nniform than tlio natural propensity of
all animals, including not the most noble, the human race, to feel power
and forget right. The Emperor of Russia orders his Polish subjects to be
hung or shot, with as little remorse as the hawk pounces on the sparrow.
Of all the families of animated nature, the dog, perhaps, affords the greatest
number of admirable exceptions to this general law; being the most mag-
nanimous in his spirit, and the most forbearing in the use of his power for
the oppression of his inferiors; hence do we see the largest, conscious of his
strength, often put up with, and even smile at, the impudent provocations of
little petulant wlielps.
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traordinary properties and proficiency entitle him to some lasting me-
morial of his stoutness and lidclity. It would have been much more
agreeable and proper to have given his portrait than a fancy sketch.
We are glad to notice the importation, by Captain Ballard of the
navy, of a pointer of very uncommon appearance and a frame indicat-
ing great strength and hardiness.
On the subject of the setter dog, nothing new is to be said. Be-
tween him and his rival, the 2)ointer, the palm of superiority will never
be settled, each has his faction ready to maintain his excellence over
the other, and our philosophy teaching us never to think the worse of
any one for diftering with us in opinion on (my subject, since all opi-
nions must be the involuntary result of circumstances, and more
especially as it is our duty to be impartial between the contending
parties, we willingly leave the question between setter and pointer
where we find it, remarking with as much convenience as propriety
chacun u son gout.
It has been well said of the setter, in the Annals of Sporting:—"The
setter is distinguished by that soft and curling flue, which gives a long
and beautiful fringe to his tail and ears, by the mild gleams emanating
from his eye, and by the engaging kindness of his countenance. Witli
these attributes, he makes a charming figure in the field, where his do-
cility and a willingness, joined to a bustling activity, which knows no
ends or bounds %vhilst the day lasts, have attached many sportsmen to
him in all times, although the pointer has, of late years, been in more
common and fashionable use."
To the above it may suffice to add the following extract from John-
son's "Shooter's Annual Present."
"The setter is the handsomest and perhaps the most generous of the
canine race; but by what peculiar cross he originated, is not well
known; and all conjectures on this head, though very interestino- to
the sportsman, are too much involved in uncertainty to be depended
on. An ingenious friend is of opinion, that the setter was produced
by crossing the talbot or bloodhound with the small land spaniel or
springer; and certainly the appearance of some of these animals seems
to warrant such an idea; while others equally good or superior, appear
altogether at variance with such a conjecture. Even if we admit this
position, we are still unable to trace the primeval stock precisely, as
the springer exhibits an almost endless variety, Avhile its origin ap-
pears to be buried in oblivion.
"It may be safely asserted that the setter or large land spaniel was
known in this country long before the introduction of the present more
fashionable dog, known by the appellation of the Spanish pointer.
The large land spaniel or English setter is not more eminently distin-
guished for the beauty of his form, than for his vivacity, unwearied
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perseverance, and sagacity, as well as for his generous and ardent at-
tachment to man. His countenance is very expressive, lie has large
pendant silky ears, a long brushy, handsome tail, and he is covered all
over with long wavy liair: his speed' is very great; and as his feet are
small, and mnch protected with hair, he has thus a decided advantage
over his more delicate rival, and will run with indifference on hard
ground, whether produced by frost or otherwise, when the Spanish
pointer cannot be induced to move from the sportsman's heels. Also,
while the latter, from the tenderness of his skin, manifests the utmost
reluctance to enter a thicket, the setter will rush through the bram-
bles with dauntless impetuosity.
"At the commencement of the shooting season, when the Aveather is
excessively hot, the setter is supposed to suffer more from thirst than
the pointer, this is undoubtedly the case, and arises from the long
warm coat of the former; and on the grouse mountains, in a very dry
season, exposes this generous animal to great inconvenience; not that
the pointer is by any means exempt from that excessive thirst which
is uniformly produced by great exertion under a burning sun; but, as
he is more thinly clad, and generally moves slower, so he is conse-
quently less in want of water."
SNIPE SHOOTING IN LOUISIANA.
Mr. Editor: Opelousas, Feb. 21, 1835.
"If you think the following account of a snipe hunt worthy of in-
sertion, you can give it a place in your Magazine. On the 1 7th inst.
after breakfast, a friend and myself left this place for the ground occu-
pied by our game, five miles distant. At about ten o'clock we com-
menced shooting, and ceased at about four o'clock. I had then bagged
sixty-nine snipe, two quails, one rabbit, and one rail; all single shots,
total, seventy-three;—my friend fifty. It is believed to be pretty good
shooting to kill every other shot in a day's sport on this kind of game,
and I very much doubt whether it is done by many, who are esteem-
ed keen sportsmen. Upon a wager select shots only will be taken,
but that man who expects to bag much game will shoot when he has
a chance.
When Baltimore is connected by rail roads with this place, through
New Orleans, (and why may we not live to see it.?) J will then do
myself the pleasure to send you on some snipe. In the meantime I
will wish you in my situation in several respects, except tlie last, in
the enjoyment of the company of a friend of singularly, various, and
extensive acquirements, who is a keen sportsmen; keeps a good kitch-
en, and drinks excellent wine; but it grieves me further to add, that
we are both old bachelors." B. F. L.
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
Mr. Editor: Washington, Feb. 20, 1835.
Capt. Read of the U. S. Navy, imported from Tunis, on the coast of
Barbary, a blooded liorse, of fine breed. I have purchased the horse, and
he will soon be in your city, on his way from Philadelphia. I have directed
the man in whose charge he has been placed to call on you with the horse,
that you mirrht see him.
Annexed I send you a copy of a certificate which I have received from
Capt. Read, together with an extract from his letter enclosing it.
I am sir, yours respectfully,
Seaborn Jones.
(Copy.)
I hereby certify that the horse lately purchased by the Honorable Sea-
born Jones was shipped by me at the bay of Tunis, on the coast of Bar-
bary, and transported by me in the U. S. Frigate Constellation to this
country. That he was presented to Mrs. Read by a wealthy musselman,
a relation and particular friend of the Bey of Tunis; and that he had been
purchased by this person for the use of his eldest son, from an individual
who brought him from the interior.
My ignorance of the language in which the donor conversed; with some
apprehension of giving offence by making, (through the interpreter,) too
many inquiries respecting the horse, prevented my obtaining more of his
history. Geo. C Read.
Philadelphia, Feb. 18, 1835.
(Extract of a Letter.)
"As to his blood, there never has been a doubt expressed about it, all the
best judges of horse flesh, who have been to look at him, have expressed
their belief that his possessing all the points of a blooded horse cannot be
questioned."
I have seen the original certificate and letter of Captain Read, and the
foregoing is an exact copy of one, and a true extract from the other.
Dixon H. Lewis.
[We much regret not having seen the horse here referred to as he pass-
ed through Baltimore. It would be superfluous to speak of the unquali-
fied confidence to be placed in the accuracy of Capt. Read's statements.
His high character, more than his high station, is a guarantee for any-
thing he says. Some years hence, and we will be mistaken if the public
does not say that it had been well, if all the horses which have been brought
to the U. S. as Arabians, had been as certainly what they purported to be,
as is this horse of Capt. Read's.]
Receipt for Cleaning Boot Tops.
One ounce of salt sorrel; one ounce of oxalic acid; one ounce of sugar
of lead; half ounce of muriate of tin; twopenny worth of pummice stone
powdered. Put all into a jug and pour a pint of hot water upon them.
Mix them well and then add a pint and an half of cold soft water.
This preparation will last for a considerable time. The tops must be
well washed with hot water; then let the mixture be rubbed in with a
"boot top brush."*
* A plate brush.
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Columbia, South Carolina, March 19, 1835.
The friends of Argyle having seen the late challenge of Shark, which
expired on the first of January last, "if it will not be'out of order,''' now
offer to accept it with a sliglit variation of the terms. Tlie northern lau-
rels of tins distiiiguislied racer cannot be much endangered by the genial
climate of the south, especially when they will be plentifully watered by the
warm streams of Carolina hospitality. Bating any fears of frosts beyond
the Potomac, it will be extremely inconvenient for the friends of Argyle,
(mere amateurs on the turti) to run him beyond the limits of this state,
but having beaten off tlie laiid snakes, they feel willing, and desirous, if
practicable, to test their highlander with this celebrated tvnter ''varment.'''
They, therefore, propose to run at Columbia or Charleston, on the day be-
fore the next annual races, four mile heats, for $5 or f 10,000, half forfeit;
at the rate of ten to nine upon Argyle; to be governed by the rules of the
course on which the race may be run. This odds is by no means offered
to disparage Shark, or to vaunt the prowess of Argyle; but to cover the
expenses of a southern trip, and in some sort make a guest of our noble
antagonist; whom we will treat with marked deference on every day save
one, and then with the utmost fairness and civility.
An answer will be expected from Shark by the 10th of May next.
Argyle will be five years old next June, and covers by subscription twen-
ty-five mares this season, which has already commenced.
P. M. Butler.
•'There are at this time more fine horses in training than I ever knew,
and many of them are intended for Baltimore, if report docs not discourage
them."
Autocrat started lately in fine health and spirits to Leonardtown—he
has proven himself a remarkably sure foal getter.
CORRECTIONS.
The last sentence of my notice of the Tennessee against the Kentucky
horses, vol. 6, page 246, should read thus—''But, sir, we believe that stal-
lions cannot do all, and therefore we have such mares as Patty Puff,
(who was got by old Pacolet, out of Rosey Clack, tiie dam of Oscar;
—
Patty is the dam of Desha's Angora, who run her mile the fall after she
was two years old, in Ini. 48is.—beat that,) and the full sister of Piano's
dam; Oscar's full sister Lady Burton," &c. &c.—you used the parenthesis
too often. Grosvenor.
Please make the following correction in the account of the match race
run over the Zanesviile course, on the 29th of October last, by saying Mr.
Grummer's ch. c. Harry Bluff, three years old, by Boxer, he by imported
Expedition, dam by American Eclipse, 84lbs. Likewise say Mr. Sinclair's
b. c. five years old, &.c. TOlbs.
Time, Im. 58s. Ichabod Grummer.
Correction.—The report of the Franklin Association races, in the Janua-
ry number, vol. vi. p. 254, should have been headed, "Franklin Kentucky
Association," instead of "Franklin, Tenn.'" as published.
Errata.—The report of races at Georgetown, Kentucky, in the Febru
ary No. was erroneous—they were run at Jacksonville, Illinois, and were
regularly reported in the January No.
Carroll and Wellington, published on the cover of February No. as
standing at Jacksonville, Kentucky, stand at Jacksonville, Illinois.
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RACING CALENDAR.
Bowling Green (Va.) Races.
Fall meeting, 1834, commenced Tuesday, Aug. 26.
First daij, a sweepstake for three year olds; ^100 entrance, h. f.; four
entries; one forfeit.
Haller and Crockett's b. c. by Shakspeare, dam by Madison, 2 1 1
Leonard Phelp's gr. c by Jerry, dam by Virginian, 12 2
D. F. Kent's ch. c. by White's Timoleon, out of Peterman
mare, . .-.-- dis.
Time, 2m. 4s.—2nn. 8s—2m. 12s. Day rainy and track very heavy.
Second day, Jockey Club purse of $250; two mile heats; entrance $15.
William Cassell's b. f. Mermaid, by Shakspeare, four years old, 1 1
Thomas Hale's ch. c. Jack Randolph, by Shakspeare, four years
old, ------- 2 2
Robert Kent's ch. f. Maid of the Lake, by Shakspeare, four
years old, -•-.--- 3 dis.
Time, 4m. 8s.—4m. 13s.
A handsome plain saddle, valued at $28,30 run for, one mile out, by
Wm. Henson's br. g. - - - - - 1
Wm. Sanders' gr. g. - - - - - - 2
R. Sheritz's r. g. - - - - - - 3
Track heavy, but improving.
• Third day. Jockey Club purse of $400; three mile heats; entrance $20.
J. H, Oliver's b. h. Moses, by Monsieur Tonson, dam by
Bellair, five years old, - - - - 4 14 1
. Haller and Crockett's b . h. Mordecai, by Van Tromp,
dam by Sir Archy, five years old, - - 12 3 2
Robert Kent's ch. c. Canteen, .by Hotspur, three yearsold, 2 4 1 S
Thomas Hale's b. c. Tristram Shandy, by Shakspeare,
dam by Madison, four vears old, - - - 3 3 2 r.o.
Time, 6m. 17s.— 6m' 203.—6m. 29s,—6m. 29s.
A plain saddle valued at $24 was run for, one mile out, by
Mr. Henson's g. -- - - - -1
Mr. Shepherd's ------ 2
Mr. Brown.s bl. g. - - - - - - S
Track good.
Fourth day, purse ^200; mile heats, best three in five; entrance $15.
Matthews and Preston's ch. c. Alroy, by Timoleon, dam by
Sir Hal, four years old, - - - - 111
Wm. Cassell's ch. m. Clare de Kitchen, by Shakspeare^ dam
by Madison, five years old, • - - - 3 2 2
Thomas Hale's b. h. Volant, by Eclipse, dam by Knows-
ley, five years old, - - - - - 2 3 dr.
Time, Im. 55s.— Im. 56s.— Im. 55s.
A fine saddle valued at $38 run for, one mile out, by
Thos. Hale's b. c. - - - - - - 1
Mr. Henson's br. g. - - - . . 2
Mr. Fulton's b. m. - - - - - - 3
Time, 2m. 6s. Track in fine order.
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Fifth day, purse $200, mile heats; entrance gl5.
Haller and Crockett's b. c. Eugene Aram, by Shakspcare,
dam by Madison, three years old, - - - 13 1
Phelps and Matthews' gr. c. by Jerry, dam by Virginian,
three years old, -- - - - - 212
Thos. Hale's ch. c. Bowling Green, by White's Timoleon,dam
by Americus, four years old. - - - - 3 2 dr.
J. H. Oliver's b. c. Devereaux, by Shakspeare, dam by Dio-
med, four years old, - .... 4 dis.*
Time, Im. 581s.— Im. 56s.—Im. 56s.
A match race $100 a side, one mile out, between Daniel Sheritz's h.
Daniel of the Den, .-...- 1
Benjamin Bevillt's ch. g. - - - - - 2
Time, Im. 58s. A. B. Moore, SecWy.
Tallahassee, [Flor.) Jockex Club Races.
The annual meeting for 1834 commenced on Monday, the 15th Dec.
First day, a sweepstakes for three year olds, three mile heats, $500 en-
trance, $J50 forfeit; three subscribers; one forfeit.
J. J. Pittman's b. c. Chesterfield, by Pacific, dam by Madi-
son, 861bs. - - - - - - 2 11
Thos. Brown's (Mr. Harrison,) gr. f. by Medley, dam by St.
Tammany, S.^lbs. - - - - - 12 2
Tune, 6m. 9s.—6m. lis.— 6m. 7s.
This was an interesting race throughout. The bay is a colt ol the
first promise. The filly a beautiful little animal, but evidently not in con-
dition to do herself justice, having been travelled a considerable distance,
and just long enough here to feel the effects of the change of climate and
water.
Second day, a post stake, for all ages, four mile heats.
J. J. Pittman's ch. c. Francis Marion, by Marion, dam by Sir
Archy, four years old, lOOlbs. - - - - 11
Willis Allston's b. m. Jane Bertrand, by Bertrand, dam Aracro-
ka, six years old, 115lbs. - - - - - 2 2
Time, 8m. 14s.—8m. 203.
Francis Marion won the colt stake of f 1000 entrance, over this course
last year, ankle deep in mud. We were particularly struck with the im-
provement in his size and appearance on this occasion—both heats were
won with ease.
Third day, Jockey Club purse $150, mile heats.
II. G. Rick's b. g. Emerald, by Timoleon, dam by Sir Archy,
four years old, 971bs. - - - - - 11
Willis Allston's b. g. Sir Henry, by Sir Archy, dam by , six
years old, 11 51bs. - - - - - - 2 2
T. Brown's ch'. c. Ben Reynolds, by Contention, dam by Galla-
tin, four years old, lOOibs. - - - - - 3 3
Tiiomas J. Green's bl. g. Mink, six years old, 1151bs. - 4 dr.
Time, 2m. Is.—2m. 5s.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse $200; two mile heats,
J. J. Pittman's ch. f. Amy Hampton, by Crusader, dam by Gal-
latin, four years old, 97 lbs. - - - - 11
* Cramped.
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J. J, Harrison's b. m. Queen Adelaide, by Arab, dam by Vir-
jrinian, five years old, lOOlbs. - • - - 2 2
Time, 4m. 2s.—4m.
Fiflh day., Jockey Club purse $500; three mile heats.
R. G. Ricks' b. c. Chesterfield, by Pacific, dam by Madison,
three years old, 861bs. - - - - - II
J. J. Harrison's ch. h. Tam o'Shanter, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam by Cripple, five years old, llOlbs. - - - 3 2
J. J. Pittman's ch. f. Mary Doublcday, by John Henry, dam
by Dungannon, three years old, 83lbs. - - - 2 3
Time, 6m. 19s.—6m. lOs.
The filly is a Floridian by birth and education, and ran under great dis-
advantage, the saddle having slipped on her shoulders in the first mile of
the first heat, which prevented the rider from bracing her as he ought to
have done.
Sixth day, proprietor's purse $250; mile heats; best three in five.
Queen Adelaide, 88lbs. handicap, - - - 111
Mary Doubleday, a feather, but her rider weighed SOlbs. 2 2 2
Time, Im. 59s.—Im. 57s.—2m.
Thos. Brown, Sec'ry.
Charleston, (S. C.) Races.
The annual races over the Washington course, commenced on Monday
Feb. 9, for the citizen's purse, of $1000; three mile heats, and resulted as
follows:
Mr. Walden's br. c. Argyle, four years old, by Monsieur Ton-
son, dam Thistle, by Oscar, I02lbs. - - - 11
Mr. Haun's b. m. Rattlesnake, five years old, by Bertrand, dam
Devil, by West Paragon, 109ibs. - - - - 2 2
Mr. MontmoUin's br. m. Alborak, five years old, by Sumter, dam
Mary Bedford, by imp. Bedford, lODlbs. - - - 3 3
Col. Fitzsimons' ch. f. Rushlight, four years old, by Sir Archy,
dam by Pacolet, 991bs. - - - - - 4 dr.
Time, 5m. 46s.— 5m. 51s.
Second day, Monday, Feb. 16. Proprietor's purse; mile heats; carrying
feathers.
Mr. Montmolhn's br. ui. Alborak, five years old, by Sumter, dam
Mary Bedford, by imp. Bedford, - - - - 11
Mr. Walden's gr. f. Chestatee, three years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Gallatin, - - - - - - 2 2
Dr. Boyd's ch. g. Dangerfield, five years old, by Character, dam
by Dion, - -- - - -- Sdr.
J. L. Wilson's ch. g. William, five years old, by Sir Archy, dam
by Gallatin, .._-. dis.
Dr. Jas. Heyward's ro. g. Talleyrand, three years old, by Maco-
boy, dam by Pocotaligo, _ . . - - bolted.
Time, Im. 55s.—Im. 542S.
Third day, two mile heats, for colts and fillies, three years old.
Wm. Sinkler's ch. c. Sir Kenneth, three years old, by Crusader, dam
Carolina, by Buzzard, walked over.
Fourth day, four mile heats, purse $1000.
Mr. Walden's br. c. Argyle, four years old, by Monsieur Ton-
son, dam Thistle, by Oscar, lOilbs. - - 11
Col. Spann'sch. h. Bertrand, Jr. aged, by Bertrand, dam Tran.s-
port, by Virginius; 1261bs. - - - - - 2 2
Time, 8m. 5s.—8m. 8s,
55 V.6
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Track heavy from previous rains, which may account for the bad time
in tills race.
Su?ne day, sweepstakes, two mile heats.
Mr. Moiitmollin's b. ni. Molly Longs, five years old, by Sumter,
dam Sopiiy Wynn, by Blackburn's Buzzard, I091bs. - 11
Mr. McCra's b. ir. Conrad, aged, by Kosciusko, dam Duck
Filly, liSibs.
' - - - - - - 2 2
Time, 4ni, 03s.—4m. 1 Is.
Fifth day, purse $600; three mile heats.
Mr. Haun's b. m. Rattlesnake, five years old, by Bertrand,
dam Devil, by West Paragon, I09lbs. - - - 4 11
INIr. VValden's b, h. Herr Cline, five years old, by Sir Archy,
dam by Gallatin, ll'ilbs. - - - - 3 2 2
Col. Fitzsiminons' b. f. Fanny Richards, four years old, by
Maryland Eclipse, dam Betsey Richards, 991bs. - 1 3 dr.
Col. Spann's ch. h. Muckle John, aged, by Muckle John, dam
by Marske, 1261bs. - - - - - 5 b. d.
Mr. Montmollin's br. m. Alborak, five years old, by Sumter,
dam Alary Bedford, by imp. Bedford, lOQlbs. - - 2 dis.
Col. Sinkler's ch. c. Eutaw, four years old, by Sir Archy, Jr.
dam Carolina, by Buzzard, 102lbs. - - - dis.
'I'ime, 5m. 58s.—5m. 54s.—6m. 10s.
Same day, sweepstakes, two mile heats,
Mr. fliontmollin's ch. m. Patsy Wallace, five years old, by Alex-
ander, dam by Robin Gray, 109lbs, - - - II
Dr. Boyd's ch. g. Dangerfield, five years old, by Character, dam
by Dion, 1091bs. - - - - - - 2 2
Time, 4m. 03s.—4m. lis.
Sixth day, purse ^400; two mile heats.
Col. Fitzsimmons'ch. f. Rushlight, four years old, by Sir Archy,
dam by Pacolet, 99lbs. - - - - - 11
Mr. McCra's ch. c. Minor, four years old, by Clermont, dam
Lecadoe, by Potomac, 102lbs. - - - - 2 2
Col. Spann's ch. c. Little Davy, four years old, by Archy Mon-
torio, dam by Goldfinder, 102lbs. - - - - 3 8
Mr. Haun's b. f. Betsey Eckle, three years old, by Sir Archy
Montorio, dam by Whipster, 871bs. ... 4 dis.
Time, 3m. 56s.—3m. 59s.
Same day, sweepstakes, mile heats, carrying feathers.
Mr. Miller's ch. c. Le Bleux, four years old, by Eclipse, dam by
Florizel, ...--..ii
Mr. Mitchell's b. m. Coquette, aged, by Richard, dam full sis-
ter to Transport, by Virginius, - - - - 2 2
Time, Im. 57s.— Im. 59s.
Seventh day, handicap race, purse $410; three mile heats.
Mr. Montmollin's ch. m. Patsey Wallace, five years old, by Alex-
ander, dam by Robin Gray, handicapped to carry 94lbs. - 1 1 j
Col. Spann's ch. h. Bertrand, Jr. aged, by Bertrand, dam Trans-
port, by Virginius, handicapped llOlbs, - - - 2 2
Mr. McCra's br. g. Conrad, aged, by Kosciusko, dam Duck
Filly, handicaped, a feather, . _ . - S dis.
Time, 6m. Is.—5m. 51s.
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Slud of Thomas Emory of Queen
Anil's county. Eastern Shore of
Maryland, in xohich some inaccu-
racies in vol. 1, pages 111— 112,
not very important, are corrected.
Fanny Wright, gr. m. bred by
Gov. Wrio[ht, and foaled the pro-
perty of T. E., in May 1827; she
was got hy Silverheels, for whose
rich and extended pedigree, see vol.
3, page 253, and also same volume.
Turf Register, page 317, under the
head Zamor. Fanny Wright is full
sister to Zamor, for whose pedigree
and performances see the last page
quoted. Her dam is Aurora, by
Gov. Lloyd's Vingt'un, (not Mary-
land Vingt'un, as Mr. Edgar has it,
there was a horse of this name,)
Pandora, by Col. Tayloe's Gray
Diomed—Hall's Union, also the
dam of Edelin's FJoretta--Leonidas
—imp. Othello—imp. Gorge's Juni-
per—imp. Morton's Traveller, out of
Tasker's imp. and celebrated Seli-
ma, by the Godolphin Arabian. Her
dam by old Fox—Flying Childers.
Silverheels was by Gov. Ogle's
Oscar, out of Pandora, as above.
Oscar was by imp. Gabriel; his dam
was Vixen, by old Medley—Col.
Tayloe's Penelope, by old Yorick
—
Ranter—old Gift, &.c.—Gabriel, the
sire of Oscar, (also of Post Boy,
Harlequin, &c.,) was by Dorimont
—Highflyer—Snap, (out of the dam
of Chalkstone, Iris, Planet, &c)
Shepherd's Crab—Miss Meredith, by
Cade—Little Hartley mare. Cade
by the Godolphin Arabian. The
Little Hartley mare was by Bartlet's
Childers, full brother to Flying
Childers, and got by the Darley Ara-
bian. Vingt'un, bred by Gen. Wade
Hampton, South Carolina, was by
the imp. Diomed, out of the dam of
Black Maria. Black Maria's dam
was by Clockfast, out of Burwell's
noted Maria, who was by Dunmore's
Regulus, and he by the Godolphin
Arabian. Clockfast was by Gim-
crack, (sire of old Medley,) out of
Miss Ingram, by Regulus, who was
by the Godolphin Arabian. Gim-
crack, by Cripple, and he by the
Godolphin Arnbian.
Gray Diotned was by old Med-
ley; lie by Gimcrack; he by Crip-
ple; and he by the Godolphin Ara-
bian. Medley's dam was by Snap,
and full sister to Sir Peter Teazle.
Gray Diomed's dam by Sloe; gran-
dam by Vampire.
Hall's Union was by Gov. Eden's
Slim—imp. Figure—imp. Dove
—
imp. Othello,—imp. Tasker's Seli-
ma; and she by the Godolphin Ara-
bian.
Leonidas was by Lloyd's Tra-
veller, (who was by Morton's Tra-
veller, out of imp. Jenny Cameron.)
Leonidas' dam was by Morton's
Traveller, out of Tasker's Selima,
who was by the Godolphin Arabian.
Othello, imp. was by Panton's
Crab, out of Miss Slammerkin, the
Duke of Somerset's favorite brood
mare.
Gorge's Juniper, imp. was by
Babraham, who was a son of the
Godolphin Arabian.
Morton's Traveller, imported was
by the celebrated O'Kelly's Eclipse
—King Herod—Blank—old Cade,
by the Godolphin Arabian. King
Plerod was by Tartar, his dam Cy-
pron, by Blaze, a son of the great
Flying Childers. Blank was by the
Godolphin Arabian.
Fanny Wright, it is thus seen, is
traced without a flaw, on the dam's
side, to Tasker's Selima, and also
through several crosses, and unites
in her veins many crosses of some
of the most choice stock ever imp.
into this country, particularly that of
Medley. Her sire, Silverheels, her
dam, Aurora, and her grandam Pan-
dora, were fine runners. All the
animals she traces to are on record
in the Turf Register, were renown-
ed for their racing pow ers at all dis-
tances, but particularly in four mile
heats. See vol. 3, pages 317, 318.
She is a Medley gray, over fifteen
and a half [hands high, and of high
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racing form. To perpetuate blood
which is considered so rare and
valuable, she was never trained, but
put to breeding at three years old,
and it is believed there is now no
other female descendant through the
maternal line from Pandora, in this
state; and only old Aurora out of it,
except the following:
Iler produce:
1831, gr. c. by John Richards,
died of cholic, at three days old.
1832, ch. roan f. by Maryland
Eclipse; fine size and form.
1833, gr. f. by John Richards; fine
size and form.
1834, missed to Johnson's Medley.
li',35, Doubtful; stinted last spring
to Maryland Eclipse.
Grecian Princess, bred by Geo.
W. Jcffrys, Esq. of North Carolina,
was foaled in the year 1824. Gre-
cian Princess was by Virginian; her
dam Calypso, by Bellair; grandam
Edmund Irby's Ihmous Dare Devil
marc. See vol. 2, Turf Register,
pages 455, and 461. See also me-
moir of Calypso, in the 4th vol. p.
388.
Mr. Irby's Dare Devil mare, her-
.self of the most illustrious ancestry,
"was as celebrated for producing
fine runners as Sir Archy was for
'retting them." She produced many
capital runners, to wit: Contention,
(now called for, it is said, to occupy
tlie stand at New York, whicii,as a
racer and stallion, has been Eclipse's
(Treat tiieatre of renown,) Reapiiook,
Calypso, Thaddeus, Woodpecker,
Snake, Burstall, Weazlc, Betsey
.Archer, &,c. The stock of this ce-
lebrated marc is likely to place her
conspicuously among the few choice
brood marcs, and transmit their re-
nown for speed and endurance to fu-
ture time. Calypso, besides Gre-
cian Princess, produced Gabriella,
conspicuous on the pages of the Turf
Register as a successful runner at
four miles. Thaddeus got Betsey
Robinson, and Contention has be-
gotten a long list of racers, at the
head of which, perhaps, stands Tro-
netle.
Virginian, the sire of Grecian
Princess, for his pedigree and per-
formances, see his memoir in vol. 1,
Turf Register, page 369. This
horse, for the very brief period he
stood as a stallion, produced, per-
haps, a greater proportion of first
rate runners than any other horse
ever did in this country, not even
e.xcepting his great progenitor. Sir
Archy. Mercury, Polly Hopkins,
Betsey Ransom, Star, Lafayette,
Restless, and Arietta, would have
given immortal renown to any stal-
lion who might have figured as such
as nriany years as he did months. It
is no trifling compliment to Vir-
ginian that his two daughters, Polly
Hopkins and Betsey Ransom, were
procured at a high figure, as the fa-
vorite mares, by one of the most
judicious breeders and keen sighted
sportsmen in this country, for the
express purpose of sending them
across the Atlantic, to visit the royal
stud, and receive the embraces of
the prince of horses, Priam.
Grecian Princess is a mahogany
bay, with a little white on one of
her hind ankles, full fifteen hands
high, and of unexceptionable form.
She received an injury at two years
old in one of her ankles, and was,
therefore, never trained, since she
came to this state.
Her produce:
1829, b. f. by Monsieur Tonson;
died at two years old, having rup-
tured a blood vessel, and bled to
death from the nose.
1830, missed to imported Valen-
tine.
1831, ch. f. by John Richards,
(now called Queen Anne;) she was
trained last fall, and won two out of
her four races. At each race a boy
was picked up on tiie ground who
had never rode her before. Sold to
Judge Chambers.
1832, b. c.by John Richards, very
large and symmetrically formed
—
very promising.
1833, missed to John Richards.
1834, b. c. by Maryland Eclipse,
large and well formed,
I3^r>, in foal to Maryland Eclipse.
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The pedigrees of Fanny Wright
and Grecian Princess, are not only
first rate, but they are "authentic."
CjIroline Whitekoot, b. m.
bred by Elisha Wilson of Caroline
county, and foaled in the year 1818.
Caroline was by Ogle's Oscar; her
dam Indian Hen, bred by Thomas
Doffin, Esq., by Othello—Lloyd's
Traveller—Dames' Figure— full sis-
ter to Irish Gray, alias Northumber-
land, imp. by Mr. Crow of Pliiladel-
phia. Given to T, A. Emory-
Ogle's Oscar was by imp. Ga-
briel; his dam Vixen, by old Med-
ley—Col. Tayloe's Penelope, by old
Yorick—Ranter—old Gift, &c. &c.
Othello, bred by Dr. Beans of
Prince George's county, and bought
by Edward N. Hambleton, Esq. of
Talbot Co. about 1799, for £500.
He was a coal black, of uncommon
beauty, and although injured before
he got him, in one of his fore legs,
proved himself to be a horse of great
speed and bottom. His pedigree
has been long lost, was recently re-
gained by Mr. Hambleton, and again
mislaid. It is known by him to shew
Othello to be thoroughbred, and all
he particularly recollects is, that he
was by Hyder Ally, a distinguished
son of Lindsay's Arabian.
Lloyd's Traveller was by imported
Morton's Traveller, out of imp. Jen-
ny Cameron.
Dame's Figure, sometimes called
Feddeman's Figure, was by imp.
Figure, and out of, as Gen. Forman
says, Nicholson's Blue mare, es-
teemed thoroughbred, and a good
racer. Her pedigree is desired.
Mr. Wilson at the time he pur-
chased Indian Hen, was insensible
to th? necessity of a written pedi-
gree, and supposed that the reputa-
tion of the whole neighborhood, that
she was thoroughbred, was sufficient
for all purposes. The very few in
the neighborhood wlio kept written
memoranda have passed away, and
the above pedigree, meagre as it is,
was copied from an advertisement
of Wm. R. Stuart, Esq. now of Bal-
timore, published thirty years ago,
being a horse bill for Vertumnus,
who was half brother by the dam's
side, to Caroline Whitefoot. Mr.
Wilson says Indian lieu died at
twenty-eight years old, after having
an abortion of twins. Caroline is
full sister to Col. Tayloe's gelding
Quaker.
Produce of Caroline Whitefoot:
1826, ch. f. by old Ratray, since
called Betsey Wilson. She was
trained to ascertain whether she had
foot and bottom, and her owner be-
ing satisfied on this subject, she was
put to breeding.
1828, abortion of twins, by John
Richards.
1829, b.c. by imp. Valentine; got
injured in the spine, and was gelded.
1830, missed to Valentine.
1831, br.f. Rinaldo; died of dis-
temper at two years old.
1832, missed to John Richards.
1833, b. c. by Col. Selden's Sussex.
1834, missed to Maryland Eclipse.
1835, in foal to Maryland Eclipse.
Produce of Betsey Wilson, as
above:
1834, ch. f. by Sussex; very pro-
mising.
1835, in foal to Maryland Eclipse.
Old Ratray was got by the imp.
horse Clifden; his dam by Fitzpart-
ner, out Ariminna, who was got by
Brimmer, out of Peyton Randolph's
celebrated mare Lovely Lass. His
pedigree is given by Col. Miles Sel-
den, and Wade Mosby, Esq. of Vir-
ginia.
Clifden was a fine imp. horse,
and the same that run the great
match race in England against
Dragon. Clifden was rode by Sir
John Lade, and Dragon by the Duke
of Bedford.
Ratray died in the year 1826, at
a very advanced age, then the pro-
perty of Shadrack Raleigh, near
Punch Hall, in the state of Dela-
ware.
Any of the above stock may be
bought at fair prices. T. E.
Horses of the Olden time.
Mr. Editor:
I send you herewith, some "ex-
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tracts from Porcupine's Gazette,
during the years 1797 and 1798,"
which, in my leisure moments, I
have made, supposing that they
might be of interest to some of the
many readers of your Turf Rea^.
\V. VV. W. B.
1. "Revenge, this full bred imp.
h. was got by Archelaus; his grand-
sire Mr. O' Kelly's fimous Eclipse;
his dam was Lively Lass, got by old
Pagan; grandam by Blank; g. g.
dam by Doge, &c. &c. tSic, was
foaled in 1791, a beautiful bay, with
white hind feet, large and handsome;
of great power and tine action. He
was what was called in England, the
large boned, short jointed, running-
horse, which at that day were in the
greatest esteem."
2. "Liberty, offered for sale at
$800; he is nine years old, (1797,) in
color a rich blood bay. Solon, Se-
lim, Stoutly, Pacolet, and Bowie's
Sweeper were among the last of his
ancestors, and the powers he has
manifested proved, in the eyes of
judges, that he is worthy of such
progenitors.
He was owned by Mr. Simon
Wilmer, of Chestertown, Kent co.
Maryland."
3. Paymaster, imp. from Great
Britain in the fall of 1794, covered
at Westchester, Chester county, in
1798. He was imp. by Mr. Rylan-
der of New York.
"His color was blood bay, well
marked; height was fifteen hands
three inches; for bone, strength,
action, figure, carriage and move-
ments equal to any horse on the con-
tinent. His colts, (yearlings,) are
selling at from ^100 to £l60. He
is named after his sire, who was got
by Homer; Homer, by old Paymas-
ter, his dam by Damascus Arabian;
who was the sire of Mr. March's
Signal, who won seven times out of
eight, on the New Market course.
Homer's dam was the dam of Mr.
Gee's Sarah, got by Antonius, who
won the 900gs. at New Market, in
1775, when six started. Paymas-
ter's dam was got by Snake; gran-
dam by old Trnveller."
[April, 1835.
4. "Imp. horse English Ball,
at $8 the mare; no insurance."
5. "Flag of Truce, a silver gr.
fifteen and a half hands high, and
for beauty, figure, and bone, is equal
to any horse; his reputation as a
running horse in the state of Vir-
ginia is well known, having won ten
capital purses out of eleven, besides
a number of matches, and never
beaten but once; he was put to
covering in 1792, and is esteemed a
sure foal getter. His colts are
large, and some have run with great
success in the southern states. He
was got by the celebrated imp. h.
Goldtinder; his dam by the famous
Flimnap, who was sold for lOOOgs.;
grandam by Aristotle; his g. g. dam
by old Fearnought. Flag of Truce
stood at three guineas the mare."
6. "High bred horse Young Rock-
ingham, as advertised by Mr. Hart
of Piiiladelphia."
7. "Touchstone, imp. the au-
tumn of 1798, and stood the season
of 1789 in Bucks county, Pennsyl-
vania; handsome bay, marked with
a star and snip; fifteen hands three
inches in height; a fine moving horse;
he was got by Clothier, in England,
out of Mr. Bithell's mare Riot;
Riot was got by Regulus, out of the
dam of Woodcock, and Castaway,
who was got by tiie Darley Ara-
bian. Matchem was by Cade, out
of a Partner mare."
8. "Rodney was imported from
England, was got by Paymaster;
Nina, his dam, was by the famous
Highflyer; who was covering at fifty
gumeas per mare; grandam by old
Snap, grandam to the Devonshire
Childers, which mare was own sis-
ter to Gnawpost's g. grandam, was
called Miss Cranbount, got by Go-
dolphin Arabian; g. g. grandam by
Seddsbury, which mare was gran-
dam of Eclipse, whose dam was got
by Regulus.
"Rodney is a beautiful dark bay,
rising eight years old, (1798,) full
fifteen and a half hands high, with
just and beautiful proportion, he is
remarkably cheery, good natured.
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and fray, and for action, easy, just,
and tine movement, none can excel,
free from blemish, in perfect health
and vigor; a certificate of his pedi-
gree may be seen at his stand, regu-




The following pedigree of Ken-
tucky Whip, is the substance of a
letter, that has been in my posses-
tiion near two years; and is the re-
sult of the researches of a gentle-
man of Charlotte county, Virginia,
who finding himself in a situation
favorable to the investigation of the
subject, promptly undertook the
task, and prosecuted it with a zeal
highly commendable, and a success,
though not complete, yet truly grati-
fying. I have hitherto withheld the
facts, under the expectation that the
gentleman who rescued them from
the oblivion which threatened them,
would perform his promise, and him-
self communicate them for publica-
tion in your valuable Register. But
my hopes of a publication from that
quarter, have been so long deferred,
as to determine me at length to
place the facts beyond the reach of
casualties.
The information has been derived
chiefly, from Edrnond Patrick, bro-
ther of John Patrick, who bred the
dam—and from Hillery Mosely, sen.
whose father bred the grandam, and
great grandam of Kentucky Whip.
Edrnond Patrick stated that he car-
ried old Speckleback to Randolph's
Celer. This gentleman is since
dead, and I deem it fortunate that
the examination was commenced in
time to obtain his direct, positive,
personal knowledge on the subject.
Cook's, Blackburn's, or Kentucky
Whip, was got by imp. Whip; his
dam Speckleback,* by Randolph's
* So called from the circumstance
of her having a delicate, serpentine
streak of white running from near
the withers to the tail, along the
back. Her dam was similarly
marked.
Celer; his grandam old Speckleback,
by Mead's Celer; his great grandam
by Beard's imp. Sober John; hisg.
g. grandam, (a very fine mare of her
day;) was purchased by Edward
Mosely, Sen. at Wade's sale.
Randolph Celer, or Burweli's bay
stallion, or the Island Horse, (for ho
was known by all three appellations)
was got by old Celer; his darn by
Sloe, (son of Partner, out of Blos-
som, imp.;) his grandam was imp.
by Capt. Thomas Lilly.
Kentucky.
[We should think it would be
acceptable to the numerous owners
of the blood of Whip, in the west,
if the Editors of newspapers would
copy this.]
Georgetown, Ky. Feb. 24, 1835.
Bred horses in the stud of Judge
Philips, of Davidson Co. Tenn.
Brown bay rnare by imp. Eagle,
traded in Virginia, to Mr. Josiah
Nichol, late merchant, and presi-
dent of U. S. Branch Bank in Nash-
ville, and not only affirmed by the
trader, but by other gentlemen pre-
sent to be a high bred, which was
fully sustained by her appearance.
Her produce:
1825, br. b. f. by the Arabian
Bagdad.
1826, missed to do.
1827, ch. c. by do.
1828 & 9, missed to do.
1830, ch. c. by do.
The filly was trained at two years
old, very fleet; and next spring put
to breeding. The first colt trained
at two, very fleet; and sold south.
Produce of hr. b. m. by Bagdad,
out of the Eagle mare, as above:
1829, ch. c. by Pacific, (sold south.)
1830, missed to do.
183I,b. f. by do.
1832, br. f. by do.
1833, b. c. by do.
1834, ch. f. by Saxe Weimar.
The mare choaked and died.
Bay mare bred and certified by
Col. Philip Pipkin; got by imported
Boaster; her dam by imp. Bryan
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O'Lynn; lier dam Sappington's
(otherwise known as Sampson Law-
yers') old Medley mare.
1831, cr. f. by Comet.
1832, b. f. by the Arabian Bagdad.
1833, b. c. by do.
1834,b. c.by Pacific, (since dead.)
1835, b. f. by do.
The brown Arabian, Bagdad, at
Alderson's Livery Stables, Nash-
ville.
Pedigree of Upton, the property qfE.
JV. Hambleton, and T. Tilghman,
of Easton, J\Id.
Upton, b. foaled June 24th, 1829,
bred by C. S. W. Dorsey, Esq. was
<rot by May Day, out of Young
Jessie, by Telegraph, (by imported
Spread Eagle, out of imp. Janet;)
her dam Lady of the Lake, by
Hickory, by imp. Whip; grandam
Maid of the Oaks, by imp. Shark
—
Rockingham—True Whig— Gallant
—imp. Regulus— imp. Diamond.
May Day was got by Virginian,
by Sir Archy, by imp, Diomed; his
dam by Florizel, (by imp. Diomed,
dam by imp. Shark;) g. dam by imp.
Dare Devil; g. g. dam by imp. Shark;
g. g. grandam by Apollo, (by imp.
Fearnought, put of an imp. Cullen
x'Vrabian mare;) g. g. g. grandam
imp. Jenny Cameron. Vide the
certificate of the breeder, in pos-
session of the owners.
Pedigree of Reeder's Virginia.
Virginia was bred by Mr. Alex.
Greer of Charles city, Md., and
was got by imp. Chance; her dam
also called Virginia, was bred by
Mr. Catesby Graham of Va. ani
was got by John Hoskia's Americus,
(for whose pedigree see A. T. R,
vol. 2, p. 622,) her grandam Fati-
ma was bred by Mr. Aaron Grigsby
of Va., and was got by imp. Spread
Eagle; her g. grandam Aurora, was
bred conjointly by Mr. Wm. Fitz-
hugh and Mr. Grigsby, was got by
the Lindsay Arabian, out of a mare
supposed to be imp. She was pro-
cured by Mr. Fitzhugh of Mr. Ben-
jamin Harrison of Va.
[The above "guaranteed by cer-
tificates and letters from gentlemen
whose high standing and disinterest-
edness, would not allow even an in-
sinuation of a doubt." The dam of
Virginia was put to imp. Chance in
1820, and she foaled in 1821, not in
1820 as stated in July No. vol. 5.
(signed,) T. H. Brickner.]
Virginia being owned by Dr.
Reeder, a private gentleman, un-
known to the sporting world, was
allowed none other than the em-
braces of common saddle horses,
until the last three years, since then,
she has produced a colt by Combi-
nation—a filly by Velocity, and is
now in foal to Tychicus.
Virginia will go to imp. Autocrat.
T.H.B.
J}Iarch 14, 1835. i
CORRECTIONS.
Mr. Editor: Hicksford, Va. Feb. 17, 1835.
In the Turf Register, February, No. 6, vol. 6, in the pedigree of a gr. colt
called Master Burke, bred by Mr. J. D. Amis of N. C. it is stated that he
was out of a Saladin mare, that is so; but she is oui of a Potomack, and nol
out of an Archy—the balance is correct. The Saladin mare was half sistei
io ToyncU (page 313, see the dam of Jenny Daw, No. 1— in the stud o'
Mr. J. Kendall;) Toynett and this Saladin mare were both bred by me in Pit
County, N. C. W. S. Blount.
N. B. The above Potomack mare was raised by my uncle Mr. W. P. Lit
tie, of Warren County, N. C. and sold to me, &.c.
O" Several material errors occurred in publishing "a complete list o
Philip Wallis' stud;"—we shall republish it, corrected, in our next num
ber. "Eastern Shore's" dam was Equa. The dam of Lady Archiana
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LANGFORD.
{The property of F. P, Corbin, Esq.)
With some notice of the Performances of his sire.
Langford, a br. c. two years old, was foaled in 1833, and got by
Starch, out of Peri, by Wanderer—her dam Thalestris, by Alexander,
out of Rival, by Sir Peter—Hornet, by Drone—Manilla, by Gold-
finder—Mr. Goodricke's 'Old England' mare. N. B. Thalestris was
trained both before and after producing her first foal. Peri, (now in
the Royal Stud at Hampton Court, and in foal to The Colonel,) is the
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dam of Sir Hercules, by Whalebone, of Lady Rachel, and of Fashion,
by Stai-ch, and of Sunimerhill, by Whalebone; all winners. See the
General Stud Book, vol. 3d, p. 553. Starch was got by Waxy-Pope,
one of the best sons of Waxy, by PotSos,) out of Miss Stavely, by
Shuttle—Drone—Matchem, &.c. &c. see the book.
In 1822, Starch, then three years old, won at Curragh, in Ireland,
His Majesty's plate, two miles, carrying 7s. lllb. (1091b.) beating six
others. Also his Majesty's plate, three miles, at 8s., beating three
others.
At Curragh, in 1823, at the April meeting, and still three years old,
he won the King's plate, three miles, at 8s., beating three others.
At the June meeting, then four years old, he walked over for a
sweepstakes, two mile heats.
At the same meeting, he won a sweepstakes for all ages, (four
years old, 8s. 7lb.) over the Red-post Course, beating four others.
Again, at the same meeting, he won a Handicap sweepstakes,
Conolly's Mile, at 8s. 9lb., beating eight others. See Weatherby's or
Johnson's Racing Calendar of 1823.
In 1824, at Curragh, then four years old, he won the King's plate,
four mile heats, in two heats, carrying 10s. (140lb.) beating five
others.
At the June meeting, then five years old, he won the King's plate,
(at 9s.) four mile heats, beating four others.
At Curragh, in 1825, then six years old, he won His Majesty's plate
for six years old and aged, 9s. each, four mile heats, beating four
others in two heats, and distancing three of them in the first heat.
This year Starch ran twice in England, and was beaten by Lottery,
for the Gold Cup, at Doncaster, and by Escape, for a sweepstakes, at
Chesterfield.
At Curragh, June meeting of 1826, then aged, he won the King's
plate, four mile heats, distancing two others.
Starch is now a favourite stallion in England, and covers in York-
shire. For his performances, see the Racing Calendars. These show
him to have been one of the best four-milers of his day.
It has been stated in the N. Y. Sporting work, tliat "Jemima never beat
Busiris!" (italicized.) This is a strange mistake. The niomoir of him, in
the same number, states he was beat, in his first race, by Mr. Burwell's b.
f. by Ratler. This filly was Jemima. The account given of that race, and
of the great sweepstakes, won by Black Maria, is nearly altogether fanci-
ful. I saw both races. I wish not to detract from Busiris' just celebrity.
An Evf. Witness.
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BOXER, BY EXPEDITION.
An imperfect account of Boxer's brilliant achievements having been
heretofore published in the Register, we have the satisfaction to furnish
further particulars, as gathered from a handbill, signed E. A. Darcy, and
dated Basking Ridge, N. J , 1825; in which Boxer is represented to have
been a beautiful bay, sixteen hands high, in form of the most lofty elegance
and symmetry; of great strength and action, and his blood equal to any
horse bred in America, as appears by the pedigree heretofore published;
tliat he was foaled 1812; bred by Col. Conover, of Monmouth county,
N. J.; got by imported Expedition, "bred by the Earl of Egremont,"
and was own brother to the dam of the *'far famed Count Piper," son of
Marshal Duroc.
Performances.
1815. 1, In September, at three years old, he won a purse of $50, two
mile heats, beating Mr. Vanmater'a filly Lottery, and Mr. Matthews' filly
Kildair, by Potomac.
1816. 2. In the spring he won a match of f 100, beating Scipio, half a
mile.
3 (fe 4. Two weeks after, he won two match races, at Harris's Lane, of
§300, beating the Hog Island Colt.
5. At Bristol he won a purse of £50, beating Mr. Hughes' filly Diana,
by First Consul, (she beat Mr. Vanmater's famous Honesty, by Expedition,)
Mr. Burk's Hampton, and others, two mile heats.
6. One week after he won a match at Philadelphia, of $100, beating
Mr. Shaw's grey horse from Sciota, half a mile.
7. The day after he won a match of $300, beating Mr. Elton's Joseph.
8. The day following he won a match of |200.
9. In the afternoon of the same day he won a match of §100.
10. At Elkton, Maryland, (probably in the fall,) he won a purse of
$100, beating Mr. Badger's Lady of the Lake, by Hickory, out of Maid of
the Oaks, and several others.
1817. 11. In the summer, after the race at Elkton, at which time he
received half the purse won by the famed Partnership, by Oscar, four mile
heats, he won a match of §800, beating the noted Janus, six hundred yards,
who, (in the public papers,) challenged any horse on the continent to run for
§1000, having beat the fastest horses in the United States, and never was
beaten by any horse except Boxer.
12. At Pennington, he won a purse of §50, beating Mr. Bond's filly
Bellissima, by First Consul, and others, two mile heatsi
13. At Germantovvn, he won a purse of $150, beating Black Eyed
Susan, by Sir Archy, Cinderella, by Duroc, (out of Maid of the Oaks,)
Princess, (who beat Hermaphrodite,) by First Consul, and others, two mile
heats. (Lady Lightfoot, when in her prime, was run (four miles) by Black
Eyed Susan, as hard a contested a race as ever was run in the south.)
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14. At Elkton, Maryland, he won a purse of $100, beating Mr, Bond's
celebrated Diana, and others, mile heats.
15. At Germantown, after returning from the south, he won a purse of
$130, beating Mr. Bond's Revenge,* of the same age (the most speedy
horse of the south; brother to the celebrated Defiance, by Florizel,) and
others, two mile heats.
1818. 16. In the spring, at Boston, he won a purse of $300, three
mile heats, beating Mr. Baucomb's famous Watch-Eye, distancing him
the second heat.
1819. 17. In the spring, on Long Island, he run two mile heats, when
in condition only to run six hundred yards, (not having had a gallop or a
sweat,) the first heat beating Fitz Gerald, Cock-of-the-Rock, Gentle Kitty,
Fearnought, and one other; the three latter with difiiculty saving their
distance—beating all the other horses except the famous Cock-of-the-Rock.
18. In the fall he won a purse of $100, at Suckasunna, beating Dolly,
(full sister to Mr. Bond's famous Diana,) and a grey horse by Hickory,
three mile heats.
18. Boxer, in a trial, beat Prize-Fighter half a mile, carrying a dif-
ference of 291b. in weight.
1817. At Elkton, Maryland, he received half the purse won by the
famed Partnership, by Oscar, four mile heats; and at McGollister town,
half the purse won by Mr. Bond's mare Diana, as a price for his with-
drawal. E. A. Darcy,
It would tiuis appear that Boxer was of invincible speed and of good
bottom, having won repeatedly two and three mile heats, and received from
the excellent four mile horse. Partnership, half the purse to withdraw from
the encounter, not having had occasion to run four mile heats; that he won,
in succession, sixteen races, run at three, four, five, six and seven years old,
in Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York and Massachusetts, besides his own
state, New Jersey; that at four years old he won all his ten races, (three
of them matches, run in two successive days,) and all his five races at five
years old. That when beat, on Long Island, at seven years old, by Mar-
shal Duroc, lie yielded to a noble foe, then four or five years old, and in
almost as high esteem as his famed brother and cotemporary, the uncon-
quered American Eclipse.
Mr. Darcy, in a recent letter, (dated Basking Ridge, and covering the
handbill,) states that he purchased Boxer of Col. Wilkinson, the spring of
1825, and sold him in 1830, when he was carried to Ohio, and died the en-
suing autumn, shortly after the expiration of his season; and that Col.
Wilkinson, who ran him most of his races, has testified, as to their correct-
ness, and, as he has understood, also the son-in-law of the late Col.
Conover. Mr. Laird, in like manner, describes him, in emphatic terms
"a racehorse."
* Revenge had beat, in two mile heats, the famed Marshal Duroc, (by
Duroc, out of the Maid of the Oaks,) from the same stable with Boxer.
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TURF WARFARE BETWEEN THE NORTH AND SOUTH.
[This communication has been several months on hand; wc regret liaving
been unable to give it an earlier insertion.]
Mr. Editor:
You may know that my communication, several months ago, for your
periodical, headed "Turf Warfare between the North and South," has
met animadversion from the sporting papers of the "Commercial Empo-
rium." T was not apprised of it, until long after their publication, or you
should sooner have had my reply.
The two articles I ascribe to one pen. I cannot suppose many are sen-
sitive on a subject where there "is scarce a peg to hang a doubt upon."
The "Empire State" having passed the "Ancient Dominion," in population
and wealth; running ahead also of all competitors in her magnificent public
works, and now making long strides to win tor her favourite son, whose
magical powers have excited general admiration, the great JVational stake,
notwithstanding one or more "Virginia breds" of her "breed of noble men,"
and another from "the Racehorse region," may enter the lists against him;
I cannot believe many of her citizens would rob "old Virginia," "who bred
Presidents," and whose pride once was to have "the greatest men, prettiest
girls and swiftest horses of any state in the Union," of her last and remain-
ing boast—the superiority of her racehorses. In this respect, for one, I
regard her claims as unquestionable.
From "Edgar's American Stud Book," we learn "the English blood horse
was known in Virginia long before any Stud Book appeared in England."
Bulle Rock, foaled 1718, was imported into Virginia in 1730
—
the year the
Godolphin Arabian was introduced into England. He was got by the
Darley Arabian, the sire of Flying Childers; his dam by the famed Byerly
Turk, the ancestor of the English "patriarchs," Partner and Herod; gran-
dam by the Lister Turk, out of a natural Arabian mare. Dabster was of
contemporaneous repute. "They were in Virginia what a Barb or Arabian
is in England." Bancroft's History of the United States also informs us,
that in 1656 "the horse was multiplied in Virginia; and to improve that
noble animal was an early object of pride, favoured by legislation. Speed
was especially valued."
Her fine blooded horses were gradually distributed among her sister
states; but the best were always retained at home. New York is indebt-
ed to her for Duroc, the sire of American Eclipse; Henry, the sire of Alice
Gray; Hickory, the sire of Sir Walter; Sir Solomon, the sire of Trumpa-
tor; John Richards, the sire of Flying Dutchman, &c. &c. besides to her
brood mares. The Maid of the Oaks, ancestor of Goliah, Medoc and others;
and Lady Lightfoot, dam of Black Maria and Shark. These are the best
horses that have run at the north. I know of no Jfew York horse that has
acquired any celebrity for twenty years past, that is not descended from
the Virginia stock. It would be strange—"passing strange," if the latter
were not the best racehorses in the Union.
In my former communication to the Turf Register, my diffidence as to the
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entire correctness of my information, e:?pecially as to the exact sums lost
and won, was clearly expressed. The errors it seems were trivial. The
number of races won by the Soutli is greatly in favour of soutliern horses
as well as southern sportsmen. I know of no northern sportsman who has
won on a southern course, excepting only John C. Stevens, Esq. winner
of two sweepstakes on the Central Course, with Black Maria and Medoc;
and of two races with "Virginia bred" Janet,—at Washington and Frede-
ricksburg.
Another retrospect, that might perhaps be extended a little further, is
again presented.
Horses of Virginia,—Credit.
1823. 1. Betsey Richards, by Sir Archy, beat Cock ofthe Rock, by Duroc,
for ^1,000, four mile heats, Union Course.
2. Childers, by Sir Archy, beat Slow and Easy, by Duroc, for $500/
three mile heats. Union Course.
3. Henry, by Sir Archy, beat Jane on the Green and another, for
^300, two mile heats. Union Course.
1824. 4. Flirtilla, by Sir Archy, won Jockey Club purse, four mile heats,
Union Course.*
1825. 5. Flirtilla, by Sir Archy^ won Jockey Club purse, four mile heats,
Union Course.
6. Flirtilla, by Sir Archy, won Jockey Club purse, four mile heats,
Union Course.
7. Flirtilla, by Sir Archy, beat'Ariel, by Eclipse, three mile heats,
$20,000 a side, Union Course.
8. Shakspeare, by Virginian, won in Virginia a Jockey Club purse,
three mile heats, beating Ariel.
9. Janet, by Sir Archy, won Jockey Club purse, four mile heats.
Union Course, beating American Boy.
10. Monsieur Tonson,f by Pacolet, won Jockey Club purse, $1,000,
four mile heats, Tree Hill, Va. beating Ariel.
11. Monsieur Tonson, by Pacolet, won Jockey Club purse at Bel-
field, Va. beating Ariel.
12. Monsieur Tonson, by Pacolet, won Jockey Club purse at Hali-
fax, again beating Ariel.
1827. 13. Medley, by Sir Hal, beat Splendid, by Duroc, a match for $3,000
each. Union Course.
14. Medley won a sweepstakes the same week,
15. Sally Walker, by Timoleon, beat Lance, by Eclipse, and Janet,
(then owned at the North,) Jockey Club purse, four mile heats,
Union Course.
16. Sally Walker beat Ariel, Jockey Club purse, three mile heats,
Broad Rock.
* The exact amount of Jockey Club purses is not known.
I Monsieur Tonson of the Virginia stock was bred in Tennessee.
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17. Sally Walker beat Ariel, Jockey Club purse, four mile heats,
Newmarket.
18. Sally Walker beat Ariel, Jockey Club purse, tlircc mile heats,
Beltield.
19. Sally Walker beat Ariel, Jockey Club purse, four mile heats,
Halifax.
20. Betsey Ransom, by Virginian, three years old, won Jockey Club
purse, four inilc heats, on the Union Course, beating Count Piper,
by Marshal Duroc, and a large field.
1S28. 21. Medley won three mile heats. Proprietor's purse, beating Ariel,
at Newmarket.
22. Betsey Ransom, now owned in New York, again won the
Jockey Club purse, four mile heats.
23. Kate Kearney, by Sir Archy, beat Ariel, Jockey Club purse,
$1,000, four mile heats, at Tree Hill. (Star, another three year
old, ran second.)
I'rlO. 24. Betsey Ransom beat Ariel, (both owned in New York,) Jockey
Club purse, four mile heats. Union Course.
25. Betsey Ransom beat Ariel, (both owned in New York,) Jockey
Club purse, four mile heats. Union Course.
26, 27. Betsey Ransom won two more Jockey Club purses, beating Sir
Lovel, Sportsman, Lady Flirt and others.
1830. 28. Slender, by Sir Charles, beat Black Maria, by Eclipse, and
Betsey Ransom, a sweepstakes, $1,000 each, four miles. Union
Course.
29, 30. Slender won two Jockey Club purses, on Union Course, beating
O'Kelly, by Eclipse, and others.
SI. Bonnets o' Blue, by Sir Charles, won a great sweepstakes,
$5,000, for three year olds, beating Jackson and others, (Pilot, a
Virginia colt, ran second,) on the Union Course.
32. Arietta, by Virginian, beat a colt by Eclipse, a match, $1,000
each. Union Course.
33. Arietta beat Ariel a match, two miles, $5,000 each. Union Course.
34. Do. won a Jockey Club purse, two mile heats, do.
1831. 35. Bonnets o' Blue, by Sir Charles, beat Goliah, by Eclipse, a
match, four mile heats, (both four year olds,) $5,000 each. Union
Course.
86. Bonnets o' Blue, a few days after, won the Jockey Club purse,
four mile heats, beating Black Maria, by Eclipse.
37. Arietta won a purse, two mile heats. Union Course.
38. James Cropper, by Sir Charles, won Jockey Club purse, four
mile heats, at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. beating Black Maria.
39. Malcolm, by Sir Charles, won Jockey Club purse, three mile
heats, at Poughkeepsie, beating O'Kelly, by Eclipse.
40. Trifle, by Sir Charles, beat Screamer, by Henry, both three
year olds, a match, $1,000 each, Central Course.
41. Trifle, a few days after, won Jockey Club purse, $1,000, four
mile heats, beating Black Maria.
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42. Annette, by Sir Charles, won tliree mile heats at Central
Course, beating O'Kelly.
1832. 43. Annette, by Sir Charles, won Jockey Club purse, $1,000, four
mile heats at Central Course, beating O'Kelly.
44. Virginia Taylor, by Sir Archy, beat Celeste two mile heats.
Central Course.
45. Virginia Taylor won two mile heats at Lancaster, Pa. beating
Angeline, (Ariel's sister.)
46. Andrew, by Sir Charles, won a Poslstakes in May, $500 each,
with $1,000 added, on the Central Course. (I believe there was
a forfeit from New York; but of this I am not certain.)
47. Andrew, in October, on same course, won another similar stake,
beating Black Maria and Jackson, by John Richards.
48. Tychicus, by Clifton, won Jockey Club purse, $500, two mile
heats, on Central Course, beating Celeste, Lara and Lady Relief.
The two last may have been from Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
49, 50. Peggy Madee, by Sir Hal, beat large fields at Poughkecpsie
and Brunswick.
51. Malcolm beat Goliah, Jockey Club purse, four mile heats, Law-
renceville, Va.
52. Collier, by Sir Charles, beat Goliah, Jockey Club purse, $1,000,
four mile heats, Tree Hill.
53. Mary Randolph, three years old, by Gohanna, won great Post-
stakes, $2,000, beating Goliah, four mile heats, at Norfolk.
1833. 54. Blue Bird, by Medley, beat Terror, by Eclipse, produce sweep-
stakes, $4,000 each, $1,000 forfeit, (one paid forfeit,) Union Course.
55. Trifle beat Alice Gray, by Henry, and Black Maria, four mile
heats. Union Course. A betting race, and one or more inside
stakes, $500 each.
56. Orange Boy, by Sir Archy, beat Medoc, by Eclipse, Jockey Club
purse, three mile heats. Central Course. (Anvil ran second.)
57. Pizarro, by Sir Alfred, beat Goliah, four mile heats, Jockey Club
purse, ^1,000, at Tree Hill.
58. Sidney, by Sir Charles, beat Goliah, four mile heats. Jockey
Club purse, $1,000, Central Course.
59. St. Leger, by Eclipse, was last in a great sweepstakes at Central
Course, beat by Drone and Fanny Cline. (Won by Ann Page
of Maryland, $4,000.)
60. Dolly Dixon, by Sir Charles, beat Flying Dutchman, Jockey
Club purse, four mile heats, Newmarket.
61, 62. Ripley, by Sir Charles, won two Jockey Club purses, beating
large fields. Union Course.
1834. 63. Trifle beat Alice Gray and Shark, by Echpse, Jockey Club purse,
$1,000, four mile heats. Union Course. (A betting race—Shark
and the field against Trifle.)
64. Trifle beat Shark and Robin Hood, by Henry, Jockey Club
purse, $1,000, four mile heats, Central Course.
65. Rosalie Somers, by Sir Charles, won a sweepstakes, $1,200,
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mile heals, beating Floranthe, by Eclipse, and others, Union
Course.
G6. Tobacconist, by Gohanna, won Jockey Club purse, three mile
heats, beating Singleton, Niagara and others. Union Course.
67. Brother to Herr Cline, by Sir Archy, won a sweepstakes, $050,
Union Course.
68, 69,70. De Witt Clinton, at the Soutii, was beat all his three races by
Virginia horses.
71. Sidi Hamet, by Eclipse, was beat at Newmarket, Va. by Purton,
Jockey Club purse, two mile heats.
72. Vertumnus, brother to Sidi Hamet, was beat at Newmarket,
by Nancy Blunt and another, in a sweepstakes.
73. Charles Kemble, by Sir Archy, won Jockey Club purse,
three mile heats, Union Course.
74. Charles Kemble, by Sir Archy, won Jockey Club purse,
three mile heats, beating Black Maria, at Trenton.
75. Florida, by Contention, won Jockey Club purse, $300. two mile
heats, beating a field of nine others, at Union Course.
New York Horses,—Contra.
1822. 1. Eclipse, by Duroc, (a Virginia racehorse,) beat Sir Charles, by
Sir Archy, for $1,500, four miles, at Washington, D. C. In Sir
Charles' crippled state, $5,000, half forfeit, had been paid.
1823. 2. Eclipse beat Henry, by Sir Archy, four mile heats, $20,000 a
side, Union Course.
1824. 3. Lady Vixen, by Revenge, (a Virginia racehorse,) beat Platina,
by Sir Archy, a Jockey Club purse, two mile heats. Union Course.
4. Modesty, by imported Expedition, out of Cinderella, (sister to
Marshal Duroc, by Virginia bred Duroc, her dam Virginia bred
I Maid of the Oaks,) beat Vanity, by Harwood, three mile heats,
I Union Course.
I 5. Count Piper, by Marshal Duroc, (his sire and dam both Virginia
I breds,) beat Vanity a match, $2,000, Union Course.
1825. 6. Ariel, by Eclipse, beat Lafayette, by Virginian, match, $5,000
each, mile heats. Union Course.
1826. 7. Ariel, owned in Virginia, won a purse, three mile heats, at
Newmarket, beating Mark Time, by Gallatin.
8. Ariel won Jockey Club purse, $1,000, at Tree Hill, four mile
heats, beating Betsey Richards and Gohanna.
9, Count Piper, by Marshal Duroc, (Virginia stock, own brother to
Cinderella,) beat Janet, Jockey Club purse, four mile heats, Union
,,
Course.
1 10—32. Ariel won 23 Jockey Club purses in Virginia, at Broad Rock,
, 1827. Newmarket, Tree Hill, Nottoway, Norfolk, Boydton and Belfield,
1828. beating Gohanna, Medley, Sally Hope, Phillis, Sally McGee and
others, winning about ^10,000. Ariel was then owned by Vir-
ginia Sportsmen. Monsieur Tonson having broken down, and
Sally Walker having been carried North to beat Janet and Lance,
enabled her to make one brilliant campaign.
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1829. 33, Ariel, at Poughkeepsie, N. Y. beat Betsey Ransom, Jockey
Club purse, four mile heats, (both owned in New York.)
34. Black Maria, three years old, by Eclipse, out of Virginia bred
Lady Lightfoot, beat Brilliant, by Sir Archy, produce match,
$5,000 each, (Jnion Course.
1830. 35. Sir Lovel, by Duroc, beat Arietta, match, $5,000 each, two mile
heats, Union Course.
36. Fo.\, by Blind Duroc, beat Yankee Maid, by Sir Charles, match,
one mile, for $250.
1831. 37. Black Maria beat Collier and James Cropper, sons of Sir Charles,
and others, post stake, $1,000 addcd=$3,500. Central Course.
38. Celeste, by Henry beat Janet (broke down) Poughkeepsie.
1832. 39. Medoc, by Eclipse, beat Herr Cline, by Sir Archy, a sweepstakes,
two mile heats, $1,000, Central Course.
40. Medoc beat Anvil, by Monsieur Tonson, Florida and Tobacco-
nist, a sweepstakes, $2,000, four mile heats. Central Course.
41. Black iMaria, in five heats, beat Trifle, for Jockey Club purse,
four mile heats. Union Course.
1833. 42. Niagara, by Eclipse, beat Cadet, by Medley, a match, $5,000
each, four miles. Union Course.
43. Shark, by Eclipse, out of Virginia bred Lady Lightfoot, beat Jea
sup, by Medley, and an Eclipse colt, sweepstakes, two mile Jieats,
$1,000, Union Course.
44. Jackson, by John Richards, beat Ripley and others, two mile
heats. Union Course.
45. O'Kclly, by Eclipse, beat Mary Randolph, by Gohanna, four
mile heats, Union Course.
46, 47. Flying Dutchman, by John Richards, (run by Col. Johnson, of
Virginia,) won two Jockey Club purses, two and three mile heats,
in Virginia, beating several famed opponents; and
48. As Mr. Badger's, of New Jersey, four mile heats, beating Nulli-
ficr and Sparrowhawk, Central Course.
49—52. Goliah, by Eclipse, won four Jockey Club purses, two, three and
1832-33 four mile heats, at Newmarket, Tree Hill, Broad Rock and Fair-
field, beating Ironette, by Contention, Collier, by Sir Charles,
Bayard, by Carolinian, Andrew, by Sir Charles, (broke down,)
Tychicus, by Clifton, Pizarro, by Sir Alfred, and other famed
competitors.
1833. 53. Medoc, by Eclipse, beat Ironette, Jockey Club purse, three
mile heats, Union Course.
1834. 54. Black Maria beat Fanny Cline, Jockey Club purse, three mile
heats, Union Course.
55. Floranthe, own sister to Goliah, beat Ripley and others. Jockey
Club race, two mile heats, at Trenton.
56. Reuben Glenroy, by Gohanna, was fourth in a sweepstakes won
by Floranthe, by Eclipse, Union Course.
57. Robin Hood won the Craig cup, two mile heats, beating in the
race a few undistinguished competitors. Central Course.
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As unwilling to"excito sectional feeling" as one to be equally deprecat-
ed—"the poor against the rich," and chiefly to beguile an idle hour, the
former article was prepared, in my poor way, thinking it might amuse
others to see the state of the "Turf Warfare between the North and
South;" but more properly between New York and Virginia horses; never
supposing it would have produced any unpleasant feeling, attack or re-
joinder.
Now I have endeavoured to present the lohole subject "in extenso," as
far as lays in my power, not entering upon the objectionable pecuniary
matter as an "account current," excepting to show the races were not in-
considerable, from the sums won respectively, so far as I am informed, and
corrected. I shall "nothing extenuate nor set down aught in malice."
I will also inform the Editor of the Spirit of the Times, (N.Y.) that in my
former communication, no notice was taken of Black Maria's, O'Kelly's and
Medoc's victories, nor of Goliaii's races in Virginia, because they won, in
(both those races, only Jockey Club purses; whereas the statement of the ac-
count current was professedly confined to matches and sweepstakes, or such
r;u:ijs in which it was believed there were inside stakes.
livery reader will judge for himself the probable pecuniary "balance in
favor of Virginia," as well as of fame. Also the comparative merits of the
Sir Charles and Eclipse stock, as shewn in tlieir conflicts. Janet, for a
while unquestionably at the head of the New York turf, I maintain is of the
Sir Charles blood, being his full sister. In the race won by Sally'Walker,
the contest was, as I understand, between them; they gave the first heat to
iLance; their run in for the second heat, in which he lay back, enabled him
!to beat her a little the third heat. Had they been matched, was there a
idoubt as to the result? I think not. Mercury the best son of Virginian,
land so famed in the West, was also out of Sir Charles' dam.
Most of the Virginia victories, it will be observed, were gained on the
Union Course, L. I. where their horses were brought from Virginia, and
run under obviously great disadvantage; whereas no New York sportsman
has taken any Jockey Club race in Virginia, excepting that one was won,
,near Fredericksburg, by John C Stevens, Esq. with Virginia bred Janet; she
iwon the preceding week at Washington, D. C. Mr. Stevens also won two
sweepstakes on the Central Course; once with the daughter of "Virginia
bred" Lady Lightfoot, and once with the grandson of "Virginia bred" iVIaid
of the Oaks. I know of no other exceptions.
Were the credits extended, and New York to have that of all the races
won by horses bred east of the Susquehanna, beating Virginians, the state of
the account would be scarce changed. Several of those now to the credit
of New York were won by horses bred in New Jersey. Monsieur Tonson,
by Pacolet, and otherwise of Virginia stock, was bred in Tennessee; a few
^more, with which Virginia is credited, may have been foaled within the
North Carolina line, the "racehorse region" laying between the James and
Roanoke rivers.
Some Northern nags have run on the Virginia courses, whose names do
lot appear in this statement, because their defeats fully balance their suc-
:esses, as Trumpator, by Sir Solomon; Lady Lancaster, by John Richards;
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and Amanda, by Henry. Sidi Hamet, a distinguished New York colt, has
been one year in the hands of Col. Johnson, and I do not learn that he has
won a single race; Vertumnus, the crack colt last spring in New York,
in the same hands, has lost as often as he has won.
That of one hundred and thirty-two races, the New York horses should
have won as many as fifty-seven, I regard as highly creditable to them; but
of those, Ariel, when owned in the South, has won much the largest
share. Virginia, it is known, has maintained over her sister states, a de-
cided ascendency on the turf, for considerably more than forty years, from
beyond the days of Brimmer and Bellair, to those of Andrew and Trifle;
and that she is likely to maintain it there is scarcely a doubt, when we
consider her many brood mares, of pure lineage, from the times of Dabster
and Bulle Rock, which have been crossed with her famed imported stallions,
from Jolly Roger and Fearnouglit, to the days of Medley, Shark, Bedford,
Gabriel, Diomed, Stirling, Spread Eagle, Archduke, Sir Harry, Chance,
&c. &c. and especially her own supei-eminent stallion. Sir Archy, on both
sides of the best English blood; and which now have the benefit of other
imported horses of equal renown;* Chateau Margaux, Luzborough, Fylde;
besides Autocrat, Barefoot and Hedgeford, owing to greater encourage-
ment in Virginia, liave found their way there from New York, as well as
the famed American Eclipse, that has also for his rivals in the stud, Timo-
leon, Monsieur Tonson and otiiers of our most popular native stallions.
If Virginia's racing history, at brief intervals, has been clouded by re-
verses, it is traceable to ohviouft causes. Without derogating from Ameri-
can Eclipse'sf just claims to the character of a first rate racehorse, I will
add my conviction that had he encountered, in their palmy day, either
Vanity, Reality, Timoleon, Virginian, Lady Lightfoot or Sir Charles,
(though he beat the two last with ease, when in no condition to run,) the
laurel would have been wrested from his brow; when he came into fame,
they had been worn down by contests with each other. The unusual
weight, no longer in fashion, carried at Long Island, by four year olds, at
the time of Henry's match, no doubt, caused his defeat. Had the race been
run one month earlier, when he would liave carried three year old weights;
or, as it was, had "the veteran," or any one manager directed his running,'
who can doubt the result would have been otherwise?
When in Maryland Post Boy was considered invincible, the Virginians
were ready to match him, to any amount, on a halfway course, with Flori-
1
*Tranby, Claret, Whale and Derby have been imported into Virginia
within a few months.
f Eclipse, in his contests, chiefly with second rate horses, ran and won
but eight races, and received but one forfeit. Potomac and Florizel too
were never beaten. The former won eight Jockey Club purses, four mile
heats, chiefly from distinguished competitors. Tlie latter retired from the
turf without a rival. Neither of them now have the fame of Sir Archy.
Timoleon, Virginian, Sir Charles, and others, who chanced to be sometimes
beaten, as has been the fate of the best horses in England, Matchem, He
rod, Eleanor, Orville, Phantom, Priam, &c.
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zel or Potomac, but were not so accommodating (as since) as to meet Iiiiri
upon his own ground. He was ultimately vanquished at Washinffton, by
Virginia's son, Hickory. Vanity and Sir Hal were brought I'rom Virginia^,
at a later period to beat Tuckalioe, at Washington.
As conclusive evidence of the estimation in JVew York of the Virginia
breds, it will be recollected that when tlie two best brood mares there were
selected to go to England, fur the purpose of breeding from Priam, the
choice fell upon Polly Hopkius and Betsey Ransom, both bred in Virginia,
and got by the same horse, appropriately named Virginian, and one of the
best sons of Virginia bred Sir Archy.
Until New York sportsmen win with other than Virginia bred stock, and
meet Virginians reciprocally upon their own, or half way ground, lot no
one vaunt of New York's superior or even equal racing prowess.
In the spirit of fairness, the New York papers that published replies to
the "Native born Marylander," will no doubt insert this rejoinder; and if
my "memory" again appear to the "Native born New Yorker," "imper-
fect," or "convenient"—uncourteous terms 1 have no desire to retaliate, I
should hav'2 no objection were he to cover the whole ground, if he discovers
any part has been left untouched. A Native Born Marylander.
TURF WARFARE.
[Though there is such a coincidence between this and the preceding
article, as to make one almost think they came from the same pen; yet as
they come to us under different signatures, we have thought fit to give
this also insertion—abridging it in part to prevent too great repetition.]
Mr. Editor:
A writer in the New York Traveller and Spirit of the Times "has
undertaken to controvert the positions in the Turf Warfare between the
North and South," as appeared in your Register. I concur with your
Maryland correspondent that ''the amount of money won by southern com-
petitors, would have been augmented had the Jockey Club purses" (been
taken into the account and those) "won by Betsey Richards, Childers,
Henry, Flirtilla, Sally Walker, Betsey Ransom, Arietta, James Cropper,
Malcolm, Bonnets o' Blue, Trifle, Tychicus, Annette, Ironette, Orange Boy,
Ripley, Tobacconist, &c. been carried to the credit of the South."
"On proving the correctness of this opinion, allow me, Mr. Editor, to ex-
press my surprise at the sensibility of northern writers upon this occasion.
Can they be so little acquainted with American turf history, as not to
know that Virginia racehorses were running with distinction in the ancient
colony of Virginia, probably before such an animal as the thoroughbred
racehorse was known along the borders of the Hudson: that for the last
thirty years scarce a horse of any fame has been started at the North that
was not got by a Virginia horse, or out of a Virginia mare?" (The writer
goes on to recite the names of Duroc,* "bred and run in Virginia," and
* Duroc, sire of American Eclipse, Cock of the Rock, Sir Lovell, Trou-
ble, Marshal Duroc, (Count Piper's sire.) Marshal Duroc and his own sis-
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"his hard bottomed st.ock," and other "Virginia breds," Hickory,* Sir Solo-
mon,! Maid of the Oaks, Lady Lightfoot.t John Richards,^ Henry.|| &c.
and their distinguished progeny, to which it is unnecessary again to refer.)
He siorns himself Investigator.
HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN TURF.
Mr. Editor:
I have read with pleasure your "History of the American Turf for eighty
years since," with the convenient references for furj.her details, and the
memoirs of "best horses," &c. but, in common, no doubt, with many of
your subscribers, I liave to regret that it is yet incomplete, as regards a few
of our most distinguished horses—as "Partner, best son of imported Tra-
veller, and best horse of his day;" his "best son, Mark Antony, the best
horse of his day," his other famed son, Cumberland;!! "Celer, the best son
of imported Janus, and best horse of his day;" "Wildair, the best son of
imported Fearnought;" "Chanticleer, the best son of Wildair;" Brimmer;
Spadille; "Collector, best son of Mark Antony," and perhaps a ^ev! more.
If all amateurs would refer to their papers, and each furnish such infor-
mation as he might glean from them, I cannot but think the public might
obtain the desired information—the achievements of all the above named,
which would gratify at least one Inquirer.
[We should not only be gratified to give the memoirs of those named and of every
horse that has run in this country with celebrity, but also the pedigree in full of every
thoroughbred horse within its limits, in which we solicit the aid of our friends and cor-
respondents.]
PEDIGREES WANTED.
(Concluded from page 392.)
Hannah Butler, by Rob Roy Hebrew, by Sir Archy
Hard Times, by Lafayette Helen, by Lance
Harriet Haxall, by Sir Hal , by Marylander
Harry, by Aulphin McGregor, by Mercury
Bluff, by Boxer , by Reliance
Harvey Birch, by Richmond Hell and Potomac, by Potomac
Hebe, by Florizel Henrietta, by Flying Childers
ter Cinderella, (the dam of Modesty, Celeste and others,) were out of Vir-
ginia bred Maid of the Oaks, the grandam of Goliah, Medoc, Floranthe, &c.
* Hickory, sire to Sir Walter, Mendoza, (sire to Goliah's dam,) the dams
of Alice Grey, Robin Hood, Camilla, &c.
f Sir Solomon, sire to Trumpator and to the dams of various winner?.
{ Of the famed race and brood mares Maid of the Oaks and Lady Light-
foot nothing further need be said.
^ John Richards, sire to Jackson, Flying Dutchman, O'Connell, Mon-
mouth, Queen Dido, &,c.
II
Henry,sireof Alice Grey, Celeste, Robin Hood, Screamer, Camilla, &c.
H "Cumberland, the best gelding that had run in Virginia."
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Hiciiory, by Sumter '^''
Highland Lady, by Burstall
Mary, by Sir Archy
, by Napoleon
Hobgoblin, by Sir Archy
Holly Hock, by Lofty
Rook, by Selim
Honest Dick, by Richard
Robin, by Whip
Hornet, by Diomed
Hudibras, by Sir Archy
Huldaware, by Sir Andrew
Hunia, by Gohanna









Independence, by Black Madison
, by John Richards
, by Alexander
, by Monsieur Tonson
Indian Chief, by Napoleon
Inky Peg, by Mercury
Instructor, by Virginian
Interest, by Buck Elk
Invalid, by Bedford
Iris, by Sir Archy
— , by Flag of Truce
Ironette,by Contention
Ironsides, by Chesterfield
Isabella Carl, by Seagull
Cox, by Saxe Weimar
Isham Fuckett, by Arab
Islander, by Eclipse
Isora, by Bertrand
Jack Downing, by John Richards
of Clubs, by Tuckahoc
on the Green, by Prize Fighter
• Quarles, by Pacific




James Fitz James, by Sir Archy







Cook, by Muckle John
Little, by Bagdad




Jefferson, by Saxe Weimar
by Bedford
Jem, by Sir Charles
Jemima, by Ratler
Wilkinson, by Sir Archy
Jennet, by Muzzle Diomed
Jenny Dangerfield, by Sir William










Jezabel, by Sir Archy




. Shy, by Fitz James
Joab, by Andrew
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Joe Andrew?, by Eclipse
Joan of Arc, by Napoleon
John, by Gallatin
, by John Richards
Beasley, by Mercury
Brewer, by John Richards
Crittenden, by Alexander
Franklin, by Sir Arcliy
Gilpin, by Sir Archy
~, by Constitution
Flynn, by Monsieur Tonson
Henry, by Valentine




Minor, by Monsieur Tonson
Medley, by Little John
of Jersey, by John Richards
Randolph, by Janus




Sykes, by Sir Archy
Wesley, by Pacific
Jolly Farmer, by Don Pedro








Junior Comet, by Comet
Junius, by Timoleon
, by Sir Hal
. ,by Gray Medley
, by Janus
Kamsedel, by Industry
Kate, by Giles Scroggins
Bevans, by Conqueror




Kitty Becky, by Sir Charles
Kitty Clover, by Turk
, by Democrat
, by Sir Charles






Kyle Arab, by Cox's Aral , ,i', n
Laburnum, by Lath "
Lady Adams, by Whipster
, by Virginian
Amanda, by Henry















King William, by Gohanna
Lance, by Lance
Lancaster, by John Richards
Lightfoot, by Virginius
Mayo, by Sir William
Nashville, by Stockholder
of the Lake, by Shylock
Patterson, by James Badger
Pest, by Carolinian
Pilot, by Lance






Williams, by Wild Medley
Whitefoot, by Sumter
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Lady Wynn, by Tiger
Lafayette, by Gallatin
Lalla Roolvh, by Oscar
Laplander, by Flagellator
Lara, by Windflovver
Larry o'GafF, by Sir Archy, Jr.
Laura, by Stockholder
Lovell, by Tirnoleon






Light Infantry, by Ratler
Limber, by Crusader
Lincoln, by Napoleon
Lisbon Maid, by Napoleon
Little Betsey, by Sir Archy
——- David, by John Richards
Harry Clay, by Potomac
Jack, by Mercury
Janus, by Janus
Jim, by Sir Charles
John, by Muckle John
, by Gray Diomed




i Lively, by Whirligig
Lofly, by Kosciusko
Logania,by Medley
Longwaist, by Sir Archy
Lord Canning, by Bertrand
Nelson, by Pacolet
Lorenzo, by Telemachus
Louisa Savory, by Ratler
Louisiana, by Janus
Louis Fourth, by Sir John Falstaff




Lucinda Breckenridge, by Muckle
John
Lucretia, by Bertrand
Lucy Ashton, by Gohanna









, by a Ratler colt
Magician, by Monsieur Tonson
Maid of Lisbon, by
of Algiers, by Sumter
of Orleans, by
of Southampton, by Monsieur
Tonson
of the Neck, by Md. Eclipse
Major Domo, by Stockholder
Jack Downing, by Ratler
Malton, by Revenge




, by Sir Archy
Gardiner, by Duke ofBed-
ford
Hertford, by Sir Hal
Margaretta, by Aristotle
Maria, by Punch












Mark Antonio, by Sir Harry
Richards, by John Richards
Mars, by Telegraph
Marshal Ney, by Eclipse
, by Stockholder
, by Oscar
Martha Brown, by Eclipse
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Martin Van Buren, by Stockholder
Mary, by Sir Archy
, by Sumter










Heartwell, by Sir Richard
Langsford, by Pacific
Ledbetter, by Sir Richard
Jane, by Bolivar, Jr.
— Porter, by Bertrand
Smith, by Sir Richard




Master Burton, by Bertrand
Matilda, by Sir Walter
, by Kosciusko
Mattaponi, by Tom Tough
May Dacre, by Stockholder




McDuffie, by Andrew Jackson
Mediterranean, by Bertrand




, by Sir Archy





Milo, by Sir William
Minaret, by David
Mingo, by Am. Eclipse
Minna Brenda, by Kosciusko
Mirtilla, by Marylander
Miser, by Hambleton
Miss Ann Hampton, by Crusader
Betsey, by Sir Charles




• Ogle, by Napoleon
Rock, by Comet
Molineaux, by Arch Duke




Longlegs, by Bryan o'Lynn





Montrose, by Sir George
Mordecai, by Van Tromp
Moreau, by Bertrand
Morey, by
Morgiana, by Sir Archy
Morning Bride, by Spread Eagle
Morocco Slipper, by Timoleon
Moscow, by Tariff
Moses, by Arab
, by Monsieur Tonson
, by Rob Roy
Mount Airy, by Yorick






Nancy, by Spread Eagle
Abner, by Sir Archy
Dawson, by Sir Charles
Blount, by Sir Archy
Miller, by Rob Roy
f
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Nancy Shaw, by Sumter
Reilcy, by StockJiolder
— Warren, by Virginian
, by Timoleon
Willis, by Janus
, by Sir Archy





Nat Cook, by Gallatin
Nearcus, by Sir Archy







Norfolk, by Sir Archy
, by Timoleon
Nonsuch, by Bertrand
North Briton, by Jack Andrews
Star, by Wildair
West, by Young Sir Archy
Oakland, by Kosciusko
Ohio, by Monsieur Tonson
Oliver, by May Day
Omega, by Shawnee
, by Medley
Old Maid, by Cherokee
Oner, by Bedford
Optimus, by Powhatan
Oracle, by Mark Antony
Orange Boy, by Sir Archy
Girl, by Crusader
by Phenomenon
Orphan Boy, by Mark Antony
,by Bertrand
Girl, by Napoleon








Panton, by Monsieur Tonson





Henry, by Marshal Ney
, by Medley
Patsey, by Alexander





Paul Clifford, by Am. Eclipse
, by Stockholder






-, by Sir Archy
Powancy, by
Pawnee, by Shawnee
Pay Master, by Florizel

















, by Sir Charles
, by Rifleman
Pirate, by Herod
Pitts Ball, by Royalist
Pizarro, by Constitution
Planter, by Pantaloon
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Plenipotentiary, by Badger
Pocahontas, by Sir Charles
Poliana, by Cedar













Post Boy, by Knowsley
Potomac, by Messenger
Powhatan, by Bertrand
Pres Boyer, by Star
President, by Kosciusko
Priam, by John Richards
Primrose, by Sir Archy
Prince, by Potomac
Princess, by Sir Archy
—, by Defiance
. Ann, by Monsieur Tonson
Priscilla Morgan, by St. Tammany
Prophet, by Golianna
Purdy, by Marshal Ney
Purton, by Monsieur Tonson
Quaker, by Saxe Weimar
Boy, by
Mary, by Orphan Boy
Quarter Master, by Hotspur
Queen Adelaide, by Arab
Mab, by Bajuzette
of Diamonds, by Young
Archibald




Rachel Jackson, by Conqueror
Radical, by Director





Ready Money, by Timoleon
Reap Hook, by Sir Charlea
Rebecca, by Byron
•^——— , by Pulafox
Red Doe, by Pacific
Eye, by Spread Eagle








Reindeer, by John Richards
, by Bashaw
Restless, by Sir Charles
Resistance, by Sir Andrew
Rhinoceros, by Selim





Rising Sun, by Eclipse
Rival, by Eclipse




Rock River, by Stockholder
Castle, by Sir Charles
Rodolph, by Sir Archy Montorio
, by Monkey
Rokeby, by Rob Roy
Romp, by Duroc
Rosabella, by Sir Hal
Rosalba, by Trafalgar
Rosalinda, by Alexander





Rosina, by Sir Harry
Roxalana, by Gray Medley
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Roxana, by John Richards
, by Stockholder
, by Tirnoleon
















Hornet, by Sir Charles
Jeter, by Sir Charles








White, by Sir Charles
Wood, by Molock
Saluda, by Tirnoleon







Santee, by Rob Roy





Score Double, by Selection
Scotland, by Bertrand
Scottish Chief, by Director
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Selden, by Reliance
Selim, by Bedford









Sidney, by Sir Charles
Silver, by Silver
Gray, by Bedford
Simon Kenton, by Bertrand
Singleton, by Eclipse
Sir Aaron, by Tormentor— Alfred, by Henry— Archibald, by Greyhound— Charles, by Cherokee
— Crockett, by Sir Archy, Jr.— Dudley, by Rob Roy— Edward, by Sir William— Edwin, by Blind Jackson— Erine, by Sir Archy— Francis, by Potomac— Fretful, by Arab
— Hal, by Sir Hal
-- Hancock, by North Carolinian— Harry, by Jubilee
— Henry, by Sir Harry— James, by Florizel
— Jasper, by Jackson— John Falstaff, by Tirnoleon
—- Joseph, by Ratler
— James Fitz James, by First
Consul
— Kenneth, by Crusader— Lawrence, by Oscar
— Leslie, by Sir William
— Patrick, by Tariff
— Peter, by Highflyer— Richard, by Knowsley
— Robert Wilson, by Sir Robert
Wilson
— Sidney, by Knowsley— Walter Cook, by Monsieur Ton-
son
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Sir Walter Scott, by Monsieur Ton-
son
- William, Jr. by Sir William
Wallace, by Oscar
Slap Bang, by Bedlbrd
, by Sir Archy
Slasey, by Muckle John
Slasher, by Messenger
Slasheni, by Slashem
Sleepy Davy, by Napoleon
Sloth, by Splendor
Sloiv-and-Sure, by Oscar
Small Hopes, by Napoleon
Smiling Ball, by Sertorious




Southern Eclipse, by Northampton
Speedwell, by Glider
Spotted Buck, by St. Tammany
Stamp, by Juniper
Standard, by Sir Archy
Steam Car, by Sumter
Sterling, by Sir Charles
Stockholder, by Sir Peter
Stony Creek Maid, by Potomac
Stranger, by Archibald
Suckey Pepper, by Rockingham
Sugar-in-the-Gourd,by Gabriel
Sumter, by Sumter











Sweet Lips, by Spread Eagle
Syphax, by Tormentor
Talleyrand, by Sir James
Tally-Ho, by Tuckahoe
Tam o'Shanter, by Monsieur Ton-
son








T. C. by Sir Charles
Tecumseh, by Grand Sultan
, by Florizel
, by Sir Charles







Tickle Breeches, by Shakspeare
Tiger, by Tiger
Timora, by Timoleon















Treasurer, by Sir Archy
Tremendous, by Marylander
Trimmer, by John Stanley
Troup, by Contention
Troubadour, by Monsieur Tonson
True Blue, by Magic
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Ugly Jim, by Roanoke
John, by Sir Arciiy
Uncas, by Slockholdcr
. by Bay William
Unit, by Saxe Weimar
Utica Duroc, by Duroc




Van Tromp, by Sir Walter







Violet Fame, by Ratler
Virginia, by Skyscraper
, by Sir Archy
, by Florizel
•
, by Saxe Weimar
Carey, by Marion
Hartwell, by Sir Richard
Monier, by Roanoke
Volant, by American Eclipse
Wabash, by Sir William
Wabler, by Sir Archy
Wagoner, by Arab
Walk-in-the-Water, by Stockholder
Walter Cook, by Monsieur Tonson









Watkins Leigh, by Shakspeare




Whalebone, by Sir Archy
Whip, (Rhodes') by imp. Whip




White Featiier, by Conqueror
• Foot, by John Hancock
Stockings, by Dabster
Nose, by Eclipse
Whig, by St. Tammany
Whortleberry, by Contention
Wicked Will, by Contest
Wildair, by Duroc
Wild Deer, by Rochester
Goose, by Sir Richard




William R. Johnson, by Kosciusko
Wallace, by Sumter
, by Volunteer
Wilmington, by Mark Antony
Windflower, by Windflovver
Winterfield, by Gohanna
Witch Duck, by Rockingham
Wohanie, by Wasiiingtun
Wonder, by Mark Antony
Woodford, by Kosciusko
Wrangler, by Mercury
Wring Jaw, by Diomed
Xantippus, by Arab
Yankey Doodle, by Sir Arciiy
Maid, by Sir Archy
Young Aristotle, by imp. Aristotle
Bertrand, by Financier
Cade, by Medley
Gray Medley, by Gray Med-
ley




Sir William, by Sir William
Stanley, by John Stanley
Stockholder, by Stockholder




Zip Coon, by Rob Roy
Zohrab, by Lawrence
Zuleika, by Marion.
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Z. A.
The reputation of horses depends as often on circumstances, as the
intrinsic merit of the animal, sometimes accident deprives them of
success when triumph seemed ahnost certain; at another, bad manage-
ment on the day of race loses both fame and money, and others
again are the victims of bad training: by one or all of these, has Z. A.
suflered during his career on the turf, from which he has now retired
without acquiring that reputation which his speed, high blood, and
fine racing form gave promise,
Z. A. was got by Marion, his dam by Conqueror; grandam by Dio-
med, (she was also the dam of Henry;) great grandam Wilkin's Bel-
lona, by Bellair, out of Indian Queen, see Turf Register. It will be
seen on reference to the Turf Register, that Z. A. is nearly allied to
some of our most distinguished racers and stallions. Shawnee \vas
from the full sister of Marion's dam, while Pawnee, a colt for which
$4000 was refused, was himself full brother to Marion, and on the
side of his dam he claims near affinity to William, Muckle John, and
Sir Henry, the greatest of the great.
Z. A. commenced his racing career at Hillsboro' N. C. in 1 S3 1, then
three years old.
In September, 1S31, mile heats, free for all ages, $200; five entries;
won easily at two heats.
Same fall. Silver Hill course, two mile heats, for all ages, three en-
tries; won by Z. A., three years old.
This fall he paid one forfeit, lame—and lost one race by bolting,
when ahead, %vinning easily.
At four years old, amiss and did not run.
At Jerusalem, spring 1833, then five years old, won easily two mile
heats, in great time.
Same spring, Fairfield, beaten by Goliah, four mile heats, at four
heats, the second won by Z. A.
Central course, June, 1833, he was beaten, three mile heals, by the
Ace of Diamonds.
April, 1834, he was beaten, two mile heats by Patrick Henry, at
Belfield.
September, at Lynchburg, fell running two mile heats, against Tus-
keno, whom be beat a few weeks after.
October, beaten at Halifax, Va. three mile heats, by Lucy Ashton.
Same month, won at Oxford, two mile heats, beating Tuskeno, Jack
Downing, k.c.
After this race he was withdrawn from the turf, and taken to Mis-
sissippi for the stud, where there is every prospect that he will propa*-
trate a fine stock.
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Z. A. is a beautiful blood bay, of fair racing size, and it was not his
fault that he suffered defeat, and his friends disappointment and loss.
At three years old he won every race in which he started but one,
when by accident he was frightened, and flew the way, when that
4ilone could make him lose. At four years old, when it was expect-
ed he would have been at the liead of the turf, accident or mismanage-
ment got him into such wretched condition, that he did not start for
a single race, and it may be fairly questioned, though he ran some
good races afterwards, if he ever entirely recovered. In his first
training he was a horse of most uncommon speed, such at least was
his reputation with those who ran him, and those who ran against
him; after this in all his races they relied on his game.
Z. A. has this to recommend him, he is not a chance horse, that is,
all his family run on both sides, this is a matter of great importance in a
iStallion, and is always duly estimated by those who understand breed-
ing for the turf. A.
This short notice of Z. A. is written by one who has no share or
interest in the horse, and has seen but few of his races, the rest are
taken from the Register, and presumed to be correct, if any are
omitted they have been overlooked.
TYCHICUS.
Mr. Editor: Washington, February 21«/, 1835.
The .January No. of your useful work presents a very handsome
ex\gY<i\i\ig^ j)urportlng to be a likeness of Tychicus,with his pedigree
and performance. His owner seems to have satisfied himself* at least
of the certainty and purity of his blood. I beg leave to say to that
gentleman, that what seems to have satisfied him upon the subject,
has not had the like effect upon others who are disposed to rear the
blood horse, either for profit or pleasure.
So for as his dam goes I have nothing to say, but let us try the
other side. He was gotten by Clifton, who was out of Blajor Joseph
Lewis' renoioncd brood mare Iris, (as the owner of Tychicus is pleased
to term her.) Permit me to ask, for what has she been renowned?|
I presume it must have been for her ov/n performance, or that of her
produce. Now, sir, as for herself, she never made a track upon any
course, and she never, to my knowledge, produced a race nag for any
distance over six hundred yards.J She produced Grigsby's Potomac,
[* And others.
t It is Mr. Lufborough who termed her renowned—as a brood mare,
—
doubtless such was liis and Major Lewis' opinion.
I What was Floretla?—What was her time at two milesPJ
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(by Wilkes' Potomac,) a last horse for a quarter of a mile, and I know
of no other colt or filly produced by her worth a dollar as a race nag".
She produced Flora, by Florizel, the dam of the Ace of Diamonds,*
Topaz, and a promising colt, the property of Mr. Shacklett of Virginia,
by Rob Roy, and also Floretta, by Ratler, all respectable nags, and
this is all the renoitmed Iris has done for the turft Neither her sire,
Sterling, or her grand sire, Coeur De Lion, ever got a race nag in
America, as far as I can recollect. Clifton, the sire of Tychicus,
was never trained, but his sire, Brown's Wonder,J the crack horse
east of James River, as the owner of Tychicus is pleased to term him,
was certainly very far from a first rate horse at any distance. I saw
him, for the first time, on the Fairfield course, in the fall of 181 1, in
the hands of Gen. Chamberlain, (if my memory serves me,) apparently
in fine condition, but he did not venture to enter the list with Gen.
Wynn's Favourite, or Col. Johnson's Maria, by Bay Yankee; nor did
he start for any purse during the meeting. He was subsequently
purchased by Dr. Brown, a high-minded, independent Virginian, who
took it into his head that he was a very, superior horse, and offered
a challenge to the United States, which (very fortunately for him) was
not taken. The challenge was handed to Col. W. R. Johnson whilst
at dinner, in Petersburg, during a meeting of the New Market Club,
upon which he observed, that he could find twenty horses that could
beat him easily at any distance.) He never could contend with a first
rate nag, although he loas several times a tvinner while owned by Dr.
Brown, in consequence of being well placed; but I saw him beaten
easily two mile heats at Fairfax Court House, in Virginia, by a three
year old filly,|| when his owner backed him heavily. The pedigree of
Wonder was thought good, although no one ever did pretend to give
it properly authenticated, and as it does not follow, that because
Judge Tyler had two full bred marcs, and one of them tracing back to
Byrd's famous Calista, that he should have descended from her,ir and
if the owner of Tychicus is determined to entertain that opinion, 1
[* Lufborough and Adams speak of the Ace as a whip horse of uncom-
mon bottom.
t And all in different racing hands—Floretta in W. R. J's might have
been greatly renowned. Sterling, sire to Polly Hopkins' grandam, was no
blot in her escutcheon! See Croft for notice of the last.
I Mr. Senator Tyler and his brother the Dr. give a different account
of him.
^ Why did he not find one of them?
II
At three years old, the famous NoVi-me-Tangere, half sister toSirArchy,
and then owned by Col. Tayloe—Wonder being old and having trained off.
IT So Dr. Tyler stated— and that there was no doubt of it.J
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can assure him, the rest of the world are not so disposed. I would
therefore advise him to be silent upon the subject in future, unless he
can give the pedigree of his horse in a clearly established form.*
Until this can be done, he had better let the world take Tychicus for
what he is known to be, a good lillh raceliorse.'\ Let justice be done,
sir, if the heavens fall. Very respectfully, yours,
AuLD Lang Svne.
[It would be better if impeachments of public stallions were made in
time for discussion, before the season commences. In justice to the owners
of Tychicus, whom we consider amongst the best judges of blood, with
unfailing disposition to speak correctly, we feel justified, if not bound, to
accompany the foregoing with the notes appended. To this we are sure
the writer of Auhl Lang Syne will not object, his object too, no doubt, be-
ing to "let justice be done though the heavens fall."]
VETERINARY.
Nicking.
There can be very little doubt but this operation originated in a wish to
prevent the inconveniences resulting from the force with which a horse
carried a long tail around him, to the annoyance of his rider. Tails were
therefore, first tied up in "stiff buckle;" they were » then shortened or
docked; and, lastly, from an observance that, under impetuosity, or stimu-
lated by any excitement, the tail was elevated. Animation, which is but
another term for beauty and grace, became inseparably connected in the
mind with the rising of the tail, and artificial means were used to make
such elevation constant in ordinary exertion. In a natural state, the de-
pressing muscles of the tail are stronger than the erecting; and it is to
overturn this, and to give the balance of power to the erectors, that the
operation of nicking is practised. The introduction of blood horses into
general use, has greatly modified the mode of nicking, and instead of three
sections to form a perfect nag tail, the drooping, pendent, elegant curve of
the blood horse requires but one. As in castration, so also with nicking, a
seasonable time should be chosen for it. In cold weather, it may become
checked in its granulating process; and in very hot weather, locked jaw
will be more likely to supervene.
The modes of securing the horse for the operation are various. Some
few do it in the break or trevis; others place him against a strong bail,
across a stall, or a leaping bar; which modes are practised by grooms and
horse dealers, who are often very expert at nicking, and who seldom, if
ever, cast a horse for the purpose. Professional practitioners, I believe,
[* This, his owner contends, has been done.
fThe full height of many of the most distinguished in the annals of the
British turf.]
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most of them, used to throw the horse for this operation: for many years
(says Blaine,) I never operated without so doing; but I became averse to
it from the difBculty of making the sections of equal depth, and likewise,
from the dangers of casting; but more than all, from every day seeing horse
dealers performing it with the greatest ease and security while standing.
It should, however, be remembered, that unless the practitioner bo very
expert at using t!ie side lines, and have all the necessary conveniences, it
will be safer for him to operate by casting: for want of these precautions,
I remember, a few years ago, a horse dealer being killed on the spot while
nicking a horse one Sunday morning in London.
JSIode of operation.—The horse being properly secured, (if by the side
line, two had better be used,) and a twitch being ready for both lip and
ear, endeavor to gently place first one, and then the other, hind leg, as far
under the belly as the horse can bear, with comfort, but not farther, or it
will increase his disposition to resistance. If it be suspected that he will
prove very obstreperous, or any timidity e.xist in the mind of the operator,
as a further security, include both hind legs in another rope, or in a wide
web, a little above the hocks. This may either run in a noose, or, which
is better, let each loose end be attached to a manger ring, or, if operated
out of doors, fasten them around the neck or across the breast. The tail
having the hairs of the dock first bound together with wax end, &c. as the
future means of attachment to the puUies, and also, if very full of hair,
having it plated back and secured, prepare to use a short stout scalpel; if
double-edged, it is more convenient, and will save trouble in turning. The
mode of making the sections must be left to the discretion of the operator,
but the junior practitioner will find himself materially assisted by an accu-
rate acquaintance with the anatomy of the tail. He will then see that
the tail is neither conical nor perfectly cylindrical, but somewhat quadri-
lateral: its upper angles being formed of the fleshy bellies of the coccy-
geal elevators, and its lower of the depressors, leaving the under surface
of the tail covered with ligament and skin only. It is of the utmost con-
sequence to the junior operator that he bears this in mind, and that he does
not penetrate farther than the skin at this part, or he may divide the liga-
ments, and even penetrate the joint between one coccygeal bone and
another, when anchylosis and a stiff tail would ensue. This latter accident
may, however, be readily avoided by making the sections in the centre of
a tail bone, which may be distinguished by the prominences of its articular
surfaces; between which no such accident can happen. It is sometimes
directed, and practised also, to make a section first through the integu-
ments only, beginning at the roots of the hair on one side, and carrying it
across the bellies of the depressor muscles; then doing the same on the
other side; and, lastly, making these sections meet by a light and careful
division of the integuments only, on the medium line of the tail. Such is
a very cautious and proper mode for the tyro, and is consistent with the
best principles of the art; but it somewhat delays time, and the e.xpcrt
practitioner will probably find it more ready to carry his scalpel at once
through the depressors, by a steady sweep, embracing all the parts to the
medium line, casing off the depth of section as he approaches it. By
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turning his hand, the same may be done on the other side, by which two
strokes, judiciously performed, the operation, in expert hands, is at once
complete. This first section should not be nearer in the smallest horse
than two inches and a half, and in a full sized three inches, or lliree and a
half, as the centre of the coccygeal bones may indicate. If another sec-
tion be wanted, make it at two inches and a half or three inches from the
first and the third, if it be necessary, somewhat less distant than the others;
but in blood horses, one or at most two sections, according to the fulness
of croup and height of the sacral line, is all that will be at the present day
required. In mares, of whatever breed, one section less than for the horse is
advisable. The most expert operator will, however, find it prudent, when the
sections are made, to examine them carefully that they are all of equal
depth, and have divided the depressor muscles completely. Should any
difference appear in these respects, and should such unequal division be
allowed to remain, the operation would be incomplete, and the horse
would probably carry his tail awry. Add to which, any portion of the
muscle being left undivided, would tend to prevent the others from retract-
ing, and might also serve to promote a re-union of them. Having pro-
ceeded thus far, the hemorrhage which ensues need not be considered as
of consequence, nor will it shew itself until the tail be wholly relaxed;
while it is elevated, therefore, proceed to remove the tendinous ends,
which will bulge out, not being retracted with the divided ends of their
accompanying muscles. If one section only be made, they will be less
prominent than where there are more; but enough will always protrude
to enable them to be laid hold of by a tenaculum or forceps, and then cut
off by a pair of strong and sharp scissors. The removal of these will not
only separate the attachments of the muscles farther from each other,
which, if re-united, would, of course, frustrate the operation, but their
removal greatly facilitates the healing of the wounds.
The sections being thus complete, proceed to restrain the hemorrhage,
which is done in various ways. By some, by means of strips of cotton,
tow, hemp, &c.—which, twisted and inserted into each nick, are separately
tied on the back of the tail. My own practice, of late, was to tie a piece
of lint on a pledget of tow, and introduce into each section, sufficient to
fill it up, over which I placed linen strips long enough to tie on the back of
the tail, which were then tied sufficiently tight to restrain the hemorrhao-e.
Here also it behooves the practitioner to consider the principles of his
operations. He purposely strangulates the tail to prevent a dangerous
;
waste of blood, but the very action is an incipient death to the part, and
therefore, should be most carefully guarded against that it does not proceed
too far. If the bleeding be considerable, and require the bandages to be
:
made very tight, I usually loosen them a little in two hours, watching the
wounds; but when these ligatures are not necessarily so tight, they may
be allowed to remain all night, but should be snipped in two at the back of
the tail in the morning, which will not disturb the tail: indeed, whatever
the degree of stricture or tightness used in the application of the ligatures,
as soon as symptoms of strangulation have commenced, less risk will be
run by a too early than a too late division. When the practitioner is oa
60 V.6
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the spot, an examination of the tail may be made in the evening previous;
and in case any reaction has commenced, and the tail is very hot, loosen
or divide them at once, on the evening of the day of the operation, when,
if the reaction appear to be considerable, whicli will be known by the tail
becomin(r very hot, it will be prudent to divide ibeni at once, and this more
particularly if the operation has been performed early in the morning.
Much difference of opinion has prevailed on the subject of dressings, and
whether any medicament were proper beyond dry lint. ' If it were possible
to promote (he adhesive union, then a dry dressing would be the best; but
when it is considered that an early and healthy supuration is, in human
surgery, at least, thought to be some guard against tetanus, and as it will
enable the dressings to be removed with less difficulty, so there can be
no objection to any mild digestive being made use of, if it fall in with the
view of the operator. Many of the best veterinarians, however, content
themselves with simply watching the nicks, that they be kept clean and free
from fungus or other unhealthy process, which, if tliey do not occur, they
use no applications but the bandages.
It is evident that, were a nicked tail left to itself, the depressing muscles
would reunite, and carry it nearly as before: a suspension of the tail after-
wards is, therefore, necessary to keep the divided ends of the muscles apart
until a cicatrix be formed, and such junction thereby prevented. Various
means have been used for this purpose. Formerly the tail was fastened
on the back, to the danger and torment of tlie animal. It is now suspend-
ed by means of pullies, the best of which are double. When one is used,
one wheel is passed through a line stretched across the end of the stall,
rather behind tiie horse, and through the other wheel the line to which the
weight is appended. A more improved mode is used by means of two of
these pullies, one of which is placed directly behind the horse, at some
distance from him, through which, after passing through (he pulley on the
cross line, it is also passed. By these means, whatever be the motions of the
horse, the tail is distended at a right line with the body. The weight
used for this purpose should be such that, for the first day or two, it will
hardly keep the tail straight, or more than straight; for two or three more,
elevate it to a little above the horizontal line, advancing it every two or '
three days to the required height, but which should never be carried per-
pendicularly erect. The elevation ought, however, principally to depend
on the height to which we wish the tail to be carried in future. Tiie car-
riage of the tail should therefore be examined every two or three days,
\
bearing in mind, that after it has altogether done with the pullies, it fre-
j
quently, indeed, commonly, drops a little.
Among farriers and horse dealers, some difference of opinion has existed,
relative to the propriety of exercising a horse during the use of tiio pulley,
and also as to how long the pulley should be used; but these matters can
never puzzle the veterinarian, being easily solved by a knowledge of the
general principles of the animal economy, which alone ought to guide him.
j
The pulley is only an extension of the tail, to keep the ends of the mus-
'
cles from uniting again; but the simple extension does nothing of itself, as
is foolishly supposed, towards the making the horse carry it in future. As
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soon, therefore, as the wounds are closed, or nearly so, then all the benefit
from the pulley is finished; but till then, of course, the muscular ends may
unite, and frustrate the operation. Sometimes incrustation of the wounds
will take place in ten days or a fortnight, and sometimes it will take a
longer time. With regard also to the propriety of exercising the hor?e,
there ought to be but one opinion. As the hair is, or ought to be, plaited
and carefully securcl, so no inconvenience can arise, but every benefit may
be gained, from lotting him from the pullics, and exercising iiiin gently to
remove the swelling, &c. &c. The hair being put on the stretch by the
force used, so a great part of it usually comes off, and this will happen in
spite of every precaution; but the longer it is kept in one immediate posi-
tion, so mucii the more certain it is for much to fall off. At the end of five
or six days, therefore, it may be united or unplaited, combed out, and then
tied afresh, being first greased at its root.s; and the same may be repeated
every three or four days afterwards, which is the best means I have found
of preventing it from falling totally off.
Having thus carried the operation through its ordinary course, it re-
mains to say somewhat of its irregularities. Occasionally inflammation
follows the operation, either from suspending too much weight to the pul-
ley, or forcing it backwards; or otherwise from too long continuance of
the ligatures, or too great tightness. This may proceed to mortification,
or it may leave the tail with an unhealthy ulceration producing sinuses.
When the former happens, the horse shews evident uneasiness the second
or third day, the tail swells, is very tender towards the rump, and the heat
is excessive. If the dressings be removed, the wounds appear highly in-
flamed and tumefied; and unless this inflammatory state be arrested by the
most active means, the wounds will become gangrenous, the stump will
feel cold, and mortification will proceed towards the body, and either de-
stroy the horse; or it is sometimes arrested at the base of the tail, and at
length suppurates and drops off. In such cases the treatment must be
prompt, and exactly that already detailed for active and important inflam-
mations. As part of such treatment, remove it from the pullies, or only
very slightly suspend it; wetting the tail frequently with cold water; keep-
ing it continually so, will be found even more useful. It will also be a
proper plan to apply cold water during the common process, whenever the
tail is at all hotter than is wished. Another evil to which these cases are
exposed is tetanus or locked jaw, and which is brought on by causes unap-
parent to us: in some instances, however, heat in the temperature qf the air
seems to operate on it. It makes its appearance in many cases a^out the
fourth or fifth day, and occasionally later. As a precursor to it, the wounds
occasionally assume an unhealthy aspect, and suppuration ceases. In other
instances no such alteration appears; but in every instance, besides the
general treatment of tetanic cases, the tail should be most actively stimu-
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OSAGE INDIANS.
Mr Editor: Fori Gibson, March, 1835.
A recent residence of a few M'eeks at the Osage Agency, enabled
me to procure some information relative to the manners and customs
of the Osages; and 1 transmit for publication, should you deem the
subject likely to interest your readers, some notes made at the time.
The Osages are the largest and finest looking nation in the world:
of tall stalnre and athletic forms, with a light copper complexion and
aquiline cast of features; and their custom of shaving their heads,'
leaving only two small upright ridges of short hair on the crown,
which terminate on the back of the head, in two or three long lock-s
falling upon the neck, give to their heads a peculiarly light and cleanly'
appearance. Hospitality is with them a duty; and any stranger,
white or red, who enters a town, is invited by a chief to his lodge,
where food is offered to him as soon as it can be prepared, and he is
invited to the lodges of the principal men, where feasts are prepared,
and friendly professions uttered. In plentiful seasons, when corn
and meat are abundant, every one is intent upon feasting; preparations
are made, and the chiefs and friends invited, all are welcome; and as
modesty is not one of their qualities, the poor and indolent live upon
their more provident neighbours. Their appetites are pro-di-gi-ous;
and the most abstemious among them, Avould shame three aldermen.
One will despatch with ease a venison ham for supper; two do not
consider a large turkey a sufficient repast; and six do not regard a
deer as a plentiful banquet. A number of one band having been in-
vited, during my abode, to drink coffee, of which they are very fond,
they drank three cups each—the common tin-cup, containing about a
pint:—and some of another band being called in to finish the re-
mainder, one of the first party said, "I thought we were invited to
drink coffee, I do not call this drinking coffee, for when I begin, I like
to drink about six cups—no more—six cups are enough; yes, six is
the right number."
For their dances they ornament themselves with more care and
expense than any Indians I have seen; and, in them, display more
grace, agility, and muscular power. There can be no spectacle more
novel and exciting to a civilized man than these dances; and I have
fancied, when a single warrior has been bounding round the circle,
that a wild beast—a tiger, was exhibiting his strength and activity for
our admiration. Were a party taken through our country, to exhibit
their dances and dresses, immense sums would be realized.
When the dragoons were returning from their late expedition, with
a deputation of the Ki-a-way, Tow-a-ash, Pah-to-kah, and Way-ko
tribes, these expressed more curiosity about the Osages, inquiring
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their distance from them, their numbers, &.c., than al)Out the whites-,
and appeared to estimate them as more formidable. At the council
heUl between tliem and the Osages, Creeks, Cherokees, Choctaws,
and Senecas;* the principal chief of the Osages, Clermore, was the
, only individual of his nation present. He was reserved, sparing of
professions of friendship, and apparently reluctant to give a pledge
for the pacific conduct of his tribe; notwithstanding the marked
attention of the Ki-a-way chief towards him, and that chieftain's
anxious wish to interchange with him a pledge of peace and friend-
. ship. On the last day of the council, however, when they were
taking leave of each other, preparatory to a separation, each gazing
earnestly in the face of the other, a few words were interchanged;
his gloom vanished, and they embraced cordially, with every mark of
esteem and friendship. It was in this council that, to a question of
the Ki-a-way chief, as to where the numerous chiefs and warriors of
the Osages were, and why they had not appeared at the council, that
Clermore replied, "The Osage nation is warlike and pow^erful, and
possesses many chiefs and warriors, but I am the great Osage chief;
look upon me as the head of the nation, and be assured, that what-
ever I determine upon, will be the decision of my people." His fine
person, graceful attitude, imposing manner, and the proud flashing of
his eye, as he struck his breast, and announced himself the head of
his nation, excited universal admiration. Wearing his blanket pass-
ing over the left shoulder, and under the right arm, so as to give free
action to that arm, and expose the naked bust, and gathered in folds
upon his breast, with the left hand; with the right foot advanced
forming an easy and graceful angle with the left.—Cicero, with his
toga, did not present a finer model for the sculptor, than this chief.
They speak with great animation and action; and possessing a sono-
rous, flexible language, appear to great advantage in council. They
wear a blanket, as a Spaniard does a cloak, with a peculiar ease and
grace; and I once gazed with admiration upon an Osage who preceded
me through the town, with his blanket cast carelessly upon his right
shoulder, from which it hung as he walked, without falling to the
ground, although untouched by either hand. There must be some
attraction between the garment and their person; for let them place it
in what position they please, it never falls. They possess a very
upright and majestic carriage, and M'alk particularly well, stepping as
if they spurned the earth.
Upon inquiring of an old chief, the origin of his family name,
*And here let nic remark upon our perversion of Indian names; writing
Osage for Wah-sash-ay; Creek for Mus-co-gee; Cherokee for Chel-o-kay;
Pawnee for Tow-ay-ash; Ca-man-che for Pah-to-kab, &.c.
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Whitehair; he replied, "that his family belonged to the Bird clan, and
that the Bald eagle was their symbol; whence Whitehead or White-
hair; and in addition to that claim, he was now entitled," pointing,
with a smile, to his white locks, "by nature to the name."—Thus,
those who belong to the Buflalo clan, take the names of The Buffalo,
The Big, Little, or Mad Buffalo, The Robe, the Yellow Calf, &c.
To beg, is no disgrace; to be a dexterous thief is an honour. I
saw the son of a distinguished Avarrior and counsellor, Shon-tali-sab-
bay (Black Dog) who was about seven years of age, bring to his
father, with an air of exultation, placing one. arm round his neck,
and displaying with the other several little articles, which he had
begged or filched from the soldiers. On one occasion, when their
agent accompanied a band on a hunt, he was startled one moming^
about sunrise, while riding leisurely in the rear, by information that
the band was plundering a party of white men, about a mile distant.
He rode rapidly to the spot, and found a scene of confusion and dis-
may. The pack horses of the party had been seized, and the packs
were being plundered; while the whites, believing their property lost,
were giving vent to their rage in no measured terms. By great exer-
tions, with tlie aid of some of the principal men, using reproaches,
threats and blows, the agent succeeded in forming a circle, into which
he advised the plundered to advance and remain, and to place their
horses in the hands of those he designated; assuring them, that he
would use every exertion to recover the lost articles. All complied
but one person, who swore he feared no Indian, would, himself, take
care of his horse, and would shoot the first who assailed him. Find-
ing persuasion lost on this hero, the agent went in pursuit of those
who had decamped with plunder; leaving some trusty warriors to
maintain the circle, and protect the whites and their remaining pro-
perty. Scarcely had he departed, when several Osages, of whom a
large number were present, finding our hero out of the magic ring,
stepped up to him, and in an instant each stirrup leather was cut,
and his silver mounted stirrups in the possession of two, while a
third slipped his fine Spanish bridle from the head of his horse, and
in the struggle to secure his holsters, his pistols fell out unnoticed.
Upon the agent's return, he was informed of the recent robbery, and
although considering the man's obstinancy well punished, took mea-
sures to recover his property. At the close of a fatiguing, anxious
day, in which he had not found time to break his fast, the agent
ascertained that the only articles of value which had not been re-
covered, were the pistols and a fine mare. Nothing could be heard
of the pistols, until one of the sentinels remarked to the agent, that a
boy, pointing to him, had remained ever since morning standing
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where he then was, without any apparent object, and that he proba-
bly had some motive for his conduct. They advanced and interro-
gated him, witliout obtaining any satisfactory reason for his long con-
tinuance on the same spot, and charged him with a theft, and received
at first a denial of the accusation; but he admitted finally, that he had
an article in possession, and would produce it if the agent would give
him a little blanket, of w^hich he was much in want. The blanket
was promised, and he said he had "two little guns," and stepping
aside, turned up the sand with liis foot, and displayed the pistols.
—
Observing them fall from the horse, he stepped upon, and with hia
feet covered them -with sand; and as the interposition of the'sentinels
in favour of their owner, and immediate subsequent dispersion of the
crowd, exposed him to observation, he could not carry them oft"
without detection, as he had no blanket or clothing to conceal them;
but had waited patiently from an early hour in the morning until near
night, under cover of which he would have been able to have secured
his prize. The owner of the mare had examined all the horses
without success, and had given up the search in despair, when one of
the band informed him, that he had seen two men early in the day,
lead a mare into the creek, and plaster her with mud to disguise her, and
that probably she was the animal sought. The owner was conducted
to the disguised animal, which he recollected to have passed more than
once in his search without suspicion; but after divesting her of her
garniture, she was readily recognized as his. No people are more
fond of horses, value them more, or are better judges of them; and
an Osage having once seen a horse, will always know, and can
most accurately describe him. An estray was a short time since in
the hands of the Cherokees, which had been two or three years in
their possession, and was supposed to belong to the Delawares; but a
claim being advanced by an Osage, he was directed to produce his
witnesses, and the horse was removed so that they could not see him.
Several described the horse, and so accurately that, in the words of
my informant, the Cherokee agent, "they described every hair upon
him, even to a small white spot on his side, which I had supposed a
saddle mark; and how, after so great a lapse of time, they could recol-
lect every mark of a horse not their own, is to me surprising; and
as the animal was rode round one of the angles of the fort, and
struck their sight, they all simultaneously uttered an expression of
recognition."
Their appreciation of theft, arises from the danger incurred and
bravery displayed in stealing horses from their enemies. Two war-
riors once lurked about a town until they ascertained where the
horses were kept, and selecting thirty or forty of the best, escaped
61 v.6
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with their prize. Horses are stolen by night, and as their loss is
always known at dawn of day, if not earlier, a few hours start only
is obtained; and pursuit is made in great force for several days, until
the property is recovered, or the pursuers approach so near the towns
of their enemies, that they abandon it. A party may only capture
horses enough to mount a portion of its members, for their expedi-
tions are usually undertaken on foot, and then is evinced the extra-
ordinary speed and endurance of the Osages; for knowing that
pursuit will be made in overwhelming numbers, the cry is saiive qui
pent, and those who have been so fortunate as to secure horses, think
not of waiting for the pedestrians. These last, aware that if overtaken
their doom is death, run until late at night, when exhausted nature
requiring repose, they snatch three or four hours sleep, but start before
day, and run until night again affords them a short and perilous slum-
ber, and the parties (mounted and pedestrian) pass and repass each
other until in safety. To run sixty miles between sunrise and sun-
set is not an uncommon performance; and four men are known, on
one occasion, to have run seventy-five. Messieurs A. P. & P. L. Chou-
teau, in February 1832, when the nation was in council at the Saline,
the residence of A. P. C. Esq., offered a wager to the Indian Commis-
sioners, who had expressed some doubts of the relations of their
performances, the losers to provide a feast for those Osages present,
that they could produce a runner, who should start from that place at
sunrise with a letter, proceed to Fort Gibson—the distance estimated
between forty and forty-five miles—and return with an answer before
night. To attain this degree of speed, great practice is necessary,
and in addition to the efforts made on their war, horse stealing, and
hunting expeditions, they are frequently running with each other
wlaen in their towns, the distance about four miles. When the dif-
ferent towns meet on their hunts, it is common for a match to be
made between the best runner of each, a prize being offered and a
day appointed, to allow time for preparation, the distance from four
to ten miles. Great ambition is felt to be acknowledged the best run-
ner of the town and nation; and no exertion spared to attain the
distinction. At these meetings, the sports commence with the boys
and girls of one town competing with their own sex in the other; and as
the excitement increases, the men and M^omen contend in the lists
respectively, and the chiefs proclaim a day when each town will start
its champion, and offer a prize as already mentioned. Each village
supports its champion, and all bet; guns, horses, blankets, ornaments
are staked, and not unfrequently, the breech-cloth of the man and the
petticoat of the woman, are deposited, and the bettors await the result
in a state of nudity. Horse races are also run, the distance from
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three to fifteen miles; and it lias been remarked, that tlie band or
town of White-hair, has generally proved victor, when the men con-
tended; but the Big Hill band when horses were run. This sys-
tem establishing beyond cavil, who are the best runners; these are
selected to act as scouts and spies, and upon their reporting the
vicinity of an enemy, their position and numbers, if the latter justify
the attempt, the runners are sent as a decoy, to hover within two or
three miles of the foe, until the latter give chase, when an ambush
near their own camp having been formed, some eight or ten miles
from that of the enemy, it being supposed that with such an advan-
tage in tlie start, their runners can run that distance before being
overtaken, even by horsemen; they surprise and slaughter the un-
suspecting pursuers, if to save their runners they are not obliged to
forego the surprise, and to hasten to their relief.
They have no code of laws, but custom governs their actions and
decisions. Infanticide is sometimes committed, and no punishment
ensues. Some years since a woman had a son by an American, who
in a year or two left the nation. She married an Osage, who disliked
the child, reproached her with its white blood, and treated both her
and it with great brutality. Driven to desperation by his cruelty, she
one day seized her hoe, and calling to her child, then three or four
years old, went a short distance and dug a grave. With the hoe she
killed her son, deposited the body in the earth, and then attempted to
hang herself, despite the entreaties of her friends, but the rope broke,
and while preparing it for a second trial, the chief, Wah-sab-bay Wah-
cun-dah-gay, (the Bear Doctor,) who, with others, was a spectator, ad-
vanced towards her, and exclaiming, that if she wished to die he Avould
gratify her desires; seized her by the arm, and plunging his knife
thrice into her body, despatched her. Elevating the bloody steel
above his head, he called upon her relatives, there present, then to
denounce and avenge his act, or forever after to hold their peace; de-
claring, that she merited death for having killed her child, and that in
ridding the world of so inhuman a mother, he had performed a just
deed, even though she had not wished to die; and that never, while
he lived, should such a deed pass unpunished.
This chief was a great conjuror, or medicine-man, among them;
and bore several names, as The Chief-of-all-Doctors, The Greatr-God;
possessed great influence, and inspired great awe. He was their most
skilful surgeon, having cured many severe wounds and contusions;
and was best acquainted with the medical projierties of herbs and
roots; one of which, known only to himself, po&ses3e<l the power,
when masticated, of curing the most violent tooth-ache. Among
many deceptions and slight-of-hand performances, he performed some
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remarkable feats. In a public dance, if a valuable present, such as a
horse, were made him, he would commence a relation of his exploits,
boast of his invulnerabilty, Sec; and taking an arrow, divested of its
steel head or point, would pass it down his throat into the stomach,
until the feather reached his lips, and would permit any one to with-
draw it. At one exhibition it was withdrawn by P. L. Chouteau, esq.
and the blood which attended its extraction, attested that there was
no deception.
If a murder is committee], a relative, if present, frequently retaliates
at the moment; but generally, the relations assemble, and invite the
chiefs to decide what the reparation shall be; presents are made to
the family of the deceased, and their anger deprecated. They seldom
advocate the doctrine of life for life, deeming the loss of a life a national
loss, which is increased, if a second be forfeited to expiate the first.
One of the band of Little Osages left his wife, and married a woman
of White-hair's band, with Avhich band he remained. The bands
happening to meet when hunting, remained together some days; and
the first wife killed the second, by cleaving her skull with an axe.
The i-elations called upon the chiefs to award a sentence, and they
decreed, that as the deceased was an only daughter, and her aged
mother was left without an assistant in her labours, that the mur-
deress should become her servant, and live with her as such. A few
weeks since, some youths went out at night to practice target-firing,
and one was accidentally shot by a comrade, who called upon his
companions to avenge their friend by shooting him. They refused, and
the chiefs were assembled to decide. They recommended to the father
of the deceased, (an only son,) to receive the offender in his lodge as
his servant; and he replied, that he would receive him in his lodge,
but as the death occurred accidentally, he would adopt him as his son.
A quarrel having existed for some time in a family, a young man has
just killed his uncle; and as the relations have not adopted any
measures on the occasion, he has remained unmolested.
Among the principal men, and the rich, a father or the head of a
lodge, who wishes to marry a son or relative in it, makes a proposal
to the head of the family he selects, and sends a present of meat.
Th-c uncles of the desired, (who have most authority in the matter,)
are sent for, and it is decided whether to reject or take the proposal
into consideration. If to reject, the meat is returned; if not, the other
relatives are invited, with a chief, who appears as a witness, and their
advice is asked. The reply is, what is your opinion.-' And the uncles
then declare their opinion in favour of the match, which is generally
adopted. Occasionally, one states, that he knows another family de-
sirous of the alliance; although, as he was not the head of the family,
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he hesitated to bring the matter before them, but as they are seeking a
match for their relative, he now proposes his friend. The characters,
family, property, Sec, of the competitors are then discussed, and if the
first propo.sal is accepted, the meat is divided, and a day, a monlli or
tv/o a-hcad, is named, upon which the horses are to be oflered. The
proposer now acquaints his relative, if he made the proposal without
45onsulling him, of the probable acceptance of the offer, and advises
him to exert himself in hunting, to send half his game to the lodge
of his intended, and to endeavour to render himself acceptable to its
inmates. On the day appointed, horses, the number depending on the
wealth of the family, are sent to the lady's lodge; at the door of
which they remain until night, when they are taken back. The next
day they are again sent; and the relatives are assembled to decide
whether they are to be received, and unless some offence has
been given, this decision corresponds with the first; and Avhen the
liorses are taken back at night, the determination to receive them the
next day is communicated. The third day they are again brought, are
received, and distributed among the relations; and whoever receives
a horse, returns one, or his value in goods, as a dowry. On the
fourth day, the bride, handsomely dressed, mounted upon the best
horse, the others being led, and attended by her connections and
others, proceeds to the lodge of the bridegroom: the approach of the
party being announced by the firing of a gun. The female relatives
of the bridegroom receive her upon a blanket, and she is carried into
the lodge, where a feast is ready for the friends. There the couple
remain until the next day, Avhen they proceed—the bride having been
handsomely dressed by her husband's relations—to her father's lodge,
thenceforth their home, where the husband becomes master, super-
seding his father-in-law. To his exertions, as a hunter, they look
principally for support; and he regulates the movements of the lodge,
selects hunting ground, &.C., and if anxious to extend his connections
and influence, selects wives for his brothers-in-law. This, throughout
a public ceremony, is attended with considerable expense, and is
deemed a distinction; and should the wife thus obtained, ever be
seduced to leave her husband and live with another, all the relations
espouse the husband's quarrel, and if not appeased, by presents, &c.;
proceed to take vengeance, by plundering the seducer's lodge, if they
are able, and inflict wounds upon the guilty pair, which occasionally
prove fatal. During the progress of the negociation, the suitor, if
doubtful of success, frequently leaves the town and proceeds to a
neighbouring one, where he can soon learn from his friends the result,
and affects much indifference or disinclination, saying, that his family
want to force him into a marriage; that he has escaped to avoid it, &c.
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If confident of success, he arrays himself in the most approved style,
and parades about the town (o display his finery and person. Should
a man address himself to a woman, in a momentary interview, declare
his wish to marry her, but regret his inability, from poverty, to make
the present of horses, &c., he is invited, if agreeable to the dame, to
visit her lodge at night, when every thing is quiet; where she receives
him. Some time during the night, the exact moment is left to her
discretion, she announces to her mother, tliat there is a man with her,
upon which his name is demanded, and if the parents do not deem
the match suitable, he is immediately ejected from the lodge, and his
suit terminated. If he is approved, the couple are reproved for their
precipitation, and the inan reproached for not having addressed him-
self to the father, who pleads poverty in extenuation, and is suftered
to remain. The next day the father prepares a feast, invites his rela-
tions and friends, announces the occurrences of the past night, and
requests their advice, which is generally to receive the intruder as a
son; whereupon the feast is attacked and the marriage complete.
—
The husband informs his relations of his marriage, and that he has
taken up his abode in his wife's lodge, (henceforth his;) and is advised
by them to exert himself to support his family, to give feasts and to
acquire a name. They are continually giving feasts and making pre-
sents; and give to each other with the same readiness that they beg
from the Whites. When a wife is obtained in this manner, and is
seduced from her husband to live with another, it is not obligatory on
the relations to interfere, but the quarrel is confined, if quarrel there
be, to the two men; the complaining husband is told by his rival,
"you stole her from her parents, I have stolen her from you, it is but
a fair return." Polygamy is general; and the wives are frequently
sisters. Upon the demise of a husband, his brother claims his horses,
in which species of property their wealth principally consists, while
the property in the lodge reverts to his widow and children: the
brother and widow however, often marry. From April to October
they bathe daily, and every individual, without regard to sex, is an
able swimmer. Within an hour after parturition, unless unusual diffi-
culty is experienced, the woman proceeds to bathe herself and infant,
regardless of the season; and unless it is exceedingly inclement, con-
tinues to bathe morning and evening for several weeks, until her re- i
covery is complete. None but vigorous children can survive their
treatment, the puny must die; and to this we may ascribe the physical
perfection of their nation.
j
During the prevalence of cholera among them last autumn, they
j
became desperate and reckless, broke into several houses at the
|
Agency, and destroyed wliat thoy could not appropriate to any use;
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under the belief that the whites were the cause of the disease: and
entertained the belief that they would all fall victims to the disease.
It was during this excitement that one of them seized his spear, di-
vested himself of every article of clothing, which is a signal of des-
perate resolve, declared his resolution to kill the whites, and did kill
the blacksmith, Mr. Bertrand. When the murderer was demanded in
council, the chiefs hesitated, stated the man's well known character
for desperate courage, and that his apprehension then, would probably
cost some lives, and recommended that the alliiir should be dropped
for the moment, and that when his suspicions were lulled, he should
be seized unawares and delivered up. A young man then rose and
declared, that if the chiefs or the agent would authorise him to go in
pursuit of the murderer, for he would not go unless requested, he
would proceed in search of, and unhesitatingly kill him, with the
arrows he held; displaying three arrows in his hand. While the dis-
ease raged, some of them met death with all the calmness and forti-
tude of the ancients; and when they found themselves attacked by
the cramps, drew their knives, and declaring that they would not wait
for the pains which they had seen afflict their friends, plunged them
into their bosoms, heroically anticipating the destroyer.
They are very superstitious, and averse to a census being taken of
tliem. Some years since when the agent undertook to ascertain their
number, he encountered great opposition and difficulty; and when in
the lodge of Walk-in-the-rain, the head chief the Little Osages, his
wife remonstrated, most strenuously, against her name being included
in the census, or recorded in any manner; saying that if her name was
written she would surely die. Her husband reasoned with her, argu-
ing, that as his name had been written to several treaties, and he had
even touched the pen, he would have been a victim long previous
were her fears well founded, but in vain, as she persisted in asserting
that if her name were written she had but a few days to live; and
when she found them resolved to include her, she commenced a song
of lamentation, and in four days was dead. Her death confirmed the
prevalent belief, that the whites possessed a great medicine, which
enabled them to kill those they did not like, by simply writing their
names and burning the paper; and they argue, that it is not improba-
ble, for what do the whites wish to accomplish that they cannot find
means to eflect.
' Over the dead body of a relative, they frequently vow to mourn a
i certain number of months or years; which they religiously perform.
They give away, while in mourning, all their ornaments and good cloth-
ing, retaining only rags; put mud upon the head, cut off locks of the hair,
if women, and allow it to grow, if men; pay no attention to personal
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appearance, and disfigure themselves by inflicting wounds; and every
morning, an hour or two before day-dawn, raise a song of lamentation
for the departed. Tlie mud is renewed daily for three months; and
during this period they do not bathe, nor is any food eaten by the
head of a lodge—a parent for a child, a child for a parent; a husband
for a wife, a Avife for a husband—while tlie sun is above the horizon;
but the children are allowed to eat at noon: at the setting of the sun
the mourners hail his departure, which allows them to refresh nature.
At the expiration of three months, they apply the mud, and mourn
(or cry, as it is termed,) every four alternate days, until the expiration
of their vows, or their grief subsides. They sometimes mourn for
three years, and it is astonishing that the fountain of their tears is not
exhausted; for the voice is broken by deep sobs, and the tears roll
down their cheeks day after day, for months and years without
ceasing! The effect produced in the darkness of the night, Avhen
awakened from a deep slumber, by the voices of perhaps a hundred
persons of both sexes, who are addressing the deity, and the spirits
of the dead, is, in the highest degree, impressive. - 33.
CHILE PARTRIDGES.
[The death of the birds referred to below, does not in any manner
detract from the public spirited and kind intention of the writer.]
Mr. J- S. Skinner: Valparaiso, Chile, April 16, 1834.
I have sent you, per St. Peter, Captain Mickle, a few Chile par-
tridges; you will find them nearly double the size of ours, and of
delicious flavour. I am somewhat afraid these birds will not stand
our severe winters, and would therefore suggest your sending them as
far south as Raleigh. Gen. Daniel would, I am sure, take much
pleasure in endeavouring to propagate them,—and if they succeed in
Carolina you could introduce their issue into Maryland. i
There is another species of partridge to be found only in the Cordil-
lera, larger even than our pheasant, if I can succeed in getting a few of
'
these, I shall take them to the United States when I go, in the course
of a month or two.
j
Excuse this scrawl, for I am WTiting from a sick bed. '
And am with great respect, your obd't serv't.
William A. Slacum,
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THE LAST DAY OF THE SEASON,
TFith the TVashitiglon Fox Hounds.
''All's well that ends well," says Will Shakspcare, and nothing
could end better than the season which has just closed; saving and
excepting the absence of the President of the hunt; but if he headed
not his forces in the field, he met us over the mahogany in the even-
ing, a safe fugle-man for those who would use without abusing, "the
goods the gods provide us."
Leaving Fuller's for the "meet'' appointed on board the steamioat
at seven in the morning, I soon passed a light wagon and horse in a
ravine on the road-side, which, departing from their proper perpendi-
cular relation, had contracted a "horizontal intimacy" with mother
earth.—There being no leisure for question or sympathy, I passed on,
and presently overtook, making the best use of their stumps, my two
valued friends A. and B. bellows working briskly, in plain English,
puffing and blowing, and be iring outward and visible signs of having
been spilled from the wagon aforesaid. "For God sake S.," cried
they, "ride on and stop the boat for us," which being done, we soon
reached Alexandria, near which Buchanan, Avith a zeal that never tires,
had scented out some fresh and fruitful fox covers—with twenty-four
horsemen, and double as many hounds; v/e had not gone three miles
from the precincts of that renowned city, before the dogs began to run
into clusters and to "feather" briskly, in a field on the road side, hard
by a farm house. Presently old Music proclaimed that the varmint
had been there reconnoitering, as it was shrewdly surmised, for one of
the good woman's fat pullets. After some perplexity in unravelling a
cold and tangled drag; the superior tact of the old dogs was making it
off^in beautiful style, when a skirter was heard, at a distance, far in ad-
vance of the pack. The editor of the Sporting Mag. more a head, as
usual at that time of the chase, than comports with his own rules for
good hunting, called Clarke's attention, "there's a dog giving tongue
in the cover ahead, what is he.' Can he be depended on?" Perfectly
familiar with his tongue and his tricks. Hark forward! hark forward-!
was Clarke's quick and expressive reply.
"As straggling armies at the trumpet's voice,
Press to the standard, hither all repair,
And hurrying through the woods; with hasty step
Rustling, and full of hope; now driven on heaps.
They push; they strive; while from his kennel sneaks
The conscious villain."
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The devil take the hindmost, was the play now to be acted, and
every man gave his horse the persuaders. Nor did many minutes
elapse before a large grey was viewed away through an open field.
The loud, cheering, Tally ho! Tally ho! soon brought us all on the
line of the chase.—True, his gallant pursuers had not yet well settled
down to their work, but that soon followed, and in less than tioenty
minutes after, poor Reynard gave up the ghost, as is seen in the plate.
On one side of the field, where the cry had ceased, two gentlemen
were seen to climb over the fence, contending, au pied, for the brush.
For some time it was doubtful whether the race would be to the swift
and light of foot; or whether he of more abdominal protuberance and
strength would lead the van. To the great relief of both, however, a
third competitor emerged from a nearer point of the woods and put
an end to the struggle. Had Buchanan been mounted on his own
hunter, he would, no doubt, have gone the timber, and have shadowed
the brows of old Bayard with the last trophy of the season; but he
had surrendered him to a certain Editor of a certain periodical, who
finding it no easy matter to restrain the impetuosity of his own steed,
called on — Alexander to ride Bucephalus.—
•
Not to make a long story of a short chase, we returned, after vainly
drawing other covers for another fox, to Alexandria, where our excel-
lent and hospitable friend Slacura, had provided a bountiful collation,
with a foresight that none but foxhunters can duly appreciate, and
a taste that would have done honour to the Augustan age.
"By the gods," exclaimed Van Buren, (not the elder,*) at the sight
of a fine old capacious China bowl well filled with mellow apple
toddy—"Slacum, had we the power of Napoleon, we would make
you a marshal on the spot."—'Ah, that round, red and juicy, put up
by Head's Butcher, in the city of brotherly love—when shall we
look upon its like again! But in the fullness of our public spirit,
it was not permitted us to forget that we had other duties to perform.
So, with a bumper to our generous and entertaining host, we re-
mounted our gallant steeds, and with a spur that is "worth two in the
heel," made our way to the steamboat, in waiting, raising such a clat-
ter as has not been heard in the streets of Alexandria since the me-
morable ^owr shipment in 1814.
We got to Washington, all with whole bones, just in time for the
reunion at Sir Charles Vaughan's, to a dinner given to the president
of the hunt, and others, on the occasion of the closing of the sea-
son; and, Mr. Editor, it did not escape my observation, that many
* Would that my friend B. would, with one bite, before he is elected
President of the United States, give him that true immedicabile vulnui, a
taste for foxhuntinnf.
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valued members who were not with us in the field, were not absent
at this muster of our forces, not alluding to Inspector General Wool,
nor to our General-in-chief, of Plattsburg memory, whose presence
is always animating.
Our estimable host received us, as he is wont to do—witli a frank,
cordial, open-hearted, old English gentleman-like welcome; putting liis
guests at their ease, and inspiring that respect which is ever clieerfully
accorded to those who know how to maintain the dignity that adds
value to rank itself, without that alloy of haughtiness which degrades
the nobleman even more than the man.
As you, Mr. Editor, are known to be a plain, hard-working, self-
denying, dyspeptic man, of that order who soak their crust in the pure
element, I will not disturb your digestion by any attempt to describe
the splendour of an entertainment given by this worthy representa-
tive of a crowned head, to his republican foxhunting friends.—Suffice
it to say, that it would have done credit to the taste and genius of
Apicius himself.—Such were tlie gorgeous lights, the elegance of the
ornaments, the brilliant English flint glass and Sevres porcelain of
high finish and exquisite designs,—and then the delicious wines and
made dishes, the very nomenclature whereof implied a knowledge of
more languages than some of us had learned, and "besides their own
relish, had the merit of engendering thirst." One damper only fell
and hung upon the pleasures of the day—it was the remembrance,
not easily banished, that our excellent friend W. Pitt Adams, the first at
crossing a country, and the last to cross his friends, was soon to leave
us;—good luck and accumulating honours attend him.—May he
never want a hunter—nor a friend—nor a bottle of brown sherry to
share with him.—You may be sure that we did not rise without
drinking, at the instance of our host, the health of our worthy presi-
dent, Gen. Gibson.—It is said, that rising superior to his native diffi-
dence, on this occasion, he made an eloquent and grateful response,
but the writer of these annals is forced to admit, that his recollection
of what happened about that epoch is a little confused. To an unde-
served compliment, that came nearer home, it is whispered, that by a
venial mistake he turned off a bumper to his own health! certain it is,
that he mounted his horse next morning at seven—rode forty miles
home to dinner, through the heaviest rain and snow that ever came from
i the heavens—laved his body in mountain dew, and felt "wery pertikler
: comfortable." With the blessing of God and the leave of Amos Ken-
dal, he hopes to have another such day next season with the good
fellows of the Washington Hunt. An Honorary Member.
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
A CHALLENGE.
To the owners of Tranhy and Chateau J\Iargaux:
1 am airtliorised by a distinguished Virginia racer, to announce to the
owners of Tranby and Chateau Margaux, that he has observed in the
handbill of Tranby, a notice, that the owners of those two horses will fur-
nish a gold Clip, off lie value of $500, to be ndded to a subscription of$100, for
mares covered by those two horses this spring, to be run in the spring of 1839,
over the Fairfield course—"they to have the privilege of running a colt or
filley each,''' and the cup to be withdrawn unless there are twenty subscribers;
and the owners of other stallions are invited to come into the proposed race
upon the same terms. I am instructed to say, he does not think a race
can be made up upon these terms. First, Because there are but few
owners of stallions, who can in this way, afford to furnish a cup of $500
value. Second!}', Because it would be very difficult to get as many as twenty
subscribers—even if the terms proposed were equal and just. But thirdly
and especially, because he presumes no gentleman would be willing to be-
come a subscriber to a race, in which he was to run one horse, and others
were at liberty to runfour, as the contest would be so very unequal. But
if the owners of these distinguished imported stallions are really anxious to
test the get of their horses, with those of the American, I am further autho-
rised to say, that he will enter the get, of either one, two, three, four or five
mares, (as the owners of Tranby and Chateau Margaux may prefer,) in foal
to Hotspur this spring, against the same number of the get of Tranby or
Chateau Margaux this spring, to be run in the spring of 1839, mile heata.
over the Fairfield course, according to the rules of that course; and in the
fall of 1839, two mile heats over the Tree Hill course according to the rules
of that course. Entrance to each race ^1000, half forfeit. All owners of
American stallions are invited to become subscribers: but the challenge to
be considered as withdrawn, unless the owners of Tranby and Chateau
Margaux, or one of them, becomes a subscriber. The challenge to be open
until the first of .Tuly for subscribers, and the subscribers to have until the
first of January next to name their mares. Entries to be made with the
subscriber, who is requested immediately to make them public, unless the
subscribers object to it; the same gentlemen, or set of gentlemen, becoming
subscribers, to be interested Mn but one stalHon's get. The author of this
challenge enters the get of Mr. John B. Christian's horse Hotspur, and he
will have no interest, directly or indirectly, in the entry of any other
stallion; and all other subscribers are to be on the same footing.
Richard Adams,
April 24, 1835. Proprietor of the Fairfeld Course.
Inquiry.
Mr. Editor: JVatchez, March 8, 1835.
The following questions have been raised here within the last twelve
months, and ought to be settled by some rule, to prevent disputes here-
after:
1st. Can a party to a sweepstakes or match race be off by paying forfeit,
after the judges arc appointed, and the stakes made.
2d. If a horse gives leet at the end of a race, must he beat farther than
he agrees to do to win.
The.«e questions may have been decided by rules established long since,
in the old racing countries, or by custom. Such information, published in
the Register, as would set the matter at rest, would be gladly received by
the turfites in the south west. Yours, respectfully, A. Y. T.
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QUICKSILVER.
Extract to the Editor, dated Pendleton, S. C. Feb. 18, 1835
.
While ivriting, I avail myself of the opportunity of replying to n question,
which I saw propounded some time since in one of the numbers of the
Register, and vvliich I have not seen noticed, viz: "Was an old gray horse
which stood in tliis section of country some twenty years since, called
Quicksilver, tlio same that was owned by Col. Tayloe?" Having unfortu-
nately had some of tiie stock of this said gray, I have made some inquiry
into his pedigree, and received a short time since, from a gentleman that I
have understood was part owner of him, a printed handbill, dated March 5,
1810, wliich, after giving a wonderful account of his performances, while
in the possession of Col. Tayloe, states that he was got by the imported
Medley, &,c. but makes no mention of his dam, concluding "that it was
needless to go into detail any further, as he was descended from the best
family of horses in England, &c. In looking over the stud of Col. Tayloe,
as published in the Turf Register, I find that his horse Quicksilver was a
chestnut, formerly called Snap, got by Medley, and sold in 1795, for $1,000
to H. IJcath, Esq. of Richmond. Now it would appear, either that a gross
imposition has been practiced by some one on this community, by palming
on them the old cropped-eared gray horse which stood here in 1810, as the
horse owned and run by Col. Tayloe, in the days of Bellair and Calypso;
or that Col. Tayloc's chestnut horse grew white in his old age. The dif-
ference in the statements I leave to be settled by those who may be more
interested than I am, having got clear of all traces of the blood.''
John E. Colhoun.
THE SIRE OF Z. A.'s DAM, THE QUESTION SETTLED.
Mr. Editor: Somerville, Tennessee. .March 20, 1835.
Having procured the celebrated horse Z. A., and there having been two
opinions in relation to the sire of his dam, I have been at some pains to
ascertain, with certainty, the facts of the case. He has been frequently
entered by individuals who trained him, for my friend W. D. Amis, Esq.
as out of the full sister to Sir Henry, this, however, appears incorrect, as Col.
A. J. Davie in a letter to me on the subject says, ''I gave Mr. Long the
season of his Diomed mare to Conqueror, and this filly, dam of Z. A. was
the produce."
Z. A. was sired by Marion, he by Sir Archy, out of a mare by imported
Citizen, full sister to the dam of Shawnee, &c. Z. A.'s dam by Conque-
ror, he by imported Wonder, &,c. his grandam by imp. Diomed, and dam
to Sir Henry; g. grandam by Bellair, &c. This mare was dam to Muckle
John, Sir Wilham, &c. Memucan Hunt,
Of Oxford, JV.C.
Mr. John Dawson, of Wilmington, N. C. having visited Ireland during
the last summer, purchased and brought over with him to this country, two
couple of fox hounds, which he presented to Robert H. Cowan, Esq. of
Wilmington, who has hunted them several times this season with the crack
hounds of his neighbourhood, and found them to be very superior.
Mr. D. also brought with him from England a pointer pup, which he
presented to Major Bianey, of the Army.
Pedigrees Wanted.—Those of every three year trained this spring,
»nd of every thoroughbred, not published, in full, in the Turf Register.
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We have again to solicit the aid of friends to supply dates and carry out
the produce of the following distinguished family:
PotSo's mare, (Mr. Constable's of New York,) imported 1792.
180 , gr. f. Miller's Damsel, by imp. Messenger, (dam of Am. Eclipse,
and Maid of the Mill, by Duroc.)
Romp, by imp. Messenger, (dam of Cock of the Rock, and Young
Romp, by Duroc.)
1805, i3right Phcjbus, by imp. Messenger.
Hopper Boy, by imp. Messenger.
Miller's Damsel and Bright Phoebus were capital runners.
Waterloo, Talinda, Columbu.= , and some others, whose names appear in
the New York and New Jersey sweepstakes are unknown to us. We re-
peat our solicitations for all pedigrees not published correctly in the Turf
Register.
A Lover of Sport will not find his account of a trotting match over
the Washington course, because there is no name given to guarantee the
accuracy of the report; and furthermore, he omits the names of the owners
of the horses, and to state which won the match. He says the match
was the best three in five, the whole five heats were done in fine time,
the average being 2m. 464s. the longest heat, 2m. 47s. and the shortest,
2m. 45s.
The Great Foot Race.
The great trial of human capabilities, in going ten miles within the hour
for $1000, to which $300 was added, took place on Friday, April 24, on the
Union Course, Long Island; and we are pleased to state that the feat was
accomplished 12 seconds within the time, by a native born and bred Ame-
rican farmer, Henry Stanard, of Killingworth, Connecticut. Two others
went the ten miles—one (a Prussian) in half a minute over; the other (an
Irishman) in U over the time.—Particulars hereafter.
Corrections.
Injustice to "Fair Play," we express, by request, the opinion that Tranby
was a first rate racehorse in England, though he may have been "not 8
Priam," (the Eclipse and wonder of the age,) "nor a Memnon," (a horse,
by-the-bye, beat fairly by Chateau Margaux.) Fair Play's article, owing
to a typographical error, conveyed ihe idea, that they, (as well as Tranby,)
were not "fir.-t rate racehorses"—an absurdity that would excite derision
on the other side of the water. In common with "Fair Play," we have to
regret the frequent oral mistakes of our friends, which have caused not
only the one, in regard to Tranby, but various others concerning the pedi-
grees of our most distinguished horses, as Florizel, Duroc, Maid of the
Oaks. &c. and when patrons of renowned horses give their achievements,
that they do not give the v^hole history, after the concise manner of the
English calenders, according to dates, ages, weights, &c. In the late
notice of Tranby, the ages and weights of several distinguished competitors
in handicap races are omitted, whicii might convey an injurious suspicion.
The races are not only transposed, but, in some instances, dates are omit'
ted, including his extraordinary performance, when rode by Mr. Osbaldes-
tone. A critic suggests that The Colonel and others were not "half
brothers," as stated, not being out of one dam. In turf phraseology, horses
by the same sire are not half brothers; neither are they "sired" any more
than "dammed."—So says Philip, our highest turf critic;—who also recom-
mends "heats," as in England, instead of" miles and repeat."
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RACING CALENDAR.
Madisonville (Ten.) Races.
Commenced February 24, 1833.
First day, mile heats; three entries, two started.
Gen. Mabry's g. f. Galen, by Pacific, - - - 1 1
Col. John McGhee's ch. f. Kitty Sumter, by Sumter, - 2 2
Time, 2m.— Im. 58s. Galen winning under a hard pull, 125 yds.
Second day, mile heats, three best in five.
Major Wm. Ainnuth's ch. c. Traveller, by Arab, - 111
Col. John McGhee's b. c. Loudon, by Bartran, - - 2 2 dis.
Time, 2m. 3s.—2m. 8s.—2m. 5.
Third day, single mile.
Gen. Mabry's g. f. Galen, by Pacific, dam by Pacolet, - 1
Jos. Vann's ch. c. Pawnee Chief, by Printer, dam by Potomac, 2
Time, Im. 51s. Galen beating Pawnee Chief 150 yards.
The track heavy from heavy snows and rains, the snow two inches deep,
and the extreme coldness of the weather concluded the racing, as reported
by the timers.
Keysburgh (Ken.) Races.
Fall meeting, commenced Thursday, October 16, 1834.
Firit day. Jockey Club purse, $225, two mile heats.
E. L. McClain's ch. f. Polly Ambler, by Bertrand, dam by Bu-
ford's Eclipse, three years old, - - - - - 1 1
Livingston L. Leavel's ch. f. Volant, by Almanzor, dam Parasol,
by Tiger, three years old, - - - - - 2 2
Jos'h J. Hopson's ch. c. William, by William, dam by Diomed,
four years old, ------- dis.
P. Poacher's ch. c. by Sir Peter Teazle, dam Hamiltonian, four
years old, . ..--- dis.
Time, 3m. 57s.—3m. 59s. Won with ease, hard in hand.
Second day, purse $150, mile heats.
Jos'h J. Hopson's ch. c Miantanaugh, by Timoleon, dam
by Speculator, four years old, - - - - 2 11
P. Poacher's b. f Jenny Done, four years old, - - 1 2 2
Time, Im. 55s.—2m. 2s.—2m. 5s.
W. Williams, Sec^ry.
Mississippi Association Races.
Fall meeting, commenced December 3, 1834.
First day, four mile heats, purse :jJ600, entrance $100, free only for
Creoles of Mississippi and Louisiana.
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Mr. Rochleau's g. g. Hard-Heart, by Mercury, dam Chuck-a-
luck, five years old, 107 lbs. - - - - 11
W. J. Minor's br. c. .Tack Beasley, by Mercury, danj by Sir Hal,
four years old, 100 lbs. - - - - - 2 dr.
Time, 8m. 73. Won easily. Track good.
Second day, three mile heats, purse ^400, entrance $50.
W. J. Minor's b. c. Capsicum, by Mercury, dam Rarity, by Sir Archy,
three years old, 86 lbs. walked over.
Third dmj, two mile heats, purse $300, entrance $30.
W. J. Mmor's br. c. Jack Beasley, by Mercury, - - 1
F. L. Claiborne's g. g. Fiddler, by a son of Stockholder, dam by
Joedoan, three years old, 83 lbs. .... Jig.
Time, 4m. 4s. Track one sheet of water.
Fourth day, match, mile heats, $1,000 a side.
Col. Bingaman's b. f. Fanny Kemble, by Bertrand, dam by Cham-
bers' Palafox, two years old, 67 lbs. - - - - 1
VV. J. Minor's br. f. by Mercury, dam Rarity, by Sir Archy, two
years old, 67 lbs. -....- dis.
Time, Im. 55s. Track still bad.
The Mercury filly was declared distanced on account of an accidental
jostle at the first turn.
Fifth day, sweepstakes for two year old colts and fillies, mile heats, $800
entrance, $100 forfeit, thirteen subscribers. Feather weights.
Col. Bingaman's b. f. Fanny Kemble, by Bertrand, dam by
Chambers' Palafox, - - - - - 11
J. Hoggatt's g. f. by Mercury, dam by Pacolet, - - 2 2
M. Collins' b. c. by Mercury, dam Sea-Sick, - . dis.
Time, Im. 55s.—Im. 57s. Track somewhat heavy.
Augusta, (Geo.) Races,
Over the Lafayette Course, commenced on Monday the 15th December,
1834, and terminated on Saturday the 20Lh. The weather during the
week was good, and lest you sliould think the time taken in running bad,
I will remind you that the track has recently been worked on. The course
has heretofore been considered too hard to run horses on with safety.
A large quantity of sand has been hauled on the track, and ploughed
in but a short time previous to the races, and had not sufiiciently settled to
make it firm. The weights and distances have also been recently altered,
as you will see by the annexed table. The track is 114 feet over the
mile in its inner edge.* Michael F. Boisclair, SecVy and Treas.
Wcis:hts.—Aged horses, 124 lbs.—Six years old, 118 lbs.—Five years
old, 110 lbs.—Four years old, 100 lbs.—Three years old, 86 lbs.—Two
years old, a feather.
Distance.—One mile heats, 50 yds.—Two mile heats, 80 yds.—Three
mile heats, 110 yds.—Four mile heats, 140 yds.—Best 3 in 5 heats, 70yds.
First day, three year old colts' sweepstakes, ^100 entrance, and ^100
added by the Proprietor.
Capt. D. Rowe's gr. c. Black Hawk, three years old, by Rob Roy,
dam by Diomed, - - - - - -11
Col. P. Fitzsimon's b. c. Paul Pry, three years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam by Contention, - - - - 3 2
* In the name of common sense—why not alter it to a mile exactly.^ No
winner gets reputation on the course—for readers will not stop to go into
an arithmetical calculation to see how their time compares with that made
on other tracks.
i.
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Mr. John Morrison's ch. f. Maria Annette, three years old, by
John Richards, dam by imp. Expedition, - - - 2 3
Time, 2m.—2m.
Second day, two mile heats, purse |300.
Win. G. Haun's ch. h. Wade Hampton, five years old, by
Bertrand, dam by Virginius, - - - - 2 1 1
Capt. Howe's "ch. f. Martha Griffin, four years old, by Phe-
nomenon, dam by Gallatin, - - - - 3 2 2
Mr. Morrison's br. i'. Fanny Richards, four years old, by
Maryland Eclipse, dam Betsey Richards, - - 1 dr.
Time, 4ni. Is.—4m. 18s.—4m. 15s.
Fanny Richards, after winning tlie first heat with case, was taken with
cramp, when about starling for second heat, when she was drawn. She
has since changed owners at f 1,600.
Third day, three mile heats, purse $400.
Wm. G. Haun's b. m. Rattlesnake, five years old, by Bertrand,
dam by West's Paragon, - - - - - 11
Col. John Crowell's ch. h. Robin Hood, six years old, by Henry,
dam by Hickory, - - - - . - 2 2
Time, 6m. lis.—6m. 20s. Won with ease.
Foioih day, mile heats, purse $200.
Capt. Rowe's g. c. Black Hawk, three years old, by Rob Roy,
dam by Diomed, - - - - - - 1 3
Mr. Morrison's b. m. Lady Burke, five years old, by Falstaff,
dam by Gallatin, - - - - - - 2 2
Time, Im. 58is.— Im. 59s.
Fifth day, four mile heats, purse $600.
Col. Crowell's br. f. Lady Nashville, four years old, by Stockhol-
der, dam by Strap, - - - - - 11
Capt. Rowe's ch. f. Brunette, four years old, by Phenomenon,
dam by Director, - - - - - -22
John Phinzy's ch. f. Paulina, four years old, by Jackson, dam by
Kosciusko, ------- (list.
Mr. Haun's b. h. Plato, five years old, by Sir William of Trans-
port, dam Black Eyed Susan, ----- djgt,
(Plato is half brother to W. Viley's horse Singleton.)
PauUna had the curved hock, and Plato, after running two miles in fine
style, failed from some disorder of the throat, and was immediately stopped
by his rider.
Time, 8m. 30s.—8m. 53s.
Sixth day, mile heats, three best in five, purse $300.
Wm. G. Haun's b. m. Rattlesnake, five years old, by Bertrand, dam
Devil, by West's Paragon, galloped round the course, no other horse having
been entered, to contend against Georgia's favourite race mare.
Mississippi Association Races.
Spring meeting, commenced March 4, 1835.
First day, two mile heats, purse $300, entrance $50, free only for three
year old Creoles of Mississippi and Louisiana.
Col. Bingaman's br. f The Nut Brown Maid, by Stockholder,
dam (Chuckforhilus' dam) by Old Pacolet, 83 lbs. - - 2 I 1
W. J. Minor's br. c. Storm, by Champion, dam by Tiraoleon,
86 lbs. - - - - . - . 122
J. Holden's g. g. The Wild Irishman, by Mercury, dam by
Diomed, 83 lbs. - - - - . - 3 dis.
Time, 4m. 18s.—4m. Hs.—4m. 30s.
63 V.6
I
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Track absolutely fetlock deep in mud and water. A well contested and
interesting race.
Second day, mile heats, purse ^200, entrance $30, free only for two year
old Creoles of Mississippi and Louisiana.
W. J. Minor's br. f. by Mercury, dam Rarity, by Sir Archy,
67 lbs. 11
Col. Bingaman's b. f. Rachel Jackson, by Mercury, 67 lbs. 2 dis.
Time, 2m. 4s.—2m. 5s.
Track worse than yesterday, owing to a heavy snow, which melted as
fast as it fell. W. J. Minor,
Sec'ry J\Iiss. Association.
LARWEPfCEVILLE (Vtt.) RaCES.
Spring meeting, commenced on Tuesday, the 14th of April, 1835.
First day, a colt sweepstake, $200 entrance, half forfeit, mile heats, six
subscribers, only two started.
Daniel Bugger's g. c. by Medley, dam by Virginian, 2 11
W. West's br. f, by Monsieur Tonson, full sister to Sir Walter
Scott, - - - - - - - 1 2 2
Time, Im. 54s.— Im. 54s.— Im. 54s.
Tlie second and tliird heats won by the gray colt with great ease, coming
in at each heat hard in hand.
Second race—same day, three entries, $100, half forfeit.
George Goodwyn's ch. c. by Marion, dam by Chance, - 1 1
Peter B. Starke's (Dr. Henry Lewis) ch. c. by Medley, dam by
Madison, ..... . 3 2
Henry Maclin's b. f. by Roanoke, dam by Bedford, - - 2 3
Time, Im. 55s.— Im. 56s.
Second day. Proprietor's purse, $200, two mile lieats, ^15 entrance.
Given to P. B. Starke's Fanny Cline, no competitor appearing against
her.
Same day, a sweepstake, $50 entrance, two mile heats, to which there
were three entries.
Geo. Goodwyn's ch. c. Calmuc, four years old, by Timoleon, 2 11
P. B. Starke's b. c. Gaston, four years old, by Truffle, 12 2
Wm. McCargo's b. c. Golden Fleece, four years old, by
Oglesby's Oscar, - - - - - 3 3 3
Time, 4m. 2s.—4m. Is.—4m. 9s.
Won by Mr. Goodwyn's colt in fine style, he not having contended at all
for the first heat.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $400, money up, three mile heats, two
entries.
P. B. Starke's ch. m. Eliza Drake, six years old, by Shawnee,
dam by Saltram, 115 lbs. - - - - - 11
Wm. McCargo's b. h. Profit, five years old, by Gohanna, dam
by Bagdad, 110 lbs. - - - - - -22'
Time, 6m. 16s.—6m. lis.
Track very lieavy from a hard rain the preceding night.
P. J. TuRNBULL, SecWy.
Race over tlie St. Catharine's Course, near Natchez, April, 1834;
match one mile out, weight for age.
Col. Bingaman's ch. f Kate Plowden alias Susan Bryant, by Med-
ley, dam by Pacolot, three years old, 81 lbs - - - I
W. J. Minor's b. c. Ben Franklin, by Stockholder, dam by Gallatin,
three years old, 84 lbs. ----- 2
Time, Im. 49s.
Track good. The filly got si.xty feet start, and won by six. One thou-
sand to five hundred on Franklin.
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Pedigree of the running horse
Boxer:
He was bred by Col. Elias Cono-
ver, of Monmouth county, N. J. got
by the imp. h. Expedition, liis dam
by the imp. h. Royalist; jrrandam by
the imp. h. Magnetic Needle; g.
grandam by the imp. h. Bajazet; g-.
g. grandam Selima, by the famous
Galloway's Selim, out ofMolly Paco-
let,* (also the g. g. g. grandam of
Ariel, and own sister to Grant's imp.
Milley, the dam of True Eritton,*)
imp. by Mr. Hiltzeimer of Philadel-
phia; she was got by Pacolet, (whose
sire was Blank, one of the best sons
of the Godolphin Arabian,) out of
White Neck, bred by the Duke of
Ancaster, got by Crab; his grandam
by the Godolphin Arabian, &,c.
Expedition, by Pegasus, dam Ac-
tive, by Woodpecker;—Laura, by
Whistle Jacket.
Royalist, by Saltram, dam by He-
rod—Marske.
Magnetic Needle, by Magnet, (son
of Herod,) dam by Sweetbrier
—
Matchem.
Bajazet, by Bajazet, (son of the
Godolphin Arabian,) dam by Crab
Hobgoblin.
Selim, by imp. Othello, out of
Tasker's imp. Selima.
For Expedition, Royalist, and
Pacolet, see pedigrees in full, in the
English Stud Book; and for other
imp. horses, see Edgar's Am. Stud
Book, vol. 1.
This is a true copy of his pedi-
gree, so far as I have always under-
stood. His performances on the
turf are numerous; he has run a
great many races from six hundred
yards up to two miles, with great
success. If I am not mistaken, he
won 1 1 races in succession, matches
and purses, I cannot give the par-
ticular time and places at present;
but will mention one which he ran
* For pedigree in full of Molly
Pacolet and True Britten, see Ariel's
memoir.
at Monmouth court house, against
Col. Wilkinson's noted horse Janus,
six hundred yards, and beat him.
Col. Wilkinson then bought him,
and run him a number of races., &c.
(Signed,) Samx L^^ird.
Colt's Jfecic, JV. J. Sept. 2, 1834.
A corrected list of the stud ofPhilip
Wallis, Esq. of Baltimore.
1. Equa,* ch, m. foaled 1815,
bred by the late Isaac Duckett. She
was got by imported Chance; her
dam a roan marc by Republican
President, (son of Craggs' Highflyer,
outof a thoroughbred Venetian mare,
which was also the dam of the fa-
mous running horse Duckett's Fi-
nancier;) grandam by Dr. Hamil-
ton's imp. Ranger, (son of Regulus,
who was by the Godolphin Arabian;)
g. g. dam by Lindsey's Arabian; g.
g. g. dam Dr. Hamilton's mare This-
tle, (full sister to Primrose,) by Ha-
milton's imp. Dove; g. g. g. g. dam
Stella, by Othello, (son of Crab;) g.
g. g. g- g. dam Tasker's Selima, by
the Godolphin Arabian.
The full pedigree of Equa as above,
is taken from and verified by the
manuscript pedigree, left by the late
Dr. p. Thornton, of "Isaac Duck-
ett's mares." These papers are now
in the possession of Thomas Peter,
Esq. of Georgetown.
(Signed,) T. P. Andrews.
Thomas Peter.
Washington, Oct. 10, 1832.
Her produce:
2. 1825; gr. f. Pandora II. got by
Gov. Wright's Silverheels.
3. 1828; b. f. Algerina, got by
the Jones Arabian, In foal to Ma-
ryland Eclipse.
4. 1830; b. f. Lubly Rosa, got
by Sir Archy, (vide 5th vol. Am.
Turf Reg. p. 208, and 6th vol. p.
252.)
5. 1834; b. c. Eastern Shore,
got by imp. Luzborough.
* Since dead.
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Produce of Pandora II:
6. 1830; gr. f. Lady Archiana,
by Sir Archy, (vide vol. 6, Turf Reg.
pages 146, 156, and 253.)
7. 1832; gr. f. Blanche of De-
von, by Monsieur Tonson.
Produce of Algerina:
8. 1833; g. f. MoMNERA, by John-
son and Craig's Medley.
9. 1C17; b. m. Sei.ima, (bred by
the late Gov. Wright,) was got by
Topgallant, (by Diomed;) duni by
Jolui Bull, (bred by Col.Lyles,) was
got by Gabriel, the sire of Postboy,
Oscar, and Harlequin, noted run-
ners; her dam was Active, who was
got by Chatham, out of Shepherdess,
who was got by Eden's imp. horse
Slim, out of Shrewsbury, (the pro-
perty of Dr. Hamilton,) by imp. old
Figure; g. g- g- dam was Thistle,
by Dr. Hamilton's imp. Dove. She
was out of Stella, who was got by
imp. Othello, out of Selima, who was
imp. by Col. Tasker, and got by the
Godolphin Arabian.
Certificate of Col. Lyles, the
breeder ofJohn Bull— Gov. Wright's
SeUma is the best bred mare in
America. (Signed,)
R. Wkight.
I have seen the above pedigree of
Selima, now in the possession of P.
Wallis, which is in the hand writing
of the late Gov. Wright.
(Signed,) J. S. S., Editor.
10. 1832; b. c Corsica, out of
Selima, by John Richards.
[P. Wallis will dispose of the
whole or any part of liis stud at a
fair price. Nos. 4, 6, 7 and 10, are
now in full training.]
Blooded slock, properhj of J^alhaniel
.S. Wikoff', Esq. of Monmouth
County, JSr. J.
Champion, b. h. was got by Ogle's
Oscar, his dam the noted Royalist
mare, (bred by Col. Elias Conover,
of Monmouth county, N. J. by imp.
Royalist, (she was also the dam of
the celebrated racehorse Boxer, and
others, and the grandam of Count
Piper and several other good racers,
but was never trained,) g. dam by
imp. Magnetic Needle; g. g. dam by
imp Bajazet; g. g. g. dam Selima,
by imp. Selim; g. g. g. of. dam the
Pacolct mare, imp. by Mr. Hillzei-
mer of Philadelphia—she was got
by Pacolet, he by Blank, out of
Whiteneck, bred by the Duke of
Ancaster. Whiteneck, by Crab,
grandam by the Godolphin Arabian.
Blank by the Godolphin Arabian,
out of the little Hartley mnre, and
she by Bartlett's Childers, out of
the dam of the large Hartley mare.
See Stud Book.
Barrister, b. h. got by John
Richards, dam the Royalist mare,
the dam of Champion, as above.
Chancellor, b. h. got by Barris-
ter, dam Rollette, by Oscar, (never
trained;) g. dam Lady Duroc, (by
Marshal Duroc,) who was an excel-
lent racer; g. g. dam by imp. Expe-
dition; g. g. g. dam Royalist mare,
as above.
Mayflower, ch. c. got by May
Day, he by Virginian, dam Duretta,
(never trained,) by Marshal Duroc;
g. dam the Royalist mare, as above.
The above for sale—inquire of the
Editor.
Lancella, b. f. foaled June, 1833.
property of Jno. S. Lorton, Esq. of
Pendleton, S. C. was got by Lance,
(full brother to Ariel and O'Kelly,)
her dam Lady Burton, (the dam of
Coutre Snapper,) by Sir Archy, g.
dam the full blooded marc Sultana,
who was out of the mare, and got
by the horse sent as a present by
the Bey of Tunis, to Thos. Jeffer-
son, President of the U. S.
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List of Best English Stallions for 1835.
To shew the "fashionable blood" of England, the value attached to cer-
tain crosses, and to illustrate the "system" of breeding, this selection has
been made, from the alphabetical list, in the March number of the New
Sporting Magazine, having reversed the arrangement and extended the
pedigrees of all such as are advertised to cover at more than lOgs. A
reference to the English Stud Book, (which we have republibhed,) will
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shew the almost invariable rule of seeking to vary the crosses, ever mind-
ful of preserving the blood unsullied. Breeders may hence value the blood
of our late importations.
1S20. Emilius at 50 sovs.; by Orville,* out of Emily by Stamfordf—Whis-
key—Grey Dorimant by Dorimant, (Grey Diomed's dam.)
—
Blank, &.c.
1816. Sultan at 50 sovs.; by Selim, out of Bacchante, by Williamson's
ditto—Mercury—Herod—Marske—Regulus, &c.
1827. Priam at 30 sovs.; by Emilius, out of Cressida, (sister to Eleanor,)
by Whiskey—Sorcerer's dam. Young Giantess, by imp. Diomed
—Matchem—Babraham, &c.
1813. Bobadilat 20sovs.; by Rubens—Skyscraper—Woodpecker—Squirrel
—Blank—Cade—Spectator's dam by Partner, &c.
1822. Camel at 20 sovs.; by Whalebone—Selim—Sir Peter—Phenomenon
—Florizel, (Sir Solomon's dam,) sister to Pumpkin by Matchem
—the famed Squirt mare, &,o.
1825. Colonel, The, at 20 sovs.; by Whiskey—Delpini—Tipplecider by
King Fergus—Young Marske—Regulus, &c.
1824. Defence at 20 sovs.; by Whalebone—Rubens—Highland Fling, (by
Spadille, out of imp. Tickle Toby's dam,}—Volunteer—Alfred
Marske—Babraham—Sedbury—Ebony by Chihlers.
1821. Jerry at 20 sovs.; by Smolensko, out of Louisa by Orvillc—Whiskey
—Coriander—Highflyer—Matchem, &c.
1826. Rowton at 20 sovs.; by Oiscau, (by Camillus—Ruler—Woodpecker,)
out of Katherina by Woful—Rubens—Brush, (brother to Pega-
sus by Eclipse,)—Herod, &-c.
1815. Reveller at 20 sovs.; by Comus—Beningbrough—Rosamond by Tan-
dem—Herod, &c.
1822. Actaeon at 15 sovs.; by Scud, out of sister to Emily, (Emilius' dam,)
by Stamford, &c.
1827. Cetus at 15 sovs.; by Whalebone—Gohanna—Woodpecker—
Trentham—Blank—Cullcn Arabian, &c.
1817. Langar at 15 sovs.; by Selim—Walton—Young Giantess by Dio-
med, (see Priam,) (Pilgrim by Langar, lately deceased, wag
favorite for the next St. Leger.)
1823. Mulatto at 15 sovs.; by Catton—Orville—Fanny by Sir Peter, imp.
Wonder's dam by Phenomenon—imp. Diomed—Marske—Skim
Crab—Ebony by Cliilders.
• Orville, (by Beningbrough, out of Evelina by Highflyer—Tantum, (son
of Cripple—Childers, &c.) Sampson—Regulus—Marske's dam,) foaled
1799, was the best colt of his year—won the St. Leger, was competitor in
fame to the renowned Eleanor, a year older, who alone has won both the
Derby and Oaks, run on consecutive days—it having been undecided which
was best; and as a stallion the best of his time, having covered at 50gs,
f Stamford, whose blood is in the highest repute, was full brother to
imp. Arch Duke, (winner of the Derby, as v/ell as his sire. Sir Peter.)—the
sire of Polly Hopkins' dam, English Arcii Duke, «Sic.
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1817. St. Patrick at 15 sovs.; by Walton—Dick Andrews—Triimpator
—
Highflyer—Otho—Snap—Rcgiilus—Wildair's dam by Steady
Partner, &c.
1825. Velocipede at 15sovs.; by Blacklock—Juniper—Sorcerer— Sir Peter
—PotSo's—Herod, &,c.
1S25. Zinganee at 15 sovs.j by Tramp—Young Drone—Moorcock—Trum-
pator, sister to imp. Diomed.
1821. Buzzard at 12gs.; by Blacklock—Delpini, (own sister to The Colo-
nel's dam.)
1827. Emancipation at 12gs.; by Whisker—Ardrossan—Whitworth—X.
Y. Z's dam by Spadille— Marske, &c. as in iVIulatto's pedigree.
1823. Lamplighter at 12gs., by Merlin—Walton—Trumpator, &c. as in
St. Patrick.
1824. Mameluke at 12gs.; by Partisan, out of Miss Sophia by Stamford
Buzzard—imp. Highflyer—Squirrel—the famous Regulus mare,
dam of Snapdragon^ &c.
1828. Rubini at 12 sovs.; by St. Patrick—Selim—PotSo's—Herod—Snap,
sister to Snapdragon's dam, by Regulus, (i-^ee Mameluke.)
1816. Fungus at 11 sovs.; by Truflle—Sir Peter—Drone—Goldfinder
Old England—Cullen Arabian—Cade—Makeless, &c.
1820. Logic at 11 sovs.; by Selim— Sorcerer—Prunella by Highflyer, &c.
1826. Sir Hercules at 11 sovs.; by Whalebone—Wanderer—Alexander
Fungus' dam, by Sir Peter.
1822. Stumps at 11 sovs.; by Whalebone, out of Autocrat's grandam, by
Delpini—Scota by Eclipse—Herod—Highflyer's dam by Blank,
&c. &c.
The Colonel, Act£Eon, and Rubini, are stallions in the Royal Stud at
Hampton Court. Snap by Catton—Hambletonian—Delpini; Waverly by
Whalebone—Sir Peter—Highflyer—Matchem; Belzoni by Blacklock—Ma-
nuella by Dick Andrews out of Lottery's dam; Cain by Paulowilz—Payna-
tor; Dangerous by Tramp—Defence's dam by Rubens; Hokee Pokee by
Muley, out of Longwaist's dam by Dick Andrews; Margrave by Muley
Election; Peter Lely by Rubens, out of Stella by Sir Oliver; the Saddler
by Waverly—Castrel; Tarrare by Catton—Sir Solomon; Voltaire by
Blacklock—Phantom, and a few more, at lOgs. each. Shakspeare by Smo-
lensko—Rubens—Beningbrough at 8gs.; &c. &c.
C. KEIMBLE—HIS RIGHTS AND CLAIMS.
Mr. Editor; Lancaster, Feb. 27, 1835.
On this occasion of business, allow me to advert to another topic.
It is in relation to our Lancaster county horse, Charles Kemble. The
friends of Charles here, have, I think, just cause of complaint, (J. & J.
say it with no ill feeling,) against the sporting community of your
city, relative to his race with Trifle, Shark, and others on the Central
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course last October. The complaint consists, not so much in the use
of terms of dispraise on the part of any one, but in the fact of his
name not being mentioned at all, either at the festive board, on the
day of the race, or subsequently in that monthly periodical, the Turf
Register, where it is the ambition of every decent, "well-bred" horse
to shine, if he is desirous of even the slightest portion of this world's
immortality.
It was said by some, at the time, that Charles had no business in
that race. To this I would answer, that the pure blood, flowing in
his veins, sprung from some of Virginia's proudest (four-legged) sons,
is a sufficient passport, at all times, into any kind of society. And
when thus placed in competition with the best, he has maintained the
character of his high descent. To support this position, it needs not
a resort to his whole life. It is sufficient to refer to the race at Wash-
ington last fall, when Charles Kemble beat Hanslap, Agility, and
others, glory enough for one day; and in three weeks subsequently,
(his last race,) beating Black Maria in two heats, with ease, at Tren-
ton, in as quick time as Shark ever did over the same course.
Charles Kemble has passed into the hands of that veteran of the
turf, Wm. R. Johnson, to be trained the ensuing spring. And in this
I am free to say, that if the expectations, from the good-management,
skill, and experience of Col. Johnson should be realized in the anticipat-
ed condition of the horse, as much money can and will be obtained in
the way of bets between Kemble and Shark, in the spring, as will
make meii of some and very lean pocketted gentlemen of others.
Respectfully, yours. Sic. H. R.
ARIEL.
Mr Editor: Gallatin county, Tenn. Jfov. 1834.
In the memoir of Ariel, I see it stated that she was beaten by
Monsieur Tonson, at the Newhope, Halifax, North Carolina course,
the week after they ran at Belfield, with Sally Walker and Lafayette,
which is an error, as the Jockey Club purse was won by Monsieur
Tonson, beating Shakspeare alone; Ariel not running during the
week. In some previous numbers to the one above alluded to, I think
it is stated that Monsieur Tonson was beaten, mile heats, in his first
race at Cairo, Tenn. which is also an error, the race being only a sin-
gle mile, which he lost, but it seems from the best information that I can
get with regard to the race, he was greatly the best horse that started.
If you wish to make corrections, I can furnish you the particulars of
this last race, as I am near Cairo, and have acquaintance with gentle-
men who witnessed it. R. S. W.
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MODERN MAIL COACHES AND HORSES.
(From the London Quarterly Review.)
1. The Traveller's Oracle, or Maximsfor Locomotion. By William Kitchener,
M.D. Third Edition. 12ino. London, 1828.
2. The Horse and Carriage Oracle. By John Jervis, an old Coachman. Re-
vised by William Kitchener, M.D. author of the Cook's Oracle, Sic. Third Edition.
12mo. London, 1828.
In this wonder working age, few greater improvements have been
made in any of the useful arts, than in those applied to the system of
travelling by land. Projectors and projects have multiplied with our
years—and the fairy-petted princess of the Arabian Nights Entertain-
ments, were scarcely transported from place to place with more facility
or despatch, than Englishmen are in A. d. 1832. From Liverpool to
Manchester, thirty-six miles, in an hour and a half!—sure Daedalus is
come amongst us again;—but we will, for the present, confine our ob-
servations to the road—to coaches, coach horses, coachmen, and
coachmasters. We are not thinking of the travelling chariot and four;
though, to be sure, the report given us of Lord Londonderry's speak-
ing in the House of Peers one night, and being at his own door in
Durham the next, (two hundred and fifty miles ofl^,) is astounding,
and was a performance that no other country under the sun could ac-
complish, yet bribes to postillions and extra relays of horses might
have been called in aid here. We shall, therefore, confine ourselves,
iat present, to the usual course of public conveyances;—and a sentence
in the private letter of a personal friend of our own, has suggested
the subject to us. 'I was out hunting,' he writes, 'last season on a
Monday, near Brighton, and dined with my father in Merrion Square,
Dublin, at six o'clock on the following Wednesday—distance four
hundred miles." It was done thus: he went from Brighton in an after-
noon coach, that set him down in London in time for the Holyhead
mail, and this mail, with the help of the steamer to cross the channel,
delivered him in Dublin at the time mentioned. But expedition alone
is not our boast. Coach travelling is no longer a disgusting and te-
dious labor, but has long since been converted into comparative ease,
and really approaches to something like luxury—otherwise it could
never have had any chance to engage the smallest part of the atten-
tion of that genuine 'Epicuri de grege porcus,'—the late happily-
named Dr. Kitchener.
It is difficult to determine the exact period at which a stage-coach
first appeared upon the road, but it seems to be pretty well ascer-
ained, that in 1602 there were but six, and one of the wise men of
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those days—John Crossell, of the Charter House—tried his best to
write them down. It was supposed he had the countenance of the
country gentlemen, who were afraid if their wives could get easily and
cheaply conveyed to London, they might not settle so well afterwards
to their domestic duties at the Hall or the Grange. We will, however,
only go back ninety years. In 1742, the Oxford stage-coach left
London at seven o'clock in the morning, and reached Uxbridge at
mid-day. It arrived at High Wycome at five in the evening, where it
rested for the night—and proceeded at the same rate for the seat of
learning on the morrow. Here then w^ere ten hours consumed each
day in travelling twenty-seven miles; and nearly two days in per-
forming what is now done with the greatest ease under six hours.
May we be permitted, since we have mentioned the Arabian Nights,
to make a little demand on our reader's fancy, and suppose it possible,
that a worthy old gentleman of this said year, 1742—had fallen com-
fortably asleep, a la Dods^oell and never awoke till Monday morning
last, in Piccadilly? 'What coach, your honor?' says a ruffianly-look-
ing fellow, much like what he might have been had he lived a hundred
years back. 'I wish to go home, to Exeter,' replies the old gentleman,
mildly. 'Just in time, your honor, here she comes—them there gray
horses—where's your luggage?' 'Don't be in a hurry,' observes the
stranger, 'that's a gentleman's carriage.' 'It ain't! I tell you,' says
the cad, 'it's the Comet, and you must be as quick as lightning.'
JVolens volens, the remonstrating old gentleman is shoved into the
Comet, by a cad at each elbow, having been three times assured his
luggage is in the hind boot, and twice three times denies having
occular demonstration of the fact.
However, he is now seated—and 'What gentleman is going to drive
us?' is his first question to his fellow passengers. 'He is no gentle-
man, sir,' says a person who sits opposite to him, and who happens
to be a proprietor of the coach. 'He has been on the Comet eve)
since she started, and is a steady young man.' 'Pardon my igno>
ranee,' replies the regenerated; 'from the cleanliness of his person
the neatness of his apparel, and the language he made use of, I mis i
took him for some enthusiastic Bachelor of Arts, wishing to becomi
a charioteer after the manner of the illustrious ancients.' 'You mus
have been in foreign parts, sir,' observes the proprietor.
In five minutes or less, after this parley commenced, the wheel
went round, and in another five the coach arrived at Hyde Park gate
but long before it got there, the worthy gentleman of 1742, (set dowi
by his fellow travellers for either a little cracked, or an emigrant fron
the backwoods of America,) exclaimed, 'what! off the stones already?
'You have never been on the stones,' observes his neighbor on hi
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right: 'no stones in London now, sir.' 'Bless me,' quoth our friend,
'here's a noble house; to whom does it belong? but why those bro-
ken v/indows, those iron blinds, and strong barricade?'* 'It is the
Duke of Wellington's,' says the coach proprietor, 'the greatest cap-
tain since the days of Scipio. An ungrateful people made an attack
upon his life, on the anniversary of the day upon which he won the
most important battle ever fought in Europe.' Here a passenger in
black, threw out something about AlclUades, which, however, the
rattle made it impossible to understand. 'But we are going at a great
rate,' again exclaims the stranger. 'Oh no, sir,' says the proprietor,
'we never go fast over this stage. We have time allowed in conse-
quence of being subject to interruptions, and we make it up over the
lower ground.' Five-and-thirty minutes, however, bring them to the
noted town of Brentford. 'Hah!' says the old man, becoming young
again—'what, no improvement in this fdthy place? Is old Brentford
still here? a national disgrace! Pray, sir, who is your county member
now?' 'His name is Hume, sir,' was the reply. 'The modern Her-
cules;' added the gentleman on the right, 'the real cleanser of the Augean
stable.' 'A gentleman of large property in the county, I presume,'
said the man of the last century. 'Not an acre,' replied the commu-
cative proprietor, 'a Scotchman, from the town of Montrose.' 'Aye,
aye, nothing like the high road to London for those Scotchmen. A
great city merchant, no doubt, worth a plum or two.' 'No such thing,
sir,' quoth the other; 'the gentleman was a doctor, and made his for-
tune in the Indies.' 'No quack, I warrant you?' The proprietor was
silent; but the clergyman in the corner again muttered something which
was again lost, owing to the coach coming at the instant, at the rate
of teii miles in the hour, upon the vile pavement of Brentford.
. In five minutes under the hour the Comet arrives at Hounslow, to
the great delight of our friend, who by this time waxed hungry, not
having broken his fast before starting. 'Just fifty-five minutes and
thirty-seven seconds,' says he, 'from the time we left London!—won-
derful travelling, gentlemen, to be sure, but much too fast to be safe.
However, thank heaven, we have arrived at a good-looking house; and
now, waiter! I hope you have got breakf .' Before the last sylla-
ble, however, of the word could be pronounced, the worthy old gen-
tleman's head struck the back of the coach by a jerk, which he could
not account for; (the fact was, three of the four fresh horses were
bolters,) and the waiter, the inn, and, indeed, Hounslow itself, disap-
* Nearly on the site now occupied by Apsley House, stood, in 1742, the
suburban inn, the Hercules' Pillars—where squire Western put up on his
arrival in town in quest of his daughter.
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peared in the twinkling of eye. Never did such a succession of
doors and window-shutters pass so quickly in his review before—and
he hoped they might never do so again. Recovering, however, a little
from his surprise—'My dear sir,' said he, 'you told me we were
to change horses at Hounslow.-' Surely, they are not so inhuman as
to drive these poor animals another stage at this unmerciful rate!'
'Change horses, sir." says the proprietor; 'why we changed them
whilst you were putting on your spectacles, and looking at your
Avatch. Only one minute allowed for it at Hounslow, and it is often
done in fifty seconds, by those nimble-fingered horse keepers.' 'You
astonish me—but really I do not like to go so fast.' Oh, sir, we
always spring them over these six miles. It is what we call the hos-
pital ground.' This alarming phrase is presently interpreted: it in-
timates that horses whose 'backs are getting down instead of up in
their work,'—some 'that won't hold an ounce down hill, or draw an
ounce up,'—others 'that kick over the pole one day and over the bars
the next,'—in short all the reprobates, styled in the road slang ho-
kickers, are sent to work these six miles—because here they have
nothing to do but to gallop—not a pebble as big as a nutmeg on the
road, and so even, that it Mould not disturb the equilibrium of a spirit
level.
The coach, however, goes faster and faster over the Jiospital ground,
as the 'bokickers' feel their legs, and the collars get warm to their
shoulders; and having ten outsides, the luggage of the said ten, and a
few extra packages besides on the roof, she rolls rather more than is
pleasant, although the centre of gravity is pretty well kept down by
four not slender insides, two well-laden boots, and three huge trunks
in the slide. The gentleman of the last century, however, becomes
alarmed;—is sure the horses are running away with the coach—de-
clares he perceives by the shadow that there is nobody on the box,
and can see the reins dangling about the horses' heels. He attempts
to look out the window, but his fellow traveller dissuades him from
doing so:—'You may get a shot in your eye from the wheel. Keep
your head in the coach, it's all right, depend on't. We always spring
'em over this stage.' Persuasion is useless; for the horses increase
their speed, and the worthy old gentleman looks out. But what does
lie see? Death and destruction before his eyes?—No: to his surprise
he finds the coachman firm at his post, and in the act of taking a
pinch of snuff" from the gentleman who sits beside him on the bench,
his horses going at the rate of three miles in the minute at the time.
'But suppose any thing should break, or a linchpin should give way
and let a wheel loose?' is the next appeal to the communicative but
not very consoling proprietor. 'Nothing can break, sir,' is the reply;
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'all of the very best stuft; axle-trees of the best K. Q. iron, faggotted
edgeways, well bedded in the timbers; and as for linchpins, we have
not one about the coach. We iise the best patent boxes that are
manufactured. In short, sir, you are as safe in it as if you were in
your bed.' 'Bless me,' exclaims the old man, 'what improvements!
And the roads!!!' 'They arc at perfection, sir,' says the proprietor;
'no horse walks a yard in this coach between London and Exeter—all
trotting ground now.' 'A little galloping ground, I fear,' whispered
the senior to himself! 'But who has ellected all this improvement
in your paving?' 'An American of the name of M'Adam,' was the
reply,—''but coachmen call him the Colossus of Roads. Great things
have likewise been done in cutting through hills and altering the
course of roads; and it is no uncommon thing now-a-days, to see four
horses trotting away merrily down hill, on that very ground where
they formerly were seen walking up hill.'*
'And pray, my good sir, what sort of horses may you have over the
next stage.'" 'Oh, sir, no more bokickers. It is hilly and severe
ground, and requires cattle strong and staid. You'll see four as fine
horses put to the coach at Staines, as you ever saw in a nobleman's
carriage in your life.' 'Then we shall have no more gallopping—no
more springing them, as you term it?' 'IVot quite so fast over the
next ground,' replied the proprietor; 'but he will make good play over
some part of it; for example, when he gets three parts down a hill he
lets them loose, and cheats them out of half the oae they have to as-
cend from the bottom of it. In short, they are half way up it before
a horse touches his collar; and we must take every advantage with
such a fast coach as this, and one that loads so well, or we should
never keep our time. We are now to a minute; in fact, the country
people no longer look at the sun when they want to set their clocks;
they look only to the Comet. But depend upon it, you are quite safe,
we have nothing but first rate artists on this coach.' 'Artist! artist!'
grumbles the old gentleman, 'we had no such term as that.'
'I should like to see this artist change horses at the next stage,' re-
sumes our ancient, 'for at the last it had the appearance of magic,
—
"Presto, Jack, and begone!" ' 'By all means; you will be much
gratified. It is done with a quickness and ease almost incredible to
any one who has only read or heard of it; but use becomes second
nature with us. Even in my younger days it was always half an
*AI1 roads through hilly countries were originally struck out by drivers
of pack-horses; who, to avoid bogs, chose the upper ground;—consequent-
ly, it often happened, that point B was lower than point A; yet to go from
A to B, the traveller ascended a hill to secure sound footing, and then de-
scended to his point.
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hour's work—sometimes more. There was—'Now ladies and gen-
tlemen what would you like to take.? There's plenty of time while
the horses are changing for tea, coflee, or supper; and the coachman
will wait for you—won't you, Mr. SmilhP Then Mr. Smith him-
self was in no hurry; he had a lamb about his coach for one butcher
in town, and, perhaps, half a calf for another, a barrel of oysters for
the lawyer, and a basket of game for the parson, all on his own ac-
count. In short, the best wheel of the coach was his, and he could
not be otherwise than accommodating.
The coach arrives at Staines, and the ancient gentleman puts his
intentions into effect,—though he was near being again too late; for
by the time he could extract his hat from the netting that suspended
it over his head, the leaders had been taken from their bars, and were
walking up the yard towards their stables. On perceiving a fine tho-
roughbred horse led towards the coach, with a twitch fastened tightly
to his nose, he exclaims,—'Halloo, Mr. Horse-keeper? You are
going to put an unruly horse in the coach.' 'What! this here oss?''
growls the man; 'the quietest hanimal alive, sir?' as he shoves him to
the near side of the pole. At this moment, however, the coachman
is heard to say, in somewhat of an under tone,—'Mind what you are
about, Bob; don't let him touch the roller-bolt.' In thirty seconds
more they are off—'the staid and steady team,' so styled by the pro-
prietor,—in the coach. 'Let 'em go, and take care of yourselves,'
says the artist, as soon as he is firmly seated upon his box.—With
this, the near leader rears right on end, and if the rein had not been
yielded to him at the instant, he would have fallen backwards on the
head of the pole. The moment the twitch was taken from the nose
of the thoroughbred near-wheeler, he drew himself back to the ex-
tent of his pole-chain—his fore legs stretched out before him—and
then like a lion loosened from his toil, made a snatch at the coach
that would have broken two pairs of traces of 1742. A steady and
good-whipped horse, however, his partner, started the coach himself,
with a gentle touch of the thong, and away they went off together.
But the thoroughbred one was very far from being comfortable; it
was in vain that the coachman tried to soothe him with his voice, or
stroke him with the crop of his tool, i. e. whip. He drew three parts
of the coach, and cantered for the first mile, and when he did settle
down to his trot, his snorting could be heard by the passengers, being
as much as to say, 'I was not born to be a slave.' In fact, as the pro-
prietor now observed,—'he had been a fair plate horse in his time,
but his temper was always queer.'
After the first shock was over, the conservative of the eighteenth
century felt comfortable. The pace was considerably slower than it
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had been over the last stage, but lie was unconscious of the reason for
its being diminished. It was to accommodate the queer temper of the
racehorse, wlio, if he had not been humored at starting, would never
have settled down to liis trot, but liave ruffled all the rest of the team.
He was also surprised, if not pleased, at the quick rate at which they
were ascending hills which, in his time, he should have been asked
by the coachman to have walked up—but his pleasure was short-
lived; the third hill they descended, produced a return of his agony.
This was what is termed on the road a long fall of ground, and the
coach rather pressed upon the horses. The temper of the racehorse
became exhausted; breaking into a canter, he was of little use as a
wheeler, and there was then nothing for it but a gallop. The leaders
only wanted the signal; and the point of the thong being thrown
lightly over their backs, they were all off like an arrow out of a bow:
but the rocking of the coach was awful, and more particularly so to
the passengers on the roof. Nevertheless, she was not in danger: the
master-hand of the artist kept her in a direct line; and meeting the
opposing ground, she steadied, and all was right. The newly-awa-
kened gentleman, however, begins to grumble again. 'Pray my good
sir,' says he anxiously—'do use your authority over your coachman,
and insist upon his putting the drag-chain on the wheel, when de-
scending the next hill.' 'I have no such authority,' replies the pro-
prietor. 'It is true, we are now drawn by my horses, but I cannot
interfere with the driving of them.' 'But is he not your servant?'
'He is, sir, but I contract to work the coach so many miles in so many
hours, and he engages to drive it, and each is subject to a fine if the
time be not kept on the road. On so fast a coach as this, every ad-
vantage must be taken, and if we were to drag down such hills as
these, we should never reach Exeter to-day.'
Our friend, however, will have no more of it. He quits the coach
at Bagshot, congratulating himself on the safety of his limbs. He
takes, however, one peep more at the change, which is done with the
same despatch as before—three greys and a pie-ball replacing three
chestnuts and a bay—the harness beautifully clean, and the orna-
ments bright as the sun. Not a word is spoken by the passengers,
who merely look their admiration; but the laconic address of the
coachman is not lost on the by-standers. 'Put the bay mare near
wheel to-morrow, and the stallion up to the cheek,'' said he, to his
horse-keeper, as 'he placed his right foot on the roller-bolt, i. e. the
last step but one to the box. 'How is Paddy's leg.?' 'It's all right,
sir,' replied the horse keeper. 'Let 'em go, then,' quoth the artist,
'and take care of yourselves.'
The worthy old gentleman is now shown into a room, and, after
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warming his hands at the fire, rings the bell for the waiter. A well-
dressed person appears, whom he, of course, takes for the landlord.
'Pray, sir,'' says he, 'have you any sloto coach down this road to-day?'
'Why, yes, sir,' replies John; 'we shall have the Regulator down in
an hour.' 'Just right,' said our friend, 'it will enable me to break my
fast, which I have not done to-day.' 'Oh, sir, observes John, 'these
here fast drags be the ruin of us. 'Tis all hurry scurry, and no gen-
tleman has time to have nothing on the road. What will you take,
sir.^ Mutton-chops, veal-cutlets, beef-steaks?'
At the appointed time, the Regulator appears at the door. It is a
strong, well-built drag, painted what is called chocolate color; be-
daubed all over with gilt letters—a bull's head on the doors, a Sara-
cen's head on the hind boot—and drawn by four strapping horsesj
but it wants the neatness of the other. The passengers may be, by a
shade or two, of a lower order than those who had gone forward with
the Comet; nor perhaps is the coachman quite so refined as the one
we have just taken leave of. He has not the neat white hat, the clean
doeskin gloves, the well-cut trousers, and dapper frock, but still his
appearance is respectable, and perhaps in the eyes of many, more in
character with his calling. Neither has he the agility of the artist on
the Comet, for he is nearly double his size; but he is a strong, power-
ful man, and might be called a pattern card of the heavy coachman of
the present day—in other words, of a man who drives a coach which
carries sixteen passengers instead of fourteen, and is rated at eight
miles in the hour, instead of ten. 'What room in the Regulator?' says
our friend to the waiter, as he comes to announce its arrival. 'Full
inside, sir, and in front, but you'll have the backgammon board all to
yourself, and your luggage is in the hind boot.' 'Backgammon board!
Pray what's that? Do you not mean the basketP Oh no, sir,' says
John, smiling—'no such a thing on the road now. It is the hind
dickey, as some call it; where you'll be as comfortable as possible,
and can sit with your back or your face to the coach, or both if you
like.' 'Ah, ah,' continues the old gentleman; 'something new again,
I presume.' However, the mystery is cleared up; the ladder is
reared up to the hind wheel, and the gentleman safely seated on the
backgammon board.
Before ascending to his place, our friend has cast his eye on the
team that is about to convey him to Hertford Bridge, the next stage
on the great western road, and he perceives it to be of a different
stamp from that which he had seen taken from the coach at Bagshot.
It consisted of four moderate sized horses, full of power, and still
fuller of condition, but with a fair sprinkling of blood—in short, the
eye of a judge would have discovered something about them not very
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unlike galloping. 'All right!' cried the guard, taking his key-bugle in
his hand; and they proceeded up the' village, at a steady nace, to the
tune of 'Scots wha hae wi' Wallace bled,' and continued at that pace
for the first five miles. '/ am landed,'' thinks our friend to himself.
Unluckily, however, for the humane and cautious old gentleman, even
the Jlegulator Avas now to show tricks. Although what is now called
a slow coach, she is timed at eight mile^ in the hour through a great
extent of country, and must of course make play where she can, being
strongly opposed by hills lower down the country, trilling as these
hills are, no doubt, to what they once were. The Regulator, more-
over, loads well, not only with passengers, but with luggage; and the
last five miles of this stage, called tlie Hertford-bridge flat, have the
reputation of being the best five miles for a coach to be found at this
time in England. The ground is firm, but elastic; the surface undu-
lating, and therefore favorable to draught; always dry, not a shrub
being near it; nor is there a stone upon it much larger than a marble.
These advantages, then, are not lost to the Regulator, or made use of




Mr. Editor: York District, S. C. April 23, 1835.
I am much pleased to find the pedigree of Wild Medley undergoing
an investigation in the pages of the Register. It would gratify me
much to see his blood regularly and accurately authenticated. I
knew him well, whilst in York District, S. C, and believe that I am
in possession of all the facts, that are known here in relation to him.
Hoping that a brief detail of these, will not be unacceptable to those
interested in his stock, and will enable such to prosecute a further
inquiry into his pedigree, I will here give them.
Wild Medley was purchased in July, 1S24, in Mecklenburg
county, N. C, of Mr. William E. Clarke, the agent of Mr. John Sa-
vage the owner of the horse, (both of Virginia,) by Dr. E. Jennings,
of York District, S. C, for ^650. The receipt I saw this morning in
the possession of Dr. Jennings. The county in which Mr, Savage
resides is not known here; it is believed, however, to be Albemarle.
It is thought highly probable that W. Morrison, Esq. of Charlotte, N.
C, could give accurate information on this subject. The handbill of
Wild Medley, for the year 1825, which is before me, states that he
was "raised by Capt. Samuel Washington, of Virginia, and got by the
66 V.6
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old imp. Mendoza;* his dam by the imp. horse Pensacola;| his gran-
dam by Lindsay's Arabian; his great grandam by old Fearnought,
with a cross of old Rockingham and the Arabian Ranger." This
bill was a copy of that furnished with the horse. No other informa-
tion is contained in it. After passing through the ownership of seve-
ral individuals, AVild Medley became the property of Mr. Gallant. In
his hands the horse was greatly neglected: so much so, that he be-
came almost valueless. This was in the fall of 1829. Mr. Savage
being called to this country, at this time, on business, and learning
the situation of the horse, went to Gallant, to whom he was then un-
known, and re-purchased the horse "for a song." After recruiting
him at Charlotte for some time, it is understood that Mr. Savage
returned with him to Virginia, where the horse died shortly after.
This statement of the re-purchase I had from Mr. Gallant himself.
The remarks of your correspondent "D," in your April Number,
respecting Wild Medley, as identifying him with Omega and the
(Halifax) Wild Medley, 1 must confess, I do not well understand. If
"D" means to assert the /ac^, that they are one and the same horse, I
would be far, very far, from even intimating a dissenting opinion. The
assertion, if intended to be made, would command my ready belief. I
incline, however, from his language, to believe that "D" designs his
remarks as mere matter of opinion. If so, I feel satisfied he will in-
dulge me in a scrutiny of that opinion, and the reasons he assigns for
it.
Your correspondent, speaking, no doubt, from the information of
others, says:
—
"The man who took him, (Wild Medley,) to the upper part of
North Carolina was a knowing one, from the Old Dominion, and in
order to pass him off as twelve or fifteen years younger than his true
age, he called him a grandson of Medley, and only about thirteen."
In the first place, then, the evidence contained in the handbill of
the horse itself contradicts this assertion attributed to Mr. Savage, of
calling his horse "a grandson of Medley." Mr. Savage could, cer-
*The pedigree of Mendoza, according to Edgar, and not yet published
in the Register, is as follows:
"A bay horse, bred by Mr. Broadhurst; foaled in 1788—got by Javelin
—Paymaster—Pomona by King Herod—Snap—Regulus—Hip—the large
Hartley mare, got by Hartley's Blind Horse—Flying Whig by Williams'
Woodstock Arabian—Points by the Saint Victor's Barb—Whynot, a son
of the Fenwick Barb."
I Pensacola is arranged by Mr. Edgar, among the Spanish horses, and it
is said of him:—"Nothing known of this horse, except that he was a tole-
rably good foal-getter."
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tainly, get clear of several years of his horse's age by this trick, but
he could not have made him "a grandson of Medley" by bestowing
his paternity on the "imp. Mendoza." This is a trap, in which "a
knowing one from the Old Dominion" would not be caught. Besides,
is it likely, that "a knowing one from the Old Dominion" would be
anxious to disown, for the only living son, the paternity of that horse
"of unparalleled beauty and symmetry," and of "whom and his stock,
almost incredible things were said?" I am compelled to think—not.
But above all this—it is said by those here, who became best
acquainted with Mr. Savage, that he had the reputation of being a gen-
tleman^ backed by that of intelligence and wealth. Is it probable
then, he would attempt to palm an entire false and made up pedigree
on a confiding community? Charity forbids it.
From these considerations, I am compelled to the opinion for the
present, that the pedigree, as given in the handbill, approaches much
nearer probability than that of his being a son of old Medley. Fur-
ther information, which I hope may be elicited, (and which is the
great aim of these remarks,) will certainly correct that opinion, if
wrong. Names are now given which may enable the owners of Wild
Medley stock to extend their inquires. W.
HENRY TONSON.
Mr. Editor: Gallatin, Tenn. April 1, 1835.
No. 7, vol. 6, has arrived,— I went expressly to see Troye's painting
of Henry Tonson, but was disappointed. Bannerman's engraving, I
expect, will pass for a good likeness. Looking at the picture in front,
the neck and fore legs will be too short; but the artist, I apprehend,
has so disposed the figure as to present the hind quarter, in which
Henry excels, in the most prominent point of view.
The height of this celebrated and popular horse, at the withers and
loins, was taken accurately, and furnishes the comparative lengths of
his fore and hind quarters. More particularity was to be avoided, and
in future the writer will not care to measure, till the veterinary sur-
geons and animal painters shall lay down rules for measuring. Gen-
tlemen with the best intentions, who are not skilled, and professedly
skilled in the anatomy of the horse, differ so greatly in their modes of
measuring, that comparative admeasurements cannot be fully relied on,
I consider, however, the subject of this notice very good in the hips,
and in the stifles, and very long from the hips to the hock.
On a pedigree I feel more at home, than in a gallery of paintings,
or, in fact, on a green at a show of living thoroughbreds. In either
of the last situations, I can form my own opinions, and used to be
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willing to abide the result, without an inclination to impress those
opinions on others. To pedigrees I have paid more attention than the
importance of the snliject deserves, and would maintain my opinion
against the elder Weatherby, and have, by comparing his own books,
detected some few errors, and lamented several important omissions.*
The memoirist has probably fallen into error in copying a wrong pe-
digree of Pacolet. If he will look at p. 372, same No. he will be
induced to substitute Silvereye for Babraham. If he doubt, let him
look at V. 3, p. 263— 4. Wonder.—The pedigree also of Brimmer,|
in this memoir, is probably Avrong. From my boyhood, I have never
doubted that he was a son of Eclipse, (Harris's.) The information
was received from one, who had the strongest inducement to be cor-
rectly informed, and the short memoir at p. 2 7, v. 2, (see also p. 51,)
ought to negative the claims of Valiant. C.
P. S.—I have twice stated to you, heretofore, that Bagdad is this
season a public stallion at Alderson's, Nashville.
INQUIRIES RESPECTING SIR HANCOCK.
Mr. Editor: Green coitntij, Alab. February 24, 1835.
It is stated in vol. 2, No. 3, page 147, at the Hillsboro' N. C. races,
which commenced Sept. 27th,^—"W. H. Phillips' b. c. Sir Hancock,
by North Carolinian," Stc; he was then entered as a two year old. Vol.
4, No. 4, page 208, Hillsboro' races, of 1832,—"Josiah Turner's b.
c. Sir Hancock, by North Carolinian, three years old," &c.—samel I
races, second day, Josiah Turner's b. c. Sir Hancock, by North Care-
linian, three years old," Stc. Vol. 4, No. 10, page 544, Norfolk,
Virginia races,—"J. S. Garrison's b. h. Sir Hancock, five years old, by
Carolinian^ dam by Sir Archy," Slc.
In the handbills of this Six Hancock, he is given the credit of all
these races, and it is tliere stated "he was gotten by North Caroli-
nian, his dam by Dungannon," &c. The horse is said also to have
been raised, in North Carolina. I feel it a duty to try to get the facts *
*^01cl Chestnut Janus, Old Silvereye, Selima, Calista, &c. are not to be
found in Weatherby, and very many of the early, and some of the later \
importations are not noted as sent to America.
t At the foot of the last page, 372, Sam'l Ringgold also gives Brimmer
erroneously, and concludes, Silvereye, Valiant, and Jolly Roger, all of the
highest esteem. Eclipse was not inferior to either, and better authenticated
than the two first; by the renowned Fearnought out of Baylor's Shak-
speare mare, whom Philip, in the American Farmer, ranks with the best
imported mares.
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respecting this horse, and if yon will make the inquiry through the
Register, in your own way, I hope some public spirited gentleman
will give the true history of Sir Hancock, be it for Aveal or for woe,
lint I hope for the best.
And since I am requesting favors of others, I will answer, as far as
1 ;iin able, an inquiry respecting old Quicksilver.-—"In the year 1805,
old Quicksilver stood at the Island Ford, on Saluda river, in Lawrence
District, under the management of Selh Fnqua, and, (I think, Edward
Jenlon,) he had stood at the same place in 1801, and was taken to
Georgia, from that neighborhood. He was perfectly white, his ears
foxed short; and his neck entirely fallen to the right side, what I
believe they term "crest fallen." It was stated then that he was gotten
by old imported Medley, and that he had run successfully in the
hands of Col. Tayloe, of Caroline county, Va.
Since I have began, I will state an error ia the Register, but it is
^ne of a harmless nature, yet I know you aim at accuracy. The
I'uskaloosa, Alabama, races is stated, in vol. 3, No. 7, page 361, to
have commenced on the 3rd December, 1831, which is correct, and
the report signed by W. G. P. is also correct; and same vol. page 537,
the races are stated to have commenced on the 7th February, which
is erroneous, it is a repetition of the same races. I have lived in this
state thirteen years, and been well acquainted in the town of Tuska-
loosa during that time, and have been at every Jockey Club race that
ever has been run there. And I do assure you, there never was a
lockey Club race run at Tuskaloosa in February;—nor was Peggy
r\Iadee, or Wild Will of the Woods, (Pilot,) ever at Tuskaloosa,
^xcept the December races, 1831. G.
ON SUMMERING HUNTERS.
[In proof of the natural hardiness of the horse, and that they do not re-
quire warm houses to shelter them, even from bad weather, we will here
mention, that on the farm of a most valued friend of the Editor, residing
near Elkton, he saw early last spring two horses—one a gelding four years
old, the other a filly of three—both of them of good size, large enough,
and both in full flesh and excellent health and condition. They had run
through the whole tvinter, in a lot of about ten acres, with a southern
exposure; having free access to some stacks of good clover hay, and pure
water to drink, at pleasure. Neither had received a single feed of grain,
nor had they been put up or sheltered in any way throughout the winter.
Every one remembers the extreme severity of the winter—yet these ani-
mals were, as we said above, in the most perfect order. Neat cattle, it is
probable, stand more in need of shelter than horses. The case above
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Stated proves, that on good sound sweet hay and pure water, ad libitum;
horses not used will remain without going under cover, in full heallh and
higii condition, throughout the most inclement winter.]
(From the Annals of Sporting.)
I perfectly agree with T. as, indeed, every rational person must,
that "in our treatment of the horse, we should adhere as strictly to
nature as the domesticated situation of the hunter will allow," but,
as his mode of life is artificial, and the exertions to which he is put
are infinitely greater than in his natural state, he undoubtedly requires
artificial treatment, and particular and extra care to enable him to go
through these extra exertions.
I am one of those who find it best, generally, to pursue a middle
course. The sweeping declaration that Nimrod has blazoned forth,
"that a hunter ought never to he turned out, but that to keep him at
work on the road is preferable to turning out to grass," and this af-
firmed in the most unqualified manner, without any discrimination as
to the variety of states a number of horses may be in at the end of
the season, or without any reference to the difference of their work;
this, I say, is quite preposterous. On the other hand, I am not a bit
more disposed to agree with those who recommend that in all cases
indiscriminately horses should be turned out.
Where a horse has been hard worked all through the season, I
maintain he decidedly wants turning out; his legs are, probably,
banged about and pufied, his feet, perhaps, contracted. Why not
then apply the remedy pointed out by nature, of turning him out to
grass, by which his sinews are braced, and legs and feet cooled and
restored to their usual elasticity? Or his blood is most likely heated
—what better alterative can there be than the spring grass to cleanse
his body, purify his blood, and invigorate his frame.? Here Nimrod
might, perhaps, say, that horses are apt to catch colds and diseases
from the change of food, the contrast from warm clothing and a stable
to the open air; but, I reply, this objection does not hold against the
system itself, it is the ignorance as to the proper mode of applying it,
or gross neglect of the xoay of following it up that does the mischief.
If, instead of gradually hardening a horse by taking off his clothes
piecemeal, as it were, and at last putting him into a loose box, with all
the windows open, and without any body-covering, just previously
to pasturing, people choose to turn him direct from the stable into the
open air, and, instead of finding a good pasture of sweet wholesome
grass to turn him into, send him into a swamp of rank weeds, I say
they do not give the system a fair trial.
On the other hand, supposing a horse to have been but little worked
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through the season, to be clean on his legs, his blood cool, and, in
fact, in good condition, I then say, it is a pity to throw that horse out
of condition by turning him out, only to get him into condition again
afterwards; in fact, he does not want turning out at all: a little .soil-
jing in the stable, in the summer, is all he requires; and by this means
ihe will not be out of condition the whole year.
An acquaintance of mine, who is very particular about his horses,
makes use of, what I think, an excellent plan to guard against flies.
|During the hot weather, when these torments are troublesome, he has
his hunters brought into a loose box in the stables at six o'clock
every morning, they remain there during the day, and arc turned out
again at six o'clock in the evening; they have a feed of corn in the
day, and the windows in the loose box are taken out and fly-wire
substituted, by which plan they escape having such an annoyance as
a fly near them, and by this means they derive all the benefits of
turning out, from the grass, which they pick up of a night, and the
evening dews, without the molestation of flies, so injurious to a hun-
ter's legs, and such a source of torment to him, from the thinness of
his skin, (owing to stable discipline,) and from being unaccustomed
to the open air, as well as from being deprived, by fashion, of his
natural defence, viz: his tail.
I am sure T. will forgive me for endeavoring to set him right where
I think he is under an error; I mean in his argument concerning the
effects of heat and cold on horses. Now 1 admit that Arabia is the
country most congenial to the horse, and in which he exhibits the
greatest beauty and perfection of form; but I know, on the authority
of a friend of mine, who has travelled through part of it, and who
has lived with people who have bestowed much attention in their
travels in Arabia on Arab horses, that the genuine Arab, of pure and
unmixed breed, is a compact little animal of the most perfect symme-
try, but very small, and rarely exceeding fourteen hands two inches;
and the purest specimen of the Arab breed that there has been in
England for many years is Pet. now covering at Hayne's livery-sta-
bles, London. This, however, is not one of the most perfect race of
all, though the most perfect that we have had lately in England; but
those horses that have been shown as Arabs, standing some fifteen
hands one inch, or two inches, are very far from being pure Arabs
—
they are only eastern horses, with, perhaps, a cross of Arab blood;
many are Turks, others Persian horses. Heat has a disposition to
compress every thing, and thus the inhabitants of Arabia are a small
race of people, but very active and muscular, very thin skinned, with
small, but strong bones; and it is, therefore, to the heat of the climate,
joined to the total want of all succulent food, that the smallness of
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the Arab horse is to be attributed. The Shetland ponies, on the other
hand, I cannot consider as owing their diminutiveness to the chmate,
but to their being naturally a small breed, and to the food in those
parts being very scanty and not succulent, since it is well known that
large horses may be bred sometimes in cold climates, as long as they
have good pastures.
I forgot to mention that the experiment has been tried of breeding
from a small Arab horse and Arab mare in England, and the ollspring




I have been somewhat struck with the article in a late number of
the Register, entitled "Hereditary Resemblances^" and it must be ap-
parent, that the theory advanced, must be either sustained or aban-
doned by facts alone. I have had some experience in breeding, and
so far as it goes, it is certainly opposed to this theory.
I will, with your permission, submit a few facts, and deem it im-
portant to be minute. It is stated that, "Ilaller has remarked that the
mare seems to be deteriorated by her intercourse with the ass, and that
the future oiTspring of the mare, resemble the ass in features and pro-
perties." "Another distinguished physiologist has made a similar
observations, the succeeding foals of such mares being remarked for
their endurance, obstinacy, and other characteristic asinine qualities."
About nineteen years ago, I bred two mares that were, at least, half
blooded, to an ass of good size and form. One of these mares was
a golden sorrel, or what is now more fashionably called, a bright
chestnut, with light mane and tail, she had a fine coat for her blood;
and was an animal of good figure. After producing a fine mule foal,
she was put to a horse, but was not impregnated; the horse proved to
be not very certain, and she had, moreover, a suckling at her foot.
The ensuing spring she was put to a thoroughbred son of old Gray
Diomed, which was an aged horse—and produced me a filly, which
proved to be one of .the most valuable animals I ever possessed. This
sorrel mare had been bred to several horses of value before coming
into my possession. I had seen the whole progeny, and can safely
aver, that none of them were equal to this filly, in beauty, fine action,
and delicacy of coat. Now, be it remembered, that this filly was pro-
duced after her intercourse with the ass—and the mare was subse-
quently bred to asses as long as she lived. I have frequently pointed
tlie filly out in my fields to persons wlio were walking with me, and
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asked them, if it did not appear strange, that such long- eared, coarse
haired animals as the mules Avere, should be the oflspring of the same
marc. This filly was a bright bay, without any white—and free from
any ''characteristic asinine qualities.'''' Her sire was white, but the
skin perfectly black. It has been said, that the male impresses the
vascular system. It is important also to show, that none of these
"asinine properties" were apparent in the next generation—that is to
say, that the offspring of this bay filly, which proved to be an admi-
rable brood mare, for a three-quarter bred—was entirely free from
these "Hereditary Resemblances," and other qualities peculiar to the
ass. Her first foal was from a large coarse bay horse. It was a
bright chestnut, taking its color from the grandam. As I did not like
the sire, and it proved to be a very large mare, and handsome withal;
this also was put to an ass, and has been so continued. But the bay
mare was exclusively bred to horses, on account of the value of her
foals. She was put to three different bay horses in succession, and
produced bay colts of fine coloi", and all of them with uncommonly
fine coats. Now, I regard the ear and the coarse coat of the mule,
as its most striking characteristic. One of these colts Avas from a
thoroughbred son of Sir Archy—and had the Jlrchij ear. The others
had beautiful ears, and one of them especially, had the most beauti-
ful rainbow neck, and finely tapered ear that I ever sat behind in my
life. They were, in general, horses of fine temper, easily broke to
harness, handsome, and spirited. I may add, also, that this bay mare
was very remarkable for her fine carriage of tail and head, which she
transmitted to most of her offspring. The ass and his offsprino- are
invariably the reverse, in these respects. The other mare which was
bred to an ass, as before mentioned, about nineteen years ago—from
an accident slipped her foal, and eight days thereafter, was put to
the same son of Gray Diomed, and also produced a bay filly. This
was made a present to a relation—grew up a pretty mare, rather under
size; but remarkable for a very fine coat of hair; gentle and tractable
in gear, with good spirit. This mare produced but two foals, and died
with yellow water. I knew both her colts—they were also free from
"asinine qualities." I have bred other mares to asses, but having
continued to raise mules from them, of course, no inferences can be
drawn from them, respecting hereditary resemblances. But the two
cases mentioned, are strongly against the theory advanced—that the
genital organs of the mare are affected by her intercourse with the
ass; and that her subsequent offspring are deteriorated—resembling
the ass in features and properties. A very remarkable mule two years
old, died in my neighborhood a few months ago. It was more beau-
tifully spotted than the leopard—not only the entire body, but the
67 V.6
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eyes and ears also. The parts of generation perfectly white—the
spots were white, on a dark ground. The form of the mule was very
compact and handsome, not with the drooping croup peculiar to that
animal, but like a well formed horse. The dam was slightly spotted;
she looked as if milk had been spilt on her rump—but the sire was
distinctly spotted on tlie rump and other parts of the body, and was
also well made in the rump and quarters. The mule, therefore, took
his color, highly improved too, and form also from the grandsire. I
have contributed my small mite to the elucidation of this question;
I hope others possessed of more ability and experience will not with-
hold their aid. O.
[ We take the liberty of appending to tlie above, the subject being
somewhat akin, a curious fact, communicated to us lately, by Mr. Moale,
a most respectable farmer. It was the fact of a sow, having two distinct
accouchmenis, with an interval of from Saturday in one week, to Wednes-'
day in the next, having at each time a litter of healthy pigs.]
(From the Georgian.)
A RACE.
Strike aloud the signal drum, to call
Each well trained racer from his stall;
Drive back the anxious crowd from where
Rider and steed would both prepare,
For warm contention in the race;
Let all be calm, and silence grace
The scene,—for now 'tis wrong to let
Vain noise the coursers spirits fret;
The judges now must nicely weigh.
What deeply may affect the day;
The rider—in his garment neat;
His saddle, bridle,—all must meet
The scrutiny of rule;—mount, mount,
—
Urged by expectancy, the fount
Of joy will burst,—it can't lie still,
When so much tends its source to fill.
Are all prepared?—they are,—then go;
Away, away;—the torrent's flow
Is not more rapid in its course,
Than is each proud, ambitious horse,
That springs elastic in the race;
And see, oh! see,—over whose face,
—
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Upon the circle of whose brow,
Does sorrow darkly lower now?
Man here finds somctliing to destroy
The stings of life; and full soul'd joy
Hath found a tone in woman's voice,
Which tells, how she, too, can rejoice.
See how they struggle, side by side.
As if together they were tied;
The smoke-like breath each nostril breathes,
Meets Avarmly, and together wreatlies;
The riders now, in kindness bland,
May speed them onward, hand in hand;
Were not their tongues by caution bound,
They might exchange their greeting sound;
—
But one is passing,—yet they both.
To yield, or check their pace seem loth;
A neck of one's uncover'd,—then
—
'Tis hiding—now 'tis hid again;
—
Once more together, on they move,
—
But now they must their power prove;
The goal is seen, the prize is there.
And those who will their speed compare;
—
The eagle, as he downward darts.
To sieze his prey, but scarcely parts
The air more true and quick, than do
These noble steeds, contending who
Shall win the palm, the golden prize.
And the good fame that never dies.
Onward, and swifter—see—they come;
Loud words have dwindled to a hum;
Intenseness reigns through hope or fear.
For doubtless issoie hang not there;
They're up—they pass,—the race is done,
And justice crowns the favored one;
• Yet must retain some little meed
Of praise, to give that vanquished steed.
So valiantly he did his part.
For oft he did induce the heart
Of each who "back'd" him to delight,
As they beheld his rapid flight.
But mark the conqueror, see him move,
As if he did his calling love;
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It seems a soul doth truly lie
Deep in his heart,—behold his eye,
Sparkling with intellectual rays,
As if full well he knew the praise,
Arising now so high and loud,
Were his—and makes him feel thus proud.
Harold.
SNIPE SHOOTING ON SPESUTIA ISLAND.
Mr. Editor: Baltimore, April 27, 1835.
"Why, sir, they are so numerous, and so tame, you can thrash them
down with hoop poles," is a remark I have frequently heard made
respecting this island, and have often been assured that it was no
unusual thing for the seine haulers to procure themselves a breakfast
of fine jack snipe, by going on this thrashing expedition for a few
minutes, in the marsh, with hoop poles. Such a glowing description
of where "game" was so plenty, and so easy co?ne-atailc, you may be
sure, kindled in me tlie flame of curiosity to "see and try it." Ac-
cordingly in company with my friend, (Major W. P.) a keen perse-
vering good sportsman, who has no fastidious pride or apprehensive
fear of a wet stocking, a little marsh mud, or a musk-rat hole. We
left here for Spesutia on the morning of the 24th inst. at about one
o'clock, and arrived on the "marsh" of "action" at nine. We took no
dog along, having been previously assured that would be an useless
appendage to the "gun" where game was so plenty. Into the marsh
we went, half leg deep in mud and water, in walking about 50 or 60
yards, up got five or six snipe and we brought down three out of the
"wisp." Went to re-loading—the butt of my gun, by the time I re-
turned ray ramrod, had sunk about 4 inches and myself about 10 in
mud and water, which made it somewhat diflicult in getting under
headway again, without leaving my boots behind. The birds we
found all out among the flags and cat-tails in the middle of the marsh,
very wild and not so numerous as I had expected to find them, (even
after making due allowance for the miscroscopic eyes of those who
had reported them to be so numerous and tame,) and never in the
course of all my shooting, did I experience so tiresome and diflicult a
marsh to shoot on, there appeared no part of it firm enough to "steady
ourselves on."
"Whilst we pursued the uncertain mark witli swift ad(lres.s.
To catch the flectinjr moment of success."
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The sportsman that goes to Spesutia a snipe sliooting, calculating
upon a successful day, with but little exertion or fotigue, will return
disappointed. After firing a few rounds, the birds became extremely
wild and difficult of approach, and those we succeeded in getting were
perseveringly pursued and brought down at long shots. We bagged
in this day's shooting 31 snipe, and 2 plovers, the latter are just
getting plenty on the island. We lost nine snipe, after being shot
down, among the cat-tails, for the want of a dog, (which every sports-
man should take along with him for those deep and extensive
marshes.) After shooting about half the day, the lock of my left bar-
rel was rendered useless by breaking, but for this accident, no doubt,
we should have got a dozen more birds. Now, Mr. Editor, I do not
wish to be understood as "saying," that birds in the season are not to
be found here as numerous as any reasonable sportsman could desire,
but he will have to work hard to get them, through long, deep, and
fatiguing marshes, with a zeal and perseverance that will not tire, and
only such sportsmen will suit the meridian of Spesutia Island for
snipe shooting. J.
DUCK SHOOTING IN GEORGIA.
To THE Editor op the Georgian: Savannah, Feb. 14, 1835.
Dear Sir,—As you are no doubt anxious to know the result of my
excursion to-day upon the Savannah river and its tributaries below, I
will give you an account of the same, together with my performance
on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, of the present week. On Mon-
day, after several days of excessive cold, the weather moderated so far
as to admit of my leaving town at 9 o'clock, prepared for duck shoot-
ing; but bright and still as the day was, I was compelled to make my
excursion short on account of the complaints of my boy Peter, who
suffered much from cold. I returned at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, with
thirty-six ducks of various kinds, not "bagged" as sportsmen have it, but
snugly stowed away in a white oak basket; a more suitable convey-
ance by far. On Tuesday I took the same route, with a little varia-
tion, but the wind blowing fresh from the north east I was compelled
to return again at an early hour with twenty-eight ducks.
On Thursday I made an early start with good weather, and having
determined to continue down the river until met by the flood tide, I
availed myself of every advantage 1 could gain by crossing and re-
crossing, to approach the more cautiously, the sheltered and sunny
situations which the ducks are fond of occupying, and thus succeeded
in killing six mallard, one widgen, one canvas back, and twenty-eight
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teal, to ^vhich you may add if you please, one coon, and a pig of the
wild family, the latter of which, attracted perhaps, by the odorous smell
of a dish of cold provisions, of which I was at that moment partak-
ing, put forth his proboscis from his covert of high grass, contrary, no
doubt, to the express wish of the elders of the family, who were then
feeding in great numbers but a few yards from the bank of the river,
and sUght as was the indiscretion, it proved immediately fatal, when a
simultaneous rush was made by the whole multitude of swine, which
would remind one of a mighty whirlwind, tearing up the grass and
.
scattering its fragments in all directions.
In accomplishing this day's work, I had another opportunity of per-
forming a feat similar to that of which you were a witness to on a former
occasion. Four mallard and a widgen rose up about twenty paces from
me, one of which I immediately killed, and discovering that three of
the balance were approaching each other— I waited for a moment and
again fired, when the three fell; the widgen alone continued his course,
but another and a still more fatal instrument lay within my reach, I
grasped it, and the last of the five fell with his companions. The
only difference between these shots and those witnessed by you, is
that the five were then killed at successive discharges, two at the first
fire as they sat upon the water. To-day my time has been occupied
solely in the pursuit of teal, and although the most unfavorable of
either of the four days I have been out, being warm, and still I have
succeeded in killing sixty-two, making one hundred and seventy-two
this week.
I am sorry the nature of your engagements did not allow you to
partake of my amusements, for I do assure you, that the mind is so
constantly and agreeably excited, and the salt air so invigorating to
the body, that you would have found profit in the undertaking, inde-
pendent of the value of your game. I must confess, however, that this
day has not been attended with all the pleasures of former days, for,
during the excessive cold of the past week, the marsh on the south
side of Wright's river, was set on fire, and such was the benumbed
condition of various animals, amphibious as well as others, that num-
bers perished in the flames; and the stench now rising from them for
the distance of eight or ten miles along the shore, is indeed horrible.
On this river the alligators are more numerous than I have seen them
elsewhere, and during the winter months lie in great numbers in a
torpid state in the neighboring marshes, they doubtless have all perish-
ed on that side of the river. F. E. T.
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FORT GIBSON HUNTING CLUB.
Gentlemen: Fori Gibson, March 7, 1835.
Having duly considered the subject for which we, at our last meet-
ing, were appointed a committee, beg leave to offer the following as a
Constitution for the government of the Club.
Article 1. The Club shall be called the Fort Gibson Hunting
Club.
Art. 2. The officers shall be a President, a Vice President, and a
Secretary who shall also act as Treasurer.
Art. 3. It shall be the duty of the President to attend all meetings
of the Club and preside in all business transactions. He shall call a
meeting of the Club whenever requested to do so by three or more
members, and order the Secretary to give notice of such meeting the
day previous thereto. In the absence of the President, the Vice Pre-
sident shall act as President. A majority of the members present at
the post shall constitute a quorum to transact business.
Art. 4. The officers of the Club shall be elected annually; those
elected at this meeting shall serve until 31st Dec. 1835.
Art. 5. It shall be the duty of the Secretary to keep a book in
which he shall make a fair record of all the transactions of the Club,
and furnish for publication, in the American Turf Register and Sport-
ing Magazine, such accounts of all the interesting hunts, &c. as the
Club may think proper from time to time to publish.
Art. 6. There shall be a Committee of three appointed by ballot,
who shall assess all fines under such By-Laws as may hereafter be
adopted.
Art. 7. The dogs shall be under the exclusive management of
the President, who shall employ a suitable person to take charge of
the kennel, and perform such duty in relation thereto as the President
may, from time to time, assign him. The kennel shall contain bear,
wolf, deer, and fox dogs.
Art. 8. All necessary expenses for the purchasing and feeding of
the dogs, building kennel, hiring keeper, &.c. &c. shall be borne at
the joint expense of the Club, the Treasurer shall, on the order of the
President, pay the accounts, and is authorized to draw upon the sut-
ler for the necessary funds, for which the Club are pledged.
Art. 9. On the withdrawing of a member from the Club, all his
right, title, and interest in the dogs, kennel, &c. shall be vested in the
Club, and no member shall, in any way, dispose of or transfer his in-
terest to any person whatever.
Art. 10. Members admitted to the Club, previous to the 1st
January, 1836, shall pay their proportion of all expenses previously
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incurred; members admitted after that time shall upon admission
pay .
Art. 11. All persons wishing to become members shall be pro-
posed by a member in proper person, or in writing addressed to the
President, and the member proposed shall be balloted for at the next
meeting of the Club; two black balls shall exclude him.
Art. 12. Each member shall sign this Constitution and be go-
verned by it and such By-Laws as may, from time to time, be adopted
by the Club. This Constitution shall not be altered but by a majority
of two-thirds of the members belonging to the post.
Major R. B. Mason, of Dragoons, President.
Lieut. F. Britton, 7th Infantry, Secretary.
Members.
S. G. J. De Camp, Surgeon. George Birch, JIaJor.
W. Scawell, Lieut. 1th. A. Harris, Lieut. 1th.
E. VV. B. Nowland, Post Sutler. Jno. Dillard, Major.
Wm. Eustis, Lieut. Dragoons. A. Montgomery, Lieut. 1th.
M. Arbuckle, Brev. Brig. Gen'l.
Resolved, That this Club subscribe for the American Turf Register
and Sporting Magazine from its commencement, and its Editor be
elected an honorary member.
Resolved further, That the formation of this Club and the proceed-
ings thus far be published in the American Turf Register and Sporting
Masrazine.
CINCINNATI INDEPENDENT SHOOTING CLUB.
(Extract from the By-laws.)
Fines and Penalties.
Any member who shall neglect to pay his fines, dues, or arrearages
for one year, shall forfeit his membership, and any neglecting to turn
out at the regular hunts of the Club, shall pay the sum of one dollar,
unless remitted by a majority of the members present.
Shooting Game out of Season.
In considering the impropriety of shooting game out of season,
it is deemed, by the founders of this Club,not only prejudicial to their
characters as sportsmen, but tends to the scarcity of game. It is,
therefore, expected of every member, as he regards his honor, not to
practice, but to prevent as far as possible, such innovations upon the
general rules of sporting. And in case of an aberration of this na-
ture, the Club will confine itself to such penalty, as a majority of the













Other ducks, same as Teal.
OFFICERS.
W. Philpot, President. J. Winter, Vice President.
J. L. Vattier, Secretary. T. H. Martin, Treasurer.
John Winter, Jos. Perry, Thos. Winter, Standing Committee.
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a few miles distant-,'—and some blinded by their fears, affected
even to point out the enemy's posts, on the nearest hills. Indignant
at this shameful scene, the troops hastened, rather than slackened
the impetuosity of their pace, and leaving only seventeen stragglers
behind, in twenty-six hours they had crossed the field of battle, in a
compact body, having, in that time, passed over 62 English miles,
and in the hottest season of the year, each man carrying from 50 to
60 pounds weight upon his shoulders. Had the historian Gibbon
known of such a march, he would have spared his sneer, about the
'delicacy of the modern soldier.'
(From the New York Star.)
TROUT FISHING—Sullivan County, N. Y.
BY F. L. WADDEL.
Come wander with me to the hemlock hills,
Where romance dwells by the laurelled rills
j
For the stag, in the balmy month of June,
Cools his panting sides in the Callicoon*
And the eagle kens the morning beam.
As it glittering smiles on the silver stream.
While there in the wild and silent wood,
Where feet of the hunter scarce intrude,
The speckled trout in frolicsome play
Are sporting their mirthful holiday
In thousands, crowd each limpid brook,
Unheeding the sportman's wily hook.
What a treat with a line and rod to creep,
When the finny tribe in the shadows sleep,
By the sloping bank of the crystal tide.
And cunningly in the long grass hide.
Then wait till a large trout passes by.
Or cautiously play the barbed fly;
And when takes hold the foolish trout,
With angler's triumph pull him out.
Come, wander away to that mountain climCy
Ye lovers of fun and sons of sport,
There angling is indeed sublime.
There sportsmen jovial with me resort.
And when the pastime you've enjoyed.
And the palate with savory fish is cloyed.
We'll cut a steak from a clumsy bear.
Partake of a woodman's welcome fare;
* A beautiful little stream in the mountains of Sullivan.
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^i Or learn how a hardy pioneer
Lives in the wilderness void of fear.
Perchance the glance of his daughter's eyes
May touch your fancy with sweet surprise,
For love's an angler, there's no doubt,
He tickles hearts as you tickle trout,
And he scorns the bait of a silver hook,
Tho' he strikes odd fish with a queerish look.
Perhaps you'll envy the sweet repose
Contentment gives to the cheek of a rose
—
And find the hum of a spinning wheel
A musical comfort can reveal;
If so, you may angle a country wife.




Carolina, by Buzzard, (dam of
Eutaw.)
Chuck o'Luck, (dam ofHard Heart.)
Crazy Jane, by imp. Merryfield, (dam
of Desdemona.)
Daisey, (dam of Camilla.)
Devil, by West's Paragon, (dam of
Oracle.)
Dutchess, by Coeur de Lion, (gran-
dam of Peace Maker.)
Fantail, (dam of Janus.)
Figure, by Sir Shakspeare, (dam of
Figure Arab.)
Floretta, by Gracchus, (dam of Ed-
ward.) '
Flying Sally, (dam of Sleeping Ti-
ger.)
Forest Girl, (dam of Red Rover.)
Golden Phoenix, (dam of Caravan.)
Harriet, by Matchem, (dam of Craw-
ler.)
Jenny or Wild Mare, by Jones'
Wildair, (dam of Mary Vicks.)
Jessie, by Trafalgar, (dam of Upton.)
Jib, (dam of Hotspur.)
Kitty Fisher, by Tom Tough, (dam
of Yellow Jacket.)
Lady Crayton, (dam of L C.)
Greenville, by
Robin, by Robin Gray, (dam
of Little Robin.)
Rockfish, (dam of Morgiana.)
Little Moll, by Medley, (dam of
Cora.)
Lucy Phlegar, (dam of William
Wallace.)
Mary, by imp. Whip, (dam of Pel-
ham.)
Melvina, (dam of Marion.)
WANTED.
page 451.)
Merinda, (dam of Bey of Tunis.)
Miranda, (dam of Bob Oakley.)
Mischief, (dam of Rosalie Somers.)
Miss Payne, (dam of Molo.)
Miss Walton, (dam of Goliah.)
Moll Sullivan, by Lee's Mark Anto-
ny, (dam of Raymond.)
Molly Irwin, (dam of June Bug.)
More}', (dam of Lady Lafayette.)
Nance, by Merryman, (dam of Gon-
zello.)
Nancy Dawson, by Piatt's Alexan-
der, (dam of La Muette.)
Nancy Madison, (dam of Tristram
Shandy.)
Nancy Washington, by imp. Ste-
phen, (dam of Duke of Bedford.)
Param Filly, by imp. Whip, (dam
of Red Rover.)
Paulina, by Cedar, (dam of Eu-
doxia.)
Peg, by imported Juniper, (g. dam
of Racket.)
Queen, by Laburnum.
Sally Racket, (dam of Clementina.)
Slow and Easy, by Duroc, (dam of
Pilot.)
Sophy, by imp. Buzzard, (dam of
Molly Long.)
Spanker, by Childers, (dam of Re-
mus.)
Sylph, by Hephestion, (dam of Go-
dolphin.)
Teresa, by Arab, (dam gf Tornado.)
Vixen, by imp. Diomed, (grandam
of Merinda.)
Wagon Whip, by imp, Janus, (dam
of Bucephalus.)
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
TATTERSALLS'.
Tattersall has just handed me a catalogue of his stud, which is a very
select one. Should you liave room, and think it worth while, give it an
insertion in the Register; to the end that persons wishing to obtain im-
ported stock may know where to look for "good things."
I shall attend one of the New Market spring meetings, and if any thing
very interesting occur, I'll make some notes to send you. The stakes,
plates, matches, &c. to be run for this spring at New Market, considerably




—The following Brood Jilares and Foals. To be seen at
Dawleij farm, near Hayes, Middlesex.
Arbis, by Q,uiz, out of Persepolis, &c. covered by The Colonel.
Cora, (foaled in 1824,) by Truffle, her dam, Helen, by Whiskey—Brown
Justice, by .Justice—Zenia, by Challenger—Zaulippe, by Eclipse; covered
by Sir Hercules.
Cuirass, (foaiod in 1823,) by Oiseau, (the dam of Elk, Eel, Elm, &c.)
out of Castanea, by Gohanna, (the dam of Canteen, Cant, &c.) covered
by Cliatoau Margaux.
Young Chryseis, (the dam of Harry,) by Dick Andrews, out of Chry-
seis; covered by Logic.
Contrition, (the dam of Treadmill,) by Tiresias, out of Weeper's dam;
covered by Sir Hercules and Logic.
Chapeau de Faille, (foaled in 1821,) by Rubens, out of Fadladinida, by
Sir Peter; covered by Flexible.
Emmellina, by Blacklock, out of Agatha, by Orville, covered by Gaber-
lunzie.
Elizabeth, (foaled in 1322,) by Soothsayer, out of Grey Duchess, by
Pot Bo's; covered by Moses.
Gavotte, (foaled in 1S22.) by Election, out of Coquette, by Dick An-
drews; covered by Sir Benjamin Backbite, by Whisker, out of Scandal.
Hazardess, (the dam of Alea,) by Haphazard, dam by Orville, out of
Spinetla, by Trumpator; covered by Chateau Margaux and Gaberlunzie.
Ida, (foaled 1828,) by Whalebone, out of Thalestris; covered by Gaber-
lunzie.
Jewess, (foaled in 1827.) by Moses, out of Calendulas, (the dam of
Pcwot, Burgundy, Slc.) by Camcrtcm, her dam. Snowdrop, by Highland
Fling—Buzzard; covered by Emancipation.
Mushroom, (the dam of Ketchup.) by Dick Andrews, out of Morel,
(sistf-r to Truffle;) covered by Sir Hercules.
Nell Gwynne, (foaled in 1826,) by Tramp, dam by Beningbrough, out of
sister to Star, by Highflyer, &c. covered by Battledore, by Sir Oliver, out
of Racket.
Prudish, (foaled in 1824,) by Merlin, out of Prue, by Trumpator
—
Woodpecker, .sister to Driver; covered by Moses.
Pimlico, (foaled in 1822,) by Partisan, out of Ridicule, (Godolphin'a
dam;) covered by Peter Lely.
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Primula, (foaled in 1827,) by Ccrvantos, out of Cowslip, (the dam of
Brontes, Comedy, Sic.) by Cockfifjhter—Brown .lavelin, by Javelin; co-
vered by Buzzard, (tiic sire of Bentley.)
Petworth Lass, (foaled in 1831,) by Whalebone, or Little John, out of
Thalestris; covered by Logic.
Rarity, (foaled in 1822,) by Anticipation, out of Revenge's dam; cover-
ed by Sir Hercules.
Rosebud, (late Runnymede, foaled 1828,) by Little John, dam by
VVlialebone, out of Ransom, by Sir Peter; covered by Lamplighter.
Squib, (foaled in 1820,) by Soothsayer, out of Berenice, by Alexander;
covered by Sir Hercules.
Victorino, by Haphazard, out of Phantasmagoria, by Precipitate; co-
vered by The Colonel.
Whalebone mare, her dam, Ransom, by Sir Peter; covered by Gray
Comus, by Comus, dam by Evander, Marcia, Faith, by Pacolet, &c. &c.
Whalebone mare, four years old, sister to Gayhurst; covered by Gaber-
lunzie.
Colt-Foals of 1834.
A bay colt foal, by Moses, out Victorine, by Haphazard, out of Phan-
tasmagoria.
A chestnut colt foal, by Muley, out of Anna, by Whalebone, out of
Themis, by Sorcerer, out of Hanna, by Gohanna.
A brown colt foal, by Lamplighter, out of Rosebud (late Runnymede,) by
Little John, dam by Whalebone, out of Ransom, by Sir Peter, &c.
A bay colt foal, by Middleton, out of Young Chryseis, by Dick An-
drews.
A bay colt foal, by Middleton, out of Cora, by Truffle, her dam, Helen,
by Whiskey,—Brown Justice, by Justice, «Sic.
A black colt foal, by Shakspeare, out of the Whalebone Mare, dam.
Ransom, by Sir Peter, &c.
A bay colt foal, by Peter Lely, out of Pimlico (sister to Godolphin.)
Filly-Foals of 1834.
A bay filly foal, by Mameluke, out of Squib, by Soothsayer, out of
Berenice, by Alexander, Sec.
A bay filly foal, by Middleton, out of Mushroom (the dam of Ketchup,)
by Dick Andrews, out of Morel, &c.
A chestnut filly foal, by Count Porro, out of Primula, by Cervantes, out
of Cowslip (the dam of Bunter, &.c.) Brontes, &,c.
A bay filly foal, by The Tutor, (by St. Patrick,) out of Maiden, by
Hedley— Selim—Oscar, &,c.
A chestnut filly foal, by Middleton, out of Rarity, by Anticipation, out of
Revenge's dam.
For Price, Sfc. apply to Messrs. Tattersail; if by letter, post paid.
Logic, by Selim, out of Picquet, by Sorcerer, out of Prunella, by High-
flyer, &c. will cover next season at Dawley, at 11 Z. Logic has been
covering in Germany, where four only of his get have started, and are all
winners.
Logic is deemed an untried stallion in England. Also,
Shakspeare, by Smolensko, out of Charming Molly, by Rubens, her
dam Comedy, by Beningbrough—Mrs. Jordan, by Highflyer—Matchem
—
Regulus—Bartlet's Childers, &,c. at 8/. half-bred mares at 3gs. His stock
are remarkably fine and strong.
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THE GREAT FOOT RACE.
Tlie jfreat trial of human capabilities, in going ten miles within the liour,
for ^1,000, to which ^300 was added, took place on Friday, on the Union
Course, Long Island; and we are pleased to state, that the feat was accom-
plished twelve seconds within tiie time, by a native born and bred American
farmer, Henry Stannurd, of Killingworth, Connecticut. Two others went
the ten miles—one a Prussian, in a half a minute over; the other an
Irishman, in one minute and three quarters over the time.
As early as nine o'clock, many hundreds had crossed the river to witness
the race, and from that time until near two, tlic road between Brooklyn,
and the course presented a continuous line, (and in many places a double
line) of carriages of all descriptions, from the humble sand cart to the
splendid barouche and four; and by two o'clock, it is computed that there
were at least from sixteen to twenty thousand persons on the course. The
day, though tine, being windy, delayed the start until nineteen minutes
before two, when nine candidates appeared in front of the stand, dressed
in various colors, and started at tiie sound of a drum.
The following are the names, &c. of the competitors, in the order in
which they entered themselves:
Henry Stannard, a farmer, aged twenty-four years, born in Killingworth,
Connecticut. He is six feet one inch in height, and weighed one hundred
and sixty-five pounds. He was dressed in black silk pantaloons, white
shirt, no jacket, vest, or cap, black leather belt and flesh colored slippers.
Charles R. Wall, a brewer, aged eigliteen years, born in Brooklyn. His
height was five feet ten and a half inches, and he weighed one hundred and
forty-nine pounds.
Henry Sutton, a house painter, aged twenty-three years, born in Rahway,
New Jersey. Height five feet seven inches; weight one hundred and
thirty-three pounds. He wore a yellow shirt and cap, bufi* breeches, white
stockings and red slippers.
George W. Glauer, rope-maker, aged twenty-seven, born in Elberfeldt,
Prussia. Height five feet six and a lialf inches; weight one hundred and
tbrty-five pounds. He had on an elegant dress of white silk, with a pink
stripe and cap to match; pink slippers and red belt.
Isaac S. Downes, a basket-maker, aged twenty-seven, born at Brook-
haven, Suffolk county. Height five feet five and a half inches; weight
one hundred and fifty pounds. He was dressed in a white shirt, white
pantaloons, blue stripe, blue belt, no shoes or stockings.
John Mallard, a farmer, aged thirty-three, born at Exeter, Otsego Co.
New York. Height five feet seven and a half inches; weight one hundred
and thirty pounds. Dress, blue calico, no cap, shoes or stockings.
William Vermilyea, shoemaker, aged tv/enty-two years, born in New
York. Height five feet ten and a half inches; weight one hundred and
fifty pounds. Dressed in green calico, with black belt; no shoes or stock-
ings.
Patrick Mahony, a porter, aged thirty-three, born in Kenmar county,
Kerry, Ireland. Height five feet six inches. Weight one hundred and
thirty pounds. Dress, a green gauze shirt, blue stripe calico breeches,
blue belt, white stockings and black slippers.
John M'Cargy, a butcher, aged twenty-six, born at Harlaem. Height
five feet ten inches. Weight one hundred and sixty pounds. Dressed in
shirt, pink stripe calico trowsers, no shoes or stockings.
There was a tenth candidate, a black man, named Francis Smith, aged
twenty-five, born in Manchester, "Virginia. Mr. Stevens was willing that
this man should run; but as he had not complied with the regulation
requiring his name to be entered by a certain day, he was excluded from
contesting the race.
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The men all started well, and kept tofrcther for the first mile, except
Mahony, who headed the others several yards, and Mallard, who fell
bcliind after the first half mile. At the end of tlic second mile, one gave
in; at tiie end of the fourth mile, two more frave up; in tlie fiftli, a fourth
man fell; at the end of the fifth mile, a fifth man gave in; during the
eighth mile, Downes, one of the fastest, and decidedly the handsomest
runner, hurt his foot, and gave in at the termination of that mile, leaving
but three competitors, who all held out the distance.
The following is the order in which each man came up to the judges'
stand at the close of each mile.
MILES.
1st. 2d. 3d. 4th. 5th. 6tli. 7th. 8th. 9th. 10th.
Stannard, 3 4 3 3 3 2 2 1 1 1
Glauer. 2211233322
Mahony 1155 5 44433
Downes, 5 3 2 2 1 112 gave in.
McGargy, 6 7 7 7 4 gave in. •
Wall, 4 5 4 4 gave in.
Sutton, B 8 6 6 gave in.
Mallard, 9 9 8 8 fell and gave in.
Vermilyea, 7 6 gave in.
The following is the time in which each milft was performed by Stannard,
the winner. Mahony, the Irishman, did the first mile in five minutes
twenty-four seconds.
Min. Sec.
1st mile, -5 36
2d " 5 45
3d " 5 58
4th «' 6 25
5th " - 6 2
6th " ... 63
7th " 6 1
8th " - 6 3
9th " - - 5 57
10th" - - - 5 54
59 44
The betting on the ground both before and after starting, was pretty
even, and large sums were staked both for and against time. Downes
was undoubtedly the general favorite; and was well known in the neigh-
borhood; he did the eight miles in forty-eight and a half minutes; he had
been well trained under his father, who in his thirty-ninth year, performed
seventeeh miles in one hour and forty-five minutes; accomplishing the first
twelve and a half miles in one hour and fifteen minutes.
Mallard was known to be an excellent runner; he had performed sixteen
miles in one hour and forty-nine minutes, stopping during the time to
change his shoes. He was not sober when he started, and he fell in the
fifth mile
The German had performed the distance between New York and
Harlaem, and returned thence (twelve miles) in seventy minutes; his friends
were very sanguine of his success. He betted nearly $300 that he would
win the prize. He was within the time until the sixth mile, and he per-
formed the ten miles in one hour and twenty-seven seconds. He was four
seconds behind time in the eighth mile. Part of the distance he carried
a pocket handkerchief in his mouth.
Mahony, the Irishman, had undergone no training whatever; he left his
porter's cart in Water street, went over to the course, ran the first mile in
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less than five and a half minutes; at the end of the sixtli mile he was one
minute and a quarter behind; at the end of the eighth mile two minutes
behind; at the ninth he was throe minutes behind, and he performed the
ten miles in sixty-one and tiiree quarter minutes. On the ~5th of last
month, this man ran eight miles in forty-one minutes fifty-six seconds.
M'Gargy was out of condition; but lie did the five miles in thirty-two
and a half minutes. Verinilyea was very thin and in a wrechod state of
health; he travelled thirty-eight miles on foot, on Tuesday last, to be here
in time to enter, and the next day performed eight miles in forty-six
minutes; he is an excellent runner, but gave in at the end of the second
mile from a pain in the side; he was also thrown down by a man crossing
the course in the first mile. Wall and Sutton ran remarkably well, but
gave in at the end of the fourth mile for want of training.
Stannard, the winner, we understand, has been in good training for a
montii. He is a powerful stahvart young man, and did not seem at all
faiigncd at the termination of the race. He was greatly indebted to Mr.
Stevens, for his success; Mr- S. rode round the course with him the whole
distance, and kept cheering him on, and cautioning him against over-exer-
tion in the early part of the race; at tlie end of the sixth mile, he made
him stop and take a little brandy and water, after which his foot was on
the mile mark just as the thirty-six minutes were expired; and as the
trumpet sounded he jumped forward gracefully, and cheerfully exclaimed
"Here am I to time;" and he was within the tiine every mile. After thf
race was over, he mounted a iiorse and rode round the course in search o-
Mr. Richard Jackson, who held his overcoat. He was called up to the stand
and his success (and the reward of j^l,300) was announced to him, and h(
was invited to dine Vv'ith the Club; to which he replied in a short speech
thanking Mr. Stevens, and the gentlemen of the Club for the attention
shewn to the runners generally throughout the task. After this, it was
announced by Mr. King, the President of the Jockey Club, that the
German and the Irishman, who had both performed the ten miles, though
not within the time, would receive ^200 each.
We are happy to state that none of the men seemed to feel any incon-
venience from their exertions; every thing went oft" remarkably satisfac-
tory, nor did we hear of the slightest accident the whole day. After the
foot race was over, a purse of $300, two mile heats, for all ages, was run
for by the following horses, and decided as under:
1st. 2d. 1st. 2d.
Tarquin, 1 1 Rival, 4 2
Post Boy. 2 3 Ajax, 5 dist.
Columbia Taylor, 3 tiizL Sir Alfred 6 d'rn.
The first heat was performed in three minutes forty-seven seconds—the
second in three minutes fifty seconds.
During the running of this match, a written paper was handed to Mr.
King, stating that two native Americans were willing to attempt to walk
five hundred miles without eating or drinking, as soon as a purse of $500
should be made up.
The day was remarkably fine, but the wind blew very strongly on the
course, and considering the vast amount of money (in bets, &-c.) at stake,
Mr. Stevens felt uncertain at first iiow to act, and decided to postpone
the race; but the general opinion and desire seem to be against any post-
ponement, and he yielded to this. The result on this account was most
fortunate. The race was won handsomely; although when it wanted but
twenty eight seconds to the hour, bets at five to three were offered, and
taken, that the task would not be accomplished. It is certain that if the
wind had not been so high, Stannard would have performed the ten miles
in fifty-seven minutes.
[JVew York Courier and Enquirer.
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RACING CALENDAR.
I
Natchez, (Miss.) Jockey Club Races,
Commenced on Wednesday, February 25, 1835.
First day, four mile heats, purse ^700.
B. H. Barrow's g. m. Lucilla, five years old, by Pacific, dam
by Pacolet, - - - - - - 2 11
W. L. 'J'homson's ch. m. Isora, five years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Bonaventura, - - - - - 1 2 dr.
Time, 8m. 3s.—8m. ISs.
First heat closely contested, and won by about four feet. Second heat
won easily.
Second day, two mile heats, purse $400.
Col. R. Smith's b. c. Powhatan, three years old, by Arab, 1 1
W. J. Minor's br. c. Ben Franklin, four years old, by Stockhol-
der, dam by Gallatin, - - - - - 2 2
Time, 4m. 4s.—4m. 2s.
This race was won easily by the Arab colt. Ben Franklin said to be
lame.
Saturday, a match, one mile out.
. F. L. Claiborne's ch. g. Big Indian, aged, by Sir Charles, - 1
J. G. Perry's b. h. Bob Oakley, aged, by Candidate, - - 2
Time, Im. 54s.
March 16//i, a match for ^500, two mile heats.
F. L. Claiborne's b. c. Powhatan, three years old, by Arab, 1 1
J. G. Perry's b. h. Bob Oaidey, - - - - 2 dis.
Time, 4m.—4m. 37s.
Powhatan won with ease, giving Bob Oakley fifteen pounds weight;
—
this was a great betting race, and large sums changed hands.
March SOlh, match for $2250 to $2000, two miles out, with lOOlbs. on
each.
Col. A. L. Bingaman's gr. g. Hard Heart, five years old, by Mer-
cury, dam by Whip, ------ j
John O'Henley's ch. g. Pelham, aged, by Crusader, - - 2
•Time, 3m. SSs.
This race drew a larger number of people together than any event that
has ever transpired in Mississippi.
Saturday, April Ath, a match for ^2000 a side, two miles out.
Col. A. L. Bingaman's b. f. Betsey Rauchleau, three years old, by
Arab, dam by Conqueror, ----- i
John G. Perry's b. f. Red Maria, four years old, by Bertrand, dam
by Pacolet, - - - - - • -2
Time, 3m. 55s.
Owing to a false start after runnmg one mile, the horses were stopped
and again brought to the starting post. They got off well, but Betsey took
the lead, and maintained her ground several lengths ahead, and won the
race with ease.
P. S. During all the races the track was heavy.
Weights.—Two year olds 65lbs.—three year olds ilOlbs.—four year olds
lOOlbs.—five year olds UOlbs.—six year olds 1181bs.—aged 124lb3.
F. L. Claiborne, SecVy.
69 V.6
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Columbus, (Geo.) Races,
Spring meeting, 1S35, commenced over the Western Course, on Mon-
day, April 13.
First day, mile heats, purse $130.
James J. Harrison's b. g. Davy Crocket, four years old, by b al-
staft", dam by Gallatin. - - - " ,, ,'.1
Mr. Montmollm's ch. m. Patsey Wallace, five years old, by Alex- ^ ^
ander, dam by Robin Gray, - - -
" ^ "
Time, Im. 54s.— Im. 56s. Track heavy, from ram.
Second day, mile heats, plate worth $100.
James J. Harrison's b. c. Volney, three years old, by Industry,
dam by Telegraph, - - - - 'y'l
B. Lamar's ch. f. Amy Hampton, four years old, by Crusader,
dam by Gallatin, - - - - - - 2 dr.
S. R. Bonner's b. g. Dick Jones, five years old, by Bertrand, dam
unknown, -------3 dis.
Time, Im. 53s.— Im. 543.
Volney won the race with the utmost ease. It is due to Amy Hampton
to state, that she was in no order for running, being lame from bad shoemg;
Dick Jones was also in no order, not being trained. Both he and Amy
were entered for sport.
Third day, two mile heats, purse ^250.
Col. F, Lewis' c. Tartar, three years old, by Arab, dam by
Conqueror, - - - - " -311
Col. John Crowell's ch. h. Robin Hood, six years old, by
Henry, dam by Hickory, - - - 1-2
Capt. James J. Harrison's b. c. Volney, three years old, by
Industry, dam by Telegraph, - - " " 2 3 fell-
Time, 3m. 57s.—3m. 56s.—4m.
Same day, three mile heats, purse <g350.
M. D. Vance's gr. c. Gov. McDuffie, by Blind Jackson, dam by
Medley, - ------ 11
M. VV. Thweat's ch. c. SmolofF, four years old, by Stockholder,
dam by Pacolet, - - - \ r ' 'ni^^
James J. Harrison's b. m. Queen Adelaide, five years old, by
Arab, dam by Virginian, - - -
" ^ ^
Time, 6m. 13s.—6m. lOs.
Fourth day, four mile heats, purse $500.
Col. John Crowell's b. f. Lady Nashville, four years old, by




James J. Harrison's b. m. Jane Bertrand, five years old, by Ber-
trand, dam Arrakookress, - - " ",,,",,
Mr. Montmollin's ch. m. Patsey Wallace, five years old, by Alex-
ander, dam by Robin Gray, - -
- - 2 3
Mr. B. Lamar's ch. c. by Crusader, dam, the damof Multa Flora, 3 dis.
Time of each heat 8m.
The race was well contested, and won by about two lengths.
Fifth day, mile heats, best three in five, purse $'230.
J. J. Harrison's b. m. Queen Adelaide, handicap, 901bs. five
years old, by Arab, dam by Virginian, -
- - 111
Mr. Montmollin's ch. m. Alborak, five years old, by Sumter,
dam Marv Bedford, - - - " , ^* ,. j^ ^
M. D. Vance's gr. c. Gov. McDuffie, four years old, by Bhnd
Jackson, dam by Medley, - - -
" 3 2 3
Time, Im. 53s.—Im. 53s.— Im. 55s.
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Belfield, (Va.) Races.
Sprinw meetincf, 1835, commonccfl Tuesday, April 21.
Fir.il day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old, ^100 en-
trance, li.f.; mile heats—seven subscribers—three started.
H. Hartwcll's gr. 0. by Medley, dam by Viririnian, - 3 11
O. P. Hare's b. f. by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Sir Archy, 1 'i 2
J. D. Maclin's b. f. by Iloanoke, dam by Bedford, - 2 3 dr.
Time, Im. 59s.— Im. 59s.—2m. 4s.
Second day. Proprietor's purse, ^200, two mile heats.
P. B. Starke's ch. m. Eliza Drake, six years old, by Shawnee, dam
by Saltram, --...--1
Geo. Goodwyn'd b. c. Velox, four years old, by Timoleon, dam by
Sir Archy, . ..... 2
Time, 3m. 58s.
Third day. Jockey Club purse, $100, three mile heats.
P. B. Starke's b. m. Fanny Cline, five years old, by Sir Archy,
dam by Gallatin, - - - - - - 11
Wm. McCargo's b. h. Prophet, five years old, by Gohanna, dam
by Bagdad, .--... 22
Geo. Goodwyn's c. Calmuc, four years old, by Timoleon, - 3 3
Time, 6m. Is.—5m. 583.
Fourth day—first race, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old,
$150 entrance—six subscribers—three started.
Geo. Goodwyn's br. f. by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Sir Archy, 1 1
H. Maclin's ch. f. by Monsieur Tonson, - - - 3 2
P. B. Starke's ch. c, by Medley, dam by Madison, - - 2 3
Time, Im. 54s.—Im. 54is.
Both heats won easily, hard in hand.
Second race—same day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years
old, $50 entrance.
G. Goodwyn's ch. c. by Merlin, dam by Curtius, - 11
Wm. McCargo's b. c. by Sir Charles, - - - 2 2
Thomas Ridley's ch. f. by Marion, dam by Sir Hal, - 3 dis.
Time, Im. 55s.--lm. 54s.
Third race—same day, a sweepstakes for four year olds, $150 entrance.
Wm. McCargo's r. c. Leach, by Sir Charles, dam by Midas, 1 1
G. Goodwyn's b. c. Climax, by Marion, dam by Su* Archy, 3 2
H. Maclin's r. f. by Merlin, - - - - 2 3
Time, each heat 4m.
Broad Rock, {Va.) Races,
Over the Tree Hill course. Spring meeting, 1835, commenced on Tues-
day, April 21.
First day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old, mile heats,
$100 entrance, h.f ; nine subscribers—three paid forfeit.
Henry A. Tayloe's ch. f. by Sir Charles, dam by Trafalgar,
John M. Botts' f. by Gohanna, dam by Sir Hal, -
Thos. Doswell's f. Kitty Minge, by Timoleon, dam Merino Ewe,
Arch. Wooldridge's ch. c. by Sir Charles, dam by Alfred,
Jas. P. Corbin's ch. c. by Timoleon, dam by Trafalgar,
Arthur Taylor's ch, f by Sir Charles, dam by Sir Hal,
Time, Im. 55s.—Im. 52s.
Arthur Taylor's filly was distanced at the start, by a bad start—that
is, she lost a distance in the start. Doswell's filly against the field—know-
ing ones bit as usual. A very large field for the colt day. Track in fine
order, and weather remarkably fine.
1
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Second day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old, mile heats;
entrance ^150—$100 forfeit; four subscribers—two started.
John Belcher's c. by Timolcon, dam by Whip, - - 11
Thos. Doswell's b. f. by Gohanna, out of Betsey Hare's dam, 2 2
Time, Im. 56s.—2m. 2s.
One half of the Gohanna filly, although a loser, was sold immediately
after the race, to Mr. Puckett, for $1250.
Third day. Proprietor's purse, $250, two mile heats.
Jas. S. Garrison's b. h. Hanslap, five years old, by Washington,
dam by Sir Archy, - - - - - - 11
Wni. R. Johnson's b. h. Sidi Hamet, five years old, by Eclipse,
dam Princess, - - - - - - 42
O. P. Hare's b. f. Virginia Carey, four years old, by Marion,
dam by Shylock, - - - - - - 2 3
John Hcth's gr. c. Cutthroat, four years old, by Medley, dam
Merino Ewe, . - - - - - 3 4
Time, 3m. 54s.—3m. 53s.
Fourth day. Jockey Club purse, $500, three mile heats.
Wm. R. Johnson's gr. m. Ironette, six years old, by Contention,
dam by Packenham, - . - • - 11
Hector Davis' ch. m. Dolly Dixon, aged, by Sir Charles, dam
by Hornet, - - - - - - - 32
John M. Botts' b. h. Tobacconist, six years old, by Gohanna,
dam Yankee Maid, - - - - - - 4 3
John Hcth's b. c. Miner, four years old, by Monsieur Tonson,
dam by Whip, - - - - - - 54
O. P. Hare's b. f. Mary Lea, four years old, by Timoleon, 2 dr.
Time, 5m. 55s.—5m. 53s.
Florence, (Alah.) Races.
Spring meeting, 1835, commenced on Thursday, April 23.
First day, a sweepstakes for three and four year olds, $100 entrance, a
single mile.
N. Davis' ch. f. by Gift, dam by Timoleon, three years old, 1
S. B. Allen's gr. c. Tornado, by Washington, dam by Sir Archy, 2
A. H. Mason's ch. f. Galert, by Ratler, dam by Sir Peter Teazle, 3
Time, Im. 59s.
Second day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old, a single
mile, ^100 entrance; eleven subscribers.
N. Davis' b. c. Delancy, by Gift, dam by Suwarrow, - 1
Jas. Jackson's ch. f by Leviathan, dam by Marshal Ney, - 2
S. B. Allen's b. f Temp, by Marshal Ney, dam by Truxton, 3
Wm. Bosley's gr. c. by Jerry, dam by Sir Peter Teazle, - 4
Time, Im. 57s. A close race, won by eighteen inches.
Third day, a sweepstakes for three year olds, two mile heats; $200 en-
trance, h. f.; eleven subscribers.
T. Kirkman's ch. f. Extio, by Leviathan, dam White
Feathers, by Conqueror, - - - - 3 11
J. C. Eeasley's b. f. Hortensc, by Pacific, dam by Wonder, 4 2 2
Nicholas Davis' ch. c. Palladium, by Leviathan, dam by
Riego, - - - - - . - 13 dr.
J. H. Jenkin's bl. f. Polly Claiborne, by Leviathan, dam
Lady Randolph, (full sister to Carolinian,) - - 2 dr.
Time, 4m. 16s.—4m. 22s.—4m. 36s.
The track was in the worst possible order, and a hard rain fell during the'
race. Polly Claiborne led, closely followed by Extio, until near the dis-
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tance stand, when thoy were both passed by Palladium. Ilortense just
dropping in, she went to work for the next heat merrily, alonrr with Palla-
dium, until they vverc caught in about a mile and a half by E.Klio. Only
two started for the last heat, which Extio won with tolerable case.
In the evening, a match race, $100 a side; one mile.
A. H. Mason's f. - - - 1
Jonah Beckwith's h. - - - 2
It is but justice to the horses to state, that this spring has been pecu-
liarly unfavorable for training, and it is presumable, none of them were in
first rate order. S. B. Allen, Sec'ry.
Fairfield {Va.) Races.
Spring meeting, 1835, commenced Wednesday, April 29.
First day, a sweepstakes for colts, and fillies three years old, ^200 en-
trance, h. f ; mile heats.
William Wickham's b. o. by Sir Charles, dam by Arab, 2 1 1
Robert Corbin's ch. f. by Sir Charles, dam by Trafalgar, 3 3 2
O. P. Hare's b. c. by Monsieur Tonson, dam by Sir Archy, 1 2 dr.
Richard Adams' ch, f. by Timoleon, dam by Sir Charles, 4 4 dr.
Time, Im. 55s.—2m.—2m. 4s.
A sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old, glOO entrance, h. f
;
mile heats.
William Williamson's b. f. by Gohanna, dam by Sir Charles, 1 1
O. P. Hare's g. f. by Monsieur Tonson, dam the dam of Little
John, - - - - - - - 32
John Heth's f. by Sir Charles, dam by Whip, (dam of Collier,) 2 3
Time, Im. 56s.—2m. 2s.
Second day, Proprietor's purse, $300, two mile heats.
Wm. R. Johnson's b. h. Charles Kemble, five years old, by
Sir Archy, dam by Gallatin, llOlbs. _ . .
O. P. Hare's b. f. Mary Lea, four years old, by Timoleon,
971bs. - - - - - - .
R. Adams' b. c. Alp, four years old, by Jlockingham, dam by
Tom Tough, 971bs
Jas. S. Garrison's b. m. Polly Eubanks, five years old, by
Roanoke, dam by Constitution, 107lbs. - - -
Wm. H. Minge's g. h. Jesse, five years old, by Medley, dam
by Spring Hill,^1101bs. -----
John M. Botts' b. f Rosalie Somers, four years old, by Sir
Charles, dam by Virginian, 97lbs. ...
John Early's b. h. Adjutant, five years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, llOlbs. ------
Time, 3m. .53s.—3m. 563 3m. 50s.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $S00, four mile heats.
Wm. R. Johnson's g. m. Ironette, six years old, by Contention,
dam by Packenham, 115lbs. - - . -.11
Hector Davis' ch. m. Dolly Dixon, aged, by Sir Charles, dam
by Hornet, 12 libs. - - - - - . 22
Isham Pucket's ch. c. Damascus, four years old, by Washing-
ton, dam by Napoleon, lOOlbs. ... - (]jj,_
Time, 8m. 2s.—8m. 12s.
6
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Fourth day, a sweepstakes for three year olds, ^100 entrance, h. f.; mile
heats.
James S. Garrison's ch. f. by Timoleon, dam Pandora, by Na-
poleon, ------ - 11
W'm. Wickham's c. by Gohanna, dam by Sir Arcby, - 2 2
Edmund Christian's ch. c. by Tinioleon, dam by Thunderclap, 3 3
Richard Adams' f. by Washington, dam by Marske, - 4 dr.
Time, Im. 56s.—Im. 553.
Second race, a match, four mile heats.
William Williamson's b. h. Montabello, by Tariff, - 11
Hector Davis' Glenmore, by Riego, - - - 2 dr.
Time, 8m. 47s.
New Market, {Va.) Races.
Spring meeting 1835, commenced on Tuesday, May 5.
First day^^first race, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old,
mile heats, $300 entrance, $200 forfeit, nine subscribers, five started.
F. P. Corbin's b. f. by Sir Charles, dam Betsey Haxall, (the
damofStar,) - - - - - - 11
Jas. W. Winfree's ch. c. by Sir Charles, dam by Florizel, 3 2
Jno. Minge's ch. f. by Timoleon, dam Merino Ewe, - 2 3
John Heth's ch. f. by Sir Charles, dain by Whip, - 4 4
John White's (of N. C) f. Polly Cottle, by Marion, dam Sugar,
by Constitution, - .--- dist.
Time of each heat, Im. 553.
Second race—same day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years
old, $100 entrance, h. f ; fourteen subscribers, seven started.
Wm. M. West's br. f. by Monsieur Tonson, dam T. McGee's
Archy mare, - - - - - 11
P. B. Starke's g. c. by Medley,5dam Dugger'e Virginian mare, 2 2
A. J. Vaughan's br. f. by Leviathan, dam Crazy Jane, - 3 3
Thos. Doswell's b. f. by Gohanna, dam by Merryfield, (Betsey
Hare's dam,) - - - - - - 74
T. P. Hare's ch. f. by Timoleon, dam Mary Wasp, - 4 5
W. R. Johnson's ch. f. by Sir Charles, dam Betsey Robinson, 5 6
J. D. Macklin's b. f. by Roanoke, dam by Bedford, (Lancet's
dam.) - - -.- - - - 67
Time, Im. 51s.— Im. 53s.
Second day, Proprietor's purse ^300, two mile heats.
Otway P. Hare's ch. f. Nancy Blunt, four years old, by Sir
Archy, 971bs. ------ 1 1
E. Wall's b. c. by Monsieur Tonson, four years old, dam sister
of Tuckahoe, lOOlbs. 3 2
Wm. R. Johnson's gr. c. Dick Sampson, four years old, by
Medley, lOOlbs. - 2 3
P. B. Starke's ch. m. Eliza Drake, six years old, by Shawnee,
1151b.s. ------- 4 dr.
Time, 3m. 55s.—3m. 563. No contest.
Third day. Jockey Club purse, $700, four mile heats.
Wm. R. Johnson's gr.m. Ironette, six years old by Contention,
dam by Packenham, ----- 11
O. P. Hare's ch. c. Dick Beasley, by Marion, - - 3 2
P. B. Starke's br. m. Maid of Southampton, five years old, by
Monsieur Tonson, dam by Chance, - - " 2 Z
Time, 8m. 15s,— 8m. 13s.
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Fourth day, a sweepstakes for four year olds, two mile heats, ^500 en-
trance, $200 forfeit, four subscribers, two started.
W. R. Johnson's b. c. Mazcppa, by Hotspur, dam by Fran-
cisco, - - - - - - - 11
O. P. Hare's b. f. Virginia Carey, by Marion, dam by Shylock, 2 dr.
Time, upwards of 4m. and no contest.
Maryland Jockey Club Races.
Over the Central course, spring meeting, 1G35, commenced Tuesday,
May 19.
First day, a sweepstakes for the get of stallions, the colts or fillies to be
three years old this spring, mile heats, $200 entrance, h. f.; eight subscri-
bers, five paid forfeit, three started.
Thos. Snowden, Jr.'s (Dr. Stockett's,) bl. c. Cippus, by Indus-
try, dam by Mark Antony, 861bs. - - - - 11
John Minge's b. c. by Timoleon, dam by Whip, lOOlbs. 2 2
Jolm C. Craig's, (Mr. Selden's,) b. c John K. by Sir Charles,
dam by Sir Francis Burdet, 861bs. - - - 3 dis.
Time, Im. 54s.—Im. 54is.
Second day, Craig plate, value $500, two mile heats.
Wm. L. White's ch. c. Philip, four years old, by Janus, dam
by Trafalgar, lOOlbs. - - - - - 11
Jas. M. Selden's b. c. Mazeppa, four years old, by Hotspur,
dam by Francisco, lOOlbs. - - - - - 2 2
Wm. H. Minge's bl. c. Black Heath, four years old, by Sir
Archy, dam by Sir Hal, lOOlbs. - ... 3 dig.
Time, 3m. 50s—3m. 52s.
Third day, Proprietor's purse, $500, three mile heats.
Wm. R. Johnson's b. h. Charles Kemble, five years old, by Sir
Archy, dam by Gallatin, llOlbs. . - - - 11
Jas. S. Garrison's b. m. Sally Eubanks, five years old, by
Roanoke, dam by Constitution, lOTlbs. - - - 5 2
O. P. Hare's ch. c. Dick Beasley, four years old, by Marion,
dam by Virginian, lOOlbs. - - - - 4 3
Jno. M. Botts' b. f. Rosalie Somers, four years old, by Sir
Charles, dam by Virginian, 97]bs. - - - - 3 dr.
H. D. Chapin's ch. m. Maid of the Neck,* five years old, by
Maryland Eclipse, dam by Windflower, lOTlbs. - - 2 —
Time, 5m. 55s.—5m. 52s.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $1000, four mile heats.
Wm. R. Johnson's gr. m. Ironette, six years old, by Conten-
tion, dam by Packenham, 11 51bs. - - - - II
O. P. Hare's ch. f. Nancy Blunt, four years old, by Sir Archy,
dam by Alfred, 971bs. - - - - - 2 2
Philip Wallis' gr. m. Lady Archiana,f five years old, by Sir
Archy, dam Pandora II. by Silverheels, lOTlbs. - - dist.
Time, 7m. 59s.—8m. 8s.
*Came in second, but declared distanced in consequence of foul riding,
t It is due to the owner of Lady Archiana, to say, that her being dis-
tanced was owing to bad riding which made her run restive the second mile.
1
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Blooded dock, properly of B. Sker-
rod, Esq. near Courltand, Ala.
1. Jeanie Deans, fifteon years
old this spring, raised by Col. Al-
dridtrc of Viroiiiia, was got by Pow-
hatan, (lie by imp. Diomed,) her dam
Nancy Uaw.son, by Bonaparte, (he
by imp. llightlyer;) grandam by !Sil-
vereyc; g. g. dam by the Arabian
horse i)ey of Algiers.
2. Caledonia, ch. f. tliree years
old tliis spring, by imp. Leviathan,
out of Jeanie Deans.
3. Faro Bank, ch. f. four years
old this spring, by Sir Richard, (full
brother to Monsieur Tonson,) her
dam by Wilkes' Wonder; g. dam
by Grand Turk, (son of Barry's
Gray Medley;) g. g. dam by Doug-
las' Roan, (a son of Comans.) Now
in foal by John Lowry.
4. Ch. f. by imp. Leviathan, her
dam Misery, by Neal's Sir Archy;
g. dam Dial, by Ragland's Diomed;
g. g. dam Polly, by PolSo'?; g. g. g.
dam Harriet, by Shark, out of imp.
Kitty Fisher.
Collon Garden, Alab. March 30.
Blooded stock of Jeremiah Cobb,
Esq. of Southampton county, Va.
1. The celebrated running mare
Polly Cobbs, a well formed ch.
mare, fifteen hands high, foaled in
1821; got by the running horse old
Sir Hal—imp. old Bedford— imp. h.
old Diomed— Rosetta, by (Wilkins')
Centinel—Diana, by old Clodius
—
Sally Painter, by the imp. horse
(Evan's) Starling—imp. mare Silver.
Her produce:
1832, ch. f. Haidee, by the run-
ning horse Timoleon.
1833, missed to Sir Charles.
1834, ch. f. Zoe, by Sir Charles.
N. B. Put this spring to imported
Luzborough, but is not in foal.
All the above are for sale. Apply
to the compiler of the American
Race Turf Register, Sportsman's
Herald, and General Stud Book, free
70 V.6
from postage only, addressed to
Woodworlh's post office, Granville
county. North Carolina.
January 31, 1835.
Blooded slock, properly of Thomas
Martin, Esq. of Locust Grove,
Tennessee.
1. Pocahontas, ch. m. fifteen
years old, by Pacolet, slic was pur-
chased at the sale of tiie late Benj.
Phillips, of Davidson county Tenn.,
who bred her dam, a bay, by imp.
Ca}ur do Lion; g. dam a gray, by
Gray Medley; she was the dam of
Gray Archy. See A. T. R. vol. 1
,
p. 471, adding to the above the imp.
Mousetrap, out of the Dorch mare,
by old Celer; the Celermare was se-
lected by A. Dorch, Esq. of Nash
county. North Carolina, when in
Virginia, expressly for her blood; the
best information is received from
Mr. Duke W, Sumner, wlio knew
all of them—says she was a first
rate runner, never knew her to be
beaten; the first three mares were





2. ch. f. Lady Jane, by Sapping-
ton's Oscar.
3. ch. f. by the imp. Bagdad, dead.
4. ch. f. Maria, by imp. Bagdad.
5. A colt by old Timoleon, he is
six years old this spring, five feet
three inches, without shoes, and as
for feet he is surpassed by none ever
raised in this country—much like
the old horse.
6. ch. f. by Sir Andrew, the best
son of Bagdad, properly of Mr.
Thomas Foxall.
7. ch. f. by Sir Andrew, property
of Maj.Dare.
8. ch. by Crusader, dead.
9. b. c. by Saxe Weimar, fine-
now in foal to Saxe Weimar.
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Produce of Lady Jane.
1. Cli. c. by Sir Andrew, tlio pro-
perty of Dr. John Irvin Nash.
2. Cii. f. by Saxe Weimar, fine.
Missed to Sir Richard.
Maria, by Bagdad, in foal to Ti-
moleon, Jr.
Pedigree of Multijlora.
The pedigree of the justly cele-
brated race mare Multitlora, by Kos-
ciusko, asked for by J. Scott, of
Kentucky, from the best information
is as follows: Her dam by Rosci-
crucian; grandam by Young Bed-
ford; g. g. by Arion; g. g. g. dam
by Brilhant.
Roscicrucian, by imp. Dragon, out
of imp. mare Anvilina.
Young Bedford, by imp. Bedford,
out of the Arion mare above. For
Arion's pedigree see vol. 2, p. 355,
Turf Register,— his stock were re-
markable for game. For Brilliant's
pedigree see 6th vol. Turf Register,
page 158.
Muliiflora was never beaten in
South Carolina but twice, once by
Crusader, and once by Wehawk,
both races of two mile heats. She
won the four mile day in Charleston,
two meetings in succession, and the
third day at Columbia, beating the
two very fine mares, Polly Hopkins
and Phenomena, besides other races
in Newbury, Pendleton, and Green-
ville.
Her dam, with a chestnut colt by
Crusader at iier side, and her full
sister, were bought and carried to
Kentucky by Mr. .John Atchison.
Ciiina Eyed Girl, by Bedford,
noticed in a late number of the T.
R. (the dam of B. F. Taylor's b. m.
Lady of the Lake, by Kosciusko,)
out of Melissant, by Arion; g. dam
by imp. Obscurity; g. g. dnm by imp.
Valiant; g. g. g. d;un by imp. Fear-
nought.
Ciiina Eyed Girl ran several races,
only two of whicli the writer recol-
lects, both of three mile heats, in
which she ran second to Financier,
by imp. Buzzard, out of Dorocles.
Rob Roy, whose get have ap-
peared on the turf in South Carolina
and Georgia, was bred by R. Single-
ton, and was got by Sir Archy, out
of imp. m. Pysche. He is a gray.
Duck Filly, (sometimes called
Maria,) also bred by R. S. was got
by Virginius, her dam Sally, by imp.
Buzzard; grandam Roxana, (Gen.
McPherson bred her,) Roxana, was
also the grandam of the famed Clara
Fisher, Kosciusko's best daughter.
Duck Filly, five years old, now
the property of Mr. John Huger.
She was a capital racer. She won
at three years old, two three miles
and two four mile races, at Camden,
Stateburg, Augusta, and Charleston,
beating among others the dam of
Pilot, Wehawk, Shawnee, Corvisart,
and Muckle John. She is the same
mentioned in racing memoranda, as
having won the three in five races
at Charleston, against Tyro and
others. T.
Slud of Wm. B. Drake, Big Creek,
Shelby county, Term.
Planet, ch. f. foaled 1826, by
Pacolet, (son of imported Citizen.)
Planet died July, 1833.
Her produce:
1. Harriet Drake, br. f. (formerly
Clara Fisher,) by Stockholder, (son
of Sir Archy,) owned by Dr. James
Hoggatt, and .Tohn H. Clopton.
2. Tigranes, ch. c. foaled 1031,
by Arab, (son of Sir Arcliy,) sold to
Benj. Clopton.
Belle Creole, ch. f. foaled 1328,
by imported Bagdad Arabian. Died
May, 1834.
Her produce:
1. A ch. c. foaled 1833, by San-
der's Partnership. Died January,
1834,
2. A b. f. foaled 1834, by Peace's
Boaster. Died March, 1835.
Pet Rabbit, ch. f. by Top, (af-
terwards castrated,) son of Top
Gallant, sire of Madam Tonson,)
—
Gray Goose, by Napoleon, (son of
Gallatin, of Georgia)—Young Phoe-
nix, (Top's dam,) by New Market,
(son of Fearnought)— Phtsnix, (sis-
ter to Skyscraper,) by Barry's Gray
Medley, out of Polly Medley.
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Her produce:
1. Liicullus, c. foaled 1J).j3, hy
Henry Tonson, (br. to Monsieur
Tonson;) for sale, (if applied for
soon,) at $300, not half Iiis intrinsic
value.
Missed last sprinj^ to Melle Mellc,
and with Iiim again this spring".
I will thank any person to furnish
the pedigree of Napoleon.
Wm. }]. Drake.
Gray Diomed, g foaled 1802,
bred by Daniel Ba lale, of Todd
county, Kentucky rmerly of Vir-
"•inia; by importe' Jiomed—Flag of
Truce—Goodc'' trimmer—import-
ed Mare, (ou ;d by Dr. Cabell of
Virginia, w' ose pedigree I never
obtained.
The aboi j furnished by the breed-
er, Daniel Barksdale.
Bloodel ?ck,the propexty of E. A.
D'Araj.
L TE Nettletop, ch. m. bred
by / 'lony Taylor, Sen'r of Penn.
twe J years old, got by the gray
hor.- General Jackson, (also bred
by . Taylor,) by Gray Eagle, he
b" essenger, General Jackson's
(^old Matilda was purchased by
» . Taylor oi Bela Badger, Esq.
at he same time with the old Net-
tl nmare. Lame Nettletop's dam,
C ig Nettletop, also the dam of
< . Dido, and Marksman,) was
by .'u' Juroc, out of old Nettletop,
ip by Barrister.
. Badger will please give the




1834, b. f. Riseable, (bred by me,)
by Lance.
Nathaniel S. Wikoff,
Monmouth Co. Jf. J.
Feb. 5, 1835.
Roulette, b. m. (bred by me,)
eleven years old, by Ogle's Oscar,
dam (Lady Rock, alias Lady Duroc,)
was bred by Mr. Daniel Holmes, of
the township of Middleton. I sold
her for !]Si40n, to Mr. John Living-
ston of New York.—$1000 was of-
fered and refused for her when in
foal by Eclipse, (which foal, how-
ever, she lost, when a few months
old;) g.dam a full sister to Boxer,
and was tiio dam of tiie celebrated
four mile horse Count Piper, who
beat Janctte, the full sister of Col.
Johnson's Sir Charles, four mile
heats, on Long Island, and American
Boy, a first rate winner of three
mile heats, by imp. Expedition; g. g.
dam the famous Royalist mare, bred
by my father-in-law, the late Col.
Elias Conover, of Monmouth Co.
by imp. Royalist—for sale. In foal
tu Barrister, see Barrister's dam.
Roulette received her name from
a singular rolling fall she had in my
barn-yard, when coming two years
old. In this fall one hinder leg was
much injured, and about the time it
got well, a rino;bone began to ap-
pear on the other hinder foot, which
had been strained by too much
weight for several weeks during her
recovery.
Blaze, b. h. (bred by me,) five
years old, by Henry, out of Roulette.
Nathaniel S. Wikoff.
Feb. 5, 1835.
Puritan, b. h. (bred by me,) five
years old, by Henry, dam Duretta,
by Marshal Duroc; g. dam Royalist
mare. (See Barrister's dam.)
Nathaniel S. Wikoff.
Sylph, ch. f. (bred by me,) two




I certify that the b. h. Barrister,
was bred by me, sixteen hands high,
seven years old, got by John
Richards, (by Sir Archy,) his dam
the noted Royalist mare, (bred by
my father-in-law,) the late Col.
Elias Conover, of Monmouth Co.
N.J. got by imp. Royalist, (she was
also the dam of that celebrated race
horse Boxer, and grandam of the
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celebrated race horses Count Piper,
Americiin Boy, Lady Duroc, and
others; but was never trained;) g.
dam by imp. Mafrnetic Needle; g. g.
dam by imp. Bajazette; g. g. g. dam
Selima, by imp. Sclim; g. g. g. g.
dam the Pacolet mare, imp. by Mr.
llehziemer, of I'liiUulelphia, by
Pacolet, he by Blank, out of White-
neck, bred by llie Dukeof Ancaster.
Nathamei, S. Wikoff.
J\Ionmoulh, JV. J. Feb. 5, 1S35.
N. B. Taking into consideration
size, color, formation, and blood, I
think Barrister is superior to any
liorse I ever saw.
E. A. D'ARcr.
Slud of A. Wliernj.
Ariadne, b. m. by Sir Alfred,
her dam by imp. Diomed; g. dam by
Randolph's Gmicrack; g. g. dam
by old Flag of Truce; g. g. g. dam
Squaw, by Scotf; g. g. g. g. dam
Butterfly, by imp. Silvereye; g. g.
g. g. g. dam by imp. Olheilo; g. g.
g. g. g. g. dam by imp. Juniper, g.
?: g- S- S- g- g- ilam liy i"'P- Clul-
ders; g. g. g. g, g. g. g. g. dam by
imp. Dabster, thoroughbred mare.
Her produce:
1834, ch. f. by White's Caroli-
nian. Ariadne died in September,
stinted to Luzborough.
Ella, b. m. foaled 1S30, fifteen
hands two or three inches high, by
Mason's Ratler, her dam Angelina,
by Bell's imp. horse Eagle; g. dam
by imp. Diomed; g. g. dam by Bel-
lair; g. g. g. dam by Lindsay's Ara-
bian; g. g. g. g. dam was Young
Kitty Fisiier, by the imp. horse Vam-
pire, out of Carter Bu.xton's imp.
mare Kitty Fisher.
She is with the imp. h. Tranby.
Rebecca, a dark br. m. without
white, foaled spring, 1824, fifteen
hands one or two inches high, by
Holliman's horse Buzzard, her dam
by Nimble; g. dam by Ranger; g.
g. dam waa Dr. Dixon's Black
Ghost; she by imp. Oscar; Pill Box,
by imp. Pantaloon; Melpomene, by
Morton's Traveller; Virginia, by
Mark Antony; Polly Byrd, by Aris-
totle; Young Bonny Lass, by Jolly
Roger, out of the imp. mare Bonny
Lass, by Bay Bolton, in England,
Her produce:
1835, b. c. by Timoleon, quite
large, and as fine a colt as man ever
saw.
She is also with Tranby.
Any part or the whole of the
above stock is tor sale—the sub-
scriber's address, Petersburg, Va.
A. WuERUY.
Buzzard, the sire of Rebecda,
was by the imp. horse Buzzard, out
of Mead's Oracle. For Oracle, see
Turf Register.
(Copy.)
I hereby certify that Nimble, a
stallion raised by me, was gotten by
Restless,* imp. from England by
Mr. Walke, of Princess Ann connty.
I also certify that agreeably to a
certificate given by Wm. Kirby, of
whom I purchased the dam of Nim-
ble, that she was gotten by the cele-
brated horse old VVildair, her dam
by Black-and-all-Black; her g. dam
by old Fearnought, out of a well-
bred mare, the property of a genUe-
nian in Dinwiddle county.
Given under my hand this i2t!'
day of October, 1833. .
(Signed,) Jjso. R. Todd,
Of Pelersville, Me of Wight co. Fa.
Ranger, the full brother of Ter-
magant, was got by Dare Devil, hlf
dam by Pantaloon; g. dam by Aris^,
totle; g. g. dam by old Fearnought;
g. g. g. dam by Sober Joiin; g. ^.g.
g. dam was the late Col. John Bay-
lor's old imp. mare Jenny Dismal.
Extracted from the stud book of
the lute Col. Benjamin Harrison, of
Brandon. A. Whebry.
* Restless in the Turf Register,
is said to have been imp. by Mr.
Lightfoot, which is probably correct,
and sold to Mr. Walke.
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Mr. Editor: Lowndesboro', June i, ISS5.
Your April number of the Register calls for the pedigree of the
Duck Filly—she belongs to me, and I shall be happy to see her
pedigree and performances placed on a safer record than the letter
from which I now copy it.
Pedigree AND Performances.
I do certify, that the bay mare Maria or Duck Filly, sold by me to
the late John C. McRae, of Camden, was bred by me and got by Vir-
giniusj her dam, Roxana, by the imported horse Marplot, was bred by
71 V.6
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Gen. John McPherson, of whom I purchased her, and was out of one
of his best mares, and I thhik, by the imported FUmnap, and was a
great favourite of his. She was a good racer.
1303, She won the first silver cup ever run for in this state, (South
Carohna.)
And in 1S04 or 5, ran second to Gallatin in the handicap race at
Charleston, beating Ariadne and several other celebrated racers.
The aliove bay mare Maria, or Duck Filly, was foaled in 1819.
Given under my hand this 9th day of February, 1835.
Signed, Richard Singleton.
Perforjiances.—At three years old, she won a sweepstake at
Clarendon, mile heats, beating three others.
The first day's purse at Statesburgh, three mile heats, at three heats,
beating Col. Richardson's horse Corvissart, and Mr. Spann's fdly,
Virginia.
The first day's purse at Camden, tliree mile heats, two weeks after.
And the first day's purse at Charleston, four mile heats, beating
Corvissart again, and Mr. Wirt's celebrated horse Shawnee.
At four years old she trained unkindly, and if run Avas beaten.
At five years of age, she won the first day's purse at Cherokee
Ponds, four mile heats, beating Col. Wynn's Vanity and Muckle
John, sire of Muckle John, Jr.
Tiie winter following she Avas beaten at Augusta, four mile heats.
And at Charleston, she won a sweepstakes, mile heats, three best
in five, at seven heats, the four first heats she lost, and won the three
last. Richard Singleton.
Her Produce in my Possession.
A chestnut filly, Maid of Perth, now six years old, by Crusader.
A chestnut colt, foaled in the spring of 1833, by Col. Singleton's
Godolpliin.
A bay colt, foaled the spring of 1835, by Godolphin, (since dead.)
Now stinted to Argyle.
Produce of Maid of Perth.
A chestnut filly, foaled the spring of 1834, by Godolphin.
A colt this spring by Godolphin.
And stinted to Godolphin again.
I, among the many persons who are interested in the pedigrees of
Col. Singleton's horses, would be very much pleased to see the ful-
filment of his promise, to send them to you for publication.
With great respect,
I remain your obd't serv't,
John M. IIuger.
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» MERCURY BY VIRGINIAN.
Mr-Rditou: WltskinLctnn Chtj, June 5, 1835.
Happening to have before me a memoir ol" the renowned Mercury,
—a horse worthy of his Mood,—(the best son of Virginian,—scarce
inferior to any other son of Sir Archy,
—
out of the dam of Sir
Charles,)—which I do not recollect to have seen in your Register, I
will furnish for it a brief abstract.
Mercury was foaled in 1823. He was run at all the principal race
courses in Alabama and Tennessee, with unparalleled success, having
been beaten but once, when it was evident he had been physiced for
the occasion, when Proserpine, by Oscar, was the winner;—for the
Jockey Club purse, 3 m. heats, at Nashville, Tennessee, in the fall of
182G. The Monday following this discomfiture, he won a match,
against Col. Smith's Andrew Jackson, regarded as the fleetest horse in
the West, two miles out, for 500 dollars a side, which he won by
more than 100 yards. The preceding spring he had beat Mr. James
Jackson's Marshal Ney by Pacolet, a match, for $1,000 a side, 3 m.
heats, beating him in the second heat upwards of 400 yards.
The same fall he won the J. C. Purse, 3 m. heats, at Florence, also
at Tuscumbia.
In the spring of 1827 he won the J. C. Purse, 4 m. heats, on the
New Orleans course, which is a full mile, beating the famed Pacific,
own brother to Bertrand, and Bertrand's only conqueror, Fairfield, by
—at least four seconds quicker than the exploit of Henry and Eclipse,
Virginius, in the unjMrallcIed timefor tiuo heats of 7m. 40s. and 7m. 42s.
and that without the touch of the spur or a flourish of the whip. On the
same course the following year, in the J. C. race, he distanced Nancy
Abner, by Sir Archy, a nag of some celebrity. To supply the want
of a stallion of his promise, he was removed from the turf, and it
became a matter of sincere regret, . that, like his sire, a premature
death should cut off his career of usefulness. He died, July, 1832.
Hard Heart, the invincible Mississippi gelding, the hero of a score of
fields, Madge Wildfire, Little Red, and others, attest his loss. Had
his harem been in Virginia, he would doubtless have been another
Sir Archy. A Subscriber.
MORE OF WILD MEDLEY.
Mr. Editor: Hillshoro\ JST. C. June 5, 1835.
Your June No. is now before me. In it there is a notice of Wild
Medley, and also an observation of D's communication on the same
subject; all stated by your Yorkville correspondent is correct as to
the belief there, D. means to say, not that Wild Medley is Omega,
—
this last was named in reference to the time when Medley died—to
answer an inquiry of one of your correspondents, merely stating that
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Omega ran at Halifax, N. C. in the fall of 179S, entered by Mr. J.
Wilkinson, in whose possession Medley died—this may serve to fix
the age of his youngest coifs; Mr. Wilkinson must have known the
age of Omega, and I cannot mistake the year, as all who know me
are well assured I shall never forget '98.
Nor do I say he is the Wild Medley that once stood in Halifax,
but that his size and appearance, the form, colour and character of his
colts, induced me to believe him the same; but I did not see him
until a gentleman, a stranger and traveller, who had no interest, there-
fore no inducement, stated to Dr. Hall that he knew Wild Medley well,
saw him run many years before, that he was thorough-bred, but much
older than he passed for in South Carolina. Mendoza, if at all in the
pedigree of Wild iledley, was by Boxer's dam Nancy, Dawson, (Isa-
bella's dam,) sold to J. Alexander for $1200. See vol. 52, T. R. page
305. Boxer by Medley, his dam by Baylor's old Fearnought, grandam
by Sally Roger, out of a thorough-bred imported mare. T. R. vol.
2, page 623. This makes him the great grandson of Medley. I
saw him under the impression that he was a counterfeit, his name,
colour, size and form induced me to think I saw an old acquaintance
and his colts confirmed the delusion, if it was one; and yet I may
have been mistaken,—but on this all agree, his stock is truly good.
Information is requested as to Sir Hancock; he was bred here. Im-
mediately on reading the piece, I applied to a gentleman of this
place who knew him well. He gives me the following information.
and may be relied on.
Pie was bred by Samuel Hancock of Hillsboro', N. C. got by North
Carolinian, dam by Horner's Dungannon, he by Vaughan's Dungannon,
and he by Old Medley.
North Carolinian, by Virginian, dam by Dion, grandam by
Clown, great grandam by Figure. The dam of Hancock is now
here, a coarse, bay mare, short legged, square and strong, and breeds
well for a mare of her appearance.
Sir Hancock himself ran here—the property of Mr. Phillips—in
several races, though not a winner; but afterwards won a race in the
possession of Mr. Garrison. He was regarded here as a horse of fine
constitution, but deficient in speed, and ran in the name of Turner &
Phillips.
After these explanations, permit me to assure you that I am
Truly yours,- D.
Note.—What Mr. Edgar viay Inlend to publish as the pedigree of
Mendoza, I cannot say, but Taylor's Mendoza was a popular stallion
in that day, and the colour and name of Wild Medley would induce
me to believe he was the horse named in the advertisement alluded
to by your correspondent.
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MODERN MAIL COACHES AND HORSES.
(Continuod from page 4!J7-)
Any one that has looked into books will very readily account for the
lateral motion, or rocking, as it is termed, of a coach, being greatest
at the greatest distance from the horses—(as the tail of a paper kite
is in motion whilst the body remains at rest)—and more especially
when laden as this coach was—the greater part of the weight being
forward. The situation of our friend then was once more deplora-
ble. The Regulator takes but twenty-three minutes for these cele-
brated five miles, which cannot be done without 'springing the cattle'
now and then; and it was in one of the very best of their gallops of
that day, that they were met by the coachman of the Comet, who
was returning in his up coach. When coming out of rival yards,
coachmen never fail to cast an eye to the loading of their opponents
on the road, and noio that of the natty artist of the Comet experienced
a high treat. He had a full view of his quondam passenger, and thus
described his situation. He was seated with his back to the horses
—
his arms extended to each extremity of tlie guard-irons—his teeth
set grim as death—his eyes cast down towards the ground, thinking
the less he saw of his danger the better. There was what is called a
top-heavy load—perhaps a ton of luggage on the roof, and, it may be,
not quite in obedience to the act of parliament standard. There were
also two horses at wheel whose strides were of rather unequal length,
and this operated powerfully on the coach, hi short, the lurches of
the Regidator were awful at the moment of the Comet passing her.
A tyro in mechanics would have exclaimed, 'the centre of gravity




The centre of gravity having been preserved, the coach arrives safe
at Hertford bridge—but the old gentleman has again had enough of
it. 'I will walk into Devonshire,' said he, as he descended from his
perilous exaltation. 'What did that rascally waiter mean by telling
me it was a slow coach.'' and, moreover, look at the luggage on the
roof.' 'Only regulation height,' says the coachman; 'we arn't allowed
to have it an inch higher:—sorry we can't please you, sir, but we
will try and make room fo"r you in front.' '•Fronti nulla fides,' mut-
ters the worthy to himself, as he walks tremblingly into the house
adding, 'I shall not give this fellow a shilling
—
he is dangerous.''
The Regulator being off, the waiter is again applied to.—'What do
you charge per mile postage?' 'One and six-pence, sir.' 'Bless me!
just double! Let me see,—two hundred miles, at two shilling per
mile, postboys, turnpikes, &c. £20. This will never do. Have you
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no coach that does not carry luggage on the top?' 'Oh yes, sir,' re-
plies the waiter, 'we shall have one to-night, that is not allowed to
carry a band-box on the roof.' 'That's the coach for me, pray what
do you call it?' 'The Quicksilver mail, sir; one of the best out of
London—Jack White and Tom Brown, pick'd coachmen, over this
ground—Jack White down to-night.' 'Guarded and lighted?' 'Both,
sir; blunderbuss and pistols in the sword case; a lamp each side of
the coach, and one under the footboard—see to pick up a pin the
darkest night of the year.' 'Very fast?' 'Oh no, sir, just keeps time;
and that's all.' 'Tliat's the coach for me, then,' repeats our hero;
'and I am sure I shall feel at my ease in it. I suppose it is what used
to be called the old Mercury.'
Unfortunately, the Devonport, (commonly called the Quicksilver,)
mail is half a mile in the hour faster than most in England, and is,
indeed, one of the miracles of the road. Let us, then, picture to our-
selves our anti-reformer snugly seated in this mail, on a pitch-dark
night in November. It is true, she has no luggage on the roof, nor
much to incommode her elsewhere, but she is a mile in the hour
faster than the Comet, at least three miles quicker than the Regulator;
and she performs more than half her journey by lamplight. It is
needless to say, then, our senior soon finds out his mistake, but there
is no remedy at hand, for it is the dead of the night, and all the inns
are shut up. He must proceed, or be left behind in a stable. The
climax of his misfortunes then approaches. Nature being exhausted,
sleep comes to his aid, and he awakes on a stage which is called the fastest
on thejourney; it is four miles of ground, and twelve minutes is the time!
The old gentleman starts from his seat, having dreamed the horses
were running away with the coach, and so, no doubt, they might be.
He is, however, determined to convince himself of the fact, though
the passengers assure him 'all's right.' 'Don't put your head out of
the window,' says one of them, 'you will lose your hat to a certainty;'
but advice is seldom listened to by a terrified man, and next moment
a stentorian voice is heard, crying,—'Stop, coachman, stop—I have
lost my hat and wig!'—The coachman hears him not—and in another
second the broad wheels of a down waggon have forever demolished
the lost head gear. But here we must leave our adventurous Gilpin
of 1742. We have taken a great liberty with him, it is true, but we
are not without our precedent. One of the best chapters in Livy
contains the history of 'an event which never took place.' In tlie full
charm of his imagination, the liistorian brings Alexander into Italy,
where he never was in his life, and displays him in his brightest
colors. We father our sins, then, upon the Patavinian,
But we will now adhere to sober prose, and the changes of our
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own time. Tliirty years ago, the Holyhead mail left London, via
Oxford, at eight o'clock at night, and arrived in Shrewsbury between
ten and eleven the following night, being twenty-.sevcn hours to one
hundred and sixty-two miles. This distance is now done, witliout
the least dilliculty, in sixteen hours and a quarter; and the Holylicad
mail is actually at Bangor Ferry, eighty-three miles farther, in the
same time it used to take in reacliing the post ofTice at Shrewsbury.
We fancy we now see it, as it was when we travelled on it in our
schoolboy time, over the Wolverhampton and Shifihal stage—in those
days loose xmcovered sand in part—with Charles Peters or old Ebden
quitting his seat as guard, and coming to the assistance of the coach-
man, who had flogged his horses till he could flog them no longer.
We thiiik we see them crawling up the hill in Shrewsbury town
—whip, whip, whip—and an hour behind their time 'by Shrewsbury
clock'—the betting not ten to one that she had not been overturned
on the road! It is now a treat to see her approach the town, if not
before, never after her minute. A young man of the name of Taylor,
a spirited proprietor, horses her through Shrewsbury, from Hay-Gate
to Nesclift", in a manner that deserves to be spoken of. The stages
are ten and eight, and for these he has a team of bays, a team of grays,
and two teams of chestnuts, that can show with England. Let us
look to another coach out of this town at the period we have been
speaking ofl"—'the Shrewsbury and Chester Highflyer!'' This coach
started from Shrewsbury at eight o'clock in the morning, and arrived
at Chester about the same time in the evening—distance forty miles.
This was always a good hard road for wheels, and rather favorable
for draught—and how then could all these hours be accounted for.^
Why, if a 'commercial gentleman' had a little business at Ellesmere,
there was plenty of time for that. If a ^real gentleman,'' wanted to
pay a morning visit on the road, there could be no objection to that.
In the pork-pie season, half an hour was generally consumed in con-
suming one of them, for Mr. Williams, the coachman, was a wonder-
ful favorite with the farmers' wives and daughters all along the road.
The coach dined at Wrexham—for coaches lived well in those days;
they now live upon air;—and Wrexham church was to be seen—
a
fine specimen of the florid gothic, and one of the wonders of Wales.
Then Wrexham was also famous for ale—no public breweries in
those days in Wales—and, above all, the inn belonged to Sir AVatkin!
About two hours were allowed for dinner; but 'Billy Williams'—one
of the best tempered fellows on earth, as honest as Aristides, and at
this moment upon the same ground—was never particular to half an
hour or so: 'The coach is ready, gentlemen,' he would say, 'but don't
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let me disturb you, if you wish for another bottle.' A coach now
runs over this ground a trifle under four hoicrsH
The Brighton road may be said to be covered with coaches, no less
than twenty-five running upon it in the summer. The fastest is the
Red Rover, which performs the journey under five hours. That
called the Age, when driven and horsed by the late Mr. Stevenson was
an object of such admiration at Brighton, that a crowd was every day
collected to see it start. Mr. Stevenson was a graduate of Cam-
bridge, but his passion for the bench got the better of all other ambi-
tions, and he became a coachman by profession;—and it is only
justice to his memory to admit that, though cut off in the flower of
his youth, he had arrived at perfection in his art. His education and
early habits had not, however, been lost upon him; his demeanor was
always that of a gentleman; and it may be fairly said of him, that he
introduced the phenomenon of refinement into a stage coach. At a
certain change of horses on the road, a silver sandwich-box was
handed to his passengers by his servant, accompanied by the ofier of
a"glass of sherry to such as were so inclined. Well-born coachmen
prevail on this road. A gentleman connected with the first families
in Wales, and whose father long represented his native county in
Parliament, horsed and drove one side of the ground with Mr. Steven-
son; and Mr. Charles Jones, brother to Sir Thomas Tyrwit Jones, has
now a coach on it called the Pearl, which he both horses and drives
himself. The Bognor coach, horsed by the Messrs. Walkers of
Mitchel Grove, and chiven in the first style by Mr. John Walker, must
also be fresh in the recollection of many of our readers.
But to return to fast work: the Edinburg mail runs the distance, four
hundred miles in forty hours, and we may set our watches by it at any
point of her journey. Stoppages included, this approaches eleven miles
in the hour, and much the greater part of it by lamplight. The Exeter
day coach, the Herald, from the Saracen's Head, Snow Hill, runs over
her ground, one hundred and seventy-three miles* in twenty hours
—
admirable performance, considering the natural unevenness of the
country through which it has to pass. The Devonport mail does her
work in first-rate style, two hundred and twenty-seven miles in
twenty-two hours. In short, from London to Cheltenham, Glouces-
ter, Worcester, Birmingham, Norwich, or any other place, whose
distance does not much exceed one hundred miles, is now little more
* From Calais to Paris is the same distance; the diligence takes at least
forty-eight hours in summer, and from fifty to sixty in the winter. The
Exeter mail is allowed eighteen hours from London to Exeter, the Paris
mail from twenty-eight to thirty hours from Calais to Paris, and this is
reckoned quick work.
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than a pleasant morning drive. We say pleasant, for this extraordinary
speed is not attained, generally speaking, by putting animals to any
thing like cruel exertion. A fast coach has nearly a horse to every
mile of ground it runs—reckoning one way, or 'one side of the
ground.'* Proprietors of coaches have at length found out—though
they were a long time before they did discover it—that the hay and
corn market is not so expensive as the horse market. They have,
therefore, one horse in four always at rest; or, in other words, each
horse lies still on the fourth day, thus having the advantage of man.
For example, if ever we turn coach proprietors, or 'get into harness,'
as the proper term is—which, as we have become fox-hunters, is by
no means impossible—we shall keep ten horses for every ten miles'
stage we engage to cover. In this case, eight horses only will be at
work, four up and four down. If the stage be under seven miles,
nine horses may do the work; but no horse in a fast coach can con-
tinue to run every day, the excitement of high keep and profuse
sweating producing disease. In practice, perhaps no animal toiling
for man, solely for his profit,, leads so easy and so comfortable a life
as the English coach horse. He is sumptuously fed, kindly treated,
and if he do suffer a little in his work, he has twenty-three hours in
the twenty-four of luxurious ease. He is now almost a stranger to
the lash, nor do we ever see him with a broken skin; but we often
see him kick up his heels when taken from his coach, after having
performed his stage of ten miles in five minutes under the hour. So
much for condition.
No horse lives so high as a coach horse. In the language of the
road, his stomach is the measure of his corn;—he is fed ad libitum.
The effect of this is visible in two ways—first, it is surprising to see
how soon horses gather flesh in this severe work—for there is none
more severe whilst it lasts; and, secondly, proprietors find that good
flesh is no obstacle to their speed, but, on the contrary, operates to
their advantage. Horses draw by their weight, and not by the force
of their muscles, which merely assist the application of that weight:
the heavier a horse is then, the more powerful is he in his harness;
in short, it is the weight of the animal which produces the draught,
and the play and force of his muscles serve to continue it. Light
horses, therefore, how good soever their action, ought not to be put to
draw a heavy load, as muscular force cannot act against it for any
length of time.
i The average price of horses for fast coaches may be about £23.
* For example, from London to Shrewsbury is one hundred and fifty-
eight miles, and the number of horses kept for the Wonder coach is one
hundred and fifty.
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Fancy teams, and those working out of London, may be rated consi-
derably higher tlian tliis; but taking a hundred miles of ground, tcell
liorsed, this is about the mark. The average period of each horse's
service does not exceed four years in a fast coach—perhaps scarcely
so much. In a slow one we may allow seven; but in both cases we
are alluding to horses put to the work at five or six years old. Con-,
siderable judgment is necessary to the election of horses for fast
work in harness; for if they have Hot action which Avill command the
pace they are timed at, they soon destroy themselves. For a wheel
horse he should have sound fore legs, or he cannot be depended upon
down hill. Good hind legs and well-spread guskins are also essen-
tial points in a coach-horse—the weight or force applied proceeding
from the fulcrum formed by the hinder feet. The price we have
named as the average one for such animals may appear a very low
one: but we must remember that to be a hunter, a horse must have
length of shoulder, length of frame, well placed hinder legs, and a
well-bitted mouth—Avhereas, without any of these qualities he may
make an excellent coach horse—and hence the value of the coach
market to our breeders. Blemished horses also find their way into
coaches, as do those whose tempers are bad; neither is a blind horse,
with good courage, altogether objectionable now the roads are so
level.
It may not be uninteresting to the uniniated to learn how a coach
is toorked. We will then assume that A. B. C. and D. enter into a
contract to horse a. coach eighty miles—each proprietor having twenty
miles; in which case, he is said to cover hath sides of the ground^ or
to and fro. At the expiration of twenty-eight days, the lunar month,
a settlement takes place, and if the gross earnings of the coach should
be lOZ. per mile, there Avill be 8007. to divide between the four pro-
prietors, after the following charges have been deducted, viz: tolls,
duty to government, mileage, (or hire of the coach, to the coach-
maker,) two coachmen's wages, porter's wages, rent or charge of book-
ing-ofTices at each end, and washing the coaches. These charges
may amount to 150Z., which leaves 650Z, to keep eighty horses and
pay the horse-keepers, for a period twenty-eight days; or nearly 160Z.
to each proprietor for the expenses of his twenty horses, being 2Z.
per week, per horse. Thus it appears, that a fast coach, properly i
appointed, cannot pay unless its gross receipts amount to 10/. per
double mile; and that, even then, the Iwrserh profits depend on the >
luck he has witli his stock.
In the present age, the art of mechanism is eminently reduced toi
the practical purpose of life, and the modern form of the stage-coach I
seems to have arrived at perfection. It combines prodigious strength I
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with almost incredible lightness, not weighing more than about eigh-
teen hundred weight; and being kept so much nearer the ground than
formerly, is of course considerably safer. Accidents, no doubt, occur,
and a great many more than meet the public eye; but how should
this be otherwise, when we take into account the immense number of
coaches on the road, a great portion of which travel through the
night, and have all the varieties of our climate to contend with? No
one will assert that the proprietors guard against accidents to the
utmost of their power—but the great competition they have to
encounter is a strong stimulant to their exertions on this score.
Indeed, in some respects, the increase of pace has become the travel-
ler's security.* Coaches and harness must be of the best quality;
horses must be fresh and sound, and coachmen of science and respec-
tability can only be employed. In fact, to the increased pace of their
coaches is the improvement in these men's moral character to be attri-
buted. They have not time now for drinking, and they come in col-
lision with a class of persons superior to those who formerly were
stage-coach passengers, by whose example it has been impossible for
them not to profit in all respects. A coachman drunk on his box is
now a rarity. A coachman, qullc soler, was even within our memory
still more so. But let us press this question a little further: do the
proprietors guard against accidents to Ihe.verij extent of their aUlity?
We fear, not: too many of them, to touch only one point, allow their
coachmen to omit the use of the hand or end-buckle to their reins,
which, to our own knowledge, has lately been productive of innume-
rable accidents. This is new^ and it is a mere piece of affectation,
and should be put a stop to; for surely, if a coachman fancies he has
not time to 'pin his ribbons' before mounting the box, he can do so
after having proceeded a short distance on his stage; and he cannot
say he has not time to unbuckle them before he come to the end of
it. It is evident, that with reins unbuckled at the ends, should either
of them drop out of his hand, all command over his team is gone.
Moreover, in the hands of the best coachman, a wheel-horse will now
and then drop, and should he not, fortunately in this case, le dragged
on the ground so as to stop the coach, up he jumps, and expecting the
whip, rushes forward with his head loose, his rein having been drawn
through the coachman's hand. Had it been buckled at the end, such
an occurrence could not have happened; and if, after our warning,
damages are sought for on this score, coach proprietors may depend
on it they must be prepared to smart.
* To give one instance—the Worcester mail was one of the slowest on
the road and the oftenest overturned. She is now fast, and reckoned one
of the safest in England.
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That, in fact, nineteen accidents in twenty are the eflect of want of
proper precautions, cannot be denied.—Coachmen, it is true, are not
theoretical philosophers, but experience teaches them, that if they
drive fast round corners, the centre of gravity must be more or less
disturbed by thus diverging from the right line; and if lost, over sJie
goes; yet a great number of the overturns that occur happen exactly
in this way. Why then are not coachmen strictly enjoined by their
employers to avoid so gross an error? But it is in the act of descend-
ing hills that the majority of catastrophes take place; and the coach-
man needs not book learning to enlighten him as to the toherefore.
Let him only throw up a stone and watch its descent. If it falls six-
teen feet in the first second, it will fall three times that distance in
the next, and so on. Thus it is with his coach; the continued impulse
it acquires in descending a hill, presses upon the wheel-horses, until
at last it exceeds their powers of resistance.—In short, they have a
new force to contend with at every step they take. But this is not
all. Instead of checking the active force of his coach before she
begins to move downward, he too often adds that to the fresh impulse
she acquires on her descent. Every coachman, who has a regard to
the safety of his own neck, should check the velocity of his coach at
the top of every hill; which to use the language of the road, is termed
'taking a hill in time.' He may, in that case, if his harness be sound,
drive his coach dovm any hill, now found in our roads, with ease;
and, when a certain way down, it may increase his pace, with perfect
safety, to meet the opposing ground at the bottom. With heavily-
laden coaches, we prefer this to the drag-chain—by which hundreds
of them have been pulled over—and which is a great check to speed,
too, as the momentum cannot be taken advantage of, in continuing the
motion of the coacli when she brings the horses to their collars
again.
The question often arises,—is there any danger in galloping horses
in a coach, on perfectly level ground! Under certain circumstances
there is. For instance, if there happen to be two horses at wheel,
which take unequal strides in their gallop, their action will be felt by
the coach—they being so near to her—and lateral motion will be pro-
duced, by which her equilibrium may be destroyed. When a coach
once begins to swing, a little thing will upset her—even passing over
a small stone—as the faster she goes on level ground, the more weight
is thrown upon her fore wheels. Neither is a good road a security
to her; on tlie contrary, the harder the surface of it, the more danger,
there being nothing to hold the wheels to the ground. If, however,
it were possible to make the stride and draught of four horses quite
equal, their increased speed would have but little effect on a coach.
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upon tolerably level ground; which is proved by her being quite
steady in ascending a hill, at ever so quick a rate, when every
horse is at work. This shows the necessity of putting horses well
together.
The worst of accidents, and one which, with the present structure
of coaches, can never be entirely provided against, arises from broken
axle-trees and wheels coming od' on the road. It was but the other
day that a passenger's leg was fractured by the upsetting of the Dart,
Bi igiiton coach; driven by William Snow, (a proprietor.) one of the
steadiest aad most experienced coachmen of the present day, owing
to the snapping of the axle-tree. There is certainly something start-
ling in the reflection, that whenever we travel by a coach, we are
liable to this occurrence, which must happen if the weight above be
too great for tlie sustaining power below; and for this reason, the
mails are safer tlian stage-coaches, as not loading so heavily. Every
thing that can be done to prevent the snapping of the axle-tree has
now been adopted, we think, by our coach builders. Tn case it does
break, what is called the idle wheel, in addition to the active wheel,
is the only security against an vipset; but as this somewhat adds to
the weight of a coach, the use of it has been abandoned. Accidents,
then, are always to be apprehended by travellers from this cause;—the
loss of wheels is another; and until an act of parliament enforces the
use of the patent box, or the screw nut, so as to trust no longer to the
common linchpin, it will remain a third.*
On the whole, however, travelling by public conveyances was never
so secure as it is at the present time. Nothing can be more favorable
to it than the build of the modern coaches. The boots being let
down between the springs, keep the load, consequently the centre of
gravity, low; the wheels of many of them are secured by patent boxes;
and in every part of them the best materials are used. The cost of
coaches of this description is from £l30 to £l50—but they are
generally hired from the maker at from 2^(Z. to 3d. per mile.
The common height of the stage-coach wheels of the present day,
is as follows:—the fore wheels three feet four inches, the hinder four
feet eight inches. As the former turn round so much oftener than
the latter, and also bear more weiglit, they require to have their fellies
fresh wrung about every five weeks; whereas, the latter will stand
*The only linchpin tliat can be relied on, is the wooden one; which, to-
gether with the screw nut, is used in the French diligences. It is made of
heart of oak; and being once driven through the eye of the arm, cannot be
drawn out again, without cutting off the bottom of it, as it swells to a size
which prevents its returning the way it went in. There is no dependance
on iron linchpins.
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good for two months or more. The strength of a wheel depends greatly
on the attention paid to the arrangement and framing of the spokes. In
common wlieels, they are framed regularly and equally all round tlie
thickest part of tlie nave, the tenons of the spokes being so levelled
as to stand about three inches out of perpendicular, by which is pro-
duced the dishing wheel. Tiiis dishing or concave wheel, is not
essential on our present rutless road, and perpendicular wheels are
preferable on level ground. The best wheels we know of, are those
under our mail-coaches. The spokes are framed somewhat diffe-
rently into the nave, which is made rather larger than is usual for
common coach wheels, and every other spoke is framed perpendicular
to the nave. Hence, the mortises to receive them in it are not made
in a parallel line round it, but stand as it were in two different paral-
lels—one without the other—by which means greater solidity is
given to the nave, and an immense addition of strength to the wheel.
What is called the patent hoop, is always used in stage-coaches—having
the iron tire drawn into one complete ring—is not put on these
wheels, but the common strokes, as they are called, forged and ham-
mered to the sweep of the rings, and in lengths equal to tliose of the
fellies, are put on red hot, and well secured by rivetted nails. The
mail fore-wheel is somewhat higher than that of the stage-coach,
which is an advantage. Low fore-wheels place the axle so much
below the level of the wheel-horses' breasts, that they have not only
the carriage to draw, but also part of its weight to bear. This
weight distresses their hams, stifles, and hocks, and accounts for
coach-horses being soon unfit for the saddle. It is evident that atten-
tion to these points is necessary in putting horses to a coach, and
when the fore-wheels are low, the wheel horses should have as much
length of trace as can be given them, for the line of traction should
be as nearly even with the draught of the horse as we can make it.*
*Thus it is will) a farmer's wagon. When the shaft-horse is standing
at rest—allowing two degrees of an angle for that position—the point of
the shaft is nearly even with the top of the fore-wheel, but when the
horse exerts his strength to move a load, he brings his breast so much
nearer the ground, that the line of draught is almost horizontal, and in a
line with its centre. The trace of a coach.horse when he stands at rest, is
also oblique to the horizon, and must be so with low fore-wheels; but it
approaches the horizontal when he is at work, and the nearer it approaches
to it the belter. Horses draw by their weight, and not by the force of
their muscles; the hinder feet, then, being the fulcrum of the lever by
which their weight acts again.st a load, when they pull hard it depresses
their chests—thus increasing the lever of its weight and diminishing the
lever by which the load resists its efforts.
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SIR ARCIIY.
The memoir heretofore given of tlic most renowned horse that has
nm in this country being imperfect, further particulars are now given.
Rosalba had been purchased of Lord Egremont on account of the
late CoL John Tayloe, of Mount Airy, in Virginia, by his agent in
England, who, on seeing a Rockingham filly, on her way to New-
market to be trained, had "fallen in love" with her; and she, being
purchased, Lord Egremont consented to take back Rosalba. This
Rockingham filly, afterwards the renowned Castianira, Sir Archy's
dam, was thus described by Weatherby, on her exportation, shortly
after, in 1799, "She is a fine looking filly, with good action, rather
high upon the leg—price very high considering she is untried. I am
partial to Rockingham as a stallion, and should like to breed from
mares of his get as much as from any I know. She is out of a very
handsome little viare, called Tabitha, own sister to Miss Kingsland,
and was bred by Mr. Popham, who was breeder of Alexander, Don
Quixotte, Poor Soldier, Pegasus, &c." Miss King.sland was the best
race mare of her day; she ran long, and at all distances, with great
success. Castianira, not equalling expectation upon the turf, was
placed with Archibald Randolph, Esq. near Richmond, who bred
from her in partnership with Col. Tayloe. In 1805, she produced
Sir Archy, got by imported Diomed, whose celebrity in England has
been since extended by the fame of his descendants, Eleanor, his
grand-daughter, the best mare of her day, and dam of Muley; her
sisters Julia, dam of Phantom, and Cressida, dam of Priam;—horses
recently, (and Priam now.) of the very first repute in England.
—
Diomed was also grandsire of Sorcerer, at the head of a distin-
guished class of horses; and of his other renowned descendants, now
in England, may be mentioned Priam, Jerry, (by the renowned
Smolensko, best son of Sorceror, sire also of Soothsayer, winner of
the St. Leger,) Langar and Mulatto. Zinganee is descended from
Diomed's own sister.
Sir Archy is undoubtedly a thorough-bred horse of the very best
blood. On reaching maturity, he is described as being of the most
commanding appearance, exhibiting great strength with fine action. He
was a brown bay, his right fetlock white, and 16 hands and | of an
inch high. At two years old he was of great promise. On being
sent to Col. Tayloe at that age, Mr. Randolph wrote to him, "I have
sent oviV fine colt for you to take and do with as you please," adding,
he was "unable to do him that justice he (was) entitled to, and that
he was thought the best colt that had been ever seen, and that by a
competent judge. Col. Selden, with the eye of prophecv, discovered
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his great promise, spoke of his high expectations, and even Avhen he
was three years old, before he had been trained, foretold that "Sir
Archy will make a fine stallion after he has done running."
In ISOS, at three years old, he was. beat in two sweepstakes, by
colts that he might have distanced, having the distemper. These
were his only races at three years old. He then became the property
of Col. Selden and Ralph Wormly, Esq. but shortly passed into the
possession of Mr. William R. Johnson, under whose auspices, in 1809,
he began his successful career, by winning the Annual Post Stakes,
at Fairfield, against a good field. Wrangler, of the same age, at the
same meetmg, won the Jockey Club purse, four mile heats.
The following week they met in the Jockey Club race, four mile
heats, at Newmarket, which race was won by Wrangler. The last
heat was so close that the judges hesitated in their decision. Mr.
Johnson proposed a match for the third heat, which was declined by
Col. Selden.
Sir Archy greatly improved by the ensuing autumn, when Blr.
Johnson ran him against Wrangler, for the Jockey Club race, four
mile heats, at Fairfield. Before the end of two miles, which were
run in 3m. 46s. (the best time at Fairfield,) Sir Archy took the lead,
and maintained his stride another half-mile, when Wrangler gave it
up, and Sir Archy gradually reduced his speed, ending the heat, on
which heavy bets depended, actually in a walk, beating also Ratray,
Tom Tough and Minerva. The next week he took the Jockey Club
Purse in a single heat at Newmarket.
Almost contemporaneously. Gen. Carney's Blank, by imported
Citizen, having acquired a high reputation by previous success, won
the Jockey Club Purse, at Belfield, and the second heat in the best
.
time known at that course, beating Wynn's Gallatin, and Dinwiddle,
sons of Diomed, and several others. The two conquerors shortly
after met in the Jockey Club race, four mile heats, at Halifax,
N. C. The first two miles were run slowly, yet the heat was run in
7m. 52s. The second heat v.as run in 8m.; Sir Archy apparently
winning with great ease.
The next day Sir Archy was bought by Mr. A. J. Davie, for
$5,000, and immediately announced as a stallion.
Mr. Johnson, that autumn, wrote to a friend, that he would match
Sir Archy against any horse for $5 or $10,000, four mile heats, being
satisfied he was the best racehorse he ever smo.
As a stallion he has had no rival in America. His most renowned
get are Lady Lightfoot, Vanity, Reality, Timoleon, Virginian, Director^
Sir Charles, Sir William, Muckle John, Henry, Kosciusko, Crusader,
Ratler, Sumter, Childers, Flirtilla, the two Janets, Contention, Caro-
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linian, Napoleon, Tecumseh, Janus, Bertrand, Pacific, Saxe Weimar,
Stockholder, Gohaiina, Betsey and .John' Ricliards, Marion, Cherokee,
Arab, Coquette, Tarill", Isabella, Fhillis, Brunette, Chiirlotir^ Temple,
Virginia Taylor, Jemima Wilkinson, Sir Arthur, Lady Lagrange, Sally
Hope, Industry, Merlin, Sea Gull, Sir Archy Montorio, Sir William of
Transport, Giles Scroggins, Pilot, (Wild Will of the Woods,) Charles
Kemble, Longwaist, Ilerr Clinc, Fanny Cline, Nancy Blunt, Cicero,
(sire to Trifle's dam,) Zinganee and May Day, the dams of Betsey-
Robinson, lianslap, Julianna, &c. &c.
Sir Archy died June 1S33, aged twenty-eight years.
THE RACEHORSE.
Mil. Eoitor: ^% 10, 1835.
Sir,—Having finished the planting of my corn, and brooding over
the loss of my wheat crop, (it is no gratification to me, that all my
neighbors have lost theirs also,) I propose to beguile myself a little
by a communication to you, "about matters and things in general,"
—
though all relating to my favorite, if not my only, hobby, namely,
that noble quadruped—the horse.
First of all, I must inform you, that I am much pleased, and in-
structed too, by the essay on the "Racehorse," contained in your
last December and January numbers, taken from the "Sportsman's
Cyclopedia." There is a vein of good sense running through the
whole of that publication; and, although some of the opinions and
theories therein advanced may, by some, be deemed merely specula-
tive,—yet there is no principle or rule laid down, that is not accom-
panied by some fact or reason to support it. I would, therefore, take
the liberty of recommending that excellent essay to the frequent con-
sideration of those who, like myself, are engaged in rearing the blood
horse. Such publications are much more interesting to us than the
bickerings of some stallion owners, their friends and coadjutors—in
which we see too much puffing on the one side, and unnecessary
and improper detraction on the other. Truth generally lies between
extremes.
The "Essay on the importation and value of English horses," pub-
lished in your last April number, is calculated to have the effect,
whatever may have been the intention of the writer, of inducing a
belief among breeders, that our native stallions are inferior to those
imported from England. Those who subscribe to this doctrine, must
be prepared to adjnit the truth of the theories
of two eminent French
writers, who contended that there was a deterioration of both man and
beast after being brought from Europe to this country.
I am one of
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those, (perhaps because I am myself a buckskin,) who do not sub-
scribe to that opinion; and I think Mr. JefTerson, in his Notes on
Virginia, has clearly refuted the arguments of tlie learned Frenchmen.
But great pains are taken to show that, because Sir Archy's sire and
dam, both happened to be imported from England, he begat a great
many racehorses. I doubt whether Archy was equal to his son
Charles as a racer, or better as a stallion. Archy's dam had never
raced—and was hlind withal—though perfectly well bred. But had
we not, and have we not now many equally well bred mares; all bred
in the United States. I admit that we obtained from England our
best and only stock of racehorses; but I deny that our thoroughbreds
are inferior to theirs in any respect whatsoever. I don't object to the
importation oi first rate stallions into this country—far from it;
—
I wish it would become as fashionable to import as many first rate
mares also. All 1 mean to say or to contend for is, that the English
stallions imported, ought not to be preferred to many which are bred
here; their equals in blood, and superiors frequently in form^ which,
after all, is the main thing to be attended to.
How few of the imported horses have, within the last forty years,
got first rate runners among us.' Old Diomed stands first on the list.
And yet he, sir, before he left England, stood as low as two guineas
a mare. I will name a few others. Spread Eagle, one of the best
grandsons of the famous Eclipse, got some five or six good runners.
Maid of the Oaks, Sally Nailor, Red Eye, Edelin's Floretta, and a
few others—and the last named, never won a race over the Washing-
ton course, until she was six years old, although she ran over it at three,
four and five, without success—sometimes barely getting within her
distance—of all which races, I was an eye witness. Then there was
imported Stirling^ another grandson of Eclipse, and more than half
brother to Spread Eagle—a capital racer at home—he got no winners
here, that ever I heard of. The same of Dragon, who stood, I believe
at ten guineas a mare. The same of Cormorant and Cctur de Lion
and Buzzard, (with the exception of Colonel Tayloe's colt Hephestion,)
who died at tlie advanced age of twenty-three years. The same of
Eagle* full brother to Spread Eagle. The same of Archibald, with
the exception of Brown's Gentle Kitty—of Speculator, Archduke,
and many others. I believe, Mr. Editor, that Gabriel, who died in a
year or two after he was imported, was equal to any imported liorse
we ever had. When he stood in Maryland, one season only,— but
very few bred mares were put to him; yet, in that season, he got three
• I never saw Englc; but Judge Diivall, (t!;an whom there could be no
better authority.) t.'ild mo that he was amDng the finest looking horses he
had ever beheld.
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first rate racers. Postboy, Oscar and Harlequin. I never heard of any
others of his get being trained. But Gabriel was not so fashionalle
as some otiier Iiorses. Even Spread Engle got out of vi^gue.
The late Colonel Tayloe, told ine that he had received a letter from
his correspondent in England, advising liini to breed nolking from the
loins of Spread Eagle! But now, a cross from tluit stallion is thought
quite valuable—and deservedly ;so, I dare say. By the way, I had
like to have forgotten an obscure horse, (he belonged to an obscure
individual,) imported into Philadelphia, in the year 1798-9. I saw
him immediately after he was landed. He was a small chestnut horse
—not more than five feet high, symmetrical in his form—was nicked
and cropped, and fred withal in his fore legs. His name was Punchy
got by old King Herod, his dam by Marske, (the sire of Eclipse,)
—
he had been a king's plate horse, and afterwards a hunter. Were this
horse now living, I had ratlier put my mares to him, than any horse I
know of within my reach. He got very few bred mares. He was
not in vogue. Cormorant and Stirling, Stc. 8tc. were then the horses
most sought after. Punch got two capital nags,—Lufborough's
JYapoleon, (killed by accident, while running over the Washington
course, at four years old,) and Bean's Maria, who, when three years
old, beat Colonel Tayloe's famous Topgallant, two mile heats—his
favorite distance. Mr. Cooke, of Elk Ridge, near Baltimore, owns a
mare out of Maria, by imported Eagle. I should like to see Maria's
pedigree in full. It has never been published; but that ought to make
no difference in regard to the produce of Mr. Cooke's mare. The rule
is, according to the Sportsman's Cyclopedia, above referred to, that
when you can trace back to both sire and dam, each of which was
capital racers, (as we do in this case,) nothing farther is necessary to
establish the purity of the blood. This I know, was also the opinion
of the late Mr. Randolph; than whom there were few, if any, better
judges of the racehorse,—or better acquainted with his history and
qualifications. The same gentleman told me, that a great many
thoroughbreds in England, (not probably one half,) were not to be
found in the English Stud Book. The famous Gabriel was one of
these.
"Auld Lang Syne" has not, I think, done "Brown's Wonder,"
(Leonidas,) strict justice. He certainly was a frst rate two mile
horse—to say no more of him. I saw him win, with great ease, the
purse of two mile heats, over the Washington course, when not in tip-
top order—beating Bond's Eclipse, by Consul, and others,—some of
our then, best nags. I have no doubt of his being a bred horse; I
have no sort of interest in saying this. As a breeder, I should like to
have a cross from him—particularly with a view to racing. Some,
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indeed, object to a cross from Ball's Florizel, the Highflyer of Ame-
rica. Tliere is no accounting for men's opinions, or rather prejudices.
My own opinion of Brown's Wonder is, that, like Sir Charles, he luis
written his pedigree in some measure on the turf. He was, moreover,
(and which is of the greatest importance,) of the proper form—
combining strength with beauty. I never saw but one of his get,
namely, Lewis' Clifton, the sire of Tayloe's Tychicus. Clifton is a
horse of very high form—he was never trained,—nor has he ever
covered probably a dozen Ircd, mares in his life. His dam, (Lewis'
old Iris,) was a mare of fine form, not exceeding fourteen and three
quarter hands; but of great muscular power. And, although not, in
her day, ''renowned?'' (i\Ir. Lufborough says, that he did not apply that
term to her,) was as well a bred mare as any in the country. Siie
was a maternal grand daughter of Mr. Meade's running mare, Oracle,
which a former respectable correspondent of yours, pronounced to be
a "kill devil of her day." Iris was, I think, bred by Mr. Meade.
Major Lewis purchased her of Mr. Stith, Mr. M's son-in-law. Ex-
perience, Mr. Editor, if we will only hearken to it, will put us right
in most things,—and in nothing more than in breeding fine hor.--(s.
My experience teaches me, on the breeding of the horse, to go loi
form as well as blood. I object to all of your flat-sided, long-leggid
thin-necked, spindle-shanked tribe, from whatever family they may
spring, whether they be of foreign or domestic origin. I have lieard
many object to the late Mr. Randolph's stock of horses, because, it was
alleged that he had bred too much in and in. 1 saw the greater part
of this stud in 1832; and, in my life, I never before or since, saw their





you have seen him;—and even he would not compare with the first
named and several other younger ones that I saw. The opinion taken
up by some, that he had bred too much, what is termed "ira and in,''''
is entirely erroneous, as a bare reference to his stud hood will shew.
To prove this, let us take a few examples:—No's 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of
his mares were all imported;—the first by Grouse, son of Highflyer;
—
the second by Lord Clermont's famous Trumpator, the best grandson
of Blr. Fenwick's Rlatchem;—the third by the noted Hainillon'um\—
the fourth by Washington, a son of Sir Peter Teazle, out of an own
sister to Trumpator;—the fifth by Mexandcr the Great.
This most sagacious gentleman, in every thing that he undertook
(save once in being duped by a wily politician,) bred from the fol-
lowing named stallions, to wit:—imported Diomed—his son, Sir
Archy—imported Dragon—Gracchus, by Diomed, out of one of the
best bred mares in Virginia, by old Chanticleer, and running into the
old approved stock of Janus —Mark Antony—Jolly Roger, &c. &.c. Ife
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bred also from Sans Culotte, President, Ball's Florizel, Sir Ilal, imported
Merryfield, imported Sir Harry,—and more latterly, from his own horse
Roanoke and .Janus, (the sire of Philip that lately beat Mazeppa,)
he also bred from Monsieur Tonson, and some others not now recol-
lected. The principal foundation of his stock is the five imported
mares first above named, and his Chanticleer mare, called Cornelia.
Upon the whole, I thirik tliat Mr. Randolph took more pains to
improve the breed of horses than any other man in this country, and
I hazard little in saying, that a better selection, or a better stud, (con-
sidering the great number in it,) does not exist in any country. But
few, very few, of his horses were trained for running. Although fond
of the sport, he did not himself engage in it. His residence was in
the upper country, where with the exception of his own, there were
but few bred mares. This will account for so few of the get of
Roanoke and Janus appearing on the turf.
In conclusion I would ask, what imported horse, either of former
or the present times, surpasses in appearance and excels in blood,
Virginian and Sir Charles—Roanoke and Janus—Johnson's Andreti\
and some others that I have seen, and many that I have not seen.!* I
hope that we shall not witness the same mania about English stallions
that we once did in respect to merino sheej)! A Breeder.
P. S. The only produce of Major Lewis' Iris that was ever trained,
was Potomac, by Wilkes' Potomac, referred to by "Auld Lang Syne."
He was loaned, I think, by Major Lewis to Mr. Dennis A. Smith, of
Baltimore, who put him into the hands of Thomas Hughes, who
trained for Joshua B. Bond, the owner of First Consul, near Phila-
delphia. Lewis' Potomac was then four years old, and was trained
with Mr. Lufborough's mare Columbia. Columbia, when right, was
acknowledged on all sides to be a capital four mile nag,—she was
fast, indeed, at any distance—having won several sweepstakes of two
miles,—and the colts' purse ovei- the Washington course, two mile
heats, beating a large field; and among the rest, Thornton's JYoU-m.e-
tangere. Hughes told the writer of this, that Lewis' colt Potomac,
could beat Columbia in their trials; (none exceeding two miles out;)
but that when he ran in public, he could not be kept in the track.
He afterwards went to Kentucky, and there proved to be a first rate
quarter and six hundred yards horse. He was not tried a greater
distance there. And here, I think, your correspondent did manifest in-
justice, (unintentionally no doubt,) to Lewis' colt in pronouncing him
to be only "a fast horse for a quarter of a mile." He was, perhaps,
equal to any of the get of his sire, (who is said not to have been full
bred,) at any distance.
74 V.6
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CLARET.
A novice in the business of breeding the racehorse; but having
made a beginning, like all new beginners, and with an earnest desire
of obtaining true and authentic^ and practical information, I read with
intense interest the glowing descriptions of horses, their pedigrees
and performanc.e, &c. contained in your valuable Magazine.
It must be confessed, that the owners of imported horses have the
knack of embellishment in such an eminent degree as to render the
memoir of a native horse comparatively dull and insipid. Their
respective merits, however, are in a fair way of being brought to a
practical test, which cannot fail to be more satisfactory than news-
paper speculations, or rather the public puffing of interested owners.
I am not about to encroach upon your valuable columns with Iruitlesa
comparisons; but the season being nearly over, and no injury likely
to ensue to the spirited owners of "Claret" by the remarks I am about
to submit, you may do breeders a timely piece of service, by the
publication of this article; and at the same time, give the owners
ample opportunity of explaining satisfactorily for some of the omis-
sions and inaccuracies which appear in the memoir of "Claret," pub-
lished in your number for March, 1S35.
After furnishing a valuable and interesting account of the perfor-
mances of "C/are/'s" celebrated j>^ogenitors^ the memoir states that
Claret made his first appearance in public at three years old, and was
beaten four times at Newmarket, from April to July, 1833.
His first race was for the Riddlesworth stakes, wherein he ran third;
five started, and Claret carried two pounds less than any other colt
or filly in the race; and the same allowance was made him in the
Column stakes, two days afterwards.
Speaking of these races, the Sporting Magazine remarks: "The
Riddlesworth was of little interest, either intrinsically or relatively;
the field was bad, the winner a gelding," &c. He adds in continuation
"the Column stakes brought out a field of bad horses."
In the two other races at Newmarket, in May and July, he received
an allowance of weight from his competitors of the same age, and was
not placed in either race. Thus far his racing career was neither cre-
ditable to himself, nor the distinguished line of ancestors, from which
he is represented to have descended. But here come his triumphs on
the turf. At Stamford, he was entered for a plate £50,—heats twice
round. ^^The loinner to he sold for one hundred and fifty guineas.''''
Three started, as stated in the memoir, and the race was won by
"Claret." The following day he was beaten for a plate £50.
He next distinguished himself at Huntingdon, August 13ih, by
I
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winning a plate of 50 sovs. against three competitois. "The winner
to be sold for 150 sovs." A note to this race, states that the winner
was claimed by Mr. Batson.
Two days afterwards, however, we find him running in the name
of his former owner, for a plate of 50 sovs. in which were three
entries. "The winner to be sold for jC250." "Won easy" by Claret.
Both these races were "heats once round."
Two months afterwards, at the close of the racing season, we again
find "Claret" at Newmarket, where he obtained a victory over a large
field of twelve, who came in such order, that the judge was able to
place the whole of them. "The winner with his engagements to be
sold for 300 gs."
Thus it appears that out of nine races, he won four, and without
the particulars attending each race, that would appear to be respectable
performance for a three year old. But the breeder who regards per-
formance as the standard of excellence, should know and bear in
mind, that all of Claret's winnings, were in what are termed '•'selling
stakes,''^ in which no really valuable horse ever appears. The owner,
too, must have thought lightly of him, to run him for a poor plate,
(say) ^250, with the condition that the winner should be liable to be
sold for, (say) $750, and it does not appear that though a winner, he
was claimed at that price. Now, every one knowing these facts,
(which do not appear in the memoir,) would naturally inquire, what
sort of a field started, where the winner was not worth $750.' what
reputation do such winnings give a horse.''—certainly none.
If he merits the patronage of breeders of thorough-bred racing stock,
it must be for some quality independent of his racing powers. Yet
the memoir would have us understand that his performances area high
recommendation, and afllects to regret that his career was arrested "in
the midst of the most flattering success" by an accidental sprain of a
fore-leg.
The public has a good cause to complain of the omissions of ma-
terial facts in the account of his winning races, viz: the light weights
and the small value of his competitors, as evidenced by their running
in "selling stakes," for as distance and time are not given, the charac-
ter of the field is the only criterion by which we can form an estimate
of his powers. But the omissions and suppressions of important
facts are not all. The memoir proceeds,—"the above were the only
times of his starting, and he has not run at all since this accident,
which unfortunately arrested his career in the midst of the most flat-
tering success, and at an age when his powers had just began to be
fully developed."
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AVliatever apology may be offered for suppressing the material cir-
cumstances, that whenever Claret did win, it was in running for poor
plates in low selling stakes, and with light weights; there can be none
entitled to the indulgence of a charitable public for the bold assertion,
that the ''above were the only times of his starting, &c." when there
is record evidence of his repeatedly starting in 1834, as a four year
old, and as often disgracefully beaten.
Accidentally glancing at the Racing Calendar appended to the New
Sporting IMagazinc, for September, 1834, my eye caught the word
"Claret," my first impression was, that it was some otlier horse:—on
looking again, it appeared to be "Mr. Williams' br. c. Claret, four
years old." I thought it strange, having but recently perused the
memoir of Claret, in which the public was assured, that he did not
start in 1834, and immediately turned to the memoir to see whether
I was mistaken. I found it as I supposed, and having been quite
captivated with the eloquent description, pedigree, performance,
colour, form, &c. of Claret, who had already become more than half
a favourite with me, I was mortified at the discovery of this discre-
pancy, and turned the books over and over again, to reconcile the
two statements; but it wouldn't do, "the more it was agitated the
worse it ." And at length 1 began to suspect the correctness of
his racing history, which, upon examination, resulted in the discovery
of the material suppressions above noted, I never was more forci-
bly struck with the homely adage, (now disused) that "honesty is
the best policy;" for at the moment, I was contemplating the forma-
tion of a company of ray neighbouring breeders, like myself on a
small scale, to open a negociation with the proprietors, for the pur-
chase of this splendid Claret, which I thought it possible might be
obtained for some eight to icn thousand^ and flattered myself that he
v.'ould be a bargain at that price, and an acquisition to the country.
But ascertaining he is not what he is represented to be, I aban-
doned all further thought of getting him; and as no other person,
(not even the editor, from whom his patrons expect such things) had
attempted to disabuse the public mind with respect to him, I deter-
mined to make these corrections of his memoir. And being an
ardent admirer of the truly valuable racehorse, whether foreign or
native, I sincerely hope that similar suppressions and misrepresenta-
tions will not be ventured upon again, as they are well calculated to
mislead the inexperienced, excite the suspicions and apprehensions of
all breeders from want of confidence in their stock, and permanently
to injure the great cause of improving the blood horse of our country.
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The suppressed races in 1 83-1, are the following, extracted verba-
tim from the Racing Calendar, published in September last, viz:
—
" Worcester, Tuesday, August 5.
"The Worcc.'^tcrshiro stakes of 20sovs. each, li. ft. and only 5 if declared,
&c. with 20 added. Two miles. Filtecn subs, seven of whom paid only
5 sovs. each.
Mr. B. King's b. m. Lucy, by Cain, five years old,7st. lOlbs. Lear, 1
Mr. J. Day's b. f. Malibran, four years old,7st. lOlbs. 2
Mr. Moss' br. f. Eagle, four years old, 6st. ISibs. S
Mr. Williams' br. c. Claret, four years' old, 7st. lib.—Sir J. Gerard's
b. c. Intruder, three years old, 6jt 7lbs.—and Mr. Collett's b. c. St.
Hilary, three years old, Sst. 71bs. also started, but were not placed."
" Wednesday . August 6.
"The Corporation plate of JC50, (or maiden horses; three year olds, 6st.
121bs.; four, 8st. 2lbs.; five, 8^t. lOlbs.; six and aged, 9st.; mares and
geldings allowed 2lbs. Two mile lieats.
J\lr. Burton's br. c. by Belzoiii, dam by Woful, out of Cleopha,
G. Whiteliouse, '- 1 1
Mr. Saunder's Eau de Vie, four years old, 3 2
Mr. T. Williams' br. c. Claret, four years old, 2 dr."
Claret may have appeared in other races, both in 1833 and 1834,
but my purpose is fully answered, by exhibiting the above for public
animadversion, which, I think, it richly merits. The statements here
given, are taken from an authentic source, viz: the Racing Calendar,
which I believe, is in most cases, an accurate description of every
horse's performance, and to which reference is made, that all who
feel an interest in the matter may satisfy themselves. A Breeder.
VETERINARY.
Cure for the Bots.
My neighbour. Dr. L. an old and eminent physician, was from home the
other day on professional duty, when his riding horse was taken very sick,
«s he supposed, with the bots or grubs, he was compelled to walk and
lead the horse for three miles to the nearest village, and by the time he
got his saddle off the horse he fell in convulsions: the old Doctor says, he
gave him two vials, (say half ounce,) of oil of wormseed, mixed in half a
pint of water, and in one hour gave him one ounce of gum aloes, with
half ounce of strong laudanum; at this time the horse could not get up, or
stand when on his feet, but in a short time after taking the aloes and lauda-
num, he began to mend, and early the next day the aloes operated, and
the horse commenced discharging dead bots, and continued to discharge
them during the night, and is now perfectly well. The Doctor had, a few
days previously, lost a horse, which was opened by his neighbours, one of
whom assured me, that the stomach was eaten through in many places,
and the bots had taken hold on the liver, about three inches of which was
covered with them. S.
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A DAY'S SPORT IN THE WEST.
Mr. Editor: West Feliciana, Lousiana, J\Iay 20. 1835.
Sir.)—We have had many adventures by "field and flood" since the
communication headed "Game Sportsman" in your number; but none
worthy of record in your chronicle of the present amusements of the
day.—Compared with some descriptions of hunts and chases published
in the I\Iagazine, they might possibly be deemed exciting and interest-
ing; but it is only novelty antl adventure with us, which lend a charm
to our sports. Many and oft has reynard been run "into," and many
a deer has been "stricken," since you last heard from us;—but the
circumstances attending each and all have been thought to be too
common place for translation to you.
For the first time in some months, I resolved on the 22d ult. to
pass a day with our friend Major W. R. B. with a confident expecta-
tion of seeing "frolic and fun," in some form or other, or in many-
Accordingly I put out in time to reach his house before night, and
was so fortunate as to overtake him, wending homewards a small
distance on this side. He was just at the moment, redressing the
wrongs of a poor mule, whose case, if not so pitiable as Sterne's, re-
quired protection, to the full as much. It was an act of justice, as
rightfully dispensed in favor of a dumb beast, as often occurs under
more solemn sanctions and imposing forms. We whiled away the
evening in recounting the particulars of the different scenes of stirring
interest, in which we had recently been engaged—in reciting and des-
cribing ad vivum, those instances of skill and dexterity on one hand,
and of failure and mischance on the other, which had marked each
feat, exploit or adventure, and ever and anon commenting on the con-
tents of the last numbers of your Register. It was finally settled over
a bowl of egg-nogg, before we retired for the night, to make the most
of the morrow, and that we would go forth in multiform hostility to
flesh, fish and fowl. After partaking an early breakfast, three of us,
consisting of the Major, his brother-in-law. Colonel W. H. B. and our-
self, sallied forth with malice prepense against whatever might present
itself, equally indifferent whether it were an object of game or chase.
In a few minutes Juno gave tongue, just ahead of us in the road, and
in a spirit to deceive none, that we had hit on the trail of a fox. This
Juno is, by the way, the Major's brag hound, and for finding and
trailing, I have never seen her superior. In a few seconds. Rambler
joined in with Juno,—then Killbuck and others of the pack, until the
cry was such as to authorize a confident belief, that we should soon
have reynard on his legs. The trail lay along a narrow ridge, occa-
sionally reduced to a sharp edge, and then again spreading out into
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areas of several acres at a time. On either side are declivities and
hollows, so sudden and deep, that you may ride along within a few
feet of the tops and upper branches of the trees which grow below.
The Major determined on pursuing the dogs over this highway for
foxes and wild cats, directing us to follow the road around in antici-
pation that a deer might be started (as is frequently the case) by the
dogs, while engaged in trailing the fox. We posted off to the stations
assigned us, but had gone a small distance only before we heard the
pack in full cry. We were making a semi-circle on a continuous ridge
of hills, all sloping towards the Mississippi swamp to our left; and it
was within hollows and hills of secondary grade, and much below
our point of elevation, that the chase commenced. The morning was
clear and still, and the soft lambent atmosphere indicated a state of
universal repose in nature.
It was one of those mornings peculiar to this climate, when Echo
leaves her cave to visit the Naiads and Driads, and other sprites of the
mythological family. On hearing the cry of the pack, we hied on at
a rapid pace until we reached the points designated for us respectively.
I was posted in rear of Colonel W, H. B. some three hundred paces,
a)id on the last summit of the ridge as it descends to the lower range
of hills. The dogs had been in pursuit some five minutes, when I
took my station—uncertain whether it was a deer or a fox they were
in chase of I listened for some minutes to their animating roar, with
the most intense feelings of suspense and anticipation. The whole
region below me was alive with music, the grand and magnificent effect
of which can only be known and felt by one placed at such a time
where I stood. Now it was piano, then forte-piano, and anon
jnanissimo, as the pack would burst round the base of those steep nobs,
or recede into the deep dells behind. In a short time the cry became
more distant and reverberating; yet not less eager and animated,
I now concluded that it must be a deer which the pack were in
pursuit of, and that I would occupy other ground in advance, in order
to intercept him in his course to the Mississippi swamp. With this
intent, I mounted my poney, but was soon arrested in my career, by
hearing the deep-mouthed roar full upon me. In a moment I was on
my legs and prepared for action, when looking across a small creek,
about twenty steps before me I saw a good sized deer, come boundino-
along, some two hundred paces ahead of the dogs. He came quarter-
ing, as sportsmen say, and for a while I was in doubt whether to shoot,
or if I did shoot at ivhat point to fire. At the distance of about eighty-
yards I made up my mind to pull at him. He Avas then moving at a
gentle lope for a deer. I did so, and saw at once that my shot had
not taken effect, and as he wheeled ofi", discharged the other barrel
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with no better success. He seemed to heed the report of my gun as
little as the missiles it contained, for he pursued the same "even tenor
of his way" till he was out of my sight. About the time 1 fired, or
just before, the Major had managed to emerge from the wilderness of
cane and hills, into which he had plunged at first, and had taken his
stand in the road about two hundred paces in- rear of me. No sooner
had T fired than he came staving by on his old hunter Pintard, observ-
ing with a quizzical smirk, as he passed, "you have drawn blood as
usual, I suppose?" "See," said he to the Colonel, who was now at
the creek, "H. has shot at the deer, at forty steps and missed it, and
he will have it eighty when he comes up." And away he went. The
Colonel, who is one of those gentlemen who has faith in the proverb,
"that there is luck in leisure," took further pursuit moderately. He
summoned me to accompany him to another set of stands, whither the
Major had gone, to head the deer in his passage to the swamp; but I
felt like the fellow who broke a fiddle string in playing a Virginia jig,
"too sad to eat pound cake," told him to go on, and then set to re-
loading my Joe Manton, an affair Aveighing about seven pounds in the
stock, with barrels about twenty-eight inches in length, which the
Major had put into my hands as "a great deer gun." My gun charged,
I passed across the creek to hunt for blood, but none could I find in
going a distance of two hundred yards. I then pushed on after the
Colonel, ever and anon halting to listen for the dogs. They had
passed up into the Doherty hills to my right; and sooner or later I
knew must bring along the deer, to the swamp between RatlifTs above,
or the Russel place below. Just as I had debouched from the lane of
the latter place, and while I was examining what I considered to be a
big buck track, and quietly speculating on the size of the animal, from
the print of the hoof, the Major called to me in a stentorian tone toj
follow on. In a moment 1 was at his heels, periling my neck at every i
plunge in the bogs and quagmire, through which the path necessarily
run between the swamps and the base of the hills. The Colonel wasi
left to guard the lower pass,— I was soon placed on a point of high i
ground leading out into the swamp, and about equidistant fromi
both. There I awaited the approach of the deer, on tiptoe expec-'
tation, for at least an hour. At the end of that time, the Major gavel
a halloo for me, to occupy his stand while lie moved on above;— buti
I had no better luck at my new position. The dogs were out of hear-
ing, and nothing could be known of the course of the deer. Pre-
sently we heard a thundering report in the direction of the standi
filled by the Colonel, and back we posted, down the swamp, makingi
sure that the dogs had passed out below—arrived at the lower stand,
i
we inquired of the Colonel, who had shot, and whether he had heardi
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the dogs,—he could not answer affirmatively to either question, and
now we were all at complete fault. I ventured to intimate in this, our
dilemma, that I was firmly persuaded I had killed the deer. This,
the Major would not listen to, and with signs of impatience, turned his
horse to retrace our steps, calling on us to follow; and along the boggy
I
and miry path up the swamp we once more pushed forwards. The
I
Colonel, in obedience to his favorite proverb, lagged a little behind,
1 while the Major and myself made good speed to the stand around
RatlifF's fields,—we were soon there, but could hear nothing of the
I
dogs, although the J\Iajor affirmed that they must still be running in
the hills. I confess that I was a little sceptical as to the correctness of
that assertion; but on being assured by him, that if the deer was yet
in the hills, it must pass to the swamp, near the spot we were stand-
ing, I compromised with my doubts and hopes, and consented to
remain at that famous crossing place. The. Major went on to an
I
opening between two fields above, with a view as he said, of turning
the deer to me. He had not been there more than fifteen minutes,
before I heard him shout in a tone, to which the alto of Kleber him-
self, would not have been better than a whisper, ^'•Mlnd the gap, mind
the gap, mind the gapP Now, I was placed near this same gap, it
being a distance of about forty feet between the fence on one side,
and a very steep precipice on the other; but was so apprehensive that
he meant the gap in the fence, through which he had passed that I
entirely lost my wits in the effort to rally them in such a moment of
excitement, and had not budged a foot towards the gap in the fence,
until the moment when I saw the deer breaking through a cover of
I
grapevines, and coming directly towards me. He ran up within fifteen
I
paces, and stopped, the most exhausted looking animal, I had ever
I seen to be out of hearing of a pack of hounds. I had the gun to my
i face, and when he stopped, with his full broadside to me, I fired on
l him. Down dropped a three year old buck without horns, on the 22d
, of I\Tarch. And then I stood wondering if what had happened could
indeed be a matter of reality. The Major who had not ceased "whis-
pering" until he heard the gun, now came galloping up, and without
asking a word, gave me a most searching look, of at least a minute's
continuance. He did not know what to think, and my air of non-
chalance yet more increased his perplexity. "Well," said I, at last,
"you scared the buck to death, before he got here, for he was running
as if he moved on wings, instead of legs." "Just as I expected," said
he, "you have missed the deer, when I could have overtaken it before
it got out of the fields." "I always draw blood," said I. "But with
your blood, I never see meat," said he. Willing to enjoy his sus-
pense from a spirit of retaliation, I broached some other topic, in
75 V.6
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which I affected a deep interest, but he had no ear for res inter alios
acta—his lieart \vas with the deer, which after all had escaped and
gone. During all this time, the buck lay full in view at a distance of
not more than forty feet. He could stand it no longer; "Come," said
he, "tell us all about it. I know you have missed the deer; but let
us have your excuse: how did it approach you? What was its motion.'.
Where did you fire on it?" I pointed to the place where I first saw
the deer, averred, it came like a streak of lightning, and showed where
I pulled on it; "Just," said I, "as it passed from behind that gum, I
fired." He looked at the gum for some time, and then turned to me
with a face which evidently shewed a disbelief in his own senses,
—
>
observing, "this deserves some memorial;" whereupon he alighted,
tied his horse, and proceeded to cut a notch in a dead sapling, of half
an inch in depth. By this time, the Colonel had joined us, and wd|
all seated ourselves at the foot of another big gum, each having some- ;
thing to say about the strange and accidental circumstances of the
hunt. We had brought out your number of the Register, containing
the portrait of Tychicus. This I picked up, and his memoir read
aloud, and at the conclusion, we resolved seriatim, that if he could I
not have beaten Trifle, no other horse in the United States could.
During all this time, we were awaiting the dogs. Shortly after I
finished reading the memoir, and while we were discussing the com-
parative merits of Trifle, Tychicus, Robin Hood and others, with my
face at the moment turned towards the gap, my eye caught an animal
;
in motion, which did actually resemble the flight of a bird. It was a
yearling fawn. I alone was standing at the time, and from the point i
where I first espied it to the path leading from us to the fence, was I
about thirty steps. I turned around, seized the Major's double bar-'
relied Damascus and fired at it, as it flitted across. It was all the
|
work of a second in time. The deer fell in the path. The two
gentlemen looked at me in perfect amazement. "Quite an ordinary
'
occurrence, this with me, gentlemen, and a little more blood for you,
Major," said I. We walked up to the deer,—I had put three shot in
it, at the distance of at least forty yards,—one of the shot had passed
through the spine, and the poor animal, without seeming to be mortally
wounded, was making prodigious efl^orts to arise. It would occa-
sionally look up, most wistfully into our faces, while making the
efforts. I have killed in my life, at least fifty deer, and some hundred
foxes; but I never saw an animal, in my power, which appeared to
cast up such an imploring look: it wrung my heart, and I suddenly
wheeled round, exclaiming, "I wish I had not done the deed."
"Fudge," said the Major, "so soon as you have made good your entry
into the temple of fame, you shew yourself unworthy all title to
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immortality." "Well," said the Colonel, (after wc had returned to the
gum, and each taken a pull of cogniac, brought, with an excellent
collation by a servant, who at last, had contrived to find \\s,) "if that
shot of Mr. II. was not accidental, it certainly was the greatest feat of
dexterity I have ever witnessed." "Yes," said the Major, "(f it was
nni. accidental; but every thing is a riddle to me to-day." "Now,"
said the Colonel, "I will cut a notch of an inch for this last act."
"Good," said J, "but take a sapling that is not dead." "Indeed," said
the Major, "I had not observed that mine was so frail a memorial. It
was now about two o'clock in the evening, and after putting our two
deer in charge of Charles, we returned to the Russel Place, and there
went in pursuit of other game; and how many wild geese we killed,
and snipe and plover we bagged before four o'clock, may be told
hereafter.
SONG
For the Anniversary Dinner of the Washington Quoit Club,
at
the opening of the season^ April, 1835.
Composed and sung by a menriber of the Club.
Indeed my friends you're wrong, to ask me for a song,
For I'm very hard to stop when set a starting, O!
But since you dare your fate, you'll repent when 'tis too late,
• For you'll find it "all my eye and Betty Martin, O!"
It never was my way, in your mirth to cause delay.
But at once unto the work turn hand and heart in, O!
You know I ne'er refuse, to endeavor to amuse,
Tho' it always proves "my eye and Betty Martin, O!"
Having promise of fine weather, again we meet together.
To give once more our social Club a starting, O!
I'll tax my poor invention, our last year's Club to mention;
You must charge each friendly rub to "Betty Martin, O!"
The gallant Colonel S-t-n, I first must strive to treat on.
As President, my song he takes first part in, O!
I hope that at the ground, he will constantly be found.
Should he not—we'll turn him o'er to "Betty Martin, O!"
You will one and all assent, that our late Vice-President,
When that honorable post he play'd his part in, O!
So well did score the game, that to R. N. J-hns-n's fame
There is due at least a verse of "Betty Martin, O!"
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A. B. W-ll-r's name last year, did as Treasurer appear,
Uis well aimed quoits like meteors swiflbj darting, O!
How unerringly they spring, to the centre of the ring,
Such skill is not ''my eye and Betty Martin, O!"
Colonel R-ND-LPii to his name, did last year add much fame.
Like rijle shots his quoits went, in for sartin, O!
So perfect was his skill, he could strike the meg at will.
Such an effort was to him, mere "Betty Martin, O!"
His worship, the Lord Mayor, shall of honor have due share,
For many a well fought field he play'd his part in, O!
With Br-dl-y's great dexterity, to contend would show temerity,
But I'll sing him verse for verse 'hout "Betty Martin, O!"
John F. W-bb labor'd hard, and he met with his reward,
For many a JluUering quoit he sent right smart in, O!
Unmov'd by the balloon, he played one afternoon
By himself— I'll prove the fact by "Betty Martin, O!"
A place now let us yield, to the Adonis of the field.
Who so smoothly to his quoits gave the starting, O!
M-NR-E plays the game so well, that few can him excel.
He would captivate the heart of "Betty Martin, O!"
Then we'd W
—
ghtm-n, R-g-r C. and W
—
ghtm-n, H-kry T.
Whose names and fames I cannot think of parting, O!
Should I tell of their exploits, at our noble game of quoits.
They would call it "all my eye and Betty Martin, 01"
Our Apollo Bclvidere, but seldom did appear.
So entirely from his former course departing, O!
I hope W-LL-cH will this spring, some new graces with him bring,
To furnish a new iheme for "Betty Martin, O!"
Next to Colonel P. M
—
ro, many compliments we owe.
For the great improvement he has made since startinrr, O!
When he hurls his quoit in air, his step cji mililaire
Proclaims, that's not "my eye and Betty Martin, O!"
Of M-TTH-w St. Cl—r Cl-rke, I've only to remark,
That when he our social meetings took a^.part in, O!
Then life's catalogue of evils—duns, doctors, and Blue Devils
Were regarded as "my eye and Betty Martin, O!"
Mr. H-ST-N from our ranks, on the great Potomac's banks.
Last year did symptoms show of deserting, O!
So we'll try him by court martial, in which to be impartial,
We'll award Iiim for his counsel, "Betty Martin, O!"
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Then there's our friend Syi,v-st-r, whaat pitcliing is no jester,
Though his quoits might serve for wiicels to place a curt in, O!
It was no uncommon tiling, with him the meg to ring,
Such a feat is not "my eye and Betty Martin, O!"
As I'm growing rather lioarsc, I'll take wino with Mr. C
—
rsk.
Who the prince of all good fellows is for sartin, O!
For social mirth and glee, he cannot excelled he.
And his pitching's any thing but "Cetty Martin, O!''
In Mr. K-ll-r's praise, I for one my voice will raise.
For he play'd in gallant style from the starting, O!
And should he persevere, to encounter him this year.
Will not be found "my eye and Betty Martin, O!"
What shall I of Th-rst-n say, except that in his play,
He differ'd from all other men for sartin, O!
Yet his play was most complete, for 'twas with both hands and feet,.
That's a fact and not "my eye and Betty Martin, O!"
We two seceders mourn, but if they will return.
Our spirit rousing game to play their part in, O!
We'll appoint them most gladly, I mean L-e and J-s-ph Br-dl-t,
As attorneys to the Club, and "Betty Martin, O!"
There's a member yet to mention, whom'to blame I've no intention,
And to praise him would be wrong in me for sartin, 0!
Whate'er to him is due, is best known to each of you.
For to say we know ourselves is "Betty Martin, O!"
Our health inspiring game, was early known to fame,
For the youth of Rome oft gave the quoit a starting, O!
Could these boys of ancient days, see the skill our Club displays.
They would own they were to us, mere "Betty Martin, 01"
If any other Club should dare, their skill with ours compare,
The friendly strife at once we'll take our part in, O!
And a challenge we proclaim, to all lovers of the game.
This is not mere gasconade, and "Betty Martin, O!"
Stern winter's blasts are o'er, and spring returns once more.
At least 'tis time that bud and flower were starting. O!
May the season now begun, yield us lots of social fun.
For life without a joke's mere "Betty Martin, O!"
To sweethearts and to wives, those sunbeams of our lives,
I propose a bumper toast to take a part in, 0!
As the last best gift of Heav'n, they unto man were given.
And without them, life's "my eye and Betty Martin, 01"
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FISHING ON THE YAZOO.
The mode of taking the largest size fish on this river, is to suspend
a hook and line from the branch of a projecting willow, baited in a
manner to please the palate of the most epicurian of the aquatic
tribe. To the same branch is appended a bell, which gives the signal
of the unwary captive being safely hooked. The fisherman continues
to perform his daily avocation of rafting timber on the bank of the
river, shaving shingles, or riving pickets, until summoned by the
ringing of the bell to secure his prize. It frequently happens that
the wily aligator is lured to swallow the sweet morsel, and if not of
too herculean a size, falls a victim to the snare spread for the destruc-
tion of another, and thus he expiates his rashness by summoning the
executioner at the same time that he sounds his funeral knell.
[Manchester Herald.
BOAT RACE.
[The following account of a Boat race which "came off" at Philadel-
phia, on Wednesday afternoon, 13th May, is copied from the United States'
Gazette of the 14th ult.]
Yesterday afternoon came off the boat race between the Imp and
the Sylpii. At an early hour the people began to throng the wharves
above Fairmount, and between four and five o'clock, p. m. large num-
bers of vehicles of almost every kind, shape and denomination,
crowded to their utmost capacity, came out. Gentlemen, ladies, and
lads, on horseback and on foot, hurried to the scene, and the shores
of the Schuylkill presented a scene of gaiety, never perhaps exceeded.
A large number of handsome boats were manned by their respective
clubs, and gave animation to the scene, as they shot with magic swift-
ness across the water, with their colours streaming and their crews
decked in their various uniforms.
For some time the two antagonist boats rowed slowly from point
to point, the rowers giving pliancy to their limbs without acquiring
uneasiness. The Imp is a long, low boat, very darkly painted, pro-
pelled by eight oarsmen, with low hats, blue striped shirts, and dark
pantaloons; her coxswain wore, Ave bejieve, a jacket. The Sylph is
a shorter boat,, light on the water, and painted of a light colour. She
had seven oarsmen, (we thought six, but a friend tells us it was
seven) with handsome Neapolitan caps, red striped shirts, black belts
and white pantaloons. Shortly after five o'clock, the two boats
dropped into the dock that leads into the forbay of the water work.
The crews then made their arrangements for starting. The goal we
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understood to be nearly one mile and three quarters. They were to
row to and round that, and return to the starling point.
The two boats then swept out of the dock into the dam, the crew
having rolled up their sleeves and made the necessary preparation.
In a position for starting, tlie Imp lay below or south of the Sylph,
but the position was, we believe, equal. Both crews bent to the oars,
and announced themselves "ready." The word was given from the
wharf to start at fifteen minutes past five o'clock, and they swept ofF
Avith amazing swiftness. While they were plying upwards, it was
didlcult to tell which had the advantage, and the point above Mr.
Pratt's garden, soon hid them from the sight of those who stood on
the wharves.
The Syli'ji, hov/ever, was soon seen returning with full velocity,
without the "Imp." She came back to the starting place, in ten
iMj.\UTEs AND I'li'TEEN SECONDS; distance, as we heard, three miles
mid a half.
When the two boats arrived at the upper point, the Sylph was
about two lengths ahead of the Imp, and the latter concluded not to
contend on the return.
MAMMOTH SHARK.
On Tuesday morning, at Provincetown, a large "bone shark" was
discovered nearly exhausted, among a number of herring seines,
several of which he had torn away. A boat put ofT with a harpoon
and lance, when he was immediately despatched and brought ashore.
He measures twenty-seven feet in length, girts about fifteen feet, and
his liver is expected to yield eight barrels of oil. He was in tow of
schooner Lucy Maria, Capt. Hillyard, for this city. This is said to
be the largest shark ever taken in that quarter.
[Bo/tton Daily Adv.
HERCULEAN MATCH.
R. Cootes, the pedestrian, on Monday, undertook to perform the
following extraordinary feat at Goole, for a subscription purse:
—
Walk forward one mile, wheel a barrow one mile, run one mile, walk
backwards half a mile, draw a one horse gig half a mile, run a pair
of wheels half a mile, hop one hundred yards, jump over twenty
hurdles of sticks of an equal height, each five yards apart, and pick
up fifty stones, one yard apart, in a straight line, and put each singly
into a basket, within the hour. The match took place upon a half
mile piece of ground, near the Banks' Arms Hotel, and the feat was
accomplished in 59 minutes, being one minute within the time.
lEnglish paper.
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CURIOUS FACT.
A gentleman brought up wiili him from Old Point, lately, a shell
drake, with its bill enclosed between the shell of an oyster, which had
been picked up as it was drifting to the shore, by the toll-keeper of
the drawbridge at the mouth of Mill Creek.
The shell-drake being a great diver, is supposed, in one of his sub-
marine visits, to have found the oyster resting on the sandy bottom,
with its valves distended, and presented too great a temptation for any
hungry duck to withstand, he without ceremony thrust in his long
narrow bill to extract the delicious morsel; when the oyster, not
approving of such familiarities, suddenly collapsed the portals of its
little citadel, and held the intruder's head under water until it suffo-
cated him; while unable or unwilling to let go his hold, both oyster
and duck were borne to the shore by the relluent tide.
Raccoons have frequently been caught in the same sly way; being
exceedingly fond of oysters, they take advantage of a very low tide
and moonlight night, to prowl along the shore in search of their favo-
rite prey, which they are sure to find with mouths a-gape. The
knowing ones, it is said, drop a pebble into the opening before they
venture to put a paw in, but the uninitiated of the tribe, forgetting
this precaution, are taken prisouers incontinently.
[JVorfollc Herall.
WILD GIRL. »,
An extraordinary occurrence has recently taken place in Hungary.
At a late bear hunt the hunters succeeded, after much difficulty, in
killing a very savage old she bear. She was scarcely brought to the'
ground when a young girl, about twelve years of age, rushed from a
thicket and threw herself on the dying animal, making the deepest
lamentations. With considerable trouble the huntsmen contrived hf
means of cords with running knots, to capture the little savage. In-
quiry being set on foot, it was ascertained that a country woman had
lost her child about twelve years since, and had never been able to
discover what had become of it. The girl has been placed under
the care of the Countess Erdodi, who has commenced her treatment
by feeding her on roots, honey, and raw meat. Much curiosity is
evinced to see, when she has received certain instructions and the
development of intellect has taken place, whether she will remember
her former situation, and what details she will furnish on the subject.
[Gazelle des Porles de Franl/ort.
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
The Royal Stud at IIabipton Court.
Amongst the political changes that have taken place lately, the appoint-
ment of Master of the Horse lias been conferred upon the Duke of Dorset,
and the stud, which owes its present excellence to Lord Albemarle, is now
under the direction of his grace. In the subj(jined list will be found young
stock (for the annual sale in May next,) of the very best blood—wliether
we look at the sires or the dams, at their own, or the performances of their
du.scendants already before the public; and we are enabled to add, from
personal knowledge, that a more promising lot of yearlings has seldom or
ever been bred in this or any other establishment. The stallions now "in
office" are The Colonel, Actjeon and Rubini; and the most fastidious must
allow that they are eminently calculated to add to the speed and stamina
of the English racehorse. The Colonel's stock has not yet shewed; but
Actseon's progeny have been out two seasons with extraordinary success:
their running has evinced all the speed and stoutness of their sire without
any of the little outbreakings of temper, in which he occasionally indulged.
We should say, that for a cross with a mare, got by Sultan, or any other
horse, celebrated more for speed than stoutness, he is one of the most
valuable stallions of the day. Rubini is powerfully recommended by his
running; and is, perhaps, one of the finest horses ever seen: he can
scarcely fail of proving a fasliionable stallion. The following is a full list
of the stallions, brood mares and foals, of which the establishment is com-
posed:
COLT FOALS.
B. c. by Sultan, out of Rachael.
B. c. by The Colonel, out of Miss Clifton.
B. c. by Priam, out of Delphine.
Br. c. by Camel, out of Wings.
B. c. by Peter Lely, out of Miss O'Neill.
Br. c, by Bizarre, out of Young Mouse.
B. c. by Young Phantom—Juniper mare.
B. c. by Peter Lely, out of Phantasima.
Ch. c. by The Colonel—an Arabian mare.
B. c. by Shakspeare, out of Isabella.
Ch. c. by Lamplighter, out of Oscar mare.
B. c. by Peter Lely, out of Maiden.
G. c. by Augustus or Shakspeare, out of Craven.
B. c. by Tranby, out of Codicil.
FILLY FOALS.
B. f. by The Colonel, out of Belvoirina.
B. f. by Emilius, out of Elizabeth.
Ch. f. by Priam, out of Maria,
B. f. by Sultan—Spermaceti.
B. f. by Tranby, out of Ambrosia's dam, by Gohanna.
Ch. f. by Emilius, out of Ada.
Ch. f. by Waterloo, dam by Comus, out of Cobweb.
B. f. by The Colonel, out of Fleur-de-Lis.
B. f. by The Colonel—Grey Comus mare.
B. f. by Tranby, out of Galatea.
Ch. f. by The Colonel, dam by Partisan, out of Pawn.
B. f. by Shakspeare, out of Xarifa.
B. f. by Priam, out of sister to Spermaceti.
B. f. by Bizarre—Young Espagnole.
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Belvoirina, by Stamford, clam by Mercury—covered by The Colonel.
Elizabeth, by Rainbow, out of Belvoirina—covered by Sultan.
Maria, by Waterloo, out of Belvoirini—covered by Priam.
A chestnut mare, by Oscar, out of Camarine's dam—covered by Sir
Benjamin.
Rachel, by Whalebone, out of the dam of Moses—covered by Saltan.
Spermaceti, by Whalebone, dam by Gohanna—covered by The Colonel.
A bay mare, (sister to Romana,) by Gohanna, dam by Sir Peter—covered
by Defence.
Scandal, by Selim, dam by Haphazard—covered by The Colonel.
Poslhuma, by Orville, out of Medora, by Selim—covered by The Co-
lonel.
Sultana, (sister to Sultan,) by Selim, out of Bacchante—covered by The
Colonel.
Fleut-de-Lis, by Bourbon, dam by Stamford—covered by The Colonel.
Ada, (sister to Augusta,) by Woful, dam by Rubens—covered by Emi-
lius.
A chestnut mare, by Comus, out of Cobweb—covered by Waterloo and
The Colonel.
Elfrida, by Whalebone, out of a sister to Gaberlunzie—covered by
Tranby.
Galatea, by Amadis, out of Paulina, by Sir Peter—covered by Tranby
and The Colonel.
Delphine, by Whisker, out of My Lady, by Comus—covered by Priam.
A bay mare, by Partisan, out of Pawn—covered by The Colonel.
A grey mare, by Comus, dam by Sancho—covered by The Colonel.
A grey Arabian mare—covered by The Colonel.
Peri, (dam of Sir Hercules)—covered by The Colonel.
Miss Craven, by Mr. Lowe, dam by Soothsayer—covered by Sir Benjamin.
Isabella, by Comus, out of Shepherdess, by Shuttle—covered by Sir
Benjamin.
Xarifa, by Moses, dam by Rubens—covered by Grey Comus.
Miss O'Neill, by Camillius, out of Birmingham's dam, by Orville,
—
covered by Peter Lely.
Maiden, by Orville, out of Merrymaid, by Buzzard—covered by Peter
Lely.
Wings, by The Flyer, out of Oleander, by Sir David—covered by Camel.
Bildeston Lass, by Biacklock, out of Lily, (sister to Bourbon)—covered
by Emilius.
A bay mare, by Juniper, out of Brown Bess, by Sir Peter—covered by
Tranby.
Miss Clifton, by Partisan, out of Isis, by Sir Peter—covered by Taurus.
Young Mouse, by Godolphin, out of Mouse, by Sir David—covered by
Bizarre.
Young Espagnolle, by Partisan, out of Espagnolle—covered by Bizarre.
Phantasima, by Phantom, out of Maid of the Mill—covered by Peter
Lely.
Codicil, by Smolensko, out of Legacy—covered by Camel.
[Bell's Life in London.
Cricket is bccominir quite a fashionable game. Another interesting
match came off on Monday the 8th ult. at Harding's tavern, on the west
side of Callowhill street bridge, Philadelphia; and a club is now about
starting to exercise in this delightful and invigorating amusement.
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Triple—Who Bred Her?—I have never seen in your valuable work,
that you have ever given me tiic credit of ruisinir Triilo, tlic flower of the
valley. Every man likes to have a feather stuck in iiis cap when he deserves
it, and when I speak of a feather, I think I am cntitlnd to one of tlie lartjcst
description. 1 also raised Misciiief, the dam of Rosalie Somers, "the
Cicero mare, the dam of Trifle," Murdock, the horse that beat Merlin and
Medley, at four Iieats, over the Newmarket course; and I have now on
hand the half-sister of Trifle, by the justly celebrated horse Monsieur
Tonson, a Charles mare, "a Gohannacolt and an Eclipse filly, all descend-
ed from the grandam of Trifle, and several other marcs of first rate stock."
Your well wisher, Tho.mas Graves.
Ckesterfield county, Va. JuneG, 1835.
Extract, dated, Jlount Clermont, Essex Co. Va. May 16, 1835.
I have raised a Jockey Club at this place, and will be in operation this
fall, near Taopahannock, and in the same flat that the old course was
formerly on. The racer can have steamboat fare from this place to Balti-
more, or Norfolk. Address me a line in answer, and the terras of your
paper, and it shall be attended to.
Your friend, in haste, John P. White.
Splendid Stake for New York Races, 1836.—The follo.winnf mag-
nificent stake has been made to be run over the Union course, on Monday
of the week preceding the next first spring meeting. Entrance $5,000,
half forfeit—between
John C. Stevens' ch. c. Dosoris, by Henry, out of Goliah's dam.
Wm. Coleman's colt, out of the dam of Charles Kemble.
Ro. Tillotson's colt, out of the dam of Medoc.
[JVeu; York Spirit of the Times.
Harlem Park, N. Y. Trotting Course.—The match between Rolla
and Columbus, for $500 a side, three mile heats, in harness, came off on
Tuesday, 16th June.
Both horses looked in good condition; Columbus was the favourite at
one hundred to sixty. Rolla had been so unfortunate in matches, although
an acknowledged first rate for time, that his friends fought shy.
They went off" at the word, Columbus leading the way round at a kill-
ing pace; he won the heat in 8m. 13s.
After commencing the second heat, Rolla made play for the inside track,
which he won and kept without a break, doing the second heat in 8m. 5s.
The third heat Rolla had it all his own way, Columbus appearing a little
distressed; it was stated by his friends that he met with an accident—so
did they, for Rolla won the money. Seriously, however, we understand
Columbus did strain a tendon in one of his forelegs. Rolla did the last
heat in 8m. 7s.
Rolla, ---------- 2 1 1
Columbus, - - - - 122
Time, 8m. 13s.—8m. Ss.—8m. 7s. [lb.
Challenge for $5,000, or $10,000.—Messrs. Anderson will trot the
horse Edwin Forrest, four miles and repeat, for $5,000, or $10,000, over
the Centreville trotting course, L. I. on any day previous to the first of
October next, against any horse, mare or gelding, in the United States.
J\'ew York, .May 5, 1835. [Tb.
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Brilmant Match for 1836.—$5,000.—At tlie Club dinner on Wed-
nesday, May 6, a match was concluded to come off over the Union course
during the first spring meeting of the New York Jockey Club, of 1836,
for ^5^000, between Col. J. C. Stevens' colt, by Henry, out of Romp, and
Mr. John Heth's (of Virginia) colt, full sister to Trifle. [ll>.
Foot Race between Farrington and Downs.
Immediately after the four mile race, at the Union Course, L. I. Friday,
the 5th June, a match for $'200, a single two miles, came otf between
Downs, (the Long Islander who acquitted himself so well in the late achieve-
ment of going on foot ten miles an hour,) and Farrington, a milkman,
from the Bowery. They went off at a emart toddling pace, and kept
steadily at their work. Downs about two yards ahead, until the two miles
were nearly completed, when as they passed the distance post, Farrington
wriggled himself into a canter, and for the first time lapped. A severe
stru'rirle now ensued, but Farrington succeeded in maintaining his advan-
tage, and a bold stroke or two gave him the race by about a foot.
Time, 12m. 13s. {lb.
One Hundred Miles in Six Hours!—A gentleman of New York
offers a bet of ij^SOOO that he will ride One Hundred JUi/es in Six Hours,
upon trotting horses, or if allowed, to do the same distance in harness, he
will give large odds. Preliminaries may be entered into at the office of
The JS'ew York Spirit of the Times, 171 Broadway.
The Medley colt that run second in the colt state day at the late races
at Petersburg, sold for $4,000 after he was beat.
THE OLDEN TIME.
DroMED.—The owners of Diomed inform the public, that this extra-
ordinary stallion has gone through a great season, and remains in the
Jiio-hest health and vigour. He will be let to fifteen mares, by insurance,
between this and the 20th of September, at |50 each.
The next season he is to stand at this stable, and be covered by sub-
scription, to be limited to sixty mares; the owner of each mare to pay
$100 by the first of October; the money to be returned, in every instance,
if the mare has not proved to be in foal, unless the property shall be
changed.
Gentlemen may be assured of the propriety of being expeditious in
subscribing, either in person or by letter, with Col. Selden, because it is
believed that the subscription will be filled and closed in a very short time,
wlicn not another mare will be admitted on any terms.
Tree- Hill, August 6th, 1804.
Joshua B. Bond, Esq.. owner of First Consul, Philadelphia.
Sir—I am sorry I had not seen before yesterday your challenge, so as to
have enabled mo to have met you. If you will run on the second Thursday
in November (though you do require such advantage in weights, &c. your
horse being aged, and Florizel only five years old) my horse Florizel
shall meet you agreeably to your terms, and run First Consul over the
"Washington Jockey Club ground, for the 500gs., or l,000gs. if more
agreeable to you. An immediate answer is expected.
Yours, &-C. Wm. Ball.
Broad Rock, Oct. 4lh, 1806.
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RACING CALENDAR.
Macon, (Geo.) Jockey Club Races,
Spring meeting, 1835, over llic Central Course, commenced on Monday,
March 30.
Weights.—Three year olds P.Gibs. Four year olds lOOlbs. Five year
olds llOlbs. Six year olds llSlbs. Aged 1241bs. Two year olds a
feather. 31bs. allowed mares and geldings.
First day. Jockey Club purse, ;^200, mile heats.
Mr. Fort's b. g. Emerald, four years old, by Timoleon, dam by
Sir Archy, - - - - - - 11
Mr. Harrison's b. g. David Crocket, by Falstaff, dam by Galla-
tin, four years old, - - - - - - 22
Time, Im. 553.— Im. 55s.
Second day. Jockey Club purse, $300, two mile heats.
Mr. Vance's g. c. Gov. McDuffie, by Jackson, dam by Paco-
let, three years old, - - - - -311
Mr. Harrison's b. m. Queen Adelaide, by Arab, dam Virginia,
five years old, -- - - - - 422
Mr. Fort's ch. c. Tartar, by Arab, dam by Conqueror, three
years old, - - - - - - 133
Mr. Surl's b. m. Alborak, by Sumter, dam Mary Bedford,
five years old, _._.-- 4 dis.
y, Mr. Slappy's ch. f. Sarah Hayne, by Virginian, dam by Bed-
ford, three years old, - . - - - dis.
Time, 3m. 453.—3m. 50s.~3m. 48s.
At the start Tartar took the lead, closely pressed by Alborak, and
came cut only a few lengths ahead. The second heat was warmly
contested by Tartar, Queen Adelaide, and McDuffie, the former agam
taking the lead for one round, when he was suddenly passed by both his
competitors; McDuffie winning by about two lengths.
McDuffie now became the favorite nag; the backers of Queen
Adelaide were still confident; and the friends of Tartar had not lost all
hope, so that bets were offered and taken on all sides. At the tap of the
drum the three horses started. Queen Adelaide leading, closely followed
by McDuffie and Tartar. It was hard to decide which horse would
win for the first round, there being at no time more than two lengths
between them; but when about half round, McDuffie again took the lead
and came in a tew lengths ahead.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $500, three mile heats.
T. L. Smith's ch. m. Patsey Wallace, by Alexander, dam
by Robin Gray, five years old, - - - 2 11
James Harrison's b. m. Jane Bertrand, by Bertrand, dam"
Arakookress, six years old, - - - - 3 2 2
Isaac Fort's b. c. Chesterfield, by Pacific, dam by Madison,
three years old, - - - - - - 1 dr.
Time, 5m. 48s.—5m. 50s.—5m. 55s.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $700, four mile heats.
James Harrison's gr. f. Miss Medley, by Medley, dam by St.
Tammany, three years old, - - - - - 11
John Crowell's b. f Lady Nashville, by Stockholder, out of a
mare by imp. Shark, four years old, - - - 2 2
Mr. Haun's b. m. Rattlesnake, by Bertrand, dam Devil, by
West Paragon, five years old, - - - - 3 3
Time, 7m. 45s.—7m. 44s.
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D. Palmer's b. m. Katy Criiser, by John Richards, dam by Sir
Solomon, five years old, - . - - - 4 4
J. Davison's b. f. Fanny Jarman, by Ilcnry, dam by Hickory,
three years old, ...--- dis.
Time, 4m. 7s.—4m. 3s.
May I3lh, purse $300, tliroc mile heats.
J. Van Mater's g. h. Powhatan, by Monsieur Tonson, dam
Iris, five years old, - - - - - -411
J. H. llclling's g. li. Blueskin, by Medley, out of the dam of
Industry, five years old, - - - - 5 4 2
J. Alston's b. h. Daniel O'Connell, by John Richards, dam by
Escape, five years old, - - - - - 3 3 3
J. Davison's b. m. Queen Dido, by John Richards, dam by
Duroc, aged, - - - - - - 224
J. H. Holmes' br. c. Stranger, by Valentine, dam by De-
fiance, four years old, - - - - _ 1 5 dr.
Time, 6m. 7s.—Cm. Ss.—6m. 28s.
Maij \4th, purse $100, mile heats.
J. H. Helling's ch. m. Ecarte, by Eclipse, dam by Hickory,
five years old, - - - - - - 411
P. C. Stryker's b. c. Abort, by Monmouth Eclipse, dam by
Spread Eagle, four years old, - - - - 1 2 2
A. Irvin's ch. m. Lady Lanco, by Lance, dam by Oscar, 3 3 3
J. V. Schenk's b. m. Mary Jane, by John Richards, dam by
Oscar, four years old, - - - - - 2 4 dr.
Time, 2m. 17s.—2m. 4s,—2m. 4s.
Same clay, a sweepstake, mile heats, for Bolivar colts, $50 entrance, h. f.
J. Davison's b. c. Daniel Webster, three years old, 2 11
R. & S. Jaques' b. f. May Dacre, three years old, - 12 2
A. Pearson's g. c. Martin Van Burcn, three years old, - bolt.
Time, 2m. lOs.—2m. lis.—2m. 17s. Our course is not calculated for
making time, having two hills and rather a clayey soil, it rained all day the
last day and the track was very heavy. It has been accurately measured,
and is within ten feet of a mile. J. Davison, Sec'ry.
Trenton (JY. J.) Races,
Over the Eagle course, first spring meeting, 1835, commenced Tuesday
April 21.
First day, sweepstake for three year old colts and fillies, mile heats
—
subscription $200 each, forfeit $50—six subscribers—four started.
W. Livingston's b. f. Itasca, by Eclipse, dam Betsey Ransom,
871bs - - - 2 1 1
Daniel Abbot's c, f by Lance, dam by Revenge, 871bs. 12 2
Jacob Vandike's gr. f. Woodbine, by Henry, dam by Oscar, 3 3 3
S. B. Camp's ch. c. Palafox, by Leopold, dam by Duroc, 901bs. dis.
Time, Im. 57s.—Im. 54s.
Same day, purse $200, mile heats, best three in five.
Mr. Craig's ch. m. Ecarte, by Eclipse, dam by Hickory,
five years old, 11 libs. - - - - 3 111
Mr. Laird's b. h. Henry Archy, by Henry, dam by Eclipse,
seven years old, 1261bs. - - - -1322
D. P. Palmer's b. m. Katy Cruser, by John Richards,
dam by Sir Solomon, five years old, 11 libs. - - 4 4 3 3
J. H. Van Mater's gr. h. Shamrock, by Tormentor, dam
by Hickory, seven years old, 126]bs. - - - 5 2 4 b.d.
H. B. Harrison's ch. f. I Know, by Henry, dam by Duroc,
four years old, 101 lbs. - - - . 2 dis.
Time, Im. 58s.— Im. 55s— Im. 57s.— Im. 54s.
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Second day, purse $200, tliree mile lieats.
Samuel Laird's b. c. Mingo, by Eclipse, dam by Ratler, four
years old, 104lbs. - - - - - -11
J. C. Craig's gr. h. Blueskin, by Medley, out of the dam of In-
dustry, five years old, 11 4lbs. - - - - 5 2
J. Davison's b. ni. Queen Dido, by John Richards, dam Net-
tletop, by Duroc, seven years old, 1231bs. - - - 4 3
J. H. Van Mater's ch. m. Telltale, by Orphan Boy, dam by First
Consul, seven years old, 1231bs. - - - - 3 4
J. H. Holmes' br. c. Stranger, by Valentine, dam by Defiance,
four years old, 104lbs. - - - - - 2 dr.
Time, '3m. 56s.—8m. 54s.
Sarne day, colls' purse, §150, free only for three year olds.
J. C. Craig's b. f. by Valentine, dam by Hickory, - - 1 1
J. Davison's br. f Fanny Jarman, by Henry, dam by Hickory, 2 2
Time, each heat, 2m.
Third day, purse ^500, tlirce mile heats.
Capt. Stockton's b. h. Monmouth, by John Richards, dam Net-
tletop, five years old, 1141bs. - - - - 11
W. Livingston's gr. m. Alice Grey, by Henry, dam Sportsmis-
trcss, by Hickory, six years old, 1181bs. - - - 2 2
Time, 5m. 52s.—6m. Is.
Same day, purse ^150, two miles out.
J. H. Holmes' ch. c. Oliver, by May Day, dam by John Richards,
four years old, 104lbs. . - - - - , 1
S. Laird's b. f. Clara Howard, by Barefoot, dam Alarm, four
years old, lOllbs. -...-.- 2
J. H. Van Mater's ch. h. Tyro, by Tormentor, dam by Expedition,
five years old, 114lbs. ------ 3
Capt. Stockton's ch. c. Morris, by Eclipse, outof the dam of Busi-
ris, four years old, 104lbs. - - -"- - -4
Time, 3m. 52s. O- Bailey, SecWy.
St. Francisville, {Lou.) Races,
Spring meeting, 1835, commenced on Wednesday, April 22.
FirsL day. Jockey Club purse $600; four mile heats.
John G. Perry, (Col. R. Smith's) b. c. Powhatan, three years
old, by Arab, dam by Oscar, 861bs. - - - 2 11
Col. A. L. Bingaman's g. f. Lucetta, three years old, by
Jerry, dam (imp.) by Blacklock, 83ibs. - - - 12 2
Time, 8m. 2ys.—8m. 51s.—8m. 59s.
Tlie course had been lately laid out and ploughed up,—and a continued
fall of rain on a day or two preceding the 22(1, Ijad rendered the track very
tough and heavy. The first three miles of the first heat, were severely
contested, each alternately ahead, when Powhatan, at near a quarter
past the stand in the fourth mile, bolted on the outside. He ran off at
near a right angle, some eighty or a iumdrcd yards, and came to a stand
slill, was then turned, brought into the track, and saved his distance by an
effort of bottom and speed which was astonishing to all, particularly, as
the rider on Lucetta endeavoured to post him. The horse was run so
hard, that a rattling in his throat could be heard at a distance of thirty
paces, from which he recovered so soon, however, that he was able to win
the second and third heats with much ease.
Second day. Jockey Club purse, $400, three mile heats.
Col. Bingaman's b. f Chuckfahiia, four years old, by Bertrand
dam the sister of Remus, 97lbs. - - - - I •
Col. R. Smiths b. f. Pocaiiontap, three years old, by Sir William,
dam by Oscar, 831bs. - . - - - - 2 2
Time, 8m. lis.—8m. 12s.
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The course on the 23(], lind improved. Chuclifahila won tlie first
Sicat with apparent ease, coming in ahead sonic forty feet, and nnder a pull.
J'lie second heat was more of a contest— Pocalioiilas ran under the spur
from the first jump, and gave more tlian satisfaction at the game she
evinced. It was known that siie iiad been trained down, and but little
expectation of any thing liiie a contest was entertained among the "know-
ing ones;" yet in the second lieat she was not beaten more than iialf a
length. Many supposed from tiie manner in which Chuckfahila was rode,
that she won tlie second heat easily, but it certainly unfitted her for the
run slie made on the last day.
Third day, Jockey Club purse, $300, two mile heats.
Mr. John G. Perry's Red Maria, four years old, by Bertrand, dam
by Pacolet, 97]bs. - - - - - - 1 1
Col. Bingaman's Rebecca Smith alias Betsey Roushlow, three
years old, by Arab, dam by Conqueror, 83lbs. - - 2 dis.
This race excited uncommon interest, as an inside stake of ^5,000 aside
depended on the issue. It was to be run by brag nags, of the relative speed
of which much doubt and uncertainty prevailed. The inside stake was
placed at Natchez some five weeks since for $5,000, a part to be run on
the St. Francisville course, coupled with a stake of $2,000, to be run, two
miles out, within a week or ten days from the time on the Natchez course.
On the day of tlie race at Natchez, Rebecca Smith won with great ease.
—
The result of that race, taken in connexion with the additional fact
that Rebecca had been tried with, and was proven to be a better animal
than Hard Heart, two miles, established a bouge in her favour, which on
the day of the race on this turf caused an odds of two to one against Red
Maria. Many persons of discernment in such matters, however, had
^'strong faith" in the latter, and cheerfully tendered a golden support to
their opinions. Large sums were risked on the odds, and great was the
disappointment as to the issue. For the first mile and a half the race was
very spirited and doubtful, each animal going at a killing pace, and both
riders willing to make it a trial of speed as well as bottom. Six hundred yards
of the stand on the last mile Rebecca suddenly flung up, and came in about
twenty yards behind. In justice to Rebecca it should be known, that ever
since she had left home she had had a bad cough, and in consequence of it,
had lost the benefit of nearly a week in exercise. When the two were
brought to the starting post, many observed and remarked that Rebecca
was visibly in worse condition than her antagonist. It is maintained by
some who backed her, that she choaked at the point where she failed so
suddenly. Red Maria on her part, evinced game and speed of no ordinary
•kind. The time of running being 3m. 53zs. first heat, 3m. 55s. second
heat, was considered to be equal to any, for the condition of the track,
which was rather fit for exercise than trials of speed. The second heat
was a close contest again for the first mile, when Rebecca suddenly made
the signal of surrender, and was reined up behind the distance pole.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $500, consisting of the entrance money
of the three preceding days, mile heats, three best in five.
Red Maria, b. f. four years old, by Bertrand, dam by Oscar,
97lbs. - - - - - - - 1 1 1
Chuckfahila, b. f. four years old, by Bertrand, dam, sister of
Remus, - . - - - - - 222
Time, Im. 55s.—Im. 54s.—Im. 54s.
It was perceived as soon as Chuckfahila was brought on the track, that
she was in no plight for hard work. When uncovered she was sweating
profusely, and otherwise appeared to be much relaxed. The appearance
of Red Maria on the other hand, was enough to inspire confidence—none
who had not seen it, would have believed that she had done wonders the
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day before. It was a clear case of odds in her favour, yet ns freely aa
they had been offered on the preceding days none were proposed.
Tlie St. Francisvillc Jockey Club, on its present basis, has not been
orjranizod longer tlian four months. Every disposition is felt, and every
effort will be made to place it on an elevated footing, and we do not despair
of seeing, at no distant period, coursers from all parts of the union meet
here to contend for our purses, which, without doubt, will be much
increased at the next meeting. C. Haralson, Se&ry.
Florence, (Ala.) Races,
Spring meeting, 1835, commenced on Thursday, April 23.
First day, a sweepstake, one mile out—$100 entrance—for three and
and four year olds.
N. Davis' ch. f. by Gift, dam by Timoleon, three years old, 1
L. B. Allen's g. c. Tornado, by Washington, dam by Sir Archy, 2
A. H. Mason's ch. f. Galert, by llatler, dam by Sir Peter Teazle, 3
Second day, a sweepstake for colts and fillies, three years old—f 100
entrance—one mile out.
N. Davis' g. c. Delancy, by Gift, . . _ _ i
.T. Jackson's ch. f. by Leviathan, - - - - - 2 ;
L. B. Allen's b. f Tempe, by Marshal Ney, dam by Truxton, - S,»
VV. Bromley's g. c. by Jerry, dam by Sir Peter Teazle, - 4
Third day, two mile heats—entrance $200, half forfeit—three year ol^s.
T. Kirkman's ch. f. by Leviathan, dam White Feathers, by
Conqueror, - - - - - - 311'
J. C. Beaslcy's b. f. by Pacific, dam by Wonder, - 4 2 2'
N. Davis' ch. c. Palladium, by Leviathan, - - 1 3 dr.
J. H. Jenkins' bl. f. by Leviatlian, dam Lady Brunswick, 2 dr.
Time, 4m. IGs.—Im. 22s.—4m. 36s.
New York Jockey Club Races, Union Course.
The second spring meeting commenced on Tuesday, June 2d, with grati-
fying prospects of sport that the proceedings of the week have fully
realized. The day was auspicious, though cloudless and warm. A great
majority of the people were keeping themselves in reserve for Thursday
and Friday, so that the opening day was not so numerously attended as
usual, though we seldom have seen tlie sporting world better represented.
The anticipations of fine racing were much enhanced by the knowledge of
tlie safe arrival of several crack stables from Virginia, Maryland, and
New Jersey, in the vicinity of the course.
The "ball was opened," and the sport commenced with the novel and
untried experiment of running two year old colts a single half mile, to
which there were ten subscribers—privileged to start any number from the
.same stable. Entrance $100, half forfeit—the proprietor to give a silver
cup to the winner.
SUBSCRinERS.
1. John C. Stevens, names, produce of Romp, by Henry.
2. do. " produce of Lady Jackson, by Henry.
3. do. " produce of Janctte, by Henry.
4. R. F. Stockton, " his imported colt, by Chateau Margaux.
5. do. " produce of Charlotte Pace, by Medley.
6. do. " produce of his Hickory mare, by Medley.
7. W.Livingston, " produce of Goliah's dam, by Henry.
8. John C. Craig, ' produce of Arietta, by Medley.
f). I. S. Sncdecor, " produce of Star mare, by Sir Charles.
JO. R. L. Stevens, " English filly, by Muley, dam Caprice.
2 1
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Washington City Jockey Club Races.
Spring meeting, 1835, commenced Tuesday, May 12tli.
First day, iust raco, a. swccpsUikc for three year olds, mile heats, sub-
scription j^lOO, li. f.—four subscril)cr.s—two started.
Col. James M. Seldcn's b. c. by Sir Charles, dam by Sir Francis
Curdctt, -.------1
Jacob Powder, Jr's. ch. c. by Forester, dam Forest Maid, - dis:
Time, Im. 59s.
Same day, second race, for the Washington plate, value $500, two mile
heats.
Col. Wm. L. White's eh. c Sir Philip, four years old, by Janus,
dam by Trafalgar, - - - - - - 11
Col. James M. Selden's ch. c. Troubadour, five years old, by
Monsieur Tonson, dam by imp. Wonder, - - - 2 2
Time, 4m. 2s.—4m. Is.
Second day, for the Proprietor's purse, $400, three mile heats.
Col. James M. Selden's b. c Mazeppa, four years old, by Hot-
spur, dam by Francisco, - - - - - 11
James S. Garrison's b. f. Rally Eubanks, four years old, by
Roanoke, dam by Constitution, - - - - 4 2
Col. Wm. Jj. White's b. m. Lady Connah, five years old, by
imp. Valentine, dam (sister to Sir Walter) by Hickory, - 2 3
Gen. Geo. Gibson's b. f. Azalia, four years old, by Mambrino,
dam by Ratler, . - - - . - 3 dis.
Time, 5m. 51s.—5m. 48s.
Same day, second race, a sweepstakes for the Proprietor's plate—sub-
scription $25, mile heats.
Col. Wm. L. White's gr. c. Fulton, four years old, by Medley,
dam by Virginian, - - - - - -211
Charles S. W. Dorsey'sch. f. Nelly Webb, four years old, by
Industry, dam by Young Post Boy, - - - 12 2
H. G. S. Key's b. c. three years old, by Gohanna, - dis.
Time, Im. 523.—Im. 55.s.—2m. 2s.
Same day, third race, for a splendid gold mounted Whip, one mile out,
by saddle horses, rode by members of the club.
Mr. L. W. Washington, . - - . - i
Mr. Daniel Boyd, - . - - - - - 2
Col. Broom, --- ---3
Mr. George Forsyth, - - - - - - 4
Third day, a sweepstake for three year olds, mile heats, for the breeders'
plate, value $100, given by the proprietor, (no subscription)—five subscri-
bers—four started.
George L. Stockett's bl. c. Cippus,by Industry, dam by Mark
Antony, - - - - - - 211
Edward J. Hamilton's ch. f. by American Eclipse, out of
Sir Edward's dam, - - - - - -122
Jacob Powder, Jr's. b. c. by Forester, - - 3 dis.
Gov. Sprigg's b. c. by Industry, dam out of Mr. Bowie's
Northampton mare. ...... dis.
Time, Im. 57s—Second heat no time was kept, owing to a bad start,
by which Mr. Hamilton's filly lost near one hundred and fifty yards, and
Mr. Powder's nearly the same.—Third heat 2m. 3s.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $700, four mile heats.
Col. Wm. L. White's b. f Julianua, four years old, by Go-
hanna, dam by Sir Archy, - - - - 11
78 V.6
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James S. Garrison's b. h. Ilanslap, five years old, by Washing-
ton, (lam by Sir Archy, - - - - - -22
Col. James M. Sclden's b. m. Florida, six years old, by Conten-
tion, dam by Francisco, - - - - - 3 b. d.
Time, 7m. 51s.—7m. 59s.
Fiflh daij, for the Proprietor's purse, ^100, mile heats, three best in five.
James S, Garrison's ch. c. Keno, four years old, by Ivanhoe, 3 1
Capt. Y. N. Oliver's ch. g. - - - - 1 2 dr.
Richard Porter's b. g. - - - - - 2 dis.
F. S. Miner's b. h. Columbus, five years old, by Rob Roy, dam
unknown, ------ 4 dig.
Dr. King's ch. g. - - - - - - di§.
After the second heat Capt. Oliver's horse was drawn, consequently the
purse was awarded to Keno.
It will be observed, that such good time as was made in the four mile
heats by Julianna, the best heat run this spring, and by Mr. Dorsey's
Industry filly, botli in tlieir first heat, was 7iever made on this course; and
that Mazeppn, after a capital first heat, run the second within one second
of the best three mile iieat, ever made upon the course. PhiUp ran the
first mile of his second heat in Im. 53s. within one second of the Industry
filly's time. Besides the excellence of the horses, their superior speed may
be ascribed to the improved condition of the course, which has already
become, perhaps, the most fashionably attended of any in the country.
VV. J. Stratton, Sec'ri/.
Oxford, (JV. C.) Races,
Spring meeting, 1835.
There was no sweepstakes made up for the first day;
Second day, Wednesday, iMay 13th, Proprietor's purse, $250, two mile
heats.
Wm. McCargo's r. c Leach, four years old, by Sir Charles,
dam by Midas, - - - . - - - 1 1
Cephas Hutson's b. g. Wicked Will, five years old, by Contest, 3 2
Major Davie's b. f. Mary Alston, four years old, by Washington,
dam by Napoleon, - - - - - - 2 dr.
George Goodwyn's b. c. Climax, four years old, by Marion, dam
by Sir Archy, - -.---4 dis.
Time, 3m. 59s—3m. 59s.
Third day. Jockey Club purse, ^450, three mile heats.
Wm. McCargo's b. h. Prophet, by Golianna, dam by Bagdad, 1 1
Major Davie's Souter Johnny, by Marion, dam by Sir Archy,* 2 dis.
Cephus Hutson's b. g .Wicked Will, by Contest, - 3 dr.
Time, Gm. 10s.—Gm. 253.
Fourth day, handicap purse, $100, with the entrance and gate money. ]
Major Davie's Mary Alston, - - - - 111
Wm. McCargo's Leach, handicapped lOlbs. - - 2 2 dr.
Time, Im. 55s.— Im. 57s. Memucan Hunt, Sec'ry.
Kendall Jockey Club Races.
The first spring meeting over this new and splendid course commenced
on Tuesday, May 26, 1835, and continued four days.
First day. Proprietor's purse, $200, two mile heats; free only for horses
bred or owned in Maryland and the District of Columbia—in case of more
* Souter Johnny fell whilst ahead, running the third mile, and threw his
rider.
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tlmn three starlinir, the second best to be refunded his entrance money out
of tlic purse.
J. Sleeper, (T. 11. S. Boyce's) b. c. Joshua, four years
old, by Gohanna, dam by Eclipse Herod, lOOlbs. 5 4 11
Richard Porter's ch. m. Maid of the Neck, five years
old, by Maryland Eclipse, dam by Windflower, 1071bs. 4 10 2 2
Thos. J. Godman's b. f Camsidel, four years old, by
Industry, dam Arcthusa, by Sir Hal, 071bs. - 1 2 dis.
Chas. S. W. Dorsey's ch. f. Nelly Webb, four years
old, by Industry, dam "by Young' Postboy, 97lb3. 2 3 dis.
Tlios. Warwick's br. c. by Monsieur Tonson, 3 dis.
Philip Wallis' b. m. Lubly Rosa, five years old, by
Sir Archy, dam Equa, by imp. Chance, 1071bs. - dis.*
Time, 3m. 53s.—3m. 53s.—3m. 53i3.—4m. lOs.—4m. 8s.
One of the most interesting and closely contested races ever witnessed
in Baltimore. The third heat a dead one between Joshua and the Maid
of the Neck.
Second daij. Proprietor's purse, ^400; two mile heats.
Wm. H. Minge's gr. h. Jesse, five years old, by Medley,
dam by Spring Hill, 11 Gibs. - - '- - 2 5 11
John M. Botts' b. f. Rosalie Somers, four years old, by
Sir Charles, dam by Virginian, 971bs. - - 12 4 2
O. P. Hare's ch. f. Nancy Blunt, four years old, by Sir
Archy, dam by Alfred, 97lbs. - - - _ 5 3 2 r. o.
Richard Adams' b. c. Alp, four years old, by Rocking-
ham, dam by Tom Tough, lOOlbs. - - - G 4 3 r. 0.
Wm. R. Johnson's b. c. Vertumnus, four years old, by
Eclipse, dam by Defiance, lOOlbs. - - - 4 1 dis.
Wm. L. White's b. m. Lady Connah, five years old, by
imp. Valentine, dam by Sir Walter, 1071bs. - 3 dr.
Jas. B. Kendall's b. h. John Henry, six years old, by imp.
Valentine, dam by Chance Medley, llSlbs. - dis.
Time, 3m. 50s.—3m. 503.—3m. 52.—3m. 593.
Third day, Breeder's purse of $100, given by the Proprietor, free only
for colts and fillies three years old, bred and raised in Maryland, mile heats:
where an entered nag does not run, the owner to pay $20 forfeit.
T. R. S. Boyce's br. f. Rebecca Coleman^ by imp. Appari-
tion, dam by Ogle's Oscar, 831bs. - - - 2 11
J, B. Kendall's b. f. by imp. Apparition, out of the dam of
Anne Page, 83lbs. - - - - - 1 2 dr.
Thos. Warwick's ch. c. by John Richards, dam by Sir Alfred,
86lbs. ------- 3 3 dis.
Time, Im. 55s.— Im. 57s.—2m. SOs,
P. Wallis' gr. f. Blanche of Devon, by Monsieur Tonson, was entered
for this race, but proving lame did not start. Mr. Warwick's colt ran
restive from the start in the third heat, and bolted when about half way
round.
Same day, Proprietor's purse, $100; two mile heats, entrance $25,
added to the purse.
Wm. R, Johnson's b. h. Sidi Hamet, five years old, by
Eclipse, dam Princess, UOlbs. - - - 4 4 11
Wm, L. White's b. m. Lady Connah, - - 2 1 2 2
* Lubly Rosa run for the avowed purpose of ascertaining whether the
effects of the distemper had rendered her useless as a race nag, which
proved to be the fact, she led three quarters of a mile and then "gave
back," obviously owing to obstructed respiration.
1
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Richard Adams' b. c. Alp, - - - 5 2 3 r. o.
Tlios. Warwick's b. m. Miss Patience, five years old, by
Medley, I071bs. . . - • _ i 3 dis.
O. r. Hare's ch. c Dick Beasley, four years old, by Ma-
rion, dam by Virginian, lOOlbs. ... 3 dis.
Time, 3m. 52s.—3m. 52*3—3m. 55s.—3m. 59s.
Fourth, day. Jockey Club purse, $1000; four mile heats.
Wm. R. Johnson's rrr. m. Ironettc, six years old, by Contention,
dam by Packcniiam, llSlbs. - . - - 11
O. r. Hare's b. f. Mary Lea, four years old, by Timoleon, dam
by Sir Archy, 971bs. - - - - - 2 2
Wm. L. White's gr. c. Fulton, four years old, by Medley, dam
by Virginian, lOOibs. - _ . . 3 dr.
Time, Sm. 14s.—Sm. Gs. Track heavy from a shower of rain which
fell a few hours before the race.
Previous to wJiich a match was run between Chas. G. Lyon's colt Pel-
ham, by Flying Childers, dam by Duroc, and Jas. B. Kendall's b. c.
Pythias, by Gohanna, dam by Bellair, both four years old—and won by
the former, in two heats.
The track has been carefully measured by a surveyor, and a committee
appointed for the purpose, and found to be six inches short of a mile. The
rules of the Maryland Jockey Club governed for this meeting. The course
was numerously attended each day, and the races pronounced by all who
witnessed theui, unsurpassed by any ever seen in Baltimore.
Geo. F. Miller, Sec'rtj.
Pittsburg (Pa.) Jockey Club Races,
First Spring meeting, 1834, commenced Tuesday, May 26.
First day, $200, four mile heats.
C. Thompson's b. c Enciero, four years old, by Star, dam
by imported Eagle, - - - - - 211
Mr. Lindsay's b. h. O'Connell, six years old, by Tariff, dam
by Stranger, - . - . - - 3 3 2
John T. Zciilcy's b. h. Indian, five years old, by Orphan Boy,
dam by Dinwiddic, - - - - -423
Dr. C, Coryell's g. h. Zeluco, five years old, by Pirate, dam
by Consul, - - - - - - 14 dr.
Time, 8m. 29s.—8m. 45s.—Sm. 50s.
The first heat Dr. Coryell's grey horse very nearly distanced the field,
and it was thought by many, that had the track been in good order, he
would have done so easily.
O'Connell was entirely too fat, and did not appear to run any thing like
as well as formerly; besides, all the horses appeared to be making a dead
set at him, and he was only forced reluctantly to yield to adverse circum-
stances. The winning horse Enciero, is from Virginia, and appeared in
good plight; he is a remarkably promising nag. It should be mentioned
injustice to the other horses, that on the third mile a mistake occurred by
the riders of O'Connell and Indian, that probably had some cfiect on the
result. This mistake was in pulling up at the end of the third mile, mis-
taking it for the fourth and last, and thus placing a distance between
Enciero and themselves, to the advantage of the first of at least one hun-
dred and fifty yards. As it was, tlioy ran up nearly to bim, and so they
came out.
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Second day, ;^150, three mile heats.
John T. Zcillcy's g. f. Efiy, four years old, by Pirate, dam by
Consul, -_-.--- 11
II. Gallagher's ch. m. Utility, five years old, by Post Boy, dam
by Duroc, - - - - - - - 22
E. Hutchins' ch. ii. John Bolton, five years old, by John of
Roanoke, dam by Post Boy, . . - - 3 3
A. Lindsay's b. h. Highlander, six years old, by Eclipse, dam by
Duroc, - - - - - - - -44
Time, Gm. 33s.—6m. 38s.—Track heavy.
Third day, jJlOO, two mile heats.
C. Thompson's b. g. Andrew, - - - - 2 1 1
H. Gallagher's ch. f. Allegro, - - - 1 2 dr.
John T. Zeillcy'sch. ni.Katy Fisher, - - - 3 3 dr.
Wm. Small's b. f. Namcokea, - - - 4 dis.
Time, 4m. 10s.~4m. 13s.
Fourth day, ^150, best three in five, mile heats.
C. Thompson's b. h. Encicro, - - 2124411
E. Hutchins' b. f. Matilda Ann, - - 3 3 5 1 5 3 2
H. Gallagher's c. f Utility, - - 1.213223
J. T. Zeillcy's g. f. Effy, - - - 5 4 3 2 3 4 4
Dr. Coryell's g. h. Zeluco, - -4545155
Time, Im. 56s.— Im. 56is.—Im. 58s.—Im. 56s.—2m. 6s.— Im. 563.—
Im. 54s.
The Club had made every possible arrangement that would enhance the
amusement and convenience of visiters and patrons of the turf, and nothing
occurred during the four days to mar the sport. The weather, during
part of the time, was wet and unpleasant, and in some degree affected the
turn out of people on the occasion.
Nashville, (Tcnn.) Races,
Spring meeting, 1835, commenced on Tuesday, May 26.
First day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years oldj mile heats,
entrance §50, p. p.—seventeen subscribers, seven started.
H. Kirkman's ch, c. by Leviathan, - - - 3
Thomas A. Pankcy's ch. f by Leviathan, - - 2
James Bass's gr. f. by Richard, . - - 6
James Soutiiall's b. c. by Stockholder, - - - 5
L. L. Leavell's bl. f by Childers, - . - i
Gen. Desha's gr. c. by Leviathan, - - - 4
J. H. Hough's ch. c. by Kosciusco, - - - dist.
Time, Im. 553.—Im. 563.—Im. 55s.
A beautiful and well contested race. Desha's colt was the general
favourite, owing to his having performed well on two former occasions.
Pankey's and Soutiiall's had many backers, not only because of the fineness
of these animals themselves, but also because the dam of the former was
Sally Hope, and that of the latter by Conqueror; whilst the victor, Kirk-
man's colt Wacousla, by Leviathan, (out of the stable of Mr. James Jack-
son) was entirely overlooked and neglected, bets being freely offered and
refused that he would be distanced.
Leavell's black filly, the smallest animal on the field, took the first heat
in handsome style; so much so, as to induce many to believe that she
would make short work of it by taking the second also, which she would
4
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have done but for the want of size and strength, as she decidedly had the
heels of the whole field. Southall's colt took the second iicat, and now
became the favourite of the crowd. Pankey's running both heats in such
a manner as to sustain her friends in the hope that she would still obtain
the victory, and Bass' also contended respectably for every heat. Desha's
colt was now withdrawn, and the third iieat commenced, with appearances
very much in favour of Southall, whilst Pankey's was the only colt who
was thought to have a chance for the victory, when behold, Wacousta,
whom no one had thought of, waked up, lead the field, took the heat in
handsome style, and obtained the purse as well as the laurels, as Southall
and Lcavell were distanced, and Pankey and Bass, though not distanced,
not having taken a heat in three, were obliged to be withdrawn, according'
to the rules of the turf.
Second day, a sweepstakes for three year old colts and fillies, $100
entrance, mile heats—three subscribers, two started.
G. W. Parker's gr. c. O'Connell, by Sir Henry Tonson, dam by
imp. Sir Harry, - - - - - - 11
Wm. Bass' bl. f. Salome, by Leviathan, dam by Bagdad, 2 2
Time, 2m. 10s.— Im. 593.
Owing to the heavy rain that fell during the night, the track in many
places, was ankle deep in mud and water.
Third day, a sweepstake for three year old colts and fillies, f100 entrance,
mile heats—four subscribers, three started.
James Jackson's ch, f. by Leviathan, dam by Marshal Ncy, 2 11
B. Peyton's b. f. by Leviathan, dam by Sir Arcliy, - 12 2
John Crow's g. c. by Richard, dam by Conqueror, - S 3 3
Time, Im. 55s.— Im. 51s.—Im. 58.—Course rather heavy.
A handsome and well contested race. Peyton's was decidedly the
favourite before starting; and the bets were mostly on her against the
field.
After the colt race, a match race was run for $500 a side, mile heats,
between Mr. Bass' b. c. by Havoc, dam by Conqueror, and Gen. Desha's
Angora, by Leviathan, dam Patty Puff, by Pacolet.
This was 'one of the most interesting races seen for a long time over
our course. Angora was the favourite. Both run the whole mile from
the start, and the contest was very close, each evidently running for the
heat, which was taken by Bass. Angora took the second heat with ease,
apd galloped the third, Bass' colt not starting.
Fourth day. Proprietor's purse ^200, and entrance, two mile heats; free
for all ages.
G. W. Parker's g. c. O'Connell, by Sir Henry Tonson, dam by
imp. Sir Harry, - - - - - -11
James Jackson's ch. c Go it Jerry, by Jerry, four years old, 4 2
L. P. Cheatham's b. f Adria, by Pacific, four years old, - 2 dis.
P. W. Long's b. f. Gazelle, by Arab, four years old, - - 3 dis.
Time, 4m. 5s.—3m. 57s.
Foot Race.—A race against time took place at Thompson, in Connec-
ticut, a few days since. The bet was that the individual could not run
one hundred rods in that number of seconds. He performed the distance
in eighty-five seconds. [JUbany Argus.
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Mil. Editor:
T am pleased to see in your work
tlio pedigrees of the best American
brood mares, after the form of the
JOiio'lish Stud Book, with their pro-
<iiico below. From an excellent ar-
fii-lo in your fourth volume, givinfr
Contention's pedigree in full, witii
apposite remarks on the manner of
i^tat'uga pedigree, and the reasons
wliereibrc, I collate the following,
in regard to a distinguished family:
Dare Devil mare, Irby's, foaled
1792; she was got by imp. Dare
Devil; her dam by Wildair, (the
dam of Schedoni, a famous race-
horse, best son of Dare Devil, and
of Agnes, also called the Thrift
mare, by Bellair; the dam of Cup-
bearer, best son of Florizel;) gran-
dam Piccadilla, by Batte and Mac-
lin's Fearnought—Godolphin—imp.
Hob Nob—imp. Jolly Roger—imp.
Valiant—Tryall, son of imp. Tra-
veller.





Thaddeus, by Florizel, (a capital
racer.)
Contention, ch. foaled 1815, by Sir
Archy, (a capital horse.)
Reap Hook, by Sir Archy.
Burstall, by Sbylock, (a capital
racer.)
Weazle, by Shylock, (the dam of
Betsey Archer, Multa Flora, and
another mare by Sir Archy, and a
mare by Monsieur Tonson.)
Both Piccadilla, and the Wildair
mare, sometimes called the Thrift
mare, a name transferred to her
daughter Agnes, had much fame as
brood mares. They were never
trained. Several of the get of the
former were of great promise, but
were cut off prematurely.
A Subscriber.
The followinc!: have heen furnished
for iruhlicaiion by John C. Goode,
Esq. of Mecklenburg, Va.
Jaisey, a ch. m. raised by J, C.
Goode, of Mecklenburg, Va. foaled
in the year 1810; was got by imp.
Archduke, her dam by imp. Stirling;
grandam by imp. Obscurity, out of
Miss Slamnierkin, by imp. Wildair,
out of the imp. Cub mare—Wildair
and the Cub mare both imp. by Col.
Delancy, of New York.
Janey was an ungovernable crea-
ture, and obtained tiie name of the
wild mare—she could never be rode
even to her death, and lived to be
twenty-two years old. All hope of
doing any thing with her had been
abandoned for some years by her
breeder, when an overseer, short of
horses to seed a crop of wheat, pro-
posed to break her to work, to which
her owner readily consented—she
proved to be a most remarkable
plough nag; but the plougher had
always to lead her from place to
place. In 1820 she was put to horse
merely to see whether she would
breed.
Her produce:
1821, ch. c. by Lauriston, (a fine
gelding.)
1822, br. f. by Virginian, (died at
four years old.)
1823, missed to do.
1824, b. c. Ivanhoe, by do.
1825, b. f. Polly Hopkins, by do,
1826, missed to do.
1827, ch. c. Hyazim, by Sir Ar-
chy.
1828, missed to Eclipse.
1829, br. c. Inaugural, by Arab,
1830, b. c. Gen. Hopkins, by
Monsieur Tonson.
1831, ch. c. Myclipper, by Cad-
mus.
Virgin, a beautiful, strong ch,
m. raised by Mr, Wm. Bayley, of
Lunenburg, Va. she was got by the
noted racehorse Sliylock, (he by
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imp. Bedford, out of a mare by imp.
Diomcd,) her dam by imp. Bedford;
her grandam by PotSo's, (he by imp.
Sliark, out of a mare by imp. Flim-
nap;) her g. grandam by Bellario;
(Bellario, by Mercury, dam by Mark
Antony, &,c.) Belmerino, (lie by imp.
Clock fast,) Batte and Macklin's
Young Fearnought, by imp. Fear-
nought, out of an imp. mare.
Her produce:
, ch. c. by Constitution.
1825, b. c. Cadmus, by Sir Archy.
1829, b. f. Bon Mere, by do.
1830, ch. f. Kitty Mingc, by do.
1831, ch. f. byTimoleon.
1832, missed to Hyazim.
1833, ch. c. by do.
1834, missed to Hedgford, (lost it.)
1835, supposed when sold to be
in foal to Hedgford.
Old Sir Archy marc, raised by
Mr. Hubard Wyatt, Greensville,
Va. (age not recollected,) was sold
by him to Mr. Thos. Booth, of Ox-
ford, and by him to J. C Goode, of
Mecklenburg, Va. her dam the fa-
mous race marc Carolina, by imp.
Saltram, raised by Marmaduke John-
son, Esq. and was out of his old
race mare, by imp. Medley, (dam of
Reality, Vanity, &c.) she out of a
Centinel, imp.—imp. Janus—imp. Ja-
nus—imp. Monkey—imp. Silvereye.
This marc slipped several colts
before she fell into the hands of J.
C. Goode, she was thought weakly
and uncertain by her former owners;
and in fact was tender and delicate
in her constitution; and is one of the
many instances, which has impressed
ii deep conviction upon the mind of
.T. C. Goode, that a liill sister, never
trained, is vastly to be preferred as
a breeder, to a mare too frequently
trained and run. Lady Lightfoot
may be quoted as an exception; but
it is asked where is there another
of old Black Maria's produce—she
a stronger and more durable marc;
the Archy mare wa^, however, put
by Goode, in 1824, to horse, and
produced in
1825, ch. f Calliope, by Virginian.
1826, missed to Virginian.
1827, ch. f. Vinvella, by Conten-^
tion.
1828, b. f. bv Monsieur Tonson,!
(died in the fallO
1830, b. f. by Trumpator.
She died shortly after at Mr. S.
Davenport's, near Danville, Ken.
Calliope, a chestnut mare fifteen
and three quarter hands high; was
bred by John C Goode, Mecklen-
burg, Va. and foaled in the year
1825: was got by the noted race-
horse and stallion Virginian, her
dam by Sir Archy; grandam (Caro-
line,) by imp. Saltram; g, grandam





1831, ch. c. Coline, by Arab.
1832, ch. c. Dunton, by Hyazim.
1833, missed to Hyazim.
1834, b. f. Eastlana, by Hedgford. l
1835, b. c. Inglewood, by Hedg-
'
ford. Most promising.
ViNVELLA, ch. m. full fifteen hands
high, also raised by John C. Goode,
Inglewood, Mecklenburgh, Va. and
foaled in the year 1827; she was




eye, (sister to the above.) v
1832, ch. c. by Hyazim, (died at|
two days old.) J
1833, missed to Hyazim. a
1834, slipped a colt, Hedgford. '
1835, not in foal, not put, being
from home.
Trumpator mare, b. foaled 1830,
raised by Mr. Samuel Davenport,
Danville, Ken. who took the old
marc to raise on half stocks, dam
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With this, the closing number of the sixth vohtme, of the Ameri-
I
can Turf Register and Sporting Magazine, all editorial control over
its contents, and all personal interest in the work ceases on the part
sf the subscriber.
Commenced, as was the American Farmer, without a pioneer or
patron, with a view to elucidate and advance important interests which
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had been theretofore %vithout any special advocate; each work had
the good fortune to attract the regard of men of literature—science-
experience and public spirit. To their contributions, while these
works have been under the control of the subscriber, he has ever
been ready to ascribe whatever they may have acquired of reputation
lor public usefulness or amusement; and now, in transferring a
favourite bantling to other and abler hands, under whom its exterior
and its contents will be polished and improved; he earnestly hopes, thai
while stronger attractions may ensure it many new supporters, none
of its old friends will abandon it. To the many able correspondents^
whose spontaneous and unrequited olfers have imparted variety and
value to its pages, he most especially appeals for a continuance oi
their favours; feeling assured that they will be, as heretofore, thank-
fully received, and better employed.
If, in our editorial career, hostility or unkindness has been felt oi
indicated towards us in a solitary quarter, unprovoked as we know it
must have been, be it not supposed that it has been reciprocated, oi
will be remembered. While life remains so short, with painful inci-
dents, "plenty as blackberries," it were, indeed, wretched philosophy
to cherish the remembrance of wrong—and hence, for none of its
numerous blessings, does the subscriber more cordially thank provi-
dence, than for a temperament which enables him to live according
to the motto, that favours should be engraved on the heart, as iipor
brass, while injuries should be written on sand.
Finally,—He cannot retire from the fraternity of editors, of all
parties, throughout the Union, with whom it has been his good
fortune and great pleasure to maintain, during sixteen years, an un-
broken interchange of kind feeling and kind offices; without a cordial
adieu, and the tender of his best wishes. In its improved contents,
they will find augmented inducement to exchange with the Sporting
Magazine; and if the subscriber must now forego all claim to be
amused and enlightened by the wit and talents of his esteemed co-
temporary purveyors for the public; let them be assured that they
Avill find him, nevertheless, ready to oblige and serve them, personally
or officially, as occasion may offer. J. S. Skinner.
Post Office, Baliimore, July 31, 1835.
P. S. All arrearages for subscription to the Turf Register, must be
paid to Mr. Gideon B. Smith, who is fully authorized to transact the
business of the concern. Of course, all letters and communications
relating in any manner to the editorial or money concerns of the
establishment, must be directed to him. J. S. S.
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e to be directed to Mr. Gideon B. Smith, and those on business of
iportance to the writer alone, are expected to be post paid.
Such contemplated improvements in the work as have not been
mmerated in this circular, from want of time, before the next number
)pears, shall be from time to time made known in the work itself;
I the meantime the proprietor has but one request to make, viz:
—
lat if the work has hitherto repaid them for what they have given,
r agreed to give for it, they would continue to patronize it till they
link that it has so degenerated that they would be justified in reliev-
ig themselves of it—in such a case the proprietor neither desires nor
xpects support.
To those who stand indebted to the proprietor, we would sug-
est, that this is a proper time for them to come forward and pay
/hat they owe. It is surely but fair in us to demand payment of
lat which is actually due. Some subscribers must think that we
,ave the numbers printed for nothing, and can therefore give them
way. Let all recollect, that we give them what we stipulated to give
(lem—then who should hesitate to pay what he, on his part, by the
ct of taking the work, agreed to give in return.? All payments,
irhether due or coming due, are to be made to Mr. Gideon B. Smith,
vho is authorized to receive and give receipts.
MUNDIG.
We have given a wood cut, which presents the contour and general
jutline form of Mundig, winner of the last Derby, as also his pedi-
gree, and a brief description of his "^roper/ies," ^y J. F. Herring, his
portrait painter. This race, it is well known, is one of the great
events in the racing annals of England—and the winners of the Derby
and the St. Leger, (pronounced Sellinger) are always painted and
engraved, and sold in print shops, and hung up in sporting halls and
parlours-,—it were well if the practice were more general in this
iountry.
Pedigree of Mundig.
Mundig was got by Catton, out of Emma, by Whisker, out of Gab-
side Fairy, by Hermes, out of Vicissitude, by Pipater, out of Beatrice^
by Sir Peter; and was bred by the trustees of Lord Strathmore.
This
being his first public performance, we have nothing further to add.
He is of course a North country horse.
Properties of Mundig.
To the Editor of BelVs Life in London:
Sir,—In compliance with the wish expressed, by your
Manchester
correspondent, by whose remarks on my former portraits of the win-
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ners of the Derby and St. Lcger (in your paper) I cannot but fe
pleased, I shall endeavour, to tlie best of my ability, to give you n
opinion on the properties of Mundig, tlie M-inncr of the late Derb
the portrait of wliich I herewith forward, in the persuasion th
neither you, nor the thinking part of your readers, could have anti(
pated that justice could be done to the subject in a shorter time.
Mu.NDiG, it will be remembered, is by Catton; and, generally spea"
ing, the Cattons have not the most pleasant head. The head
Mundig is certainly large, but lean; and though I heard him calli
"sour-headed" when saddling, I cannot see it myself. His neck
strong, but not loaded; perhaps this may be a little owing to M
Scott's good management. His breast and shoulders are the strongs
for a three year old 1 recollect, at the same time not heavy; bi
beautifully formed. His withers not particularly high; his arms a
very large, with legs that seem to defy any sort of ground to affe
them. He is very deep in the girthing place, with capital fore ri
but, if any thing, low in the back, though in a very trifling degre
with good loins and back ribs; his hips are large, and his quarte
very long, with immense thighs and hocks; and made in the be
form for climbing a hill, being higher behind than before. His coloi
is a good chestnut, with one white hind leg.
May I take the liberty to add, that my portrait of Mundig will I
published without delay by Messrs. Fuller, of Rathbone-place; an
that I hope in this, as in all my former efforts as an Animal Painte
while I afford satisfaction to my friends I shall not detract from tl:
reputation which it has been my good fortune to establish, in th
instance particularly have I received the most liberal assistance fro)i
Mr. John Scott, in allowing me every facility in the getting up of m
portrait; and also by Mr. Wm. Scott, who has very kindly sat to mi
Of the success of my labours the public will (as soon as the print i
out) be able to form their own opinion.
I am, &c. J. F. Herring.
An Extraordinary Shot.—A clergyman in the eastern part o
Sussex, a few years since, at a single discharge of his gun, killed i
partridge, shot a man, a hog, and a hogsty, broke fourteen panes o
glass, and knocked down six gingerbread kings and queens, that wen
standing on the mantlepioce opposite the window. The above maj
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More Last Words.—One kind office remains to be solicited by-
he subscriber, from his old patrons, for ''•Jluld Lang Syne.'''' It is their
lid in disposing of a small edition of the English General Slud
Book, loitlb an Jlpj)endix of American Horses. On the presumption
,hat all owners of thorough brcds would desire to have the means of
racing their stock up through their English ancestors, to the earliest
jeriod of the English turf, he ventured, at an expense of nearly
ffiSOOO, to reprint the English work, comprising the three volumes,
nto one, printed in very superior style, and giving the whole work,
oell hound, for $10, instead of $25, the cost of the imported copy.
So far, the demand falls far short of the expense of reprinting, and
he American publisher finds himself in rather "a tight place," and
vvilhout the aid of his old friends, and the friends of the turf, a heavy
oss must be sustained. He presumes then to make this last requisi-
ion on the kind disposition of those for whose benefit and gratifica-
ion it has been his pleasure to exert himself for years; and promises
hat the name of every one who shall buy or dispose of even a single
^opy, shall be registered in the grateful remembrance of their already
nuch obliged and faithful servant. J. S. Skinner.
On remitting $10, the work shall be sent, free of expense, to the
jubscribers' post office, or some neighbouring convenient city, and for
j^50, six copies Avill be sent free from all expense of transportation.
J. S. S.
Introductory Remarks by the Proprietor.
With the present volume terminates all connection on the part of
Mr. Skinner with the American Turf Register and Sporting Magazine.
Altliough the present proprietor has been, for two years and a half,
deeply interested in the ownership of this periodical, and in part con-
trolled and advised its course, it would seem proper that the sub-
scribers should be advised of any change which has taken place, or
may take place, in the editorial department. There may be some
who have given their support to the work from motives of personal
friendship for its former proprietor and editor, and there certainly are
many who thought that his peculiar talents for such a department
ensured for the work that it would be ably conducted.
An able editor and talented contributors are undoubtedly the bone
and sinew of any periodical. If the former brings not to aid him
here—a general knowledge of the subjects to which his work is
devoted—a talent for the disposition of his material in such a manner
as that the tastes of all readers may be reasonably gratified—an
untiring industry in collecting for his readers from published works
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or articles, agreeable and instructive matter—and, above all, an impar-
tiality never to be shaken by interest, or passion, or feeling—the mosi
talented contributors in the world could not redeem from insignifr
canoe the work which he professes to conduct. But as it is obvioug
that no editor could be engaged for the Register, whose knowledge on
each and every sporting subject would not be insufficient to afford the
fullest information, able contributors on such subject became necessary,
These the proprietor of the Register is happy to assure the sub
scribers he has secured.
Impartiality, the proprietor believes to be the most valuable attribute
he proposes for his work, whether as regards his own interests or the
satisfaction afforded its subscribers,—and this in an eminent degree he
pledges himself to carry out in the fullest sense of the word.
Some complaints having been made that too many pages of the
magazine were devoted to certain subjects; after a careful investiga*
tion, each number shall be made to contain such a number of page
on each of the subjects named in the original proposal for the work;
as its importance justifies. At present it is deemed proper here t(
remark, that the horse raising and racing interest is now so important
in this country, that there are few other subjects which justly deman
that nearly so many of the pages of the Register should be devote)
to them. But it surely does not deserve to be handled almost to thj
exclusion of other matter, and it is not to be expected—or necessarj)
Mr. Gideon B. Smith, who was in the office when the work wal
first proposed and commenced, who had at the commencement of th«
fifth volume, resumed his situation as chief clerk—and who beforf
that, for several years, was known as the able editor of the America*
Farmer, will henceforth conduct the editorial department. At th<l
office, in the most central part of Baltimore, he will at all times
found. This office is intended to be the sporting mart of the counti
and information on any subject of which the Register treats, will BE
if possible, obtained for those asking it, without charge.
Each number shall contain as much and as varied information ai
the subscription list shall warrant, and to each, hereafter, a valuabU
plate shall be prefixed.* Latterly means have been taken, in sending
off the numbers, to ensure on the part of the office, no blame, should
they not reach their destination. The vexatious losses in their transi
portation, is thus attempted to be lessened.
All letters in any way connected with the American Turf Register.
* The present sole proprietor refers all his subscribers to the work, as
published since the commencement of the year '33, when he first became
a proprietor, and hopes that the improvements then and since made, will
ensure a belief, on their part, that the work of improvement will go on.
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CLARET.
Mr. EniTon:
Permit me to express my great surprise, at seeing in your July
number, the attack of "A Breeder" on the imp. horse Claret, or
rather on the author of Claret's memoir, which appeared in your last
Marcli number. 1 believe Mr. Randolph once complained to you,
that some of your correspondents were "sad slip-slops." Verily, he
spoke the truth, and whether he had in his eye any former pieces of
"A Breeder," who, perchance, may have become "a novice," as he
grows in experience, or not, it is very certain that the piece under
consideration would render its author justly obnoxious to the charge.
Indeed, the character given is much too favourable, as this communi-
cation deserves much severer animadversion; for I do not recollect
ever to have seen a piece so wanton and unprovoked, so coarse and
vulgar, so censorious and uncharitable, so abounding in ignorance
and arrogance, so full of groundless charges and insinuations, so
replete with blunders and misrepresentations, so destitute of apology
and excuse, and so utterly without one redeeming trait of justice,
liberality, intelligence, information or truth.
Without indulging in further comment, allow me to invite your
attention to the remarks of "A Breeder." And I will examine his
gravest charge first. He says, at page 556, no apology can be offered,
"entitled to the indulgence of a charitable public, for the bold assertion,
that the 'above were the only times of his starting, &c.' wlien there
is record evidence of his repeatedly starting in 1834, as a four year
old, and as often disgracefully beaten." And after vapouring through
nearly two pages he says, "Claret may have appeared in other races,
both in 1833 and 1834, but my purpose is fully answered, by exhi-
biting the above for public animadversion, which I think it merits."
And finally, to clinch the nail, he says, "T/je statements here given are
taken from an authentic source, viz: the Racing Calendar, \\\iic\\ I
believe, is in most cases, an accurate description of every horse's per-
formance, and to lohich reference is made, that all who feel an interest
in the matter may satisfy themselves." Now what ought your readers
to think of "A Breeder's" intelligence, honesty or truth, if an exami-
nation shall satisfy them, that he has not, in all probability, seen the
Racing Calendar, which he professes to quote in proof of Claret's
having been repeatedly beaten in 1834, and especially, if it shall be
shown that Claret, so far from having been "disgracefully beaten in
1834," did not start at all! Ought not the blush of shame to crimson
his cheek, if shame he can feel, at his wanton and groimdless attack
on a gentleman? And ought not the public to hold in lioht estima-
tion the statements as well as the "animadversions" of such a writer.''
80 V.6
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Let it be remembered, that my statement was, that Claret "early in
the spring (of 1834) and before he had run in public," received an
injury, and was thrown out of training, and '•'•had not run at all since
this accident^'' The last remark was intended to protect Claret
against the blunders of ignorance. Your correspondent affirms, that
Claret "repeatedly started in 1S34, and was as often disgracefully
beaten." Let us examine the English "Racing Calendars. Not to go
farther back, in the volume for 1S3-2, page 252, under the head of
races to come, may be seen the nomination for the nineteenth Riddles-
worth stakes, and pages 255 and 256, the nominations for the Column
stakes, for the produce of mares covered in 1829, in both of which
places Claret is designated as Mr. Wilson's c. by Chateau Margaux,
dam by Partisan, out of Silvertaiiy In the volume for 1833, page
9, is given an account of the race for the Riddlesworth stakes, where
we find Claret designated as '•'Mr. Wilson's b. c. Claret, by Chateau
Margaux, dam by Partisan, out of Silvertail;'''' and in his subsequent
races, he is designated "Mr. Wilson's b. c. Claret," or Mr. Wilson's
b. c. Claret, by Chateau Margaux." On an examination, it will be
seen that every race i-un by Claret is fairly and Jionestly mentioned
in his memoir. The Calendar shows that he lost, as I stated, his first
races, which were for short distances, and icon all his long races, and
races of heats, with one exception, u'hen he ran second. In the volume
for 1834, I do not find, that any horse ansioering the description of
Claret, started at all. I find, indeed, a pretender, that assumed the
name of Claret, which was becoming fashionable and popular, run-
ning several times. In this volume, page 62, I see Mr. William's
b. c. Claret, by Chateau Margaux, out of Esmeralda, four years old,
running third in a race; again page 66, "Mr. T. William's b. c. Claret,
four years old;" and page 114, at Worcester, Aug. 5, "Mr. William's
br. c. Claret, four years old;" and page 116, "Mr. T. William's b. c.
Claret, four years old;" was beat once at each page, in all four times;
and the two last races are paraded as evidence that the imp. hoise
Claret, was "often disgracefully beaten in 1834." Your correspondent
will pardon me for informing him that Esmeralda, the dam of Mr.
William's Claret, was got by Cannon-Ball. Now unless Mr. Wil-
son's b. c. Claret, means the same as Mr. William''s br. c. Claret, (for
"A Breeder's" copy of the Racing Calendar always describes him as
brown) and unless the colt out of a Partisan mare, out of Silvertail,
is the same as the colt out of Esmeralda, (she was by Cannon-Ball) "A
Breeder" stands convicted by his own record evidence, of gross misre-
presentations and calumnies, and Claret stands acquitted of having
"been beaten in 1934."
Your correspondent, I suspect, is as much mistaken in supposing
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that his statements are taken from the "Racing Calendar" as in other
matters. I doubt very mucli whether he has ever seen a vohime of
this work, or would know one if he were to see it. I am sure that
he could not have drawn his information from that source, because
he informs us that he obtained it from a jvork published in Scplem-
her last^ and the Racing Calendar for 1834, has been published
within afew weeks past. I am sure, that if he had seen and consulted
The Racing Calendars^ he could not have fairly made the ridiculous
statements contained in his piece, and which are so different from
the statements of "The Racing Calendars." Unless, then, he is the
particular favourite of the Messrs. Weatherby, and had his copy
printed before any body else's and before indeed many of the races
therein recorded had been in fact run, and unless his copy is also
different from all others, it is plain that he did not take, and could not
have taken, his statements from The Racing Calendars, as he pro-
fesses to have done.
Besides, at the time the races at Worcester were run, in August, 1834,
Claret was either on hoard the ship, or waiting to be put on board, and
could not have run in the races described. And further than all this,
and more conclusively if possible. Claret was purchased by his pre-
sent owners afeio days after his injury, has since been owned by them,
and they know that he has ^'not run at all since this accident.'''' These
facts, it is true, might be known to few except his owners, but the
character of the author of Claret's memoir, ought to have been deemed,
by the Editor of the American Turf Register, a sufficient guarantee,
that his statements were fairly and honestly made, and oucht to have
protected him from the coarse and illiberal attacks of an anonymous
scribbler.
Your correspondent is equally unfortunate in his other charges.
He accuses me of suppressing the important fact, that "whenever
Claret did win," it was in running for "selling stakes," when the
fact is that Claret never ran in a "selling stakes" in his life. Until
"A Breeder," learns the difference between a plate and a stakes, it
would perhaps be as well for him to withhold his comments on the
communications of others. But the impression which "A Breeder"
wants to make, is evidently wrong. Some of the best horses ever in
England have run in races, particularly in the early part of their
career, before they had acquired much distinction, where they could
be claimed for comparatively small sums. Not to insist on the
instances of Pickle and Zoe, when they could have been claimed for
£100, Prosody, for 150gs. Wouvermans, for 200gs. Alderman, Puss,
and Palais Royal, for 300gs, Logic, for 350gs. and hundreds of others
for equally small sums, I might refer to Waverly, who once ran
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where he couhl have been claimctl for 'iOOgs. and was afterwards held
at 2500gs. See American Tiirf Register, vol. iii. page 477. Inde-
pendently of the effect of many circumstances on the price of a horse,
it would be strange indeed, if a horse before he lias acquired reputa-
tion, should be worth as much, as after a successful career. Besides,
how many good horses have sold for low prices? Diomed for a
hogshead of tobacco; Precipitate, for £50 or less; imported Leviathan,
when a colt, for, I think, £l85; Lottery for £450; Sally Hope for 400
dollars; Sally Walker, even after slie ran in public, for the same or a
little more, Sec. But lest your readers should be misled by the state-
ments of "A Breeder," about "selling stakes" into the belief that
Claret was a cheap horse, I will state that his prime cost, even after
his withdrawal from tlie turf, was considerably above the highest sum
mentioned by ''A Breeder."
As to the taunt, that Claret was once beat by a gelding, it will have
little weight with those who reflect on the capital performances of
.focko, Euphrates and Liston, in England; and Leviathan, Surprise,
Walk-in-the-Water, and Ilardheart, in the United States; and many
other geldings in both countries, of undoubted excellence and undying
fame.
"A Breeder" is as wide of the mark, in wliat he says about Claret's
"light weights." If he means, as I think he does, that in his two
first races. Claret carried less weight than his competitors on account
of his inferiority, his assertion betrays his ignorance. By a reference
to the English Racing Calendar for 1832, p. 252, will be found the
terms of the nineteenth Riddlesworth stakes, as follows: "The nine-
teenth Riddlesworth stakes, of 200 sov, each, h. ft. for colts, 8st. 7lbs.
fillies, 8st. 4lbs. Ab. M. untried marcs, and untried stallions alloioed
Slbs. if both, bibs. The Column stakes allow the same to untried
mares, and untried stallions. See page 255, same vol. In the nomi-
nation. Claret is described as Mr. Wilson's c. by Chateau Margaux, <
dam by Partisan, out of Silvertail, (hotli untried,) "A Breeder" can
now see why Claret carried less weight, than some others in his two
first races, and it can surely be no discredit to a colt to carry weight
according to the general terms of a sweepstakes,- made up before he is
foaled. So much for the light weights in his two first races. Your
correspondent proceeds, "In the two other races at Newmarket, in
May and July, he received an allowance of weight from his competi-
tors of the same age." This information, I imagine, must have been
obtained from "A Breeder's" copy of "the Racing Calendar," "published
in last September." So far from this statement being true, exactly the
reverse of this is the fact. In the race in May, he carried more
weight than the others of the same age, one pound more than one.
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and seven pounds more than the other, those being the only otliers of
that age in the race. In the race in July, the distance very siiort,
about three-quarters of a mile, besides those of other ages, there were
three three year old colts, Shylock carrying IMlbs. Claret I09lbs.
and Elvaston 98lbs. In the two races, won in August, he carried
more weight than any of the same age. The truth is. Claret carried
?^lbs. extra on one occasion, and in his handicap races, he never
nxeived weight, except in the case of Shylock, and generally gave it,
even as 7nuch as 1 libs. As far, therefore, as his handicap weights can
be considered evidence of his character as a racer, he stood higher
in public estimation than any competitors of the same age, with the
solitary exception of a jingle colt.
If "A Breeder" means, that he carried light weights, not relatively,
but positively, a recurrence to the Racing Calendar, will show, that
he carried weights varying from 84lbs. to I22lbs. which will, I think,
do pretty well for a three year old colt.
Your correspondent is equally wrong when he speaks of the
''^small value of his compeiitors, 4'c." He must be wholly unac-
quainted with the standing of English racehorses, or he would not
have hazarded such an opinion. Claret beat Datura three miles.
Was not she a "good one?" She that beat Little Red Rover, Lucetta,
Protocol, Hawker, Byzantium, AVitch, The Cardinal, Wilna, Salute,
The Saddler and others.'' Is "A Breeder" to be told that many of
these hold the first rank in the lists of fame.'' Claret beat Dirce three
miles. Was not she a good one? Last year alone, she won eleven
races, winning at long distances, King's plates, Sec. beating Octave,
Lady Charlotte, Chantilly,Liston, Sic. Claret beat Coroner. Was not
he a good horse? Claret beat Malibran, (a winner four times at New-
market in 1833,) Tesane, Banquet, Mantilla, Deceiver, the Shoveller
filly, (which her owner and jockey <S'am Chifney boasted was able to
win both Derby and Oaks,) and other good runners. But enough, I
trust, is said. So far from going beyond the mark in Claret's memoir
I intentionally fell short of it. I might, with perfect justice, have
bestowed much higher compliments on his racing powers, and great
promise. In his first race he ran a good third, for the largest three
year old sweepstakes at Newmarket, considering both number and
amount of subscription, and icas the first favourite; some evidence,
I think, of his promise as a runner. In the summer and fall of 1S33,
he ran five times, toon four times, and ran second in the other race; some
evidence, I take it, of his racing powers. In all his handicap races,
he was ordered to carry more weight than any of the same age,
except once in a short race of three-quarters of a mile; favourable
testimony, it must be admitted, of his character as a racehorse. He
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beat many good ones, and especially in his last race, carrying weight
for age, he beat a large and capital field three miles, and amongst
them, some of the stoutest and most distinguished runners at long
distances in the kingdom: a performance that any horse might boast
of. When he was injured, in the spring of 1834, he Avas the first
favourite for one of the great sweepstakes at Newmarket, against
Vespa, winner of the Oaks in 1833, and other capital runners, a testimo-
nial of high value, coming from tlwse who had often seen him run. His
owner, too, entertained a very high opinion of his racing powers, for
when applied to, as to his price in the spring of 1834, he replied that
he had none, he was not for sale* Nor did he consent to part from
him until the injury mentioned compelled him to withdraw him from
the turf, and even then at a figure which, I dare say, would surprise
"A Breeder." But after all, it is possible, that these flattering testi-
monials are worth nothing, and that "a novice" on this side of the
Atlantic, is better able to estimate Claret's powers and promise, as a
racehorse, than any person in England, or even all the racers there
together. There is one thing, however, which I wish to be remem-
bered, that when his present owners ordered Claret, it was done with
the design of running him in this country, which they would not
have done, had they not felt the greatest confidence in his racing
powers. Whether their opinion of him be right or wrong, it is evi-
dently an honest one, and might well justify the regret, at the "acci-
dent, which unfortunately arrested his career in the midst of the most
flattering success."
Perhaps this may sufllce for one lesson for "a novice," as it is not
prudent to fatigue a young beginner who is just in his horn-book. I pass
. by his many and gross personalities, as I am unwilling to spread stuff"
of that sort on your pages. There is one thing, however which your
correspondent may do well to think of, and that is, whether his first
essay is "flattering" evidence of his "powers" or "promise" in this
line, and whether he is likely to be graduated with any distinction.
I think I have settled my accounts with "A Breeder," and take my
leave of him. He ought, however, in good conscience to make
the amende honourable, to the Editor and patrons of the American
Turf Register, for his late essay. He has to atone for a grievous
offence against them. For the much lighter offence of indulging in
some star-gazing propensities, was "Peeping Tom," lately forced to
abscond from the half-laughing, half enraged city of New York. And
perhaps, "A Breeder," would make the best reparation now in his
power, by taking French leave of your pages, and continuing his
* In a few days after this application and refusal, Claret met with this
accident, and his owner consented to sell him.
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absence^ at least until he learns something of horses, and divers other
matters, of great utility and value, in regulating the proprieties and
decencies of civilized life. M.
THE RACEHORSE.
Mr Editor: J^ew Madrid, Mo. June, \S%^.
I have seen in the fourth and fifth numbers of the present volume
of your Register, an essay on the racehorse, as copied from the Sport-
ing Cyclopedia, and from the pen of a highly gifted observer of many
of the true requisites to constitute the racehorse; but as he has taken
a part of his position on somewhat uncertain ground, I would beg
leave to make a few suggestions. More, however, to excite additional
inquiry and research from the same and other able observers, than to
pretend to elucidate the question myself. The writer labours hard,
and with great ability too, to shew that the heretofore considered
innate principles, called blood and bottom, in the horse, is altogether
derived from his superior points of conformation, but tacitly admits
that these points are more generally found amongst the Arabians; but
whether or not, they are of the highest consideration in the selection
of stock, whose issue we may depend on as capital runners, and that
these perfect points of conformation give to the horse an ease and
facility of motion and action which taxes the lungs less, and gives
the animal that high gift of endurance commonly called bottom,
independent of every other consideration of species, blood, &.c.
With great deference for the opinions and ability of the w^riter, I
consider a part of his position true and a part not. That there are
connecting links in the great chain of animated nature, all must
readily allow, and that there are distinct points, by which we may
readily observe the marked difference, in the different species of the
same apparent family of animals we may be equally ready to admit.
In the feathered tribe we see it, from the Condor down to the smallest
species of the eagle. In the canine, from the fierce mastiff through
all the distinct variety of dogs down to the filthy terrier. And from
the proud Arabian courser, trace the various grades of the horse down
to the shabby poney of the Shetland isles. In all these varieties
there are grades and ranks, first, second and third, as in the govern-
ments of men. Now as nature has been more lavish in making the
Arabian horse the pride of his species and first of his class, in all
these material points of conformation so ably spoken of by the
writer alluded to—she has done even more. lie is possessed of an
anatomical difference in all the organs appertaining to respiration, the
chest is deeper and more capacious, the lobes of the lungs larger and
more capable of inhaling a greater quantity of atmospheric air in a
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given time; the walls of the chest thinner, the calibre of the wind
pipe larger, and the expansion of the nostril much more wide, and
still subject to greater dilation in the struggles for victory on the
course. These, together with the fact that the action of the heart in
the high bred Arabian is quickei-, and the circulation of the blood
throughout the entire system much more speedy, consequently
(through the medium of the larger lobes of the lungs) exposes the
blood with more facility to the action of the atmospheric air in its
passage through them, and produces its wanton eflect on the blood, so
necessary to keep up perfect respiration under the iiifluence of power-
ful excitement and muscular exertion. This anatomical diflerence in the
construction of the whole respiratory organs of the blood horse, must
be added to the beautiful description given of him, and "his points,"
&c. &c. by the writer of the Cyclopedia, to make his picture true to
nature, and more clearly demonstrate the great dift'erence and supe-
riority over the large and spongy boned dray horse of the country,
whose nervous tissues are smaller and fewer in number, which in
part, readily accounts for that lack of fire, animation and courage,
with quick muscular strength, we see possessed by the Arabian
charger. The great nervous energy, power of respiration, fine hairs,
solid bone and superiority of form. Sec. are the material points which
distinguish him from the rest of his species on the score of continu-
ance if not speed. On the respiratory organs are to be found the true
secret of endurance, a clear elucidation of the innate principle, called
bottom. And when those material points of conformation, so fre-
quently spoken of are connected with them, speed is added to the
gift of continuance. I have seen a few horses of the common breed
possessed of tliese points, and in a high degree, with great muscular
power, that could beat almost any of the blood horses of the nation
ninety or one hundred rods, but for the lack of the nervous energy and
capaciousness of the respiratory organs, could run no further. And
an Arabian horse of tlie first class may possess these latter powers of'
respiration, Stc. so peculiar and general to his species, and yet be no
racehorse, for the want of that high form so necessary to speed, and
which may be posi^essed by the dray breed, though always without
the gift of continuance. I have never dissected a red fox nor a com-
mon hound dog, to observe if there existed any anatomical difi'erence
in the organs of respiration, nervous tissues, Sic. between them and
other dogs and foxes, so as to enable me to solve the question of this
great gift of continuance in the chase over other animals of the same
class. That they are endowed with this gift is evident to every eye,
but if it arises from any very superior symmetry, form, &c. I am
much mistaken, as no person can observe any superiority in the red
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fox and hound, over the elegant proportions of the greyhound and
mastiff. No animal of the dog kind has the case of motion and action
with the greyhound; and if high form constitutes the gift of continu-
ance, why do we find this beautiful animal always so far in the rear
of the pack in the conclusion of a long chase. The same remarks
will well apply to the grey fox and cur dog, the dunghill in the pit
with the game cock, &c. &c.
This great and apparent difference may arise from some superior
development of the nervous tissues, artet'ial circulation, expansion
in the chest, &c., &c.; at all events the -rnnate principle in the red
fox and the common hound, like the game horse, shews that dis-
tinction in the species of animals with which nature marked their
rank and stand. Was superiority of form in the various cardinal
points, (which is sometimes possessed by the dray horse,) the only
thing to constitute the turf horse, we would have to depend on acci-
dent for that which we now look for in blood, though high superiority
of form is not (I will admit,) always the sure consequence appertain-
ing to the issue of that particular species of race horses; but gift of
continuance is the certain result, whenever the colt has sprung from
an unadulterated source. The writer says, "there is nothing in blood,
indeed nothing at all, independent of form and matter, as the sports-
men say there is," which is as much as to say, one breed is as. good
as another, or that there is no distinction in the species of horses;
and whenever the constituent parts are to be found, will equally dis-
tinguish themselves on the turf. This I will admit to be (generally
speaking) true enough as to short distances, but will fail many times
and deceive the most experienced eye, that had observed all the car-
dinal points to approach perfection itself, pass under the rule of cir-
cular extension, and judged to be very speedy of foot; yet, under the
hand of the trainer, prove otherwise, and disappoint expectation even
at short distances, not from any fault probably in form, but from lack
of energy, from a too slender development of the nervous tissues on
the acting parts for speed, which must necessarily evade the scrutiny
of the sharpest eye. This great development of nervous energy is
not so important to the exertion of slow strength, hut to quick action
is all important, as the muscles are thereby doubly stimulated at once.
Hence it is, we view one horse so much quicker, though not stronger,
than another of equal symmetry and beauty of form. We see the
same thing every day in men. In conclusion on the subject of blood,
bottom, or gift of continuance, or by whatever name it may be called,
we see that it is the distinct species stamped there by the hand of na-
ture, (independent of form) to distinguish him proudly from the rest
of his race. Who ever saw a cold-blooded horse (of whatever form,
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you please,) run two or three good four mile heats? I answer the ques-
tion myself, without fear of contradiction—and say no person. Mixed
bloods have sometimes surpassed all calculation in distance, but no
dray ever went beyond his mark. Without the material respiratory
organization is there, he cannot do it. Look at a remarkable deve-
lopment of this in Touchstone, Chateau Margaux, (as we have it in
their portraits,) Tychicus, and many other distinguished runners of
the day. '-So then, there is nothing in blood," indeed, but there is a
great deal in species, which is as plain to every eye, as that a negro
is black in colour, and an .^merican white. Missouri.
Old Medley.
Mr. Editor: Louisa, Va. May 30, 1835.
I see in your Magazine, vol. 6, No. 7, p. 351, for March, an inquiry to
know what year old Medley (Hart's) was imported, &c.
I will now give you some information respecting him, which you may
rely upon, as I got it from Harfs own books, (they are all yet in the pos-
session of his widow, who gave me liberty to peruse it.) Medley was im-
ported in the year 1784, and tiie full cost of him was £100 15s. lid.; and
in the year 1792, (March) Mr. Hart sold one half of him to John and James
Wilkinson, of Southampton county, Va. for 29,000Ibs of Tobacco. He
made a season there, and died at its expiration, or a short time before it
was out.
So you see, that old Medley has been dead forty-three years; and if his
youngest colt was living, it would be forty-two years old; so it appears that
if his third offspring was living, they would be, at the youngest, twenty
years old.
If any part of this information be of any service, you may publish it
with the greatest propriety, as I obtained it from the fountain head, (the
books of old Mr. Hart.) Louisa.
Colours op Race Riders' Dress.
Remedy, in England, for the evils experienced from the incorrect and
uncertain system adopted as to the colours of the riders.
"For the greater certainty of distinguishing the horses, and to prevent
disputes, each rider is desired to declare, at the time of entering, the
colours he will ride in, that they may be inserted in the printed lists; and it
is hoped that noblemen and gentlemen will give directions to their riders
to observe this regulation; and any jockey riding in any other colour than
that he has so mentioned, without previously declaring it at both (he stands
on the race-ground, shall forfeit 10s. 6i. and, on default of paying the said
forfeit of 10s. 6d. to the clerk of the course when demanded, such jockey
shall be excluded from riding for any of the plates at Stamford races the
following year."
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ON REPORTING RACES.
Mr. Editor: June 15, 1835.
A Avarm admirer of the sports of the turf, although no sportsman,
I hope may be permitted to make a few remarks, which if you
deem them of suflicient importance you may pubUsh.
It is generally admitted to be a difficult matter to form any correct
idea of the relative speed of horses that never contended against each
other—perhaps never ran over the same track. And yet what should
be more desirable to all who take an interest in such things. This is
owing to the defective mode of reporting races; and it is with a view
of calling your attention to what I consider a defect in your very in-
teresting and useful publication, that I address you this letter.
In attempting to arrive at a fair estimate of the relative speed and
power of horses, that never met in generous strife, time is evidently the
only criterion, but even that cannot be resorted to unless other data be
given. Those who are aufait^ will understand me at once to mean "the
exact distance run, and the precise weight carried." These facts are
of the jfirst importance, because if any one be unknown, the others
convey no information (of the kind sought for) to the mind. There
are others which may, perhaps, be called of secondary importance,
which it is generally necessary should be known:—such as, the state
of the weather, the course, Stc. and all of which may be included
under the head of remarks.
Whoever lifts a Turf Register, or an English Sporting Magazine,
or Racing Calendar, must regret that from some cause or other the
report is generally of little value, for want of all the facts. For
example, I open the 5th vol. of your Register, at page 153, and I find
the following report of two races.
Broadrock, {Va.) Fall Races,
Second day, two mile heats.
O. P. Hare's Ironette, four years old, by Contention, - 11
J. J, Harrison's Tuberose, five years old, by Arab, - - 2 2
Thomas D. Watson's Little John, by Tonson, - - 3 3
John M. Bolts', Damon, four years old, by Gohanna, - 4 4
John C. Goode's b. m. Bonne Mere, (which, by-the-by, turned
out a bad mare) .-._.. ^\g^
Wm. R. Johnson's Winterfield, - . - _ dis.
Time, 3m. 52is.—3m. 533.
Nashville, (Tenn.) Jockey Club Races,
Second day, two mile heats.
G. B. Wilhams' g. f. three years old, by Sir Archy, - 11
J. C. Beasley's c. f. Red Doe, three years old, by Pacific, - 2 2
Time, 3m. 56s.—3m. 55s.
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Now whether these races \yere run over a course of one mile
exact, or over a track commonly called a mile, "be the same more or
less," we are not informed. In neither case is stated the weight car-
ried. Those present, perhaps, knew—those absent, (particularly in
the north) may guess. Weight and distance equal, the Virginia nags
were best.
Suppose now, Mr. Editor, it were wished to compare the above
rates of speed, with ' that of some other animal, at some other time
and place; and I turn to your March number for 1835, where I find
an account of that most extraordinary racer, Haynie's mare, that
flourished in Tennessee some twenty years ago. I see it there stated
that she ran the second mils of a two mile heat, in \m. 48s. carrying
lOOlbs.! the first mile having been made in 'Urn.!! Here, though time
and weight are given, the exact distance run is left doubtful, leaving it
impossible to form any accurate idea of the relative speed and bottom
put forth in any of the above races.
One might suppose that the reporters of races fancied them mathe-
matical problems, in which certain quantities being given, you can
find a quantity unknown. As for example, time and distance known,
what was the weight carried?—or the weight carried and distance
given, the time is required?
It is possible your valuable work may contain, somewhere, the
exact length of some of the principal courses in the Union, and also
their rules, by which weight, according to age, is regulated; but these
things ought to stare the reader in the face at the head of each race
report.
Columbia, (S. C.) Jockey Club Races.
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the observation of the proof reader. My object now is not to compliment
the work, but to make a few corrections in the list of imported horses,
hoping some of your correspondents will review that part of the list with
which we are unacquainted.
Page 1036, Chariot imp. to Virginia, read to J^orlh Carolina. Citizen
by N. W. Carney, read S. W. Carney. Ca3ur-dc-Lion in 1800, read
1797. Col. Hoonies bred to him that year, and in '98 his Bolton mare
dropped b. f. Milksop, and his Medley mare dropped gr. f. Dido. Cormo-
rant imp. 1800, read 1797.
Page 1037, Don Quixotte, with reference to page 199, querei" Wea-
therby says, he died 1706, aged twenty-two years.
Page 1040, Highlander to Virginia, read probably to JVew Jersey.
Same page, John Bull.* Q,uerc? Wcatherby places him in the obituary
list, and I have heard of none of his American produce.
Page 1045, Royalist, to Tennessee, read to Jfew York, and died in Ten-
nessee.
Page 1046, Silver to Virginia, read JVbrth Carolina. Silver-Eye to
Virginia, and, according to Weatherby, out of sister to Mixbury, and
omits, in Mixbury's pedigree, the Byerly Turk cross.
Page 1047, Strap imp. to JVorth Carolina.
Page 1048, Traveller imp. to Virginia.
Page 1070, In the list of distinguished progeny from imp. horses, Pala-
fox, by imp. Express—Pacolet's dam, read by imp. Druid, out of Pacolet's
dam.
Page 1064, Fitz-Medley, by Dandridge's Fearnaught, Harris' Eclipse,
&c. read by imp. Medley—Dandridge's Fearnought, &c.
Page 1069, Munroe, by imp. Wonder—Priestess, read by Wilke's Won-
der, &c.
Page 1073, Snap Dragon, by Collector, imp. Fearnaught, Spadille,
Fabricus, read Fabricius-^Spadille—imp. Fearnought.
Page 1070, Oscar, by imp. Wonder—Rosy Clark, by imp. Saltram, read
Oscar, by Wilks'' Wonder, dam Rosy Clack, by imp. Saltram, Camilla, by
Melzar, &c. Mr. Saunders purchased Rosy Clack of John Clack, and said
her dam was Camilla, by Wildair; others say. Clack's Camilla was by
Melzar, as above—therefore, quere. C.
OBITUARIES.
Monkey, imp. 1747, then 22 years old, lived to old age.
Jolly Roger imp. 1748, then 7 years old, lived to old age.
Silver-Eye, lived to old age.
Morton's Traveller, 1754, then 6 years old, lived to old age.
Janus, ch. imp. 1752, then 6, died 1779-80, 33-4 years old.
Aristotle, Died. Age.
Fearnought, 1776, Va. 21
Harris' Eclipse, 1790, Va. 20
* I am satisfied John Bull was never imported—probably some obscure
son took the name.
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have seen it, to be as perfect in its pelrcfaction as when living, with
the exception of a hole in one of the sides, about four inches in
diameter, around which tlie hair has been worn ofi', probably by the
friction of the water, in which it must have lain for ages past to have
produced such a phenomenon. The hair on the hump, and slioulders,
neck, forehead and tail, though concentrated into almost a smooth
surface, may be easily discerned. The horns, eyes, nostrils, mouth
and legs, are as perfect in their stone as in their pristine state.
The country in which this rare specimen was found, is inhabited
by the Euteaux, a roving tribe of savages, who subsist, a great portion
of their lives, on insects, snakes, toads, roots, &c. This tribe being
particularly hostile to the whites, renders the acquisition of this
curiosity an undertaking not a little hazardous. Notwithstanding
this, and many other difliculties to be surmounted, such as distance,
expense, &.c. our enterprising citizen, Capt. Charles Bent, contem-
plates procuring and bringing the specimen to the United States with
him, on his return from Santa Fe, during the ensuing autumn. We
heartily wish him success in his praiseworthy undertaking.
[St. Louis Commercial Bulletin.
THE COURAGEOUS HORSE.
About seven o'clock one evening in November, 1762, as Mr. Rey-
nolds, one of his Majesty's coroners for the county of Devon, was
returning from Plymouth dock, on the road leading from Stonehouse
mills to Hoplase hospital, he was stopped by two soldiers of the 22d
regiment, who demanded his money, and threatened to murder him if
he refused; and as he was putting his hand into his pocket to take
out his money to deliver to the robbers, a soldier Avho had secreted
himself, came behind Mr. Reynolds, and with a large bludgeon, gave
him a violent unprovoked blow on his back and right shoulder, and,
on endeavoring to strike a second blow, fortunately the villian missed
his aim, and the bludgeon dropped down on the back part of Mr.
Reynolds' horse, on which the horse, apparently much enraged,
jumped forward, and bit one of the soldiers in front of him; then
another of the villians, with a drawn sword, endeavored to make a
pass on Mr. Reynolds; the horse feeling something behind him, gave
the robber such a sudden and violent kick with his heels, that the
fellow fell flat on his back, and before the third, who was behind,
could come up to repeat his blow, the sagacious animal sprang for-
ward, struck into a gallop, and never stopped till he had reached his
master's house at Plymouth. The very fact deserves to be written
in letters of gold, and is worthy of a place in the first library in the
kingdom. [Eng. paper.
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Col, Swift, mayor of this city, has in his possession a male and
female Powee, which Avere brought from South America, and which
inhabit only the mountainous regions of that countr^^ hi size they
are between the Guinea fowl and Peacock; in shape and colour they
resemble the latter, wdth the exception of the flowing tail. On their
head they have a large bony substance, something like a comb, which
seems to have been given them for the purpose of defence. They
are quite tame, and belong to the graniverous class, having bills
similar to those that live upon seeds. [Phila. Com. Herald.
VETERINARY.
"Wolf's Teeth" in Horses.
Where situated—cause of blindness, if not extracted.—Extract to the Editor.
Loudoun County, Va. June 10, 1835.
"In all the treatises on the diseases of horses, no mention, that I am
aware of, has been made of the ''Wolf's Teeth." They are small teeth
that grow in front of the first grinder, on each side of the upper jaw, and
if not extracted will as assuredly cause blindness, as that two and two
make four."
Cure for Grubs in Horses.
Make a strong decoction of elder buds or bark, say one gallon of water
to a double handful of the elder, boiled down to two quarts, and given
when cold. I have never known it to fail.
How to Castrate Colts.
The operator should be provided with a strong rope, leathers, to prevent
the rope rubbing the iiair off, clamps, soap and water, hogs lard and salt.
JVb paste, thread, twine, nor searing iron, is requisite.
The colt being carefully thrown and securely tied, wash the parts well
with the soap and water, then grease them, the operation being performed
in the ordinary way, throw a handful of salt in each orifice. Nothing more
need be done.
It is advantageous for the colt to cover a mare a little time before the
operation. A Bit of a Whip.
Cure for Distemper.
Take one handful of sunflower seed, beat them up fine, mix them with a
little wet bran, and give it three times a day.
A Cure for Sore Tongue in Horses or Cattle.
Take the oil from a fat hen, with which grease the tongue. The accond
greasing will always have the desired effect.
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RENOWNED ENGLISH RACEHORSES.
[A correspondent has furnished the following extracts from the English
Racing Calendar, in regard to Delpini, one of the best sons of Highflyer,
and sire of St. Leger and Oaks winners— whose pedigree is also given;
and that of Bcningbrongh, next best son of King Fergus, on the turf, to
Hambletonian; both St. Leger winners, consecutive years, but of more
fame in the stud, being sire to Orville, winner of the St. Leger, &c. with
a summary of his achievements, which we regret were not extended; as
well as Delpini's racing at three years old, supplied.]
DELPJNI.
"From the fame of liis descendants, among the best horses living,
lew of his day are now held in higher esteem than Delpini. For the
want of the Englisli Racing Calendars earlier than 1784, his achieve-
ments, here given, begin with his fourth year. From the odds in his
favour, in his first race that year, it may he inferred, Delpini had
already acquired distinction.
Delpini, late Hackwood, g. h. foaled 1731, bred by the Duke of
Bolton, was got by Highflyer, out of Countess, by Blank; her dam
by Rib—Wynn's Arabian—Alcock's Arabian—Grasshopper, son of
the Byerly Turk, &c. &c.
Highflyer, the invincible racehorse and unrivalled stallion, was the
best son of Herod, out of Rachel, by Blank—"Regulus, best son of
the Godolphin Arabian," &c. Sec.
Blank, own brother to Janus, by the Godolphin Arabian, out of the
Little Hartley mare, by Bartlet's Childers, &c.
Rib, by Crab, (famed son of Alcock's Arabian) out of Doll, by-
Lord D'Arcy's Woodcock, &c.
Newmarket first spring meeting, 1785, Monday, March 28.
1. 1785, Sweepstakes of lOOgs. each, h. f. D. L
Sir F. Standish's gr. c. Delpini, by Highflyer, 8st. 7lb. - 1
Duke of Grafton's Noodle, 8sL 31b. - - - - 'i
Mr. Douglass' Ishmael, 7st. 13lb. - - - . 3
Five to four on Delpini—three to one against Noodle, and four to one
against Ishmael.
Newmarket second spring meeting, Monday, April 18.
2. Lord Clermont's George, five years old, by Mark Antony, S^t. 71b.
beat Sir F. Standish's Delpini, four years old, 7st. 11 lb. D. L for 200g6.
Five to four on Delpini. (Delpini afterwards beat George.)
Saturday, April 23.
3. Sir F. Standish's gr. c. Delpini, by Highflyer, beat the Duke ol
Q,uecusberry's Collector, 8st. 7lb. each, D. 1. for 200gd. Five to two on
Delpini.
4. Same day. Sir F. Standish's gr. c, Delpini, 8st. 7lb, beat Mr. BuL
lock's Miss Blanchaid, Sst. lib. D. L for 200gs. Five to two on Delpini..
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Newmarket first spring meeting, 1786, Tuesday, May 2.
5. 1786. SirF. Standish's gr. c. Delpini, 8st. 71b. received 132gs. com-
promise from Mr. Panton's Falcon, Sst. 21b. B. C. 300gs. li. f.
Saturday, J)Iay 6.
6. Sweepstakes 200gs. each, h. f. B. C.
Sir F. Stnndisli's gr. Ii. Delpini. Jjst. 61b. - - _ 1
Duke of Queensberry's Collector, Sst. 61b. - - - 2
H. R. H. Prince of Wales's Hardwich, Sst. lllb. - - 3
Lord Grosvenor's Tar, Sst. 21b. - - - - - 4
Five to four against Hardwich—two to one against Delpini—four to one
against Tar. (Hardwich, six years old, was at this time very celebrated;
but this was his only race in 1786.)
Newmarket second spring meeting, Thursday, May 18.
7. Plate £50, for four years old 7st. 51b.—-five years old Sst. 61b.— si.\
years old Sst. 121b.—aged 9st. D. C.
H. R. H. Prince of Wales' b. h. Rockingham, five years old, by
Highdyer, ...-.-- 1
Sir F. Standish's gr. h. Delpini, five years old, - - - 2
Mr. Dawson's b. h. Clayhall, five years old, - - - 3
Lord Clermont's b. h. George, six years old, - - - 4
Nine to four on Rockingham—five to one agaiqst Delpini. (Rocking-
ham, at this time, was the best racehorse in England.)
York, Monday, August 21.
8. A subscription, 25gs. each, for four years old 7st. 7lb.— five years old
Sst. 51b. &c.— four miles. Ten subscribers.
Sir F. Standish's gr. h. Delpini, five years old, by Highflyer, 1
Mr. Wentworth's b. c. Verjuice, four years old, - - 2
Mr. Hutchinson's gr. f. four years old, by Highflyer, - 3
Mr. Joliffs' b. c. Optimus, four years old, - - - 4
Five to four on Delpini—five to one against Verjuice.
Wednesday, August 23.
9. £50 given by the city, added to a subscription purse for five year old
horses, carrying Sst. 71b. four miles.
Sir F. Standish's gr.h. Delpini, - . - - 1
Mr. Hutchinson's b. h. Pitch, - - - - - 2
Mr. Wentworth's b. m. Leverett, . _ . - 3
Mr. Jolliff 's c. h. Posthumous, - - - - 4
Two to one on Delpini.
Thursday, August 24.
10. .£50 given by the city, added to a subscription purse for six year olds,
Sst. 101b.—aged 9st. four miles.
Sir F. Standish's gr. h. Delpini, five years old, - - 1
Mr. Garforths gr. m. Faith, aged, - - - - 2
Mr. Wentworth's b. h. Glaucer, aged, . _ - 3
Even betting on Glaucer—two to one against Delpini—three to four
against Faith. (Delpini, at five years old, carried six year old weight, and
beat aged horses of celebrity, with only 21b. more.)
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Nkwmarkkt Craven incotiii^r, Ajjril 1787.
11. Sweepstakes, 50gs. each, h. f. four years old 7st. 131b.—five years
old 8st. 7lb.—six years old «st. 121b.—aged 9st. Four miles.
Mr. Bullock's b. li. Rockingham, five years old, by Highflyer, 1
Sir F. Standish's gr. li. Delpini, five years old. by Highflyer, - 2
Duke of St. Albans' ch. c. Fox. four years old, - - 3
Mr. Tetlirington's b. h. Marplot, five years old, - - 4
Mr. Windham's Drone, aged; Duke of Grafton's b. c. Oberon, four years
old; and Mr. Lade's gr. c. Pilot, also started, but w^ere not placed; Mr.
O'Kelly's Dungannon; Lord Grosvenor's Alexander, and others, paid
forfeit. Seven to four on Rockingham—seven to two against Drone-
seven to one against Delpini.
1788. 12. At the Newmarket Craven meeting, in a race won by Me-
teor, four years old, by Eclipse, beating Mufti, Poor Soldier, and others of
high renown, neither Rockingham nor Delpini were placed.
IS. At York, August meeting, in a race of four miles, Delpini aged,
carrying 9st. ran second to tlio Duke. of Norfolk's b. h. Dubskelper, six
years old, by Piilegon, at 8st. 121b. beating Bramble, Verjuice, and two
more. Five and six to four on Dubskelper."
Delpini was as renowned as a stallion as on the turf; more so in
the stud than Rockingham, though he was regarded as "the best bred
horse in England."
In 1794, the first year his get appeared, there were six winners.
In 1796, there were seven, including the famed Golden Locks, dam
of Soothsayer. The get of other famed stallions were as follows:
Highflyer 29; PotSos 19, including Waxey; Sir Peter Teazle 12;
Trumpator 13; Mercury 13; Volunteer 11; Woodpecker 9; Dungan-
non; King Fergus G; Diomed 5; Drone 5: Alexander 5; Phenome-
iiOTi 5; Anvil 4; &c. &c. In 1797, 13 of Delpini's were winners; in
1798, 18, &c. Symmetry, winner of the St. Leger; an Oaks winner;
Scotia, Laborie, Slap Bang, Timothy, Evander, Trafalgar, Sir Launce-
lot, Grimaldi, Epperston, and other winners, sustained his reputation.
Besides the above named renowned stallions, Florizel, Young
Marske, Beningbrough, Buzzard, Waxy, Whiskey, and some others,
were of contemporaneous celebrity. Not until 1816, did winners of
Delpini's get wholly disappear from the Racing Calendar.
BENINGBROUGH.
Beningbrough, b. h. foaled 1791, bred and run by Mr. Hutchinson,
was got by King Fergus, (a famed son of Eclipse) his dam by Herod,
out of Duchess, by Whitenose.
1794. At three years old, Beninbrough won four races, including
the St. Leger and Doncaster gold cup, four miles, beating Ninety-three,
the winner of the St. Leger the preceding year, and all competitors.
1795. He won three prizes. He beat Bennington, by Rockingham,
same age, a match, 7st. 7lb. to 8st. four miles, for 500gs. He won
the Doncaster sweepstakes, four miles, and next day, two mile heats.
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1796. At York he beat Ormoud, a niatcli, lour miles, for 500gs.
but a few days after for the £50 plate, four miles, he was beat by
Eliza, whom he had before beat.
Beningbrough proved an excellent stallion—Orville is the most
renowned of his get.
[We wovild be pleased were all bio<iraphers of imp. liorses, and others,
to enter into nil the particulai-s, as to dates, places, weights, &c. as in the
extracts concerning Dclpini.]
AMUSING DESCRIPTION OF A RACE.
The following laughable sketch of a sham race in the West Indies,
IS from "the Cruise of the Midge."
On one occasion, a certain Captain Jack Straw, master of the Lon-
don ships, and the collector of the customs, were two of Flamingo's
guests at dinner, and a match was made between them, to come off
next morning.
It was given out to be a trial of bottom, as they were to ride six
times round the race course. Now the latter was a measured mde;
a six mile heat thought J, in such a climate, and the owners to ride!
However, there was nothing more said about it, and I had forgotten
it, until Mr. Flamingo took me out in his stanhope at daybreak the
next morning to see the racers sweated; and there, the first thing that
met our eyes was old Straw sure enough, with his hat tied under his
chin by a red bandanna, and his trousers shuffled up to his knees,
ambling along mighty fussily, on a great chestnut marc, as unlike a
racehorse, as one could well fancy an individual of the same species
to be; for although he appeared to be cantering along, the pace was
so sluggish, that we passed him easily in a trot. Those who have
seen Ducrow in the Tailor riding to Brentford, caprioling on the
stage as if he were going fifteen knots an hour, while he never shoots
a single fathom ahead, will form a good idea of our friend's appearance
and style of locomotion.
"Well, Jack," cried Flamingo, how come you on? who wins?"
Here the collector came rattling up astern, deucedly well mounted,
standing in his stirrups, his long nose poked between his horse's ears,
and riding regularly jockey fashion, without his coat, a handkerchief
tied round his head, and his whip crossed in his teeth, and sawing
away with his hands.
As he passed the old sailor he pulled up.
"Now, Jack, do give in, and don't boil me to a jelly; you see I
have done four rounds of the course, while you have not completed
two. You must be aware you have no chance; so give in, and come
and breakfast with me—do, that's a good fellow."
"Give in," roared Jack, "give in, indeed! That's a good one
—
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why, the old mare's bottom is only beginning to tell—give in, mastci-
collector! No, no—besides, I see your horse is blown—there's mine
ho don't bolt—give in, indeed!" ^y-t
And thereupon he made a devil of a splutter; heels, arms and head,
all in a fidget, and away shot his antagonist once more, leaving Jack
puffing and bobbing away on his asthmatic mare, up and down, in
a regular hobby-horsical fashion, as like his own heavy sterned
ship digging Uirough a head sea on a bow-line, as could well be
imagined.
However, the collector did win, which honest Jack had foreseen
all along, although the six mile gallop had put him into a rare fever,
and old Straw, bearing no malice, as he said, after handsomely paying
the stakes, went and breakfasted, in great glee, according to invitation,
with his conqueror.
That day at dinner we met both the equestrians, when Jack told
us, that his mate had run three pipes of cogniac and twenty dozen of
claret, during the time the coast was clear, and that he had sent a
case of the latter to his friend, whom he had so cleverly kept in pla}r
with his compliments, "not to ride races where there were six mile
heats again, before breakfast."
As we rode up to the course next evening, at four o'clock, as usual,
we were somewhat late, and found the rope drawn across the ingress
at the bottom of the course. The bugle to saddle had sounded some
-"time before; so we had to pull up where we were, in order to see
the horses pass. We were standing with our horses' heads close to
the rope, when an overseer of some neighbouring estate rode up,
pretty well primed apparently, and, to our great surprise, charged the
rope, which he did not appear to see. He was only trotting his
mule, however, and there was no appearance of haste or violence
about him; but when the rope checked the animal, he gave a drunken
pitch, but all as quiet as could be, and toppled over its head quite
gently, as if he had been a sack, into the ride, where, after making
one or two sprawling movements with his feet, he lay still, Avith the
beast looking at him from the other side of the rope, and poking
down its head, and snorting and snoking at him. The next bugle
sounded, the horses were away, and some of the lookers-on had just
time to drag the poor fellow off the course by the legs, when they
passed us like a whirlwind.
'^Three to one on Moses," cried one sable amateur, for if we had
not altogether the style of Newmarket, it was from no want of blacklegs.
"Six to one on Blue Peter," quoth another ragged neger.
"Five to one on Mammy Taws."
"Slap Bang against the field." And all was anxiety about the race;
but no one took any notice of the poor overseer, who lay still and
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motionless on the side of the dry ditch that surrounds the course.
At length seeing the poor creature broiling in the hot sun, we dis-
mounted to help him up.
"]\Iassa," said a negro, taking his arm, "he must be well drunk,
dis buccra. See how him hand drop again when I lift him—supple
like one new-kill snake."
'•Supple enough," said Dr. , who now rode up, and felt his
pulse first, and then his neck. "Poor fellow! supple as he is now,
he will be soon stark and stiff enough. His neck is broken—thafs all:''
"Neck broken!" said Flamingo and I, in a breath, much shocked.
"Yes, and dead as Julius Caesar. But, pray, did you notice if the
White Jacket and Black Cap came in?"
The man had, in very truth, actually hrokcn his neck.
SINGULAR FEROCITY OF WEASELS.
One fine summer evening, about thirty years ago, as ]Mr. Brown
was returning from Cilraerton, near Edinburgh, by the Dalkeith road,
he observed on the high ground at a considerable distance, betwixt
him and Craigmillar Castle, a man who was leaping about, performing
a number of antic gestures, more like those of a maniac than of a
sane person. After contemplating this, apparently absurd conduct,
Mr. Brown began to think it might be some unfortunate maniac, and
climbing over the wall, made directly towards him. When he got
pretty near, he perceived that this man had been attacked, and was
defending himself against the assault of a number of small animals,
which he at first took for rats, but which turned out, on getting closer,
to be a colony of from fifteen to twenty weasels, which the unfortu-
nate man was tearing from him, and endeavouring to keep from his
throat. Mr. Brown joined in the combat, and, having a stick, con-
trived to hit several of them, and laid them lifeless. Seeing their
numbers decreasing, the animals became intimidated, and speedily
fled towards a rock hard by, and disappeared in its fissures. The
gentleman was nearly overcome with fatigue and exhaustion, having
been engaged in his struggle with the weasels, as far as he coidd
guess, upwards of twenty minutes; and but for the fortunate and
timely assistance of Mr. Brown, he said he must have inevitably
fallen a victim to their fury, as he found himself quickly losing
strength from the violence of his exertion. His chief attention was
turned to keep them from his throat, to which they seemed instinc-
tively to direct their course. He was a powerful man, otherwise he
must have sunk under their ferociety. He had squeezed two to death
while tearing them from him. His hands were much bitten, and were
streaming with blood from the wounds. [CAamiers' Edmbuvsh Journal.
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SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.
[In reference to the attack upon Claret, the admission of wliich is com-
plained of by M. he ought to reflect, that if it had been refused, it would
have been said, as it has, most unjustly, that we were partial to these im-
ported horses. In private circles it might have been whispered, tliat the
memoir was marked by intentional omissions, as had been proved in an
essay which we had rejected; and both the horse and this work, would
have been injured by allegations which, being circulated in private, might
never have been refuted. As to the attack being anonymous, M. at least,
ought to admit, that if that be improper, it is not without precedent in such
cases, nor ought it to be required as a general rule, of gentlemen who may
have no personal interest in the subjects of general concern on which they
write; to give their names. As for the insinuation oi' parlialily, made, not
by M. but by others, we reiterate for the last time, that we scorn a sugges-
tion, only to be conceived by narrow minds. The beam is often in the
eye of those who think they can see the mote in their neighbour's.
In repudiating, with contempt, the puerile, yet malicious intimations of
partiality, we have reference to the use, or rather the abuse it would imply
of this magazine. Personally, we do profess to entertain our partialities, and
warm ones too, for both men and horses, and they run in close parallel in
the two cases—uninfluenced in either by names or localities. A liberal
spirit, true courage, courtesy, fair notice and fair contests are as commen-
dable, and as often found with one animal as with the other; and if in the
sportsman of the south, of the true model and mettle—a H******* and
others, for instance; you meet the united virtues of hospitality, a readiness
to give and take, a courage to bear defeat; an elevated countenance to
challenge, and a heart open to return the confidence of a gentleman at first
sight—you meet and promptly do honour to the same qualities in a S*******
and others, of the north; both alike ready to despise the soi disant friend
of the turf, who can find sport in nothing but—a well lined purse!]
Tappaijannock Jockey Club.
Mr. Editor: June 17, 1835.
Your readers may be pleased to learn the Tappahannock Jockey Club
race course is to be re-established this fall, under the management of J. P.
White, Esq. late of Henrico county, Va. who is determined to spare
nothing to make it fashionable.
The soil is good for quick time, and the improvements on the course
already sufficiently advanced to accommodate racers. The town of Tappa-
hannock is beautifully situated on the banks of the Rappahannock, where
Daingerfield, at the sign of the Plough, and Matthews, at the Eagle, are
provided with every thing to be found at Barnum's or Page's; and will
cheerfully accommodate all parties, without interfering with White's men.
The steamboats stop regularly at Tappahannock, and probably, during the
races, may make daily trips to and from Fredericksburg, Baltimore, &,c.
In 1796 this was Virginia's most favourite course. Robert Wormley
Carter, Esq. was President of the club. John Brokenbrough, Esq. Vice
President. Lawrence Muse, Esq. Secretary.
Major Custis, Henry Washington, Charles Smith, and Nicholas Lyme,
Esqrs. Judges of the race.
Paul Tilghman, James Jones, David Dunbar, Archibald Ritchie, Richard
Brooke, Benjamin Temple, William Hayden, Esqrs. Judges of the course.
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William Turner, M. Seiden, J. Hoskins, B. Butler, J. Tayloc, W. T.
Alexander, D. Dunbar, 11. Voung, Cliarles Sniitli, Carter Braxton, John
Tliornton, 11. G. Robb, John Hoomes, Esjrs. and many such men met
there, with such nags as Planter, Flagellator, Kilty Medley, Columbus,
Virago, Gioster, Atlanta, Northumberland, Minerva, Yarico, Sec. &,c.
The veterans, Messrs. Garrison, Doswell, Williamson, and racers gene-
rally, have pledged themselves to take a trial. Cot. William L. While, 1
beg your pardon— Col. White, you must know, is the brother of J. P.
VVliite, and will be at the post to "^(7/ up^' the two mile day, and, perhaps,
start a "damned button tailed thing that he knows nothing about," for the
Jockey Club purse.
A stake is open for untried three year olds, ^100 entrance, h. f.—three
subscribers, and more expected.
I understand an em'rgelic proprietor has taken the Fredericksburg
course—he, or a neighbour, might favour us with some notice of their
work. A Bit of a Whip.
Perhaps, as none of the owners of Tranby and Chateau Margaux are
''disli7iguished racers,^' it might be thought presumptuous in them to speak
for the racing world, whetiier a proposed race will be made up or not.
Should they, however, be allowed to express an opinion, they would not hesi-
tate to say there is every prospect, tiiat the requisite number of subscribers
will be obtained without difficulty to their cup stakes. They also express
the opinion, that notwithstanding the alleged inequality of the terms, the ad-
vantage was on the side of native stallions, inasmuch, as they are allowed
to select tried marcs, which have already brought winners by the horse
named; which could not be the case with the imported horses, as all marcs
would be untried as to them. As the author, however, of this challenge
to the get of Tranby and Chateau Margaux, seems anxious to test the get
of his horse, his challenge is accepted, witii the exception that the races
arc to be run over the Norfolk or Newmarket Course at his option—the
rules of the selected course to govern. No objection it is believed can be
urged to this change, as these courses are more convenient to the "^distin-
guished racer" than to the challenged party. The proper papers will be
placed in the hands of the proprietor of the chosen course as soon as that
fact is ascertained by a letter addressed to them or either of the owners of
the challenged Jiorses.
The "distinguished racer" is also informed, that he can, if he desires it,
make a race for the get of Hotspur against the get of Chateau Margaux,
the spring and fall of 1840, three and four mile heats, for any sum that
will encourage sport without degenerating into gambling—say from one to
three or five thousand dollars. The colts being then lour years old, and
out of mares untried by these horses. Chateau is selected because his
owners have bred from him this year on account of convenience.
A Partner.
Valuable Blooded Stock.
[Opportunities very rarely occur—such as are here presented, of getting
genooine bits o' blood!—Diamonds of the first water!]
Mr. EniTOR: Philadelphia, June 25, 1835.
As I am exceedingly overstocked in racing blood, you will oblige mc if
you will publish in your Sporting Magazine of next month, that there will
be a public sale al tiiu seat of Bola Badger, Esq. one niiJe fronj Bristol, Pa.
on the Monday i)revious to iho first meeting at Trenton next fall, where 1
will expose lor sale a part of my stock, say twenty tlirce or live head of
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the very best racing blood in the country of all ages—including the cele-
brated mares Coquette, Bonnets o' Blue, Kate Kearney, Virginia Taylor,
invalid, Pirouette, Betsey Archer, and others too tedious to mention. My
Htock has already been published in your Magazine for September, 1834,
which will aflbrd persons an opportunity of examining the pedigrees.
Yours very truly, John C. Craig.
Mr. Peebles, army contractor, when on the Upper Mississippi last spring,
procured six Prairie hens, (grouse,) with the intention of taking them to
Pittsburg, but unfortunately three made their escape from the coop, and
two others being cock birds, set to and aduallij killed each other in fight.
The remaining bird arrived safe. Mr. P. intends procuring others, and
should he succeed, it will afford an opportunity to test the practicability of
crossing the grouse with the game Ibwl nov/ matched in the pit.
Mr. Editor: Florence, Alah. July 1, 1835.
Two gentlemen have sailed for England, for the purpose of purchasing
two as good thorouglibrcd English stallions as can bo bought there. Mr.
Elijah Boardman, of Madison county, in this state. He sailed on the 15th
of April. His horse is intended to stand at Boardman's mills, in that
county. And Mr. James Kirkman, of Florence, who sailed on the 8th of
June. Mr. Kirkrnan's jjurcliase will stand at Col. Elliott's stables, in
Sumner county, Tennessee, where the imported horse Leviathan has
always stood, and will continue to stand. I give this information, believing
your readers in the south and west will be gratified to learn so much exer-
tions are made to improve our blood stock. Both those gentlemen also
intend lo import some first rate thoroughbred mares. I.
Centreville Trotting Course,
At 5 o'clock on Friday, June 5, came otf a sweepstakes, mile heats, in
harness, best 3 in 5, for which
Mr. Bartine entered Richard III.
Mr. Conkliu " Master Burke.
Mr. Jones *• Black Bird.
Black Bird was the tiivorite; 10 to 5 that Richard did not win the money,
(he being slightly lame.) Black Bird is a green horse, and we were
assured, that lie had been used as a saddlehorse, by a lady within the last
fortnight. He was bred in Maine, and is now owned in Providence, from
whence he has lately arrived. His owner, Mr. Jones, of the Providence
Hotel, has been in the habit of using him as a family horse. He has a
handsome gait, and is quiet in harness and as gentle as a kitten. We
shall be jSIaineAy pleased it' Providence will send us many such.
Black Bird had the pole and went away at a slashing rate. Master
Burke broke up SHdly and in consequence got so far behind that nothing
but surpassing swiftness enabled him to save his distance. Black Bird led
in, closely followed by Richard, who performed surprisingly well. Time
2m. 55s.
Odds 20 to 4 on the winner.
Second mile.—A boggling start—came back—ditto, ditto—now they are
off, neck and neck; Master Burke bolted before reaching the gate, and
before he could be brought back into the track, his chance for the heat
was gone; not satisfied with this, he must needs bolt again, and be to
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liiin, on the third quarter, by which he came near being distanced. Black
Bird won hard in hand, in 2m. 55s.
The odds 100 to 10 on Black Bird, and no takers.
Third mile.—Richard got the pole and went off at such astonishing speed
as to completely change the comple.xion of the odds, and 2 to 1 was offer-
ed that Black Bird did not win the heat. Unfortunately as Master Burke
attempted to pass on the back stretch, Richard ran foul of him—both
were forced to '-throw up their hands," while Black Bird "made game."
He came in several lengths ahead, in 2m. 54s.
Black Bird, Ill
Richard, - - - - - . 222
Master Burke, - - . - - -333
Time, 2m. 55s.—2m. 55s.—2m. 54s. [.AT. Y. Spirit of the Times.
Harlem Park Trotting Course.
The trotting commenced on the 25th of May, for a purse of $300, (more
or less,) five miles in harness, which was taken by Rail Road easily. Crazy
Jane being out of condition.
Second day, two mile heats. Modesty, Columbus, and Crazy Jane con-
tested for the purse, and were thus placed:
—
Mr. Conkhn's Modesty, - - - - -11-
Mr. Anderson's Columbus, - - - - 3 2
Mr. Whelpley's Crazy Jane, - - - - 2 3
For the pacing purse, same day, best 3 in 5, Uncle Sam, Defiance, Van
Buren, and Ram Cat were entered. This trot afforded great sport.
Mr. Bertine's Van Buren, - - - 3 2 111
Mr. 's Uncle Sam, - - - 1 1 2 2 dr.
M Gordon's Defiance, - - - 2 3 3*
The time is not given as the track is short of a mile; but we are assured
it was not slow.
Immediately after came off a trotting match for green horses, mile heats.
Mr. Goodrich's Robert Watson, - - - - 1 1
Mr. Ogden's Sally Duffy, - - - - 2 2
Mr. Bartine's Richard HI. - - - - - 3 3
Foot Racing.—A great foot race was run last month, at the Hunting
Park Course, for $400 for the best, $100 for the second. Thirteen persons
entered for the purpose, and for a quarter of a mile they all kept their rela-
tive positions. A Philadelphian came out ahead on the first mile. On the
second heat, the Indian and Stannard, the Yankee, had the race to them-
selves. At the third lieat, the Yankee allowed the Indian to keep ahead
until the last half mile, when he shot ahead with perfect ease, and took
the j^400.
A race with five horses took place afterwards, for two miles. Mr.
Craig's mare came out ahead. [Philad. paper.
A Sweepstake Race.—On Tuesday preceding the first day of the Club
Spring Races in 1839, a race will be run on the St. Francisville course,
with colts and fillies foaled the present season. Mile heats; purse $1,000;
entrance $500. Forfeit agreeably to the rules of the course. Three
entries have been made. {JVatchez Courier.
• Defiance was distanced in consequence of foul riding.






Fall meeting, 1034, commenced November 25.
First day, part of the Jockey Club purse, ^200, two mile heats.
Jas. J. Pittman's ch. f. Mary Doubleday, three years old, by
John Henry, 831bs. - . . - -
Crawford Sprowls' ch. c. Veto, four years old, by Crusader, dam
Young Lottery, lOOlbs. , - - -
Robert G. Rick's ch. c. Kirkpatrick, four years old, by Mon-
sieur Tonson, dam by Tom Tough, lOOlbs.
Time, 3m. 57s.—4m. 2s.
The first was a beautiful heat between Mary Doubleday and Veto, and
run in good time for the course. The filly took the lead at the first turn,
which she kept, under a severe push by Veto, to the end of tiie heat.
Kirkpatrick distanced in the first heat easily.
Second heat was well contested for the first mile, when Veto, who had
been some time complaining in his four legs, gradually gave way. He was
prudently stopped on the back stretch, which was the cause of his being
distanced.
Second day, balance of the Jockey Club purse, ^400, four mile heats.
Jas. J. Pittman's ch. h. Francis Marion, by Marion, dam Malvina, by Sir
Archy. Walked over.
Third day, Proprietor's purse, $200, best throe in five.
Jas. J. Pittman's ch. f. Amy Hampton, four years old, by
Crusader, dam by Gallatin, 971bs.
Robert G. Rick's b. g. Emerald, four years old, by
Timoleon, dam by Sir Archy, 97lbs.
Time, Im. 52s.— Im. 54s.—Im. 57s.
12 11
2 12 2
Fourth day, a silver set, worth $200, two mile heats.
Crawford Sprowls' gr. f Lady Head, four years old, by Timoleon,
dam by Pacolet, -- -- -- 11
Jas. J. Pittman's gr. h. Edwin, six years old, by Sir Andrew,
1211bs. - - - - - - -.22
Robert G. Ricks' ch. c. Kirkpatrick, four years old, by Monsieur
Tonson, dam by Tom Tough, lOOlbs. - - - 3 dis.
Time, 4m. 2s.—4m. 4s.
In this race Edwin is deserving some credit, in running a good repeat
race, having been sent for after 5 o'clock the evening previous, in a per-
fectly rough condition. Henry N. Nowland, Sec'ry, p. t.
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Newberry (<S. C.) Races,
First annua] meeting, 1834, commenced on Wednesday, Dec 24.
First day. Jockey CJub purse $300, three mile heats.
Maj. Wm. Eddins' ch. f. Claudia, four years old, by Phenomenon, 1 1
Dr. J. W. Eoyd's ch. c Minor, tour years old, by Claremont, dis.
Second day, Jockey Club purse $200, two mile heats.
Robert G. Waters' b. c. Mohegan, three years old, by Rob Roy, 1 1
N. A. Pcac's b. g. four years old, by Bertrand, - - 2 2
Dr. J. W. Boyd's ch. f. Amanda, three years old, by Claremont, dis.
Third day. Jockey Club purse !^175, mile heats.
Maj. Wm. Eddins' ch. m. Orange Girl, five years old, by Pheno-
menon, dam by Diomed, - - - - - 11
R. G. Waters' ch. g. Patrick Henry, five years old, - - 2 2
N. A. Peac'b b. g. Hail-Storm, five years old, - - dis.
Fourth day, for the entrance money of this and the preceding days.
Dr. J. W.Boyd's b. g. Dangertield, five years old, - 2 11
N. A. Peac's ch. g. five years old, - - - 1 2 dr.
Maj. Wm. Eddins' ch.g. five years old, - - dis.
Track new and miry from excessive rains.—Time not kept.
Wm. Gilliam, Sec'ry.
Columbus, {Geo.) Races,
Over the Western course, spring meeting, 1835, commenced on Monday,
April 13.
First day, purse $130, mile heats.
J. J. Harrison's b. g. David Crocket, four years old, by Falstaff,
dam by Gallatin, 971bs. - - - - - - 1 1
J. tS. Montmollin's ch..m. Patsey Wallace, five years old, by
Alexander, dam by Robin Grey, 1071bs. - - - 2 2
Time, Im. 543.— Im. 56s. Track heavy from rain.
Second Day, a splendid set of plate, mile heats.
J. J. Harrison's b. c. Volney, three years old, by Industry, dam
by Telegraph, 861bs. - - - - - - 1 1
B. Lamar's ch. f Amy Hampton, four years old, by Crusader,
dam by Gallatin, 971bs. - - - - 2 2
S. R. Bonner's b. g. Richard Jones, five years old, by Bertrand,
107lb3. ..-...--- 3 dis.
Time, Im. 53.— Im. 54.
Amy Hampton and Richard Jones, neither having been trained, were
entered only for sport.
Third day, purse $250, two mile he.its, in consequence of bad weather
was po.stponed till the next day 12 o'clock, (Tiiursday.)
Col. Lewis' ch. c Tartar, three years old, by Arab, dam by
Conqueror, SGlbs. - - - - - .811
Cut. Crowell's ch. h. Robin Hood, six years old, by Henry,
dam bv Hickory, llSlbs. - - - - 12 2
J. J. Harrison's b. c. Volney, three years old, bv Industry,
tlam by Telegraph, SGlbs. - - - - - 2 3 fell.
Time, Sm. 67s.—3ni. 56s.—4m. Track very hnavy.
This was a very interesting race, Robin Hood beating Volney about a
length, in the lirst heat, Tartar just drop|)ing in ihe distance. At the call
llicy all came up, bets going al odds upon Robin for the heat; at the sound
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of the drum they wore off", Tartar takinfjthe lead, and maintained it to the
end of the heat.—Robin close up and Volney cleverly within his distance-
For the third heat tiicy were all brought uj), and, at the si<;-nal, j^ot oft' well
together, Volney in the front rank, which he kept for about three-fourths
of a mile, when ho fell. It was believed that but lor this accident the
race was his. Robin was completely done up, havinj^ been complaininir of
liis legs for some days before the race, which he found unable to sustain
liim in this hour of trial.
Same day, purse $350, three mile heats.
M. D. Vance's g. c. Governor McDuffie, four years old, by Blind
Jackson, dam by Medley, lOOlbs. - - - - 11
J. J, Harrison's b. m. Queen Adelaide, five years old, by Arab,
dam by Virginian, lOTlbs. - - - - - 2
M. W. Thweat's ch. c. Smolofi', three years old, by Stockholder,
dam by Pacolet, !]6lbs. - - - - - 3
Time, 6m. 13s.—6m. 10s. Track very heavy from rain.
Fifth clay, purse $500, four mile beats.
Col. Crovvell's br. f. Lady Nashville, four years old, by Stock-
liolder, dam by imp. Strap, 97lbs. - - - - 1 1
J. .T. Harrison's b. m. Jane Bertrand, six years old, by Bertrand,
dam Arrakookress, 1151bs. - - - - - 4 Si
J. S. Montmollin's ch. rn. Patsey Wallace, five years old, by
Alexander, dam by Robin Grey, lOTlbs. - • - 2 3
B. Lamar's ch. c. four years old, by Crusader, out of the dam of
Mulliflora, - - - - - - - 3 dis.
Time, 8ni.—8m.
This was a good race, Patsey Wallace contending handsomely for the
first heat. In the second heat, Jane Bertrand took the track from the
start, which she maintained for three miles and a half, when she gave way
in one of her fore knees, and was beat out by Lady Nashville.
Sixth day, purse $245, mile heats, best three in five.
J. J. Harrison's b. m. Queen Adelaide, five years old, by
Arab, dam by Virginian, handicapped at 901bs. - - 1 1 1
J. S. Montmollin's br. m. Elborak, five years old, by Sumter,
dam Mary Bedford, 1071bs. - - - - 2 3 2
M. D. Vance's g. c. Governor McDufiie, four years old, by
Blind Jackson, dam by Medley, lOOlbs. - - - 3 2 3
Time, Im. 53s.— Im. 53s.— Im. 55s.
A good race, each heat being well contested.
M. W. Thweatt, Sec'ry.
New Iberia, (Lou.) Races,
Spring meeting, 1835, commenced on Thursday, April 23.
First day, purse $300, three mile heats.
F. Duplantier's br. c. John Beasley, four years old, by Mercury,
dam old Rarity, (full sister to Stockholder,) by Sir Archy, - I 1
Mr. Wells' ch. g. Paul Jones, five years old, by Timoleon, 2 dr.
James Campbell's br. h. Tennessean, five years old, by old Sir
William, . ..... bolted-
Time, 6m. 48s.
John Beasley the favourite against the field. No contest.
84 V.6
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Secotul day, purse ^200, two mile heats.
F. Duplantier's ch. f. Miss Finery, two years old, by Mercury,
dam Sally Harvey, by Sir Hal, - - - - 11
W. S. Harding's b. li. Lord Byron, six years old, by Stock-
holder, dam Patty PufF, by Pacolet, - - - - 2 2
J. F. Miller's b. g. Scotland, six years old, by Bertrand, bolted.
Lord Byron the favourite, and bets of two to one on him, against the
field, were freely offered, but few takers. He sustained a severe injury in
his right fore leg, while exercising, but three or four days previous to the
race; yet so confident were his friends in his ability to win, that his merito-
rious owner reluctantly consented to his starting. Miss Finery won each
heat, with some little in hand, by about two lengths; and considering the
condition of the turf, the time may be accounted good.
Time, 4m. 15s.—4m. 20s.
Third day, purse $100, mile heats.
Mr. VV^ells' ch. g. Paul Jones, five years old, by Timoleon, 1 1
Jon. Marsh's b. ra. May Dacre, five years old, by Stockholder,
dam O. Shelly's Maria, by Pacolet, - - - - 2 dis.
Time, 2m. 7s.—2m. 6s.
May Dacre the favourite; but here the "knowing ones" were again at
fault. Heavy weights in deep mud (which now began to grow stiff, after
ibur days of dry weather) soon commenced telling. The filly is small
and delicate, her adversary large and powerful—May Dacre had "trained
off." She yielded the contest early in the second heat.
The sport was concluded by a very interesting match race, a single dash
of a mile, between old Snapping Turtle and Lord Nelson, for ^200, each
carrying a "feather." Won by the former in Im. 57s.
The rules of the Maryland Jockey Club govern.
S. W. Walsh, Sec'ry.
HuNTSviLLE, (Alab.) Races,
Spring meeting, 1835, commenced Thursday, May 14.
Weights as follows, viz: for three year olds 861bs.; four year olds lOOlbs.;
five year olds llOlbs.; six year olds llBlbs.; and aged 124lbs. Mares and
geldings allowed 31bs.
First day, Jockey Club purse $290, three mile heats.
Col. James W. Camp's b. m. Country Maid, six years old, by
Pacific, dam by Gray Tail, - - - - - 11
John Connolly's ch. c. Little Red, three years old, by Bertrand,
dam by Pacolet, - - - - - - -2 dr.
Time, 6m. 9s. Won with ease.
Second day, Jockey Club purse, two mile heats.
Major Wm. H. Gee's ch. m. Red Doe, sister to Country Maid,
five years old, - - - - -- 11
Capt. Nicholas Davis' b. c. three years old, by Gift, out of the
dam of Timora, .-..-- bolted.
Third day. Jockey Club purse, mile heats.
E. H. Boardman's ch. f Kathleen, three years old, by imp.
Leviathan, dam Sarah Bell, by Sir Archy, - - 2 11
John Connolly's ch. f. Fanny Hill, three years old, by Stock-
holder, - - - - - - - 1 2 dis.
Time, Ina. 52s.— Im. 52s.—Im. 57s. Wm. Gaston, Sec'ry.
1
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Chilicothe, (Ohio) Races,
Spring meetin,^, 1835, commenced on Tuesday, May 19.
First day, purse $100, one mile heats.
Andrew Work's b. c. Drumgold, three years old, by Roan-
oke, dam by Virginian, 861bs. - - - - 2 1 1
John G. Harley's b. c. Hercules, three years old, by Napo-
leon, dam by Hotspur, SHlbs. - - - - 1 2 2
John Davis' br. f. Julianna, three years old, by Cannon Whip,
831bs. . .---- 3 dis.
Abner Kernes' ch. c. Scioto, three years old, by old Ratler,
dam by Top Gallant, 86lbs. - _ . - dis.
Time, 2m. Is.—2m. 5s.—2m. 7s.
Second day, purse $100, three mile heats.
Thomas B. Scruggs' b. h. Orphan Boy, five years old, by Ber-
trand, dam by Virginia Whip, llOlbs. - - - Walked over.
Third day, purse $100, two mile heats.
Thomas B. Scruggs' b c. Master Burton, four years old, by Ber-
trand, dam by Josephus' Wliip, lOOlbs. - . - - 11
John G. Harley's b. c. Independence, four years old, by Ber-
trand, dam Kitty Fox, by St. Tammany, lOOlbs. - - 1 dr.'
Time, 4m. 2s.
Fourth day, purse $100, mile heats, three best in five.
James Pryor's ch. m. Polly Washington, six years old, by
Regulus, dam Betsey Richards, by Franklin Beauty, 115U>s. Ill
Thomas B. Scruggs' b. c. Duff Green, three years old, by
Regulus, dam by Davis' Hamiltonian, 861bs. - - 2 2 2
John G. Harley's b. c. Independence, four years old by Ber-
trand, dam Kitty Fox, by St. Tammany, lOOlbs. - dr.
Time, Im. 58s.—2m.—2m.
J. S. BuRNAM, Rec. Sec'ry.
Diamond Grove, (Illinois) Races,
The first spring meeting of the "People's Reformed Association," for
racing over the new and beautifol Diamond Grove course, two miles south
of Jacksonville, commenced on Thursday, May 21, 1835.
First day, purse ^180, three mile heats.
E. M. Mallory & T. J. January's b. c. Contract Junior, three
years old, by imp. Contract, dam Dolly Dixon, by Young Baronet,
83lbs. ....... I I
Dr. M. M. White's bl. c, Blackstreak, four years old, by Sir
Archy Junior, dam by Gallatin, lOSlbs.—81bs over weight, - 2 2
J. Short's b. ra. Centre, six years old, supposed to be by Sir
Archy Junior, 1151bs. - - - - - 3 3
Maj. W. Miller's b. h. John Richards Junior, five years old, by
John Richards, dam by Ogle's Oscar, llOlbs. - - - 4 4
Time, 7m. 7s.—6m. 30s.
Track heavy on account of recent rains. Weather very warm.
Second day, purse $135, two mile heats.
J. Marshall's b. c. Peacemaker, three years old, by Peacemaker,
dam by Buzzard, 861bs. - - - - _ 1 ]
M. Harvey's ch. f. Lady Warren, four years old, by Cherokee,
dam by Sterling 97Ibs. - - - - 2 dr.
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D. Ciitiitrlit'« 1). m. Eliza, seven years old, by Bertrantl, dam by
Cool^s Whip, 1211bs. - - - . - dis.
C. G. Brook's b. f. Eliza Caldwell, three years old, by Pizarro,
dam by Caklwell's VViiip, 83lbs. - . - . ^jg.
Time, 4m. 7s. Track somewhat improved.
Third day, purse $90, mile heats, best three in five.
C. G. Brooks' b. c. Oliver Cromwell, four years old, by
Bertrand, daui by Josephus, lOSibs.—31bs. over weight, 1 1 1
J. Short's b. m. Centre, six years old, supposed to be by Sir
Archy .Junior, ll51bs. - - - - - 3 3 2
VV. McConnell's b. m. Crazy Jane, five years old, by Ber-
trand. dam by Robin Gray, 1071bs. - - - 2 2 3
J. McKinney's br. g. Wild Billy, five years old, lOTlbs. 4 4 dis.
Time Im. 58.s.— Im. 58s.— Im. 56s.
Track in good order.
Our time of running was not very good, owing to the condition of the
track and the excessive heat of the weather. But every heat was well
contested and highly interesting to tiie numerous spectators who were pre-
sent. Not a single accident happened to mar the pleasure of the scene,
and all went off liarmoniously.
We have had our track measured, and the following is the certificate of
the Deputy Surveyor.
Jacksonville, 111. J)Taij 30, 1835.
I hereby certify, that I carefully measured the Diamond Grove Race
Course, three feet from the inner edge, and found the same to be three feet
and a half short of a mile. Wm Frknch,
Dfip. Sur.for JSIorgan Co.
Our Association consists of about eighty-five members, and from the libe-
ral spirit lieretofbre manifested in the conmiunity, we anticipate great suc-
cess in the sports of the turf. J. LAMB0R^, Sec'ry.
TiMONiuM, (Md.) Races,
Spring meeting, 183.5, commenced on Monday, June 1.
[We have endeavoured, without success, to obtain an official account of
the spring races over this course; and the annexed account of the second
and third days (all that have been published) is taken from one of the daily
papers.]
Second day, breeders' purse $100, given by the proprietors, free for colts
and fillies, three years old, bred and owned in Maryland or District of
Columbia, mile heats.
T. R. S. Boyce's br. f. Rebecca Coleman, by imp. Apparition,
dam bv Ogle's Oscar, - - - - - 11
R. Gilmor's (Mr. Tilghman's) ch. c. John Marshall, by John
Richards, dam by Sir Alfred, - - - - 4 2
James B. Kendall's b. f. Magic, by imp. Apparition, out of the
dam of Anne Page, - - - - - - 2 3
John Gooding, Jr's. b. f. Araminta; by May Day, dam Tripit, by
Mars, -------- 8 dis.
Time, Im. 54s.—Im. 57s.
Same day, a match for $200, two miles out.
Thomas Warwick's br. c. four years old, by Monsieur Tonson, 1
Charles G. Lyon's b. c. Pelham, four years old, by Flying
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Third duT/, proprietors' purse $300, three mile heats.
J. S. Garrison's b. m. Sally Eubanks, five years old, by Roanoke,
dam by Constitution, 1071bs. - - - - - 1 1
T. R. S. Boyce's b. c. Joshua, four years old, by Gohauna, dam
by Eclipse Herod, lOOlbs. - - - - - 2 2
W. L. White's gr. c. Fulton, four years old, by Medley, dam
by Virginian, lOOlbs. - - - - - - 3 3
Time, 6m. 15s.—5m. 56s;
2
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horses that were entered for the contest each day. It gave us much plea-
sure to hear the universal expression of approbation with regard to the
regulations, and general arrangement for the comfort of spectators. It
cannot be denied that in point of strict adherence to the rules, this course
is now equal to any in the Union. [Trenton (JV. J.) Argus.
Mr. Editor: Fairfield, Va.
In looking over files of the Virginia Argus, formerly published in Rich-
mond, I met with the following article. R. A.
''October 22, 1806.—On Friday, the 10th inst. the grand match between
Gen. Ridgely'a horse Oscar, and Mr. Joshua B. Bond's horse First Consul,
the four mile heats, for ^4,000, was decided, at Canton, in favour of
Oscar, winning in high style. This race is considered the handsomest
and best ever seen in this state. The last heat was run in 7m. 40s."
[Baltimore paper.
Is the present course at Canton the same as then? If so, that was the
best heat ever made in this country.
Oct. 24, 1806. The Rappahannock Jockey Club races commenced at
Fredericksburg on Tuesday last.
First day, purse $470, four mile heats.
Mr. Bird Willis' b. m. Maid of the Oaks,
Mr. Wormley's g. h. Paragon, ...
Second day, purse $235, two mile heats.
Mr. T. Dixon's b.m. Cora, _ _ .
Mr. James Smock's ch. h. Mr. Bang,*
Mr. B. Willis' b. m. Queen Mab,
Mr. John Hoomes' b. m. Miss Eagle,
Mr. H. Lewis' g. f.
Mr. John Talaiferro's b. h. Bedford, - . -
Third day, purse $352, three mile heats.
Mr. H. Battaile's b. f. Sally Nailer,
Mr. J. Ferneyhaugh's b. h. Spread Eagle,
Mr J. Hoomes' b. h. Young Peace Maker,
Mr. T. Dixon's b. f. Miss Gaines,
[V^irginia Argus.
-
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TURF REGISTER.
Mr. Editor:
I send you, for publication in your
Turf Register, the pedigree of my
mare, (now called Spunk) a dark
bay, witli very black legs, mane and
tail, without a white spot, fifteen
liands high, and well formed, foaled
April 6, 1826.
Her pedigree, as certified to me
by Mr. Joseph Crane, of Jefferson
county, Va. (of whom I purchased
her) dated Jan. 14, 1833, accompa-
nied by the certificates of Capt. Silas
Summerville, of Southampton coun-
ty, Va. (by wjiom she was bred,)
dated April 22, 1832, and Joseph M.
Lewis, Esq. dated May 8, 1832, at-
tested by Mr. Wm. Little, (which
certificates are now in my posses-
sion) is as follows:
Spunk "was got by Sir Hal; her
dam by Curtius; (he by the cele-
brated old Diomed, his dam by imp.
Bedford,) g. dam by imp. Whip; g.
g. dam by imp. old Shark. This
mare was trained, and bid fair to
make a first rate racer, but owing to
a cut from the shoe, that she re-
ceived in training, which caused her
to let down, was never run."
Her produce:
Huntingdon, b. c. (very fine,)
with black legs, mane and tail, the
right hind fetlock white, with a small
star in the forehead, and a very small
snip between the nostrils, foaled
April 18, 1833, got by Byron. (See
Am. Turf Reg. vol. 2, p. 413, and
vol. 4, p. 122, 321.
Juniata, b. f. with black legs,
mane and tail, without any white,
except a small star in the forehead,
foaled April 3, 1834, got by Count
Bertrand. (For Count Bertrand's
pedigree, see Am. Turf Reg. vol. 4,
p. 317.)
Keziah, ch. f. with a star in the
forehead, foaled April 22, 1835, got
by Macbeth. (For Macbeth's pedi-
gree, see Am. T. R. vol. 4, p. 317.)
Spunk is now in foal to Victory.
Jacob Mii.i.kr.
Huntingdon, Pa. July 3, 1835.
Post Boy, ch. h. bred by Gen.
Charles Ridgely, of Hampton, and
sold by him to the late Upton Law-
rence and others, and now owned by
L. Cox and others, at Wooster,
Ohio, was by Ridgely's celebrated
Post Boy, out of his Tamerlane
mare—dam of Racket. He was sold
by Ridgely, at three years old, and
was then a large, very fine looking
colt. He never was trained to the
race, in consequence of having re-
ceived an injury in the loins, before
Ridgely sold him. Tamerlane mare,
dam of Racket and of Lawrence's
horse, was by Ridgely's Tamerlane;
her dam Peg, by Gov. Sharp's imp.
Juniper; he by Babraham, and he
by the Godolphin Arabian. Ridge-
ly's Post Boy and Tamerlane mare,
the sire and dam of the Wooster
horse, were both bays, and both four
mile racers.
[The above information derived
April 27, 1835, from Martin Potter,
by the Editor of the Am. Turf Reg.
and Sporting Mag.]
Jemima Wilkinson, ch. m. foaled
1828, got by Sir Archy, out of Molly
Andrews, (see vol. 1, p. 365) by
imp. Jack Andrews—imp. Dare De-
vil. (The balance of this pedigree
is requested of Randolph Harrison,
Esq. owner of Molly Andrews, or
Mr. W. H. Minge, who, it is be-
lieved, bred her, Florida, Mazeppa,
and others of her family.)
Harriet Heth, b. f. foaled 1831,
by Monsieur Tonson, out of Molly
Andrews. (She is owned by Chas.
Tayloe, of King George county,
Va.)
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Mr. Editor:
In the podigrco of Mrss Lizzie,
Turf Register, No. 4, vol. 6, there
is a niistaUo, wliich is corrected by
W. II. Tyler, Ei-q. You will plejise
give it a place in your valuable work.
Yours, Wm. C. Tii.GiiMAN.
"The Rose of Sharon was got
by imp. Pantaloon; her dam was the
Queen of Diamonds, by Celer; g.
dam Philadelphia, which mare was
purciiased of Col Finney, of Wil-
liamsburg, as a brood mare, and was
the very finest animal ever seen.
I can find no pedigree of her, but
well remember the value ])laced on
her by my father.
(Signed,) VV. H.Tyler."
Hermitage, Q. A. Co. Md.
March, 1835.
Mr. Editor:
I send you by your request, as I
see in your American Turf Register,
a list of my stock of horses.
I purchased in the year 1803 or
1S04, of Mr. Edward Jordan, a brood
mare by the imp. horse Highflyer,
as published in your American Turf
Register, vol. 3, page 101.
Her produce:
1806, b. f. by imp. Dion. •
Dion Mare's produce:
1815, b. f. by Gracchus, (sold to
Robert Carrington.)
1816, b. f. by Ragland's Diomed.
Ragland's Diomed Mare's pro-
duce:
1826, ch. f. Fanny Hill, by Sir
William Clay.
1827, ch. f. Becca Jolly, by Sir
William Clay.
1831, ch. c. by Sir Charles, (sold
for $1,000.)
Fanny Hill's produce:
1833, b. c. Charles Carter, by
Lance.
1834, ch. f. Nancy Carr, by Silver
Heels.
1835, b. c David Fylde, by imp.
Fylde.
Becca Jolly's produce:
1833, b. c. by Contest.
Nancy Polly, b. f. by Sir Hal,
dam by Celer,
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Polly Roanoke, b. f. by Roanoke.
Betsy Paine, b. f. by do.
Di Vernon, b. f. by Randolph's
Janus.
Nancy Green, b. f by Sir Charles.
Lucy Gray, g. f. by Johnson's
Medley.
Jane Gumbo, b. f. by Jackson.
John Sims.
Halifax, Fa. April 24, 1835.
Mr. Editor:
I see in your publication of old
Bett Bounce, you have overlooked
her last son. Gen. Brooke, perhaps
the fastest horse of his day. He was
a brown, and full brother to Eliza
Riley, Arab and Barsheba.
John C. Goode.
Boydton, Va. Mai/ 3, 1835.
Mr. Editor:
In your last number, your corres-
pondents are requested to aid you in
furnishing correct pedigrees of a long
list of horses which is published in
that number; I can give but little
assistance, but as the information
required can be e.tpected only by
piece-meal, that little ought not to
be withheld. The names of the
four following horses appear in the
list:
Badger, by Apollo. Badger was
bred by the late Charles Carroll,
Esq. He was got by Gen. Spots-
wood's Apollo, out of Carroll's imp.
mare. She was the dam of Marius,
a valuable racer. Without doubt
the imp. mare was full bred.
BLAcrc-AND-ALL-BLACK, by Selim,
sometimes called Slippery John. He
was owned by Mr. Smith, of Calvert
county, and, I think, bred by Mr.
Galloway. He was by Selim out of
an Othello mare, and had no more of
the English blood; of course, he
had but three-fourths of the racing
blood. He was a good four mile
horse, and won, as his owner said,
twenty-seven races out of thirty-
two.
Buckskin, by Dove. He was
owned by Mr. William Thomas, of
St. Mary's county, grandfather cf
the present governor. He was out
of a half-bred mare, as Mr. Thomas
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informed me; consequently, only
three-fourths of the running blood.
He run at Upper Marlborough in
May, 1768, with Figure and Selim.
He performed one heat well.
Fandango, by Tanner. Fandango
was owned by Mr. John Galloway,
and was out of Col. Lloyd's cele-
brated mare Nancy By well. Well
bred. D.
Jilarielta, April 27, 1835.
Pedigree of Eudora, who was
bred by James Sanders, of Tennes-
see, and by him presented to his son-
in-law Robert L. Caruthers, who
sold her to A. B. Newsom, from
whom she was purchased by Gen.
Thomas B. Scott and Francis L.
Daniel, of Lowndes county, Alab.
I do hereby certify, that the b. m.
Eudora, I gave to my son-in-law,
Robert L. Caruthers, some years
ago, and which he has recently
traded to Capt. A. B. Newsom, was
raised by me, at my farm in Sumner
county, and is of tlie following pedi-
gree, to wit: She was got by Elliott's
old horse Pacolet; her dam was by
Gen. Jackson's favourite old horse
Truxton; g. dam ( Julietta, Hubbard
Sanders' favourite brood mare,) was
by imp. Daredevil; g. g. dam, (Ro-
setta,) by Centinel, out of Wm. E.
Brodnax's famous brood mare Diana,
by Clodius. Eudora is ten years
old this fall.
Given under my hand, this No-
vember 21, 1834.
Signed, James Sanders.
Tiie above pedigree was sworn to
by James Sanders, before William
Willis, J. P. of Wilson county,
Tennessee, and is (together with
the certificate of J. S. McClain,
clerk of Wilson county court, cer-
tifying that the said William Willis,
was an acting justice of the peace,






1835, dk. b. f. by Stockholder;—
and stinted to Robin Adair.
Pedigree of Atalanta, alias
Nancy Shaw.
She was by old Sumter; her dam
by Knight's Hamiltonian; g. dam
by Speculator; g. g. dam by old
Union; g. g. g. dam by old McKin-
ney Roan.
Knight's Hamiltonian was by Tay-
loe's Hamiltonian. (of Virginia;) he
by imp, Diomed; his dam, a Shark
mare. The dam of Knight's Ha-
miltonian was by imp. Dion; his g.
dam, the g. dam of Davis' Hamil-
tonian.
Speculator was by imp. Specula-
tor; his dam by Democrat, by Clo-
dius, by Milo, by Celer. The dam
of Speculator, g. and g. g. dam were
all raised by Col. James Tayloe, of
Orange county, Va.
Old Union was by imp. Shak-
speare: his dam by Nonpariel; g.
dam Col. Byrd's imp. mare Poca-
hontas; she by the Godolphin Ara-
bian.
McKinney Roan, was by old Celer;
he by Janus; and he by Godolphin.
The above is a true copy of the
pedigree of Nancy Shaw, certified
by James Trimble, of Ky. of whom
I purchased her. John R. Shaw.
May 28, 1835.
Extended pedigree of Abbe Raller.
Abbe Ratler, ch. m. bred by
the late J. G. Swearingen, of Wash-
ington county, and alter his death,
sold by his executors to Robert
Bowie, Esq. of Prince George's
county, of whom I purchased her
for five hundred dollars, was foaled
in the spring of 1827. She was got
by Dr. Thornton's Ratler; her dam
(Ellen, the dam also of Tremendous)
was got by Tuckahoe; g. dam by
imp. Bedford; g. g. dam by Whis-
tlejacket, g. g. g. dam by old Rock-
ingham; g. g. g. g. dam by old Cub;
g. g. g. g- g. dam (the celebrated
imp. mare Lady Northumberland,
imp. by the late Col. John Tayloe)
by Northumberland; g. g. g. g. g. g.
dam by Shakspeare; g. g. g. g. g.
g. g. dam by ReguUis; g. g. g. g. g.
g. g. g. dam by Parker's Snip; g. g.
g. g- g. g- g. g- g- dam by old Part-
ner; g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g. dam
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by Bloody Buttocks; rr. g. rr. cr, g. g.
g- g- g- g- g- 'i'lin by Greyliound;
g. g. g. g- g. g. g- g. g' g- g- g- dam
by Mukeless; g. g. g. g. g. g. g. g.
g. g. g. g. g. (lam by Brimmer; g. g.
g- g- g- g- g- ff- S- g- g- g- g- g- f^am
by Place's White Turk; g. g. g. g.
g- g- g- g- g- g- S- g- g- g- S- dam
by Dodsworth; g. g. g. g. g. ff. g. g.
g. g. g. g. g- g. g. g. dam, a Laytoii
Barb mare.
The above pedigree is an exact
copy, (as far it traces to tlie imp.
mare Lady Nortiuimberland,) from
the stud book of tlic late .1. G.
Swearingon, wiio bred Abbe Ratler,
and was furnished by the executors
at the time of the above sale to Ro-
bert Bowie, Esq. The pedigree of
Lady Northumberland, and Abbe
Ratler's pedigree through her, I have
extended by reference to the En-
glish and American stud books. See
American Turf Register, vol. 1,
page 572. Thomas F. Bowie.
Upper Malhro. P. G. Co. Mel.
June 4, 1835.
N. B. Abbe Ratler was trained
by Mr. Swearingen, and made her
first race at Fredericktown, Md.
Sept. 30, 1830, when three years
old, two mile heats; she was beat by
Mr. Godman's tilly, by Tickler, dis-
tancing a colt, by Bussorah. Time,
first heat 3m. 59s.—second heat 4m.
One week afterwards, she won the
purse, two mile heats, at Hagers-
town, Md. beating Mr. Godman's
same filly with ease, in two heats.
Time, first heat 4m.—second heat
4m. lOs. She was never trained
afterwards. See American Turf
Register, vol. 2, pages 147, 196.
—
Mr. Swearingen was offered for her
the sum of one thousand dollars,
which he refused. This was told
me by a gentleman who was present
when the offer was made and re-
fused. Abbe is now with Autocrat.
T. F Bowie.
Stud of Wm. Eaton, Esq.. of White
Plains, Va.
MoLRow, got* by Washington,
her dam by Constitution.
[* We wish all would say got, in-
stead of sired.]
Ilcr produce:
April 8, 1834, ch. c. Engine, by
Sir Charles.
May 12, 1835, ch. c. Speed the
Plough, by Andrew.
Polly Minor, got by Gohanna,
her dam by Thunder Clap.
Her produce:
May 22, 1834, ch. c. Clear the
Track, by Eclipse.
May 12, 1835, ch. c. Mcintosh,
by Andrew.
Columbia, by Sir Archy, dam
Black Ghost.
Her produce:
Feb. 17, 1835, b. c. Tandem, by
Andrew.
Virginia Lafayette, by Lafay-
ette; her dam, a Diomed mare.
In foal to Chateau Margaux.
Wm. Eaton.
June 12, 1835.
Mazeppa, a beautiful dark bay,
(foaled 1831, bred by Dr. Edward
T. Brodnax, Rockingham, N. C) by
Murat; dam by Carolinian, (by Sir
Archy;) g. dam Danae, by imp.
horse Knowsley; g. g. dam, by imp.
Saltram; g. g. g. dam Xantippe, by
old Celer; g. g. g. g. dam Diana,
by Claudius; g. g. g. g. g. dam Sally
Painter, by the imp. Sterling; g. g.
g- g- g. g- dam old Silver, the imp.
mare got by the Belsize Arabian.
Geo. E. Welsh.
Danville, Va. June 15, 1835.
Pedigree of John Henry, six
years old, the property of Ennals
Martin, Talbot county, E. S. Md.
He was got by Bela Badger's imp.
Valentine; dam Kate, by Chance
Medley; g. dam Betsey Wilson, by
Ogle's Oscar; g. g. dam Indian Hen,
by Othello—Lloyd's Traveller—imp.
Figure, out of imp. Lady Northum-
berland, full sister to the imp. horse
Northumberland, alias Irish Grey.
Duke of Oxford, three years old,
the property of Ennals Martin, of
Talbot county, Md. got John Rich-
ards, out of the above mare Kate.
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Colls of Dr. James A. Skorb. cf
Emmillsburg, Jdd.
Annot Lisle, b. f. two years old,
by Gregory, dam Lady Sterling-.
Glaucus, eh. c. year old, by
Gregory, dam Lady Sterling.
Somerset, ch. c. year old, by
Gregory, dam Sally Green.
La Vespa, b. f". foaled June 2,
1835, by John Richards, dam Lady
fcjlerling.
Mr. Editor: Jerseijville. III.
Agreeably to your request, I send
you the pedigrees of" the following
iiags, the nioi^t of which I have been
acquainted with from tiie time of
their foaling. In case there should
be any error, (I think there is none)
it can be corrected by those inte-
rested. Yours, &.C.
E. A. Darcy.
Alfred, g. c. four years old, by
Henry, bred by Henry Vancot, L. I.
out of the Baucomb inare, (a quar-
ter mare witiiout pedigree )
Alice Ann, (now called Mary
.Tane,) b. f. four years obi, bred by
Peter S. Schenck,of N. J. by John
Ricliards, dam by Ogle's Oscar; g.
<iam by imp. Expedition; g. g. dam
imp. Grey Highlander; g. g. g. diim
by Lloyd's Traveller—Slummcrkin—
Cub Mare.
A.mekican Boy, b. h. bred by
Daniel Holmes, of N. J. by Seagull,
(See American Turf Register, vol.
G. page Sl-l.) dam. full sister to Box-
er, by imp. Expedition. (See Ameri-
can Turf Register, vol. G, page 431.)
Bay Roman, b. h. bred by John
Jackson, of L. I. ten years old, out
of the Pinkney mare, a half-mile nag
without pedigree; also tlic dam of
Fox, by Blind Duroc.
Billy Button, g. h. by Henry,
out Aliller's Maid, a full sister to
American Echpse, bred by Mr. Bath-
gate, of N. Y. and ran by Col. J. C.
Stevens, under liie name of Diumed.
Bolivar, b. h. bred by Capt.
James Davison, of N. J. ten years
old, by Raller, dam by Badger's Sir
Solomon, out of imp. Trumpetta.
Ecarte, c. m. by Amer. Eclipse,
out of Robin Hood's dam, by Hicko-
rv; g. dam by Hamiltonian—Miller's
Damsel.
Empress, b. ni. seven years old,
bred by Col. Van Ran.^t, and ran by
Mr. Gibbons, of N. J. by Henry, out
of Nell, by Duroc.
ExHii.iRATioN, b. g. bred by Dr.
Quimby, of N. J. by Boxer, (by imp.
Expedition) dam by Defiance.
Fanny Kembi.EjC. m. seven years
old, bred by Mr. Longstreet, of
N. J. by Hunt's Eagle, dam by
Ogle's Oscar; g. dam Bolisama, by
Bond's First Consul.
Eagle, (Hunt's) by Badger's Sir
Solomon, dam by imp. Honest John
—Zelipha, by imp. Messenger—Bay
Richmond, Slammerkin, imp. Cub
Mare.
Fanny Parks, b. m. (owned by
Win. J. Phillips, of N.J.) five or
six years old, by American Boy, dam
Betsey Taylor, by Bond's First Con-
sul; g. dam by imp. Obscurity
—
Slammerlv-in—imp. Cub Mare.
Grasshopper, br m. six years old,
(owned by John Frost, Esq. of 111.)
dam Frankalina, by Sir Solomon.
(See American Turf Register, vol. 3,
page 369.
Her produce:
1S35, Black Sophia, by Eclipse
Lightfoot.
I Know, c. f. four years old, (the
property of Capt. Joel Harrison, of
N. J.) by Henry, out of Flower, by
Duroc: g- dam Young Damsel, by
Hambletoniau— Miller's Damsel.
Islander, ch. c. four years old,
(bred by Major Jones, of L. I.) by
American Eclipse, dam Sally Rock
(by Duroc)—Nancy Wright, by Co-
riander, (by imp. Messenger.)
Jack Downing, ch. h. six years
old, (bred by Henry D. Phillips,
of N. J.) by John Richards; dam
Nettletop, by Duroc; g. dam old
Netiletop, by imp. Diomed.
Jack on the Green, b. g. (was
not by Prize Fighter, but) by Mar-
shal Duroc, out of Leopold's gran-
dam.
Jeanette, b. ni. (bred by Gen.
Beadel, of L. I.) by Amer. Eclipse,
dam by Cock of the Rock. Sold to
the south.
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Jerseyman, ell. c. four yonrs old,
(bred by .Smith llolicrts, ofN.J.) by
Flagellator, dam Mcdora, (bred by
Judfi^e Ludlow, of Morris county,
N. J.) by American Eclipse—Maid
of the Forest, by Marsliul Duroc
—
Lottery, by imp. Expedition—iuip.
Slender—Lloyd's Traveller— Slaiii-
merkin—imp. Cub mare.
John, b. h. einfht years old, (bred
by Simeon Lambert, N. J.) by John
Richards; dam by Defiance; <r. dam
by imp. Light Infantry; g. g. dam
unknown.
John of Jersey, b. h. eight years
old, (bred by Pelor S. Schenck, of
N. J.) by John Richards; dam (a
full sister to Flag of Truce.) by Bad-
ger's Sir Solomon. (See American
Turf Register, vol. 5, page 3 32.)
John Stevens, ch. h. (bred by
Mr. Chamberlain, of N. J) by
Henry, dam by Cox's imp. Arab. g.
dam Spiletta, by Badger's S,r Solo-
mon. (Sec the grandam of Lady
Forrest, American Turf Register,
vol. 6, page 37 L)
Lady Pilot, ch. m. six years old,
(bred by John H. Holmes, Esq. of
N. J.) by Lance; dam by Revenge;
g. dam Bolisama, by Bond's First
Consul.
Lalla Rookh, ch. m. (owned by
Robert L. Stevens, Esq. ofN.J.)
by Ogle's Oscar; dam Cinderella,
by Duroc; g. dam Maid of the Oaks.
L.-iPLANDER, ch. h. five years old,
(bred by John Frost, Esq. of 111. for-
merly of N. J.) by Flagfllator, dam
Medora. (See Jerseyman's dam.)
Liberty, br. h. five years old,
(bred by Daniel Hoimes, E.-^q. of
N. J.) by L;ince,dam Lady Forrest's
dam. (See American Turf Regis-
ter, vol. 6, page 371.
Light Lnfantry, g. h. (bred by
James Bathgate,) by Ratler, out of
Sir Level's dam.
Mark Richards, ch. h. eight years
old, (bred by John H. Holmes, Esq.
of N. J ) by John Richards, dam by
Revenge, out of Bolisama; g. g.
dam a full sister to Nantaoka. (See
American Turf Register.)
Paul Clifford, b. h. (bred by
Cen. Sewell, of I\Id.) by American
Eclipse, out of Betsey Richards.
Potomac, by Messenger. (See
Cfil. Van Ranst's list of blood .stock,
American Turf Register, vol. 3,
page 50.)
Rising Sun, (now called Prince
of Orange,) bl. h. by American
Eclipse, dam by Plato, out of the
Yankee mare, blood unknown.
Rival, ch. m. (bred by Mr, Thos.
Jones, of L. I. ) by American Eclipse,
dam by imp. Expedition.
Saladin, ch. h. nine years old,
(by Capt. Daniel Schenck, of N. J.)
by Tormentor, dam Maid of the
Valley, by Ogle's Oscar, (bred by
Peter S. Schenck,) out of the dam
of Flag of Truce. (See American
Turf Register, vol. 5, page 332.)
Sally Dancer, br. m. six years
old, (bred by Moses Ivins.) by Lance,
out of the dam of John Stevens.
Shamrock, g. h. eight years old,
(bred by Wm. Hoyt, of N. J.) by
Tormentor, out of a full sister to the
dam of Flag of Truce. (See Ameri-
can Turf Register, vol. 5, page 332.)
Singleton, ch. h. six years old,
(bred by Dr. Alex. Hosack,of N. Y.)
by American Eclipse, out of Trans-
port, who was purchased by the
Doctor of Col. Singleton.
Sir Aaron, ch. h. nine years old,
(bred by .John H. Holmes, of N. J.)
by Tormentor, out of the dam of
Mark Richards,
Sir Alfred, by Henry. (See
Alfred, by Henry.)
Sir William Wallace, ch. h.
ten years old, (bred by Jos. H.
Van Muter, of N. J.) by Ogle's Os-
car, dam Lottery, by imp. Expedi-




Syphax, ch. h. nine years old, (bred
by VVm. Lippincot, of N. J.) by
Tormentor, out of a cold-blooded
mare.
Tom Patne, br. c. four years old,
(bred by Moses Tvins, of N. J.) by
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John Ricliards, out of Sally Dan-
cer's dam.
Tyro, cli. h. five years old, (bred by
James Van Mater, of N. J.) by
Tormentor, out of Lottery, the dam
of Sir William Wallace.
Warrior, ch. h. nine year.- old,
(bred by John Iliitchinf^s.) by Tuck-
ahoe, dam (bred by Aaron Hazart,
Esq. of New Brunswick, N. J.) got
by Bond's First Consul; g. dam by
imp. Baronet, out of Gen. Ilurd's
imp. mare Diana.
Mr. Editor:
I send you the following pedl-
jrree of a filly purchased from Col.
Ferguson, thinking it may pos-
sibly be of service to you in the elu-
cidation of more pedigrees than one.
It will at least reconcile the discre-
pancy between the published pedi-
g^ree of Justice, (imp. by Major
Butler) and the English Stud Book,
It also contains the pedigree of
Matchem, imp. by Mr. Fcnwick, that
I do not recollect ever to have seen
published. She is with Monsieur
Tonson the present season.
WiM. B. NoTT, M.D.
Hancockville, J\Iay 22, 1835.
Edith, b. f. (bred bv Col. James
Ferguson, of S. C.) foaled Feb. 12,
1831, got by Crusader; her dam
Onea, by Pocotaligo; g. dam Vir-
ginia, (formerly Coquette,) bred by
John Ricliardson, Esq. foaled in
1813 by Virginius; g. g. dam Deri-
des, full sister to Gen. Hampton's
Black Maria, the dam of Lady
Ligiitfoot, by imp. Shark, out of
Maria, by imp. Clockfast, and she
out of Burwell's celebrated Maria,
by Regulus.
The above is the pedigree of a
bay filly bred bv myself, and now
ofiered for sale to"Col. P. M. Butler*^
as a brood mare. From an accident
she received on the hip while play-
ing in the pasture, I do not know if
.she will ever race. Among her g.
g. g. sires and dams mentioned in
the first line, thirteen were English
horses. One, the Brilliant mare,
* This filly was purchased for me
by Col. Butler. Wm. B. Nott,
was bred by Mr. Fenwick; another,
Rhea, was bred in Virginia, got by
Chatham; and the remaining one, the
Clockfast mare, was out of Burwell's
Maria, by the imp. horse Clockfast,
also bred in Virginia.
This filly's g. g. dam was full sis-
ter to Gen. Hampton's Maria. (For
the pedigree of the Brilliant mare,
see American Turf Register, vol. 1,
page 571.)
The pedigree of her sire, accord-
ing to Mr. Fenwick, is as follows:
Matchem, the sire of my Brilliant
mare, was imp. from England by my
Hither. He was got by Bosphorus;
his dam by Villager; g. dam by the
Cullen Arabian; g. g. dam by Regu-
lus; g. g. g. dam by old Crab; g. g.
g. g. dam by old Snake; g. g. g.
g. g. dam by the Bald Galloway, out
of the Curwen Barb mare.
Signed, Edward Fenwick.
John's Island, Dec. 8, 1788.
But the blood most to be prized
in this filly is that of Justice. He
was brought to this country by Maj.
Pierce Butler, and is weli known
among our elder sportsmen as Bel-
linger's Justice. He was the pro-
duce of Miss Timms in 1782. For




Hamilton's Fi.oretta, (dam of
Edward) ch. m. foaled June 4, 1822,
by Gracchus, the property of John
Randolph, of Roanoke. (For his
pedigree, see American Turf Regis-
ter, vol. l,No. G, page 313.) Her
dam. (Gill Flirt) ch. roan, bred by
J. N. Stonestreet, of Charles county,
Md. foaled in the spring of 1816,
was by Oscar Junior; her g. dam
(Lady Dudley,) v/as by Bond's First
Consul, out of Dr. Edelen's celebra-
ted Floretta. (For pedigree of Os-
car, Junior, see American Turf Re-
gister, vol. 3, No. 5, page 253. For
the pedigree of Dr. Edelen's Flo-
retta, see American Turf Register,
vol. 2, No. 8. page 414. For pedi-
gree of Bond's First Consul, see
American Turf Register, vol. 2, No.
4, page 208.) Ed. J. Hamilton.
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This is to certify that Ladv Bare-
foot, the ch. ni. whicii I have this
day sold to Messrs. T. B. Smith and
J. Milledge, of this county, is four
years old this spring; that she was
foaled the property of J. & J. Ter-
hune, King's county. Long Island,
N. Y. of whom I purchased her
when three years old; that I put her
to American Eclipse, by which she
is now in foal; that she was got
by Coffin's imp. horse Barefoot;
her dam by old Duroc, the sire
of Eclipse; her g. dam by Mambrino,
(son of imp- Messenger;) g. g. dam
Rosette, (the dam of the invincible
horse Tippoo Sultan) by Bajazet;
g. g. g. dam by the celebrated
horse Bashaw; g. g. g. g. dam by
Young Bulle Rock, (vvhich was by
old Bulle Rock, out of the Britannia
mare, she was full sister to True
Briton, and dam of Liberty, King
Herod and Wilkes; Britannia's dam
was the celebrated imp. mare Milia;
old Bulle Rock was by the imp. old
Spark;) g. g. g. g. g. dam by the
noted turf horse Selim; g. g. g. g.
g. g. dam by Col. Hopper's Pacolet;
g- g. g. g. g. g. g- dam by old Spark;
g. g' g- g- g. g- g- g' dam Col. Tas-
ker's Queen Mab; g. g. g. g. g. g.
g. g. g. dam Miss Caldwell.
Given under my hand this 2d
April, 1835. J. G. Winter.
Richmond county, Georgia.
N. B. This mare brought a fine
mare colt on the 11th May, 1835.
T. B. Smith.
Mr. Editor:
Please register the increase and
addition to my stud since last pub-
lished, viz:
1. Lady Johnston, pedigree in
vol. 5, page 539.
Her produce-
April 16, 1835, g. c. by Autocrat.
2. Pocahontas. Pedigree in vol.
5, page 539.
Her Produce:
April 26, 1834, b. f. by Timoleon.
March 26, 1835, g. c, by Autocrat.
3. Venus. Pedigree in vul. 5,
page 539.
Her produce:
April 29, 1834, b. c. by Fylde.
May 16, 1835, b. c. by Putruchio.
4. Old Sly.
Her produce:
June 7, 1834, ch. c. by Timoleon.
5. Miss Peyton, b. f. two years
old last spring, got by Sir William,
her dam by Saltram; g. dam Ari-
etta. Saltram by imp. Diomed. Sir
William by Ball's Florizel; his dam
by imp. Clifden; g. dam by old Ce-
ler; g. g. dam Marietta by Curtius;
g. g. g. dam by imp. Daredevil
—
Bellair—Wildair.
The above pedigree was furnished
Mr. Peyton by Dr. Goode.
Geo. p. Tayloe.
Peyton Hall, Va. June 20, 1835.
Michigan, (property of the sub-
scriber) got by Timoleon; his dam
by Ragland's Diomed; g. dam by
PotSos; g. g. dam by Bellair; g. g.
g. dam by Twig. Ragland's Dio-
med, by old Diomed—Silverheels,
by Liberty—imp. Junius—imp. Bay-
lor's old Fearnought—imp. Jolly
Roger—imp. Sliock—imp. Monkey.
(See Edgar's American Turf Regis-
ter, Sportsman's Herald and General




May I request the particular fa-
vour of you to correct the following
errors in my General Stud Book,
which crept into it by the papers
being eaten by some insect, and
having only to guess at them myself.
Bulle Rock was a b. h. which
ran in the year 1710; consequently,
he must have been foaled about the
year 1707, and not 1718.
Dabster, by Fox. This word as
well as 1718, in Bulle Rock's pedi-
gree, were eaten in the papers into
holes. He was run in England in
1762. I believe the balance of his
pedigree correct.
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Ratler, b. h. five years old in
April last, (property of E. M. Wag-
goner, E?q. of Adair county. Ken.)
was got by Gen. Hampton's celebra-
ted ro\u- miler Candidate, he by Virgi-
niiip, by Diomed imp.-Florizei.(Eng.)
—King Herod—Tartar—Partner
—
Jig—Byerly Turk; Ratler's dam by
old imp. Wiiip—(Saltrain—O'Kelly's
Eclipse—Marske—Flying Chiklers
—Darlcy Arabian;) g. dam by Gen.
Jackson's Tru.xton, he by imp. Dio-
med. Candidate's dam, Peggy, by
imp. Bedford; g. dam Peggy, imp.
by Col. Tayloe.of Va. she by Trum-
pntor, of Eiig. and out of old Peggy,
by King Herod, and full sister to the
matchless horse Post Master, of
Eng. Virginias, (the sire of Can-
didate) was thoroughbred, a crack
iiorse in S. C. halt-brother to Sir
Archy, and greatly his superior as a
four mile racehorse. Peggy, the g.
dam of Ratler on the sire side, was
thoroiigiibred— got by an imp. horse
(Bedford,) and out of an imp. mare,
the best King's plate mare in Eng-
l^ind. Old Whip was a thorough-
bred, as also old Diomed and old
Bedford. Truxton was thorough-
bred, and inferior to no son of Dio-
med as a four mile runner.
The reader can at once see, that
Ratler unites and combines in iiim-
self the blood direct of old Whip,
old Bedford and old Diomed; llie
latter in greater proportions than the
other two, as Virginius and Truxton
were both sons of old Diomed.
J)Iarch 4, 1835.
Fanny Rutherford, a bright
ch. twelve years old, now in foal by
Gov. Barbour's imp. horse Truffle,
was bred by Nathaniel G. Ruther-
ford, E^^q. then of Washington
county, Geo. from a mare by ch.
Diomed. Ciianticleer, the sire of
Fanny, was raised in Virginia, of the
best stock of tiiat day, as will appear
by the following certificate of Col.
John A. Cobb, of Athens, Geo.
Certificate.
I certify that Chanticleer was got
hy Col. Tayloc's (of Mount Airy,)
horse Oscar, out of an imp. mare,
which Mr. Thomas R. Rootes gave
sixty-five guineas for in England.
She was considered one of the best
blooded mares in Vn-ginia. Chan-
ticleer was never trained to run, but
one of his brother's from the same
dam, (John Barleycorn) was a very
successful racer on several turfs in
Virginia, never was beaten, although
he ran olten against some of the best
colts bred in that day in Virginia. I
regret that the pedigree of Chan-
ticleer, which we had, is lost; I have
no doubt but that his blood is equal
to any horse that is now in Georgia.
J. A. Cobb.
Honest Robin, the colt of Fanny
Rutherford, got by Robin Adair,
now, and formerly owned by Gov.
Burton, of N. C. was bred by me in
the ordinary manner of treating stock
horses on a farm until he was three
years old. When rising three years
lie performed a constant summer's
service as a plough horse, and at the
fall assisted to gin sixty or seventy
bales of cotton. I then used him for
about two years as a saddle and gig
horse, when he was carried to Ala-
bama in the tall of 18S3. In the fail
of 1834, he ran over the Gallatin
course, in Lowndes county, Alab.
three mile heats, against Col. Camp-
bell's superb g. f. Palmetto, carrying
twelve pounds over his weight, win-
ning the first, and closely contesting
tilt: second and third heats, being
beaten in the last little more than a
length by Palmetto. At Montgo-
mery, a few weeks after. Zip Coon,
Palmetto and Honest Robin started
the four mile day. Robin lost the
first, for which lie did not contend,
and won the second a'bd third heats
with great ease, running the twelfth
mile in 2m. 3s.
From the celebrity of the stock of
ch. Diomed, and particularly from
the high and well known character
of Oscar, John Barleycorn, and of
the blood stock of Col. Tayloe gene-
rally, there can be no doubt that
Honest Robin inherited a large por-
tion of his racing powers from hia
dam.
James G. Lewis.
Sparta, Geo. Feb.ib, 1835.
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Alligator Pike, 94.
American Turf, iiistory of, from eitrh-
ty years since, 124, 169, 217, 442.
Anderson, N. stud of, 48.
Appeal to sportsmen for communica-
tions, 189.










Autocrat, memoir of, 325.
B.
Backgammon, rules for playing, 36.
Barksdale, C. W. stud of, 47.
Beall, Z. M. do. 47.
Beans, Thomas, do. 48.
Berrien, J. W. iVI. do. 46.
Big Buck, death of the, 353.
Bighead in horses, 32, 132,233,351.
Byrd, Col. anecdote of, 55.
Blood, proportion of, 164.
Boat race, 566.
Boot tops, to clean, 417.
Bots in horses, 71, 557, 608.
Bowie, Thos. F. stud of, 631.
Brood mares, on the management of,
166.
BuiFalo hunting, 87—petrified, 606.
Buzzard's wing, on the virtues of,
142.
Baronet, 5.










Black Maria, 126, 217.
Bonnets o' Blue, 217.
Boxer, by Expedition, 232, 431.
Brimmer, Goude's, 56, 124.
Brown hermaphrodite, 67.
Busiris, 49, 265.
Castrating colts, method of, 608.
Central course, notices of, 97, 110.
Challenge—from Argyle to Shark,
418—the get of Hotspur, against
the get of Tranby and Chateau
Margaux, 476—Edwin Forrest,
for 5 orglO,000, 571.
Chillicothe Association, officers, &c.
40.
Chess, games played in the West-
minster Club, 356.
Cincinnati Shooting Club, 512.
Columbia, S. C. Jockey Club, offi-
cers, &c. 304.
Colts, how to manage thoroughbred,
70—to castrate, 608.
Comparison of distinguished horses,
and of English and American
races, 285.
Courageous horse, 607.
Cobb, Jeremiah, stud of, 529.
Colquhoun, Jas. do. 316.





Charles Kemble, his rights and
claims, 487.
Chance, 210.
Chance mare. Dr. Reeder's, 131.
Charlotte Temple, 218.
Chateau Margaux, 108, 273, 616.
Childers, 175.
Clara Fisher, 217.







Cumberland, Gen. Spotswood's, 55.
D.
Daniel, S. stud of, 205.
Darcy, E.A. do. 371,530.
Deer, cnistino-, 95—Hunting in
Tennessee, 353—on llie western
frontier, 411—in Louisiana, 55U.
Distemper, cure for, 608.
Dogs—the Cocker, 33—Lord Dud-
ley's Newfoundland, 34—impor-
tations of, .81, 477—Frederick the
Great's greyhound, 96—cure for
the mange in, 134—disease in a
young pointer, 352—anecdote of
one, 352—remarks on the setter,
(with an engraving) 414.
Duck shooliuir in tlie west, 239.—in
Georgia, 509.
Drake, VVm. B. stud of, 530.
Dray horse, importation of one, 190.
Defiance, 130.





Duck tiliy, (or Maria) 535.
Duroc, 169.
E.
Eaton, Wm. stud of, 631.
Eden, Sir Robert, an early patron of
the turf in Maryland, 59.
Emory, Gen. Thos. stud of, 423.
Englisii Turf, history of, lor twenty
years, 26.
English horses, on the importation
and value of, 373.
Everette, G. stud of, 315.
Eclipse, American, 4.
Eclipse Lightfoot, 97, 162.
F.
Fishing on the Yazoo, 566.
Foot racing in England, 241, 301—
at the Union course, L. L 518,572
—at Hunting Park course, 618.
Fort Gibson Hunting Club, consti-
tution of, &c. 511.
Foster, John, stud of, 160.
Foxhunting—with the Washington
hounds, 234 tiie meeting in
Prince George's, 237—in VVash-
ington, 292— in England—annual
outlay connected with it, 296
—
do. with Mr. Bultecl's hounds, 354
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—in Virginia, 409—Last day of
the season with the Washington
hounds, 473.
Frederick the Great and his grey-
hound, 96.








Gillespie, Geo. E. stud of, 370.
Gilmor, Robert, Jr. do. 101.
Goodwin, John, do. 160.
Goode, John C. do. 587.
Grimes, W. D. do. 160.
Grubs, cure for, 608.







Hambleton, E. N. stud of, 428.
Hamilton, E. J. do. 103,634.
Harlem, N. Y. Trotting course, 571.
Harris, J. stud of, 47.
Haslam, John, on ringbone in horses,
31.
Hawkins, Thos. stud of, 263.
Herculean match, 567.
Hereditary resemblances, 165, 383,
504.
Hermaphrodites, or hereditary de-
formity, 67.
Hicks, E. B. stud of, 368.
Hill, Richard, do. 369.
Hounds—King of England's, 37
—
importation of, by Capt. Stockton,
193—on the choice and manage-
ment of, 295—importation of, by
Mr. Joim Dawson, 477.
Hunt, Major M. stud of, 316.
Hunters, on summering, 501.
Hunting, thoughts on, 76, 135.
Hunting Club at Fort Gibson, 511.
Hamlet, 384.
Han)lintonian, performances of, 111.
Henry, 173.
Henry Tonson, memoir of, 317




Introductory Remarks by tlic Pro-
prietor, 591.





Jeffreys, J. W. stud of, 104.




Kendall, Jas. B. stud of, 313.








Lewis, Jas. G. stud of, 636.
Liberality of the owners of public
stallions, 38.
Linihicum, Hez. stud of, 368.
Lockjaw in horses, 32, 397.











Mail Coaches and Horses, modern,
489, 537.
Mammoth Shark, 566.
Mange, cure for, 134.
Martm,Dr. E. stud of, 631.
Martin, Thos. do. 529.
Maryland Jockey Club, (old) 60.
Maryland Jockey Club, rules and
orders, 113.
Miller, Jacob, stud of, 628.
Musgrave, Dr. do. 264.
Mytton, .Tohn, the zealous sports-
man, 185.
Maid of the Oaks, 393.
Maria, Beans', 531.





Medley, Hart's old, 352, 602.
Medley, .Johnson's, 170.
Medoc,38, 221.
Mercury, by Eclipse, 200.
Mercury, by Virginian, 173, 176,535
Messenger, (imp.) 4, 105, 247.
Molly Pacolet, 5.
Monsieur Tonson, 175.








Nonplus, (imp.) pedigree and per
formances of, 281.
O.
Obituaries of celebrated stallions,
605.
Osage Indians, 87.—Manners and
customs of, 462.
Osage stallions, 30.




Oscar, by Saltram, performance of, 24
P.
Parker, Robt. stud of, 208.
Partridges, Chile, sent to Editor, 472.
Partridge shooting, 140—In Upper
Canada, 188—la England, 188
—Near Baltimore, 413.
Patrons, Editor's address to, 216.
Pedestrianism—Walking Match in
England, 143—Foot races in
England, 241, 301—Feat of an
Osage Indian, 408— Great march
of the British troops in Spain,
513—Great foot race at the
Union Course, L. I. 518— Foot
race between Farringlon and
Downes, 572—Do. at Hunting
Park Course, 618.
Pedigrees wanted, list of, 385, 442,
514.
Peyton, Balie, stud of, 263.
Philips, J. W. stud of, 103.
Philips, Judge, do. 427.
Pike, Alligator, 94.
Pittsburg Racing Association, 195.
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Poetry.—English horses & hounds,
80—The Sioux Warrior, 93
—
Shooting Song, 187—A Race,
506—Trout fishing, 514—Wash-
ington Quoit Club anniversary
song, 563.
Pointer, disease in a young, 352.
Prince, R. P. stud of, 316.
Pacolet, 5, 169.
Paul Pry, trotter, 41.
Peacemaker, 128.
Peggy, 210.















Races in England, 120.
Races, on irregularity in reporting,
214, 602.
Race Courses, new, 40.
Race Riders, colours for the dress
of, 602.
Racehorse, Essay on the, 177, 224
—
remarks on by a Breeder, 549.
Racing Calendar.—Races at
Augusta, Geo. 480.
Bordentown, N. J. 100, 574.
Broad Rock, Va. 151,523.
Bowling Green, Va. 419.
Belfield, Va. 523.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 43.
Chillicothe, do. 44, 3G0, G23.
Central Course, Md. 155, 527.
Clarksvillc, Tenn. 196.
Columbia, S. C. 363.
Charleston, S. C. 42 J.
Columbus, Geo. 522, 620.
Danville, Va. 198.
Diamond Grove, 111. 623.
Easton, Md. 252.
Fairfield, Va. 203, 525.
Franklin, Tenn. 254.











Jefferson Co. Va. 197.
Jackson, N. C 199.
Jacksonville, III. 260.
Kendall Course, Md. 582.
Keysburgh, Ken. 479.
Lynchburg, Va. 42, 149.




Marianna, Flor. 42, 619.
Mount Pleasant, Tenn. 42, 255.






Newberry, S. C. 620.
New Market, Va. 154, 526.
Nashville, Tenn. 359, 585.
Natchez, Miss. 479, 481, 521.
New Iberia, 621.
Oglethorpe, Geo, 256.
Oxford, N. C.361, 582.
Pittsburg, Pa. 309, 584.
Port Tobacco, Md. 312.
Rappahannock, (1806,) 627.
St. Francisville, Lou. 576, 627.
Trenton, N. J. 150, 258, 575, 624.
Tree Hill, Va. 152.
Timonium, Md. 156, 624.
Taylor.sville, Va. 306.
Tallahassee, Flor. 310,420.
Union Course, L- I. 201, 528, 578.
Upper Marlborough, Md. 204.
Washington, D. C. 153, 581.
Wobster, Ken. 200.
Winchester, Tenn. 308.




Randolph, Jno. of R. sale of part of
his stud, 248.
Rare Birds, 608.
Reoder, Dr. stud of, 428.
Remote crosses, remarks on, 1G7.
Rinjrbone in Horses, 31.
Ring-gold, Capt. S. stud of, 372.
Rifle shooting, 192.
Royal stud at Hampton Court, 569.
Rockingham, performances of, 267.
Robin Hood, 221.
S.
Sales of thoroughbreds, 41, 98, 146.
Sanders, Geo. N. stud of, 261.
Scott, Jolm A. do 102.
Scott, Gen. T. B. 104,630.
Scratches, cure for, 134.
Scrofulous infection, cure for, 291.
Setter dog, notices of the, 414.
Shelby, Dr. J. stud of, 207.
Sham race in West Indies, 612.
Shepherd, R. D. stud of, 205.
Sherrod, B. do 529.
Sheildrake and oyster, 568.
Shooting, lessons in, 89—in Tennes-
see, 300—song, 187.
Shorb, Dr. J. A. stud of, 632.
Sims, John, do 629.
Smith, Messrs. do 46.
Smith and Milledge, do 635.
Snipe shooting in Louisiana, 416
—
on Spesutia Island, 508.
Sore tongue, cure for, 608.
Sparta, Geo. Jockey Club, 194.
Sporting extraordinary, 193.
Sprigg, Samuel, stud of, 370.
Stallions, on the management of, 166
—list of, for 1835, 365—review of,
460—list of English, for 1835, 485.
Steeple chase, 298.
St. Leger stakes- -English and Ame-
rican, 145, 193.
Stone, J. P. R. stud of, 47.




C. W. Barksdale, 47.
Z. M. Beall, 47.
Thomas Beans, 48.
J. W. M. Berrian, 46.
Thomas F. Bowie, 631.
Jeremiah Cobb, 529.
James Colquhoun, 316.
John C. Craig, 45.
S. Daniel, 205.
E. A. Darcy, 371,530.





Geo. E. Gillespie. 370.
R. Gilmor, Jr. 101.
John C. Goodc, 587.
John Goodwin, 160.
W. D. Grimes, 160.
E. N. Hambleton, 428.
E. J. Hamilton, 103,634.
J. Harris, 47.
Thos. Hawkins, 263.
E. B. Hicks, 308.
Richard Hill, 3G9.
Ma]. M. Hunt, 316.
J. W. Jeffreys, 104.
C. Jones, 48.
Jas. B. Kendall, 313.
Geo. K. T. Lanier, 104.
James G. Lewis, 636.
Hez. Linthicum, 368.
Thos. Love. 314.




Wm. B. Nott, 604.
Robert Parker, 208.
Bailie Peyton, 263.




Capt. S. Ringgold, 372.
Geo. N. Sanders, 261.
John A. Scott, 102.
Gen. T. B.Scott. 104,630.
Dr. J. Shelby, 207.
R. D. Shepherd, 205.
B. Sherrod, 529.
Dr. J. A. Shorb, 632.
John Sims, 629.
Messrs. Smith, 46.
Smith & Milledge, 635.
Samuel Sprigg, 370.
J. P. R. Stone, 47.
Jas. S. Stoughton, 370.
James C. Tate, 635.
B. O. Tayloe, 157.
Charles Tayloe, 628.
Geo. P. Tayloe, 46, 635.
Messrs. Tayloe, 315.
W. M. C. Tilghman, 306.
William Tod, 315.
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Stud of
Tiinstal] & Bennett, 206.
E. M. Waggoner, 636.




N. S. Wikoti; 484.
W. Wilkinson, 315.
J. Willetts, 103.
Winter & Morrison, 264.
Wright & Townes, 262.
Stud Book, English, corrections of,
604.
Stud, sales of in England, 190.
Sally Walker, 175.
Selim, 4. 57, 58.








Sir Archy, 129, 547.
Sir Charles, 18, 173.
Sir Hancock, 536,
Sir Hal, 170.
Sir Henry Tonson, 246.
Sir Lovel, 218.
Sir William, 173.




Soothsayer, pertiirmances of, 28.
Spread Eagle, 550.
Star, 217.
Susse.x, death of, 112.




Tappahannock Jockey Club, 371,
613.
Taskcr, Col. notice of, 55.
Tate, Jas. C. stud of, 635.
Tayloe, Col. John, his first appear-
ance on the turf, 125.
Tayloe, B. O. stud of, 157.
Tayloe, Charles, do 628.
Tayloe, Geo. P. do 46, 635.
Tayloe, Messrs. do 315.
Tattersall's (Eng.) catalogue of his
stud, 516.
Tilghman, W. M. C stud of, 206.
Tod, Wm. do 315.
Trotting at Hunting Park, 192—
Harlem, N. .Y. 571, 618—Centre-
ville, N. Y.617.
Trout fishing, lines on, 514.
Turf Warfiire between the North
and South, 17, 130,433, 441.
Tunstall & Bennet, stud of, 206.
Timoleon, 172.
Tippo Saib, 4.







Tychicus, 209, 351, 453.
V.







Waggener, E. M. stud of, 636.
Walkmg Match in England, 143.
Wallis, P. stud of, 208" 368, 483.
Walton, John, do 208.
Washington Quoit Club anniversary
song, 563.
Washington Race Course^ revival
of, 38, 98.
Weasels, singular ferocity of, 614.
Welsh, Geo. E. stud of, 631.
Wherry, A. do 532.
Whimsical horse, 37.
Wikoff; N. S. stud of, 484.
Wild Girl, 568.
Wild horse of the prairies—origin
and qualities of, 61, 113, 166.
Wild Turkeys, driving, 407.
Wilkinson, W. stud of, 315.
Willetts, J. do 103.
Winter &. Morrison, do 264.
Wolf chase in Florida, 82.
Wolf's teeth in horses, 608.
















































Ariadne, 174, 385, 532.
Ariel, 4, 175, 385,
Arietta, 45.
Ariminna, 425,
Atalanta, 48, 249, 315,
630.
Attavvay, 103.





























Bertrand, 172, 174, 386,


































































Bulle Rock, old, 4, 61.



















































Charlotte Temple, 218, Danae, 631.
385. Dandy, 102.




China Eyed Girl, 530.
Chloe, 47. 157.







































































Duchess of York, 246.










































































Floretta, 129, 454, 634.
Florida, 219.








































































































Jack Downing, 366, 632,
Jack of Diamonds, 261.
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Lady Diiroc, 484, 531. Luzborough, 366.
Lady Forrest, 371. M.
Lady Frisk, 370. Mab, 386,
Lady Jane, 103, 313, Macaw, 248.
529. Mad Sally, 406.
Lady Johnson, 46, 157, Maid of Athens, 316.
635. Maid of the Forest. 633. Mehssent, 104, 530.
LadyLightfoot,171,386. Maid of the Oaks, 129, Meile Melle, 366, 387.
Ladv of the Lake, 262, 387, 394. Melpomene, 313.
387, 530. Maid of Perth, 534. Mendoza, 498, 536.






Meg of Wapping-, 313.





















































Maria, 46, 104, 128, 207, Miller's Damsel, 4, 128.
529, 533. Milley, 158, 208,
Maria Annette, 261. Milo, 26 1
,
Maria, by Bay Yankee, Minerva, 261.
169. Minikin, 46, 249.
Maria, Haynie's 169,347. Mink, 250.



















Marshal Duroc, 129,158, Miss Peyton, 160, 248,
371,387. 250,635.
Marsk, 169, 333. Miss Rose, 246.
Mary, 208. Miss Ryland, 248, 250,
Mary Gray, 129, 313, Miss Selden, 316,
372. Miss Wakefield, 249.
Mary Jane Hawkins,261. Modesty, 129, 158, 384.
Mary McEnery, 313. Mole, 261.
Mary Randolph, 220,3 13, Molinera, 208, 484.
Mary Stuart, 160. Molly Andrews, 628.
Marylander, 366, 370. Molly Pacolet, 4.
Massena, 170. Moloch, 129.
Master Burke, 316, 428.Molrow, 631.




Lottery, by Bedford, 104. Matlapony, 386.




















































Nettletop, young, 531. Pirouette, 45.
Netty, 246, Planet, 530.
Never Tire, 250. Planter, 169.
New Market, 530. Pienipo, 158
Nicholas, 246.
Nimble, 532, 206, 261, 529.
Nimrod, 205. Poland, 371.
Ninon de L'Enclos, lOS.Poliana, 261.




Queen of May, 160,














































Orphan Boy, 371, 387, Powhatan, 529,





Rights of Man, 371.
Rinaldo, 24f
Polly Hopkins, 102, 173, Ripley, 46, 101, 366.
176, 587. Rising Sun, 633.
Polly Minor, 631. RivaC 633.
Polly Roanoke, 629. Roanoka, 249.
Post Boy, 128, 628. Roanoke, 205.
Potomac, Grigby's, 453. Robin Adair, 387.
Potomac, Wilkes', 129. Robin Grey, 262.
Rob Roy, 530.
Rockingham, 267.
Oscar, by Diomed. 160. President, 169. Roderick Dhu, 264,
Oscar, Ogle's, 128, 423. Primrose, 157. Rodney, 426,
Oscar, by Saltram, 24. Prince of Orantre, 633. Rogero, 248.
Oscar, by Wonder, 173, Prince.«s, 431.
Oswald, 207. Proof Sheet, 371
,



































Roxana, 47, 104, 157,
535.
Royalist mare, 531.












Sally JSluuch, 46. 157.







Sea Gull, 372, 386.

































T Alfred, 169, 633.
r Andrew, 174.















Sir Peter Teazle, 336.
Sir Solomon, 129, 316.
Sir Walter, 217.
Sir Walter Scott, 628.












































































































































































Young Kitty Fisher, 315
Young Lottery, 104.
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[Note.—"Where this mark ( t ) is found, it denotes that the animal is noticed in more










Agility, 153, 156, 204.t
Alabamian, 308.











Amanda, 43, 149, 203,
620.
Amy Hampton, 42,f 31 1,








































Black Hawk, 361, 480,
481, 574, 627. [527.
Black Heath, 203, 259,
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Blanclie of Devon, 583.
Blue Black, 199,t 361.






Bon Mere, 99, 147.
Borodino, 579.
Boston, 156.

































Chestatee, 256, 257, 363,
421.

























Country Maid, 258, 310,
622.











Daniel of the Den, 420.
Daniel O'Connell, 100,





Davy Crockett, 99, 198,






De Witt Clinton, 100,
150, 202.
Diana Vernon, 574.








Doctor Syntax, 52!!, 579.
Dolly Dixon, 153, 252,
259, 524, 525.
Don Carlos, 149, 202.
Don Pedro, 625.
Don Quixotte, 260.t
Donna Maria, 1 19, 202.
Douglass, 152, 306
Dragon Canoe, 360,




Duke of Orleans, 259.
E.

















Ellen Wade, 307, 30R.















































Gaston, 152, 155, 482.
Gazelle, 586-



















Hanslap, 152, 153, 156,
524, 582.





Henry Archy, 100, 151,
528, 575, 579, 626.
Henry, Jr. 100.
Herr Cline, 363, 364,
422.
Hercules, 258, 623.














Ironettc, 152, 155,t !56,
524, 525, 526, 527,
584.
Isham Puckett, 199, 203,
.362.
Ishmael, 309-
Islander, 202, 579, 625.







Jane Bertrand, 257, 310,
364,420,522,573,621.
Jane Philips, 198.
Jane Wiley, 362, 364.
Jeannette, 363.
Jefferson, 254.













John of Jersey, 100.
John K. 527, 581.
John Marshall, 309, 624.
John Medley, 99, 100.
John Minor, 43, 203.
John Randolph, 149.
John Richards, 260.




Juhanna, 579, 581, 623.
K.















Kitty Mingo, 152,t 523.
Kitty Sumter, 479.
Klepper, 250.
Knight of Calavar, 627.
L.
Lady Archiana, 156, 253,
527.


































Lubly Rosa, 252, 583.





Lucy Ashton, 43, 149,








Maid of the Lake, 419.
Maid of the Neck, 252,
527, 583.
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Maid of the Oaks, 627. Miss Patience, 153, 156, Patty Burton, 199, 361.
Maid of Soutliampton, 584.
361,526. Miss Seldon, 362.




Marge Greer, 306, 307. Molly Longs, 422, 574.
Maria Annette, 364, 481. Monmonth, 150, 201,







Paul Jones, 621, 622-
Paul Pry, 198, 480.
Pawnee Chief, 479.
Peacemaker, 623.
Pelhatn, 521, 584, 624-
Marksman, 259.
Martha Griffin, 481.
Monsoon, 149, 198, 202. Perfidion, 309.
Montabello, 526. Pest, 256.
Morris, 201, 528, 574, Philip, 527, 579, 581,
576, 625. 625.
Mordecai, 419. Philip Ford, 197.
Moreau, 44, 360. Pioneer, 253, 312.
Martin Van Buren, 575. Moses, 256, 419- Pizarro, 203, 252, 306.
Mary Alston, 198, 582.f Mr. Bang, 627. Plato, 481.
Mary Bell, 151, 155. Muckle Andrew, 362.t Pocahontas, 306, 307,
Mary Dortch, 305,t 309. Muckle John, 256, 257, 576.
Mary Doubleday, 311, f 362,422. Polly Ambler, 479.
421,t619. Muckle John, Jr. 364. Polly Cottle, 526.
Mary Farmer, 306, 360. N- Polly Eiibanks, 525.
Mary Jane, 575. Nameoka, 585. Polly Hopkins, 258, 360.
Mary Langsfurd, 255. Nancy Blunt, 154, 156, Polly Washington, 44,
526,527,583. 360,361,623.
Nancy Shaw, 100, 148, Pomonkev, 3l2.t
253, 307. Postboy, 528, 626.
Ned Bucket, 256, Powhatan, 99, 521,t 575,
Nelly Webb, 581, 583. 576, 626.





Master Burton, 43, 623. Nelson, 150.
Master Burke, 260. Nimblefoot, 253.
Matilda, 252. Nonesuch, 99, 148.
Matilda Ann, 585. Nut Brown Maid, 481.
May Dacre, 148, 306, O.
575, 622. Oakland, 254.
Mazeppa, 156,t 198, O'Connell, 584, 586.t
527,t 581. Ohio, 153.
Merab, 152, 155, 203, Oliver, 151, 202, 258,
259. 574, 576, 625.
Mercury, 308. Oliver Cromwell, 624-
Mermaid, 43,f 149, 419. Omega, 199.
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Prophet, 43, 149, 482,
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Rail Road, 154, 260-1
Railway, 147.
Patrick Henry, 43, 199, Rapid, 252, 256, .306.
203, 620. Rattlesnake, 421, 422,
Patsey Wallace, 422,1 48 Lf 573-
522,1 573, 620, 621. Ready Cash, 362.
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Red Doe, 359, 622.
Red Jacket, 204.





Tuberose, 43, 149, 361.

















Sir Whitcfoot, 201, 312- Tyro, 100, 2
Sir William, 99, 148, U.
260, 312. Uncle Fowler, 147, 148t
Smoloff, 522, 621. Uncle Sam, 154, 253.
Sommerville, 259. Unit, 148, 257.







Robin Brown, 154, 252, Susan Bryant, 4S2
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Robin Hood, 153, 155,
156, 481, 522, 620-




















































Sally Banks, or Eubanks, Tempe, 578


























Sarah Miller, 148, 254, Tom Moore, 99, 528
580. Tom Paine, 150.
Sciota, 623. Tom Shaver, 256.
Scotland, 622. Tom Thumb, 200.
Seaflov/er, 363.f Tootermaruler, 256.
Shamrock, 100, 150, 575. Tornado, 524, 578.
Shark, 151, 156. Tortlyse, 360.
Sidi Hamet, 155, 524, Traveller, 306, 479.
583. Tremendous, 197.
Sidney, 202, 528. Trescillian, 200, 203
Singleton, 254. Trifle, 152,f 156.-i-
Sir Hal, 200, 201, Tristram Shandy, 43, Zohrab', 200
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Scott's c. M", 680.
do f. 580.
By Crusader.











































White's c. 161, 306.
By Jerry.
Bromley's c. 678.









































Harrison's f. 310, 420.
Hartwell's c. 623.
Howard and Kenan's f.
364.












do. f. 523, 625.
Maclin's f. 623.
Wall's c. 526.
Warwick's c. 683, 624.
















Maclin's f. 432, 353,526.
By Rob Roy.
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The Englisfi Stud Book with an AppENnrx.—Before the appearance of the next
number of this Magazine, the American edition of tiie En<Tlish Stud Book—with an
appendix containing a list of imported horses and of their most distinguished progeny
will be ready for dehvery. The American copy will consist of two volumes, and the
price, delivered to the purchaser at his nearest post office, in good order and free of \
expense will be $10—whilst the cost of the English work, without the appendix, is $25. :V
This republication of tlie English work has been made at great expense, and no little 1
risk, without any chance of profit, but chiefly to supply a desideratum to the owners
'
of thoroughbreds and the amateurs of the turf The editor respectfully requests his;
friends to aid him in disposing, as speedily as may be, of as many copies as will defray
the expense of the re-print. Any one transmitting ^50, at the cost and risk of thflfe
editor, will be entitled to receive six copies of the work, free of all expense of tram
portation.
P. S. All subsequent additions, which may be published to the English Stud Book
for 1832 and subsequently, will be copied into the American Turf Register and Sport-
ing Magazine—so that subscribers to it will have not only the pedigrees of all Ameri-
can Horses, but of the Englisli Turf Horses from the earliest times, without any addi-
tional expense.
The Washington Course.—All that was promised was fulfilled by Mr. Oliver, to-
wards the revival of this ancient and respectable course—the wonder was how he had
contrived in such short time to accomplish so much. The horses made quick time and
fine sport—some of the best that figured on that track in the days of its ancient renown,
would have found themselves on'the wrong side of the poll. The attendance was most
flattering, the order was perfect, every thing was at the right place and in the right time;
and as for the fare, with Mr. Stratton's most efficient aid around and above, and Snow's
genius at the fires below; he must have had a dainty appetite who did not retire with
best wishes for Mr. Oliver's success, and a disposition to come again to his post.
GoLiAH.—This favorite son of Eclipse, covered last year eighty mares, at $50 the
season, and will be at the same place, at Col. W. L. White's, Hanover county, Virginia,
to cover the next season on the same terms.
Carolinian— at Charlotte Court House, was put to ninety-five mares at $30, and will
cover next season at same place and on the same terms.
Arrangements for the Sales op Thoroughbreds.—The Editor has been ap-
plied to in numberless instances to buy and sell thoroughbred horses, stallions, brood
mares, colts and fillies.—Satisfied that a great public service may be rendered by establish-
ing a medium of transfer from those who wish to sell to those who desire to procure, but
determined not to commit himself in the business without the means of speaking with un-
questionable certainty as to blood, age, form, &c. He has now made arrangements by
which such stock may be received and safely and appropriately kept, and exhibited to
purchasers. Persons wishing to sell will confide to the undersigned at once, the lowest
price they are willing to take, and will in all cases send with their stock, well attested
pedigrees. Animals thus sent for sale will be well taken care of on moderate terms,
and a reasonable commission charged for selling; more or less according to the amount-
net being more than ten per cent, in any case.
PEDIGREE WANTED.
A mare was sold in Philadelphia to a farmer in the neighborhood of Bordentown, New
Jersey, more than twenty years ago, which was said to have been raised by Col. Frazer,
residing at the head of Elk river, she was sold as a thoroughbred mare. The purchaser
has been dead for some years, and all that is now known of her pedigree in the neighbor-
hood where she now is, is, that she was sired by Florizel, (supposed Ball's Florizel,) it
is said that her dam won a race of four mile heats, at Germantown, Pa. a purse of $600
and the horse Warren being the stakes, and won of Col. Ridgely of Baltimore,—she is
said also to have beaten a horse called London Sorrel, and another called Marsh Black Bird.
The Florizel mare is yet living, supposed to be about thirty years old, fifteen hands high,
handsome bay, with black legs, main and tail—her appearance very much like that of a
blooded mare. Any person that can give her pedigree or information that might lead to
it, will confer a favor by forwarding it to the Editor of the American Turf R^egister and
Sporting Magazine.
The owners of stallions and proprietors of racecourses and secretaries of Jockey
clubs will please see that no races are omitted. We shall be glad to supply all such
omissions, on being furnished with the accounts.
Owners of stallions will please give the earliest notice of the place where, and the
terms on which their horses will cover. By referring to former lists, they will see that
a very brief notice only is necessary.
The late period of the races in this immediate vicinity, with some untoward circum-
stances have occasioned the delay in the appearance of this number. The increased
support which has been recently afforded to the work, augments the obligation to
endeavor to make it more worthy of public patronage. We still need of the good
offices of its friends to extend its circulation.
Those whose stock has increased since the publication of the pedigrees of their
horses, would do well to send in the list of foals, referring to the pedigrees to which
they trace as already published.
N. B. The names Whig and Salmagundi are bespoken by Mr. Robert Corbin and
F. P. Corbin, for two colts whose pedi-grees will be given.
There are many pedigrees and accounts of races on hand, for which there was no
room in this number.
Kate Kearney,—Her owner being about to absent himself for some time, is willing
to dispose of this fine mare, celebrated at all distances, and now stinted to Eclipse-
she has never missed and breeds every year. Her two colts, a yearling and a foal,
by Medley, are uncommonly large and fine. Inquire of the editor.
FOR SALE.~A valuable young Jack, imported by Capt. M'Keever of the navy; for
whom he was selected under the best advice. He was brought from a farm where he
had been assigned to forty-five mares—the number usually allotted on the estates of
breeders in that country. Price $200. He is of the ordinary size, light gray, with
a black stripe down his back, fine limbs, and uncommonly handsome.
Autocrat—It is arranged that he will cover at Mr. Key's stable, at Leonardtown, St.
Mary's county—particulars hereafter.
ERRORS CORRECTED.
Me. Editor: Marietta, Aug. 16, 1S34.
There is a palpable error, in the last number of the Turf Register, which ought
not to be permitted to pass without notice. It is there stated by one of your cor-
respondents that ''the imported mare Selima, was brought to this country with Othello,
in 1767." Selima ran her great race in Gloucester, Virginia, in 1752: Othello was
then on the turf in Ireland, and at the Curra^h, in September, won the king's plate
beating Lord Antrim's Gustavus, and Mr. Kcatina's Trimmer.
He was imported probably about the year 1755; he stood at Bel Air in 1756. He
was sire of True Britton, foaled in 1757; and of Selim, foaled in 1759. See American
Turf Register, vol. 4, p. 55.
Respectfully, A Subscriber.
Mr. Editor:
Please make the following correction in the account of the sweepstake race, over
the Washmgton city course, published in your last (August) number, by saying, ''last
mile of the second heat ran in Im. 58s." and not Ira. 503. as stated.
A Subscriber.
f lease don t say, nor don t let any of your correspondents say—a horse was "raised"
by such a one, and have it thus published in your Register. The sportsmen of the
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The Sporting Magazine is published monthly.—Each number consists of about 50
pages, embellished with beautiful engravings—price ^5 per annum, to be paid in ad-
vance, by niailj at the risk of the editor.
*.^* Persons procuring six subscribers, and sending the money will be enlitied to one
year's subscription gratis—and so in proportion for a larger number.
Wo nre glad to announce the safe arrival of Mr. Shepherd's valiinblo horses from
England. Their pedigrees will appear in our next. Chuleau Mjirg^jiix wiih his
companions have been safely laiided in Virginia—we have not yet ijuard where his
harem will be fixed.
Tallahassee Fall Races.
Will commence on the third Monday (15th) in December next, and continne six days.
First day, a colt sweepstakes for three years old, three mile heats, fjoOO eniraiiCe, h,f.,
to close on ihe 30th of September.
Second day, a post sweepstakes, for any horse In the Unitf d States, agrppahly to the
rules ot the Tallahassee Juckey Club, lour mile heals, $50U tniraiice, h.l. To close on
the 30th of September.
Tliird day, Jockey Club purse, $150, mile heats, entrance $10.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $ . 'wo mila heats, entrance $15.
Fifth day, Jockey Club purse, $500, three mile heats, entrance $30.
Sixth day, Proprietor's purse, $250, one mile lieat, best three in five, entrance $20.
To each of the first named stakes there are already t^pe subscribers, wtio have secured
the forfeit by notes, with approved endorsers, payable at the Central Bank of I'Morida, and
deposited with the cashier. 'J'he colt or hor?e to be named the evening before the race.
The cash will be hung up at the stand each day, for the fortunate compeiiior. and every
effort will be made to afford the best accommodation; and it is confidently expected, that
gertlemen at a distance who have fine horses, will consider our pmses. and our eflToits to
please, worthy of their consideration. Thos. Bkow>, Sec''y and Proprietor.
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"The English Stud Book, coming down to 1832; first American edition, wilh an
Appendix, designating suclj of the English horses as have been imported, and giving the
Pedigrees of their most remarkable Progeny in this country," making upwards of 1000
pages. Price of the English copy, in three volumes, $25—priceof the American edition,
with the Appendix, ten dollars. The money must in all cases be forwarded to the Edi-
tor, at his risk and cost; and the work will then be sent, clear of expense, to the pur-
chaser's address, and its receipt, in good order, guaranteed. It may be had in one, or in
two volumes, at the option of the purchaser.
This work cannot fail to be highly satisfact try and valuable to all owners of thorough-
bred horses, as they can at once trace the blood of their stock through their English
ancestry.
The Turf Register will embrace such additions as rtiay hereafter be made to the Eng-
lish Stud Book; so that its subscribers will have all known pedigrees of English and of
American horses.
^f" The great prices obtained for racehorses must prompt many farmers to commence
breeding thoroughbreds. Those who wish to purchase, at moderate rates, untried stock
of the best blood, that will answer every purpose for brood mares, may be supplied on
application to the Editor of the Sporting JVIagazine. So also may those who wish to get
stallions—of approved blood and good size; but which, not having been run, may stand at
moderate rate prices—say from $15 to |30. Such stallions may be had, to get good racing
stock, as well as the best horses for the saddle and harness, out of common mares. In all
cases where stallions are thus wanted, the party will be expected to purchase out and out,
or to purchase, and keep on shares; paying for one half: or they may be farmed, on guaran-
teeing a certain sum, much less than the half of what it may be supposed the horse will
earn— the person taking the horse to have the privilege of entire purchase, at a fixed sum,
within a given time.
PEDIGREE' WANTED.---Information is wanted of the blood of Fanny Stinger, a
bay mare, at least twelve years old, with a white spot on her rump. She was sold some
years since by Mr. Allen, in Richmond, at auction, and purchased by a gentleman, who
took her to Lynchburg, and sold her to Walter C. Carrington, of Halifax, Va, She is the
dam of Lucy Ashton, by Gohanna. Jas. J, Harrison.
^^ Fairfield Races.—At the request of Mr. John M. Botls, to give a statement of
the four mile race at Fairfield, won by Purton, we unhesitatingly stale, as our belief, that
Tobacconist stopped at the end of the third mile, when twenty or thirty yards ahead,
under a hard pull. Purton having made a brush with him round the turn, at the head of
the quarter stretch, in the third mile, and failing to take the tracks we think Tobacconist,
if he had gone on, must have won the heat. In the second heat he again stopped, at the
end of the second mile, when leading under a pull; and, after getting off, he again stopped
at the end of the third mile.
Given under our hands, this 25th of October, 1834. Wm. Galt,
Wm. Williamson,
Richard Adams.
Mr. Editor: Causin's Manor, Charles Co. Md. JVov. 15, 1834.
In looking over No. 2, vol. vi. of your Turf Register and Sporting Magazine, in which
you have noticed my stud, I find several typographical errors—some material. You have
"Gill Flirt, cr." It should be ch. Of Ninon de L'Enclos you say, "purchased by Geo.
Semmes." It should be—purchased of Geo. Semmes. You have "Longstrider.b. c. in
foal to Busiris." It should be—his dam, Ninon de L'Enclos, now in foal to Busiris.
These errors may have occurred in transcribing the note I left with you, from my pri-
vate record. Respectfully, your ob't serv't, Ed. J. Hamilton.
The Columbia (S C.) Jockey Club Races will commence on the second Tuesday
in January ensuing, and will continue five days.
First day, a sweepstake for three year old colts and fillies, $100 entrance, h.f—27 en-
tries, and closed.
Second day, four mile heats, purse ^00.
Third day, three mile heats, purse $600.
Fourth day, two mile heals, purse $400; free for colts and fillies only.
Fifth day, mile heats, best three in five; free for all horses carrying appropriate weights;
purse, the entrance money of the previous days, and $150 added by the Club.
Aged horses will carry 126lbs.; six year olds, 1201bs.; five year olds, 112lbs.; four year
olds, 1021bs.; three year olds, 90lb3.; two year olds, a feather; mares and geldings allowed
Slbs. N. Ramsay, Secretary and Treasurer.
RACES TO COME.
Washington (D. C.) Races.—Sweepstakes for colts and fillies, then three years old;
to bo run over the Wasliinglon Course, spring meeting, 1835.
1. A sweepstake, (for coils and fillies, three years old the spring of 1835,) mile heats;
$300 entrance, $100 forfeit. Four or more to make a race; to name and close February,
1835.— Condition: in the event that five colts start in the above stake, the subscription
of the second best (at the termination of the race) is to be refunded.
2. A sweepstake, (for colts and fillies, three years old the spring of 1835,) mile heats;
$100 entrance, h.f. To name and close February 1, 1835.
3. Same day
—
IVie Breeders' Plate, to be given by the Proprietor, value $100. Free
for any three year old colt or filly that never started in a race; four or more to make a
race. To name and close February 1, 1835.
In the Breeders' Stake no subscription is required; but subscribers who do not start, will
be required to pay ij'iO forfeit.
Address—VV. J. Stratton, Sfc'ny of «/ie Washington Jockey Club, Washington, D. C
.
Breeders' Plate.—For those who are entering upon the profitable business of
breeding tlioroughbred horses, yet do not propose to do more than breed for sale, and
for gentlemen of limited experience on the turf, nothing could afford more facility than
the project of "the Breeders' Plate," as proposed in the above advertisement, by
Mr. Olivur, the enterprising Proprietor of the Washington Course. On such occasions,
fair trials may be made without expense; and the result will serve to elicit the powers
of colts, and to show whether farther trials may be made with those who do not win,
in the hope of belter success; whilst such as do win, in good time, will at once com-
mand enough to buy and stock a small plantation. Witness the case of Minge's Mazep-
pa, where the winner of his maiden race commanded $5500 cash at the winning post.
We need not add, that every thing connected with the management and character
of the Washington Course insures a fair field and the fullest benefit to such as "act
well" their part in the contest for the "Breeders' Plate."
Sweepstakes to be run over the Central Course, Baltimore.
1. A sweepstake for three year old colts and fillies, to run first day of spring meeting,
1835, mile heats; entrance $200, $50 forfeit; four or more to make a race. To close and
name January 1, 1835.
2. Stallion stakes, for colts and fillies dropt spring 1835. We, the subscribers, agree
to run a sweepstake over the Central Course, with a colt or filly got by the stallion
which we name. To run spring and fall meetings of 1838; mile heats in the spring,
p50 entrance, p.p., and two mile heals in the fall, ^500 entrance, p.p. To close and
name January 1, 1835.
Subscribert—J. M. Selden enters the get of Sussex; Wm. L. White enters the set of
Goliah.
' ^
3. Produce stake, for colts and fillies dropt spring of 1835, to run spring of 1838; mile
heats, ^300 entrance, glOO forfeit. Six or more to make a race. To close and 'name
January 1, 1835.
Subscriber—Henry A. Tayloe.
4. Produce stake, for colts and fillies dropt spring of 1835, to run first day of fall meet-
ing, 1838; two mile heats, entrance ^500, h.f. Six or more to make a race. To close
and name January 1, 1835.
5. A sweepstake for colts and fillies now one year old, to run spring of 1836- mile
heats, ^300 entrance, ^100 forfeit; to close January 1, 1835; four or more to make a race.
6. A sweepstake for colts and fillies now two years old, to run spring meeting of 1835-
mile heats, ^300 entrance, ^100 forfeit. To close January 1, 1835.
'
7. A sweepstake for colts and fillies foaled spring of 1834, to run spring of 1837- mile
heats; ^300 entrance, ^100 forfeit; four or more to make a race; to close January l,'l836.
8. A sweepstake for colts and fillies, dropt spring of 1834, to run fall meeting of 1837-
two mile heats, pOOO entrance, p50 forfeit. Four or more to make a race. " To close
January 1, 1836.
A TRAINER WANTED—One who has experience and skill. Liberal wages will
be given, by the month or year, together with a per centum upon the winninas. The
advertiser resides in Maryland, and will have, the ensuing season, a stable of four or five
"^g.^.o^ ™"«*» P'^o'O'se. and the most fashionable blood. All letters addressed to G. B.
Smith, Turf Register ofiice, Baltimore, will be promptly answered.
e^ Arrangements are being made to secure, for the vicinity of Baltimore, the strvices
01 a stallion of high form and pure blood—one that will cross well on bred mares, and
have size enough to insure good stoek for saddle and h«rnp.. n.n nf ...,„>,., ^,,,.
RACES TO COME—Continued.
Mississippi Races.—The Mississippi Association races, over the St, Catharine's
Course, near Natchez, will commence on Dec. 3, 1834.
First day, four mile heats, entrance §100.
Second day, three mile heats, entrance §50.
Tliird day, two mile heats, entrance $30.
The purses are very valuable; and from the number of fine horses now at the course in
training, much sport may be expected.
A colt sweepstake, §300 entrance, thirteen subscribers, (closed,) will come off on De-
cember 23, 1834.
Spring Association R\ces—to commence 2d March next.
First day, for three year olds; purse $300, entrance $50; two mile heats.
Second day, for two year olds; purse $200, entrance $30; mile heats.
Natchez Jockev Club Races will commence on the last Wednesday in February,
1835.
First day, purse $500, entrance $200; four mile heats.
Second day, purse $300, entrance $100; two mile heats.
Third day, three mile heals, for the Pliarsalia Plate, valued at ^300; entrance glOO,
or, if only two entries, ^150. The winner either to take the cup or money. Free for
the world.
Weights of both Clubs.
Two years old, - - - TOlbs.
Three years old, - - - 86
"
Four years old, - - - 100
"
Five years old, ... no •'
Si.K years old, - - - 118
"
Seven, and upwards, - - - 124
"
Geldincrs and mares allowed 31bs. Wm. H. Chulle, Sec'nj.
South Carolina Jockey Club Races.—The annual races over the WasTiTngton
Course, near Charleston, S. C will commence on Monday, February 16, 1835, and con-
tinue during the week, as follows:
First day, a sweepstake for all ages, glOO entrance, mile heats.
Second day, a sweepstake for three year olds, ^200 entrance, two mile heats.
Third day. Jockey Club purse, ^1000, four mile heats; free for horses of all ages.
Fourth day. Jockey Club purse, ^600, three mile heats; free for horses ot all ages.
Fifth day, Jockey Club purse, g400, two mile heats; no horse allowed to
start for this-
purse that is not under five years.
Sixth day, a handicap race, three mile heats. In reference to this race, the following
resolution was passed at a late meeting of the Club:
"Resolved, That no horse be handicapped in future, for the Saturday's race, unless he
shall have contended for a race during the week, and have carried his appropriate, i.e.
weight for age."
^The Club will also give pO, ihe entrance money, glO to be added, on each of the
above days, for a second race, two mile heats.
Weights according to the Rules of this Course:
Acred horses, . - . - ]261bs.
'
Six years old. ----- 120
||
Five years old, - - • - 112
"
Four years old, , - - - - 102
Three years old, - - - - 90
"
Two years old, ----- a feather.
Mares, fillies, and geldings, allowed 31bs.
It gives the Club much satisfaction to notify the patrons of the turf, and owners
horses at a distance, that in addition to the above large amounts, owing to the liberality ofj
several oublic spirited citizens, it is enabled to offer this year another handsome purse. to'
be entitled "T/ie Citizens' Pur.^e," to be run for on the 9th February, being the
Monday
preceding the week of the regular races; three mile heats; free for all ages. Post entrance?
three or more to make a race.
^ That thoroughbred and celebrated racehorse Ivanhoe, full brother to Polly Hopkins,
will stand next spring at Timonium, Baltimore county, Md.
^Measures have been taken to supply the neighborhood of West River and Queen
Anne with a thoroughbred stallion of the highest form and blood. The same as to Eas-
ton, with the addition, probably, of a very superior stallion of the trotting strain.
^ We regret to learn that Mr. Edgar, after very heavy expenditures in time and
Tioney, does not meet with remunerating sales of his American Stud Bjok. All owners
ind breeders ought to possess a copy.
VIr. Editor: Philadelphia, Dec 8, 1834.
Will you have the goodness to insert an inquiry in the Magazine, for information
which I should be much pleased to obtain, viz:
Was the grandam oi Fylde (imported,) Fanny imported into this country?
What is the pedigree of a bay mare called Fanny, believed to be by Dioraed or Wild-
ir, that flourished about 1800, ran very successfully, and was bred by Daniel Boisseau,
)£ Chesterfield, Va. long since deceased. W. Wallace Cook.
$^ Wanted [mmediatelv.—The produce of the distinguished brood mares. Maid
)£ the Oalcs, Lady Lightfoot, Coquette, Merino Ewe, Sac. &.c. Also the pedigrees of
tiorses now on the turf, which have not been published in the Turf Register. It is hoped
>wners, breeders and trainers will furnish them.
^:^ CoRRECTroN.—Indiana's grandam was by Craggs' imported Highflyer, (omitted,)
3ut of the Union mare. See Benjamin Ogle Tayloe's stud. H. G. S. Key.
Red Oak, full brother to Swearingen's Tremendous, and Mohecan for sale. Inquire
of Dr. E. L. Boteler, Funk's Town, Md.
Pickle, a bay horse, four years old last spring, and of good size, for sale. He is a
beautiful grandson of imported Trumpetta, dam of the celebrated Trumpator—is in the
Editor's stable in high order. His blood is superior and unquestionable. Price $400.
He has never been run.
FOR SALE.—A very superior Chronograph, made by Rienssee, at Paris, for mea-
suring the time in accurate astronomical observations. It has been used on the Central
Course with great advantage; as without stopping the instrument, different subdivisions
of time can be marked upon it, to the fifth of a second, and thus the time of each round
as well as of the heats can be ascertained. Price $100. Apply to the Editor.
FOR SALE
—
Goneril, oh. f with a star and white hind foot, by American Eclipse.
See pedigree in this number of Turf Register. She is very large, nearly fifteen hands
high, and not two years old; as like her sire as possible. Her dam was never trained
—
nor the sire of her dam. Her grandam, the famous Virginia Nell. Here is a superb filly
of high form and great bone and substance, of the best blood and family, worthy the
attention of any one wishing to purchase. Inquire of G. B. Smith, Turf Register Office.
TaRF Convention.—In consequence of an understanding between a number of gentle-
men in this State (Georgia) and South Carolina, a Convention will be held in Charleston,
during the races of that city, in February next, for the purpose of fixing the time of the
several annual races in this section, so that they shall not conflict with each other; and
that as far as the convenience of each and all will permit, they may be so arranged as to
follow regularly one after the other, with suitable intervals between, so as to form a
general circuit out of the whole, which may be regularly followed by all the distinguished
gentlemen and horses of the turf. It may also consider the rules of racing generally, with
the view of making them uniform throughout that circuit, and as efficient and perfect as
practicable. And it must be obvious to every one who takes an interest in these matters,
Ihat all these objects are peculiarly desirable, and well calculated to enhance the value,
interest, character, and respectability; not only of each club that takes part in it, but also
of the turf and its sports generally. A delegatiou of three members has already been ap-
pointed by the Augusta Jockey Club, to attend this convention. Similar delegations
will certainly be appointed by the Columbia and Charleston Clubs, and no doubt by the
Savannah Club also; and probably several others. And it is hoped that such other clubs
in this and the adjoining states, as may see the great advantages of this arrangement,
and desire to avail themselves of them, will appoint delegations accordingly.
[Augusta Chronicle,
rot
Sweepstakes to be run over the Timonium Course now open.
First day, for colts and fillies, three years old next spring, 1835, mile heals, over this
course, $300 entrance, §100 ft. to close and name on or before the 1st February, 1835.
Second day, colts and fillies raised ia Maryland or the District of Columbia, three years
old spring 1835, mile heats, §100 entrance, $50 ft, to close and name 1st February, 1835.
Third day, colts and fillies, three years old spring 1836, sired by Sussex or any other
horse uf Maryland or District of Columbia, or raised in either, mile heats, $100 entrance,
$50 ft. to name and close 1st October, 1835.
To Breeders of Blooded Horses.—'Tis a well known fact, that colts or fillies
engaged in stakes, are worth more to the breeder, and surely to the winner, than those
not engaged; and for this obvious and simple reason, that when thus engaged, the buyer
takes into consideration, not only the blood and appearance of the colt, (but what is often-
times of even greater moment,) the prospect ahead— I mean his engagements; and if they
be good, i. e. if he be entered in some two or three stakes, and the larger the better, if the
colt be recommended by good blood and appearance, I hazard nothing in saying, that the
former contributes fully as much as the latter, to the effectuation of a speedy sale, and
the procurement of a good price. See instances which have occurred during the present
year. Mazeppa, three years old, sold for $5,500; Columbia Taylor, also three, for $3,000;
and for Nancy Blunt, also three, $3,000 were offered and refused—all cash. Now, not-
withstanding their high recommendations of blood and appearance, I presume no one will
say, that their engagements did not fairly and necessarily enter into the calculation of the
purchasers and oflferer. I would therefore recommend every breeder to enter his colt or
filly in some two or three stakes.
The following are to be run over the New Market Course, and to close positively at
the times respectively designated. All letters containing entries, and post marked on or
before the day of closing, will be considered in time.
1st. A sweepstake for four year olds, spring 1835, to be run same spring, two mile
heats—$500 entrance, $200 forfeit, four or more to make a race, and to close January 1,
1835. Now three subscribers, viz: O. P. Hare, Harrison Hartwell and VVm. Wynn.
2d. A sweepstake for colts and fillies, three years old, spring 1835. mile heats, $100
entrance, half forfeit; now nine subscribers, and to close January 1, 1835, viz: Thomas
Doswell, Alfred J. Vaughan, VVm. B. Goodwyn, John Heth, O. P. Hare, William R.
Johnson, VVm. Parker, Wm. M. West and J. M. Selden.
3d. A sweepstake for colts and fillies, three years old, spring 1836, mile heats, $100
entrance,, half forfeit; to close February 1, 1835, and now twelve subscribers.
4th. A produce stake for colts and fillies, three years old, spring 1838, two mile heats,
$1,000 entrance, $250 forfeit, and to close January 1, 1835, now ten subscribers. As
this promises to be a very large stake, probably the best ever ran over the New Markei
Course, the proprietor particularly invites the attention of breeders to it. He also re-
quests all subscribers to each of the above stakes, to make their entries in time.—. O. P. Hare, Proprietor.
We are informed that Jas. B. Kendall, Esq of Petersburg, Va. has leased for a
term of years, the hotel and grounds adjacent to the Canton Company, formerly be-
longing to John O'Donnell, Esq. with a view of establishing a race course, and making
it a place of fashionable resort. The premises are admirably situated for this purpose.
The ground selected for the track is well calculated, both in soil and surface, being very
level and of the proper mixture of sand and clay. This at once secures a good course,
on which capital time may be made, in case the track be bare of turf; but it being good
grass land, the experiment of the goodness of turf in racing may easily be tried. The
course will be no more than two miles from the centre of the city; with a fine level road
leading along the bay to it, and may be reached in a carriage in a quarter of an hour. It
is proposed to have a steamboat running from the foot of Calvert street to the wharf,
within fifty yards of the track. This will enable any person at a very cheap rate to visit
the races, with the loss of very little time. The steamboats coming up the bay can land
at the wharf near the Lazaretto, which is only a quarter of a mile from the stable to be
attached to the course; and this will avoid the necessity of bringing the horses visiting
the course through the city. The hotel will be fitted up in good style, and furnished in
the most ample manner. The grounds will be planted with shrubbery and trees, and all
the improvements will be highly ornamental. The ride along the beach beyond the hotel
and around Lazaretto Point is beautiful, and it is proposed by the Canton Company to
make the wood lying on the bay a delightful promenade; the grounds to be filled up in
the manner of the Elysian Fields at Hoboken. Such a place Baltimore! has long wanted
and will now have, and it will doubtless become, as it deserves, a fashionable resort.
[Bait. Falriot
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Who wants Thoroughbreds?—Now is the season to buy, either for training oi
breeding. From the stud of the Messrs. Tayloes, Craig, Dorsey, and others, we can suppl
on moderate terras whatever may be wanting. From the stud of Mr. Dorsey a v
fine filly of large size and fine appearance, three years old next spring, out of the dam of
Anne Page, (she sold, one half for $1000, at three years old, after winning the great
sweepstakes on the Central course,) by imported Apparition. Also a large young stallioa
of the best brown color, and well formed, nearly, or quite sixteen hands high. ° Price of
each $500. Mr. Craig's itud affords ample scope for all demands. Inquire of the Editor.
RACES TO COME.
Mr. Editor: Trenton, JY. J. Jan. 23, \8S5
The races over the Eagle course, at Trenton, will commence on the 2 1st of April next
and a sweepstakes for three year old colts, 901bs. weight, and fillies 871bs. will come of
on the first day. Subscription $200, forfeit $50; to remain open until the first day of
March next. Four or more subscribers to make a race. <
,,,'^^^P^peS' (amounting to ^1500,) will be named in the next number of the American
lurt Register. O. Bailkf.
Sweepstakes to be run over the Central Course.
1. A sweepstakes to run spring meeting, 1835, mile, heats, entrance ^300—ftlOO forfeit
four or more to make a race. To close and name April 1, 1835.
2. A sweepstakes to run spring meeting, 1835, mile heats, entrance $200—*50 forfeit,,
four or more to make a race. To close and name April 1, 1835.
^olk^n^^r^c^^^I'^'^
"^^'^ ^'^^ ^'^'^^' ^^'®® y«"s old, spring 1836, mile heats, entrance
IJ300—$100 forfeit, four or more to make a race. To close and name January 1, 1836
4. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years old, spring 1837—to run surine 1837.
mile heats, entrance $300-^100 forfeit; four or more to make a race. To close and
name January 1, 1837.
.ch^ sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years old, spring 1837—to run fall meetinff.
1837, two mile heats, entrance glOOO—$250 forfeit, four or more to make a race. To
close and name June 1, 1835. Subscribers to this stake are at present—John M Botts
J. S. Garrison, A L. Botts, O. P. Hare, John Heth, John McCarty, J. M. Botts. j!
o. Uarrison, J. M. Selden.
Augusta (Geo,) Spring Races,
Will commence on the second Tuesday in March, when the followintr purses will be
run for, free for any horse in the world.
"
First (lay, two mile heats, $200.
Second day, three mile heats, $300.
Third day, four mile heats, $600.
Fourth day, mile heats, best three in five, $300,
Macon (Geo.) Jockey Club Races.
The annual races over the Central course will commence on Monday, the 16th da*
"J^March, 1835. when the following purses will be run for, free for ^a;y "4 ia thJ
First day, Jockey Club purSe, mile heats, g200.
Second day, Jockey Club purse, two mile heats, pOO.
Third day. Jockey Club purse, three mile heats, g500
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, four mile heats, $700.
-oflfi^nn^"^""''"^
Club purse, mile heats, best three in five, purse supposed to be
"^'^^ *^^*^- John H, Offutt, See'ry.
S>CoRRECTioN.-In the inquiry for the pedigree of the Florizel mare on the cover of
S,Tad".Sd:in'L?dT"^''^"'
''^ '"' "^--^^-n-" ^d-. and for LondTi^r^
P »? l»,aw-i.»«i- J L . Georgia, January 16, 1835.P. S. I have lately conversed with a man who kept Gallatin, he was not a chestnut
J. A. J.
Stallions for 1835.
Crusadpr, ch. by Sir Archy, dam Lottery, near Gallatin, Tennessee.
H. M. Ckybr.
Saxb-Weimar, by Sir Archy, dam Lottery, near Shelbyville, Tennessee.
Samuel Mitchell.
Cannibal, at Macon, Georgia, at ^25 and jf40. Wm. D. Grimes.
LuzBOROUGH, b. (imp.) by Ditto, dam by Dick Andrews, at Nashvilllo, Tennessee.
L. P. Cheatham.
John McDonald, ch. by Flying Childers, dam by Duroc, at Potter's Mills, Penn-
•ylvania, $20. J. &. J. Potter.
Andrew, ch. by Sir Charles, dam by Herod, at Milledgeville, Georgia.
T. B.Howard.
A. H. Kenan.
Gray Beard, gr. by Kosciusko, dam imp. Pysche, at Rockfish, Nelson county, Vir-
ginia/at $20 and $30. John B. Coles.
SypHAX, (Arabian,) at Xenia, Ohio.
Carroll, b. by Muckle John, at Jacksonville, Kentucky, at $15,
Wellington, b. by Bertrand, at Jacksonville, Kentucky, at $15.
Fylde, b. (imp.) by Antonio, dam Fadlidinida, near Richmond, Virginia.
R. C. Williamson.
American Eclipse, ch. by Duroc, dam Miller's Damsel, in Dinwiddie county,
Virginia, at the residence of Edward Johnson.
Monsieur Tonson, b. by Pacolet, dam Madam Tonson, Chesterfield county, Vir-
ginia, at the residence of Geo. W. Johnson.
Hotspur, (sire of Mazeppa,) at St. Leger, (Mr. John Heth's,) Chesterfield county,
Virginia. John B. Christian.
Hedoeford, br. (imp.) by Philoda Puta, dam Miss Craigie, at Augusta, Georgia.
Joseph H. Townis.
Festival, ch. by American Eclipse, dam by Timoleon, near Smithfield, N. C. at $S0
and $40. John MacLeod.
O'Kelly, gr. by Eclipse, dam by Financier, at Nashville, Tennessee.
Thomas Alderson.
Young Trafalgar, ch. by old Trafalgar, (be by imp. Mufti,) dam Black Kate, by
Merlin, at Matthews C. H. Va. at $20. Wm. Tod.
Claret, imp. at Charlotte C. H. Va. Wtatt Cardwell.
Chateau Margaux, br. (imp.) by Whalebone, dam Waap, atHicksford, Va.
A. T. B. Meeritt.
Sarpedon, darkb. (imp.) by Emilius, dam Icaria, near Lexington, Ken. at $75.
W. G. Skillmaw.
Washington, by Timoleon, dam Ariadne, at Cartersville, or Buckingham C. H. Vt.
David 0. Coupland.
Young Roanoke, will stand the ensuing season at my stable, two miles above the
New Store, on the Cut Bank road, at Mr. James Saunders and Wm. A. Frazer's taverns.
Giles Harris.
Snowden, wh. by Wild Medley, dam Caroline, by Sir Archy, at Danville, Va.
James Colquhoun.
Velocity, b. by Rob Roy, dam by Ogle's Oscar, near Port Tobacco, Md. at $30.
E. J. Hamilton.
Edward, ch. by Wynn's Ratler, dam by Randolph's Gracchus, at $20.
Edmond Heard.
Critic, ch. by American Eclipse, dam by Eclipse Herod, at the farm of C. S. W.
Dorsey, near EUicott's Mills, Md. at $20 and $30.
Simon Pure, by Sir Archy, dam the Imp. mare Philadelphia, at Amherst C H. V&.
Wm. Coupland.
Mambrino, ch. by Eclipse, dam Grand Duchess, at Fountain of Health, Tennessee,
at^40and$50. A. Pool.
List of Stallions continued,
John Richards, will stand again next season at my stable, at the same prices as last,
viz: leaps $15, season g30, to be discharged by payment of ^ib if made in the season,
and insurance as last year. Josiah Wm. Ware, Berryville, Va.
YooKO Truffle, b. (imp.) by Truffle, dam Helen, at Barboursville, Va. at $50 and
$75. S. W. Yager, ybr Gov. Barbour.
TvcHicus, ch. by Clifton, dam Miss Chance, at Lynchburg, Va. Chas. P. Lee.
Tremendous is a stallion five years old, and a bright bay, being of the goodly size of
sixteen hands one inch high, by the standard. He will stand in Milton, Pa. at the fol-
lowing terms: will be let to full bred mares at $15 the season, and $25 to insure; ^10 for
country mares, and $15 to insure. Jas. S. Stoughton.
Michigan, four years old, five feet two inches high, by Timoleon, dam by Ragland's
Diomed, will stand at Jeflfersonville, Va. the next season. J. C. Tate, of Tazewell.
BusiRis will stand the ensuing season at the stable of Mr. John Elliott, on the Lan-
caster Turnpike, one mile west of the Middle Bridge, over Schuylkill—season will com-
mence 1st of March, and terminate 1st of July.—Price thereof $35 for blooded mares,
$20 for other mares.
ViRorNiA Constitution, by Graves' Florizel, at Xenia, Ohio.
Owners of covering stallions are requested to forward notice of their place of standing,
terms, 8tc. by the 20th of March, otherwise they will not appear in the list for March.
PEDIGREE WANTED.
Montgomery, Alabama, Jan. 1835.
Wanted, the Pedigree of a mare, (a kind of roan, with ball face and some white feet,
with a large white spot on her leftside,) purchased in Washington city or Baltimore, and
brought to Alabama about the year 1821, by Maj James W, Johnson. The mare was
raised in Pennsylvania, trained and run at one of the above place^. C R.
A Trainer Wanted.—One that is competent will receive liberal wages, and a share
of the'winnings. Address Geo. F. Miller, Baltimore.
Sj)otsylvanit, January 12, 1835.
WANTED—a large young Jack, fourteen and a half or fifteen hands high, and well
made, not more than six or eight years old; for such a one a purchaser may be found by
addressing a letter to G. S., Fredericksburg, Virginia, post paid, stating terms, and where
he can be seen.
FOR SALE—a superior young stallion, Patapsco, got by Maryland Eclipse, his dam
by Oscar, his grandam by Hickory, and g. grandam the imported mare Trumpetta, dam
of the famous Tiumpator. Price $500. Inquire of the Editor.
FOR SALE—at the Columbia races, in January next, "Nonplus," and Godolpin,
and if not sold, one or both of them will be farmed out or let the next season.
Godolphin was bred by me, and got by old Eclipse, his dam Sylph, by Hephestion,
(half brother to Sir Archy,) grandam Lottery, by the imp. Bradford, out of the imp. mare
Anvilina, now six years old. Apply to the subscriber. Richard Singleton.
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rity; but his inslructions, which we would have willingly observed came too late. An
animal of so much worth could not long thus remain—the hidden treasure."
We refer the reader to vol. 1, pages 369 and 370 of same work, for the account Bath-
gate and Purdy give of this horse's pedigree, and the promise he gave of a brilliant career
on the turf, had he not fallen lame. But to convince the breeding public of the confi-
dence we have in the get of Orphan Boy, we now propose to enter his get in sweepstakes
with the get of any other stallions.
He will stand at Louisville the present season, under the care and management of the
subscribers, at $30 the season, and |50 for insurance. Good pasturage furnished mares
gratis from a distance. Samuel Churchill &Co.
PEDIGREE OF SARAH BELL WANTED.
Mh. Editob: Huntsville, Alabama, January 25, 1835.
In vol. 1, page 533, of your Register, memoranda of races in 1827, (before the cuiu-
mencement of your valuable publication,) are given, from which it appears, that in Oct.
1827, at Norfolk, Va. Sarah Bell, by Sir Archy, contended against Betsey Ranson),
(the winner,) for the Jockey Club purse, four mile heats. You would do the writer an
important service if you would ascertain and publish the pedigree of Sarah Bell, the
name of her breeder, trainer, or whoever started her for the above race, her age, color,
and description, in such manner that she can be identified. Or give this an insertion in
the Register, that some of your correspondents may give the requisite information. As
she is now in the breeding stud, and her produce in the market, the public are interested
in ascertaining her pedigree as well as A Subscriber.
WANTED.—The pedigree in full of a chestnut or sorrel mare bred in Brunswick
county, Virginia, and known by the name of Fraxinella. Said to be by the celebrated
racehorse Virginian, out of an old Diomed mare, owned by a Mr, Winfrey, (or Winfieid,)
of said county. It is said Maj. J. J. Harrison of Virginia, can give some information
respecting her. J. McC.
The mare alluded to above, has a very fine filly by Leviathan, and is stinted to Cock
of the Rock.
WANTED—Pedigree of Indian Hen, a racemare of distinction in Harford county,
Maryland.
WANTED—The pedigree of the dam of a sorrel mare called Vixen, got by Jack
Andrews, owned by James G. Green of Nanseraond, Virginia, in the year 1823.
A Trainer Wanted Immediately.—Liberal wages will be given, by the month or
season, also fifteen per cent, of the winnings, to one who is capable and experienced. By
reference to the list of the undersigned, published in this number, it will be seen what




The races over the Lawrenceville course, for the spring, 1835, will commence on the
14th day of April next, and continue four days.
First day, two sweepstakes, colt races: the first $200 entrance, half forfeit; mile
heats, six subscribers, and closed. The following are the entries, to wit:
O. P. Hare's Tonson filly, out of Maj. Thomas Riley's mare.
P. B. Starke, Dan. Bugger's gr. c. by Medley, dam by Virginian.
Wm. M. West's full sister to Sir Walter Scott.
John C. Goode.
Wm. R. Johnson's filly, by Sir Charles, out of the dam of Star.
John D. Maclin'sch. c. by Timoleon, dam by Sir Hal.
Second sweepstakes, $100 entrance, half forfeit, to close the first day of March; now
several subscribers.
Second day. Proprietor's pursej $200, two mile heats, entrance $15.
Third day. Jockey Club purse, $400, without discount, three mile heats, entrance $20
Fourth day, a handicap purse, $100, mile heats, the best three in five, entrance $2.'>
Races to Come contined.
Mobile Jockey Club Races.
Will commence on Wednesday, the 15th day of April next.
First day, purse §500, three mile heats, entrance $35.
Second day, purse $350, two mile heats, entrance $25.
Third day, purse $250, mile heats, best three in five, togetiier with the eatranca
money of the two previous days.
The above mentioned purses are free for any horse, mare, or gelding in the United
States, complying with the rules and regulations of the club. The amount of each day's
purse to be hung at the Judges' stand, in cash, for the successful competitor.
Thos. Bates, Sec^ry.
Colt stakes to be run over the Columbia {S.C.) Turf, spring term, 1837 —colts spring
of 1833; $200 entrance, half forfeit; two mile heals.
Col. J. R. Spann enters produce of Poor Girl, by Bertrand, Jr.
Jas. H. Adams enters produce of Tapsalal, by Godolphin.
Dr. R. H. Goodwyn enters produce of Amanda, by Bertrand, Jr.
Col. P. M. Builer enters b. c. by Valentine.
Col. Wade Hampton enters b. c. produce of Pocahontas, by Godolphin.
Col. B. ritzsiraons enters produce of Peggy, by Godolphin.
Capl. B.F.Taylor enters produce of Lady of the Lake, by Godolphift.
Col. R. Singleton enters produce of Lamball, by Godolphin.
Col. J. J, Moore enters produce of Leocadia, by Bertrand, Jr.
K- Flud enters produce of Vignette, by Bertrand Jr.
Colt stakes for spring of 1838; $200 entrance, half forfeit; two mile heatt.
Col. J. R. Spann enters produce of Poor Girl, by Godolphin.
Col. J. J. Moore enters produce of Leocadia, by Alborak.
Col. W. Ha|;npton enters produce of Peggy, by Luzborough.
A. Flud entfers produce of Vignette, by Bertrand, Jr.
Dr. R. H. Goodwyn enters produce of Amanda, by Godolphin.
N. Ramsay enters produce of Gray Girl, by Luzborough.
Col. P. M. Builer enters produce of Betsey Hare, by Nullifier.
Col. J. H. Hammond enters produce of Paragon, by Nullifier.
Capt. Jas. H. Adams enters produce of Transport, by Godolphin.
Col, J. J. Mickle enters produce of Young Grand Duchess, by Alborak.
Capt. B. F. Taylor enters produce of Lady of the Lake, by Luzborough.
Col. R. Singleton enters produce of Phenomenon, by Godolphin.
B. McRa enters produce of Kosciusko mare, by Bertrand, Jr.
Col J. H. Hammond enters produce of dam of Betsey Hare, by Monsieur Tonson.
Colt stakes for colts dropped spring of 1834, run at three years old, $100 entrance,
half forfeit; two mile heats.
Col. Hampton enters b. c. produce of Pocahontas, by Godolphin.
Col. J. J. Spann enters produce of Grey Girl, by Bertrand, Jr.
Col. P. M. Butler's c. Symmetry, by Godolphin.
Col. J. H. Hammond's br. c. Arcadian, by Eclipse.
Col. J. J. Mickle's gr. c. out of Grand Duchess, by Yemen.
John McLean's br. c. out of Lady Bush, by Herr Cline.
W. S. Thomson's c. out of Sally Hopkins, by Red Gauntlet.
W. E. Haskell's f. out of Amanda, by Rob Roy.
Powell McRa's f. out of a Bedford mare, by Godolphin.
Col. R. Singleton's ch. c. out of Phenomenon, by Luzborough.
W. R. Smith enters produce of Mary Frances, by Bertrand, Jr.
Col. W. C. Beaty's f. by Eclipse, dam by Stockholder.
T. J. Henderson's f. by Bertrand, dam by Pacolet.
Col. J. J. Mickle's gr. f. by Yemen, dam by Virginius.
CORRECTIONS.
Mr. Editor: Hicksford, Vu. Feb. 17, 1035.
In the Turf Register, February, No. 6, vol. 6, in the pedigree of a gr. colt called Mas-
ter Burke, bred by Mr. J. D. Amis of N. C. it is slated that he was out of a Saladin
mare, that is so; but she is out of a Potomack, and not out of an Arch>/—ihe balanco is
correct. The Saladin mare was half sister to Toynelt (page 313, see the dam of Jenny
Daw, No. 1—in the stud of iVIr. J. Kendall;) Toynelt and this Saladin mare were both
bred by me in Pitt County, N. C VV. S. Bkount.
N. B. The above Potomack mare was raised by my uncle Mr. W. P. Little, of War-
ren County, N. C. and sold to me, &c.
Jan. 29th, 1835.
The last sentence of my notice of the Tennessee against the Kentuc!<y horses, vol.
6, page 246, should read thus—"But, sir, we believe that stallions cannui do all, and
therefore we have such mares as Patty Puff, (who was got by old Pncolet, out of
Rosey Clack, the dam of Oscar;— Patty is the dam of Desha's Angora, who run her
mile the fall after she was two years old, in Im. 484s.—beat that,) "and the lull sister
of Pjano's dam; Oscar's full sister Lady Burton," &c. &c.—you used llu; parenthesis
toooflen. GuobVE.NOR.
Mr. Editor:
Please make the following correction in the account of the match race run over the
Zanesville course, on the 29th of October last, by saying Mr. Grummer's oh. c. Harry
Bluff, three years old, by Boxer, he by imported Expedition, dam by American Eclipse,
84lbs, Likewise say Mr. Sinclair's b. c. five years old, &c. 791bs.
Time, Im. 58s. Ichabod Giiummer.
Corrections.—The report of the Franklin Association races, in the January number,
vol. VI. p. 254, should have been headed, "Franklin Kentucky Association." instead of
"Franklin Tenn." as published.
Mr. Editor: Greenshurgh, Ken. Feb. 4, 1635.
"I wish to bespeak the name of Harvey Birch for a Shakspeare colt, out of a
Bertrand mare, two years old this coming spring. Also the name of VVaxall for a
chestnut sorrel colt, a yearling, by Waxy, out of Wm. Buckner Sen's old bay mare
by Buckner's Leviathan." J. m. s. JMcCoiiKLE.
PEDIGREES.
Pedigree op the dam of the Maid of the Oaks—well established,—She
was by imported Shark, her dam by General Nelson's Rockingham; Iter grandani by
by True Whig; her g. grandam by Col. Bailor's horse Gallant; hor <r. jr.'^raiidam hy
the imported horse Regulus; g. g. g. grandam by the imported horse Diamond. The
above sworn to by Lewis Willis, breeder,
"Palmetto."—by Ganymede—his dam Young Desdemona—G.mymeJe was by
Hephestion, out of Pandora—Young Desdemona was by imp. horse Uodfi.rd, out ot'
Desdemona—she by imp. horse Dare Devil, out of Lady Bolingbioko, &.c. &lc.
Wm. F. Colcock, Soulk Carolina.
Mr. Editor: Paris, Ken. Jan. £8, 1835.
I ask through the medium of your Am. Turf Register, for the pedigree of the Bed-
ford mare, grandam of Hutchinson's celebrated race mare Multiflora, l.y Kosciusko. If
any of your southern subscribers can give her pedigree it will greatly oblige several that
are interested in the stock of Multiflora and her dam, by Prosecution. ° J. Scott.
Stallions for \ 83 5, continuedfrom page 3 G1.
Gloster, b. by Sir Charles, dam by Sir Alfred, at Buckingham C. H. Va. at $20
'^^^ *30. Garland Bho^vn.
Hugo, ch. by Sir Charles, dam by Chance, at Fairfield, Virginia, at jg'iS and $40.
RiciiARo Adams.
Marion, b. by Sir Archy, dam by imp. Citizen, at Clover Bottom, ten miles from
Huntsville, Alab. at $60 and ^100, Duoley Sale.
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y°".^h^" ^"'- .^''^^.^-^^ <^.^^ made to me, of running Betsey Malone against
iveek previous to the race?, during which time had repeatedly told you, that win or
Jose, that was the last time I intended starting Singleton, that from an injury received
Tom a fall during his training when throe years old, I had always feared his givino-
*vay in the shoulder, and that being satisfied with his services, his age admonished me
t was time to withdraw him entirely from the turf. Such was my fixed determination,
)penly and repeatedly expressed. Yet you did not in my presence offer, br/ore the'
ace, to run Betsey Malone against Singleton. Singleton was ready to meet any
competitor on the four mile day. You knew his owner had declared this should
)e his last race, yet you declined entering Betsey Malone where Singleton would
certainly have been her competitor. Lt was after the four mile race in which Sin-
leton was successful against your horse Lauderdale and Oakland, that you for the
rst time bantered Singleton with Betsey Malone. Believing that this banter was
nade under the excitement and mortification incident to defeat, I did not relinquish
ny design of withdrawing Singleton from the turf, and declined your offer. I did not
)elieve, (after my intentions had been previously so frankly expressed,) that you would
lave given such a banter except in a moment of excitement. But when, months after
he transaction, a disposition to injure my horse is manifested by a publication errone-
)us and illiberal, I feel constrained, notwithstanding my intention of standing Single-
ton this season, so far to depart from my resolution of withdrawing him from the turf,
is to give him the opportunity of vindicating on the race course, the reputation which
us enemies are attempting to blemish by aspersions in the public prints. I send you
he following propositions.
First. I will run Richard Singleton against Betsey Malone, over the Oakland Course,
"bur mile heats, in the fall of 1835 or spring of 1836, for from $2,000 to #5,000 a side.
Second. I will run his full brother, Dick Johnson, two years old, against any colt of
l^our horse Leviathan of the same age, bred and raised in Tennessee or Alabama, two
mle heats, for $1,000 aside, in the spring of 1836.
Third. I will run his full sister, one year old, against any Leviathan colt of the same
ge, bred and raised in Tennes.see or Alabama, two mile heats, in the fall of 1837, for
^1,000 a side.
Fourth. 1 will run his half sister, by Bertrand, dam Mariah, one year old, against
ny Leviathan colt of the same age, bred and raised in Tennessee or Alabama, two
tnile heats, for |1,000 a side, in the fall of 1837. The above mentioned races to be
un over the Louisville Course, and to be governed by the rules of its Jockey Club.
Please to inform me, whether you accept or reject these propositions, If you accept,
[ will expect to meet you at Louisville on the 15th of April next, to name colts and to
close the races by depositing forfeits; I will be at Mr. Throgmorton's hotel.
Very respectfully your humble servant, Wxlla Vilev.
N.B. My absence from Kentucky prevented me from attending to this matter sooner.
T am authorised by Mr. Robert Burbridge to say to you that he will run his gray
mare, Sarah Miller, by Cherokee, four years old, against Hibernia, over the Oakland
Course, in the fall of 1835 or spring of 1836, for from $1,000 to $2,000, two mile heats.
Yours, &C. WiLLA ViLEY.
RACES TO COME.
Tree Hill, Va. 3rd Tuesday, April.
Newmarket, Va. 1st Tuesday, May.
Broad Rock, Va. i2d Tuesday, April.
Fairfield, Va. 4th Tuesday, April.
Union Course, 1st meeting, IstTues. May.
Union Course, 2d meeting, IstTues. June.
Central Course, 3d Tuesday, May.
Washington, 2d Tuesday, May.
Timonium, 4th Tuesday, May.
Norfolk, 1st Tuesday, June,
Central Course Races, will commence on the third Tuesday in May purses,
^500, three mile heats—$1000, four mile heats—Craig Cup, value g500, two mile
heats, besides sweepstakes—particulars in our next.
Sweepstakes to be run over the Central Course.
1. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years old, spring 1836, mile heats, en-
Itrance $300, glOO forfeit, four or more to make a race. To name and close Jan. 1, 1836.
2. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years old, spring 1837—to run spring
1837, mile heats, entrance j^300—$100 forfeit; four or more to make a race. To close
and name January 1, 1837.
3. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years old, spring 1837—to run fall meet-
mg, 1837, two mile heats, entrance $1000—^250 forfeit, four or more to make a race.
To close and name June 1, 1835. Subscribers to this stake are at present—John M
Botts, J. S- Garrison. A. L. Botts. O. P. Hare, John Heth, John McCarty, J.M.Botts.
J. S. Garrison, J. M. Selden.
4. A sweepstakes for the get of stallions, to run spring 1835, mile heats, entrance
^200, half forfeit—closed. John Minge enters the get of Timoleon, VVm. R. Johnson,
tlie get of Medley, John M. Botts, the get of Gohanna, .Tohn C. Stevens, the get of
Eclipse, Thonias Siiowden, Jr. the get of Industry, John C. Craig, the get of Sir
New York Races
Will commence over tlio Union Course the first Tuesday in May, 1835.
Fir/tl day, a match for $4,000, between Captain Stockton's JNforris and Air. Stevens''
Tom Moore, two mile heats.
Same day, sweepstakes, mile heats, entrance ^300, half forfeit. Subscribers.
1. J. H. Wilkes names full sister to Medoc.
2. Also produce of Saluda, by Eclipse.
3. James Bathgate names produce of the Maid of the Mill, by Sir Hal.
4. J. C Green names Emiliana, by Eclipse, dam Filho mare.
5. Ro. Tillotson names produce of Bedford mare, by Eclipse.
6. John R. Snediker names ch. c. by Eclipse, dam Flirt.
7. R. F. Stockton names Middlesex, by Sir Charles, dam Powancey.
8. Wm. Gibbons names Felix, by Sir Hal, dam Flora, by Eclipse.
9. A. L. Botts names full brother to Tyrant.
10. John C. Craig names ch. f. by Sir Charles, dam a Whip mare.
11. do. names a filly by Sir Ciiarles, dam Betsey Archer.
Second day, sweepstakes, $300, forfeit $100, mile heats. Subscribers.
1. John C. Craig names f. by Sir Hal, dam Coquette.
2. John C. Stevens names ch. c. Henry Duke, by Charles, dam Mary, by Alfred,
(Mr. Heth's.)
3. Ro. L. Stevens names produce of Jjallah Rookh, by Eclipse.
4. R. F. Stockton names b. f. by Lance, out of Monmouth's dam.
5. W. Livingston names b. f. Itasca, by Eclipse, dam Betsey Ransom.
6. H. Wooley names ch. c. Sir Hiram, by Pilot, dam by Duroc.
Snvie day, purse ^300, two mile heats.
Third day, sweepstakes, mile heats, entrance $200, forfeit §50. Subscriben.
1. John C. Craig names f, by Teniers, dam Invalid.
2. James Bathgate names cU. c. by Eclipse, out of a Bussorah mare.
3. do. names ch. c. by Barefoot, dan) Highland Mary.
4. Wm. Jones names b. c. by Sir Lovell, dam an Expedition maro.
5. R. F. Stockton names produce of Charlotte Pace, by Tonson.
6. I. S. Snedecor names b. f. by Lovell, dam Empress.
7. J. H. Wilkes names produce of Medoc's dam, by Eclipse.
8. do. names produce of Saluda, by Eclipse.
9. Ro. L, Stevens names produce of Lallah Rookh, by Eclipse,
10. H. Van Cott names produce of Bolkum mare, by Eclipse.
11. W. McCoun names br. c. by Eclipse, dam by Waterloo.
12. J. Alston names b. f. Jane Lynch, by Eclipse, dam by Pacolet.
Same day, purse $400, three mile heats.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $1,000, four mile heats.
The number of horses already at the Union Course is unprecedented.
The .second meeting will take place the first Tuesday in June.
On the 24th day of April, Friday, (if fair, and the state of the course permitting,)
will take place on the Union Course the great performance of Mr. Stevens' "Foot
Match," of going on foot 10 miles within an hour. Mr. S. giving a thousand dollars to
the successful competitors. A purse, two mile heats, free for all horses according to
the rules of the course, will be run for the same day; in addition to which two matches
have been made, then to take place—thus making a day of great interest as well as
novelty. Alkx. L. Botts, Sec'ry JV. Y J. C.
N. B. It is believed to be a singular fact that of the twenty-nine nominations in the
three sweepstakes to be run the first meeting, every one is nov/ in training. A. L. B.
Eagle Course, Trenton, (N. J.) Races,
Will commence on Tuesday, April 21, and continue three days.
First day, a sweepstake for three year old colts and fillies; subscription $200 each.
Same day, a purse of $200, mile heats, best three in^ five.
Second day, a purse of $300; two mile heats.
Same day, a purse of $150, mile heats; for only three year old colts and SUies,that
were not winners at this meeting.
Third day, a purse of $500, three mile heats.
Someday, a purse of $130; single two miles. O. BAit.Ey, Sec'ry.
IH'J^ote.—The law which formerly existed in New Jersey, prohibiting iiorse racing,
was repealed at the last session of the legislature. New and very extensive stands
have been erected on the course, for the reception of visiters.
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Herewith, inclosed, I send you the to derS^ ?'.'^^"- ^^'"''^' «' ^835/^
I was induced (nolhina loth) (o enter bv'L In ^^^
"'"?'« ^^y's sport, upon whid
Turf Register,'^vhich%ppeared in I eci^.t ,uE.t?h'^ ^V"^"? ^^ the AtnericJ
I cannot boast of having '-baacred" an unusua r.// ^ ""'u '^'''f " '" ''''« ^''f^ spa'
flatter myself, however, we sT.aM aaree in ,h. ^ f'' ""'."''" "^ ^^^ "^^^'lo^^ birds;'
happy de'sttnation of a few ofliSTa^e^ e^ettu;:^' To'bT'^'
'" ^t'^forcibly impressed With the justice of vT.nr annl^i j . ^ °® serious-I waa;
upon ever; "genuine lover ol spon, a d spElV of i i?
"'""^''' "f obligation resUj
nng'^of them all, •• the sports of the turf.T use Le^^^^^^^^^
manly and ^'spirit .j]
a work, which has contributed so esscntMb, n Tu.V^ J^"dable exertion to perpetui^
in this country, that I, forthwith ZTSt 1 t '"''"""J^'^^^^ «f tl>e "blooded horst
scribers within the circle of m; imm dtate cnuaCnS T''"'^' ''""' ^'^''"'""^' «"«as yet, but a comparative /e,«Lveem4rked^?n.hpT. i" ' "'TJ'"^ ''''^ ^^"^' ^^^ert
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subscribers, and (what I doubt no,
'•old palroni," (myself of the nuXr ) that t'hi f,^°"\'"^'"§: f^^e two or three of you
ffister closed with ,h. An„!L ""'^t':'? 'A'] !l'^^''' ^"i'J'n« of the American Turf Rel
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benefits of that deservedly poDular vnrl \ , i P"^i'^&eneraily the incalculably
breeders and trainers of the 'ffled lori"- n^rj^
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useful and amusing matter, whicl finds Ttsvvr.,h™'"'u" '?" '"exhaustible fund od
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library of every liberal minded ^en leman wh^th^rl .
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Nicholas Davis.
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dolphin ArabianJland what is^lUerSane's pedi^ree?^
Babraham, and he by the-Go"-
Washington City Jockey Club Races.To commence on Tuesday, 12th May, and continue four days
I'lrst day, a sweepstakes for three veir nM« m;u i <
four subscribers.
^^''' ^^""^^ "''« ''^^ts, entrance $100, half forfeit.
Gen. Gibson's b. f. by Monsieur Tnnonn t r» j t , .
Sa?nerfoy, Washington plate valupft^nn P' , • l
|..o„. .«, P.OJ. ,.s^.;:^^^^^ evening.
Same day, the Whip race, (to be hereafter arranged,) ^sin.le m ,e




by American Eclipse. ' °° ^- ''• ''^ lo'Justry.—Edward Hamilton's ch. f.
oni^rS;fSt ^kSrand^S"^^' ^? \'''t ^" «-' "'^'^ ^-ts, free |of Washington. ^ "'^ ^^'^ ^'''"'^' «f Coluaibia, and within fifty miles I
Fourik day, Jockey Club purse $700, four mile heats, entrance $25.
Y. N. OlIver, Proprietor.
Maryland Jockey Club Races.
Over the Centra! course, near Baltimore, will commence on the third Tuesday in May,
(I9th,) and continue four days.
First day, mile heats, a sweepstakes for the get of sfallions; the colts or fillies to be
three years old this spring; $200 entrance, half forfeit; eight subscribers.
1. John Minge enters the get of Timoleon. 2. William 11. Johnson enters the get
of Medley. 3. John M. Botis enters the get of Guhanna. 4. John C. Slovens enters
the get of Eclipse. 5. Thomas Snowden, Jr. enters the get of Industry. 6. John C.
Craig. enters the get of Sir Charles. 7. John C. Stevens enters the get of Sir Henry.
8. Abaer Robinson enters the get of Monsieur Tonson.
Second datj, two mile heats, for the Craig Plate, consisting of a most splendid tea
service, cost $500; the winner to take the plate or |J500 at his option; entrance money
depending on the number of subscribers.
Tliird day, three mile heats; Proprietor's purse, $500; entrance $20.
Fourth day, four mile heats; Jockey Club purse, $1000; entrance $30.
^J::^There are one or two other stakes for colts and fillies three years old, which it is
expected will be made, previous to the meeting.
This course, which has been improving every season since its establishment, and on
whish, of late, the time has been so remarkably quick, was a few days since accurately
measured by a regular surveyor, (John Moke, Jr.) in the presence of the vice president
and several other members of the Club, and was found to be exactly one mile.
J. M. Selden, Proprietor.
Kendall Course Races.
On the grounds of the Canton Company of Baltimore.
The first spring meeting, over this new and splendid course, will take place on the
fourtti Tuesday in May, being the 26th of the month, and continue .four days.
First day—Fir*^ race, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies, then three years old, bred
and owned in the state of Maryland or the District of Columbia; mile heats; entrance
^100, half forfeit, three or more to make a race; to name and close on the first day of
Central course meeilp^.
Second race—same day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies, then three years old; mile
heats; entrance $200, half forfeit; three or more to make a race; to name and close as
above.
Second day—first race, Proprietor's purse, $400; two mile heats; free for any horse,
mare, or gelding—entrance $15.
Second race—same day, a post sweepstakes, for nags bred or owned in Maryland and
the District of Columbia; $100 entrance, $30 forfeit; to close as above.
Third day—first race. Proprietor's purse, $200, free for nags bred or owned in Mary-
land and the District of Columbia; ip case of more than three starting, the second best
to be refunded his entrance money, out of the purse; entrance $15.
Second race—same day, a Breeder's purse of $100, given by the Proprietor to Mary-
land and the District of Columbia bred colts and fillies, then three years old; mile heats;
to name and close as above. In case the nag is named and does not run, the owner to
pay $20 forfeit.
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, flOOO, four mile heats, free for any horse, mare, or
gelding in the United States; entrance $30.
^The Rules of the Maryland Jockey Club will be adopted by this Club, for the first
meeting. Jas. B. Kendall, Proprietor
.
Mr. Editor: . Silverton P. O., S. C, March 4, 1835.
Why do not those persons who advertise thoroughbreds for sale, state the price.''
It would save much trouble, and promote sales. The spirit of breeding is spreading,
and many a one would engage in it, if he could be certain of getting genuine stock,
on reasonable terms. Let the sellers then, in good faith, describe their stock, and
name their lowest prices. H.
[So say we, most cordially.]
The Blooded Stock offered fot sale by the subscriber, in the March No. of the Turf
Register, page 369, will be sold at the ensuing Fairfield May races, on the day of the
Jockey Club purse. Richard Hill.
March 29, 1835.
Pittsburgh Association Jockey Club Races.
This Association, formed for the improvement of the breed of horses, will hold the
spring meeting- on the last Tuesday in May, (26th,) and continue four days, subject
to the rules and regulations of the Constitution and By-laws of the Club, which do
not differ essentially from those of the Central course, near Balliaiore.
First day, four mile heats, $200.
Second day, three mile heats, $150.
Third day, two mile heats, $100.
Fourth day, mile heals, best three in five, $150. Richard Phillips, Sec'ry-
J
The following Stakes are now open to he run over tlie Washington Course.
Fall Meeting, 1835.
1. A sweepstakes for colts and four years old spring 1835— to run fall meeting 1835;
three mile heals; subscription $300, forfeit $100—to name and close fourth July next.
To this stake there are now two subscribers;— there is every prospect of its being si very
large and popular stake.
2. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old spring 1835; two miiS heats; sub-
scription $300, forfeit $100—to name and close fourth July next.
3. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old spring 1835; two mile heats; sub-
scription $200, forfeit ^75—to name and close fourth July next.
Spring Meeting, 1836.
4. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies then three years old, mile heats; subscription
$10C0, forfeit $250— to name and close 1st Nov. 1835. From (he present number of
subscribers, there is no doubt but this stake will be worth $10,000.
5. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies then three years old, mile heats; subscription
$200, forfeit $50— to name and close as above.
Fall Meeting, 1836.
6. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old spring 1836; two mile heats; sub-
scription $1000, forfeit $250—to name and close 1st Nov. 1835.
7. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old spring 1336, two mile heats; sub-
scription $200, forfeit $50—to name and close as above.
Spring Meeting, 1837.
8. A sweepstakes for colls and fillies then three years old, mile heats; subscription
$500, forfeit $150—to name and close 1st Nov. 1836.
9. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies then three years old, mile heats; subscription $300;
forfeit $100—to name and close as above.
Fall Meeting, 1837.
10. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old, spring 1837, two mile heals;
subscription ^1000, forfeit $150— to name and close 1st Nov. 1836.
11. A sweepstakes for colls and fillies three years old, spring 1837, two mile heats;
subscription $300, forfeit $75— to name and close as above.
Spring Meeting, 1838.
12. A produce sweepstakes lor colts and fillies, dropt spring 1835, mile heals; sub-
scription $300, forfeit $100—to close 1st Nov. 1835. There are now three subscribers to
this stake.
13. A produce sweepstakes for colts and fillies dropt spring 1835, mile heats; subscrip-
tion glOOO, forfeit $200— to close 1st Nov. 1835.
TiMONiUM Races.
Endeavors have been made, without success, to ascertain when the Timonium races
will take place, the purses, &c.
We have understood, indirectly, from one of the Proprietors' that they will come oflf
on the second Tuesday of May.
Mr. Editor: Charleston, S. C. March 23, 1835.
In the presence of two very intelligent gentlemen, I again measured the "Washing-
ton Course," on Saturday last, agreeably to your request." We measured it exactly
where the horse that has the track generally runs, sometimes two and a half feet from
the ditch, sometimes three and a half feet. We made it seventeen hundred and forty-
Beven yards, one foot, and nine inches; of course, less than it ought to be by a few
yards, but nearer the mile than this, it will be impossible to bring it.
Very respectfully, your ob't serv't, John B. Irving.

To ConREsrosrEXTs of the Txtrf Register.
It has been found necessary to fix upon certain times, on or before which all articU
intended for publication in the Turf Register must be received at our office. Without
rule of this kind it is impossible that we can get the numbers out with the regularit
necessary in such publications. We have therefore, fixed on the following, and reques
correspondents to bear them in mind, as the times specified are the latest that any of lb
respective articles can be received for publication in the numbers of the ensuino- month
It would add much to our convenience if correspondents would furnish their article
even sooner than the times specified, and in all cases the articles ^rs< received will hav
the preference of insertion, other qualifications being equal. Those articles not receive
till after the time required, will be filed for publication and have the preference, in th
next number succeeding that for which they were intended.
All memoirs of horses and other long articles, must be received here on or before th
10th of the month preceding that in which they are intended to appear.
Reports of races, pedigrees, and all other matter not embraced in the above, must bi
received on or before the 20th of the month.
Advertisements for the sale of horses, &c. for the cover, must be received on or befoi
the 22d of the month, and will be charged at ^5 each, if they do not exceed half a page
or $10 a page, and the money should in all cases be sent with the advertisement
Sweepstakes and advertisements of races must be received on the 22d of the month.
ARGTLE.
Mr. Editor: Columbia, South, Carolina, May 17, 1835.
I must take the earliest opportunity to correct an error, however slight, committed b
me, in ofifering to run Argyle a match against Shark.
I stated, "Argyle will be five years old in June next." Since receiving a letter fro
the Hon. Gabriel Duvall, of Maryland, an extract below, places me right on this subject
Very respectfully, P.M.Butler.
Marietta, April 24, 1835,
Dear Sir:—*'Your letter of the 9th was received a few days since. If in any letter
from me to you, I have said that Argyle was a June colt, I must have spoken from
memory, as the fact is otherwise. On referring to the book, I find he was foaled on the
eleventh day of April, 1830." Signed, G. Duvall.
^ The Washington, Bordentown, and other races were not reported in time for thif
number, it would be well if all clubs would require an official report to be drawn uj
immediately after each meeting, and certified by the President and Secretary of th«
Club,—and immed lately forwarded for publication. The report of the Trenton raoeil
was received in time, but mislaid—it shall appear in our next.
CORRECTION.
Mr. Editor: April 10, 1835.
In the pedigree of Upton, vol. 6, page 428, we find, "Maid of the Oaks, by impj
Shark, Rockingham," &c. It should be Maid of the Oaks, by Spread Eagle, dami
by imp. Shark, Rockingham, &c.

Eagle Course, [Trenton, JY. J.) Races.
The second spring meeting will commence on Tuesday, June 9th, 1835, and continue
four days.
First rfay, a sweepstake will take place, of which further particulars will be given.
Same day, a purse of $200, mile heats, best three in five.
Second day, a purse of $300, two mile heats.
Same day, a purse $150, mile heats; (free only for colts and fillies.)
Third day, a purse of' $400, three mile heats.
Same day, a purse of $100, single mile, (not excluding any number from the same
stable.)
Fourth day, Jockey Club purse, $1000, four mile heats.
Same day, a purse of $200, single three miles; (not excluding any number from the
same stable.)
^ Entrances must be made at the Eagle Hotel, on the evening previous to each race,
before eight o'clock. O. Baeley, Sec'ry.
Trenton, Jlpril 21, 1835.
SWEEPSTAKES.
Mr. Editor: J^atchez, May 3, 1835.
You will please advertise the following Sweepstakes.
We, the subscribers, agree to run a sweepstakes with coKs and fillies, the produce of
mares stinted this season, (1835;) two mile heals, $1,000 entrance, $500 forfeit, agreeably
to the rules of, and over the St. Francisville course, on the Monday previous to the
spring races in 1839. To name and close before the first of January, 1836,
Morris Boyles names produce of Lucilla and Luzborough.
W. J. Minor " " Jane Grey and Longwaist.
A. L.Bingaman •' " Chuckferhilus' dam and Bertrand.
We, the subscribers, agree to run a sweepstakes with colts and fillies, the produce of
mares stinted this season, (1835;) one mile heats, $1,000 entrance, $500 forfeit, agreea-
bly to the rules of, and over the St. Francisville course, on the Tuesday previous to the
spring races in 1839. To name and close before the 1st of January, 1836.
Morris Boyles names produce of Jenny Devers and Luzborough.
W. J. Minor " " Matilda and Pacific.
A. L.Bingaman •' " Hard Heart's dam and Bertrand.
Gentlemen wishing to name in either of the above stakes will enclose their nomina-
tions to Thomas Boyles, St. Francisville, Louisiana.
Respectfully, W. S. Minor.
POINTERS FOR SALE.
A pair of first rate young Pointers, full brothers, liver and white, beautifully marked,
thirteen months old, hunled admiiably last fall, will be sold if applied for immediately.
They are out of a slut imported by a gentleman from England, for which he was offered
one hundred guineas, and by a first rate dog. Price $40 each, or $75.00 for the two.
Apply to Gideon B. Smith, Turf Register office.
FOR SALE.
OLD PORT.—This beautiful stallion is now oflfered for sale, deliverable at Liverpool,
England. He is seven years old, a bright bay, uith black legs, stands sixteen hands
high, is without a blemish, and perfectly sound, and is in every respect a desirable animal
for breeders. In 1833, he won the Mostyn stakes at Holywell, beating Mona s Pride,
Birmingham, Ultimaium, Liioy, Dandina and Felt. At Oswestry, he beat Conway, &c.
and at Wrexham, he beat Fag, Pliiralist and Orthodox,
Pkdigree.—Old Port is by Whi.sker, dam by Dick Andrews, grandam by Shuttle,
great grandam by Sir Peter, out of Play or Pay's dam by Herod. Whisker is too well
known to require any comment, ami the dam ot Old Port was so well descended that
the proprietor of the above stallion gave three hundred guineas for her although hipped.
For further particulars address by letter (post paid) to H. Norris, 57 William street.
New York.
Aew> York, May 14, 1835.
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uiay oe more accurate tnan our correspondent's, be induced to imitate his zeal anrl Pv«m 1
p e we m.gt probably be able to fur'nish the pedigrees, of wh'^h long ca a lo^^^^^^^^ ^been requested in preceding numbers, that are earnestly desired by some of our friend!and which we wish, with equal earnestness, to furnish. We hope our readers are notired with our request that every one, who is able, should send us such a pedi' ee asthey may possess, which may not have been published in the Turf Reajsier Othersbesides ourselves are anxious to know the blood of winners. To a bre°eder it mLvhlimportant to know all the crosses. We presume all our readers conceive 'bld™?o be
SWEEPSTAKES TO BE RUN OVER THE CeNTRAL CoURSE.
i»\f \7^^P^'f^^f
*o ••""' fo" years old, on Monday preceding the next fall meetin-
pW ; H '' ";L'' ?''''; ?'""°" ^^^^°' *-50 f«^fei'- *^°"' "more to make a race toclose and name the 1st of August next, '
1. J. JM. Selden enters Mazeppa by Hotspur.
2. A. L. Botts enters Post Boy by Henry.
3. Wm. R. Johnson enters
—
2d. A sweepstakes to run same day, (expected to be changed,) free for all acres. Three
aLITJ '"^''"'' ^'^^^,' ^•^•' '^^ ^™P"^^" »« addljlOOO. To close he 1st ofAugust, three or more to make a race, now three subscribers
1. Jno. C. Stevens enters Clara Howard.
2. Wm. R. Johnson.




'^^^' '^'^^ y^"^ «'^' mile heats; entrance
$ , g200 forfeit. Four or more to make a race, to close the 1st of January 1836
run'fall'^mTpS^^.'?/'.' ^^"^I'"J
'""^ ^'''''''' of Columbia raised colts and fillies, to
f l meeting, 1835; two mile heats; entrance §100, h.f. Four or more to make arace, to close and name by 1st of September next.
Thos. Emory enters Toby by Jno. Richards out of Grecian Princess.
hefls^"e^tr'a';;rpP*Tnn'llnn"f" fj^S^^^^-^^g
1836, coKs and fillies three years old; mile
hearts, ntr nce oO, §100 forfeit. Four or more to make a race, to close 1st of January,
6th. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies raised in Maryland and District of Columbia
acr"tn^.r° "r""=' l^^?' ™i't ^T' ^"'^^"*^« ^'««' h-f- Four or more to make ar e, o close and name by 1st of April, 1836.
•„ ^'I'aafi
sweepstakes for colts and fillies three years old, spring 1836, to run fall meet-
to close and name 1st of January, 1836. '
IS??' f^
'"'^^P^'^'^^^ ^0' ''o^'s and fillies three years old spring 1836, to run fall raeetincr
1836; two mile heats; entrance $300, §100 forfeit. Four or more to make a race, toclose and name 1st of January, 1836.
n^plli;/, J'qo:^"'^,'T'!'^^''''
^°' ''°''' ^"'^ ^"'"^ ^'^ ^^ '^'"P^ «P""? ^836, to run sprinameeting 1839; mile heats; entrance §500, §200 forfeit. Six or more to make a race, toclose 1st of January, 1836. '
iftJS'^'J^ ^'ii^T 7''PV^^'^«
foj colts and fillies dropt spring 1836, (o run fall meeting
oW «nH ""^^T.' /?""^""' ^^^^^' ^^^^ f«^f^'*- Six or more to make a race, toclose and name by 1st of January, 1836.
nld Kt;nt 'r^H P/',f"'.^ t^^ S^.^
of stallions to be dropt spring 1836, to run three years
&in ?h%^ ' mile heats m the spring and two mile heats in the fall; entrance^250 in the spring, p.p. and gSOO in the fall, p.p. Three or more to make a race.
12th. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies now one year old, to run sprin* 1837- mile
ofTL'T iSf'°'' ^'°° ^''^'''- ^°" '' ""''' *« ™-ke a 'race, to close and name 1st01 January^ loo/
.
N.B.—All entries to be directed to the subscriber and must be received or post marked
by the day specified for closing. j. m. Selden, TV. Sf Pr.
The following Stakes and Matches are closed.
half fortir''^'"''""
^" ^^^ ^"^ of stallions, to run fall 1835; mile heats; entrance §500, .
^J^i'nZ'T!T7r^l
"'' °^ V'^t'l; ^^'"- ^ •'°^"^°"' the get of Medley. John
ll't nf S>; cUJ T '"n • c '^"'- ^- ^'""'"'' ^^' set of Eclipse.^ John C. Craig, the
fhl get'df Mons1:u'r To" son^.'
''"^" ^"'"^ ''' ''' '' "^"^^'- ^^"" ^^^^^ -'-
Snd^Asweepstakes to run first day fall meeting 1835; two mile heals; entrance
h.f. Closed January 1,1833. To this stake there are the following subscribers:
.by Sir Charles, out of Star^ ^^^ ^ Gilmer, Jr. enters ch. f.
f;lr'cSa;iL'U orirs;;rbin?o'n. T. R. S.
Boyce enters f. Car.inta by Appa-
''s^d A sweepstakes to run fall meeting 1835; two
mile heats; entrance $300, #100 for-
?J rio^^l 1st Sentember last, to which there are the following
subscribers:
two mile heats, entrance $oOO, h.f.
Closed January i, looo.
the following entries: H^nrv Hamilton Wilkes, produce of
J. C. Stevens enters produce of Janet
and e y W*J?."^°"
^J' ^^^^ to Star.
Betsey Richards and Henry. Wm. H. Tayloe F"'^."^/ ^^ f^fi^^'^'hi e by Eclipse.
James S. Garrison, Foduce of Ata anta by
Gohanna; «^dj El.za WhUe ^ ^^^
J J Harrison, produce of Maid of Lodi and
Eclipse. VVm. h-^iemaii, piu
a;d Charles
'
S. O. Jacobs, produce of Sally S-^h and ^f ^bella an"d S^C^'ar'ls.
duce of Coquette and Medley Wm Wynn,Foduce o I«^^^'^jj^"^.„^ ,,d,ee
Thomas B. Coleman, produce of Mary I^^^/^^^^^J"^prSe of Me "bods Ind Henry,
of Eliza Adams and Timoleon. l^obert L.
Stevens prod«f« ^t ^ j






M. Botts, produce of Mischief and
Gohanna.
, ,„„« 4innn M50 forfeit
7th. Sweepstakes to run fall 1837,
two mile heats, entrance #1000, #250
t t .
Subscribers:
n^i^onn, «,.t nf Miqphief J. S. Garrison enters produce of
Jno M. Botts enters a Gohanna eut ot
iviiscn i. j o " »»
xVhitft hv Sir
^^i^. ' S^Key! f. by Ti-leon out of^Daizy Cropper ^^^ J^f-j^^^^^^^^^^
^^J^r^Hat^^st^arl'S^^
^ Trf^rSi^ will take place on the third Tuesday in October, (20th.)
Stakes now open to be run oyek the Kendall
Course near Baltimore.
1st A sweepstakes for Maryland and District of Columbia
bred ^oUs and filhes then
three yta^soS to run fall meeting 1835 two f^^eats
entrance
#100.^^^^^^^
more to make a race; to close and name
September 1, 1835, now ^"'^'^^""^^^^^^^^
2nd. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies then three
years old, to run fall meeting 18Sa,
mile heats, entrance #100, h.f.; to close
and name as above.
3d. A sweepstakes for all ages, two mile heats, entrance #200,
h.f.; to run fall meetm„
''2 rt::;tZ:i:i:T:;,^^^^^^ then three years old. ^o run
spring meeting
1836 mileTeats. entrance $500, forfeit $200;
to close and name March 1, 836. ^
5 h. A produce stake fo! coUs and fillies dropt spring
1836 to run sprmg meetmg
1839, #1000 entrance, #250 forfeit; to
close and name January 1, 1836
The fall meeting will take place on the fourth
Tuesday m October next, bemg
27th of the month.
, , , jj»„„c^j f^ thp (subscriber at Baltimore.
Entries to any of the above stakes to be
addressed^tojhe s^^^smbe ^ ^^
proprktor.
Pendleton, S. C. June 1, 1835.
WANTED.—The pedigree of a mare called Sally Banks, owned by Mr. Robert
While, in the neig-hbourhood of Richmond, Virginia. Mr. Thomas G, Tinsley, Mr.
Benjamin Tompkins, or Mr. Robert White, it is presumed, can give the above pedigree.
Mk. Editor: Baltimore, June 11, 1835.
If you have an order for a first rale Pointer, I can supply it. I have a dog which I
would sell, who is thoroughbred, well broken, quarters well, has a good nose, is docile,
industrious, and stands firmly. In a word, he is a superior dog.
[The writer of the above may be fully relied on—there is no better judge.
—
Ed. T. R.]
Wanted Immediately, a Trainer.— One who is experienced, sober, and qualified,
will receive liberal wages and a per centum upon the winnings. Apply to
Philip Wallis, Baltimore, Md.
FOR SALE,
That very beautiful and well formed, thoroughbred stallion, Riplet, property of J. C.
Craig, Esq. Ripley is a chestnut, seven years old this spring—upwards of fifteen and a
half hands high, and of magnificent carriage and appearance.
Pkdiqree.—He was got by the celebrated racehorse Sir Charles, the best son of the
renowned Sir Archy, his dam was the famous running mare Betsy Robinson, by Thad-
deus; dam Maria, by Sir Archy, imported Sir Harry—imported Dare Devil—Batt and
Maclin's Fearnought—imported Janus out of a thoroughbred mare— see Turf Register,
vol. 3, page 430. The blood and distinguished performances of Sir Charles, his sire-
Sir Archy, his grandsire---and of Betsy Robinson, his dam, proves him to be of a run-
ning family. His own successful performances also on Long Island, where he twice
(and the only times he ever started in condition to run) beat several of the best two
mile horses in the countrj', in three heats, with perfect ease, having run one heat in
3 m. 47 s. under a hard pull, proves him to be a most desirable stallion. At Trenton,
when out of condition, he beat the celebrated mile horse Fox, a single mile, which was
one instance of his extraordinary speed.
P'or terms apply to the Editor of the Sporting Magazine—who, if desired, will go one-
third in the purchase. The price demanded is extremely moderate, as Mr. Craig is over-
stocked—having Shark, Medley, and a numerous stud of brood mares and foals.
MARK ANTHONY FOR SALE,
The celebrated thoroughbred horse, Mark Anthony, bred by the late Hon. John
Randolph, of Roanoke, is ofi'ered for sale. He is a beautiful dark brown, IG hands
high, and of fine style and action. He was got by Sir Archy out of Roanoke, she by
Ball's Florizel. For his pedigree, which is surpassed by that of no horse in this coun-
try, see American Turf Register, vol. 5, p. 489, (in the "Stud of the late Hon. John
Randolph, of Roanoke, No. 44;) and page 321 of Edgar's American Race Turf Register.
For tarms and other particulars apply to the editor of the Turf Register.
N. B. If not sold previously, he will be offered at public sale at the Central Course on
the last day of the ensuing fall races.
FOR SALE.
OLD PORT.—This beautiful stallion is now offered for sale, deliverable at Liverpool,
England. He is seven years old, a bright bay, with black legs, stands sixteen hands
high, is without a blemish, and perfectly sound, and is in every respect a desirable animal
for breeders. In 1833, he won the Mostyn stakes at Holywell, beating Mona's Pride,
Birmingham, Ultimatum, Lucy, Dandina and Felt. At Oswestry, he beat Conway, &c.
and at Wrexham, he beat Fag, Pluralist and Orthodox.
Pedigree.—Old Port is by Whisker, dam by Dick Andrews, grandara by Shuttle,
great grandam by Sir Peter, out of Play or Pay's dam by Herod. Whisker is too well
known to require any comment, and the dam of Old Port was so well descended that
the proprietor of the above stallion gave three hundred guineas for her although hipped.
For further particulars address by letter (post paid) to U. Norris, 57 William street.
New York.
JVeio York, May 14, 1835.
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Lottery.—The portrait of llie Taraous English racehorse Lottery, as it appears in thfei
Annals of ihe English Turf, presents to the eye great perfection of equestrian farm for
speed and power. It is in the hamis of Mr. Bannerman, to be engraved for the American'
Turf Register, but could not be finished for this number— it will appear in the next.
"A Virginia Breeder," in reply to "A Breeder," in the July number, was not]
received until the whole of this number was in type. He is one of the friends that we|
are sorry to part with, as among the most accornplished correspondents of the'Sportinwl
Magazine. "'
GoHANNA.—We had the pleasure a few weeks since, to see this splendid stallion, dis-J
tinguished on the turf and in the stud, on his return to the fields of his early renown^^
front) New York, where he has been covering, the last season. Black Maria, the dam of
Medoc, and other mares of distinction graced his harem, and will afford him theopportn-^
nity which has been so much defied, of establishing for himself, a character as a stallion,i
corresponding with his reputation as a racer. But even a careless observer must be
struck with the number of winners of the get of Gohanna this spTing, in proportion to the
number of the get of other stallions, and to the whole number of his own that came to the
post. We have long wished to present our readers with a good portrait and full memoir
of this superb stallion, due alike to himself, and his much respected owner.
Medoc—The writer of "Review of Stallions for 1835," has given Medoc's "best
lime, three miles, 5m. 5ls." It should have been 5m. 48s. We are glad to hear, in jus-
tice to his own great merits and for the sake of his estimable proprietor, that he is "doing
a great business."
Errata.—In the first paragraph of page 615, there is an asterisk too much—we
may as well say at once, for we do it with pride, that the names intended to be
understood, are Hampton and Stockton.
RACES TO COME— 1835.
Augusta, Geo. - - - Nov. 24. Madison, Ken. - - - Sept. 2.
Bordentown, N. J. - - Sept. 15. Montreal, L. C. - - Sept. 1.
Central Course, Bait. - Oct. 20. Trenton, N.J. - - - Sept. 22.'
Columbus, S. C. - - - Dec. 21. Tree Hill, Va. - - - Oct. 6.
Danville, Va. - - - Oct. 6. Tallahassee, Flor. - - Dec. 15.
Jefferson Co. Va. - - - Sept. 23. Upper Marlborough, Md - Oct. 6.
Kendall Course, Bait. - Oct. 27. Washington, D. C. - - Oct. 13.
Louisville, Ken. - - Sept, 2-2.
C^ The Secretaries of all regularly organized clubs are requested to send in, as early
as possible, notices of their respective m6etings, to be inserted on the cover of the Reoris-
ter, free of charge.
A SpLENDrD Race.—Shark—Mazeppa and Clara Howard are entered for a sweep-
stakes, glOOO entrance—Central course—next October meeting.
Tree Hill Races.—No official account of the spring meeting has been received.
Will the Secretary be good enough to furnish it for publication in next No,
Upper Marlborough, (Md.) Jockey Club Races,
Will commence on the first Tuesday of October next, and continue four days.
First day, a sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years old, two mile heats; entrance
jlJlOO, h. f. Five subscribers and closed.
Second day. Jockey Club purse of $400, three mile heats; entrance ^20.
Tliird day, a purse of ^200, for colls and fillies, three years old, mile heats; entrance
^10. (Confined to horses bred and owned in Maryland and District of Columbia. ">
Fmtrth day, Jockey Club purse $500, four mile heals; entrance $30.
Wm. N. Bot,-x.eb
Jefferson, {Va.) Jockey Club.
The next meeting of the club will commence at their course, ten miles from Harper's
Ferry, on Wednesday, September 23, 1835.
First day, purse §500, four mile herts-
Second day, purse |200, two mile heats-
Same daif, a sweepstakes for colts. Six entries and closed-
Stud of the Late Major Blaney, For ^ale.
With every wish to promote a favourable sale of the valuable
racing stock left by the
lamented Major Blaney, we could not eay more to that end,
than is here taken from that
well conducted, spirited and excellent journal.
The New York bpirit of the Times.
^<&^ We bptr parlicularlv to invite attention to an advertisement of a sale of Blood
Horses on our hist pacre, which are to be sold by the
administrator of the estate of the
late lamented Major George Blaney, of the U. S.
Engineer Corps. Major «« liable
was noted on the turf for its blood and racing
qualities, and as it is to be sold for the
benefit of his lady and children, we trust our sporting' friends will
not suffer the occasion
to pass unheeded, of manifesting to them, by
liberality and good feeling, their sense of
that distincruished officer, and high minded honourable
turfite and gentleman.
The folTowino- mares, colts and fillies, belonging to the estate of
Maj. George Blaney,
deceased will be sold by his administrator, at private sale. 1
heir pedigrees will be
found in the Am. Turf Reg. and Sport. Mag. in the volumes referred to.
I Wrfn, b. m. ten years old. (Vol. 1, 418.) This mare is the dam
of Azalia.
JpLiA MoNTGOMEuy, b. f. two years old, out of No. 1, by American
Eclipse,
2. Lady Granville, b. m. eight years old. (Vol. 2, 621.)
Mary Ghanville, ch. f. two years old, out of No. 2, by Sir Charles.
3. Betsey WiLKs,b. m. ten years old (Vol. 2, 151.) , . mi ^
FAiRSTAK.b. f. rouryearsold,outofNo. 3, by Torpedo. (See his pedigree,
vol.4, 101.)
VALERrA ToNSON, b. f. three years old, by Monsieur Tonson, out of No.
3.
Peter Parley, ch. c yearling, out of No. 3, by Oscar Jr. (See his pedigree, vol. 1,
164 and 259.
B. f. oat of No. 3, by Oscar Jr. foaled this spring.
4. Polly Martin, b. m. eight years old. (Vol. 3, 584, and Vol. 2, 354.)
Athalia, b.f. two years old, out of No. 4, by American Eclipse.
Sally Lunn, b. f. yearling, out of No. 4, by Oscar Jr.
B. f. out of No. 4, by Oscar Jr. foaled this spring.
Further information can be had by writing to the subscriber, at Carlisle,
Penn.
. Wm. M. Biddle, Administrator.
P. S. The mares are large and strong. The Eclipse f. is 14h.3in.-the
Charles 14h.
2Jin —the Tonson 14h. Sin. by standard measurement on a barn floor. 1 he &ir t/haries
an uncommonly strong and beautiful filly.
Svsteepstakes to be Rvn over the Washington City Race Course.
Spring meeting, 1836.
1 For coKs and fillies, three years old, mile heats; subscription $1,000,
forfeit #250.
Five or more to make a race. To name and close the 1st day of November, 1835.
There are now. four subscribers, and no doubt this stake will be worth glO,000.
2. For colts and fillies, three years old, mile heats; subscription $200, forfeit $50.
To
name and close the 1st of November, 1835.
3. For colis and fillies, three years old, mile heats; subscription $200, forfeit $50.
To
name and close the 1st day of November, 1835. This stake is limited to colts and fillies
bred in Maryland, the District of Columbia, or within fifty miles of said District. 1
here
are now three subscribers.
There is a regular list of stakes as above, now open for the next five years; to nearly
all of which there are from two to five subscribers. Duo notice of their closing will be
given.
The Proprietor will offer a breeders' plate, to be run for at the fall meeting, 1835—
value $100. Free for two years old colts and fillies, a single mile. Five or more to make
a race, to name and close the 1st day of August. As no subscription is required to this
stake, gentlemen naming, that do not run, will pay $20 forfeit.
The Proprietor would call the attention of the sporting world to a Produce Stake, to be
run for over the Washington City Cjourse, at the spring meeting, 1839, by colts and fillies
dropped the spring of 1836, mile heats; subscription $1,000, forfeit $200. To name the
sire and dam, and to close on (he 1st day of November, 1835. To this stake, although
only open a few days, there are thirteen subscribers, and from the spirit it has been eii-
tered into, and the anxiety manifested to subscribe, he does not entertain a doubt but it
will be the largest stake ever run for in America,
The above stakes will be closed to the day, and subscribers immediately informed of
the names and number of subscribers.
The fall meeting for 1835, will commence on the 2d Tuesday in October.
Address the Proprietor or Secretary of the Washington City Jockey Club.
Y. N. Oliver, Proprietor.
The following sweepstakes, in addition to those published in last number, is now open,
to be run over the Kendall course.
A sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three years old, to run fall meeting, 1835, two mile
Tallahassee (Florida) Jockey Club Races,
Annual meeting, for 1835, will commence on Tuesday, December 15, and continue
fire days.
The following; stakes are now ofJen to be run over the Tallahassee, Florida, Course, at
the annual meeting, (o commence December 15, 1835.
1. A sweepstakes for three year olds, colts and fillies, three mile heats—subscription
$300, forfeit $100, to close September 30, and name the day before the race by 4 o'clock,
P. M. To this stake there are already four subscribers.
2. A poststake, free for any horse, mare or gelding, in the United States, four mile
heats—subscription §300, forfeit $100, to close September 30, and name the day before
the race by 4 o'clock, P. M. • Three subscribers necessary to make a race—two already
subscribed.
C^ Subscriptions to either of the above stakes, can be made by letter, addressed to
the Secretary, at Tallahassee, any time before the 30ih September, next.
Thos. Brown, Secretary atid Proprietor.
Eagle Course Races—September 22, 1835.
The first fall meeting will commence on the 22d September, with a sweepstakes for
all ages, two mile heats—$500 subscription, h. f. and $500 added by the Proprietors.
Four or more to make "a race—to close and name on or befure the 1st of August. Three
subscribers—J. C. Stevens, Esq. names Floranthe, by Eclipse, S. L. Governeur, Esq.
VV. B. Stockton, Esq. names Monmouth, by John Richards.
Same day, a maiden sweepstake for three year old colts and fiHies, ^100 subscription,
h. f. mile heats. Four or more to make a race, to close and name by the 1st of Sep-
tember.
Second day, purse, two mile heats.
Same day, purse, mile heats, best three in five.
Third day, purse §200, (wo miles out, free only for three year old colts and fillies; sub-
scription ^50 each, to be added, p. p. To name and close 1st September, four or more to
make a race—W. Livingston, Esq. names Itasca, by Eclipse.
Same day, purse, three mile heats.
Fourth day^ Jockey Club purse, four mile heats.
Further particulars will be given hereafter. Gentlemen wishing to subscribe to any
of the above stakes, will please address the Secretary as early as possible. Excellent
stabling may be secured by timely notice. O. B.^ii.ev, Secry.
Trenton, J^. J. June 22, 1835.
Danville, (Va.) Races,
The annual fall races over the Danville Race Course, will commence on Tuesday, the
6lh of October, and contmue five days. Particulars hereafter, and in time. The follow-
ing stakes are now open, in which the friends of the turf, and others are respectfully
invited to pa-rticipate.
1. Colt sweepstake, mile heats, for three year olds, ^100 entrance h. f. three or more
to make a race, to name and close on Tuesday, the Ist day September next.
2. Colt sweepstake, mile heats, for three year olds, $50 entrance, h. f. three or qiore to
make a race, to name and close on Tuesday, 1st of September next.
3. Post sweepstake for three year olds, two mile heats, $150 entrance, $50 forfeit,
three or more to make a race. Subscriptions close on Tuesday, the first day of Septem-
ber, but the liberty of naming allowed until the evening preceding the day on which the
stake will come oflf. Jos. Bibb Terry, Sec'ry
FINEFLOODED MARES AND COLTS FOR SALE.
An Alfred mare, out of the dam of Sally Hornet and Dolly Dixon, with her produce,
by Tonson,Timeleon and Pirate; and a Director mare, out of the dam of Kate Kearney
and Sussex, with her produce, by Tonson, Gohanna and Pirate, are for sale at Westmin-
ster, Maryland, and will be shown to any person wishing to purchase by Mr. Jacob
Pouder, of that place. Terms very low, and long time given, if well secured. The
Gohanna filly and Timoleon colt, three years old, are in training.
My 18, 1835. W. A. V. Maqaw.
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